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Message

It gives me immense pleasure to know that Siliguri B.Ed. College is going to 
publish an edited book on the subject “Looking at Gender through Varying 
Lenses’’, which I feel is a very relevant topic in the present scenario.

A gender lense as I understand is not a tangible object; it is a way of 
looking at things, a means to critically assess a wide range of social and political 
situations, in order to see how gender-inclusive or gender-sensitive they are. 
In a world in which most critical decision making powers lie with men, this 
approach of looking through lenses shift the focus and allows us to identify 
opportunities for those powers to be distributed more evenly. It highlights 
the difference between female and male interests at numerous levels– be that 
within the same household, state or country. Across the globe, women are 
trivialized, objectified and sexualized. Application of the gender lens provide 
a viewfinder that filters all of that out and exposes the roots of inequality. It 
places the spotlight on the realities, needs and perceptions of women. Far from 
ignoring men, it allows them to consider the world in a more holistic manner 
and reveals how their own interests intersect with those of women.

The subject of the book addresses various issues related to the above. I 
therefore, appreciate the initiative taken by Siliguri B.Ed. College to publish 
the book on such major issues. I am quite sure that the book will be of great 
help to the readers, students and researchers who are working on Gender 
Studies.

I extend my best wishes to the Principal, editors, authors and researchers 
who have contributed to make this book worth reading.

 Thanking you





Message from Dr. Bhibuti Bhusan Sarangi
Principal, Siliguri B.Ed. College

To
Dr. Ratna Nandi
Librarian, Siliguri B.Ed. College
And
Dr. Sourav Das
Assistant Professor, Siliguri B.Ed. College

I am very happy to know that you are going to publish a book “Looking 
at Gender through Varying Lenses” with Siliguri B.Ed. College as a publisher.

I convey my best wishes for the publication and will provide all kinds of 
support needed by you.

With warm wishes,

Dr. Bibhuti Bhusan Sarangi
PRINCIPAL

SILIGURI B.Ed. COLLEGE





Looking at Gender through Varying Lenses

It is said that the first evidence of civilization among humans is finding 
of a fossil of a healed femur that is something I liked very much because 
of the fact that humans as wild or natural beings are exclusive having 
the concept of exclusion due to our instincts; the instinct of survival, 
the instinct of perpetuation; they usually made us believe in the concept 
of exclusion, but with intellectual development, with spirituality we 
actually think of inclusiveness in the society from all corners and that 
is the beauty of this human race what I think. But at the same time the 
thing is it should be sustainable, so what sir was pointing out it should 
be sustainable not only that the thing which needs to be changed is 
not the external environment. The thing which needs to be changed is 
the internal environment of each and every human being intellectually, 
spiritually. And that way what I feel is the topic of this webinar i.e., 
“Looking at Gender through varying lenses” basically talks about our 
perception of gender, not only male female or the third gender and our 
inclusive thoughts, these will change the environment both external 
but it should start with the change, the change first should be internal 
and sustainable. At the same time what I was thinking yesterday only, 
that is most of us might not have seen the copy of the Constitution of 
our country, but we know what the Constitution speaks of, because 
there are so many models in front of us. Everyday we are seeing how 
rights are being protected; how the people, their lives; all their issues are 
being taken care of by the same. So models are very important. Even if 
we don’t know the theory, the models which we see in the society, these 
are going to enlighten us, these are going to change our perception 
and that way I would like all of us to think in that line and as most 
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of us here are Bengalis, what I was thinking that it is a challenge for 
all of us- the society, the nation as a whole and internationally also, it 
is a challenge. But in Bengali while trying to find out an appropriate 
word for challenge I didn’t find out. Usually what we use the word in 
Bengali writing is ‘challenge’. In Hindi we have ‘chunauti’, but what 
I felt was Bengalis are always foremost while accepting challenges. So 
this webinar is going to go a long way. Again at the same time what 
I feel is we are going through a time when everything is uncertain. 
The most certain thing is uncertainty. That is why this webinar which 
was planned at the end of March of this year in a face to face mode, 
this we had to replan, reschedule on online platform. And this is a 
time when we are thinking of vaccine for Covid19 just like a dream of 
gender equal society. But I would like to stress upon just the deserve 
of vaccine won’t make any difference in this scenario; the thing which 
is going to make a difference is vaccination. Similarly, I would like to 
stress that we should try through this webinar to find out avenues, to 
find out instruments how to actually look at Gender through a lens 
which gives a equality among genders in the society both nationally 
and internationally.

Dr. Kalyan Khan
President of the Governing Body, Siliguri B.Ed. College

Associate Professor, West Bengal Medical Education Service

Transcribed by : Arunima Chakraborty, B.Ed. Trainee, Siliguri B.Ed. College
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Foreword

Foreword

“Looking at gender through varying lenses” is undoubtedly a good book on 
various aspects of gender as sharply attempted by a good number of reputed 
authors under unstinted endeavour of Siliguri B.Ed. College. The concept of 
gender, in the modern sense, is a recent invention in human history. In the last 
two decades of the 20th century, the use of gender in academia has increased 
greatly, outnumbering uses of sex in the social sciences. This discipline examines 
the ways in which historical, cultural, and social events shape the role of gender in 
different societies. The history of gender studies looks at the different perspectives 
of gender. The field of gender studies, while focusing on the differences between 
men and women, also looks at sexual differences and less binary definitions of 
gender categorization.

In this book, the writers have fantastically done in-depth study on several 
topics on gender such as ‘Prosperity and Women’s Work Participation’, ‘Sex vs 
Gender & Historical Evaluation of Gender through Position of Women in Modern 
Society’, ‘Crime against Women’ and other themes such as Sex versus Gender 
Historical Evolution of Gender Thought, Legal Intervention in Conjugal Life, 
Impact of Gender in Work Place, Gender Issues in Literature and Empowering 
Third Gender. All these important factors as the writers have chosen for their study 
bring a good reflection on different issues of gender studies which is basically an 
interdisciplinary academic field devoted to analysing gender identity and gendered 
representation. I hope this book has covered most important chapters as related 
to gender studies from different angles. I highly appreciate the efforts the Siliguri 
B.Ed. College has taken for its publication and feel happy to mention here that 
this book will remain a part of good assets on gender studies in future. My best 
wishes to all those who are closely associated with this book!
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Some Stray Comments from a Layperson
Prof. (Dr.) Pranab Krishna Chanda

Former Registrar, WBUTTEPA

The question is a celebrated one: Who am I? 
Most of the persons seek the answer in the context of self-identity. 
Very few may seek the answer in the form as stated below:
—Am I a ‘He’?
Or, 
—Am I a ‘She’?
Laypersons like me understand in the following way. 
—A ‘He’ is a ‘He’. And a ‘She is a ‘She’. Those two entities are 

diametrically opposite. 
I wanted to be precise. With my poor knowledge, I went to 

mathematics for a rational review. Unfortunately, I was still more 
confused. 

—5 is diametrically opposite to +5. 
Here, we get a common part, namely ‘5’. Then we use ‘—‘ for 

sending the meaning of ‘5’ in one direction and ‘+’ for sending the 
same to the opposite. 

But, what is the common between ‘He’ and ‘She’. The portion 
which comes to be common here, namely, ‘he’, cannot be common! 

Will the future generations like to improve upon this inadequacy 
of the vocabulary? Some may comment that we have already done that 
with the use of the word, ‘person’. For me, this saves us at the cost of 
the diversity of nature!

If we could see ‘He’ and ‘She’ in the format of a number line, then 
there would have been several other options for incorporating other 
diversities.
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Is anyone fully ‘He’ or fully ‘She’? Or, is everybody placed at a 
particular point on the continuum of the number line? Can we then 
call it a ‘gender line’ instead of a ‘number line’?

Or even, during the whole day, is a person fully ‘He’ or fully ‘She’ 
at the same level? 

Not only that! 
There would have been the scope of representing some state in 

between ‘He’ and ‘She’ that might be represented by ‘zero’ (origin!). 
Does it indicate the ‘common’ of ‘He’ and ‘She’?

Many philosophers, especially from the soil of the Indian sub-
continent, view the issue in that way. 

Yes, the view is a bit crazy. I beg your pardon for that.
With regards to the eminent speakers, participants and organizers 

and best of wishes for the seminar I finish it here.



Economic Prosperity and Gender Equality
Prof. (Dr.) Sugata Marjit

Distinguished Professor, Indian Institute of Foreign Trade (Ministry of 
Commerce & Industries, Govt. of India)

Former Vice-Chancellor, University of Calcutta

Economic Prosperity and Gender Equality are the pillars of that 
ideal nation for which societies have been crying for ever. There is a 
perception that gender equality boosts up real economic outcomes. But 
we need to prove it empirically by using adequate data, to show that the 
relation between economic prosperity and gender equality is actually 
reciprocal. In order to make my point more comprehensive, I would 
summarize the gist of the available empirical regularities as they follow 
from the work of noted scholars working in this area of research.

Any organization, which not only believes but actively pursues the 
idea of gender equality and does not discriminate someone just because 
she is a woman, is likely to prosper.Development can play a major role 
in reducing gender inequality, but gender equality may also support the 
process of development.

Now the question ishow to think about economic prosperity and 
gender inequality from a straight forward economic angle? A more 
intensive analysis would suggest that higher equality may support 
higher economic growth. This idea somehow brings forward the scope 
for parallel and similar discussion on racial discrimination. While 
discussing the topic of discrimination, the three eminent personalities 
whose concepts and theories in the domain of Economics come 
to mind are – AmartyaSen (Indian Economist), Kenneth J Arrow 
and Gary Becker ( Both American Economists) all Nobel laureates. 
AmartyaSen’s concept on ‘Missing women’ made a huge impact on 
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reigning thoughts about development and gender inequality. He 
demonstrates that economic prosperity does not guarantee elimination 
of gender inequality. The two American economists Kenneth Arrow 
and Gary Becker argued about why companies would or would not 
engagein racial discrimination while hiring employees. To maximize 
profits for their organization they should employ the best candidates, 
male or female. If the employers get carried away by racial instincts 
and gender biased attitudethen that could lead to a negative impact on 
profits, efficiency and economic growth of the firm.

 But this ideal argument loses its ground and becomes untenable 
due to the existence of other social factors, as the decision making units 
are humans. Although their announced objective is to go for higher 
economic profit for the organization and employment on the basis of 
‘ability” without being biased, they belong to a heterogeneous group. 
Hence,some of them are affected by pre-conceived perceptionsand 
core beliefsshaped by their social, cultural, historical and religious 
background. Rationality, therefore, could easily take a backseat.In spite 
of all the positive attitude we try to incorporate, there will alwaysbe 
a room for reluctance to reach out towardsgender equality and hence 
higher economic growth would falter. 

Therefore, our concern should be practising the idea ourselves and 
inculcating that idea within our children, making themmore gender 
sensitive because internal environment (Household) always has to 
encounter adverse influences of external environment (Society). The 
best example of the society we can portray is ourselves within the 
household and a crucial medium of this portrayal is education. We 
need to educate our children to be sensitive towards other genders, 
including the third gender. The example must be set up at our home, 
if the world has to be more civilized and humanitarian place to leave.

Transcribed by : Priyanka Roy, B.Ed. Trainee, Siliguri B.Ed. College



Sex vs Gender & Historical
Evoluation of Gender

Prof. (Dr.) Foyzoon Nahar
Director, Human Resource Development and Training, TMSS, Bangladesh

INTRODUCTION

I would like to remember two verses from a poem of our National Poet 
Kazi Nazrul Islam:

‘লিচশ্ রা লক�ু মহান সৃলটি টের কি্যােকর,
অচধ্মক িার কলরয়াচ� নারী অচধ্মক িার নর।’

“Everything created in the world is Ever benevolent, Half of it is 
done by Women, Half by Men.”

At the beginning of my speech, I would like to share the overview 
of Women Empowerment in the context of Bangladesh and the world 
as well as some experiences and practices of TMSS concerning Women 
Empowerment.

TMSS IN WOMEN EMPOWERMENT

TMSS is the largest woman based Non-Government Organization- 
NGO in Bangladesh which has been working for the alleviation of 
poverty in Bangladesh with a vision:

‘Smiling face of women folk’

In 1980 in northern Bangladesh, with the leadership of Prof. Dr. 
Hosne-Ara Begum, TMSS was formed with a small group of beggar 
women and began a savings program. The women would bring a 
handful of rice to each meeting. Once enough rice was collected and 
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sold to form a small loan fund. From the savings, small loans were 
made to the women. From these humble beginnings TMSS has now 
built a huge membership organization with a staff of over 31000 and 
1600 branch Offices.

TMSS believes women’s empowerment comes only when women 
are directly involved in economic activities and have control over what 
they produce and earn and Family should be the focal point for women 
development.

TMSS organizes grassroots women and forming 40000 groups, it 
is making them self- reliant and self sufficient in the livelihood sector 
through micro and SME loans of around Tk 1500 crore every year.

TMSS promotes education for women by providing subsidies in 
its 35 educational institutes including 13 Technical and Vocational 
Education and Training: TVET Institutions. Every year thousands 
of women are provided with decent employment through the TVET 
programme of TMSS.

TMSS also established many business enterprises with decent 
environment for women employee. By name TMSS Foods Production 
Limited, TMSS Handicrafts, TMSS Paper Mill, Eco Park and 5 star 
Momo Inn Hotel etc.

Now I can share about Women Empowerment in Bangladesh:
Women Empowerment is being established through the adoption 

and implementation of various programs. In this way, Bangladesh is 
not backward. Non-governmental development organizations are 
working on women’s awareness and economic development. It is 
involving them in economics transactions. According to the Bureau of 
Statistics, in Bangladesh, about 62% women are involved in income 
generating work, the highest in South Asia. Also women have been able 
to realize its position on decision making, marriage, reproduction and 
birth control.

In Bangladesh, we have so many challenges in Women 
Empowerment.

Challenges to Women Empowerment in Bangladesh

Some points we are discussing in this forum :
 1. There is inequality between men and women in education, skills, 

quality of livelihood, income resources and political power
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 2. Misinterpretation of existing family law and Muslim inheritance 
law due to religious narrowness.

 3. Women are being posted a government offices, courts but not 
being empowered. There is more symbolic empowerment than 
actual empowerment.

 4. Women entrepreneurship is hampered and fear works among 
them due to unfair environment, lack of good governance and 
the impact of muscle power.

 5. Wage inequality exists between men and women.
 6. The right to inherit wealth is another major obstacle to Women 

Empowerment.

This is some challenges in our country aspect. I think some of these are 
similar in your country also.

Now I can share about global status of Women Empowerment.
Despite different adversities and obstacles, the hope is that all these 

problems are changing rapidly. Women Empowerment is gradually 
increasing in the family, society and the state. The issue of Women 
Empowerment aroused first in the countries of Western World. 
International Women Year ( IWY) was the name given to 1975 by 
the United Nations. Since that year March 8 has been celebrated as 
International Women’s Day, and the United Nations Decade for 
Women, from 1976 to 1985.

Women are moving forward in law making and governance. 
There are 15 women all over the world are acting as the head of state. 
According to the latest survey conducted by the Inter-Parliamentary 
Union, of the 45000 members in 190 countries, 10000 are Women. So 
the empowerment of women worldwide is accelerating.

It is not that women want to rule over men. In fact, women want 
to be partners, partners in the wheel of development and progress. 
Women want to be identified not only as women, but also as human 
being, as independent entities and to contribute at the family, society 
and as well as state.

It is noted that Six countries (Germany, New Zealand, Singapore, 
Finland, Bangladesh and Taiwan) have shown the best success in 
preventing the ongoing Global epidemic Corona and the heads of state 
or government of these six countries are all women. Women can do any 
job quite efficiently when given the responsibility.
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Now I can share my main topic. Coming to the main topic of my 
speech, let me discuss on the

 l Concept of Sex and Gender
 l Difference between Sex and Gender
 l Historical Evolution of Social and Economic status of Men and 

Women

Sex

Sex refers to biological differences, chromosomes, hormonal profiles, 
Internal and External sex organs.

It classify people as Male and Female.

Gender

Gender refers the attitudes, behaviors, norms and roles that a society 
or culture associated with an individual’s sex, thus the social influence 
makes differences between female and male.

Gender describes the characteristics that a society and culture mark 
people as masculine and feminine.

In the general sense, gender is the characteristics of Man and 
Woman which is recognized by our society and it can be changed.

Let’s have a look on the difference between Sex and Gender

SEX GENDER
1. Sex is natural. It is determined 

at birth
Gender is social or cultural

2. Sex is immutable. Wherever 
you go in the world, there will 
be girls and boys.

Gender is variable. Depending 
on a family, society, state or 
individual , or culture.

3. Sex indicates physical 
differences between women 
and men. 

Whereas Gender indicates the 
differences between men and 
women created by the society

4. Sex do not decide the 
classifications of jobs

But the gender based practices 
created traditional male and 
female classifications for jobs.
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Then my second topic is :

Historical Evolution of Social and Economic Status of Men and 
Women

Regarding this status/condition and position of women, many 
anthropologists said that there is no such difference between men and 
women, while many others said that there is a huge difference between 
them.

At different stages of historical evolution, society is divided into 
four parts by considering about the social and economic status of men 
and women.

 l Primitive communist society
 l Slave society
 l Feudal society
 l Capitalist and Modern society

Now I can share these every society to my slide. First of all…

Primitive communist society

 l In Primitive communist society, the status/condition and posi-
tion of men and women are equal.

 l People lived as group in tribes
 l There was no difference between men and women except natural 

differences.
 l The boys of one tribe associated with the girls of another tribe.
 l Collective marriage was practiced; so it was not possible to deter-

mine the father of the child
 l The children would grow up in identity of the mother, thus the 

maternal family system was introduced in the tribe.
 l 80% of the food was provided by women and the remaining 20% 

was provided by men
 l Men hunted animals and collected meat as food which was very 

difficult job.
 l There was no social labor division between men and women
 l Ownership of wealth was in the hand of both men and women
 l In decision making, men and women played an equal role
 l The emergence and development of agriculture work was mostly 

practiced by women
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 l Women played an important role in the economy
 l In primitive times Society was maternal, not matriarchal.
 l This time there was a proverb,

‘সকচির িচর সকচি আমরা, প্রচি্যচক আমরা পচরর িচর।’
That is they were strongly believed in ‘unity is power’.

Now, second society is :

Slave Society

Slave society started after primitive society. In this society agricultural 
work goes under men. Women lose control in the production process. 
They become subordinates and pets of men. This is where the slave 
system begins

 l The plow was discovered in the society. It takes animals to plow, 
in primitive society animals have been teamed by men, so the 
control of agriculture has totally shifted from women to men.

 l Women lose control of agriculture
 l Women go under the control of a man
 l In a slave society men and women are enslaved
 l Twin marriages tradition was established.
 l Individual ownership was established by breaking the norms of 

tribal organization equality.
 l Landlords use the advantages of new marriage system only to 

strengthen their heritability.
 l The level of exploitation and oppression of women started from 

The Slave society
 l Women lose their financial and social status.
 l The war of occupation of agricultural land and plunder of re-

sources began.
 l In place of Matriarchal family the patriarchal family emerged.
 l The households enjoyed the female slaves and sold their children.
 l Men have not on the ownership on animals property and land but 

also on women.
 l The proverb of this time is, ‘সজার রার, মুিুক িার’ that is “Might is 

right”
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Feudal Society

Feudal society started after Slave society and lasting around the 5th 
century to the 15th century. In this society women were fall under 
male control regardless of class. The status of women in feudal society 
is more disrespectful than in slave society.

 l The King/landlord ruled the tenant
 l Blue and zoom cultivation was more prevalent as a crop in that 

society.
 l The landlords used to torture the tenant extensively.
 l If the taxes could not be collected, the wife and daughter would 

be taken as tas along with the jug, bowl, cow and goat.
 l The wife was raped in front of the husband and the daughter in 

front of the father.
 l Women are more dependent on men.

In proverb means, Alas! Woman, you were born under your father, 
marriage is under your husband and in old age, you are also under your 
son, tour subordination never end.

 l The violence of the fundamentalists increased.
 l Women were the product of enjoyment
 l Women were dependent on men from birth to death.
 l Women were deprived of their right to education.
 l Social and religious prejudices are raised. Such as- child marriage, 

Satidaha and Porda Protha.

Capitalist and Modern Society

Capitalist society started after Feudal society. At this society, The 
Industrial Revolution take place in England in the eighteenth century. 
At the beginning of Capitalist society the status of women remains 
the same except changing the form of torture and deprivation. In the 
modern society lives of women are improving by increasing women’s 
access to capital, promoting workplace equity, and creating products 
and services.

 l On this occasion the workers, free from torture of the Landlords, 
joined the factories.
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 l The status of women remains the same. Only the section, sub-
section and level of torture changes a bit at this level.

 l In slave society, women were slaves in feudal society housewives, 
in capitalist society women were low paying labor. That means 
they are not free from discrimination.

 l In capitalist society, women’s labor is twice as much as men’s. In 
this society, women were tortured to more psychological abuse.

 l Women were deprived of wages, promotions, opportunities, etc. 
in the workplace even if they were engaged in some productive 
activities besides giving birth of children.

 l Owners build mountains of wealth by paying workers less than 
wages.

 l Physical abuse is not done on the streets and in the field. They 
were beaten by playing a cassette at home or by taking a shower 
in the bathroom.

 l The level of brutality and feudalism of the Feudal and Slave Sys-
tem was less than in this society.

 l The position and scope of work of women was determined on the 
basis of the structure of production.

 l The slavery of women has not been reduced even in capitalistic 
society.

 l Women have been given the right to work to a limited extent, but 
the pre-existing trend of exploitation was same.

CONCLUSION

Through the evolution of human society; slave society was established 
instead of primitive communist society. Slave society was broken and 
feudal society was established. Due to the inevitable history the capitalist 
social system was established in place of feudal society. Despite the 
collapse of the Soviet Union. Socialist societies are still in place in many 
parts of the world today. So it can be said that the history of the human 
race is the history of the evolution of civilization.

Transcribed by : Reshma Nandi, B.Ed. Trainee, Siliguri B.Ed. College



Choice of ‘Gender’ in Chitrangada : 
Tagore and Rituparno

Prof. (Dr.) Sumana Das
Head of the Department (Bengali), Rabindra Bharati University

প্রেচমই আলম দু’-একটি লিষয়চক স্পটি কচর লনচি োই, রা হয়চিা আপনাচদর 
সকচিরই  জানা,  লকন্তু আমার  গন্তচি্য  সপঁ�াচনার  পেটিচক  মসৃে  কচর  লনচি 
এই আচিােনার  সূরেপাি।  মানিসমাজচক  লিঙ্গগি  ভাচি  লিভাজন  করচি  সর 
দু’টি শব্দ প্রধানি ি্যিহৃি হয়, িার প্রেমটি সসক্স এিং লবিিীয়টি সজন্ার। সসক্স 
লক? জন্মসূচরে প্রাতি একটি শারীলরক পলরেয়, রা লনচয় একজন মানুষ জন্মায়, রা 
সেচক  লনধ্মালরি হয় িার  সরৌন পলরেয়। আচরকটি হচছে  সজন্ার, রাচক আমরা 
িিচি পালর সামালজকভাচি  লনলম্মি  লিঙ্গ পলরেয়। এই  লিঙ্গ পলরেয়টি জন্মসূচরে 
লনধ্মালরি  হয়  না,  িরং এটি সামালজকভাচি, পলরচিশগিভাচি  বিলর  হয়। এিং 
সসইসচঙ্গ একজন ি্যলতি রখন আত্মপলরেয় লনম্মাচের মধ্য লদচয় রায়, িখন িার 
লিঙ্গ পলরেয় ক্রমশ লনলম্মি হচি োচক। এই সর লিঙ্গ পলরেয় লনলম্মি হয়, িাচি 
সমাচজর এিং পলরচিচশর একটি লনয়ন্ত্রক ভূলমকা োচক, রা সিসময় সদে্মক নাও 
হচি পাচর। আলম িিচি োইট� সর একটি সমাজ এিং পলরচিশ টঠক কচর সদয়, 
স�চিরা  সকমন আেরে করচি, িারা কী কী কাজ করচি, িাচদর শখ কীরকম 
হচি, িারা কীভাচি অিসর রাপন করচি, আিার অন্যলদচক একটি সমচয় রখন 
িড়  হচয়  উঠচ�  সস  কী  কী  কাজ  করচি।  সরমন  ধরা  রাক,  একটি  সমচয়  রলদ 
পুিুি সখচি িাহচি স�চি ফুিিি সখিচি, িা রলদ একটি সমচয় দষেিা অজ্মন 
কচর আিপনা আঁকায়, িাহচি স�চিটি কীভাচি েুটড়চি মাঞ্া লদচি হয়, সসিা 
লশখচি। আজকাি রলদও অচনক পলরিি্তন হচয়চ�, িচি আলম একটি সাধারে 
ধারোর কোই িিচি োইট�।

অিএি সামালজক দৃলটি সেচক একজচনর লিঙ্গ পলরেয় লনলদ্মটি হয়, রার লভলত্তচি 
টঠক হয় িার আেরে পুরুষসুিভ হচি, নালক নারীসুিভ। এখন মানুষ রখন এই 
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সামালজক লিঙ্গ লনম্মাচের মধ্য লদচয় রায়, িখন অচনচকর সষেচরেই সরমন সকাচনা 
লিচরাধ উপলস্ি হয় না, আিার এমনও িহু মানুষ আচ�ন, রাচদর আত্মপলরেয়চক 
ি্যতি করার সুিীব্র আকুলি িাচদর সামালজক ভাচি লিঙ্গ লনম্মাচের সষেচরে একিা 
সংকচির সম্ুখীন কচর সিাচি। িঁারা জন্মসূচরে পাওয়া  সরৌন পলরেয়টির িদচি 
লিঙ্গ  লভলত্তক  অন্য  একটি  পলরেয়  লনচয়  িঁােচি  োন।  অে্মাৎ  শারীলরকভাচি 
পুরুষ হচিও মানলসকভাচি নারী হচয় উঠচি োন। িখন লিঙ্গ লনম্মাচের এই সর 
সামালজক পলরসর, িার সচঙ্গ িঁার একিা বিন্দ্ব িা িড়াই িাচধ। এখন কোিা হচছে 
এই সর লিঙ্গ পলরেচয়র সষেচরে, কিকগুচিা সামালজক লনম্মাচের িা পূি্মলনধ্মালরি 
লক�ু  শচি্তর  মচধ্য  িঁারা  আিদ্ধ  োকচি  োন  না।  অচনকচষেচরেই  সদখা  রায় 
সর িারা  হয়ি অি্যন্ত সৃলটিশীি ও সংচিদনশীি। এখন সংচিদনশীি কোিার 
উপর আলম আিাদা কচর গুরুত্ব সদি, কারে সাধারেভাচি আমাচদর সমাচজ সর 
সপৌরুচষর লনম্মাে হয়, িার মচধ্য সংচিদনহীনিা লক�ুিা হচিও োচক। সরমন িিা 
হয় স�চিরা কঁাচদ না, কান্নার মূহূি্ত এচিও, খুি দুঃখ হচিও, নরম মচনর পলরেয় 
ধরা পচড়, এমন লক�ুচি সস সাড়া সদচি না। এইভাচি সর সপৌরুচষর লনম্মাে িা 
ম্যাসকুলিলনটি গটঠি হয়, সসিা হয়ি অচনক সংচিদনশীি মানুচষর আত্মপলরেয় 
লনম্মাচের সষেচরে একিা োলপচয় সদওয়া শি্ত, রা িঁাচক িঁার সামালজক প্রলিষ্ার 
সষেচরেও সমস্যার সৃলটি কচর। রা হচয়ট�ি স্বয়ং রিীন্দনাচের সষেচরেও।

রিীন্দনাে রখন রিীন্দনাে হচয় ওচঠনলন, অে্মাৎ িখনও লিলন লিখ্যাি সিখক 
হনলন, িঁার জীিচনও এমন িহুলিধ বিন্দ্ব ও সংকি উপলস্ি হচয়ট�ি, সরসচির কো 
পরিিতীকাচি লিলন  লনজ মুচখই িচি সগচ�ন। আমরা সকচিই জালন রিীন্দনাে 
সকানলদনই  দশিা-পাঁেিার স্ুচি  লনচজচক  মালনচয়  লনচি পাচরলন  এিং প্রেলিি 
লশষোি্যিস্া িঁার কাচ� আপলত্তকরই সিচগচ�। সসইজন্য লিলন িঁার ধারো অনুরায়ী 
পরিিতীকাচি একটি আশ্ম লিদ্যািয় স্াপন, এিং আচরাও পচর একটি লিশ্লিদ্যািয় 
স্াপন কচরচ�ন। প্রেলিি লশষো ি্যিস্ার প্রলি িঁার এই লিরূপিা সম্ূে্ম ি্যিস্ািাচক 
সকন্দ কচরই, রার মচধ্য রচয়চ�  লশষেক �ারে সম্ক্তও। পুচরা ি্যাপারটির মচধ্য 
সকাোও সরন একিা কদর্মিা, িঁাচক পীটড়ি কচরচ�। আপনারা রলদ রিীন্দনাচের 
জীিনমিৃলি  পচড়ন  সসখাচন  লিলন  এচকিাচর  স্পটি  ভাষায়  িিচ�ন  সর,  িঁাচক 
রখন স্ুচি পাঠাচনা  হি, িখন  লিলন এক  সকাচে  েুপোপ জানিার  লদচক মুখ 
কচর িচস োকচিন। আর রখন লিরলি হি িখন সি স�চিরা সখিাধুিা করি, 
অেে  লিলন কারও সচঙ্গ  লমশচিন না,  সকাচনা  সখিায় অংশ  লনচিন না। কারে 
এই স�চিচদর আেরে এিং কোিাি্তা সকাোও একিা িঁার রুটেচি িাধচিা, িঁার 
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শািীনিাচিাচধর সচঙ্গ লমিি না, কুরুটেকর মচন হি। শুধু স�চিচদর নয় স্ুচির 
পলণ্ডিচদর কোও লিলন িচিচ�ন সর, িঁারা �ারেচদর নানাভাচি কিূলতি করচিন, 
�ারেচদর সকান একিা  সেহারাগি বিলশটি্য  লনচয় মজা করচিন। এর উপর  লভলত্ত 
কচর  রিীন্দনাে একটি  গপে  সিচখন,  ‘লগলন্ন’। িঁার স্ুচির  হরনাে পলন্ি, এই 
গচপে লশিনাে পলন্ি হচয়চ�ন। গপেটি এরকম সর, আশু িচি একটি স�চি, সর 
পড়াচশানায় ভাচিা, লকন্তু সস ভীষে েুপোপ োচক। একিু সদলর কচর স্ুচি আচস 
এিং সরচহিু সস ভীষে েুপোপ, সসইজন্য প্রলিলদনই মাস্ারমশাইচদর কাচ� িকা 
খায় ও শালস্ পায়। এক �ুটির  লদচন সস িার িাটড়র গাটড় িারান্ায়, িার স�াি 
সিাচনর সচঙ্গ পুিুি সখিট�ি, এমন সমচয় পেেিলি ওই মাস্ারমশায় েিনাটি 
পুচরা সদচখন এিং পচরর লদন ক্াচস, লিলন খুি রলসচয় রলসচয় িালক স�চিচদর 
সামচন সসই েিনার উচলেখ কচরন। আশুর একটি নিুন নামকরেও কচরন লিলন 
“লগলন্ন”। ক্াচসর সকচির সামচন  লিলন এই নামকরে কচরন, রার ফচি আশু 
িজ্ায় অচধািদন হচয় োক। ক্াস সশষ হচয় রাওয়ার পর সমস্ স�চিরা আশুচক 
লেচর  ধচর  ‘লগলন্ন  লগলন্ন’  িচি ষে্যাপাচি  োচক  এিং আশুর  দুচোখ  লদচয়  জি 
পড়চি োচক, সস িুিচি পাচর না সর, সস লক সদাষ কচরচ�, লক অন্যায় কচরচ�।

পলন্ি মশাইচয়র আশুচক “লগলন্ন” িিা  সরন িি্তমাচন  সমচয়লি  স�চিচদর 
“সিটডস” িিারই একিা ওল্ার ভাশ্মন। অে্মাৎ একিা স�চিচক সমচয়লি িিচি 
িাচক সিোইচি সিলশ অপমান করা রায়। লকন্তু সর িা রারা সসিা করচ�, িাচি 
িাচদর লনষ্ুরিা, িাচদর অসংচিদনশীিিারও সর প্রকাশ েিচ�, এটিই রিীন্দনাে 
িঁার ‘লগলন্ন’ গচপের মচধ্য সদখাচছেন। রিীন্দনাে লনচজও স�চিচিিায় এসচির মধ্য 
লদচয় লগচয়চ�ন, প্রমাে স্বরূপ িঁার লনচজর একটি স্বীকাচরালতির কো আলম উচলেখ 
করি। লিলন এচকিাচর পলরেি িয়চস সপঁচ�, মৃিু্যর মারে এক ি�র আচগ সিশ 
লক�ুলদন মংপুচি বমচরেয়ী সদিীর কাচ� কািান এিং আমরা জালন সসই সমচয়রই 
লদলনলিলপ বমচরেয়ী সদিীর ‘মংপুচি রিীন্দনাে’ গ্রন্থটি। সসখাচন রিীন্দনাে একিা 
জায়গায় িিচ�ন, সসই প্রচি্যকলদন ধরািঁাধা  লনয়চম স্ুচি রাওয়া, এিং অি্যন্ত 
লনরসভাচি পাঠ্যিই পড়িার কটঠন সেটিা কলির ভািুক লশশু মচনর উপর সিািার 
মি সেচপট�ি এিং িারপচর লিলন িিচ�ন সর, সহপাটঠচদর লিলভন্ন আচিােনা 
িার মালজ্মি মচনর সচঙ্গ লমিি না, অলধকাংশ স�চিচদর গপে আচিােনায় এমন 
অশুটে এিং একিা কুৎলসি ভাি ট�ি রা লিলন লক�ুচিই সহ্য করচি পারচিন না। 
িঁার সরন গা সকমন করি। িড় হচয় একিার মারে কচিচজ লগচয়ট�চিন সিকোর 
শুনচি। আচগ িচন্ািস্ করা হচয়ট�ি। সগচিন সিা উৎসাহ  লনচয়, িখন িঁার 
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েুি িড় িড় ট�ি। গিার স্বরও সমািাচয়ম ট�ি। েচর স�াকা মারে স�চিরা িিচি, 
‘এই  সর  িাইলজ  সর।  িষেুলন আলম  িুিিুম  এ  েিচি  না,  এ  সঙ্গ আমার  সহ্য 
হচি না।’ রিীন্দনাচের সসই লিখ্যাি ফচিাগ্রাফ আপনাচদর সিারই হয়চিা মচন 
আচ�। িরুে রিীন্দনাচের মাোয় পাগটড় পরা রচয়চ� দু’পাশ লদচয় কঁাধ পর্মন্ত 
সনচম এচসচ�  সোকা  সোকা  েুচির গুছে।  সসই অসামান্য  �লিিা  সভচি  সদখুন, 
সসই  রিীন্দনাে  সপ্রলসচডলসিচি  রাচছেন, আর  স�চিরা  িিচ�  িাইলজ। এইভাচি 
অপমালনি হচি হচয়চ� িঁাচক, নানাভাচি কিূলতি করা হচয়চ�, রা িঁাচক সহ্যও 
করচি হচয়চ�।

রিীন্দনাচের প্রিি সংচিদনশীিিার জায়গা সেচকই আমরা সদলখ, লিলন িঁার 
সৃটি  েলররেচদর িঁার নািচক, উপন্যাচস, কাি্যনাচি্য এমনভাচি  লনম্মাে কচরচ�ন, 
সর,  সসখাচন এই নারী-পুরুচষর  সর  লিচভদ িা অচনক সময়চিই অস্পটি কচর 
লদচয়চ�ন।  সকাচনা  একটি  এক্সচপ্রশন,  রা  প্রেলিি  ধারো  অনুরায়ী  মচন  হচি 
পাচর  একজন  নারীর  লকন্তু  রিীন্দনাচের  সিখায়  সদখা  রাচছে  সসিা  একজন 
পুরুচষর অনুভি, পুরুচষর উলতি, পুরুচষর টেন্তা। সরমন আমরা রলদ ‘েচর িাইচর’ 
উপন্যাসটি  পটড়  সসখাচন  লিমিা  রখন  লনলখচিচশর  কা�  সেচক  সচর  রাচছে, 
িখন  লনলখচিচশর মচন  সর দুঃখ-সিদনা,  সর  লিরহচিাধচক  লিলন ি্যতি করচ�ন 
‘এ  ভরা  িাদর  মাহ  ভাদর/শূন্য  মলন্র  সমার’,  গাচনর  মচধ্য  লদচয়  সসিা  লকন্তু 
লিদ্যাপলির রাধার লিরচহর পদ। অে্মাৎ রাধার লিরহ আর লনলখচিচশর লিরহচক 
লিলন সমান্তরিিা লদচছেন। রিীন্দনাে অিিীিায় িঁার নায়চকর মচধ্য এক নারীর 
লিরহচক সঞ্ার কচর লদচছেন। এমনিা লিলন হাচমশাই কচর োচকন। এিার আলম 
সর  সিক্সটির  উপর আচিাকপাি করচি  োইি,  সসটি  পরিিতীকাচি আচরকজন 
সমকামী লশপেীর আত্মপ্রকাচশর আশ্য় হচয় ওচঠ, ‘টেরোঙ্গদা’। রিীন্দনাে কাি্যনাি্য 
টহচসচি সর ‘টেরোঙ্গদা’সক িাংিা সাটহচি্য আনচ�ন, িাচক লিলন সপচিন সকাোয়? 
এককোয় উত্তর মহাভারি  সেচক।  লকন্তু  রিীন্দনাচের  হাচি  সসই মহাভারচির 
টেরোঙ্গদা সম্ূে্মরূচপ পুনলন্মলম্মি হচয়চ�।

আলম মূিি রিীন্দনাচের কাি্যনাি্য ‘টেরোঙ্গদা’ লনচয়ই কো িিি। কাি্যনাি্য 
‘টেরোঙ্গদা’  এিং  নৃি্যনাি্য  ‘টেরোঙ্গদা’র  মচধ্য  লকন্তু  লিয়াললেশ  ি�চরর  ি্যিধান 
রচয়চ�।  কাি্যনাি্য  সিখা  হচছে  ১৮৯২  লরিস্াচব্দ,  আর  নৃি্যনাি্য  সিখা  হচছে 
১৯৩৪ লরিস্াচব্দ। এিং িার মচধ্য লিলন খুি একিা পলরিি্তন কচরনলন। এ সেচক 
একিা লিষয় সিািা রায় সর, লিলন িঁার অপে িয়চস সিখা কাি্যনাি্যটিচক পলরেি 
িয়চসও  রচেটি  মূি্য  লদচছেন।  সর কাি্যনাি্যটি প্রকাচশর পর িঁাচক অশ্ীিিার 
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দাচয় প্রিিভাচি অলভরুতি  হচি হচয়চ�।  লবিচজন্দিাি রায় প্রমুখ িঁার  লিরুচদ্ধ 
অচনক কো িচিট�চিন। রাই সহাক সসই প্রসচঙ্গ রাটছে না, আলম সর লিষয়িাচি 
রাি সসিা হচছে, রিীন্দনাে টেরোঙ্গদাচক সপচিন মহাভারি সেচক। অেে আমরা 
রখন মহাভারচির মচধ্য প্রচিশ কলর, িখন আমাচদর একিা ধন্ িাচগ, এই জন্য 
ধন্ িাচগ সর মহাভারচির টেরোঙ্গদা ও রিীন্দনাচের টেরোঙ্গদার মচধ্য প্রায় সকান 
লমিই সনই। মহাভারচির টেরোঙ্গদা অি্যন্ত ষেুদ্র একটি েলররে। সসখাচন টেরোঙ্গদার 
গুরুত্ব প্রধানি িভ্রুিাহচনর মািা টহচসচি।

টেরোঙ্গদা হচিন মলেপুচরর রাজকন্যা। এই মলেপুর অিশ্য আজচকর মলেপুর 
রাজ্য  নয়।  িরং  মহাভারচি  সর  মলেপুর  আমরা  পাই,  সসটি  হচছে  উটড়ষ্যার 
কা�াকাট� সকাচনা একটি স্ান। মহাভারচির আলদ পি্ম ২১৫ অধ্যাচয় টেরোঙ্গদাচক 
পাওয়া রায়। অজু্মন রখন িঁার িনিাস পচি্ম িাচরা ি�চরর ব্রহ্মের্ম পািন করচি 
সির হন, সসইসময় লিলন মলেপুর রাচজ্য এচস উপলস্ি হন। সসখাচন রাজকুমারী 
টেরোঙ্গদার অপরূপ িািে্য সদচখ অজু্মন মুগ্ধ হন এিং সরাসলর িঁার লপিার কাচ� 
লগচয়  লিিাচহর প্রস্াি  সদন।  িখন  টেরোঙ্গদার  লপিা  জানান  িঁাচদর  সকান  এক 
পূি্মপুরুষ লশচির িপস্যা করায়, লশি ির সদন, সসই িংচশ প্রচি্যক রাজা একটি 
কচর পুরে সন্তান জন্ম সদচি, কখচনা সকাচনা রাজা অপুরেক োকচি না। পুরে সন্তান 
জন্মাচি এিং একটি  মারে সন্তান জন্মচি।  সসইমচিা িঁাচদর  িংচশ প্রচি্যচকরই 
একটি কচর সন্তান জন্মায়। লকন্তু িঁার জন্মায় কন্যা। এিার একিু িষে করুন, এিা 
খুিই ইন্াচরলস্ং, কারে এখান সেচকই আিাদা হচয় রাচছে রিীন্দনাচের টেরোঙ্গদা। 
মলেপুররাজ িিচ�ন িঁার রখন কন্যা জন্মায়,  লিলন িঁাচক ‘পুলরেকা’ রূচপ গ্রহে 
কচরন অে্মাৎ লকনা সসই কন্যার সর পুরে হচি, সসই হচি িঁার পরিিতী িংশধর। 
ফিি সসই কন্যার রঁার সচঙ্গ লিিাহ হচি, সসই স্বামীর িা িঁার শ্শুরিংচশর সসই 
সন্তাচনর উপর সকান অলধকার োকচি না। সস হচি মলেপুচরর পরিিতী মহারাজ। 
অজু্মচন িরচফ সকাচনা আপলত্ত োচক না, কারে অজু্মচনর এমন সকান পলরকপেনাও 
ট�ি না সর, টেরোঙ্গদাচক লিচয় কচর হলস্নাপুচর লনচয় রাচিন। ফিি অজু্মন সসই 
প্রস্াচি  রালজ  হচয়  রান। অজু্মন ও  টেরোঙ্গদার  লিিাহ  হয়।  লিিাচহর পর অজু্মন 
লিন  ি�র  সসই  মলেপুর  রাচজ্য  কািান।  এরপর  টেরোঙ্গদা  গভ্তিিী  হন  ও  িঁার 
একটি পুরেসন্তান জন্মায়। পুরেসন্তান জন্মাচনার পর অজু্মন  টেরোঙ্গদাচক আলিঙ্গন 
কচর লিদায় সনন।

এিার  এই  টেরোঙ্গদা  কীভাচি  রিীন্দনাচের  টেরোঙ্গদা  হচয়  উঠচিন?  কারে 
মহাভারচি  সর  টেরোঙ্গদাচক  সপিাম  লিলন  সিা  লপিৃিচন্ত্রর  হাচির  পুিুি  �াড়া 
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আর  লক�ুই  নন।  এখাচন  অজু্মন  িঁাচক  প�ন্  করচ�ন,  িঁার  িািা  লিিাহ  টঠক 
কচরচ�ন।  সভচিচ�ন  অজু্মনচিা  িীর।  িঁার  ঔরচস  রলদ  পুরে  জন্মায়,  িাহচি 
িংশধরও পরাক্রমী হচি। আিার অজু্মচনরও সকাচনা আপলত্ত সনই, িঁার স্তী-পুরেচক 
সফচি েচি সরচি। সসখাচন সকচিই  লনচজর ইচছে িা স্বাে্ম অনুরায়ী কাজগুলি 
করচিন, মািখান সেচক রঁার ইছোর সকান মূি্যই সসখাচন রইি না, লিলন হচিন 
টেরোঙ্গদা। অেে এই  টেরোঙ্গদা  রখন  রিীন্দনাচের জাদুকাটঠরস্পশ্ম  সপি,  লিলনই 
হচয় উঠচিন এক নি ইছোর রূপকার। এমন এক টেরোঙ্গদাচক রিীন্দনাে সপচিন 
সকাোয়?  লিলন  লক  পুচরািা  লনচজই  লনম্মাে  করচিন?  মচন  হয়  মহাভারচির 
অন্য সকান উৎস রচয়চ�, রা িঁার  টেরোঙ্গদা েলররে সৃলটির সপ�চন হয়ি সপ্ররোর 
কাজ কচর োকচি পাচর। িঁার একটি হচছে উিূপী েলররেটি। ২১৪ নং অধ্যাচয় 
আমরা নাগরাজকন্যা উিূপীর সদখা পাই, রঁার সচঙ্গ অজু্মচনর সদখা হয়, টেরোঙ্গদার 
সচঙ্গ সদখা হওয়ার টঠক আচগ। িখনও পর্মন্ত অজু্মন ব্রহ্মের্ম ব্রি অনুসরে কচর 
েচিচ�ন।  একলদন  সন্্যাচিিায়  পলরব্রাজক  অজু্মন  রখন  নদীচি  িপ্মে  করচি 
সনচমচ�ন,  িখন  নাগরাজকন্যা  উিূপী  িঁাচক  সদখচি  পান  এিং  িঁাচক  সিচন 
লনচয় পািাচি েচি রান। এরপর িঁার সামচন  লনচজর পলরেয়  লদচয় িচিন সর 
অজু্মনচক সদচখ লিলন কন্প্ম স্বচর জজ্মলরি হচয়চ�ন অে্মাৎ লিলন অজু্মচনর প্রলি 
কামনা  সিাধ  করচ�ন।  মহাভারচির  নারীরা  লকন্তু  এভাচিই  লনচজর  সরৌন  ইছো 
প্রকাশ করচিন। িখন অজু্মন ব্রহ্মের্ম ব্রচির কো িিচি, উিূপী িিচিন, এই 
ব্রহ্মের্ম সিা সদ্রৌপদীর জন্য, অন্য নারীর সষেচরে সসিাচিা কার্মকরী নয়। িাই িঁাচক 
গ্রহে করচি অজু্মচনর ব্রিভঙ্গ হচি না। অজু্মন রালজ হচয়  সগচিন এিং একটি 
রালরে লিলন উিূপীর সচঙ্গ কািাচিন। িারপর লিলন লিদায় লনচিন। এরপর এচিন 
টেরোঙ্গদা। আচগই উিূপী হয়ি অজু্মচনর ব্রহ্মেচর্মর ভািটিচক সভচে লদচয়ট�চিন, 
সসজন্য টেরোঙ্গদার প্রলি সহচজই অজু্মন িঁার আকষ্মে ি্যতি করচি পারচিন।

িাহচি উিূপীচক পাটছে, এক  নারী  টহচসচি  লরলন িঁার কাল্ষিি পুরুষচক 
লনচজর  কামনা  জানাচি  এিিুকুও  লবিধালবিি  হচছেন  না।  মহাভারচি  আচরকটি 
েলররে  লরলন উিূপী  লকংিা  টেরোঙ্গদার সেচক অলধক গুরুত্ব  লনচয় আসচ�ন,  সসটি 
হচছে লশখন্ী েলররে। কুরুচষেচরের রুচদ্ধর সময় সর লশখন্ীচক আমরা সদলখ ভীচমের 
হন্তারক রূচপ। লশখন্ী হয়ি ভীমেচক মাচরনলন, লকন্তু িঁাচক সামচন সরচখই অজু্মন 
লপ�ন সেচক ভীমেচক িধ কচরট�চিন। সকন িা লক কারচে লশখণ্ডীর উপচর ভীমে 
অস্ত  প্রচয়াগ  করচিন  না,  লশখন্ী  িাইচর  পুরুষ  হচিও,  আসচি  লিলন  নারী। 
এখাচন আচরা একিা অন্য গপে প্রসঙ্গ আচস, এক সমচয় ভীমে িার  বিমাচরেয় 
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ভাই  লিটেরেিীচর্মর  লিিাচহর জন্য  কাশীরাচজর  লিন কন্যাচক  (অম্া, অলম্কা  ও 
অম্ালিকা) হরে কচর লনচয় আচসন। অম্া প্রেচমই জানান সর লিলন শাল্বরাচজর 
প্রলি অনুরতি। ভীমে িঁাচক মুলতি সদন, লকন্তু শাল্বরাজ িঁাচক লফলরচয় সদন। ভীমেও 
িঁাচক স্তী টহচসচি গ্রহন করচি রালজ না হওয়ায়, অি্যন্ত ষেুব্ধ হচয় অম্া িপস্যা 
কচরন ও মহাচদচির িরিাভ কচরন পরজচন্ম  লিলন পুরুষ হচয় জন্মাচিন এিং 
লিলন  ভীমের  মৃিু্যর  কারে  হচিন।  অম্া  পরজচন্ম  দ্রুপচদর  েচর  লশখন্ী  নাচম 
জন্মান।  লকন্তু  সসখাচনও  লিলন  পুরুষ  হচয়  জন্মানলন,  নারী  হচয়  জচন্মট�চিন। 
িারপর  নানা  েিনার  মধ্য  লদচয়  সসই  নারী,  পুরুষ  হচয়  ওচঠন।  লকন্তু  কোিা 
হচছে মহাভারচি সর প্রলিচশাধ লনচছেন লশখন্ী, সসিা লকন্তু লশখন্ীর প্রলিচশাধ 
নয়, অম্ার প্রলিচশাধ। অে্মাৎ  লশখন্ী, অম্া একইসচঙ্গ একটি পুরুষ এিং নারী 
উভচয়র মন এিং সত্তা  লনচয়  সিঁচে আচ�।  সসই  সিঁচে োকািা  সকমন  সসিারও 
একিা সম্ািনা এই মহাভারচি পাটছে। ভীচমের সচঙ্গ লকন্তু লশখন্ীর সকাচনা বিন্দ্ব 
সনই।  লশখন্ী  সর  ভীচমের  লিরুচদ্ধ  প্রলিচশাধ  লনচছেন  সসিা  অম্ার  প্রলিচশাধ। 
এখাচন একটি সত্তার মচধ্য উভয়সত্তার িাস। িাটহ্যকভাচি একটি পুরুচষর মচধ্য 
নারীরসত্তা িাস করচ�, িার দৃটিান্ত লশখন্ী েলরচরের মচধ্য পাটছে।

এই সম্ািনাগুলি মহাভারিকারই নানা জায়গায় স�চড় স�চড় সগচ�ন । সরগুলি 
আধুলনক  স্রটিা  িঁার  লনচজর  মচিা  কচর  লনচজর  সৃলটি  লদচয়  নিুন  রূপ  লদচিন। 
এখাচন একিা  লিষয় িিার রিীন্দনাে  সর  টেরোঙ্গদা কাি্যনাি্য ও পচর নৃি্যনাি্য 
লিচখচ�ন, সসখাচন টেরোঙ্গদাচক িঁার লপিৃ িংচশর দালি সমিাচি পুরুচষর মচিা 
কচর গচড় সিািা হচয়চ�, এিাই  লিলন িিচ�ন এিং  লিলন কিগুচিা অস্পটিিা 
সরচখ রান, সর টেরোঙ্গদা লক আসচিই সমচয় হচয় জচন্মট�চিন? িারপচর িঁাচক 
পুরুষ টহচসচি িড় কচর সিািা হয়? একিা সময় পর্মন্ত লক আত্মপলরেয় লিমিৃি 
হচয়ট�চিন? পচর রখন অজু্মনচক সদচখ িখন িঁার মচধ্য নারীত্ব সজচগ ওচঠ? 
এইগুলিই  সাধারেভাচি  আমরা  পাই।  লকন্তু  িঁার  মচধ্য  লক�ু  লক�ু  সূরে  স�চড় 
সগচ�ন রিীন্দনাে, লক�ু সম্ািনা সূরে। দু’রকম সম্ািনার অলভমুখ সরখাচন সখািা 
োচক।  সরগুচিা  সেচক আমাচদর মচন হয়  টেরোঙ্গদা  লক আসচিই নারী? নালক 
শরীচর পুরুষ ও অন্তচর  নারী?  সর  সম্ািনািাচক  নিুনভাচি উদ্ািন করচিন 
ঋিুপে্ম সোষ িঁার লসচনমাচি। সকমনভাচি সসই টেরোঙ্গদাচক লনম্মাে কচরট�চিন 
রিীন্দনাে? টেরোঙ্গদা কাি্যনাচি্যর মচধ্য লিলন পুচরা লনলম্মলির লনয়ন্ত্রে রার হাচি 
িুচি লদচিন, লিলন হচিন মদন।

এখন  এই  মদন  েলররেটিচক  রিীন্দনাে  সকাোয়  সপচিন?  মহাভারচির 
সকাোও মদন সনই। মদনভচমের কাটহলন খুি  স�াি কচর রামায়চে রচয়চ�। আর 
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মদনভমে  লনচয়  িঁার  ঐশ্র্মময়রূপ  এঁচকচ�ন  কালিদাস  িঁার  কুমারসম্ি-এ।  সর 
মদনভমে লেমিা রিীন্দনাে নানা জায়গায় নানাভাচি ি্যিহার কচরচ�ন, “পঞ্শচর 
দগ্ধ কচর, কচর� এলক সন্ন্যাসী।/   লিশ্ময় লদচয়চ� িাচর �ড়াচয়”। দগ্ধ করচিও 
সিা  লিশ্ময়  �টড়চয়  রায়।  রিীন্দনাচের  এরকম  অজস্র  কলিিা  রচয়চ�  সরমন, 
‘মদনভচমের আচগ’,  ‘মদনভচমের পচর’। অে্মাৎ মদন রিীন্দনাচের একিা  লপ্রয় 
লিষয়। এইখাচন মদনচক লিলন সকন্দীয় েলররে টহচসচি ি্যিহার করচ�ন। ‘টেরোঙ্গদা’ 
পুচরা কাি্যনািক রলদ আপনারা পচড়ন, িা প্রেচম শুরুই  হচছে  ‘অনঙ্গআশ্ম’ 
নাচম একটি অংশ লদচয়। সরখাচন টেরোঙ্গদা মদচনর আশ্চম অাসচ�ন এিং লিলন 
পুচরািা ি্যতি করচ�ন সর িঁার লপিা লশচির আশীি্মাদ িাভ কচরট�চিন, সর পুরে 
হচি।  লকন্তু  লিলন কন্যা  টহচসচি জচন্মট�চিন।  সসজন্য িঁাচক িঁার  লপিা পুচরের 
মি কচর পািন কচরচ�ন। লিলন পুরুচষর সচঙ্গই িড় হচয়চ�ন, পুরুচষর মচধ্য, 
পুরুচষর লিদ্যা লশচখ পুরুচষর সাহেচর্ম্য িড় হচয়চ�ন। লকন্তু হঠাৎই মৃগয়ায় লগচয় 
সন্ন্যাসীচিচশ অজু্মনচক সদচখ লিলন হিেলকি, আলিষ্ার করচিন সর িঁার মচধ্য 
এক নারীর আকা্ষিা রচয়চ�। িারপচর লক হচছে, অজু্মন প্রেচম খুি ক্রুদ্ধ হচছেন, 
িঁার  লিশ্ামভঙ্গ  করার  জন্য।  লকন্তু  টেরোঙ্গদাচক  সদচখ  িঁার  িািক  িচি  মচন 
হয় এিং  লিলন িঁাচক ষেমাও কচর সদন।  টেরোঙ্গদার কাচ� এিাও সরন অপমান। 
এিাচর  টেরোঙ্গদা অপিু  হাচি নারী  সিশ ধারে কচর, সাজসজ্া কচর অজু্মচনর 
কাচ� এচিন। অজু্মন িঁাচক ভদ্রভাচি িিচিন, লিলন িঁাচক গ্রহে করচি পারচিন 
না। কারে লিলন ব্রহ্মের্মব্রিধারী। টেরোঙ্গদা িুিচিন ব্রহ্মের্মব্রি পুচরািাই আসচি 
�ি, আসচি  টেরোঙ্গদার  এই  সেহারা  সদচখ,  অজু্মচনর  প�ন্  হয়লন।  িাই  লিলন 
প্রি্যাখ্যানিা  ভদ্র ভাষায়  কচরট�চিন।  সসই কারচে  টেরোঙ্গদা  এচসচ�ন  মদচনর 
কাচ�,—সর আমাচক সসই রূপ দাও রাচি আলম আমার কালখিি পুরুচষর মন জয় 
কচর লনচি পালর। মদন একলদচনর িদচি এক ি�র লদচিন। এই একি�র লিলন 
হচিন এক রূপান্তলরি নারী, অপরূপ রূপিািে্যিিী এিং  লিলন িঁার কাল্ষিি 
পুরুষচক িাভ করচিন।

সসইমচিা টেরোঙ্গদা অপরূপ সুন্রী এক রূপিিী নারীচি িদচি রান। এখাচন 
িরুে  রিীন্দনাে  িঁার  কিচম  রিিা  সসৌন্র্ম  সৃলটির  ষেমিা  ট�ি  িিিা  লদচয়ই 
সিাধহয় রূপান্তলরি টেরোঙ্গদাচক লনম্মাে করচ�ন। সশচষ অপরূপ সুন্রী টেরোঙ্গদায় 
অজু্মন  আকৃটি  হচিন।  লকন্তু  সিশ  লক�ুলদন  কািার  পর  দু’জচনর  মচনই  একিা 
পলরিি্তন আসচ�। টেরোঙ্গদা িারিার মদচনর কাচ� �ুচি রাচছেন। টেরোঙ্গদার মচন 
হচছে িঁার রূপ সরন িঁার সহায় হয়লন, এ সরন িঁার প্রকৃি ভািিাসাচক অপমান 
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করচ�। অন্যলদচক অজু্মচনর মচনও প্রশ্ন জাগচ�, এই অপরূপ নারী সক? ইলিমচধ্য 
মলেপুর  রাজকন্যা  টেরোঙ্গদার  িীরচত্বর  কো  শুচন  িঁার  প্রলি  অজু্মচনর  একিা 
মুগ্ধিা বিলর হচছে। সশষ পর্মন্ত টেরোঙ্গদা মদচনর কাচ� লফচর এচস িিচ�ন, এই 
রূপ লিলন সরন  লফলরচয় সনন। কারে  লিলন িঁার কাল্ষিি পুরুচষর কাচ� প্রকৃি 
পলরেচয় সরচি োন। এই  লমচে্য পলরেচয়র সিািা  লিলন আর িহন কচর েিচি 
পারচ�ন না এিং সশষপর্মন্ত টেরোঙ্গদা প্রকৃিরূচপ অজু্মচনর সামচন সদখা লদচিন। 
টেরোঙ্গদা কাি্যনাি্য এচকিাচর  সশচষ  লিলন িিচ�ন  ‘আলম  টেরোঙ্গদা,  সদিী  নটহ, 
নটহ আলম সামান্য রমেী’। রিীন্দনাে এখাচন িঁার কাি্যনাি্য সশষ কচর লদচছেন। 
লকন্তু অজু্মনচিা টেরোঙ্গদাচক সুচখ-দুঃচখ িার সঙ্গী কচরনলন। টেরোঙ্গদাচক লপ�চন 
সফচি অজু্মন িঁার লনচজর জীিচন লফচর লগচয়ট�চিন। িাহচি টেরোঙ্গদা কীভাচি 
অজু্মনচক িঁার প্রকৃি পলরেয় জানাচিন, নালক  লিলন  লনচজর মচধ্যই িঁার প্রকৃি 
পলরেচয়র  েলরিাে্মিা খুঁচজ  সনচি।  সরমনভাচি উত্তর প্রজচন্মর আর এক  লশপেী 
রিীন্দনাচের সৃলটির মচধ্য খুঁচজ লনচিন। লিলন হচছেন, ঋিুপে্ম সোষ।

ঋিুপে্ম িচিচ�ন, রিীন্দনাচের সিখার মচধ্য নানাভাচি লিলন আশ্য় খুঁচজ 
পান। িিচ�ন, একলদক লদচয় লিলন পরম ভাগ্যিান, িঁার একজন টেরপ্রেয়ী িঁাচক 
কখচনা  ি্যাগ  কচর  রানলন,  লিলন  রিীন্দনাে।  লনগূঢ়িম  অন্কাচর  ডুচি  সরচি 
সরচিও  িইচয়র  কাচ�  হাি  িাড়াচিই  িারিার  কচর  সপচয়চ�ন  িঁার  প্রেচয়র 
উত্তাপ।  সসই  রিীন্দনােচক  লিলন  নিুনভাচি আলিষ্ার করচিন িঁার  টেরোঙ্গদার 
মধ্য  লদচয়,  টেরোঙ্গদা  লসচনমায়।  লসচনমার  কোয়  এিার  েচি আসট�।  টেরোঙ্গদা 
�লিিা লিনটি স্চর এলগচয়চ�। লিনটি স্র লক লক? একটি হচছে টেরোঙ্গদা নৃি্যনাি্য, 
সর নৃি্যনাি্য এখাচন অলভনীি হয়,  সরখাচন  লিলভন্ন পারে-পারেীরা অলভনয় কচর 
এিং টেরোঙ্গদার সসখাচন একটি নিুন ভাচি সপ্রাডাকশন হচছে। সসখাচন মদনচক 
একজন কসচমটিক সাচজ্মন  টহচসচি  সদখাচনা হচছে। এই রকম  লক�ু  লক�ু নিুন 
নিুন ইচপ্াভাইচজশন করা হচছে। লবিিীয় স্র হচছে এই সপ্রাডাকশন সর কচর সস 
একজন সকালরওগ্রাফার, িার নাম রুদ্র। সস িার িািা-মাচয়র সচঙ্গই োচক এিং 
একজন ট্াসিচজন্ার মানুষ। রুদ্র িািা-মাচয়র ইছোয় ইলঞ্লনয়ালরং পচড়চ�,  লকন্তু 
ইলঞ্লনয়ালরং িার প�ন্ নয়। িাই একিা সমচয় লনচজর ইছোয় নৃি্যলশপেী হচয়চ�। 
িার একটি  লনজস্ব দি আচ�। সস রচেটি খ্যালিমান, নামী এিং প্রলিলষ্ি।  লকন্তু 
িার জীিচন একটি শূন্যিাচিাধ আচ�। রিীন্দনাচের টেরোঙ্গদা সপ্রাডাকশন করচ� 
রুচদ্রর দি, সসিা হচছে একিা স্র।  লবিিীয় স্চর সদখচি পাটছে রুদ্রর জীিচনর 
প্রালতি-অপ্রালতির নানা  লদক। আর িৃিীয় স্চর হচছে সসই রুদ্রর অন্য আচরকটি 
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লরয়ািাইচজশন সরখাচন িার টেন্তায়, িার জীিন ও রিীন্দনাচের টেরোঙ্গদা একিার 
সাচে আচরকিা লমচি রাচছে। সরিা শুধুই একিা নাচের দচির সপ্রাডাকশন ট�ি, 
সসইিা হচয় উঠচ� িার জীিচনর একিা ভাষ্য। এই হি লিনটি স্র।

লসচনমাটি রলদ সদচখন িাহচি সদখচিন লসচনমাটি শুরু হচছে হসলপিাচি রুদ্র 
ভলি্ত এিং সস ভািচ� িার জীিচনর নানা কো এিং সসইসচঙ্গ টেরোঙ্গদার কো। 
সস  এই  কোগুচিা  িিচ�  িার  এক  কাউলসিিরচক।  িার  নাম  শুভ।  সকন  সস 
হসলপিাচি ভলি্ত, কারে িার একটি অপাচরশন হচছে, সজন্ার লর-অ্যাসাইনচমন্ 
সাজ্মালর। সসই অপাচরশচনর মধ্য লদচয় সস িার পুরুচষর শরীরিাচক নারীর শরীচর 
রূপান্তলরি করচি েচিচ�।  সসই জায়গায় দঁাটড়চয়  সস রিীন্দনাচের  টেরোঙ্গদাচক 
লনচজর জীিচনর সচঙ্গ  লমলিচয় নিুনভাচি  সদচখ। িাই  সদখা রাচছে রুদ্র রচেটি 
প্রলিলষ্ি  হচিও,  িার  জীিচন  অচনকগুলি  সরমন  শূন্যিা  রচয়চ�,  সস  িািা-
মাচয়র সচঙ্গ োচক। মা িাচক আগচি রাখার সেটিা করচিও িািার সচঙ্গ সম্ক্ত 
সিমন মধুর নয়, একিা েৃো লমলশ্ি ভাচিািাসা। কারে লিলন স�চির েুেুরপচর 
নাো সদখচি পাচরন না। এলদচক রুদ্রর জীিচন একিা শূন্যিা রচয়চ�, িার সঙ্গী 
লনি্মােন  লনচয়।  িার  জীিচন  একালধক  সম্ক্ত  এচিও  িা  সভচে  রায়।  এিাচর 
িার দচি পাে্ম নাচমর একটি স�চি আচস, এই েলররেটি মহাভারচির অজু্মচনর 
অনুকরে  টহচসচিই হয়ি আচস। রলদও  সস এচকিাচরই অজু্মন সুিভ নয় িরং 
িার লিপরীি। সস সনশারু, িাউন্ুচি। লকন্তু সস একজন প্রলিভািান লশপেী, একজন 
ভাচিা  ড্ামার।  রুদ্র  িার  দচিরই  একটি  সমচয়র  কোয়  সসই  স�চিটিচক  দচি 
সনয়।  সনয় িার কারে িার মচনর মচধ্য  সকাোও এই প্রালন্তক মানুষচদর প্রলি 
একিা দুি্মিিা  ট�ি। কারে সস  লনচজ সিা  ট�চিন একজন প্রালন্তক মানুষ। িার 
ভািনা ড্াচগর সনশায় িচয় রাওয়া একটি স�চিচক রলদ েচর সফরাচনা রায়। লকন্তু 
িারপচরই রুদ্র এিং পাে্ম একটি সম্চক্ত জটড়চয় পচড়। 

ঋিুপে্ম রুদ্রর মচধ্য টেরোঙ্গদাচক কপেনা কচরচ�ন, টেরোঙ্গদার সচঙ্গ অজু্মচনর 
সর সম্ক্ত লসচনমাচি লকন্তু িা এচকিাচরই িার লিপরীি রূচপ আসচ�। িারপর 
একিা সমচয় রুদ্রর মচন হয় রলদ এই সম্ক্তিাচক একিা স্ালয়ত্ব লদচি হয়, িাহচি 
একটি পলরিার গচড় সিািা প্রচয়াজন। এিং সসখাচন সরিা ভীষে জরুলর, িা হি 
একিা সন্তান োকা। সন্তান গচভ্ত  ধারে করচি না পারচিও  সস রলদ শারীলরক 
ভাচি সমচয় হচয় ওচঠ, িচি িারা একটি সন্তানচক অ্যাডপ্ট করচি পারচি। িাই 
সস অচনকগুলি অপাচরশচনর মধ্য লদচয় রাচি িচি লসদ্ধান্ত সনয়। লকন্তু রখন সস 
এই অপাচরশচনর মধ্য  লদচয়  রায়, িখন পাে্ম িাচক  সফচি  েচি রায়। কারে 
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পাে্মর  মচধ্য  সিসময়ই একিা  সদািােিিা  ট�ি।  সস রুদ্রচক  রীলিমি অপমান 
কচর িচি সর,  সস রলদ  সকান নারীর প্রলিই আকৃটি হচি িাহচি এই  লসচন্থটিক 
শরীর  িার  সকাচনা  প্রচয়াজন  সনই।  সলি্যকাচরর  সমচয়চকই  সস  গ্রহে  করচি। 
এরপর রুচদ্রর দচির কস্তুরী নাচমর একটি সমচয়র সাচে পাচে্মর একিা সম্ক্ত 
বিলর হয়। রুদ্র লকন্তু িা সচ্বিও এই অপাচরশনগুলি করাচি লস্র কচর। কারে সস 
িার লনচজর মচনর পলরেয়িাচক িার লনচজর শরীচর ধারে করচি োয়। সসভাচিই 
সস পৃলেিীর কাচ� পলরটেি হচি োয়। রখন িার এই অপাচরশন েিচ� িখন 
একজন কাউলসিির িার সচঙ্গ  লনয়লমি সদখা করচি আচস। সসই কাউলসিিচরর 
সচঙ্গ কো িিচি িিচি টেরোঙ্গদাচক লনচয় িার লনচজর উপিলব্ধগুচিা সস ি্যতি 
কচর। টেরোঙ্গদা আসচিই লক সকাচনা কুরূপা নারী, নালক প্রকৃিপচষে সস একজন 
পুরুষ, রার মচধ্য রচয়চ� একটি নারীর মন। সর নারীমনটি একটি লিচশষ কাল্ষিি 
পুরুচষর  সংস্পচশ্ম  এচস  লনচজচক  প্রকাশ  করচি  োয়  এিং  এটি আশ্চর্মভাচি 
রুদ্রর সংিাচপর মচধ্য  রিীন্দনাচের  সসই  সপ্রলসচডলসি কচিচজর  ‘িাইলজ নালক’ 
কোগুলি,  ঋিুপে্ম  �ুলকচয়  লদচছেন।  লিলন  িিচ�ন  সর  টেরোঙ্গদা  রখন  নিরূপ 
ধারে  কচর  রাজসভায়  লগচয়  দঁাটড়চয়  ট�ি,  িখন  রাজসভাসদরা  লক  িচিট�ি 
িার সম্চক্ত, এলক িাইলজ এচসচ�? এই সর একিা লিঙ্গ বিষম্য, সসই ধারোচক 
আোি করা  হচছে  নানাভাচি।  এখাচন  রুদ্র  টেরোঙ্গদাচক  লনচজর জীিচনর  সচঙ্গ 
লমলিচয় লনচছে এিং লসচনমার সশচষ লগচয় সদখা রায় এই শুভ েলররেটি সর লকনা 
রুদ্রর কাউলসিির, আসচি িার সকাচনা অলস্ত্বই সনই। আসচি সস রুদ্রর লনচজর 
মচনর  মধ্য  সেচকই  বিলর  হচয়চ�।  সর  শুভ  িাচক  িচি  রুদ্র  িুলম  লক  োও? 
পৃলেিী  সিামাচক কীভাচি মচন রাখচি? শুধুমারে  সিামার এই রূপান্তলরি নারী 
রূচপ, সরভাচি সিামার শরীরিাচক িদিাচি োইচ�া? সিামার আত্মপলরেয়িাচক 
িদিাচি  োইচ�া?  সিামার  আত্মপলরেয়  লক  শুধুই  একজন  নারী  হচয়  ওঠা? 
আিার িার কিকগুচিা প্র্যাকটিক্যাি অসুলিধা সদখা রাচছে—িার িািা িিচ�ন 
আমার উইি িদিাচি হচি, কারে উইি অনুসাচর সম্লত্ত িঁার পুচরের পািার 
কো,    সসই  রলদ  িদচি  রায়  িাহচি  সিা  উইি  িদিাচনা  �াড়া  উপায়  সনই। 
এইভাচি নানা জটিিিা আসচ�। শুভ একিা জায়গায় িিচ� িুলম আসচি  লক 
োও?  সিামার জীিচনর িষে  লক  সিামার এই পুরুচষর শরীচরর  সখািস  স�চড় 
নারী হচয় ওঠা? নালক িুলম োও পৃলেিী সিামাচক মচন রাখচি এক প্রলিভাশািী 
নৃি্যলশপেী টহচসচি। এই প্রশ্নিাই রখন শুভ িাচক কচর এিং রখন িার ফাইনাি 
অপাচরশচনর রাওয়ার আচগর লদন সস িার সাচজ্মনচক িচি, িাচক িার পুরচনা 
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শরীচর লফলরচয় সদওয়ার জন্য, কারে িখন িার আর সমচয় হচয় ওঠার দরকার 
সনই ।

সরিা িচিট�িাম রিীন্দনাচের টেরোঙ্গদায় অজু্মন সরমন টেরোঙ্গদার সহায় হচি 
আচসন লন। রুদ্রর সহায় হচিও সকউ আচস না, লকন্তু রুদ্র লনচজর মধ্য সেচকই 
সৃলটি কচর শুভচক। সসই শুভ ও রুদ্র দু’সয় লমচি আমাচদর অধ্মনারীশ্চরর ধারোয় 
সপঁচ� সদয়। রাচক আমরা িৃহদারে্যক উপলনষচদ পাই, রাচক আমরা লিঙ্গ পুরাচে 
পাই।  সরখাচন  িিা  হয়  রুদ্র  লশি  লনচজর  মধ্য  সেচকই  জন্ম  লদচয়ট�চিন  উমা 
মচহশ্রীচক। এই লশপেীর মচধ্যই সর অধ্মনারীশ্র, রার ভািনা রিীন্দনাচের মচধ্য 
ট�ি, রা রুদ্রর হচয় ঋিুপচে্মর মচধ্য ট�ি। এিাচর সশষ িো একটি েিুে্ম কো 
িিি।  সসই  েিুে্ম  স্র  হচছে  সর,  এই  লসচনমার  লনলম্মলির  মচধ্য  সকাোও  সরন 
অজু্মচনর উচদেচশ টেরোঙ্গদার একিা রারো পাই।

টেরে পলরোিক ঋিুপে্ম সোষ লিলন সরন একভাচি এই লসচনমার মধ্য লদচয় 
এক আত্মপলরেচয়র সন্ান করচ�ন।  সরভাচি  টেরোঙ্গদা অজু্মচনর কাচ�  লনচজচক 
প্রকাশ করচি োয়, কখচনা নারীরূচপ আিার কখচনা িা িঁার স্বরূচপ। সসই সর 
অজু্মচনর কাচ� টেরোঙ্গদার আত্মপলরেয় প্রকাশ, ঋিুপে্ম সোষও সরন টেরে পলরোিক 
টহচসচি িঁার দশ্মচকর কাচ� িঁার লনচজর আত্মপলরেচয়র প্রকাশ কচরচ�ন সমস্ 
লসচনমা  জুচড়।  লিলন  একালধক  জায়গায়  িচিচ�—‘রখন  আলম  রিীন্দনাচের 
সোচখর িালি পড়িাম িখন লিচনালদনীর সচঙ্গ লনচজচক আইচডলন্ফাই করিাম।’ 
লিলন আচরক জায়গায় িিচ�ন, ‘আলম রখন রখন েচর িাইচর পটড় িখন আমার 
মচন  হয়  লনলখচিশ  হচছে  সিচেচয়  সি্মচশ্ষ্  ট্ালজক  নালয়কা।’  সখয়াি  করচিন 
লিলন  লনলখচিচশর  মচধ্য আইচডলন্ফাই  করচ�ন  লনচজচক।  অে্মাৎ    নারী  এিং 
পুরুষ উভয় েলরচরের মচধ্যই  খুঁচজ পাচছেন লনচজচক। ঋিুপে্মর লসচনমার আসি 
সজাচরর জায়গা হচছে একজন পুরুষ পলরোিক কী অসামান্যভাচি নারীর অন্তগ্মি 
সত্তার সর অলভি্যলতি, িঁার  সর পলরেয়, িঁার  সর রন্ত্রো  সসিাচক প্রকাশ কচরন। 
এই জায়গািা আমরা িুিচি পালর রখন লিলন িচিন, ‘অচনচকই সিা প্রশ্ন কচরন 
ঋিুপে্মর লক হি? হঠাৎ কচর সকন সস লসচনমা করচি সগি; লসচনমা পলরোিনা 
করি  সিশ  ট�ি।  হঠাৎ  কচর  অলভনয়  করচি  সগি  সকন?’  আসচি  লিনটি 
অলভনয় সর লিলন কচরচ�ন ‘আচরকটি সপ্রচমর গপে’, ‘সমচমালরজ ইন মাে্ত’ এিং 
‘টেরোঙ্গদা’ এই প্রচি্যকিাচিই লিলন একজন ট্াসিচজন্ার মানুষ। এই ট্াসিচজন্ার 
মানুষ  টহচসচি অলভনয় করািা আসচি  সসই  �দ্মচিশ খুচি  টেরোঙ্গদার  সিলরচয় 
আসার মি। সর আমাচক সিামরা টেচন নাও। এিলদন নারী েলরচরের আড়াচি সর 
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আলম লনচজচকই প্রকাশ কচরট�, আলম সর লিচনালদনী হচয় মচহচন্দর কাচ� সগট� 
সস আলমই।  সসই আলমই  লনচজচক প্রকাশ করচি োই আমার প্রকৃি পলরেচয়। 
পরপর  লিনটি  �লিচি  পৃলেিীর  মূি  ধারার  অন্যিম  সগাপন  লিষয়চক  ফুটিচয় 
সিাচিন  রার  নাম  সমকাম।  িঁার  দশ্মচকরা  লক�ুিা  হিেলকি  হচিন,  িুিচিন 
লিকপে সরৌনিার সামচন এচস, িঁারা আসচি লক করুেভাচি রষেেশীি। টেরোঙ্গদা 
মুলতি  সপি এিং এরপর  লিলন  টেরোঙ্গদার মুলতির প্রসচঙ্গ িচিচ�ন—“সমাচজর 
একিা লিরাি অংশ, এই মূিধারার সরৌনিার িাইচর রঁাচদর িাস এিং অলধকাংশ 
সময়ই রঁারা  লনচজচদর স্বিঃস্ূি্ত  কামনা-িাসনার কো  মুখ ফুচি জানান  লদচি 
ভয় পান। সাফচি্যর একিা িম্ম না োকচি হচিই পারি আলমও ওঁচদরই মচিা 
সংশয়াকুি  লনি্মাক  হচয়ই  োকিাম।  টেরোঙ্গদা আমাচদর  এই  প্রালন্তক  মানুষচদর 
অচনক িিচি না পারা কোর উচ্ারে।” খুি অপে িয়চস  লিলন েচি  সগচ�ন। 
িিু  লিলন িঁার িহু না িিা কো, িঁার রারোচক সম্ূে্ম করচি  সপচরচ�ন, এই 
টেরোঙ্গদার মধ্য লদচয়। 

অনুলিখন : সুলজি িািা, লি.এড. প্রলশষেোেতী, লশলিগুটড় লশষেক-লশষেে মহালিদ্যািয়
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When we go for hindy Culture In Indian Society Woman occupies a 
vital position and venerable place; The Vedas glorified women as the 
mother, the creator, one who gives life and worshipped her as a Devi 
or Goddess. But their glorification was rather mythical and fake at 
the same time in India women found herself totally suppressed and 
subjugated in a patriarchal society.

Now question arises, what the women are facing? In the society they 
are being oppressed not all but majority in there, tortured domestically, 
physically mentally emotionally it is worldwide phenomenon, not only 
in India, but we can observe this universally: whether the country is 
developed or under developed or is progressive or progressing and fear 
of violence in a factor, which has causes women to take less participation 
in every sphere of life.

Now, lets come to the various forms of crime against women, there 
are various forms of crime against women, Sometimes it is even before 
birth. Some times in the adulthood and other phrase of life. In the 
Indian society, position of women is always perceived in relation to the 
man. This perception has given birth to various customs and practices.

Crime against women both inside and outside of their home has 
been a crucial issue in the Contemporary Indian Society. Women in 
India Constitute near about half of its population and most of them are 
grinding under the socio-cultural and religious structures. One gender 
has been controlling the space of the India’s social economic, political 
and religious fabric since time immemorial.
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Half of the society in India is constitute by women there are 
socio-cultural and religious structures. And where one gender feels 
that another gender is trying to create the barrier the rich aviation has 
start.

1. Rape : Rape is a very serious crime against women and this crime is 
increasing day by day like anything. Reporting of rape and abduction, 
cases has became very common in print and electronic media which is 
indeed a very sad affair for all of us. Increasing rape cases are enough 
to prove that our moral values are still very low and we are yet to learn 
how to respect the dignity of women at large.

In simple terms the word ‘Rape’ means sexual intercourse of sexual 
penetration, by another person without the consent of the other person 
or victim provisions related to rape are given in Section 375 and 376 of 
the Indian Penal Code, 1860. Section 375 explains the pre-condition 
which are necessary to prove the offence of rape whereas section 376 
provides to punishment for the offence of rape.

‘Consent’ has played a very dicey role in our society because this 
is the place where the advocates argue on behalf of the accused or 
victim girl (the girl who has been raped) has to prove that there was 
no ‘consent’ and we all know that the rape doesn’t occur in the public 
it occurs one to one or there may be two to three accused and it is 
very difficult to prove on behalf of the victim girl that there was no 
consent and there was no can sensual sexual intercourse because of this 
many accused get acquitted (free) by the courts and the courts are duty 
bound to release the accused because there is no evidence. Although, 
the Supreme Court has sent time and again that the sole testimony of 
the rape victim is enough to convict the accessed but again the problem 
came up was their have been false cases also not all because Indian 
Society. The girls are very relucting to came out after rape has happened 
and even if they come out and if they are criticized by the society that 
its a false case they are falsely alleging something against the accused 
that we understand what can happened.

After the 2013, Amendments Sections has seen a drartic change.
In Section 375, we can see in the above lines, there is a ‘Pre-

Condition’ and whoever it committs the minimum can starts from a 7 
years which may extend to 10 years.
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The Indian law prior to the Nirbhaya incident look into account 
only acts of penile-Veginal intercourse within the definition of rape and 
forcible acts of penetration of vagina, mouth, Urethra or anus through 
pen is or an inanimate object did not fall within the definition of rape. 
Many rapists were not presecuted because there was no law to peenish 
such acts. The definition was expanded in 2013 to consider raped as 
any act like penetration by penis or any object or any part of body to 
any extent, into the vagina, mouth, Urethra or anus of a woman or 
making her to do so with another person a applying of mouth to sexual 
organs without of the consent or will of the woman constitutes the 
offence of rape.

After the Nirbhaya Case, as we all know that what was inserted 
into the vagina of the Victim Girl, was beyond the imagination of a 
human being so this definition of rape has been changed drastically 
and now any object can be a part which can kill the accused to parts of 
a body now are vagena, mouth, Urthera, Anus, all the things have then 
include which was previously only the Vagina, even without the offence 
of rape this was needed as mentioned before, it was very difficult on of 
the behalf of the victim girl to prove Consent without the Consent but 
now that has been down away after the Nirvaya Incident.

It has also clarified that Penetration, means penetration to any 
extent and lack of physica  resistance is immaterial for constititting an 
offence. So, have seen, after the Nirbhaya Incidents its a good thing 
that the Parliament is they have come up and law needs to be change 
and thanks to the civil society their revolution, their movements have 
made the parliament is sit up the situation. Except in certain aggravated 
situation the punishment will be imprisonment not less than seven 
year, but which may extend to imprisonment for life and shall also be 
liable to fine. In aggravated situations punishment will be rig arows 
imprisonment for a term which shall not be less than 10 years but 
which may extend to imprisonment for life, and shall also be liable to 
fine. So these are the changes.

2. Marital Rape : Our Indian Society specially the male thought 
wife is their property and whatever they want they can do, it was not a 
criminal offence, previously but again after the 2013 Amendment, it was 
made a Criminal offence only what had happened before cuas below 18 
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years if anybody had a sexual intercourse that was the wife could go for 
offence on Marital Rape, but how this has changed.

3. Child Marriage : Which is happened on 15 August our 
honourable Prime Minister make an announcement regarding this, 
that the age of marriage should be increase to 21 years. Although at 
Present the law is on the Prohibition of Child Marsiage Act, 2006, 
whereby fixing the minimum age for marriage which as 18 years for 
girls and 21 Years for boys. Another major step was mandatory primary 
education provided by the Govt. of India to them.

4. Female foeticide: When we talk about Hindu law, we say, 
‘Peetra’, ‘Putra’ means a person who will liberate you from ‘Peet’ that 
is hell, so if a girl is born l.e., curse you went go to heaven, you will 
go to hell, its only the Son, i.e., the ‘Putra’, who will liberate you and 
in keeping this in view thus female foeticide offence has started come.

Although the govt. has frame the Pre-conception and Pre Natal 
Diagonistic Techniques (Prohibition of Sex Selection) Act, 1994 for 
the offence of Female Foeticides.

We can see fnotice which is generally given outside the clinic or 
Ultrasound Centre, that under the Pre- conception and Pre Natal 
Diagonistic Techniques Act, 1994, ‘the Sex Determination is illegal 
offence.

Another recent example, Siliguri witnesses, few months back. One 
doctor is being involved in illegal abortion, so these are still in there our 
society inspite of Acts being there.

5. Trafficking : Specially during this Pandemic, we can see, the 
increasing cases of trafficking. Trafficking means import and export of 
humans for sex business. In this pandemic lockdown many are enters 
into vocation, principle of Primary School were selling Dosa and a 
Girl is selling vegetables in order to maintain their family needs. This 
Pandemic has shown a increasing trafficking. It is indeed very sad to 
learn that in India where women are recognised as Devi and prayed by 
all Indians as ‘Devishakti, they are also treated as a source of earning 
by unethical means, Prostitution is one of the biggest problems in this 
world which is ‘damaging the women in many ways. In general the 
term prostitution means after of sexual’ services for earning meney.
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Prostitution is a problem which exists across the world . There are 
quite a few laws in India in order to prevent the crime prostitution like 
Immoral Amendments in 1986. There are a few commissions made by 
state Govt. to save women and specially girls to protect them from this 
practice. But inspite of that sorry to say trafficking has not deereased by 
many NGO’s are going for many programes, govt. In coming up with 
many programmes, govt. In coming up with many programmers for 
reabritation but inspite of that sorry to say it is increasing day-by-day.

6. Domestic Violence: Domestic Violence has become a very 
serious problem for women specially in this Pandemic. In general 
the term Domestic violence means mental, physical , emotional 
and economical harassment of a woman by family members for the 
purpose of domestic violence family includes spouse, his mother, 
father, brother, sister, his relatives and sometimes even friends . We 
call ourselves educated and talk too much about morality , ethics and 
civilization and expect others to be good to create a dream world but 
forget that without giving due respect to the women, a nation’s growth 
is impossible.

Now in India, domestic Voilence is recognised as a criminal offence 
Under Section 498A of Indian Penal Code, 1860 (IPC) and the 
Protection of Women from Domestic Violence Act, 2005. Domestic 
Violence Act, 2005 Domestic violence can be done physically mentally 
economically or emotionally. Inspite of all these acts , we can see not 
declining cases of domestic violence.

Recently the issue of acid throwing on girls has also became a big 
issue. One example of Laxmi Agarwal, and film also made on her life 
story called ‘Chhappak’. There are few types of acids and all are very 
dangerous for human flesh and burn. This acid attack sometimes is 
so dangerous that even bones and eyes also got dasaged due to acid. 
Few victions also forced to leave their education or occupation due to 
the results of acid throwing. Now a days this has become very easy for 
people to get these acids and the cases of acid throwing has become 
very regular in daily life.

New Section of Indian Penal Code, 326A, 1860 , lays, down the 
Punishment for acid attacks. The minimum punishment is 10 years 
imprisonment. It can extend up to life imprisonment with fine.
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Another Section 326B of JPC, 1860, lays down the punishment 
for attempted acid attacks. The minimum punishment in 5 years 
imprisonment. It can extend upto 7 years, imprisonment with fine.

This has been part rayed in the Hindi film of Chhappak (2020) 
starring Mrs. Deepika Padukone who plays the life of Mrs. Laxmi 
Agarwal an acid survivor.

7. Eve Teasing:  It is a general perception that ene teasing is not a 
big crime like rape or murder and may be because of that we don’t take 
it seriously . But from a women’s point of view eve teasing is also a very 
big crime as this activity does make her feel cencemfor table most of the 
times. Eve teasing cusually involves teasing women, passing comments 
en wemen and making veelges sidns. 

Although Indian law doesn’t use the term Eve teasing victime 
earlier usually seek recourse through Section 294 of the IPC, which 
sentences a man found guilty of making a girl or woman the target 
of obscene gestures, remarks songs or recitation to a maximum jail 
sentence of three months. Section 292 of the JPC clearly spells out that 
showing pornographic or obscene pictures books or papers to a women 
or girl results in fine of Rs. 2,000 with two year’s emprisonment for first 
offenders. In the case of a repeated offense. The offender may have a 
fine of Rs. 5,000 with five years imprisonment imposed

A woman has to face this kind of irritating behavior and with this 
on daily basis. She can’t even fight back due to fear of disrespect by 
othors as everyone will blame her and say that you must have done 
something to invite them. In case of eye teasing girl should not remain 
silent and raise her voice. She should inform her family members and 
simultaneously file a complaint in the nearest police Station.

Although under section 292 and 294 of IPC punished a man found 
guilty with fines and imprisonment as mentioned aboue.

In this context Justice of American Supreme Court Justice Honer, 
he gave a theory of ‘Bad man’, he says the Bad man is not concern 
about the law, if you ask him he is saying forget the law, fell me that 
he find guilty what is the punishment, so people are more fearing the 
punishment rather than the law, if that would have happen IPC was 
enforce from 1860 the Section of rape was there from 1860 inspite of 
that these offences have not decreased en the other hand it increased.
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8. Dowry: If we look back to the vedic times, hinders soriptures 
where there is ‘Dakshina’ prescribed therefore essential parts of Hindu 
Marriage Law and act of the ‘Sagtapadi’, most important Vivaha-
homa, ‘Pani-graha’ when a girl in handed over a boy, according to the 
hindce law ‘Dakshina, is important. And this system of ‘Dakshina is 
taken as misconceptioned as a Dowry was a Dakshina, Father of a girl 
has to give a boy. So, this was in such a way people started asking for 
Dowry as a Rituals of Birth Right. Because of this Dowry cases started 
increasing Civil law of India has prohibited the payment of dowry in 
the year 1961. Further, IPC, 1860 has introduced section 304B and 
498A, which allows women to file complaint and seek restriction of her 
rights from serious harassment by the husband’s family.

The advancement of Science, education, arts etc. in our country, 
made people more and more educated and cultured in society, but 
it further aggravated the miseries of Indian girls, because dowry rate 
also proportionately increased with the advancement of the Coventry, 
according to the states, qualification , employment etc. of the bride-
groom.

9. Fraudulent Marriage: has increased in the recent post as in 
India parents of a girl are very fond of NRI (Non Resident Indian) 
Son-in-law. Parents want to settle their daughter with any rich NRI. 
Parents of bride don’t inquire too much about the NRl groom as they 
are happy that their daughter is going to marry a and she will live a 
luxurious life abroad. There blind faith on NRI’s may invite problems 
like false commitments, false details, second marriage and infertility.

The offence of deceit in marriage is defined in Section at 493 of the 
IPC. If a man deceit a woman to believe has that she is lawfully married 
to him and believing that she cohabitates and has sexual intercourse 
with him then the man is said to have committed the offence according 
to Section 493 of IPC. Such a man is to be punished under this section?

Section 496 of IPC defines the offence of fraud marriage. A person 
who with fraud or dishonest intention of knowing to the nature of 
marriage ceremony as invalid goes through such a ceremony in Iiable 
to be convicted under Sec 496 .

10. Adultery: against women is India and affects married women 
by and large. In simple words, adultery means having voluntary sexual 
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relationship with a married person other than the spouse. The offence 
of adultery is dealt with bi Section 497 of the IPC 1860, which says 
adultery means sexual intercourse of a man with a married woman 
without the consent of her husband when such sexual intercourse does 
not amount to rape.

Initially only men were punished under the law of adultery in India 
but new men and women both are equally responsible for committing 
the crime of adultery. As per Section 497 the offender shall be punished 
with imprisonment for a term which may extend to five years, or with 
fine or with both.

On 27 Sept, 2018 in Joseph Shine vs. Union of Indian ( 2018); 
the Supreme Court has held that ‘Adultery cannot and should not be a 
crime. It can be a ground for a civil offence, a ground for divorce.

Laues POCSO (Protection of Children from sexual Abuses) Section 
354 (Outraging the Modesty of a Woman), 375 (Raped) and 377 
unnatural offence under the IPC, 1860 cluese inadequate to protect 
the children from sexual abceses.

A new law for prevent of Children from sexual abuses namely, 
protection of children from sexual offences Act was passed in 2012, 
also called POCSO.

Two major judgments’ if 2018 on Adultery. Section 377 in 
removed.

And also, In the case,
 Navtej Singh Jobbar
 Vs.
 Union of India (AIR 2018)

the Supreme Court has held that Section 377 of IPC in unconstitutional.

11. Work place: Though we all accept the truth that in today’s 
world women has come out of her image of house wife and proved 
herself as a better administrator then a

man in all section women are working hard and getting awards and 
rewards for that she has crossed all the boundaries and shut the mouth 
of all those peoples who has ever questioned her working calibre.

But she has to pay a very heavy price of her success as she has to face 
exploitation at work place. Do we ever think what boundaries she has 
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crossed and how? What she had paid to get this position and power? 
How much pain she has felt to become this persons?

when the woman faces exploitations at work place, their work 
presentation, performances decreases. Personally, they suffers 
Depressions, Anxiety, tracemic stress etc.

In the absence of specific legislation and guidelines the judiciary in 
India specifically depend on two sections of the IPC, namely Section 
354 (Assault or criminal force to woman with intent to outrage her 
modesty) and Section 509 (word, gesture or act intended to insult 
the modesty of a woman) in order to protect woman in general from 
certain categories of sexual misconducts that seen offensive or digestive 
in nature.

In order ti supplement the 
absence of specific legislation in 
this field and to introduce reforms 
in the society. The Supreme Court 
laid certain guidelines in vishkd vs 
State of Rajasthan, (AIR 1997).

Based on the facts of Bhanwari 
Devi’s case a PIL (Public Interest 
Litigation) was field by Vishakha 
and other woman groups against 
the State of Rajasthan and Union 
of India.

The Supreme Court also made  
the above guidelines binding 
and enforceable until suitable 

legislation was enacted to occupy the field.
Aftermath ‘After 16 years’ In pursuance of the judgement of the 

Supreme Court in 1997, the legislature passed the Sexual   Harassment 
of Women at work place Act on 22nd April 2013.

This Act is effective from December 09, 2013 by the Ministry of 
Women and Child Development India. The Govt. has also notified 
rules under the Prevention of Work place Sexual Harassment Act 
titled, the sexual Harassment of Women at Work place (Prevention 
Prohibition and Redressal) Rules, 2013.
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TIME LINE OF ART

2007 : Drafted
2010 : The Bill was introduced in the Lok Sobha.
2012 : The Bill was amended and re-introduced in the Lok Sabha.
 3rd Sept 2012: Bill passed by the Lok Shabha.
 26th Feb, 2013: Bill passed by the Rajya Sabha.
 23 April, 2013 : The prevention of Werk place Sexual 

Harassment Act received the President’s 
assent and was Published in the Gazette of 
India at Act no. 14 of 2013.

Aggreived Women gets the benefits of this Act.

Sexual Harassment : Under this Act.
•	 Making	sexually	:	coloured	remarks
•	 Showing	pornography.
•	 Physical	contact	and	Advances
•	 A	demand	for	request	for
•	 Unwelcomed	and	Welcomed	remarks	made	by	the	Act.
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Complaint is received, where, 

Stage One : Receipt of the Complaint
Stage Two : Planning, Carefully
Stage Three : Interviews
Stage four : Reasoning
Stage Five : Finding & Recommendation
Stage Six : Report

•	Honouces	killing	is	not	only	for	female.	But	males	are	also	facing	
the problems regarding this. So, we cannot include honour killing in 
crime against women only.

 SAFEGUARDS

There are various legislation which has been incorporated regarding the 
safeguarding of the women. Various legislation for safeguarding crime 
against women can be classified under two categories : 

i) IPC, 1860;
ii) Crimes under special and local laws

 i) IPC 1860 :
 (a) Obscenity (Section 292-294 IPC)
 (b) Eve teasing (Section 294 IPC)
 (c) Hossicide for dowry ‘Dowry death’ or their attempts (Section 

302/304B IPC)
 (d) Molestation (Section 354 IPC)
 (e) Sexual Harassment, Assault, Veeyurism and stalking (Section 

354A to 354 & IPC) 
 (ii) Crimes cender Special and local laws: 
 (a) Immoral traffic (Preventiow) Act, 1956
 (b) Dowry Prohibition Act, 1961
 (c) Incedent Representation of Women (Prohibition)Act 1986.
 (d) Commission of Sati (Prevention) Act 1987
 (e) The Protection of Women from Domestic violence Act, 2005 

etc.

The above list is not conclusive but inclusive . These acts have 
given ample provisions to ensure the protection of women rights like 
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minimum wages protection from Domestic violence right of equal 
remuneration, prevention from immoral trafficking prevention from 
indecent representation of women etc.

STATISTICS (NCRB-Data)

v Data more of 2014 and 2017 :

	 p How IPC crimes have conducted in 2014.
v Highest (above 2 lakhs)

v Lowest (North-East India)

ANOTHER DATA OF 2014  (NCRB Data)

	 p Crimes against Women
v Highest (above 30,000)

In the above Data, every crime is increasing Rape etc with the time.

IPC Crime against Women 2010—9.5$

IPC Crime against Women 2011—9.4%

IPC Crime against Women 2012—10.2%

It’s increasing by the time inspite of decreasing.

SUGGESTIONS :

 As per Sir Dr. Sujit Kumar Biswas;

 1. Establishment of Women Police Stations with Women Desks and 
Help Desks manned by Women Police Personnel.

 2. Special Family counseling Centres.

 3. Missing Persons, Websites, providing information on missing 
persons and recovery there of.

Teach your daughters and sons about fair and respectful treatment 
of girls and women.
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CONCLUSION

Women even in the modern age is tortured in all vistas of society. 
She is teased and kidnapped as a girl abducted and raped as a young 
women, beaten and harassed as a house-wife, harassed and humiliated 
as a working lady, and lastly detested and discarded in her old age as a 
burden.

Transcribed by : Sudip Chettri, B.Ed. Trainee, Siliguri B.Ed. College
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Sex versus Gender





Gender Concerns in
Education and Democracy

Dr. Dipty Subba

‘Not only must there be no gender discrimination in 
education but we must pressurise for education systems that 
foster overall gender equity in broader society.’

—Camilla Croso, GCE President

1. INTRODUCTION

Gender relations vary from society to society. It is a women’s and people’s 
issues shaped by power relations in multicultural societies like India. It 
deals with human concerns encompassing diversities and differences. 
It has been the most endemic form of discrimination operating across 
cultures in developed and developing societies. Girls around the world 
are experiencing gender discrimination from the age of just seven years 
old, with one in ten primary schoolgirls reported being unhappy being 
a girl, doubling to one in five by the time they reach secondary school. 
This contrasts with less than 1% of boys at primary school and less than 
3% of boys at secondary school. The figures have been published in an 
interim report from the Global Campaign for Education (GCE).

Sex discrimination occurs when a person is treated unequally due 
to their sex, the biological factor of being female or male. Gender 
discrimination occurs when a person is treated unfavorably due to 
social behavior such as the nonconformance of gender roles (which 
may be related to someone’s sexual orientation). The terms are often 
used interchangeably; and for purposes of anti-discrimination and civil 
rights law, that use is more likely accurate than not.
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Today, girls and women have many more opportunities. Women 
make up a large percentage (sometimes the majority) of college and 
university enrollment, and they have access to professions that were 
traditionally male dominated. Although great strides have been made in 
the realm of women’s equality, there is still a long way to go, hampered 
by the problem of cultural stereotypes that affect boys and girls from 
the day they are born. Examples include: pink clothes for girls and 
blue for boys; dolls for girls and trucks for boys; girls can cry, but boys 
cannot; and dance class for girls and football for boys. There are so many 
differences in the way that boys and girls are raised that, by the time they 
get to school, it can be very difficult for teachers to treat them equally 
and overcome the gender stereotypes they’ve already been taught.

Research shows many differences in the way boys and girls are 
treated in the classroom and shows that differences in treatment 
by teachers and other school personnel may be both conscious and 
subconscious. Measures of human development that assess economic 
and social attainment indicate that women stand well below men. The 
Gender Development Index (GDI) developed by UNDP shows that 
in 2005 only 27 countries had a gap of less than 10 percent between 
men and women. The Gender Empowerment Measure (GEM), which 
assesses the level of political and economic power held by women, 
indicates that only one country (Norway) had a gap smaller than 10 
percent between men and women, and that only 14 countries had a gap 
of less than 20 percent between them (UNDP, 2005). Furthermore, 
abundant evidence indicates that class, gender, and ethnicity combine 
to create substantial conditions of marginality. Women not only 
face considerable conditions of subordination in society but poor, 
indigenous, and Afro-descendent women encounter even greater 
marginalization. Such is indeed the case in Latin America.

Global policies such as EFA and the MDGs promote the equality 
of women and men in education. Such policies promote access and to 
some extent permanence and completion—but only in basic education, 
not at higher levels. Neither of those two policies do not touch issues of 
content or the socialization experience in schools; in other words, they 
leave out the explicit and the hidden curriculum and assume schools as 
neutral institutions. Gender issues do not appear in regional educational 
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policies in Latin America. Governments endorse EFA objectives and 
the MDGs in terms of access. But, like most other governments and 
international development agencies, Latin American governments 
do not acknowledge the impacts of the content and experience of 
schooling in shaping notions of femininity and masculinity. Therefore, 
the current reproductive tendencies of schools as well as the potential 
of formal education to incorporate changes in the socialization and 
conception of gender are ignored.

Since governments equate sex (numerical representation of women 
and men) with gender, most Latin American governments wrongly 
assume that the region does not face a gender problem. Gender not seen 
as priority in educational plans other than to improve access in cases 
where serious disparities exist, as revealed by studies conducted in Costa 
Rica (Umaya, 2006) and Peru (Muñoz, 2006). Some exceptions exist; 
a notable example is Brazil’s recent efforts to modify the curriculum 
and improve the design of textbooks, which now contain wording that 
reflects an accurate and expanded definition of gender in education 
(Vianna and Unbehaum, 2006). The translation of such principles into 
daily practices, however, will depend on the training and support that 
school administrators and teachers receive on gender issues.

2. GENDER EQUALITY THROUGH SCHOOL

Education is a strong mean to bring social change. Educational 
institutions can play a prominent role in achieving gender equality. 
Gender can be viewed as a social construct with culturally based 
expectations of appropriate behavior for girls and boys. Physiological 
differences in girls and boys also impact their learning and behavior. 
It’s important for teachers to understand both the social construct of 
gender and the physiological differences, to ensure that the school 
culture and climate support the development of girls and boys. School 
culture refers to the values, traditions, and infrastructure in each 
school. These characteristics govern how the school functions as an 
entity. School climate is a collective, descriptive label for the social 
interactions and relationships among students—with each other and 
with their teachers—and teachers’ interactions with their peers and 
administrators.
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Boys and girls must feel welcome in a safe and secure learning 
environment. Governments, schools, teachers and students all 
have a part to play in ensuring that schools are free of violence and 
discrimination and provide a gender-sensitive, good-quality education.

A landmark initiative was undertaken in 1986, with the enactment 
of the National Policy on Education (NPE) and its revised POA 
1992. This philosophy has also been reflected in the National Policy 
on Empowerment of Women 2001. The policy focuses on promoting 
gender sensitive curriculum for addressing gender discrimination at all 
levels of education. The new draft of National Policy lays emphasizes 
on “Encourage, Educate and Employ”, all irrespective of their socio-
economic background

According to official education statistics, female enrollment in 
Latin America is higher than male enrollment (although typically 
by a few percentage points) in 11 of 20 countries at the secondary 
school level, and in 12 of these countries at the tertiary education level 
(UNESCO, 2004). There continues, however, sizable clustering of 
men in engineering and technology fields and of women in the social 
sciences and education (Subirats, 1998), which reflects the different 
representations of women and men in society and their role in it.

3. MAKING CURRICULA AND TEXTBOOKS GENDER EQUITABLE

Gender equality needs to be a central part of the development of the 
school curriculum and ways of teaching. Over the years, there has 
been a great deal of curriculum reform as the country reassesses its 
national identity or position in the global economy. In Nigeria, the 
curriculum, a key piece of national legislation, is often amended after 
changes in government or as a result of the influence of powerful social 
movements. The National Policy of Education (FGN; 2004) and the 
national curriculum documents express the commitment in terms of 
providing education for all children.

According to the United Nations Educational, Scientific and 
Cultural Organization (UNESCO), a gender-sensitive curriculum 
promotes equal treatment between men and women and between girls 
and boys, and it encourages them to achieve their full potential. This 
includes how they interact with learners in and outside the classroom, 
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and how boys and girls are depicted in textbooks. Gender-sensitive 
attitudes and learning materials promote non-stereotyped images of 
men and women.

Social science forms an integral component of general education 
up to the secondary stage. It helps adolescent learners to understand 
contemporary society from the perspective of continuity and change. 
It enables them to get an in-depth understanding of their immediate 
environment and the world in which they live. It provides information 
on diversity, difference, issues that impact the lives of all sections of 
society that encompass gender, class, caste, religion and location. 
The subject also includes strategies to address conflicting issues of 
developing societies of the world including India.

4. EDUCATING THE TEACHER

Despite extensive gender inequalities outside school, teachers can 
make a difference inside school. If teachers assume that a girl can learn 
mathematics, it will affect their approach to teaching girls and their 
expectations of what girls can achieve in their subject. According to 
Akpakwu (2003), if teachers are seen as facilitators of learning, rather 
than merely deliverers of knowledge, then they are obliged to ensure 
that all children learn.

The teaching process is about the relationships between teachers 
and learners in schools. What is considered to be ‘good’ teaching and 
what promotes successful learning will change, according to who is 
involved and the context in which the learning takes place. as Akpakwu 
(2005) has observed, men tend to dominate school committees, while 
women fi1lfill the more domestic roles. The school needs to interact 
with the local community to ensure that significant local issues of 
gender inequality (for example, abuse of girls by their peers and by 
teachers) are analyzed and addressed. 

Student teachers, and in-service teachers, need opportunities to 
examine and understand their own gender identities, and to understand 
how gender discrimination takes place in schools, as well as theft role 
in addressing it.

There is need for teachers, NGOs, and community-based 
organizations to work alongside parents and communities to think 
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about the ways in which they can support boys and girls to learn well 
at school, in order that both can participate in the society. The school, 
clubs and parents’/students’/teachers’ associations can provide venues 
and forums where strong gender-equality messages can be explored 
and reinforced. Different types of extra-curricular activities can help 
children who have been silenced to articulate their needs. Governments 
have a responsibility to develop gender equality in teaching through 
the courses and practical materials that they provide. Teacher education 
needs to equip teachers to promote an understanding of the profound 
nature of gender inequity and to overcome the resultant bafflers to 
learning. Ensuring that gender equity is a central theme throughout 
a programme of teacher education, rather than delivered in one-off 
sessions, is likely to ingrain understanding more effectively.

5. GENDER AND DEMOCRACY

The quality of democracy influences the quality of gender equality. 
Gender equality and democracy are linked in an intricate and 
reinforcing feedback loop. The more democracy, the more chances for 
gender equality; the more gender equality there is, the more chances 
for democracy. Because of their interdependence, we need to be as clear 
and specific as possible about what kind of democratic principles and 
practices are aimed for and needed to achieve real gender equality. As 
a set of principles, practices and outcomes guiding, organizing and 
producing the polity and civil society, deep democracy is utopian but 
the only hope for achieving real gender equality

In the field of gender studies, a tension exists between gender 
as equality and gender as difference, with proponents of the former 
seeking total equality between women and men, and those of the latter 
taking into account the special needs of women (Phillips, 1998). Fraser 
(1998) maintains that the attention to gender requires two aspects: 
redistribution, or the modification of access to material goods (the 
economic dimension), and recognition, or the addressing of symbolic 
and cultural injustices manifested in stereotyped representations of 
women (the cultural dimension). These dimensions are considered 
to a minimal degree in public policy in education. Gender appears 
often cursorily in the context of equality of opportunity, a response 
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comprised of empty slogans since specific measures do not follow, or 
responses that seek ways to redefine gender so that it becomes applied 
only to women in vulnerable groups, such as rural and indigenous girls, 
rather than seeing gender as a phenomenon of social differentiation 
and arbitrary hierarchy that permeates society.

6. RECOMMENDATIONS AND CONCLUSION

Make curricula and teaching more gender equitable The curriculum, 
and ways of teaching and learning, can reproduce ideas and practices 
marked by gender inequality. Gender inequalities and wider social, 
political and economic inequalities, can influence the access that girls 
and boys have to different parts of the curriculum. Teachers’ awareness 
of, and approaches to gender issues in teaching and learning, are crucial 
if gender-equitable education is to be achieved. Curriculum content, 
the relationship between teachers and students, and teacher-education, 
require special attention and policy development if gender-equitable 
education is to be achieved.

The success of any educational programme depends to a large 
extent on its implementation by those concerned especially the head 
teachers. In order to achieve a gender equitable education in schools, 
head teachers should therefore inform themselves about existing policy 
for gender equality. Develop school-level policies for gender-equitable 
approaches to teaching and learning Move beyond gender stereotypes 
and investigate the schools and teacher’s own values and culture, and 
aspirations for gender equality, Be trained and empowered to analyze 
and challenge gender stereotyping and gender bias in curriculum 
materials, in language use and relations in the school and with the 
community. Recognize the many pressure on women teachers, and 
encourage supportive networks and practices.

Parents and Community Members play vey-vital roles towards the 
achievement of a gender- equitable education in schools. They should 
therefore: Take an active interest in their children’s learning and ensure 
that the school learning environment is healthy and safe.

 Play an active part in the management of the education resources 
to ensure they are used for the benefit of both girls and boys.
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Role of Education in Gender
Equality in the Indian Perspective

Santu Biswas & Parimal Sarkar 

INTRODUCTION

Equality and Equity arethe strongest framing principles of a post-
2015 rights-based agenda, and underlines the need to redress 
historical and structural inequalities in order to provide access to 
equal quality education at all levels. This heralds what was effectively 
one of the strongest themes that emerged in the post-2015 education 
consultations, i.e., a rights-based approach in which rights are 
indivisible. This implies that all aspects of education should be 
considered from a rights perspective, including structural features of 
education systems, methods of education, as well as the contents of 
the education curricula. Indeed, overcoming structural barriers to 
accessing good quality education is vital for realizing education rights 
for all.Gender inequality in India refers to all kinds of inequalities like 
health, education, economic, social and political between man and 
women. There is an unending continuous controversy for measuring 
the highest position of man and women in every sphere of society. 
Though in the present era the concept of gender is not confined within 
the man and women only but extended as different gender identities, 
including male, female, transgender, gender neutral, non-binary, 
agender, pangender, genderqueer, two-spirit, third gender etc. 

Gender equality is a rights based approach in India. But in reality, 
scenario is different because there is no single day without gender 
discrimination in India. Now the question is where the problem 
is actually lies? Answer may be multiple but attitude is pertinent 
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one of them.Still we have a negative attitude towards opposite and 
others gender.Not only is it impossible to achieve gender equality 
without education, but expanding education opportunities for all 
can help stimulate productivity and thereby also reduce the economic 
vulnerability of poor households.In the light of this, Gender inequality, 
analyses the international conventions and constitutional mandate 
along with statutory mechanism to tackle the discrimination based 
on sex in the most significant matter that is education. The education 
system must play a positive role in the empowerment of people and 
removal of all kinds of biases which are basically man made.

SIGNIFICANCE OF THE PRESENT STUDY

Gender equality means that males and females have equal opportunities 
to realize their full human rights and contribute to and benefit from 
economic, social, cultural, and political development.This equality has 
been ensured by the Indian Constitution under the Article 15. This 
article prevents the state from discriminating against any citizen of 
India or violating their equal rights on the basis of race, caste, religion, 
class, or sex etc. There should be certain provisions that need to be 
made by the state authority for the benefit of the women in every 
field.But in reality gender disparity is seen in everywhere. In most of 
the cases female is victimized by their male counterparts. Sometimes 
opposite scenario is also noticed. To be practical, this framework must 
draw clear distinctions and demonstrate interrelationships among the 
concepts of gender parity, gender equity, and gender equality. 

In addition to drawing out the nuances between equity and equality, 
the framework also reinforces other key issues in education such as 
access, quality, continuity, and relevance. Educators should foster in 
student equality, promote and strengthen the constitutional culture 
and stability. To promote equality, it will be necessary to provide for 
equal opportunity to all not only in access to education, but also in the 
conditions for success.
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OBJECTIVES OF THE STUDY

The Present Study was undertaken to achieve the following objectives : 
l To highlight the vulnerability of gender inequality in India.
l To analyze the role of education for combating the gender disparity. 

STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEM

The present study attempts to describe the function of education 
in gender equality. Therefore, the researcher considered the title of 
the problem as : ‘role of education in gender equality in the indian 
perspective’. 

METHODOLOGY

It is a Qualitative study. It is based on official documents and secondary 
data. The conclusion made in the study is based on Secondary sources. 
The Secondary sources data relating to the journal, article, newspaper 
etc. Some related information’s were extracted from various websites. 

DISCUSSION

Objectives 1: to highlight the vulnerability of gender inequality in India.

Gender inequality in India refers to health, education, economic and 
political inequalities between men and women. Various international 
gender inequality indices rank India differently on each of these factors, 
as well as on a composite basis, and these indices are controversial.
Gender inequalities, and their social causes, impact India’s sex ratio, 
women’s health over their lifetimes, their educational attainment, and 
economic conditions. Gender inequality in India is a multifaceted issue 
that concerns men and women.

Child marriage

Child marriage is a form of gender-based violence and a result and 
driver of gender inequality and gender discrimination. Experts predict 
that the COVID-19 pandemic is set to reverse 25 years of progress, 
which saw child marriage rates decline. In fact, Save the Children 
analysis revealed a further 2.5 million girls at risk of marriage by 2025 
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because of the pandemic—the greatest surge in child marriage rates in 
nearly three decades.

Poverty

This is the root cause of gender discrimination in the patriarchal Indian 
society, as the economic dependence on the male counterpart is itself 
a cause of gender disparity. A total of 30% of people live below the 
poverty line, and out of this 70% are women.

Illiteracy

Gender discrimination in India had led to educational backwardness 
for girls. It’s a sad reality that despite educational reforms in the country, 
girls in India are still denied a chance at learning. The mindset needs to 
be changed, and people need to understand the benefits of educating 
girls. An educated, well-read woman ensures that other members, 
especially the children of the house, get a quality education.

Patriarchal setup in our Indian society

Men dominate societal and family life in India. This has been the 
case in the past ages and continues to be practised in the majority of 
households. Though this mindset is changing with urbanization and 
education, there is still a long way to permanently change the scenario.

Social Customs, Beliefs and Practices

To date, a lot of families have a preference for a male child and disfavour 
towards the daughter. Sons, especially in the business communities, are 
considered economic, political, and ritual assets where daughters are 
considered liabilities.

Lack of Awareness Among Women

Most of the women are unaware of their fundamental rights and 
capabilities. They lack a basic understanding of how the socio-economic 
and political forces affect them. They accept all discriminatory practices 
that persist in families from generation in the name of tradition and 
societal norms primarily due to their ignorance and unawareness.

Gender-based violence

Gender-based violence occurs everywhere around the world. While 
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both boys and girls are negatively impacted, girls are particularly at 
risk. An estimated 1 in 3 women globally have experienced physical or 
sexual violence in their lifetime, mostly at the hands of their partners. 
There are various types of violence may include: prenatal sex selection, 
female infanticide, neglect, female genital mutilation, rape, child 
marriage, forced prostitution, honor killing and dowry killing. Many 
of these gross violations of human rights have been used as weapons 
of war around the world. Refugee children are particularly vulnerable.

Child labor

There are currently 152 million children engaged in child labor around 
the whole world. Child labor makes it difficult for children to attend 
school or limits their attendance, putting them at risk of falling 
behind their peers group. Girls are much more likely to shoulder the 
responsibility for household chores while boys are more likely to engage 
in harmful work such as construction. Girls are usually pulled out of 
school earlier than boys and are more likely to face sexual exploitation 
and slavery.

Source:https://www.sonata-software.com/sustainability/gender-equality

OBJECTIVES 2: To analyze the role of education for combating the gen-
der disparity.

Make education gender sensitive

There has been much progress in increasing access to education, but 
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progress has been slow in improving the gender sensitivity of the 
education system, including ensuring textbooks promote positive 
stereotypes. This is critically important for girls to come out of schools 
as citizens who can shape a more equal society. In some countries, 
there is a tendency to assume that things are fine as long as there are 
equal number of girls in schools. Global Partnership for Education, 
Washington DC, USA

Equal access

In crisis situations, the right to gender-sensitive education is critical 
and should be fulfilled without discrimination of any kind. National 
authorities, communities and humanitarian organizations have the 
responsibility to ensure that all people have access to educational 
activities. This means assessing and addressing the needs and priorities 
of excluded groups and those with different learning needs in the 
specific context. Discriminatory policies and practices that limit access 
to learning opportunities should be identified and steps taken to 
address them.

Protection and well-being

Ensuring children and young people have access to supportive 
educational activities as soon as possible after an emergency provides 
them with a routine, stable and protective environment. Education can 
provide physical, cognitive and psychosocial protection for learners. 
The protection needs of learners are different, and should be carefully 
analyzed with a view to the different risks faced by women, girls, boys 
and men. 

Gender role stereotyping

Schools should avoid negative gender role stereotyping in any form and 
should promote both girls and boys for all types of sports, vocational 
courses and subjects.

Integrating Life Skills and gender equality

Age relevant gender and life skills orientation for both girls and boys, 
helps in building emotional resilience, emotional intelligence, decision 
making, mutual respect, assertive skills and leadership skills.
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Promoting psychosocial well-being

Education is a key psychosocial intervention providing safe and stable 
activities for learners, a sense of routine, dignity and hope for the future. 
For many children, youth and parents, the disruption of education can 
itself also be a major stressor. 

Gender equitable print rich environment in schools

Recognizing, promoting and displaying the contribution of both 
women and men in nation building, art, culture, science, sports and 
various fields by means of equal display of pictures and information 
on both women and men achievers and contributors. This also helps 
girls in understanding that there are women role models at par in our 
society and that girls should also dream big and achieve high. 

Gender responsive text books and libraries

Parity in the number of books on women and men achievers and on 
themes around positive gender roles should make up the library. Schools 
can do a ‘Gender Audit’ of their libraries to see how they promote 
gender equality through books. Text books should be reviewed from 
a gender lens to ensure that they promote positive gender role and 
messages of equality and mutual respect. 

Teachers- the torch bearers of gender equality

Teachers should promote equal participation and motivation of girls 
and boys in classroom activities, raising personal aspiration for a career 
among girls and their parents. Developing and nurturing leadership 
and initiative among children, especially girls so that they can prevent 
gender based violence and promote gender equity in their own lives.

CONCLUSION

For overall wellbeing and growth of a nation, scoring high on gender 
equality is the most crucial aspect. Countries with less disparity in 
gender equality have progressed a lot. The government of India has also 
started taking steps to ensure gender equality. Several laws and policies 
are prepared to encourage girls. ‘BetiBachao, BetiPadao’ (Save girl, and 
make girls educated) campaign is created to spread awareness of the 
importance of girl child. Several laws to protect girls are also there. 
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However, we need more awareness of spreading knowledge of women 
rights. In addition, the government should take initiatives to check 
the correct and proper implementation of policies.Education is crucial 
in combating the spread of HIV/AIDS and in promoting women’s 
sexual and reproductive health. Moreover, education is important for 
women’s political and civic participation, and in preventing gender- 
based violence and insecurity.
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Relation between Vocational Aspiration 
and Socioeconomic Status of Higher 

Secondary Students of Darjeeling 
District— A Gender-wise Analysis

Paramita De Palit & Dr. Pradip Debnath

INTRODUCTION

Appropriate choice of a career is reported to have received greater 
attention in the world of work (Kulshrestha, 1979). The modern society 
with its scientific and technological advancement, its division of labour 
and specialization of functions demand the fullest use of manpower at 
all levels. Our pressing need today is to harness and broaden the ways 
and means of proper utilization of manpower resources. Therefore, 
capacities and strengths require a proper direction. This will culminate 
into the fresh attempt towards research in career orientation with a 
view to understand the ways in which our teeming millions may choose 
their career (Mattoo and Sugra, 2007). This was realised some more 
than two decades ago when Government of India introduced 10+2+3 
pattern of education in 1987. With the implementation of this system 
the students have to decide the main stream of education which they 
have to pursue after the completion of secondary education. Even the 
Kothari Education Commission (1964-66) observed that, “students 
are admitted to vocational courses unsystematically which results in 
the wastage of manpower and viz-a-viz. the expenditure earmarked on 
education. To overcome this malpractice, it is of paramount importance 
that right type of educational course/s be made available according 
to their aptitude and interest. It can be made possible if we initiate 
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vocational guidance at school level which hitherto has been debated 
much but not implemented in letter and spirit. Considerable amount 
of research has been carried out in the area of career education in India 
and abroad. A host of researchers have concentrated on a number of 
areas falling under cognitive, affective and demographical variables. 
Attempts have been made to study career choices of students in relation 
to intelligence, scholastic achievement and creativity (Habibollah, et al., 
2010; Heinze, 2009; Ivcevic, 2007; Hamingthanzuala, 2001; Mattoo, 
1994; Tulsi, 1985; Randhawa, 1977; Martin, 1975). Age, socio-
economic status, type of institution and influence of parental education 
has also been the focus area (Jansari and Kumar, 1999; Anderson, 
1993; Sujata, 1988; Yasmeen, 1985; Kumar, 1984; Mohan and Banth, 
1975; Martin, 1975; Adams, 1974; Patel, 1967; Mowsesian, Health 
and Rothney, 1966; Crites, 1962; Abhilashi, 1956; Bell, 1938). Locale, 
personality factors, gender has been the interest area of researchers 
(Jansari and Kumar, 1999; Panday, 1975; Pangotra, 1965). The results 
of these studies reveal that interests are dependent upon these variables. 
The gender differences have also been reported to exist. It has also been 
reported that dichotomies like rural and urban play a significant role 
in shaping the interest patterns of students. Karimi, (2000) observed 
that changes in interest patterns occur due to environment, social 
status and specific abilities.. While scanning the existing findings, it 
is reported that the results are not in uniform direction. Therefore, 
further exploration is needed to arrive at definite conclusions.

REVIEW OF RELATED LITERATURE

Osa-Edoh (2011) studied parental socio-economic status and its effect 
on student’s educational values and vocational choices. The findings 
showed that there is significant difference in educational values and 
career aspirations of students from high and middle socio-economic 
homes in favor of higher socio-economic students. There is also 
significant difference in educational and career choices of students 
from middle and low socio-economic homes in favor of the former. 
Earlier study by Okhawere (1999) also found similar results. Likewise 
was the study by Udoh, Nsisong and Kudirat (2012). Such findings 
were also reported by Okunniyi (2004).
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Every society emphasizes particular roles that each sex should play, 
although there is wide latitude in acceptable behaviors for each gender 
(HesseBiber & Carger, 2010). Gender is the division of people into 
two categories- men and women based on their biological differences. 
Through interactions with caretakers, socialization in childhood, peer 
pressure in adolescence, gendered work and family roles, men and 
women are socially constructed to be different in behaviour, attitude 
and emotions. The gendered social order is based on and maintains 
these differences (Borgatta & Montgomery, 2009). A vocation is an 
individual’s occupation; what they do for a living. An aspiration is the 
desire to do something great, make a mark therefore Janny (2011) 
asserted that vocational aspiration is the great desire to do something 
for a living. Role expectations of males and females differ so also their 
vocational aspirations. Gender inequality has been a long standing issue 
with which society continues to grapple; as soon as one is born, people 
start limiting one’s possibilities based on that child’s gender irrespective 
of the talents or potentials displayed. Achieving gender equality is an 
uphill task but a worthwhile one, no one should be underestimated 
based on their gender or denied opportunities simply because one is 
not of a particular gender. The challenge is how to identify and change 
institutional cultures so as to create a level playing ground for equal 
opportunities for males and females, it is against this backdrop that 
the researchers sought to investigate gender and socioeconomic status 
differences in the vocational aspiration of High School students in 
Darjeeling district.

OBJECTIVES OF THE STUDY:

 1. To study the difference between the male and female students of 
higher secondary school with respect to their vocational aspira-
tion

 2. To study the difference between high and low socioeconomic sta-
tus higher secondary male students with respect to their voca-
tional aspiration.

 3. To study the difference between high and low socioeconomic sta-
tus higher secondary female students with respect to their voca-
tional aspiration.
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 4. To study the difference between high and low socioeconomic 
status higher secondary students with respect to their vocational 
aspiration

HYPOTHESIS

 1. There is no significant difference between male and female stu-
dents of higher secondary school students with respect to their 
vocational aspiration.

 2. There is no significant difference between high and low socioeco-
nomic status higher secondary male students with respect to their 
vocational aspiration

 3. There is no significant difference between high and low socioeco-
nomic status higher secondary female students with respect to 
their vocational aspiration

 4. There is no significant difference between high and low socio-
economic status higher secondary students with respect to their 
vocational aspiration

DELIMITATION

The study is aimed to relate the vocational aspiration with socioeconomic 
status of higher secondary students of Darjeeling district in respect 
to gender.The study is delimited to higher secondary students of 
Darjeeling district only

METHOD OF STUDY

In the present study the researcher followed the descriptive study 
method. The present study attempted to compare the relation between 
vocational aspiration and socioeconomic status in respect to gender of 
higher secondary students of Darjeeling district.

SAMPLE

The primary data of 100 students of higher secondary students of 
Darjeeling districts were selected through purposive sampling from St. 
Alphanso school, kurseong and G.D Goenka school, Siliguri.
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VARIABLE

Variables undertaken in the study were as following
 1. Vocational aspiration- independent variable
 2. Gender-dependent variable
 3. Socioeconomic status-dependent variable

TOOLS AND TECHNIQUES

In the present study, the researchers used the
 1. Occupational aspiration scale by G.S Greweel
 2. Socioeconomic status scale (urban & rural) by Dr. Ashok K. Kalia 

and Dr. Sudhir Sahu

PROCEDURE OF THE STUDY

To know the vocational aspiration level gender wise and socioeconomic 
status wise the researcher administered the above-mentioned tool and 
data were collected from 100 higher secondary students of Darjeeling 
district. After collection of data the researcher used the statistical 
techniques, that is mean, standard deviation and t’ test to compare the 
level of vocational aspiration gender wise and socioeconomic status wise.

Fig 1: Gender graph in respect to vocational aspiration.

Fig:1 shows the vocational aspiration of male and female higher secondary
students of Darjeeling district. It also reveals that male vocational aspiration is

higher than the female students.
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ANALYSIS AND INTERPRETATION OF THE STUDY

In the present study vocational aspiration scores of 100 higher secondary 
students of Darjeeling districts had been collected.

Table 1: The details of the sample

Darjeeling district
 Siliguri Kurseong
 Male Female Male Female
 25 22 25 28

Table 2: Frequency distribution of total sample and sub sample of gender 
and socioeconomic status.

Vocational aspiration Gender Socioeconomic status
Class interval Male Female Male Female

    High Low High Low
 24.5-29.5 00 01 
 29.5-34.5 00 00
 34.5-39.5 00 02
 39.5-44.5 02 00
 44.5-49.5 01 09 1 0 1 1
 49.5-54.5 21 14 1 1 1 8
 54.5-59.5 13 12 6 14 7 6
 59.5-64.5 11 10 6 8 4 9
 64.5-69.5 02 02 7 6 10 3
 Total 50 50 21 29 23 27

Table 3

Mean and S.D. vocationalas aspiration scores of 7 groups

 Sl. Group Mean S.D
 no.
 1 Male vocational aspiration 53.1 5.4
 2 Female vocational aspiration 51.3 5.75
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 3 High socioeconomic status male students V.A 56.05 6
 4 Low socioeconomic status male student V.A 54.93 4.2
 5 High socioeconomic status female student V.A 56.57 5.5
 6 Low socioeconomic status female student V.A 52.93 5.45
 7 High socioeconomic student 56.32 5.6
 8 Low socioeconomic student 54.14 5

Table 3 shows that the mean score and standard deviation of vocational 
aspiration of male and female 53.1, 5.4 and 51.3, 5.75 respectively. The 
difference of mean score of vocational aspiration of male and female 
shows that their level of vocational aspiration was not same. It reveals 
that little differences are there which is found in the following figure

Figure 2

Table 3 also shows that in case of male candidates, under high and 
low socioeconomic status, mean score of vocational aspiration was 
56.05 and 54.93 and S.D 6 and 4.2. the difference is not same which 
reveals that vocational aspiration level of male with high socioeconomic 
status is higher than level of vocational aspiration of low socioeconomic 
status male.

It also reveals that in case of female candidates under high and low 
socioeconomic status mean score of vocational aspiration was 56.57 
and 52.93 and standard deviation 5.5 and 5.45. high socioeconomic 
status female student’s vocational aspiration is higher than the low 
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socioeconomic status students.
Table 4 also shows that high and low socioeconomic status students 

vocational aspiration mean score and S.D was 56.32, 54.14 and 5.6, 
5 respectively which reveals that vocational aspiration level of high 
socioeconomic status students is higher than low socioeconomic status 
students of Darjeeling district.

To know the exact significant effect of gender and socioeconomic 
status on vocational aspiration researcher had collected the test of 
significance (t-test)

Gender wise differential analysis on vocational aspiration of higher 
secondary students of Darjeeling district.

In present study gender was taken as an intra variable and sample 
was divided into two categories. They were male and female. The test of 
significance of difference the mean scores of male and female on their 
vocational aspiration was calculated and presented in table 4

Table 4:

Summary of the test of significance differences between the mean score 
of male and female on vocational aspiration.
 Variation Sub sample Number Mean S.D SED t Remarks
 Gender Male 50 53.1 5.4 11.15/100 1.65 Significant
  Female 50 51.3 5.75

From table 4 the calculated ‘t’ value of male vs female vocation 
aspiration was 1.65

Table 5:

Test of significance (t-test) of male with high and low socioeconomic 
status.

 Groups t value significant level
 High sess male students
 Vs  significant
 Low sess male students 0.86

The above table clearly indicated that male students of high and low 
socioeconomic status of Darjeeling districts do not differ significantly 
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with respect to their vocational aspiration(t=0.86 > 0.05) at 0.05% 
level of significance. Hence null hypothesis is accepted and alternative 
hypothesis is rejected. It can be calculated that higher secondary male 
students of high and low socioeconomic status have same vocational 
aspiration

Table 6:

Test of significance(t-test) of female students with high and low 
socioeconomic status

 Group t-value significant level
 High SESS female students
 Vs 2.52 Not significant
 Low SESS female students

From the table 6 calculated ‘t’ value of female students with high 
socioeconomic status vs female students with low socioeconomic status 
was 2.52 which exceeds the critical value of 0.05 levels (2.00). Therefore 
it can be taken as significant at 0.5% level. Hence the null hypothesis is 
rejected and we may say that there exists significant difference of female 
students with high and low socioeconomic status with respect to their 
vocational aspiration. So it can be easily concluded that socioeconomic 
status play an important role in case of female students but not in case 
of male students.

Table 7

Test of significance(t-test) of higher secondary students of Darjeeling 
district of high and low socioeconomic status.

 Group t-value Significant level
 High SESS students of higher secondary
 Vs 2.39 Not Low
 Low SESS students of higher secondary

From table 7 the calculated ‘t’ value of higher secondary students of 
high socioeconomic status vs low socioeconomic status was 2:39 which 
exceeds the critical value of 0.05 level(2.00). Therefore it can be taken 
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as significant at 0.05% level. Hence the null hypothesis is rejected and 
w may say that there exists significant difference of the students of high 
and low socioeconomic status with respect to their vocational aspiration.

So it can be easily concluded that there exists a positive and significant 
co-relation between vocational aspirations and socioeconomic status of 
adolescents of higher secondary students of Darjeeling district.

Findings of the study

The following were the findings of the study.
 1. In Darjeeling district higher secondary students vocational aspira-

tion is different with respect to gender. Male vocational aspiration 
is little higher than female.

 2. In Darjeeling district higher secondary male students with high 
and low socioeconomic status was same vocational aspiration .

 3. In Darjeeling district higher secondary female students with high 
and low socioeconomic status differ significantly with respect to 
their vocational aspiration

 4. In Darjeeling district higher secondary students with high and 
low socioeconomic status differ significantly with respect to their 
vocational aspiration

Educational Implication

 1. In designing and developing students’ vocational aspirations, cur-
riculum planners should collaborate with the family to bring out 
the best in the students.

 2. The school should recognize the roles of self-efficacy and learning 
experience of the students.

 3. There should be existence of school wide career programs, which 
will allow students and those with special needs to interact with 
professionals in various fields of work.

 4. The school should collaborate/ partner with community agencies 
to identify resources which would help students improve their 
career self efficacy and vocational related skills.

 5. Students in the course of study can be helped, especially those 
with special needs to know their capabilities and careers they can 
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fit in to. These implications and subsequent recommendations are 
in line with the theoretical framework adopted for the study. The 
Ginzberg theory adopted stated that vocational career choice is a 
developmental process involving series of decisions that span over 
many years and occurs in stages. All depend on factors such as 
parental SES, the school and the community. These are the stages 
a student must pass through to develop his own career. They must 
all collaborate with the student’s development for him to make a 
wise choice.

Recommendations

From the results of this study, the following recommendations are 
made:

 1. The school curriculum should be shaped in such a way that gen-
der stereotypes in subjects and occupations are discouraged. Ca-
reer counselling should be an integral part of the school curricu-
lum and students should be taught on gender equality in terms 
of career prospects. Female students should be encouraged and 
supported to endeavour into the traditionally male dominated 
careers.

 2. Teachers should be aware of their influential positions in schools 
and advise students well on career choices. Teachers should ex-
plain the global scenario and increasing rate of inflation and en-
courage the girls to choose the skilled and professional job as their 
future career choice.

 3. There is a need to engage parents and provide them with appro-
priate advice and information that dispels false myths and as-
sumptions. This could include providing case-study examples of 
local young people who aspired and achieved their aims, as well 
as practical information on how to apply for courses or employ-
ment, so that parents are well informed and can better support 
their children. Parents should allow some degree of flexibility in 
their children’s career choices and avoid imposing careers on their 
children.

 4. The school should collaborate with the home to help students 
develop their vocational aspirations.
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 5. Literacy and life-long learning campaigns should be intensified 
by the school to get students enlightened. This will help them in 
choice of vocations.

 6. The government should provide required teaching materials, edu-
cational facilities laboratory equipment and books in the library.

 7. Students with special needs should be especially guided so as not 
to make wrong choice of vocations.

 8. The curriculum should be student cantered.
 9. Easy asses of news papers and magazines in school. Clearly iden-

tify the opportunities, possibilities and salaries available in local 
and global jobs.

 10. The government should also provide awards for students who 
have qualified for higher learning but lack financial resources in 
order for the students to pursue their careers of choice.

Suggestion for further research.

The present investigation attempted to compare the relation between 
vocational aspiration and socioeconomic status in respect to gender of 
higher secondary students of Darjeeling district.However, in view of 
inevitable limitations and constraints of this study following directions 
are suggested for future research.

 l Present study had been done on the higher secondary level. The 
studies can be conducted in college level and university level also.

 l It can be conducted on general adult in any sector also.
 l The present study has been tried out in limited area and sample . 

so it is recommended to try out in large sample and in different 
areas of the state for its validation.
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Sex Versus Gender as a Sociological Study
Adrita Banerjee & Amisha Dey

INRODUCTION

Sex is defined as the biological differences between men and women 
whereas gender is the fashion in which society highlights the sexual 
differences among both species (Siann, 1994). From the moment 
we are born, our lives are shaped by our biological identity, which in 
turn, is further influenced by an unlimited number of social, cultural, 
environmental and psychological forces. Even when we reach adulthood, 
these social and psychological forces are still prevalent. Determining what 
it means to be male or female involves more than a strictly biological 
definition. Often without our awareness; our behavior, attitudes and 
aspirations have been strongly influenced by the gender role expectations 
of our particular culture. By the time we reached late childhood and 
adolescence our concept of gender identity and sexual orientation is 
firmly entrenched (Wood, 2010). In this article we will clearly show all 
the readers the relationship between sex and gender

SEX

‘Sex’ refers to physiological differences found among male, female and 
various intersex bodies. Sex includes both primary sex characteristics 
(those are directly related to the reproductive system) and secondary sex 
characteristics (those are not directly related to the reproductive system)

Forms of Sex

Sex Orientation is typically divided into four categories:
 a) Heterosexuality: The attraction to individuals of the opposite sex.
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 b) Homosexuality: The attraction to individuals of one’s own.
 c) Bisexuality: The attraction to individuals of either sex.
 d) Asexuality: This means no attraction to either sex

Characteristics of sex

 l Referring to the biological aspects of an individual as determined 
by their anatomy, which is

 l Produced by their chromosomes, hormones and their interac-
tions,

 l Generally male or female
 l Something that is assigned at birth.

GENDER

‘Gender’ is a term that refers to social or cultural distinctions associated 
with being men, women or transgender.

Types of Gender

Gender is of five types : a) Masculine Gender, b) Feminine Gender, c) 
Third Gender, d) Gay, e) Lesbian
 a) Masculine Gender : It refers to traits, activities and characteristics, 

and behaviors of males, boys or men.
 b) Feminine Gender : It refers to traits, characteristics, activities and 

behaviors of females, girls or women.
 c) Third Gender : It is a category of people who do not identify as 

male or female, but rather as neither, both, or a combination of 
male and female genders.

 d) Gay: A person, especially a man, who is sexually attracted to the 
people of same sex are called Gay.

 e) Lesbian: A person, especially a woman, who is sexually attracted 
to the people of same sex.

Characteristics of gender

 l A social construction relating to behaviors and attributes based 
onto labels of masculinity and femininity

 l Gender is also assigned at birth
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4. RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN SEX AND GENDER

The term “sex” refers to the genetic makeup, internal reproductive 
organs and the organization of the brain of individuals that distinguish 
them as male or female. On the contrary, Gender is the social roles 
and behaviour associated with both males and females are due to their 
cultural awareness and the way they were brought up (Lippa, 2005). 
Thus one can claim that the gender of an individual is nurtured by 
social, environmental and cultural factors whereas sex is a biological 
trait and, while it can be altered in the course of advanced surgery, it is 
normally believed to be fixed and determined by natural forces.

Nature has made men and women different from the very outset 
in their inceptions when they became human beings. Scientists 
in the medical field have found that the determination of basic 
sexual behaviours are not conditioned by society and the process of 
socialisation, but are innate- inherent during the very making of the 
babies in the mother’s wombs. The way the brain of the girl is wired, 
and the quantities of male hormones (testosterone) that exist in the 
babies are responsible for influencing this sexual difference (Williams, 
2011). On the other hand gender is an existing sociocultural model 
that describes social outlooks of masculinity and femininity. The gender 
theory suggests how society typically expects men or women to do; how 
they behave and what kinds of personality attributes to associate with 
each gender (Hutson, Warne & Grover, 2012). Thus one can assert that 
sex refers to biological variables and that hormones play a chief role in 
sex differentiation. In contrast gender refers to the cultural, social and 
psychological orientation of feminine and masculine behaviour.

Playing with what is considered gender appropriate toys is one 
way children begin to form their gender identities. When a child is 
between the ages of two and three, they start to acquire gender role 
stereotypes by the kinds of toys and games they prefer along with 
similar preferences for clothing, household objects and work (Rathus, 
2010). When does the idea of gender begin? There are two major 
theories: social learning theory and gender schema theory. According 
to the social learning theory, children learn appropriate behaviours 
for each gender through concepts such as reinforcement, punishment 
and modelling to shape their behaviour. The gender schema theory 
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suggests that from an early age, children develop mental categories 
for each gender and that underlined awareness influences what they 
have learned and remembered and how they apply it to themselves and 
others. Gender identification starts when we are troubled and continues 
throughout childhood and adulthood (Devor, 1989). Therefore one 
can claim that the social learning theory lays emphasis on how people 
learn from behaviours and attitudes of others to model their own. 
Conversely, gender schema theory explains how an individual regulates 
his behaviour to society’s definition of gender vis-à-vis the internalised 
beliefs he acquired in childhood.

In order to understand how gender identity and roles develop, 
cognitive psychologists highlight the significance of critical reflection 
process. They are keen in how children collect and grasp information 
about gender and how their perceptive of gender modulates. Cognitive 
psychologists presume that gender differences in behaviour reveal 
changes in how children value and reflect about gender. Kohlberg’s 
theory suggests that a child understands gender as he matures with age. 
The child thinks in distinctive ways about gender at succeeding stages 
and as he transits from one stage to another; he develops a complex 
understanding of gender. The first stage is gender identity (at age of 
two years), where the child is able to properly identify his own sex. The 
second stage is gender stability (at age of four years) where the child 
realizes that gender is consistent and stable. However, a boy at this 
stage might say he would be a girl if he wore a dress. It is only in the 
third stage (at age of seven years), that the child is aware that gender is 
independent of external features (Cardwell & Flanagan, 2003).

Men and women are very similar in social, personality and cognitive 
aspects but still that there are some significant differences between the 
sexes. In the area of personality, research has proven that women do 
tend to be more nurtured than men. Nevertheless men tend to be more 
assertive than women and there are some limited differences in certain 
cognitive abilities. Men outscore women in some tests involving spatial 
skills and test slightly better in mathematical ability. In areas of verbal 
fluency however, women scored much higher than men. These skills 
include reading comprehension, spelling and basic writing manner. 
Men are assumed to be more rational and logical and think in a very 
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linear way. Women are believed to reject logics and rely mostly on 
their feelings and intuitions. Scientific evidence suggests that there are 
differences in the way men and women process information but that 
doesn’t automatically mean that a woman is incapable of doing a job 
that a man might traditionally do or vice versa (Carter & Seifert, 2012). 
Hence one can affirm that social, personality and cognitive aspects 
determine the differences between masculine and feminine behavior.

5. CONCLUSION:

To conclude; sex refers to one’s physical anatomy and the sexual 
orientation of a person is determined by a combination of genetic and 
hormonal influences. In opposition, gender is shaped by culture, social 
expectations and behaviors assigned to being male or female (Giddens 
& Griffiths, 2006). Sex is the first organizer of human society. This is 
filtered culturally through gender. Gender labor and status depends 
on cultural factors. Explanations for these differences continue to be 
advanced.
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Sex Versus Gender : A Social Dystopia
Gangotree Roy & Nasim Ara Begum

MAIN ARTICLE

Beauvoir 1953 famously declares, “One is not born but becomes a 
woman”. While this quote implies a break between the biological (“to 
be born”) and the social (“to become”), Beauvoir 1953 did not yet 
have the conceptual formulation of sex (the biological) versus gender 
(the social). Nevertheless, this work deeply influences major feminist 
thought and gender theory that would follow.

In the late 1960s and early 1970s, a conceptual distinction between 
“sex” and “gender” arose in the clinical literature on human psychosexual 
development. Sex came to signify the biological or bodily component 
of difference, that is, male and female. Gender, on the other hand, 
came to signify the social or cultural component of difference, that 
is masculine and feminine. This sex/gender distinction, as it is often 
called, was heartily embraced by many feminists of the day who sought 
to account for differences between the sexes as well as explain and 
remediate women’s second-class status in society. The establishment of 
gender as a distinctly “social” concept appealed to feminists because it 
opened up an intellectual and political space- a space beyond biological 
determinism- for inquiry into the cases of “male domination” and 
“female subordination” that were not essential, universal or fixed. 
In this space, social change was possible; gender relations could be 
reconfigured. To that end, the sex/gender distinction became, by and 
large, paradigmatic in feminist thought and social science, and from 
it grew a burgeoning body of gender theory loosely characterized as 
the social construction of gender. Intersectional, post-structural, 
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postmodern, and queer schools of thought produced new insights 
and advanced theory in ways that posed challenges to the viability and 
utility of gender as a concept as well as to the sex/gender paradigm. 
The ensuing debates were highly productive, ushering in a new era of 
social theory on the body that centered corporeality and embodiment 
and that sought to deconstruct binary thinking. As thinking on sex/
gender evolved, the conceptual split was no longer understood as a 
simple separation between the biological and the social. Feminist 
and queer scholars problematized the distinction, reformulating it as 
an interlocking set of relationships: thesex/gender/sexuality system. 
Interdisciplinary gender scholars, including prominent feminist 
scientists, began theorizing the complex interrelationship between sex 
and gender with gender sophistication in an attempt to more firmly 
discredit biological determinist approaches to the study of differences 
based on sex, gender, or sexuality. Advancing theory, research, and 
praxis has not only deepened understanding about a wider variety of 
identities, experiences, and practices around sex, gender, and sexuality 
but has also won greater recognition in the early 21st century for them. 
This multiplicity of sexes, genders, and sexualities has brought with its 
unique methodological concerns in the social sciences, which represent 
a new frontier of research and activism in gender and sexuality studies.

Humans have both a sexual orientation and a gender identity. 
Sexual orientation refers to a person’s “emotional, affectional and sexual 
attraction to individuals of a different gender or the same gender or 
more than one gender.” Heterosexuality, homosexuality and bisexuality 
are all sexual orientations. The terms lesbian, gay and bisexual also 
refer to an individual’s sexual orientation. Gender identity refers to 
“each person’s deeply felt internal and individual experience of gender, 
which may or may not correspond with the sex assigned at birth.”Many 
individuals identify as male or female. However, some individuals 
may identify with a non-binary gender or with no gender at all. A 
person’s gender identity may be different than the gender that society 
might attribute to that person on the basis of external signifiers such as 
clothing or mannerisms. Transgender individuals identify with a gender 
other than the one they were assigned at birth. Gender identity isn’t 
black or white, and it isn’t just male or female, either. Intersex persons, 
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like others, have a sexual orientation and gender identity. Collectively, 
members of sexual minority groups are frequently referred to using the 
acronym “LGBTI”, which stands for lesbian, gay, bisexual, trans and 
intersex. Discrimination on the basis of sexual orientation and gender 
identity also affects individuals whom others merely assume or perceive 
to belong to a sexual minority. 

Previously, Section 377 of the Indian Penal Code made sexual 
activities “against the order of nature” illegal but on 6 September 
2018, the Supreme Court ruled unanimously in Navtej Singh Johar v. 
Union of India that Section 377 was unconstitutional “in so far as it 
criminalises consensual sexual conduct between adults of the same sex”.
Currently, no international human rights treaty specifically protects 
the rights of LGBTI persons. Nevertheless, the absence of a specialized 
convention does not mean that sexual minorities’ human rights are 
not protected under international human rights law. International and 
regional human rights conventions protect all persons regardless of 
their sexual orientation or gender identity. The Universal Declaration 
of Human Rights lays out the key principle of modern human rights, 
declaring, “All human beings are born free and equal in dignity and 
rights.”Unfortunately, homophobic attitudes, failure to protect 
or investigate hate crimes and other abuses, and insufficient legal 
protection at the national level often prevent lesbian, gay, bisexual, 
transgender and intersex (LGBTI) persons from fully enjoying their 
human rights. In recent years, international human rights bodies and 
civil society have taken definitive steps to raise awareness about the 
problems facing the LGBTI community and advocate for change.

Sociologists and other social scientists generally attribute many 
of the behavioural differences between genders to socialization. The 
most intense period of socialization is during childhood, when adults 
who are members of a particular culture group instruct young children 
on how to behave in order to comply with social norms. Gender is 
included in this process; individuals are taught how to socially behave 
in accordance with their assigned gender, which is assigned at birth 
based on their biological sex (for instance, male babies are given the 
gender of “boy”, while female babies are given the gender of “girl”). 
Preparations for gender socialization begin even before the birth of the 
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child. One of the first questions people ask of expectant parents is the 
sex of the child. This is the beginning of a social categorization process 
that continues throughout life. Today it is largely believed that most 
gender differences are attributed to differences in socialization, rather 
than genetic or biological factors.Gender stereotypes can be a result 
of gender socialization. Girls and boys are expected to act in certain 
ways, and these ways are socialized from birth by many parents (and 
society). In other words, individuals are socialized into conceiving of 
their gender as either masculine (male) or feminine (female). Identities 
are therefore normatively constructed along this single parameter. 
Boys and girls who do not conform to gender roles and stereotypes are 
usually ostracized by same-age peers for being different. This can lead 
to negative effects, such as lower self-esteem. The LGBTQ community 
demonstrate the fluidity of gender, which is so frequently thought to 
be biological and immutable. Gender fluidity also shows how gender 
norms are learned and either accepted or rejected by the socialized 
individual.

Regardless of sexual experience, sexual desire and behaviours can 
change over time, and sexual identities may or may not shift as a result. 
Gender and sexuality are not just personal identities; they are social 
identities. They arise from our relationships to other people, and they 
depend upon social interaction and social recognition. As such, they 
influence how we understand ourselves in relation to others. Gender, 
like all social identities, is socially constructed. Social constructionism is 
a social theory about how meaning is created through social interaction 
– through the things we do or say with other people. This theory shows 
that gender it is not a fixed or innate fact, but instead it varies across 
time and place. When an individual performs their gender to the 
standards set by societal norms, this bolsters the argument of gender 
essentialism. Historically, men have assumed a dominant gender role, 
and women have been prescribed a role submissive to men. In order for 
subordination to go unquestioned, the structure must not appear as a 
cultural product – it must seem natural. Social movements can challenge 
the categories that appear “natural”. Certain legislation can promote 
equality for men and women, which could call into question whether 
there needs to be two categories of gender at all (if both are treated 
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equally). Social change relies on an understanding of how inequality 
is rooted in gender accomplishment. Most studies that rely on social 
constructionism explore the ways in which gender is constructed but 
nevertheless demonstrate how those gender constructions uphold 
gender as a construct and gender inequality. 

However, because gender is “done” or constructed, it can also be 
“undone” or deconstructed. The study of the interactional level could 
expand beyond simply documenting the persistence of inequality to 
examine: (1)when and how social interactions become less gendered, 
not just differently gendered, (2) the conditions under which gender is 
irrelevant in social interactions, (3) whether all gendered interactions 
reinforce inequality, (4) how the structural (institutional) and 
interactional levels might work together to produce change, and (5) 
interaction as the site of change.

CONCLUSION

We have to breakfree from the social construction that is gender. Each 
and every person on this earth should be able to express themselves 
without any fear of oppression, violence or gender hegemony. The 
government should step up and formulate laws that protects the rights 
of the LGBTQ community specially in a male dominant country 
like India. Women should receive equal pay and rights which they 
are deprived of. Gender based violence like sexual violence, physical 
violence, emotional violence and psychological violence, harmful 
traditional practices and socio-economic violence which is deeply 
rooted in discriminatory beliefs is strictly prohibited by the human 
rights law and violation of this law can result in severe punishments. 
We all should come together and promote equality so that gender 
equality and gender or sexual expression can prevail in this society and 
we can progress towards a brighter future with peace and harmony. 
As renowned feminist Kamla Bhasin has said, “Men of quality are not 
afraid of equality”.
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লিঙ্গ : সমাজ-রাজনীলি ও িাল্বিক পলরক্রমা

ড. লিলি সরকার

সামালজক পলরেচয় নারী ও পুরুষ  লিঙ্গ  টেহ্ালয়ি হয়। জীিলিজ্ানগিভাচি এই 
সমরুকরে  সরৌলতিক  হচিও  সামালজক  অিস্ানগিভাচি  এই  সমরুকরে  একান্তই 
দুি্মি,  একচপচশ  ও  অনান্লনক।  এ  প্রসচঙ্গ  রিীন্দনাে  ঠাকুচরর  একটি  মন্তি্য 
মিরেচরাগ্য . . .  “স্তী  পুরুচষর  পরস্পচরর  সভদ  সম্চন্  সিাধিা  প্রকৃলি  আপন 
প্রচয়াজচনর সীমায় পলরলমি কচর  লদচয়চ�ন। মানুষ আপন কপেনা ও সংস্াচরর 
বিারা। িাচক অচনক দূর িাটড়চয় িুচিচ�।” নারীর প্রলি সামালজক বিষম্যমূিক 
আেরে সামালজক মুলতির পে অিরুদ্ধ কচর  সরচখচ�। সমাজ নানা  লদক  সেচক 
নারীচক শৃখিলিি কচর সরচখচ�। িোকলেি অচে্ম সভ্যিার সূেনাকাি সেচকই। 
সমাচজর ফলিচয় সিািা এই নারী পলরেয় প্রকি হচয় ওচঠ কন্যা-িধূ-জায়া-জননী 
প্রভৃলি সচম্াধচন। এই শব্দ গুলি কচঠারভাচি  লিঙ্গ িােক। নারীর জন্য শৃংখিা 
িঞ্না  লনচপেষচের প্রিীক স্বরূপ। নরী ও পুরুষ শব্দ দুটিচি নারীচকলন্দকিা ও 
পুরুষ িালন্ত্রকিা অলস্ত্বিান। িষেেীয় ভূি্য ও ভার্মা দুটি শচব্দরই িু্যৎপলত্ত এক। 
ভূ ধািু  লনস্পন্ন। িাই নারীর সচঙ্গ ভৃচি্যর িিা ভাচিা ভার্মার সচঙ্গ ভূি্য িাই 
সম মর্মাদা সম্ন্ন।  লিিাহ আসচি একিা েুলতি। রার সুফি  সভাগ কচর পুরুষ। 
নারী রূপান্তলরি হয় দাসীচি। 

নারীর কম্মজগৎ সীমািদ্ধ ভাি রাঁধা, কাপড়কাো, েরচগা�াচনা সন্তান পািন 
প্রভৃলিচি। সমাজ প্রলিলনয়ি প্রালন্তক দৃলটি সকাচের সিড়াজাচি আিদ্ধ কচর নারীচক 
গচড় সিাচি। পুরুচষর দৃলটিচি নারী অচধ্মক কপেনা, মানুষ  টহসাচি িার পলরেয় 
আধখানা। সমাজ ও ধম্ম সি সষেচরেই প্রালন্তক বিলশটি্য টেটহ্ি হচয় প্রিীয়মান হয় 
নারী। পুরুচষর লিপরীচি িাচদর অিস্ান ফ্যাকাচশ, ম্ান, লনষ্প্রভ, অধ্মপ্রস্ুটিি। 
পুরুষ দালয়ত্ব লনচয় নারীচক কচরচ�। লবিিীয় লিঙ্গ। আসচি নারী নাচম সকান জালি 
সনই,  নারী  নাচম  সকান  সত্তা  সনই,  নারী  নাচম  সকান অিয়ি  সনই,  নারী  নাচম 
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সকান প্রালন্তকিা সনই। সিিাই সমাজ লনধ্মালরি, সমাজ টেটহ্ি সামালজক লিন্যাস 
প্রলিলিন্যাস  মারে।  ‘লপিৃিালন্ত্রক  রুলতি  শৃখিিায়  অভ্যস্  পুরুষ  লনচজচক  সত্তার 
অলভধা  লদচয়চ� আর  নারীচক  লদচয়চ� অপচরর  পদিী।  ’  লপিৃিচন্ত্রর ক্রমাগি 
আক্রমচে  নিজ  হচি  হচি  মাটির  সাচে  লমচশ  সরচি  িাধ্য  হয়  নারী  আত্মা। 
সভ্যিার জচন্মর অঁািুর  ের  সেচকই  নারীর  িলন্  দশার সূেনা। অি্যন্ত  দুঃচখর 
হচিও িাস্ি সমাজ  নারীচক একটি  সভাগ্যপে্য  িচিই মচন কচর।  টহন্ু  শাচস্ত 
স্তী  লশষোর  লিরুচদ্ধ  সকান  লিধান  না  োকা  সচ্বিও অটিাদশ  শিক  ও ঊনলিংশ 
শিচকর  প্রেম  লদচক  স্তী  লশষো  প্রায়  লনলষদ্ধই  ট�ি।  পরিিতীকাচি  নারীলশষো 
কচয়কজন  মুলটিচময়  প্রগলিশীি  মহামানি  বিারা  প্রলিষ্া  সপি।  িিুও  স্তীলশষো 
িখনও  ‘নারীসুিভ’  ট�ি।  সমচয়চদর  জ্যালমলি  দশ্মন  প্রভৃলি  লিষয়  পাঠ  করা 
অনািশ্যক িচি িারা মচন করচিন। সমচয়চদর উচ্লশষোর লিষয় লনচয় িখনও 
ভািনা টেন্তা করা হয় লন। সমাচজ প্রেলিি লিশ্াস ট�ি সমচয়রা সিখাপড়া লশখচি 
লিধিা  হয়।  সমচয়রা  কালির অঁােড়  লদচি  সংসাচর  দুভ্তাগ্য  সনচম আচস।  লশষো 
সপচি সমচয়রা অসিী হয় ইি্যালদ। নারীর স্বািন্ত্র সেিনা সংচিদনা সি লক�ুচক 
দখি  কচর আচ�  পুরুষ  িন্ত্র।  সি্মরে  লপিৃিচন্ত্রর  কিৃত্ব  দৃঢ়  প্রলিলষ্ি।  লশলষেি 
অলশলষেি লনলি্মচশচষ অলধকাংশ সমচয়রা িাই ভাচি িাই  টেন্তা কচর রা িাচদর 
পুরুষ সকলন্দক সমাজ ভািচি সশখায়। এমনলক সাপ্লিককাচি সি্মি্যতি সভাগিাদ 
ও পে্যায়চনর রুচগও সমচয়চদর সাজসজ্ায় শরীরী আচিদচন মূিি সভাগ সি্মস্ব 
লপিৃিচন্ত্রর মচনাস্ামনা প্রলিফলিি। িাই নারীর  লনজস্ব  লিশ্ বিরী করচি এক 
দীে্ম  পলরশ্ম ও প্রলিকূি।  পলরচিশ অলিক্রম করচি  হচয়চ�।  |  নারী  সম্চক্ত 
িহু প্রলেিরশা পূরুষগেও উদারনীলির সমে্মক ট�চিন না। নারীর অলভভািচকর 
আসচন সিসময়ই পুরুচষর অিস্ান। নারীর স্বাধীন সামালজক অলস্ত্ব, আইনগি 
স্বীকৃলিও ট�ি না। 

রাজননলিক  স্বীকৃলি  সিা  অচনক  দূচরর  কো।  সলেচিা  িঁার  রাষ্ট্র  সম্লক্তি 
টেন্তায় নারীচক দিগি িা সগাষ্ীগিভাচি স্তী টহসাচি পলরেয় সদওয়ার পষেপািী 
ট�চিন।  অ্যালরস্িি  Politica  গ্রচন্থ  িিচিন—নারীরা  স্বাধীন  হচিও  পুরুচষর 
নীচে, িচি  লিলন সৎ পরামশ্মদারেী  টহসাচি স্তীর অলধকার স্বীকার কচর  লনচিন। 
অ্যালরস্িি পুরুষচদর স্বাভালিক প্রেয় সম্ক্ত সেচক লিরি সেচক সম লিচঙ্গ সরৌন 
সংসচগ্ম  লিতি  োকার  পরামশ্ম  লদচয়ট�চিন।  সসসময়  পুরুষ  সিশ্যািচয়র  সংখ্যা 
নারী সিশ্যািচয়র সমান। ট�ি। ফ্যালসস্ টহিিার িচিট�চিন নরীচদর জন্য লিনটি 
কাজ আচ� সন্তান পািন, রান্না েচরর কাজ ও োচে্ত প্রাে্মনা করা। িাই রুচদ্ধর 
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মুচখ  টহিিার নারীচদর জন্য  সশ্াগান  লদচয়ট�চিন—‘রান্না েচর  লফচর রাও’  go 
back to kitchen! আর টঠক িখনই সারা লিচশ্র সকাটি সকাটি নারী টহিিাচরর 
মুচখর উপর জিাি। লদচয়ট�চিন। প্রিি ফ্যালস লিচরাধী সংগ্রাম আচন্ািচনর মধ্য 
লদচয় ফ্যালসস্ টহিিাচরর পিন সুলনলশ্চি কচরট�ি। 

এই সময় সেচক প্রগলিশীি আন্তজ্মালিক নারী আচন্ািচনরও নিুন পর্মায় 
শুরু হয়। নারী িার আত্মপ্রকাচশর দুজ্ময় িাসনা েলরিাে্ম করার জন্য নানা উপায় ও 
পদ্ধলি সিচ� সনয়। লশপে লিলেচির ফচি সমচয়রা রুলজচরাজগাচরর জন্য েচরর িাইচর 
সিলরচয় আচস। শুরু হয় বিষচম্যর আর এক লভন্ন অলভমুচখ রারো। কাচজর সময় 
সিলশ পালরশ্লমক কম। প্রেচম লব্রচিন ও পচর আচমলরকায় মটহিারা সংগটঠি হচি 
শুরু কচরন। ১৯৬০ এর ি�রগুলি সেচক মালক্তন সদচশ একধরচের জলঙ্গ নারীিাদী 
আচন্ািচনর জন্ম হয়। এইসময় সিশ কচয়কটি গ্রন্থ প্রকালশি হয়। সিসলি সিচনিস 
রটেি দ্য সফলমলনন লমচস্ক (Leslie Bennetts—The Feminine Mistake), সিটি 
লরিডান রটেি দ্য সফলমলনন লমলস্ক (Betty Friedan—The Feminine Mystique) 
মাগ্মাচরি লমড রটেি সরি এন্ লফচমি (Margaret mead—Male and Female) 
এই গ্রন্থ গুলি প্রকালশি হচি োচক। ১৯৭৫ সািচক রাষ্ট্র সেে আন্তজ্মালিক নারী 
িষ্ম টহসাচি সোষো কচর পরিিতীকাচি ১৯৭৫ সেচক ৮৫ এই সময়কািচক নারী 
দশক  টহসাচি  টেটহ্ি করা হয়। নাইচরালি সচম্িচনর মধ্য  লদচয় নারী  দশচকর 
পূলি্ত  হয়।  সরকালরভাচি  রাষ্ট্রসংে  সচম্িন  ও  সিসরকালর  মটহিা  সস্বছোচসিী 
সংগঠনগুলির উচদ্যাচগ এই সচম্িন অনুলষ্ি হয়। দুটি সচম্িন  সেচকই দালি 
সনদ  গৃহীি  হয়।  এই  দািী  সনচদ  রাজনীলি  ও  প্রশাসচন  নারীচদর  অংশগ্রহে 
সুলনলশ্চি করার কো িিা হয়। ঐ দািী সনচদ সমস্ সদস্য রাষ্ট্র স্বাষের কচর। 
আমাচদর সদশ ভারিিষ্মও ঐ সনচদ স্বাষের কারী একটি সদশ। আন্তজ্মালিক নারী 
িচষ্মর প্রাক্াচি জিীয় স্চর  লশষো  স্বাস্্য আে্মসামালজক ও  রাজননলিক  সষেচরে 
সমচয়চদর অিস্ান লনে্ময় করার জন্য একটি status committee গটঠি হয়। এই 
সস্িাস কলমটির  লরচপাচি্ত আমাচদর  সদচশর সংসদ  লিধানসভা ও স্বায়ত্তশালসি 
সংস্াগুলিচি সমচয়চদর অংশগ্রহে খুিই নগন্য িচি উচলেখ করা হয়। সমচয়চদর জন্য 
আসন সংরষেচের প্রচশ্ন সস্িাস কলমটির সদস্যরা লবিধালিভতি ট�চিন। সংখ্যাগলরষ্ 
সদস্যরা লনি্মােন সষেচরে আসন সংরষেচের লিচরাধীিা কচরট�চিন। ৭৩িম সংলিধান 
সংচশাধচনর  মাধ্যচম  সকন্দীয়  সরকার  ১৯৯৩  সাচি  পঞ্াচয়ি  ও  সপৌরসভায় 
সমচয়চদর জন্য এক িৃিীয়াংশ আসন সংরষেে আইন পাশ কচর। সদচশর লিলভন্ন 
নারী সংগঠনগুলি দািী জানায় একই সাচে সংলিধান সংচশাধন কচর লিধানসভা ও 
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সিাকসভায় সমচয়চদর জন্য এক িৃিীয়াংশ আসন সংরষেে করচি হচি। িামপন্থীরা 
ও জািীয় সংচগ্রস সংরষেচের প্রচশ্ন সহমি  সপাষে কচর।  লকন্তু অকংচগ্রসী ও 
অিামপন্থী লিলভন্ন দি সংরষেচের প্রচশ্ন লিচরাধীিা শুরু কচর। রাজনীলির আলঙ্গনায় 
নারীরা লনচজচদর সংখ্যািেু মচন কচর। রাজনীলি নারীর সচষেরে নয় সাধারেভাচি 
একো মচন করা হয়। ভারচির ইলিহাচস রাজ লসংহাসচন নারীর অলধকার স্বীকৃি 
হয়  লন। ইিিুৎলমচসর কন্যা সুিিানা  লরলজয়াচক রাজধানীর অমাি্যগে সসসময় 
সমচন সনয়  লন। স্বাধীনিা আচন্ািচনর ইলিহাচস সমচয়চদর অংশগ্রহচের িৃত্তান্ত 
ভারিিাসীর অজানা সেচক লগচয়চ�। সর সমস্ নারীগে সদচশর স্বাধীনিা সংগ্রাচম 
সশস্ত আচন্ািচন অংশগ্রহে কচরট�চিন িারা  হচিন শ্রীমলি।  পারুি  মুখাজতী 
প্রীলিিিা ওয়াচদেদার, কপেনা দত্ত, উজ্জ্বিা মজুমদার, সুনীলি সেৌধুরী, শালন্ত সোষ, 
প্রফুলে নলিনী ব্রহ্ম, িীো দাস সভৌলমক, রানী গুইদাচিা, িীিা নাগ, িীিা রায়, 
প্রমীিা। ড. কাদলম্নী গাঙ্গুিী,  সালিরেী  িািা  সদিী প্রমুখ স্বাধীনিা। আচন্ািচন 
নারীচদর অংশগ্রহে ট�ি উচলেখচরাগ্য। গান্ীজী িচিট�চিন নারী সকান অংচশই 
পুরুচষর সেচয় হীন নয় মানলসক ষেমিা ও সরাগ্যিায় সস পুরুচষর সমকষে। জািীয় 
মুলতি আচন্ািচনর উত্তাি সমচয় িৃহৎ নারীসমাজ অন্রমহচির সুচখ আত্ম মগ্ন 
োকচি োন লন। ইংচরজ শাসচনর প্রেম শিিচষ্ম অস্ত হাচি ইংচরজচদর লিরুচদ্ধ 
িড়াই কচরট�চিন অধুনা কন্মািচকর স�াট্ট একটি স্াচনর মহারানী। ১৮৫৭ এর 
লসপাহী মহালিচদ্রাচহর অন্যিমা িাঁলসর রানী িক্ষীিাঈ। িাঁলস রাজ্য অপুরেক এই 
অজুহাচি  ইংচরজরা  দখি করচি  সেচয়ট�ি একো আমরা  সিাই জালন।  িাঁলস 
িাটহনীর এক মটহিা বসলনক িচিট�চিন, ‘মরার জন্য আমরা সিাই প্রস্তুি। মৃিু্যচক 
ভয় পায় এমন একজনও মটহিা এই  সফৌচজ সনই।’ এক গভীর আত্মপ্রি্যয় ও 
আত্মি্যাচগর মধ্য লদচয় ভারিিচষ্মর নারীসমাজ সসলদন এলগচয় এচসট�ি সদচশর 
জন্য প্রাে িলিদান করচি। লশষো লিস্ার এিং আত্মলনভ্তর হিার পাশাপালশ লিচদশী 
শাসচনর  লিরুচদ্ধ প্রলিিাদ প্রলিচরাধ আচন্ািন গচড় িুচিট�ি। মাদাম কামার 
১৯১০  সাচি  একটি  সভায়  িতিৃিা  লদচি  লগচয়  িচিট�চিন—‘মচন  রাখচিন 
সর  হাি  লশশুচদর  সদািনা  সদািায়,  সসই  হািই  েলররে গঠন কচর। এই  সকামি 
হািই  জািীয়  জীিন  গঠচনর  প্রধান  উপাদান।  সুিরাং  এই  শলতিশািী  হািচক 
উচপষো করচিন না।’ ১৯৪৭ সাচি ভারচির অন্তি্মিতীকািীন সরকাচরর মন্ত্রীত্ব 
িাভ কচরট�চিন রাজকুমারী অমৃি কাউর। আধুলনক ভারি রাচষ্ট্রর প্রেম মটহিা 
মন্ত্রী। স্বাধীন ভারচির সিাকসভার নারী সনিৃগে হচিন—আম্ু স্বামীনােন, সরেু 
েক্রিিতী, লিজয় রাচজ লসলন্য়া, িারচকশ্রী লসনহা, সুচেিা কৃপািনী, গায়রেী সদিী, 
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সুশীিা সরাহিগী, বমচরেয়ী িসু, সুশীিা সগাপািন, গীিা মুখাজতী। ভারচির প্রেম 
রাজ্যপাি ট�চিন সচরালজনী নাইডু। 

১৯৫০  সাচি  ভারিীয়  সংলিধাচন  কচয়কটি  ধারা  সংচরালজি  হয়।  এই 
সংচরাজচনর  উচদেশ্য  ট�ি  নারীর  অিস্ান  পুরুচষর  পাশাপালশ  লনচয়  আসা। 
সংলিধাচনর  ১৪  নং  অনুচছেচদ  িিা  হি  আইচনর  সোচখ  নারী  পুরুষ  সমান। 
১৫ নং অনুচছেদ নারী পুরুষ প্রচভদ লনলষদ্ধ ১৫(৩) সপশায় লনরুলতির সষেচরে স্তী 
পুরুষ  লনলি্মচশচষ সমান অলধকার পাচি ৩৯(১) স্বাধীন ভাচি জীলিকা অজ্মচনর 
অলধকার সকচির সমান ৩৯ (৪) একই কাচজর জন্য নারী পুরুষ সমান সিিন 
পাচি ৩৯ (৫) সাম্মে্য ও িয়স অনুরায়ী কাচজর সমান সুচরাগ ৪২ রচোপরুতি 
মানলিক পলরচিশ। 

ড.  ফুিচরেু  গুহর  সনিৃচত্ব  গটঠি  কলমটি  অন  লদ  সস্িাস  অফ  উইচমন 
ইন  ইলন্য়া।  ১৯৭৪  সাচি  ঐ  কলমটি  ভারি  সরকাচরর  কাচ�  সর  লরচপাি্ত 
দালখি  কচরচসখাচন  িিা  হচয়চ�  নারীর  রাজননলিক  অলধকার  িাচভর  সষেচরে 
দুটি উপাদান। সিচেচয় সিলশ প্রভাি সফচিচ� এক, স্বাধীনিা সংগ্রাম  লবিিীয়ি, 
গান্ীজীর  সনিৃত্ব।  গান্ীজী  িচিট�চিন—‘Women must have votesand an 
equal legal status. But the point does not end there. It only commences 
at the point where women begin to effect the political deliberation of 
the nation.’ ১৯১৭ সাচি সচরালজনী নাইডু িৃটিশ পাি্মাচমচন্ সভািালধকাচরর 
দািী সপশ কচরন। ১৯২১ সাচির লরফম্মস এ্যাক্ট ভারিীয়চদর এক ষেুদ্র অংশচক 
সভািালধকার  প্রদান  কচর।  ১৯৩০  সাচি  করােী  অলধচিশচন  নারী  পুরুচষর 
সমান অলধকাচরর  এক প্রস্াি  গ্রহে  করা  হয়।  ১৯৩৫  সাচি  গভ্তনচমন্ অফ 
ইলন্য়া সভািালধকাচরর সষেরে প্রসালরি কচর। ২১ ি�র িয়স হচি শি্তসাচপচষে 
সভািালধকার প্রদান করা হয়। 

১৯৫২  সাচি  প্রেম  সাধারে  লনি্মােন  হয়।  ৪৯৯টি  সিাকসভা  আসচনর 
মচধ্য মারে ২২টিচি নারী প্রলিলনলধ ট�চিন। এ পর্মন্ত সকান সিাকসভা আসচনই 
নারী সদস্য সংখ্যা  ১০ শিাংচশর  সিলশ  িৃলদ্ধ পাই  লন।  রাজীি গান্ীর আমচি 
ন্যাশনাি পারচস্পকটিভ লে্যাচন সমচয়চদর জন্য োকুরী ও রাজনীলিচি ৩৩ শিাংশ 
আসন সংরষেচের কো িিা হয়। রাষ্ট্রসেে আচয়ালজি েিুে্ম লিশ্ নারী সচম্িন 
আচয়ালজি  হয়  েীচনর  সিলজং  এ  ১৯৯৫  সাচির  সসচপ্টম্চর।  এই  সচম্িচনর 
লে্যান অফ এ্যাকশন অনুরায়ী মূি লিষয়। ট�ি লিনটি—সমিা, উন্নয়ন ও শালন্ত। 
সিলজং  সচম্িচনর  প্রস্াি  অনুরায়ী  ভারি  সরকার  সিাকসভায়  নারীচদর  জন্য 
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এক িৃিীয়াংশ আসন সংরষেচের প্রস্াি আনার উচদ্যাগ  লনচিন। পঞ্াচয়ি ও 
পুরসভাগুলিচি এক-িৃিীয়াংশ আসচন মটহিাচদর জন্য সংরষেে োিু  হচয়চ�। 
সিাকসভা ও লিধানসভায় নানা ভাচি এই লিি পাশ হয়লন। সিাকসভায় রলদ এক 
িৃিীয়াংশ আসন সমচয়চদর দখচি রায় িাহচি অিস্ািা দঁাড়াচি প্রায় ১৮১ জন 
মটহিা  সদস্য  সিাকসভায়  উপলস্ি  হচিন।  সমচয়চদর  সরচকান  ইসু্যচি  সংসচদ 
সিশ  সজার আওয়াজ  সিািা সম্ি হচি। মটহিা  লিি পাচশ প্রধান িাধা পুরুষ 
সাংসদগে।  নারীর  রাজননলিক  ষেমিায়চনর  প্রশ্নটি  িাস্ি  সাফি্য  সেচক  িাই 
অচনক  দূচর।  ভারচির  সংসচদ  নারী  প্রলিলনলধর  সংখ্যা  ৮  শিাংচশ  সীমািদ্ধ। 
নারীিাদী  শব্দটি  সম্িি  সি্মপ্রেম  ১৮৭১  সাচি  ফরাসী  টেলকৎসা  লিজ্াচনর 
গ্রচন্থ  ি্যিহার  করা  হচয়ট�ি।  মজার  ি্যাপার  শব্দটি  পুরুষ  সরাগী  রাচদর  পুরুষ 
প্রজনন অঙ্গটি  সটঠকভাচি  গচড়  ওচঠ  লন  িাচদর  সষেচরেই  প্রেম  প্রচয়াগ  করা 
হয়।  িিা  হয়  সর িাচদর  ‘শরীর  নারীসুিভ’  হচয় উচঠচ�। আর এই নারীিাদী 
শব্দটি প্রেম ি্যিহার কচরন এক নারী লিচবিষী সিখক িঁার প্রিচন্। িাই নারীিাদ 
শব্দটিচি পুরুষ  লিচরালধিার অঁাে  সর পাওয়া রায় িাও আসচি একজন পুরুষ 
প্রদত্ত।  টেলকৎসা  লিজ্াচন পুরুচষর নরীসুিভ লিকৃলিচক সিািাচনা হচিও সমাজ 
লিজ্াচনর আচিােনায় মটহিাচদর পুরুষালি প্রকৃলিচক সিািাচনার জন্য নারীিাদী 
শব্দটি  সি্মপ্রেম  ি্যিহি  হয়।  ইউচরাচপ  সতিদশ  শিচকর  মধ্যভাগ  সেচকই 
নারীচদর  সম্চক্ত  প্রেলিি  ধ্যান  ধারোচক  ে্যাচিঞ্  জালনচয়  আসট�চিন  সিশ 
লক�ু  মটহিা।  নাি্যকার আক্রাচিন  (১৬৪০-৮৯) এিং  টেন্তালিদ  সরলর। আচস্ি 
(১৬৬৬-১৭৩১)  সক  অচনচক  আধুলনক  নারীিাচদর  প্রিতিা  িো  পলশ্চচমর 
প্রেম  নারীিাদী  িাল্বিক  টহসাচি  সদচখন।  প্রােলমক  পর্মাচয়  সমচয়রা  লনচজচদর 
আত্মপ্রলিষ্ার  জন্য  সাধারে  স্বাভালিক  কচয়কটি  অলধকার  আদাচয়র  িড়াইচয়র 
মধ্য  লদচয় স্বিন্ত্র অলস্ত্ব প্রকাশ করচি এলগচয় আচস।  লশষোর অলধকার ধমতীয় 
কুসংস্াচরর লিরুচদ্ধ প্রলিিাদ সামালজক অিজ্া ও অন্যায় দমচনর লিরুচদ্ধ সসাচ্ার 
হচয় স্বালধকার রষোয় িদ্ধ পলরকর হয়। এই পচি্ম িিািাহুি্য মহাপুরুষগে িাচদর 
সঙ্গ  লদচয়ট�চিন।  পরিিতীকাচি  লশপে  লিলেচির  সমচয়  কচম্মর  জগচি  িাচদর 
অনুপ্রচিশ  েচি।  সসসময়  িারা  সসাচ্ার  হন  সম  মজুলরর  দািীচি।  এই  এক 
নিুন রূচপ সদখা  লদি নারীর িড়াই। প্রলিপচষে সরমন িুচজ্মায়া ি্যিস্া  সিমনই 
পচরাষে রূচপ সকিিই পুরুষগে। লিঙ্গ বিষম্য আচরা প্রকিরূচপ প্রলিলষ্ি হচি 
শুরু করচিা প্রলিলষ্ি হি মূি ধারার (mainstream feminism) নারীিাদ। এই 
সময় রাজননলিক ও আইন সংস্াচরর দািী উচঠ এচিা। িারা পুরুষ িচন্ত্রর মচধ্য 
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সেচকই লনচজচদর প্রলিিাদ োলিচয় সরচি প�ন্ করচিন। সমইনল্রিম সফলমলনজম 
আিার সহায়ইি সফলমলনজম নাচম খ্যাি। লপিৃিালন্ত্রক সমাচজর মূি লভলত্ত পূরুষ। 
পুরুষ মানুচষরা অলধক সুচরাগ সভাগ কচর োচকন। সমাচজর দীে্ম পে পলরক্রমায় 
পুরুষিন্ত্র কাচয়লম স্বাে্মাচবিষী সগাষ্ীর মচিাই আেরে কচর এচসচ� নারীর প্রলি। 
িাই  পুরুষচক  সমাচজ  প্রলিবিলন্দ্ব  িচি  মচন  কচর  নারী।  এই  মিাদচশ্মর  উপর 
লভলত্ত কচর  র্মাটডক্যাি  সফলমলনজম  নামক  নারীিাদী আচন্ািন গচড় ওচঠ।  এই 
সশ্েীর নারীিাদীগে সমস্ সামালজক ও অে্মননলিক লদক সেচক পুরুষ প্রভূত্বচক 
িারা অস্বীকার করচি োয়। 

গচড় ওচঠ Women’s Liberation Movement (WLM)। শুরু হয় প্রেম 
পে েিা। ১৯৬০ এর  লদচক সূেনা হয়  লবিিীয় ধারার আচন্ািন Civil Rights 
Movement Struggle against racism. এঁরা িুচজ্মায়া ি্যিস্ার  লিচরাধীিা কচর 
লন।  িারা  সকিচক  সচেিন  করার  কাজ  করচি  োচক’  consciousness rais-
ing group  ‘বিলর  কচর।  এরা  র্মাটডক্যাি  সফলমলনস্  নাচম  খ্যাি।  ি্যলতিসত্তার 
স্বািন্ত্র্যচক  স্বীকার  কচর  লনচয়  িারা  মচন।  কচর  সমানভাচি  পুরুচষর  মচিাই 
িাচদর  লনজস্ব  কাজ  ও  কচম্মর  স্বাধীনিা  সভাগ  করার  অলধকারী।  ন্যায়  নীলির 
সকান লিঙ্গ পলরেয় হয় না। এরপচরর নারীিাদী আচন্ািচনর ধারা প্রিাটহি হচিা 
আরও  এক  নিুন  সস্রাচি।  নারীর  শরীর  িার  লনচজর  সম্দ।  শরীচরর  উপর 
িার লনজস্ব অলধকার আচ�। এই ধারনার উপর লভলত্ত কচর নারীিাদী আচন্ািন 
আর এক নিুন অলভমুচখ প্রিাটহি হয়।  লিলভন্ন ধারার নারী আচন্ািচনর মধ্য 
লদচয়  লিঙ্গ  বিষম্যমূিক  ি্যিস্ার  লিরুচদ্ধ  মুলতির  িষে্য  সমাচজ  এলগচয়  েচিচ� 
নারীরা।  িি্তমাচন  নারীর  সরৌন  স্বাধীনিা  এই  ধারার  আচন্ািচন  গৃহীি।  সরৌন 
স্বাধীনিাচক স্বীকৃলি  লদচয়চ� black feminism ধারার এই নারীিাদ। এই ধারার 
আচন্ািচনর জন্ম হয় ১৯৭৩ সাচি। লিলভন্ন জালি ধম্ম সমাজ রাষ্ট্রি্যিস্ার লনলরচখ 
নরী আচন্ািচনর প্রচয়াজন ও প্রাসলঙ্গকিা পৃেক। ফচি আচন্ািচনর অলভমুখ, 
দািী আদাচয়র পন্থা পদ্ধলি সিই পৃেক। 

তথ্যসূত্র

রিীন্দরেনািিী, জন্মশিিালষ্মকী সংস্রে, প, ি. সরকার, রেচয়াদশ খন্, ‘সমাজ, নারীর মনুষ্যত্ব’ 
লশচরানামালকিি পরে

িচপাধীর ভট্টাোর্ম,  নারীচেিনা  :  মনচন ও সাটহচি্য, পুস্ক  লিপলে, কিকািা, প্রেম প্রকাশ 
জানুয়ালর ২০০৭
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হুমায়ুন আজাদ, নারী, আগামী প্রকাশনী, �াকা, িাংিাচদশ, িৃিীয় সংস্রে, সতিদশ মুদ্রে

আগস্ সিচিি, নারী অিীি িি্তমান ভলিষ্যচি, (অনুিাদ) কনক মুচখাপাধ্যায়, ন্যাশনাি িুক 
এচজলসি, কিকািা

লসচমান দ্য সিাচভায়ার, ি্য দ্যলজচয়ম সসক্স : লদ সসচকন্ সসক্স, লবিিীয় লিঙ্গ, িাংিা অনুিাদ হুমায়ুন 
আজাদ, আগামী প্রকাশনী, �াকা, িাংিাচদশ

রাজশ্রী িসু িাসিী েক্রিিতী (সম্াদনা), প্রসঙ্গ মানিী লিদ্যা, উিী প্রকাশন, কিকািা। 

সগািাম মুরলশদ, নারী প্রগলি, আধুলনকিার অলভোচি িঙ্গরমেী, নয়া উচদ্যাগ, কিকািা

িসলিমা নাসলরন, লনি্মাটেি কিাম, আনন্ পাি. কিকািা

িালরদিরে  সোষ  (সম্াদনা) রাসসুন্রী  দাসী, আমার জীিন, ন্যাশনাি িুক ট্াস্, নয়া  লদললে, 
২০০৮



সামালজক লিঙ্গ লিষয়ক সচেিনিায় 
লি.এড. পাঠক্রচমর ভূলমকা

সদর সসখ

ভূমিকা

লশষো  হচিা  সামালজক  পলরিি্তচনর  হালিয়ার।  আর  লশষোর  লবিিীয়  উপাদান 
হচিা লশষেক। িি্তমান ভারিিচষ্ম লশষেকিা সপশায় গ্রহে করার সষেচরে প্রলশষেে 
িাধ্যিামূিক করা হচয়চ�। রার ফচি হিু লশষেকচদর প্রধান শি্ত হি প্রলশষেেপ্রাতি। 
এর মূি উচদেশ্য হচিা প্রলশষেচের মাধ্যচম এমন লক�ু  লক্রয়া-কিাপ ও কার্মক্রম 
সশখাচনা রাচি এই লশষেকচদর মাধ্যচম ভলিষ্যচি প্রজন্ম িার জীিন গচড় িুিচি 
পাচর। এর  সেচক  সিািা  রায়  সর  লশষেক প্রলশষেচের  সষেচরে পাঠক্রচমর একটি 
গুরুত্বপূে্ম  ভূলমকা  আচ�।  লশষোর  িৃিীয়  উপাদান  অে্মাৎ  পাঠক্রম  টঠক  কচর 
সদয়  লশষোর উচদেশ্য। এই গচিষো প্রিচন্র উচদেশ্য িি্তমান  লিএড পাঠক্রচমর 
স�াট্ট একটি জায়গা, রার নাম হি Gender, School and Society। এই লিষয়টি 
প্রলশষেোেতীচদর সামালজক লিঙ্গ লিষচয় সচেিন করচি কিিা সষেম হচয়চ� সস 
লিষচয় আচিােনা করা। এখাচনই গচিষো প্রিন্টির গুরুত্ব লনটহি আচ�। 

উদ্দেশ্য

 লনচের কচয়কটি উচদেশ্য গুলি সক সামচন সরচখ গচিষো প্রিন্টি সম্ন্ন করার 
সেটিা করা হচি। 
  l  িি্তমান  লি.  এড  পাঠক্রচমর Gender, School and Society  সকাস্মটির  সামালজক  লিঙ্গ 

লিষয়ক আচিােনা গুরুত্ব গুলি অনুধািন করা। 
  l  Gender, School and Society  পাঠক্রচমর  লিষয়িস্তু  সামালজক  লিঙ্গ  সচেিনিায়  এর 

ভূলমকা অনুধািন করা। 

  l  Gender, School and Society সকাস্মটির প্রচয়াচগর লদক গুলি সদখা। 
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 আদ্�াচনা

Gender, School and Society এই  সকাস্মটি পাঠক্রচমর  লিলভন্ন  লদকগুচিা রলদ 
আমরা আচিােনা কলর িাহচি আমরা িুিচি পারচিা  সর এর প্রধান উচদেশ্য 
গুলি লক লক। আমাচদর সমাচজ লিঙ্গ লিষয়ক প্রেলিি ধারো সকান অভাি সনই 
লকন্তু এ লিষচয় আমাচদর সমাচজ প্রেলিি অচনক ধারো সটঠক আিার অচনক 
আচ� ভ্ান্ত ধারো। িি্তমান লি. এড. পাঠক্রচমর Gender, School and Society 
সকাস্মটির প্রেম একক এ লিঙ্গ লিষচয়র লভলত্ত মূিক িচে্যর খুি সুন্র অিিারো 
করা হচয়চ�। রার প্রধান  লিষয় গুলির মচধ্য উচলেখচরাগ্য হচিা  লিচঙ্গর ধারো, 
সসচক্সর  ও  লিঙ্গ  এর  মচধ্য  পাে্মক্য,  লিচঙ্গর  সামালজক  লনলম্মলিিাদ,  িি্তমান 
লিচঙ্গর সশ্েীলিভাগ, লিঙ্গ লিষয়ক পষেপালিচত্বর লিলভন্ন লদক, লিঙ্গ ও ষেমিায়ন। 
এ�াড়াও এখাচন আচিােনা করা হচয়চ� লিলভন্ন সষেচরে লিঙ্গগি বিষচমর কারে 
এিং  লিঙ্গ এর সাচে আচরা সামালজক  লিষয় গুলির সম্ক্ত  সরমন—জালিচভদ 
প্রো, সশ্েী বিষম্য। 

  লবিিীয়  একচকর  মূি  লিষয়িস্তু  হি  লিঙ্গ  সচেিন ঐলিহালসক  সপ্রষোপি। 
সমগ্র অংশ জুচড় আচ� লিঙ্গ লিষয়ক সচেিনিা  লিলভন্ন ঐলিহালসক সপ্রষোপি। 
এই প্রেম অংচশ আচিােনা করা হচয়চ� ঊনলিংশ শিচকর সেচক লিংশ সমচয় 
নারী আচন্ািন ও সমাজ সংস্ার আচন্ািন। এিং এই আচন্ািন এর সাচে রুতি 
লিলভন্ন মনীষী সরমন রিীন্দনাে ঠাকুর, রাজা রামচমাহন রায়, লিদ্যাসাগর প্রমূচখর 
কো উচলেখ করা  হচয়চ� এিং এচদর  লিলভন্ন অিদান  লনচয়  লিচশষ আচিােনা 
করা হচয়চ�। এরপর লিলভন্ন লশষো লিষয়ক কলমটি কলমশচন লিঙ্গ লিষচয় লিলভন্ন 
আচিােনা করা হচয়চ� এিং সসইসচঙ্গ লশষোর মাধ্যচম লকভাচি নারীর ষেমিায়ন 
হচি সস সম্চক্ত আচিােনা করা হচয়চ�। পরিিতী অংচশ ট্াসিচজন্ার এিং োড্ত 
সজন্ার সম্চক্ত লিলভন্ন আইন লিষচয় আচিােনা করা হচয়চ�

িৃিীয়  একক  এ  Gender Identity  এিং Socialization practies  লিলভন্ন 
লদকগুলি আচিােনা করা  হচয়চ�,  সরমন সামালজক  লিঙ্গ  লনধ্মারচের পলরিাচরর 
ভূলমকা এ�াড়া লিদ্যািয় লকভাচি সামালজক লিঙ্গ লনধ্মারে এিং সামালজকীকরচের 
ভূলমকা  সম্চক্ত  এখাচন  গুরুত্বপূে্ম  আচিােনা  করা  হচয়চ�। আমাচদর  সমাচজ 
প্রোগি ও অপ্রোগি সংস্াগুলি লক ভাচি লিঙ্গ লনধ্মারে কাজ কচর িা আচিােনা 
করা হচয়চ�।  লশষো হচিা ষেমিায়চনর মূি হালিয়ার িাই নারী ষেমিায়ন িার 
ি্যলিক্রম  নয়।  লশষোর  মাধ্যচম  লকভাচি  নারীচদর  ষেমিায়ন  করা  রাচি  িা 
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আচিােনা  করা  হচয়চ�।  িাই  এখাচন  স্ুি  লশষো  সক  লিচশষ  গুরুত্ব আচরাপ 
করা হচয়চ�। 

লিঙ্গ  লিষয়ক  আচিােনায়  লি.এড্  পাঠক্রচমর  মচধ্য  সি্মাচপষো  গুরুত্বপূে্ম 
অংশ হচিা Gender Issues in Curriculum,  সরখাচন পাঠক্রচমর  লিলভন্ন  লদক 
গুলি লিচঙ্গর পলরচপ্রলষেচি আচিােনা করা হচয়চ�। লনচে খুি সংচষেচপ এগুলি 
আচিােনা করা হি। 

 প্রেমি, িি্তমান পাঠক্রম লিঙ্গ সম্চক্ত আচিােনা স্ান কিিা এ সম্চক্ত িহু 
মিামি আচ�। িচি িি্তমাচন পাঠক্রচমর লিঙ্গনিষম্য সিা অচনক সষেচরে আমরা 
সদখচি পাই িচি এ সম্চক্ত আমাচদর অিস্ান  লক  হওয়া উটেি  রা জানচি 
হচি লিঙ্গ লিষচয় স্বছে ধারো োকা দরকার। িাই িি্তমান লি. এড.পাঠক্রচমর লিঙ্গ 
লিষয়ক আচিােনা একটি গুরুত্বপূে্ম স্ান অলধকার কচর আচ�। 

লবিিীয়ি, জািীয় পাঠক্রম গঠচনর সষেচরে পরিিতীকাচি লিঙ্গ লিষয়চক গুরুত্ব 
প্রদান করা এটি একটি গুরুত্বপূে্ম পদচষেপ। এচষেচরে আমরা এন.লস.এফ. ২০০৫- 
এর  কো  িিচি  পালর।  এনলসএফ  ২০০৫  রলদ আমরা  লিচশ্ষে  কলর  িাহচি 
আমরা  সদখচি  পাচিা  সর  লশষোর  লিলভন্ন  লদচক  মাধ্যচম  রাচি  লিঙ্গ  লিষয়ক 
সচেিনিা  িৃলদ্ধ  পায়  এিং  সামালজক  কুসংস্ার  গুলি  সিাপ  পায়  িার  ওপর 
দৃলটিপাি করা হচয়চ�। 

িৃিীয়ি, সকিিমারে লনয়ম লভলত্তক পাঠক্রমই নয়, লিঙ্গ লিষয়ক সচেিনিার 
আচিােনা সশ্েীকচষের িাইচর িা সরগুলি পাঠ্যক্রচমর অন্তভু্ততি নয় িার বিারাও 
রাচি  লি্মঙ্গ  লিষয়ক েে্তা  হয়  সস  লিষয়গুচিা গুরুত্ব  সদওয়া হচয়চ�। এিং  লশষো 
প্রলিষ্াচন  লিলভন্ন অনুষ্াচনর মাধ্যচম এই েে্তা হয়  সস  লিষয়টি গুরুত্ব সদচি। রা 
আমরা সাধারেভাচি িুকালয়ি পাঠক্রম িচি োলক। 

েিুে্মি, আমাচদর িি্তমাচন সর পাঠপুস্ক ও লিষয়িস্তু আচ� িার মাধ্যচম 
রাচি  লশষোেতীরা  লিঙ্গ  লিষচয়  সচেিন  হচি  পাচর  সস  লিষচয়র  ওপর  লিচশষ 
গুরুত্ব আচরাপ করা হচয়চ�। এচষেচরে রাচি লিষয়িস্তু মচধ্য এমন লক�ু লিষয় না 
োচক রারা সমাচজ লিঙ্গ বিষম্য সদখা রায় সসটি ও সখয়াি রাখচি হচি। 

পঞ্মি, একজন লশষেকই পাচর লশষোেতী িো সমাজচক পলরিি্তন করচি। 
গিানুগলিক  লিঙ্গ  লিষয়ক ধারোর উচদ্ধ্ম ওঠার জন্য  লশষেচকর একটি গুরুত্বপূে্ম 
ভূলমকা  আচ�।  িাই  লশষেক  এ  ি্যাপাচর  লক  করচি  হচি  িার  একটি  সম্ূে্ম 
রূপচরখা আমরা িি্তমান সকাস্মটির মধ্যচম জানচি পালর। 
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পাঠক্রচমর সশষ এককটি লিলভন্ন লিষচয়র লদক সেচক লিোর করচি খুিই গুরুত্বপূে্ম। 
কারে এখাচন লিঙ্গ লিষয়ক লক�ু িাস্ি সমস্যার সমাধান সম্চক্ত আচিােনা করা 
হচয়চ�,  সরমন Sexuality, Sexual Harassment, Abuse। এই সমস্ পলরভাষা 
গুলি লক এিং এর প্রচয়াগ গুলি সকান সষেচরে সকমন িা সুন্রভাচি আচিােনা 
করা হচয়চ�। রা িি্তমান পলরলস্লির পলরচপ্রলষেচি খুিই কার্মকরী। 

 উপসংহার

 উপলরউতি আচিােনা সেচক আমরা িুিচি পালর সর িি্তমান লি.এড. পাঠক্রচমর 
লিঙ্গলিষয়ক  সকাস্মটি  খুিই  গুরুত্বপূে্ম।  এখাচন  সর  লিষয়গুচিা  আচিােনা  করা 
হচয়চ�  িা  িি্তমান  এর  পলরচপ্রলষেচি  রচোপরুতি।  লকন্তু  এগুলি  সকিি  এই 
লিষচয়র িাল্বিক লদক। িাল্বিক লদচকর আসি সাফি্য হচিা িার প্রচয়াচগ। আমরা 
রলদ  একজন  লশষেক  টহচসচি ভলিষ্যৎ প্রজচন্মর কাচ�  এই  লিষচয়  সটঠক জ্ান 
সপঁচ�  লদচি পালর িাহচি হয়চিা ভলিষ্যচি সমাচজ  লিঙ্গ  বিষম্য োকচি না। 
িাই  লশষেক-�ারেচদর  সেচক  শুরু  কচর  লিঙ্গ  সচেিনিা  এমন  ভাচি  �টড়চয় 
লদচি হচি রাচি খুি িাড়ািাটড়  লিঙ্গ বিষম্য সমাজ সেচক দূর হয়। সসই সচঙ্গ 
লশষোর আলেনায় লশষেকচদর িদ্ধ পলরকর হচি হচি। সামালজক লিঙ্গ সচেিনিা 
সটঠকভাচি সমাচজ সদখা রাচি রখন িা সটঠকভাচি সমাচজ প্রচয়াগ হচি। 
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Historical Evolution of Gender Thought
Dr. P. S. Shanmugaboopathi

INTRODUCTION

The Meadow Movement, which began in the United States last year 
and has spread to Tamil Nadu today, is a reminder of the importance 
of gender education in schools and colleges. European countries have 
created a situation where a sense of gender equality and the introduction 
of education for gender recognition in schools can lead to a respectful 
relationship between men and women. The problem is growing in 
society as a hereditary disease that continues from the literary period to 
the present day. The reason for this persistence is that from that time to 
this, gender has been seen as a problematic issue in this society.

GENDER DISCRIMINATION FROM THE LITERARY PERIOD TO 
THE PRESENT

Gender problem and inequality has been a thorn in the side of society 
since the dawn of human civilization. The status of women as slaves 
in the development of human civilization has been the same. In the 
early days women were restricted to the definition of housekeeping 
and child protection. Are they educated by this condition? Social 
contribution? Their status was degraded in terms of giving during the 
Sangam period. But even in today’s corporate work environment, there 
is a general understanding that women are equal; They say they are 
not in the mood to accept it in practice Behavioral psychologists. They 
are deliberately indifferent because of gender. In this situation it is an 
unwritten rule in modern society that a woman has to become a man 
in order to gain her recognition and focus on her skills and ideas in her 
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work environment. Have to raise your voice as loud as men. Men are 
considered to be an important factor in the acceptance of a woman’s 
idea or ability. This memory is the reason for gender discrimination.

To get rid of these conditions a man must first reach the maturity 
of seeing her from the position of a woman. He should know that 
the way of thinking of a man and the way of thinking of a woman 
are different. Male has one linear thinking after another. Women have 
Lateral Thinking that combines different possibilities. To understand 
all this, education must begin at home and at school.

BISEXUAL SCHOOL IS THE SOLUTION TO GENDER DISCRIMI-
NATION

A recent UNESCO guideline on gender education explains the impact 
of education on sexual behavior. The report states that this education 
enhances the understanding of the feelings, the practicality of expressing 
it, the credible places, and the ability to identify individuals, beginning 
with the need to keep body parts intimate in any given situation. 
According to the IIT, violence is more likely to occur in an environment 
where men and women do not have the opportunity to interact together 
from an early age. Professor Kalpana said in a statement.

Bisexual students should be encouraged to play together in sports 
classes. Conduct workshops for them to ask and share questions, fears, 
and doubts that may arise about the other person regarding another 
gender.

Most private colleges in Tamil Nadu do not even allow students to 
speak. This will create an unhealthy social status. “Schools are the best 
place to talk and practice gender equality. Bisexual schools are great for 
knowing that the two are equal in skills, qualifications, and standards. 
When students of both sexes are separated, the environment for women 
to be like themselves is lost.’’

EQUALITY THINKING MUST BE IMPROVED

Professor of Gynecology N. Manimegala says that gender equality 
education can be successful only by cultivating a sense of equality 
in all spheres, be it caste, religion or class. Beyond male and female 
relationships, sexual minorities share the power and oppression of 
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each other’s sexuality. In addition, the solution is to have a Foundation 
Course on Gender Studies for undergraduate students in colleges under 
the administration of Bharathidasan University. Lessons like this are 
not just for reading and passing exams. This gender education system is 
based not only on the sense of gender equality but also on the idea that 
these subjects should be taught by teachers who have a sense of equality 
at all levels such as caste, religion and class.

But, in practice the situation is not so good. Even the perception 
of women’s clothing has not changed in the college and university 
environment. The prevailing view is that women’s clothing is the cause 
of all problems. The fact that there is a lack of gender equality thinking 
even among male and female volunteers participating in ‘gender 
champion clubs’ set up in colleges under the guidance of the Central 
University Grants Commission is saddening that the level of gender 
discrimination remains unchanged even among educated people. In 
a society where a woman is accepted to leave home for education and 
work, she has not yet come to accept that she is equal and has all the 
rights. 

The Royal Commission of Australia says sexual violence and 
domestic violence can be avoided through mutual understanding and 
respect for men, women and sexual minorities in relationships such as 
friendship, work and love. Attempting to pursue education about sex, 
understanding of sex, and relationships with the opposite sex based on 
mutual respect, not just starting at home, school, or college, can lead to 
a complete reduction of gender discrimination.

SOLUTIONS OF PIONEERING COUNTRIES IN GENDER DIS-
CRIMINATION EDUCATION

Dutch : Sex education is part of the government-subsidized school 
curriculum for children between the ages of four and 12. They are 
taught about relationships, sexual attraction, warmth, friendship, 
childbirth and so on. Lessons are taught on reproductive, sexual and 
sexually transmitted diseases over the age of 14.
Denmark : In Denmark, sex is taught very simply and accurately 
from an early age. They are taught through illustrated books about 
safe relationships. It is accepted there that children know their sexual 
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suspicions from adults, including parents.
Germany : It is common practice in schools and communities to clarify 
children’s sex education and suspicions. In 1974, the book ‘Psych Mall’, 
which teaches sex education with pornographic photographs, was 
published for pre-teen children and became very popular with them.

CONCLUSION

Gender is the length of the genres that depend on masculinity and 
femininity and distinguish them. Depending on the context, it may be 
based on the gender or gender differences of the living male or female, 
as well as on gender characteristics and sexual social structures such as 
gender identity. The notion that this distinction is formed by society 
is embodied in many philosophical and sociological theories about 
gender. According to this ideology, society, culture, and literature form 
gender; Society, culture, and literature do not depend on whether they 
define activities that are appropriate or ideal for a particular child.

The real claim is that this status equates to equal rights for both 
men and women. Others say that society constructs activities other 
than certain behaviors that define biological components. Others argue 
that the solution to the problem of gender discrimination is based on 
gender equality, regardless of gender in general. These changes will be 
the platform for a permanent solution to gender discrimination and 
problems then, today and in the future. If the social structure, the 
family structure and the educational structure are equally aligned with 
it, the weeds of gender discrimination will be completely eradicated.
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Praxis of Gender Equity in Curriculum 
Transaction : A Transformative Pedagogy

Anirban Ghosh & Chandan Adhikary 

The term ‘Gender’ symbolizes a social construct that is an internal 
sense of self, behavior, ability, roles, status, expectations, earning 
capability and activities within society that human has evolved. The 
term ‘gender’ is used in place of ‘sex’ because, while ‘sex’ refers to 
the binary division between males and females in terms of biological 
discrimination based on their chromosomes, hormones and secondary 
sexual characteristics etc. Inequality of gender is evidenced in the 
curriculum of primary, secondary and higher secondary institutions. 
Mainly there are two types of curriculum i.e. formal and informal. 
Formal curriculum introduced by Govt. or institutions. They are 
defined as sets of objectives, context, resources and assessment. 
Informal curriculum, also defined as hidden or unofficial, refer to 
attitudes, values, beliefs, assumptions, behaviors and undeclared 
agendas underlying the learning process. These are formulated by 
individuals, families, societies, religions, cultures and traditions. 
When our society was established, some high profile as well as high 
ranked people set some rules regarding gender division and lifestyle 
of male and female. These conventional rules have been repeated 
generation to generation. Consequently, the female has been 
oppressed, humiliated and brutalized era after era. Various social 
activists and reformers have come forwarded to remove the stereotype 
system of gender inequality as well as discrimination of works which 
are varied between male and female. Active feminists are giving their 
best effort to promote the concept of gender inequality and division 
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of work. Their tireless effort has proved to be a great impact in school 
curriculum and textbooks. Many inspiring life stories of heroic bodies 
have been made as contexts in school syllabus as well as curriculum. 
In this socio cultural platform the teachers or educators has a great 
role to clarify all these gender issues and make a way to their learning 
outcomes. Praxis of gender equity is to be exercised judiciously and 
strategically through reflective practice on the part of the teachers so 
that the question of gender equity may be justified. This paper aims 
at sensitizing the teachers about the need and importance of a gender 
friendly approach in curriculum transaction in both scholastic and co-
scholastic areas of academic pursuits.

INTRODUCTION

Masculine and feminine collaboration has made this beautiful planet. 
To the necessity of creation and reproduction, men and women 
have same role, share as well as importance. Human life is sustaining 
and nurtured by the contributory roles of both men and women. 
It enhances their individual capabilities to the development of a 
child. But it is a matter of great awe that a society like ours treat a 
girl as less capable than a boy. Hence discrimination between a boy- 
student and girl-student is considered everywhere. In the family, in 
the community and in the school this gender based discrimination 
has been established and promoted in our country generation after 
generation so far. The situation of gender imbalance is very sharp in 
our country. This stereotype practice of gender based discrimination 
is depriving the girls from every fields of our society. Now this is 
the high time to discontinue the vulgar game of discrimination 
and separation to the girls in the male dominant society. Education 
can change and remold into a new shape and framework of our 
narrow- minded society where both boys and girls would enjoy 
and perform in a friendly atmosphere. Therefore, upgraded and 
updated educational interventions are strongly required to eliminate 
and eradicate the root of gender biased and stereotyped thoughts 
of differentiating the girls from the male dominant society. This 
conventional practice should be shattered from the primary level 
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by providing a school where there will not be any kind of gender 
inequality and partiality. A gender friendly approach in curriculum 
transaction must be implemented from the very beginning. In terms 
of offering equal chances and choices to the implementation of 
gender friendly atmosphere is sharply required to fulfill our approach 
in curriculum transaction in both scholastic and co-scholastic 
atmospheres to attain school education.

OBJECTIVES OF THE STUDY

The objectives of the present study are :
 1. To explore the needs and importance of a gender friendly ap-

proach in curriculum transaction.
 2. To find out innovative strategies for studying praxis of gender 

equity in classroom transaction.
 3.  To investigate the role of teachers as reflective practitioner in im-

plementing gender friendly approach in classroom context.

TRANSFORMATIVE PEDAGOGY

Transformative pedagogy is defined as an active pedagogical ideology 
which offers some combining elements to construct a critical pedagogy 
that empowers students to examine their values, knowledge and beliefs 
thoroughly and critically. It develops and reflects the goal of practicing 
multiple perspectives based on a critical consciousness. In this aspect 
it evolves a sense of an advocacy and social responsibility. Based on 
the webinar series, IICBA (International Institute of Capacity Building 
in Africa) is preparing a module of ‘Transformative pedagogy’. In this 
module, there are six key elements are referred as well. They are—(i) 
Safe-learning environment (Safe and inclusive spaces for children 
to learn). (ii) Whole School approach (Inclusive of all subjects, staff 
and school life). (iii) Role modeling (The influence and role of adults 
in children’s learning). (iv) Context sensitivity (The understanding 
and integration of the learners’ contexts and social reality into the 
content). (v) Participatory and collaborative learning (Use a learning 
process based on participatory, collaborative and self-driven learning 
approaches) (vi) Supporting learner-led action (Connecting learning to 
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action to empower learners to become agents of change). The six key 
elements of transformative pedagogy are depicted in Fig. 1.

Fig. 1. The key elements of Transformative Pedagogy.

In this field everyone associated to the life of a student must treat to 
sow the seed of gender friendly approach in curriculum transaction and 
the sense gender discrimination must be eradicated from the primary 
level of a student.

Need and Importance of gender friendly approach in curriculum 
transaction 

First of all, we must understand the meaning of gender and 
difference between ‘sex’ and ‘gender’. Gender is a term which refers as 
well as differentiates male and female. Now-a-days this term is applied 
to mean the socio-culture differences between man and woman. On 
the other hand, ‘sex’ refers to the binary division between males and 
females in different fields such as hormones, chromosomes, sexual 
organs etc. If we do the further study then we find the term ‘gender’ 
which means the socio – cultural differences between the males and 
females in various areas such as their strength, ability, performance, 
wage earning capacity and social acceptability as well as responsibility. 
In Fig. 2 indicates the clear concept of ‘Sex’ and ‘Gender’.
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 Fig.- 2 Concept of ‘Sex’ and ‘Gender’

In fact, the biological process does not discriminate and differentiate 
man and woman but our stereotyped male dominant society considers 
the woman as weak, helpless etc. Hence, they have become conservative 
and subordinate to man.

In a cross cultural comparative study of Australian and Samish 
textbooks, Hellsten highlighted that in both cultures boys receive more 
attention in textual content. Gender bias is transmitted through the 
use of gender specific verbal phrases and portrayal of gender specific 
adult activities, where men are the initiators and women are relatively 
passive. In an analysis, Chung observed that comparative invisibility and 
unimportance of women characters in Korean and Mexican primary 
level textbooks. Women are depicted as passive, dependent, emotionally 
sensible, mostly at home as homemaker and mother. However, women 
are sometime visible in traditional feminine jobs outside home. Men 
are always portrayed as intellectually inclined, adventurous, forward 
looking and active. Gender stereotyping is noticeable in the behavioural 
traits of protagonists in textbooks. Walker and Foote notice most 
children’ story books contain boys as Hero while girls play stereotypical 
role. So gender friendly approach essentials to be a central part of the 
development of the school curriculum and strategies of teaching. 
Children will want to come to school and will enjoy the experience of 
learning if schools implement good-quality, gender-friendly approach 
in curriculum, and strategies of teaching. Therefore, the high time has 
come to realize the need and importance of gender friendly approach 

SEX GENDER

Biological discrimination: XY or XX
 Male /Female /Intersex

Chromosomes. Sex Organs,
Hormones

Social construct and
internal sense of self

behabiour, ability, roles,
status. Man/Woman/Other
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in curriculum transaction as well as scholastic and co-scholastic areas 
in society. Otherwise in this conventional society most of the girls who 
enter into the portals of primary education have a low self-esteem and 
negative self-image. If the socio cultural gender friendly approach is 
not offered, then large scale of dropouts of girls must be happened 
before completing their elementary education. State Governments as 
well as Central Governments have a responsibility to develop gender 
friendly education policies for children’s learning, as well as for their 
long-term wellbeing.

Some innovative strategies for studying praxis of gender equity
Some new ideas have been already launched by both of the state 

and central government to motivate the girl-students in their study, 
empowerment and self- existence. Their initiatives and enterprises are 
quite praise worthy. Some more innovative initiatives should be added 
to their scheme. Some innovative strategies like as :

	 •	 Lady	teachers	should	be	appointed,	scholarships	to	the	meritori-
ous and eligible tribal and needy girls. 

	 •	 They	 should	 be	 awarded	 few	 attractive	 incentives	 in	 different	
fields such as for any brave deed, humble behavior to the poor, 
social activities etc.

	 •	 Women	 and	men	 are	 equally	 involved	 in	 all	 levels	 of	 decision	
making.

	 •	 Women’s	as	well	as	men’s	concerns,	perspectives	and	experiences	
are integrated into the design, implementation, monitoring and 
evaluation of all education legislation, policies and programmes 
so that women and men benefit equally.

	 •	 Training	teachers	in	the	skills	for	making	teaching	and	learning	
processes responsive to the specific needs of girls and boys.

Gender issue is not only an educational issue but also a social issue. 
Therefore, it is a great need and responsibility of the teachers, educators, 
parents and community to sensitize the gender issue. Gifts, awards and 
attractive incentives should be offered to the good doers considering 
the achievement level of both the boy-students and girl- students.

Role of Teachers as reflective practioner
A teacher moulds and shapes the society. A teacher must be 
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sensitive and he needs follow some guidelines in practicing a gender 
friendly approach in curriculum transaction. Their interpretation of 
the curriculum, interaction with learners, and way they assign duties 
and homework, are important factors in a child’s education. A teacher 
must follow some dos and don’ts in this process of class management.

WHAT TO DO:

	 •	 First	of	all,	the	teacher	needs	to	be	gender	sensitized	and	promote	
appropriate and effective skills to break the gender stereotypes in 
the teaching- learning process. Before doing this the teacher must 
attend specific training programmes.

	 •	 He/She	has	 to	understand	the	social	context	and	create	 fruitful	
atmosphere free from any kind of gender inequality thoughts 
through special programmes and regular PTA meetings.

	 •	 He/	She	has	to	create	motivating	classroom	environment	by	ex-
emplifying both brave men and women as well as social work-
ers. He/She has to decorate the walls of the classrooms with the 
photographs of local women and meritorious ex-students of the 
school.

WHAT NOT TO DO:

	 •	 Do	not	speak	on	gender	issues	based	on	stereotyped	gender	dis-
crimination.

	 •	 Do	not	give	any	task	which	may	arise	gender	issues.
	 •	 Do	not	use	remarks	that	are	detrimental	to	girls	and	boys.
	 •	 Do	not	show	any	favour	or	partiality	to	the	girls	or	boys.

CONCLUSION

To sum up, a teacher has a potential role to guide every situation so 
that any type of gender issues may not appear in the mindset of both 
boys and girls. In every activity such as sweeping, cleaning, decorating 
as well as maintaining the congenial atmosphere of the classroom, both 
boys and girls should be assigned. Finally, in teaching learning process 
conscious efforts of the teachers needs to be addressed by giving equal 
opportunities to both the boys and girls. Every classroom, curriculum 
and instructional system should be transformed into an inclusive set up 
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with respect to gender equity. Innovative pedagogical strategies should 
be designed through judicious and strategic approaches. Worldwide 
researcher involved in pedagogical research should be encouraged to 
conduct research on gender equity and curriculum transaction in order 
to eradicate gender biases reflected in our education setting.
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In Search of a Gender Inclusive 
Curriculum: A Journey
Dr. Rituparna Basak (DasGupta)

‘Gender is not something we are born with, and not something we 
have, but something we do (West and Zimmerman 1987)— something 
we perform (Butler 1990).’

Traditionally and historically, Indian society has always been a patriarchal 
one where women are dominated and controlled by male members of 
the society. After the publication of the report “Towards Equality” in 
1974 by the Committee on the Status of Women in India, Ministry of 
Education and Social Welfare, Department of Social Welfare (NCERT 
Report, 2013-2014), the issues related to gender in India had gained 
importance since the 70’s. In the arena of education, the need to make 
the curriculum a gender inclusive one also ran parallel. 

In a country struggling towards attaining the gender equality like 
India, one way of doing so is to educate the young learners through a 
gender bias free curriculum in the schools. If both men and women are 
presented equally without any gender bias and stereotypes, chance is 
optimum that children grow up without any pre-destined and imposed 
notion of gender roles on their young minds. Gender perceptions can 
be made positive through education. Thus, tracking the changes which 
have been taken place in the Post-independence Indian Curriculum is 
the focal point of this study, and also to find out how a gender inclusive 
curriculum can successfully be practiced in Indian schools. 

The Modern English word ‘gender’ comes from Middle English 
‘gender’ (also gendere, gndir, gendyr, gendre), a loanword from Anglo-
Norman and Middle French ‘gendre’. The modern use of the term 
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‘gender’ referring to masculinity and femininity are found throughout 
the history of Modern English (from about the 14th century). The 
modern academic use of the word, in the context of socially assigned 
roles of men and women, dates at least back to 1945, and was popularized 
and developed by the feminist movement from the 1970s onwards.
The World Health Organization states, “ ‘[s]ex’ refers to the biological 
and physiological characteristics that define men and women,” and 
“ ‘gender’ refers to the socially constructed roles, behaviours, activities, 
and attributes that a given society considers appropriate for men and 
women.’’ Thus, sex is regarded as a category studied in biology (natural 
sciences), while gender is studied in humanities and social sciences. 
Therefore, it is stated that sex is something that does not change, while 
the concept of gender varies as per the social structure.

Most of the studies indicate that “Sitting in the same classroom, 
reading the same textbook, listening to the same teacher, boys and girls 
receive very different education” (Sadker & Sadker, 1994) and that these 
experiences have a negative impact on girls’ educational attainment 
(Younger & Warrington, 1996; Sadker & Sadker, 1994).Several studies 
have shown that textbooks reinforce traditional and stereotypical views 
of masculinity and femininity, and also encourage children to accept a 
traditional gender order. Teachers often use materials, including texts, 
images or examples that reinforce stereotyped roles. Typical examples 
given are roles of the father (reading the newspaper) and the mother 
(serving dinner); the doctor (male) and the nurse (female); playing ball 
(boy) and combing doll’s hair (girl). Thus curriculum plays a vital role 
in shaping the concept of gender and gender bias, for example, bullying 
and noise-making are considered natural for boys, and politeness and 
gentleness for girls.

In general, teachers interact with boys more often than with 
girls by a margin of 10 to 30 percent, depending on the grade level 
of the students and the personality of the teacher (Measor & Sykes, 
1992). One possible reason for the difference is related to the greater 
assertiveness of boys that makes a teacher “forced” to pay more attention 
to them. Another possibility is that some teachers may feel that boys 
are especially prone to getting into mischief, so they may interact with 
them more frequently to keep them focused on the task at hand (Erden 
& Wolfgang, 2004). The differences are summarized in Table 1. The 
result (probably unintended) is a tendency to make boys’ knowledge 
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seem more important and boys themselves more competent than girls. 
Another result is the tendency to make girls’ knowledge less visible and 
girls themselves less competent than boys. 

Type of response from 
teachers

Boys Girls

Praises Correct knowledge “Good” or compliant 
behaviour

Overlooks or ignores “Good” or compliant 
behaviour; incorrect 
knowledge

Misbehaviour; correct 
knowledge

Criticizes Misbehaviour Incorrect knowledge

Table 1: Gender differences in how teachers praise and criticize students

In sociological terms ‘gender role’ refers to the characteristics and 
behaviours that different cultures attribute to the sexes. Therefore, a ‘real 
man’ in any culture requires male sex plus what various cultures define 
as masculine characteristics and behaviours, similarly a ‘real woman’ 
is defined by female sex and feminine characteristics. Thus gender is 
a social construct that determines attitudes, roles, responsibilities and 
behaviour patterns of boys and girls, men and women in all societies. 
Gender relations, though vary from society to society, are mostly shaped 
by power relations, especially in the context of multicultural societies 
like India. Therefore, positive interventions have been initiated by the 
Government of India to ensure gender equality in education at the 
Centre and state level. A landmark initiative was undertaken in 1986, 
with the enactment of the National Policy on Education (NPE) and 
its revised POA (1992). The same concern has also been reflected in 
curriculum frameworks developed by apex national organization like 
National Council of Educational Research and Training (NCERT). In 
this regard NCFs of 1975, 1988, 2000 and 2005 have made specific 
efforts to reduce and eradicate gender disparities from the arena of 
education. 

The following section throws light on the journey undertaken by 
the Indian education system to create a gender inclusive curriculum 
from time to time. In doing so, the biggest challenge for the Post- 
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Independent India was to make maximum provisions to uplift the 
deplorable condition of women and girls’ education so that first the 
gender equity in education may be achieved.

The first educational commission in the Post-Independent India 
was Radhakrishnan Commission (1948-49) which placed the following 
recommendations to promote girls’ and women education:

 l More facilities in co-ed institutions for girls,
 l Equality in curriculum,
 l Special subjects for girls,
 l Equal salary for male and female teachers,
 l Proper value education

Mudalier Commission (1952-53) also made some important 
recommendations to promote the same:

 l Provision for home science as a subject in girls’ school and co-ed 
schools,

 l Separate girls’ schools,
 l To establish government schools for girls at places where there is 

none, 
 l To minimize inconveniences faced by girls and lady teachers,
 l Inclusion of music, arts etc. in the curriculum to encourage more 

participation of girls in education.

Though number of schools was increased following these 
recommendations, the number of girl students did not increase 
satisfactorily. Considering the gravity of the problem the National 
Committee for Women’s Education was set up in 1958 under the 
chairmanship of Smt. Durgabai Deshmukh. After studying and 
analyzing the history of women’s education and its problems the 
committee submitted its report in 1959 with some very significant 
recommendations such as :

 l To form National Council for the education of Girls and Women 
along with state councils to monitor the progress of girls’ educa-
tion state wise,

 l To appoint State wise one Joint Director(woman) to supervise 
and conduct the women’s education,
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 l Proper funding to be done to promote such education,
 l To appoint ‘school mother’ in absence of lady teacher in primary 

schools,
 l To increase number of schools for girls,
 l Provision for better salary and triple benefit scheme for lady 

teachers to encourage the teaching profession for women,
 l To provide vocational training for girls,
 l To establish separate hostel and residential schools for girls,
 l To provide better transport facility and free tiffin. 

Following the first recommendation of the said committee, 
National Council for women education and National Institute for 
Women Education were formed. The latter appointed a committee in 
1961under the chairmanship of Srimati Hansa Mehta which made 
the following recommendations :

 l To balance the uneven ratio of boys and girls at schools by in-
creasing the number of girls,

 l To follow same curriculum for boys and girls,
 l To appoint both male and female teachers, especially female 

teachers,
 l Not to make cooking or home science compulsory for girls,
 l To introduce sex education at secondary level,
 l Provision of vocational and technical education for girls at the 

secondary level,
 l To encourage girls in studying mathematics and science, and to 

appoint ample number of lady teachers.

Even after repeated recommendations and positive initiatives situation 
did not improve much. Sri Bhaktabatsalam Committee (1963) made 
the following recommendations :

 l To establish Private Girls’ School to promote girls’ education,
 l To provide hostels for girl students and lady teachers at villages 

and remote places,
 l To inspire girls to become teachers in future,
 l Provision of promotion for lady teachers and enrichment of their 

social status,
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 l To provide meal for students,
 l To supply books and uniforms free of cost to poor girl students,
 l State governments have to construct one primary school within 1 

km radius in case of villages having 300 population and one sec-
ondary school within 5 km radius in case of villages having 1500 
population,

 l To reduce wastage and stagnation by appointing school inspec-
tors,

 l To appoint educated women of the villages as teachers on part 
time basis.

Keeping in view the earlier recommendations Kothari Commission 
(1964-66) recommended the following steps :

 l To implement recommendations made by previous committees,
 l To increase the existing ratio of woman and man in higher educa-

tion from 1:4 to 1:3,
 l To establish separate schools and colleges for women,
 l To set up ladies’ hostel,
 l No separate curriculum for girls/ women,
 l To admit more no. of girl students in science, technical subjects, 

medical science streams etc. 

From the above mentioned recommendations it is quite clear that the 
problem of women education ranges from infrastructure to the closed 
mind set of the society. Government Of India took some significant 
steps like :

 l The National Policy of Education(1968, 1972, 1986, 2020)
 l Five years plans
 l Sarva Shiksha Abhiyaan (mid-day meal, separate toilet, free books 

and uniform, remedial coaching, observation of women related 
days, fairs etc.)

 l National programme for Education of girls at Elementary Level
 l Kasturba Gandhi Balika Vidyalaya (KGBV)
 l Integrated Child Development Programme (ICDS)
 l National Women Commission (1992) etc.
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Both NPE, 1968 and NPE, 1986 considered Education as a tool or an 
agent of basic change for :

 l Upgrading the social status and respect of women in society,
 l Eradicating the gender discrimination.
 l Fostering the development of new values through redesigned cur-

ricula, textbooks, the training and orientation of teachers, deci-
sion-makers and administrators, and the active involvement of 
educational institutions. Women’s studies will be promoted as a 
part of various courses and educational institutions encouraged to 
take up active programmes to further women’s development.

 l Laying emphasis on women’s participation in vocational, techni-
cal and professional education at different levels to eliminate sex 
stereo-typing in vocational and professional courses and to pro-
mote women’s participation in non-traditional occupations.

Among several remarkable curricular modifications NCF 2005 
emphasized on the following:

 l Modification in traditional stereotypes
 l Gender bias-free classroom interaction
 l Textbook: an important tool
 l Objective learning experiences
 l Significant role of teachers 

Some of the remarkable initiatives as designed in the National 
Education Policy (NEP)-2020 are : 
 l To introduce “Gender Inclusion Fund” to provide quality and 

equitable education for all girls. The fund will focus on ensuring 
100% enrollment of girls in schooling and a record participa-
tion rate in higher education, decrease gender gaps at all levels, 
practice gender equity and inclusion in society, and improve the 
leadership capacity of girls through positive civil dialogues. It will 
also address local context-specific barriers to girls and transgender 
students.

 l Safety and security of school-going girls both inside and outside 
the school are to be ensured to increase the attendance number of 
girl children and prevent dropouts.
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 l Department of School Education and Literacy, Ministry of Edu-
cation (MoE) is implementing Samagra Shiksha - an Integrated 
Scheme for School Education (ISSE) under which various inter-
ventions have been targeted for Girls’ Education. Bridging gender 
and social category gaps at all levels of school education is one of 
the major objectives of the Samagra Shiksha.

 l The Department of Science and Technology (DST) has launched 
‘Knowledge Involvement in Research Advancement through 
Nurturing (KIRAN)’ Scheme to provide various career opportu-
nities to women scientists and technologists.

From the foregoing discussion it is now well understood that our 
education system, with the aim to ensure gender equality, has walked a 
long way. It started with the focus on establishing more girls’ schools, 
including subjects like home science and music to enroll more girl 
students. But the system has been through revolutionary changes over 
the years. At present we can say that a lot has been achieved, a lot to be 
achieved yet to reach to a gender inclusive curriculum.
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Position of Women in Modern Society
Shabaree Nath

‘There never will be complete equality until women themselves 
help to make laws and elect law maker’

—Susan B.Anthony

INTRODUCTION

In most civilization and Society in history women did not have the 
same rights as men but were barred from Public sphere of politics and 
economy to very large extent. Their place at home and task was to raise 
children and attend their husband their master. Attempts were made 
during British period for bringing improvement in the condition of 
Indian woman. The attempts succeeded as well to certain extent and 
therefore we find marked differences in the condition of woman during 
modern times. Of course it has not been possible to remove all social 
evils concerning woman and to assign them an equal status with men. 

POSITION OF WOMEN IN ANCIENT

 In ancient time Indian women enjoy a respectable position in the 
society. They could participate in religious rights attend festivals and 
take part in political and social activities. The Indian women in ancient 
period take part in public activities indicate the nature of the status 
enjoyed by women. Daughters were never treated although male 
children preferred to female children. They also received education 
like boys and went Brahmachari.Womens given complete freedom in 
family matters and were treated as an Ardhanginis. In many aspects the 
present day Indian women had to wait a long time to regain some of 
the rights the Vedic women enjoyed. They enjoyed a kind of liberty in 
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selecting their male partner. They could educate themselves, Widows 
were permitted to remarry. Even in ancient time men did not have 
the rights to divorce their wives. Marriage was not forcibly imposed 
on them. Child marriage were unknown. Girls wear given in marriage 
only after puberty and after completing their education women were 
enjoyed full rights to select their life partners. In the religious, field 
women were enjoyed full rights and regularly participated in the 
religious ceremonies and sacrifices were performed jointly by men 
and women. Women could shine as debaters in public assemblies. 
Women participation in public meetings and debates became less and 
less common in later Vedic. The worship of mother goddess is also 
symbolizing the position of women during that period. So it may be 
said that in ancient India or Vedic India women enjoy a superior status 
and they occupied an honorable position. 

STATUS OF WOMEN IN POST VEDIC PERIOD

In the post Vedic period the status of women in the society began to 
decline on account of Supremacy of the priestly class. Women were 
recognized only as wives and mother. Their position sub-ordinate to 
men. This period can be marked for significant changes in the social 
and political system of India... Gradually birth based caste system came 
into existence and got firmly established. Indian women are relatively 
disempowered and they enjoy lower status than that of men from times 
in memorial. Status of wife much below than that of her husband. 
Even the privilege of participation in Vedic rites with husband was 
snatched away from her. Women sole duty was to obey their master 
and serve their husband. The husband was allowed to beat his wife 
with first or rod if she refused his sexual advances. Wives became silent 
partners of religious ceremonies.Sita in the Ramayana and Draupadi 
in the Mahabharata are the burning examples of Indian women. In 
the name of religion and ritual women have been exploited by the 
male chauvinists in the form of child marriage, polygamy, sati, girl 
infanticide etc. deprived the women from their least freedom of lives. 

STATUS OF WOMEN IN MEDIAEVAL PERIOD

In mediaeval Indian society women held in the complete subjugation 
to men and their statusto deteriorate. This is a period that witnesses 
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the spread of Hinduism and the caste system; we also find a gradual 
lawyering of women position in society. Sons are given more preference 
than to daughter. MP Srivastava opines in early mediaeval period and 
Sultan period ‘No Woman had an independent status. As daughter, 
women lived under the worship of her father, as a wife under the 
take care of her husband, and as a widow under the care of her eldest 
son’. Two system child marriage and Purdha brought about segregation 
of girls and degradation in the condition of Hindu women during 
the mediaeval period. Another social evil that is devdasi system also 
common during that period. Every important temple had a number 
of unmarried girls dedicated to the service of the deity. (The system of 
polygamy was common in both the Hindu and Muslim Society which 
did more harm to them. It is true that throughout the long period of 
Indian history we get instances of some outstanding woman like Gargi, 
Noor Jahan, Razia Begam, Laxmibai etc. who accomplished great merit 
in different sphere of activities. But these women sprang from the ruling 
privileged strata of the Society who were free from social subjugation 
and lived freely. But mass of the Indian woman had neither freedom 
nor opportunity for the development of self-expression. 

EMANCIPATION OF INDIAN WOMEN

The British rule had brought a revolution in social status of Indian 
women. A new social based of Liberty equality and individual rights 
begin emergency in Indian society. Like Raja Ram Mohan Roy, 
Debendranath Tagore,Ishwar Chandra Vidyasagar strongly raised 
voice against injustice women. The practice of Sati, Polygamy, Child 
marriage, Widow remarriage, abolition of discrimination between men 
and women and strongly advocated education for women. A Christian 
missionary pioneers in this field. Bethune the president of council 
of Education founded girl’s schools in Calcutta in 1819. Pt. Ishwar 
Chandra Vidyasagar also did a lot in popular popularizing the cause of 
female education and associated with no less than 35 girl’s schools in 
Bengal. In 1916 Prof. DK Karve set-up and Indian women’s University 
in Bombay. The social and religious reforms of the 19th Century were 
pioneers in this field. They gave equal emphasizes to social reforms 
primarily concerning women. Sir Syed Ahmed Khan attempted modern 
education for Muslim girls. Thus, the religious reformers of the 19th 
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century gave equal emphasis to social reforms primarily concerning 
women.

When India came in contact with foreign countries in modern 
times. The women’s liberation movements in other countries, their 
claim of equality with men, their dress, thoughts, etc. also helped in the 
emancipation of Indian women because hey inspired them to struggle 
for their betterment. The doctrines of socialism and communism also 
emphasized the equality of women with men. Western education 
and ideas have also taken a large part in the emancipation of Indian 
women. The Indian women are now aiming at education as well as 
gainful employment which may make them self-reliant economically. 
This is a well-directed course for the emancipation of Indian women. 
Indian women are doctors, engineers, teachers, political leader, 
etc. several women organization and NGO are also working for the 
upliftment and protection of the rights of women. All this is a sign 
of improvement in the condition of Indian women will be able to 
command an honorable place in the society, yet the condition of Indian 
women cannot be regarded satisfactory. So women are the backbone 
of the society to bring strength, harmony, cooperation, humanity and 
eventually transforming the society into a compassionate and peaceful 
place to live in.

LEGAL AND CONSTITUTIONAL RIGHTS OF THE WOMEN

Efforts have been made for bringing about improvement in the 
conditions of women by framing laws as well. Such attempts began 
duringthe period of the British rule. In 1829, when William Bentinck 
was the governor-general of the East India Company, the practice of 
Sati was declared illegal, in 1856, Widow Remarriage Act provided the 
right to Hindu widows to remarry, and in 1872, Native Marriage Act 
was passed primarily because of the efforts of Keshav Chandra Sen. 
This Act decided that for all those who accept this law voluntarily, 
child-marriages and polygamy would be illegal, while widow-marriages 
and inter-cast marriages would be legal. In 1937, a lawwas framed 
which provided that Hindu women had the right toown property and 
in 1943 working women were given the right to take leave during the 
period of child-birth.
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Indian women have been protected by laws after Indian 
independence as well, The Indian Constitution has declared that the 
state would not discriminate between male and female. Several laws 
have also been framed for bringing about improvement in the status 
of women. Various labour Acts and various insurance schemes have 
been framed for protecting working women. Marriage Act in 1958, 
marriageable age for a boy and a girl belonging to different religions 
was fixed at 21 and 18 years respectively. Another Act in 1961, declared 
the taking and giving of dowry illegal. Certainly, all these laws have 
helped in bringing about improvement in the status of Indian Women.

MEASURES TO IMPROVE STATUS OF WOMEN

Yet, the condition of Indian women cannot be regarded satisfactory. 
The Indian society still suffers from the evil practices or Devadasi, 
prostitution, child-marriages, dowry-system, Purdah, reluctance in 
marrying widows, rape cases, etc. Besides, female education is not 
widespread. However, the worst feature is that the Indian society is 
still suffering from 1gnorance and blind traditions and no law of the 
government is attempting for their removal.

There is yet another serious problem concerning Indian woman. 
Whatever been provided by state and the Society to woman have 
been unevenly distributed. Woman among the common people of 
India are not able to share this facilities provided by the state and 
Society. Mostly, they are uneducated ignorant and unconscious of 
their rights. Education is regarded as an instrument that is of utmost 
significant in bringing about improvement in the status of woman. 
The women belonging to backgrounds section are needed more 
and more employment opportunities where they are able to acquire 
opportunities to enhance their living conditions. In rural and urban 
areas woman and girls are not given equal rights and opportunities 
as men or male members of the family and a prohibited from certain 
aspects like education, employment opportunities, decision-making, 
eating etc. The government launched Mahila Shakti Kendra in 2017, 
to improve the condition of the rural woman with opportunities for 
skill development, employment, digital literacy, health and nutrition. 
Betty Bacha Beti Padhao yojna in 2015 ,aims to generate awareness and 
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also improve the efficiency of welfare services for the girl child. All these 
are measure improvement in the condition of Indian woman and it is 
expected that Indian women will be able to command an honorable 
place in the Society. 

CONCLUSION:

The reality is that, in India, whatever efforts have been made for the 
betterment of women have been done not with a view to providing 
them equal status with men but simply to remove certain gross injustices 
done to them by the society. Therefore, it is not possible that women 
may get equal status with men in the society. Exploitation of women 
can be checked only when the society accepts that men and women are 
two species of human beings and, for that, it will be necessary to bring 
about changes in many social traditions and values of life. In that state 
of affairs,there will be same code of morality, social behaviour, duties, 
rights and protection by law both to men and women. The alone men 
and women will enjoy equal status in society and a balanced Indian 
society will be formed. So far, we are far away that goal. 
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Role of Human Rights Education in 
Creating Awarness among

Women in North-East Region
Rupamay Sarma & Dr. Bibhuti Bhusan Sarangi

INTRODUCTION

Education is a liberating force. It is always a democratizing force, 
cutting the barriers of caste and class, smoothing out inequalities 
imposed by birth and other circumstances to the development of 
human society. It is the beginning not only of individual knowledge, 
information and awareness, but also a holistic strategy for development 
and change. The issue of class, race, ethnicity and caste have been 
central to the educational discourse. And major emphasis has been 
laid on promoting equality through educating different classes, race, 
ethnic groups and castes. Gradually gender added a new dimension 
to this education equality paradigm Feminists vehemently criticize the 
differential attitude towards women because of which women have 
lagged behind in the field of education.

It is being argued that equality among human beings across and 
within society can be attained by providing sufficient opportunities 
for better health and education to the girl and women. Primary 
education is important for enabling women to breakthrough many 
traditional and social barriers, thus, promoting social development, 
while higher education plays a significant role in the promotion 
of upward/vertical social and occupational mobility, personality 
development, intellectual development as well as economical 
development.
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The modern economy of 21st century, certainly the knowledge 
economy, requires highly educated people for accelerating the process 
of economic development. Both the primary and higher education of 
a country plays a significant role in reducing gender disparity in the 
fastest developing countries like India. Today it appears to be one of the 
five most developed countries of the world by the year 2020 (Kalam 
2020) with the strength of its core competencies.

Women’s access to education has not been an easy one. Negative 
values that have posed several challenges on women’s development have 
been operating in our society far too long. In fact, our society has a 
history of denying opportunities for women to seek knowledge. This 
systematic denial of women’s access to education kept women in a state 
of perpetual ignorance and prevented them from seeking or utilizing 
opportunities for education and empowerment. For women the past 
has been dark, gloomy period of ignorance and illiteracy, the present 
is an era of meeting challenges and seeking equal opportunities, the 
future will be the women’s own rendering of writing her history.

With the lunch of the NPE 1986, a large number of initiatives 
have been undertaken to achieve the goals of “Education for All”. This 
goal of universalization of education has been pursued by successive 
developmental policies and plans for the last six decades. Nevertheless 
with a large and growing population of more than 121 crores today, it 
has been an uphill task to keep pace with the expanding demands for 
basic education. This challenges has been further compounded by the 
diverse socio-cultural and geographical conditions across the nation and 
rapidly changing scenario at global level in the name of liberalization, 
privatization and globalization. The efforts of government, NGOs and 
society have borne fruits as far as level of literacy in post independent 
India has risen from mere 18.33% to 74.04% in 2011 but all areas of 
the country have not been benefited equally.

The issue of women, their rights and awareness has been an 
ongoing topic of discussion since the down of 21st century and 2001 
was considered as the year of women empowerment. Many conferences 
and seminars have been held in the country to make women aware 
about their role in the society. Many strategies, ways and means has 
been adopted to enhance the status of women world-wide and to 
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make them aware of their rights and powers. In this regard an humble 
attempt has been made on the part paper presenter to study and find 
out the following objectives:

OBJECTIVES OF THE STUDY

 i) To study about the present scenario of women education in N.E 
India.

 ii) To study about the crucial problems of women awareness in 
North-East India.

 iii) To find out the ways and means to develop women awareness 
through human right education.

METHODOLOGY

For this study only secondary data are used. Data are collected from 
various government departments, various studies on women, books, 
journals, Statistical hand book of Assam, Economic survey of Assam 
and other available documents. Analysis and interpretation of the study 
were done on the basis of the data collected from the various sources. 
Statistical technique of percentage is applied in interpretation of the 
result.

PRESENT SCENARIO OF WOMEN EDUCATION IN N.E INDIA

Female literacy is considered to be a more sensitive index of social 
development compared to overall literacy rate. Female literacy is 
negatively related with fertility rate, population growth rates, infant 
and child mortality rates and shows a positive association with females 
age at marriage, life expectancy, participation in modern sectors of 
economy and above all, female enrolment. The male- female literacy 
gap has narrowed from 21.59% in 2001 census to 16.68% in 2011 
census. The rate is also narrowed in the North-East region remarkably.

Women constitute about 48.46% of population of India as per 
census of 2011, but they are not well represented in social, political, 
economic and religious life as per their numerical strength. There is 
gender gap in education where women are lagging behind men. The 
literacy rate of women is lower than that of men. The real picture of 
this gender gap can be realized by having look on the Table 1.
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Table: 1 Literacy Rate: 1951--2011

 Census year Persons Males  Female’s Gender gap
 1951 18.33% 27.16% 8.86% 18.30% 
 1961 28.30% 40.40% 15.35%  25.05%
 1971 34.45% 45.96% 21.97% 23.09%
 1981 43.57% 56.38% 29.76% 26.62%
 1991 52.21%  64.13% 39.29% 24.62%
 2001 64.84% 75.26% 53.76% 21.59%
 2011 74.04%  82.14% 65.46% 16.68%
(Source : Census report 2011)

Table 1 reveals that there is a wide gap in literacy level of males and 
females. Though the literacy level of women has risen from a low level 
of 8.86% to 65.46%. But the gap in male literacy with female is not 
decreased remarkably. India’s effective literacy rate has recorded a 9.2% 
rise to reach 74.04% in 2011 from 64.84% in 2001. Interestingly, 
literacy rate improved ply among females as compared to males. While 
the effective literacy rate for males rose from 75.26% to 82.14% 
marking a rise of 6.9%, it increased by 11.8% for females to go from 
53.67% to 65.46%

Table: 2 Literacy Rate in North-Eastern State: (Census report 2011)

 Rank State Persons Males Female’s Gender gap

 Mizoram 91.60% 93.70% 89.40% 4.30%
 Tipura 87.80% 92.20% 83.10% 9.10%
 Sikkim 82.70% 87.30% 76.40% 10.90% 
Nagaland 80.10% 83.30% 76.70% 6.60%
 Manipur 79.80% 86.50% 73.20% 13.30%
 Maghalaya 75.50% 77.20% 73.80% 3.40%
 Assam 73.20% 78.80% 67.30% 11.50%
 Arunachal Pradesh 67% 73.70% 59.60% 14.10%
Source:http://cyberjournalist.org.in/census/cenlito.html

Among the ten states and union territories, two North-Eastern state 
namely Tripura and Mizoram have attained the literacy rate of above 
85%, the target set by the Planning Commission to be achieved by 
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2011-2012. The other N.E. states like Sikkim, Nagaland and Manipur 
have achieved almost 80% or above literacy rate. The states like Assam 
and Meghalaya have almost 70% or above literacy rate. In case of 
Arunachal Pradesh both the literacy rate is lowest and the gender gap is 
the highest among the N.E. States. The table also reveals that the very 
narrow in case of Meghalaya, Mizoram and Nagaland. Though Tripura 
is the second in literacy rate in the table but the gender gap is 9.1% 
which indicates that the provision of female education is still below at 
per with other states. The gender gap is remarkably seen in the states 
like Arunachal Pradesh, Manipur, Assam and Sikkim.

Table 3 Status of Gender Gap during the last decade (2001-2011)

States Year Persons Males Females Gender gap

Mizoram 2001 88.49% 90.69% 86.13% 4.56%
 2011 91.60% 93.70% 89.40% 4.30%
Tripura 2001 73.66% 81.47% 65.41% 16.06%
 2011 87.80% 92.20% 83.10% 9.10%
Sikkim 2001 69.68% 76.73% 61.46% 15.27%
 2011 82.20% 87.30% 76.40% 10.90%
Nagaland 2001 67.11% 71.77% 61.92% 9.85%
 2011 80.10% 83.30% 76.70% 6.60%
Manipur 2001 68.87% 77.87% 59.70% 18.17%
 2011 79.80% 86.50% 73.20% 9.30%
Meghalaya 2001 63.31% 66.14% 60.41% 5.73%
 2011 75.50% 77.20% 73.80% 3.4%
Assam 2001 64.28% 71.93% 56.03% 15.90%
 2011 73.20% 78.80% 67.30% 11.50%
Arunachal 2001 54.74% 64.02% 44.24% 19.78%
Pradesh 2011 67% 73.70% 59.60% 14.10%

Source: http://cyberjournalist.org.in/census/cenlito.html

Table 3 indicates that gender disparity has reduced remarkably 
in the state of Tripura by 6.96% during the decade, from 16.06% to 
9.10% and literacy rate has been increased by 14.14%. The gender gap 
is reduced by 5.68% though the sex ratio in Arunachal Pradesh has 
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improved to 920 females per 1000 males, up from 893 a decade ago, as 
per the provisional Census report of 2011,stated by the Assam Tribune, 
dated 6th April 2011.In Manipur the gap is 4.87% and in Assam it 
is 4.40% during the decade. In the state of Sikkim, Nagaland and 
Meghalaya the percentage is 4.37, 3.25 and 2.33 respectively. Mizoram 
shows only a decimal decrease of 0.26%during the decade.

The latest census report also reveals that the gender disparity is 
lowers in the N.E region of India with regards to other comparatively 
developed states in India, even in the highest literate state of Kerala the 
rate of disparity is almost 4% ion the last decade.

Ways and means to develop women awareness

The disparity between male and female in the area of education can 
be narrowed down and awareness among the women about their role 
in the society can be improved in phased manner by adopting ways 
and means and target group oriented strategies. Some of these are 
enumerated below:

 (a) Provision of Schools : School should be provided within the 
reach of people, so that girls and boys should not cover long dis-
tances to attend school. More schools should be inhibited by so-
cially and educationally marginalized sections of the society.

 (b) Gender Sensitized School Environment: School is the place 
where attitude ideology and values are formed in tender minds of 
girls and boys. School should not promote gender biased ideology. 
Physical amenities should care the needs of girls and boys. So it 
is the prime responsibility of school to develop gender neutral at-
titude in their students from very beginning. Schools should be in 
a democratic setting respecting the religious and cultural diversity 
and stressing the fundamental principle of equality between girls 
and boys, women and men, whatever differences there may be be-
tween them, their viewpoints and expressions. Girls students may 
be accommodated in morning shifts Safe transportation to and 
form school, free uniforms, workbooks, mid day meals, flexible 
time tables and proper toilet facilities should be provided to girls.

(c)  Gender Sensitized Curriculum: Curriculum should be framed 
in such a way that it can promote social awareness to gender issues 
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and women’s human rights. There should be review of curriculum 
at regular time period to check that it includes gender education 
and human right issues. Not only this all references derogatory to 
the dignity of women, must be removed from the entire curricu-
lum. The learning materials and methods need to be revised or 
developed with a view to reinforce non-discriminatory language 
and non-sexist teaching and to placing greater emphasis on equal-
ity and non-violence. Girls in developing countries often come up 
against teaching practices, textbooks and other learning materials 
in schools that promote gender stereotypes that are detrimental to 
their academic achievement.

 (d) Gender Sensitive Teachers : The need of the hour are of gender 
sensitive teachers. The teacher training programme should cater 
to sensitize teachers to specific needs of girls students. Teacher 
should respect the personality of every girl and boy student. 
Teacher should encourage the active participation of girl students 
in teaching-learning process. Teacher should avoid in prescribing 
stereotype gender roles to girls.

 (e) Socio-political and economic equality and development are the 
greatest needs of women in this juncture. It is not just for politi-
cal equality but economic, socio and educational equality as well 
are to be emphasized. To prohibit discrimination in their jobs 
and their ability to obtain credit and benefits, women must be 
in the economic position to make decision. To achieve economic 
position it is the educational qualification which further boost 
women in the higher hierarchy in socio-political affairs.

 (f ) Though significant progress has been made in the provision of ed-
ucation for all girls, the task is not yet complete. There are several 
issues that need to be seriously addressed by educational planners 
and policy makers in the years to come. Provision of post- pri-
mary education to girls in remote areas and adequate funding to 
be allocated for providing and expanding hostel facilities for girls 
students, especially in rural and backward areas.

 (g) ‘Girls do not cross village boundaries ordinarily so it is essential to 
upgrade all primary schools to middle schools and middle schools 
to high schools in a phased manner. To gear the entire educational 
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system to play a positive interventionist role in the empowerment 
of women. The educational institute should adopt action pro-
grammes to enhance women’s status and further development in 
all sectors including education. To widen women’s access to voca-
tional, technical and professional education at all levels breaking 
gender stereotype.

The recommendations by the National Commissions and Committees 
have focused on a multidimensional approach to bring positive directional 
changes in the status of women in our society, equality in opportunities, 
removal of all kinds of disparities and expansion of facilities for women 
education providing incentives like scholarships, free studentships, 
hostel accommodation, developing positive attitudes towards women 
through curricular reforms, textbook reforms, encouraging participation 
in vocational technical and professional areas.

Women Literacy : Literacy changed the life of women. As observed 
by the evaluators of all these programmes, the literacy programme not 
only provided skills but also gave space to women to conduct dialogue 
among themselves and with the teachers. New feminist groups also 
encouraged women to speak out and share their concerns.

 (j) Role of NGOs: The involvement of NGOs with education is not 
recent. In fact, for many NGOs education was their entry point 
for development work in the community. Malvika

 (k) Karlekar has tried to categories NGOs into pedagogic innovators, 
institutional innovators and familial innovators. Various NGOs 
realized that to persuade girls to come to the organization, their 
mothers’ support is necessary, and mothers’ support is available 
when they are aware of female education. The process of trans-
forming knowledge has to be innovative and relating to the prob-
lems of girls. Thus, with their other programmes, the creation of 
awareness, resistance to violence, the building up of confidence 
among women education becomes an act of awaring women.

CONCLUSION

The National Policy on Education 1986 states that education will be 
used as a driving force of basic change in the status of women in society. 
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Access and equity are the two most important components to aware 
women to facilitate the delivery of social justice to them. Human Right 
Education should be viewed as an investment in social transformation, 
human resources development and technology for the betterment of 
the quality of life of mankind as a whole. Women access to education 
is of great importance in order to aware dern outlook, who are willing 
to change and to put in their best in all their endeavour with a sense 
of responsibility and with confidence. Participation of women in 
social responsibility becomes more important when it concerns some 
special target groups, such as indigenous people cultural and linguistic 
minorities, disadvantaged groups or people living under occupation. 
Believing their education, experience, talent and active participation in 
social responsibilities, it can be of great value for the development of 
the society and the nation. Girls and women are not only housewives 
and mothers but they are also workers in the economic sense. They 
should be educated to perform an indispensable role in the home and 
in the household economy as well as for bringing enlightment and 
emancipation.

The efforts of governments, NGOs and public participation has 
resulted in rise in level of literacy among males and females both but 
gender disparity still persists. Though during the last decade the gender 
disparity at various levels of education in India has declined at 4.91% 
but it still needs to be further reduced. India being a dominant country 
of the knowledge era, can brighten its fortunes by increasing access 
of women at different levels of education. Though there are several 
obstacles associated with women. Education in the country in general 
and in the N.E. region in particular, female literacy rate has improved 
by 11.79% compared to 6.88% in case of males during the last decade. 
Some areas and some sections of society are more lagging behind in 
literacy campaign. So area specific approach and strategies can serve 
the purpose.

The need of the hour is to ensure better lives for the coming 
generations by creating an equitable social order. Education of girls 
is increasingly being seen as basic human right and a crucial input 
of national development. Yet gender disparities within the education 
sectors are far from having been overcome. It is believed that gender 
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equality may be attained by guaranteed access to quality education 
for all.
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Contribution of Indian Women Scientists 
in Biological Sciences

Sharmistha Pramanik

INTRODUCTION

Women in modern society have determination, confidence, immense 
self respect, progressive mentality, honesty in their endeavors, creative 
outlook and they have a wish to build a niche for themselves. Women 
prove themselves in each and every field by shouldering more familial 
responsibilities than men from Agriculture to Space Science, culture 
to politics, medical field to engineering, rural to urban areas. There are 
numerous examples who achieved their excellence to equally lead the 
male dominated society. The theme for International Women’s Day, 
2020 commemorates the global day celebrating social, economical, 
cultural excellence of women making a call to action for overcoming the 
persistent barrier against gender equality. To glorify their achievements, 
the theme of National Science Day, 2020 had been selected as “Women 
in Science”. This present paper focuses to highlight the achievements 
made by Indian recognized and non-recognised aspirants of the 
Bioscience field.

Edavaleth Kakkat Janaki Ammal (1897--1984), D.Sc. (1931, Michigan)

Janaki Ammal was born in the year 1897, in Tellicherry, Kerala, 
in a cultured middle class family. She was a Founder Fellow of the 
Indian Academy of Sciences. The University of Michigan conferred an 
honorary LL.D. on her in 1956. The Government of India conferred 
the Padma Shri on her in 1957. In 2000, the Ministry of Environment 
and Forestry of the Government of India instituted the National Award 
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of Taxonomy in her name in 2000. She was a renowned botanist 
and plant cytologist who made significant contributions to genetics, 
evolution, phytogeography and ethnobotany. (E K Janaki Ammal by 
C V Subramanian).

Kamal Ranadive (1917-2001), Ph.D. (1949, Bombay), FNA

Kamal Samarth was born in Pune in 1917. In 1949, she obtained her 
Ph.D. from the University of Bombay. She was the recipient of many 
awards including Padma Vibhushan and the Watumull Foundation 
award for her work in the field of leprosy. This recipient of the 
Padmabhushan established the first tissue culture laboratory in India 
at the Indian Cancer Research Centre (presently Cancer Research 
Institute). A strict disciplinarian, she instilled the spirit of hard work 
in her students; her lab was busy till late in the night. She founded 
the Indian Women Scientist Association (IWSA) with the goal of 
spreading science to masses particularly women and children. She 
worked on the nutrition and health of tribal women and children in 
Rajur in Maharashtra. IWSA runs a project providing awareness about 
nutrition and medical care to tribals and training women health workers 
as primary health care givers. She strongly believed that scientists who 
went abroad for postdoctoral work should return to India and develop 
new areas of research in their prospective laboratories. She would be 
definitely remembered for her generosity, integrity and obsession with 
advancement of excellence in science. (Obsessed with excellence : 
Kamal Ranadive by R Bhisey).

Sipra Guha-Mukherjee, Ph.D. (1963, Delhi), FASc, FNASc

A recipient of the Senior National Bio-scientist Award, the Om Prakash 
Bhasin Foundation Award in Biotechnology and the Kanishka Award. 
She was Professor at Jawaharlal Nehru University, Delhi. Her field 
of specialization was Plant tissue culture, Plant Molecular Biology, 
Biotechnology and Cell Biology. She passed away in September 2007 
after writing this piece for Lilavati’s Daughters. She decided to study 
botany because it was her favorite subject in school. As a school student 
she was awed by the contribution of Sir Jagdish Chandra Bose, and 
fascinated by his work that showed that plants were living organisms 
and had a metabolism similar to that of animals. Earlier she used to 
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think that plants were inert objects which could never respond to any 
external stimuli. As a student in classes five and six, she developed a 
strong determination to find the locations of the “heart” and “brain” 
of plants and to understand the way they functioned. In classes nine to 
eleven when she studied botany more seriously, she was taught several 
phenomena regarding plants but nothing about how plants respond to 
external stimuli. After finishing school, she joined the B.Sc. (Botany) 
Honors course at Delhi University. Her doctoral research dealt with 
the tissue culture of flowers of Allium cepa. For postdoctoral research 
she joined S. C. Maheshwari in the same department. This was a very 
rewarding period. She worked on various aspects of biochemistry of 
differentiation in plants, effects of plant hormones on transcription, 
and stumbled upon production of haploids through Anther cultures of 
Datura innoxia. She felt very privileged as she was at the right place at the 
right time. Their culturing anthers of Datura was an extension of several 
projects in her scientific career. She had written a detailed account of 
the discovery of anther culture in a turning point article published by 
the journal In Vitro Plant, Volume 35, 1999. She continued her post-
doctoral studies at Michigan State University with Robert S. Bandurski 
and later with J. E. Varner at the AEC Plant Research Laboratory where, 
she mainly worked on subunit structures of Aspartate transcarbamylase 
and isozymes of peroxidases. Although her work on haploid production 
was published in Nature. Unfortunately she did not find any enthusiasm 
or even appreciation of this work amongst fellow scientists there. This was 
primarily due to the excitement of new discoveries in molecular biology 
that overshadowed all other good research, a trend that still continues. 
In Europe the situation was different. She was invited to present her 
work at the EMBO symposium on Haploids in Italy in 1971. The next 
symposium on Haploids was held in Guelph, Canada, where again she 
was invited to present a paper. At the XV International Congress of 
Genetics held in New Delhi in 1983, she met Professor Hu Han, Director 
of the Institute of Genetics of Academia Sinica, China, who appreciated 
their work on anther culture and remarked that our work was responsible 
for a substantial change in the agricultural economy in China. This was 
one of the greatest moments in her life. He invited her to Beijing, 
China, to attend an International Symposium of Genetic Manipulation 
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in Crops in 1984 which was the third international symposium on 
Haploids. While she was teaching at West Virginia University in the 
U.S. in 1972, she was invited to take up a faculty position at the newly 
established School of Life Sciences at Jawaharlal Nehru University, New 
Delhi. She was very happy to get this opportunity. At JNU, no one 
interfered with her work, they also had the freedom to frame their own 
syllabi, she got adequate grants from U.G.C. C.S.I.R., DST and DBT 
to support research. Her decision to continue postdoctoral work both 
at Delhi University as well as in the U.S despite the negative pressures 
was most crucial in shaping her scientific career. Her decision to opt 
for higher studies was frowned upon by her relatives and friends, and 
she received no encouragement or appreciation from them. Even some 
notable scientists thought it improper to appoint a woman scientist as 
a faculty member in the department. With this bias in the workplace, 
no woman scientist could rise above a certain level and thus women 
scientists felt mentally inferior to male scientists. She felt that she was 
swimming against the tide. Despite the negative attitude of society and 
of most male scientists towards women’s role as research scientists, she 
did get inspiration and encouragement from some senior scientists who 
helped her sustain interest in research. Without the support of such 
people there would be a scarcity of women scientists today. In later years, 
whenever she discussed this aspect with other teachers she heard that 
although women were as intelligent as men they could not achieve the 
same level of success because of their different social commitments. This 
was also a matter of understanding the psyche of many contemporary 
scientists and administrators and their attitude towards women. She 
felt a lot of precious time was wasted, smoothing ruffled feathers and 
pacifying many important fellow scientists, administrators and vice 
chancellors. It is important to eliminate the damage caused by such 
attitudes so that coming generations of women scientists will not have 
to waste time combating them. (Successfully combating Prejudice: Sipra 
Guha-Mukherjee).

Kusum Marathe, M.Sc. (1948), Ph.D. (1968, Bombay)

She was Retired Professor of Botany and officiating Director of 
Institute of Science, Nagpur, Maharashtra, India. Her areas of interest 
are metabolic products of algae, drainage water algae, nitrogen-
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fixing algae, etc. She was born in 1924 in Mumbai and joined school 
when she was seven years old. In those days very few girls went to 
school and they used to get married early. After completing school 
education she admitted BSc with Botany and stood first and was 
awarded a Fellowship. When project work of her Master’s was nearing 
completion, her Guide was transferred to Karnataka College, Dharwar. 
She moved there to complete the thesis and got a demonstrator’s job in 
the same college, starting her teaching career. She submitted her thesis 
to Bombay University and received the M.Sc. degree in 1948. She 
was later appointed as Assistant Lecturer in Botany and in 1950, she 
married Dr. V. B. Marathe, Lecturer in Zoology in the same college. 
She wanted to start research but she had two sons. Their second child 
was prematurely born. Besides, there was no recognized Ph.D. guide 
for algae. However, she collected soil samples, made cultures and 
continued research in the spare time she got between her lectures and 
practicals. Meanwhile, Dr V. R. Dnyansagar, who had moved to RIS 
as Professor and Head of the Botany department, agreed to register her 
as his Ph.D. student. She continued the same project that had been 
undertaken in M.Sc. and submitted her Ph. D. thesis in 1968, twenty 
years after the M. Sc. In 1970, She was selected by MPSC as Associate 
Professor of Botany and transferred to the Institute of Science, Nagpur. 
After joining the Institute, she started a special subject ‘Algae’ for MSc 
at Nagpur University. A few years later, she was promoted as Professor, 
and in 1980, she became Acting Director of the Institute of Science, 
Nagpur till 1981. She retired in 1982.

 Although she could guide research only at a late stage, she had 
seven Ph. D. students who worked on various research project work 
such as metabolic products of algae, drainage water algae, nitrogen-
fixing algae in paddy fields, effects of algal extracts on the germination 
of seeds and seedling growth. She has published over forty research 
papers. She did not get much time for research due to her teaching and 
administrative responsibilities. She sincerely felt that more research on 
algae will reveal many more algal species which can be used as food, 
manure, and as a source of oil, as they had found considerable oil in 
a new Zygnema species. (Hard work and perseverance lead to success: 
Kusum Marathe).
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P Mohanty Hejmadi, Ph.D. (1970, Ann Arbor), FASc

She received the Pitamber Pant National Environment Fellowship 
and the Justice Raj Kishore Das Memorial Award, in addition to 
the Pranakrushna Parija Award. She has also received awards such 
as Central Sangeet Natak Academy award, Sarangdev fellowship 
etc. for contributions to Odissi dance. Her area of specialization is 
developmental biology and conservation in the field of herpetology. She 
was born during the pre-independence era in a freedom fighters’ family. 
After B.Sc. in Zoology, she went to Lucknow University for masters. 
Then she took up a teaching position in the newly opened M.Sc. classes 
in Utkal University, Orissa. While pursuing various avenues, she was 
offered the Barbour Fellowship of University of Michigan, along with a 
Fulbright travel grant. She joined the University of Michigan, Zoology 
department in the beautiful city of Ann Arbor. After theoretical 
education, she got the chance to learn by realistic experience in 
Michigan – fertilizing frog eggs, grafting live tissues to chicken eggs 
or crossing different strains of Drosophila to study genetics. The 
experiments in physiology, cell biology and genetics charged with the 
euphoria of cracking the post-genetic code era; life science was gaining 
momentum. The miracle of fertilization, the unraveling of genetic 
programming in the nascent amphibians eggs starting with the lines of 
tension in cleavage, the complete division of egg and rearrangement of 
cells and appearance of different organs to make a tadpole and then the 
metamorphosis drew her to Developmental Biology. She completed 
her Ph.D. on the “Transfer of Maternal Serum Proteins and their 
Role in Development in the American Leopard Frog “Rana pipiens”. 
While pursuing super regeneration in tadpoles under the influence of 
vitamin A (initially discovered by I.A. Niazi of Jaipur University,) her 
team published their “Breakthrough” of transforming the tail to legs in 
amphibians known as homeotic transformation in Nature in January 
1992. This drew international attention both to the phenomenon 
as well as to their laboratory. Recognition has come in many forms, 
including the Padmashri in 1998: she was the first woman to be elected 
President of Indian Developmental Biologists, and was the first woman 
Vice-Chancellor of Orissa–Sambalpur University (1995-98). After 
retirement, she continued her study of science through memberships 
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in various agencies and by writing on science. Although she could have 
opted for a more glamorous career in pursuing dance (the art critic 
Charles Fabri wrote that she could have “name, fame and fortune”), she 
opted for science as it provided an opportunity where one can mould 
and nurture a career with a very private space. To her, science opened 
up a window of unknown opportunities, seeing the world, interacting 
with many eminent scientists, artists and policy makers– a charmed 
life which she will never regret. ( The amazing world of life science: P 
Mohanty Hejmadi)

Aditi Pant, Ph.D. (1973, London) FMASc.

She was given the Antarctic Award of the Government of India. 
She is an oceanographer with interests in plankton physiology and 
biochemistry. In her childhood days, she was influenced by her father. 
He had a keen interest in how things worked and why, and dinner 
table conversations varied from steam engines to stars. She wanted a 
career which allowed her freedom of movement, not only of thought. 
At about this time she was completing BSc at the University of Pune, 
and a friend of her father’s gave her a book by Sir Alistair Hardy called 
“The Open Sea”. The book described the life of plankton as observed 
by this Cambridge biologist. Her joys knew no bounds when she got 
the opportunity to do MS in the subject of her professional interest 
and got a US Government scholarship to the University of Hawaii. 
At that time, oceanography was not so popular in India. There was 
more opportunities in abroad, but she had to drop all her dreams and 
plans for tenure and post docs and everything else and applied for a 
Pool Officership in 1973 and returned to India. Though she had never 
regretted it. In 1973-76 her team explored coastal studies and covered 
the whole of the West coast of India from Veeraval to Kanyakumari 
and the Gulf of Mannar by vehicle and country fishing craft at the 
National Institute of Oceanography. They spent nights sleeping on 
the beaches because accommodation was not available and the team, 
whether scientist, driver or student, worked together to complete the 
planned objectives. They didn’t worry about food or water or privacy, 
they ate whatever the local tea shop supplied. Very often she was 
the only woman on the team. She had another experience of every 
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oceanographer’s dream to visit the Antarctic and when the chance came 
she grabbed it with both hands. The NIO had a 10-year programme in 
the Antarctic Ocean for studies on food chain physics, chemistry and 
biology. By 1990 she had moved out of NIO, after 17 years there, to 
the National Chemical Laboratory in Pune and spent the next 15 years 
studying enzymology of salt-tolerant and salt-loving microbes involved 
in the food chain. Although the work she did at NCL was completely 
different in its nature to what she did at NIO she learnt almost as much 
in Pune as she did while still at University, and during her early years in 
Goa. ( An oceanographer’s life: Aditi Pant)

Rajani A. Bhisey, Ph.D. (1974, Bombay), FASc, FNA.

She belonged to the family of a freedom fighter and was also 
academically oriented. Reading ‘Microbe Hunters’ a book from her 
father’s collection, led her to opt for Microbiology for B.Sc. degree. In 
1960, when she passed B.Sc. examination, the university of Bombay 
did not offer M.Sc. courses in microbiology, therefore she had to 
think of obtaining an M.Sc. degree by research. . After obtaining an 
M.Sc. degree in 1965, she was recruited as a Scientific Assistant at the 
Cancer Research Institute. Around that time, her husband obtained 
the position of a postdoctoral associate at the Institute for Cancer 
Research at Fox Chase Philadelphia, USA. Naturally, their son and she 
accompanied him to the USA. This resulted in a break in pursuing 
her doctoral work. But she used the opportunity to gain expertise in 
different aspects of electron microscopy. In the laboratory of the late 
Dr. Jerome J. Freed at Fox Chase Cancer Center, she looked at the cell 
surface of cultured cells by doing histochemistry at an ultrastructural 
level. Regrettably, nearly 2 years of hard work failed to produce any 
significant results. After returning to India, she worked hard and 
obtained a Ph.D. degree. Her research focussed on the mechanisms 
involved in skin tumor promotion, and environmental carcinogene-sis. 
She concentrated on the development and characterization of a mouse 
model that would be sensitive to skin carcinogenesis. Several years 
later with the help of colleagues they could use these mouse strains to 
demonstrate carcinogenic potential of chewing products such as paan 
masala, gutkha and bidi. ( The enthusiasm of a novice: Rajani A Bhisey)
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Renu Khanna-Chopra, Ph.D. (1974, IARI), FNA, FNASc.

She is largely known for her research work in the area of Photosynthesis, 
crop physiology and abiotic stress physiology, especially drought and 
high temperature tolerance. As a child she always felt excited about 
going to school and learning new things. Being a daughter of an 
engineer with a government department she went to school across 
several states as her father was transferred frequently. From her school 
days, she was very eager to learn about the basis of life, that is, the 
cell. In class eleven, she competed for the N.C.E.R.T. National Talent 
Search scholarship. She was selected for a scholarship which was up to 
Ph.D. level for pursuing studies in basic sciences. She participated in 
many summer schools organized by N.C.E.R.T. at Madras University 
and Delhi University which oriented her towards a research career. 
She did her post graduation in plant physiology at Indian Agricultural 
Research Institute. Her Ph.D. research work was on Physiological and 
genetic basis of heterosis which laid the foundation of photosynthesis 
research in relation to agricultural crops in India. This was published 
as a review in Advances in Agronomy and subsequently became part 
of the text book on genetics. Finally she joined I.C.A.R. Agricultural 
Research Service as a scientist in 1978. In that same year she also 
received the Young Scientist award of I.N.S.A. from the prime minister 
of India, Mr. Morarji Desai. Over the years she won several awards 
and honors, including the first I.C.A.R. Best Woman Scientist Award 
(1995), R.S. Asana Endowment award (1983) and Platinum Jubilee 
Lecture award of Indian Science Congress Association (1998). She was 
elected Fellow of Prestigious National Academies, including the Indian 
National Science Academy, National Academy of Agricultural Sciences 
and the National Academy of Sciences, India. She also received several 
fellowships including the Homi Bhabha Fellowship (1980), INSA-
Royal Society Exchange Fellowship (1982) and the Biotechnology 
Overseas Fellowship (1989). (From basic science to agricultural 
scientists : Renu Khanna Chopra)

Manju Bansal, Ph.D. (1977), IISC, FASc, FNASc

She was a von Humboldt Fellow at EMBI, Heidelberg, and joined the 
Faculty of IISc in 1981. She was the founder-Director of the Institute 
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of Bioinformatics and Applied Biotechnology, Bangalore. In Spite of 
lifelong passion for literature, she decided to opt for specialization in 
biophysics during her master’s course, instead of the more popular 
solid state physics or even more glamorous nuclear physics. Biophysics 
was introduced that very year and, by the inspiration from a couple 
of enthusiastic teachers and access to some good books, she found 
herself thoroughly enjoying this new found subject, although still 
uncomfortable with dissecting frogs to study their muscle contraction. 
What appealed most to her was the strange but happy marriage of 
biology with physical science. She researched the idea that a DNA 
structure other than the celebrated Watson-Crick double helix actually 
exists and plays an important role in the biological function of DNA. 
Their work has made some important contributions towards a better 
understanding of this basic building block of nature. ( How I became a 
biophysicist: Manju Bansal)

 Sudha Bhattacharya, Ph.D. in 1977 (New Delhi)

Migrating from a small town of Punjab, after India’s partition in 1947, 
She came to New Delhi with her mom. Not so ambitious but a very 
dreamy girl was scoring well in her school days. During National 
Science Talent summer school she came to know about thrilling 
discoveries in molecular biology. A new ambition to do research in 
molecular biology was taking root. Despite being from a conservative 
and middle class family, she decided to prepare really hard for the 
I.A.R.I in 1971 and got admission into the M. Sc. biochemistry course 
at I.A.R.I and obtained her Ph.D. in 1977 (New Delhi). In spite of 
family pressure for marriage, she tried to convince her mother that 
a woman’s place in the world was not the same as before, and that 
marriage was not the ultimate goal of life, with the result that when 
she, still unmarried, set sail for the U.S with a postdoctoral fellowship 
she, her mother was no longer worried about her future. In fact, two 
years later her mother stepped out of the house to work for a voluntary 
organization that had set up schools for slum children. In retrospect, 
the resistance and orthodox mentality of family toughened her and 
prepared her for further challenges. The most difficult challenge was 
when she herself became a mother. Though it was she and her husband 
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who managed their laboratory works collaboratively and research had 
become an integral part of their lives. She is a recipient of the Rockefeller 
Biotechnology Career Development Award. She is Associate Professor 
at Jawaharlal Nehru University, New Delhi. Her areas of interest are 
molecular biology, molecular parasitology and genomics. (Science is 
fun every single day: Sudha Bhattacharya)

Chandrima Shaha, Ph.D. (1980, Calcutta), FASc, FNASc, FNA

She is recipient of S. Amirchand Award, DBT Award, J.C. Bose 
Fellowship. She is at the National Institute of Immunology, New 
Delhi. Her interest is cell death. Her interest in science was kindled 
by her father, a remarkable teacher. Although by profession he was 
not a scientist, he built her a small laboratory complete with a light 
microscope, Bunsen burner, test tubes and some chemicals. Her father 
believed in holistic education and taught her carpentry, photography, 
gardening and the reading of classic literature. She spent much enjoyable 
time with him doing various projects like looking at pond-water 
droplets under the microscope or putting together a circuit for a small 
radio. As a result, her interest in scientific enquiry got deeply rooted 
while she was very young. As she grew older, her interests expanded to 
field studies and she spent considerable amounts of time running after 
insects and collecting small animals. She spent her holidays in school 
collecting caterpillars to watch them metamorphose into butterflies 
and she kept detailed photographic records of the events, using a Leica 
camera fitted with a bellow for close-ups. Childhood events being most 
essential for scientific and philosophical development, she felt that the 
early influences that shaped her future interests were her family and 
committed school teachers. After finishing school, she continued to be 
obsessed with nature and thought that being an entomologist would be 
most wonderful, as she could be in the field as well as in the laboratory. 
While in college, she developed other interests. She became vice-
captain of the Bengal women’s cricket team at a time when women’s 
cricket was at a nascent stage and women were just storming this male 
bastion. Cricket brought a completely different flavour into her life 
because team activity was very enjoyable. Their success in winning 
the National Championship for three consecutive years was certainly 
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delectable. Her parents were supportive of her interest in sports and 
gave her the free choice to do whatever she most preferred. The interest 
in science instilled in her during childhood propelled her more towards 
academics than sports. Nevertheless, she maintained her interest in 
sports by doing commentaries on men’s cricket during the winter on All 
India Radio, although she could not participate in zonal tournaments 
due to academic commitments. At this time, she was introduced to first 
experiences in a real laboratory set-up and during post-graduation she 
chose endocrinology as a subject for specialization because the course 
interested her. She completed university sojourn, looking forward to 
getting involved in full-time research, and thus her formal involvement 
in a life in science was initiated. In retrospect, she felt that the constant 
support her parents gave and the atmosphere of creativity at home 
influenced her to choose a career that ensured intellectual pleasure. 
In later years, whenever her work has received national recognition, 
she regretted that her parents were not there to share the events. After 
formal training in endocrinology, she was particularly interested in 
the events of reproduction because that provided an opportunity to 
understand the fascinating phenomenon of how life begins. The major 
obstacle at this period was to find a suitable laboratory to pursue her 
interests. Fortunately, she got a placement at a reputed research institute 
now named the Indian Institute of Chemical Biology (IICB), in a 
laboratory that offered the possibility of doing reproductive biology 
research. After completion doctoral studies, her interests took her to 
Kansas University Medical Center in the United States with a Ford 
Foundation Fellowship, where she was able to pursue her interests in 
female reproductive physiology. Even though the empty streets of a 
midwest American town were disconcerting after the vibrant city of 
Kolkata, the very active laboratory soon made her feel comfortable. 
She worked on the mechanisms related to ovarian steroidogenesis in 
the years she spent in this laboratory, towards the end of which she 
was interested in studying similar phenomena in the counterpart 
of the ovary in males, the testis. Exploring the research interests of 
various laboratories, she decided to join The Population Council at 
New York City which was located on the campus of the Rockefeller 
University that in turn was surrounded by two great institutions, the 
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Sloan Kettering Memorial Hospital and the Cornell Medical College. 
She spent two very productive years of her life at this laboratory, 
working on the involvement of opiates in testicular steroidogenesis 
and functioning, following which she joined the National Institute 
of Immunology in New Delhi. Here she started a laboratory with a 
group of people interested in exploring the possibilities of developing 
a vaccine against male fertility. And after a decade or so, they extended 
their interests into probing the modalities of male gamete survival, 
information on which had the possibilities to contribute to the success 
of a possible vaccine. She believed that her ability to carry out research 
on problems that are related in essence but different in their identities, 
had contributed greatly to her evolution as a scientist, kept her interests 
alive and created a lot of excitement in laboratory life. (Looking for the 
unknown in the known: Chandrima Shaha)

Priya Davidar, Ph.D. (1980, Bombay)

She was a Senior Fellow of the Smithsonian Institution and was elected 
President of the Association for Tropical Biology and Conservation 
in 2009. She is the Dean of the School of Life Sciences, Pondicherry 
University, Puducherry. Her area of specialization is tropical ecology 
and conservation biology. She was one of the first women to become a 
professor of ecology in India who witnessed the changes in the status 
of women ecologists in the developing world. Being a daughter of 
an amateur naturalist and wildlife photographer, she had a spirit of 
adventure and curiosity about life and the environment. She completed 
her doctoral research under the guidance of Dr. Salim Ali, who was an 
eminent ornithologist. She was a young woman in her early twenties 
launched into a male dominated field, where women were conspicuous 
by their absence. Her interest in ecological research was not taken 
too seriously by many of her colleagues. However, Dr. Salim Ali gave 
her unstinting support, completely disregarding gender as being of 
any significance to research involving fieldwork. This gave her the 
courage to carry on regardless of opposition or indifference and lack 
of peer support. She believed Ecologists can improve the quality of 
life in India, where environmental degradation and loss of biodiversity 
is pervasive. Young ecologists are now taking the lead and with their 
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vision and intelligence, are making changes both small and large across 
the landscape in India. (A woman ecologist in India: Priya Davidar).

 Gaiti Hasan, Ph.D. (1983, Cambridge), FASc, FNA

She is associated with the National Centre for Biological Sciences, 
Bangalore. Her areas of specialization are molecular biology, genetics 
and cell signaling. Earlier, she joined a zoology honours course at 
Miranda House, Delhi University. After that she decided to move 
for Master’s degree to the newly founded School of Life Sciences 
(SLS) at Jawaharlal Nehru University in New Delhi where she found 
molecular genetics was the field she wanted to work in. While making 
applications to U.K. universities for research purposes she realized for 
the first time that belonging to a minority could lead to discrimination. 
What came as a bigger shock was that the discrimination came from 
a woman teacher. Finally she went to a lab at Cambridge for a Ph.D., 
where she studied gene organisation. After completing Ph.D. she came 
back to T.I.F.R., Mumbai for a post-doctoral position. She and her 
team could do genetics to make mutants, and molecular biology with 
the mutants and finally they could use the mutants to look at cellular 
function, development and physiology. They are now busy trying to 
relate InsP3 receptor function in Drosophila with human diseases like 
diabetes and neuro-degeneration. She felt the best part of working in 
science is the freedom to take on a problem that interests intellectually. 
The tough part is balancing the long hours of work with raising a 
family. A supportive family is a must. And just when one thinks she 
has done both then she realizes there is another part to science i.e. 
the networking required to stay visible nationally and internationally. 
Most existing networks are male dominated and women need to work 
harder and more systematically at entering these. Or no one will ever 
know about the wonderful scientific breakthroughs someone may have 
achieved quietly in her lab. (Science and the art of detection: Gaiti 
Hasan).

Shubhada Chiplunkar, Ph.D. (1983, Bombay)

She was awarded the Senior Scientist Oration Award by Indian 
Immunology Society and also a recipient of Max Planck Institute 
fellowship. She works at the Advanced Centre for Treatment, Research 
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and Education in Cancer (ACTREC) in the area of immunology of 
tumor, hepatitis, hepatocellular carcinoma, and leprosy. She was born in 
a joint Marathi family. Her parents, both teachers at that time, inculcated 
in her the love for science and literature. She enjoyed studying English 
literature, history and science with the same passion. The non-fiction 
book popular among students in those days was ‘Microbe Hunters’ 
in which stories of important events in history of microbiology and 
contributions made her to do graduate in Microbiology. She applied 
for the postgraduate program at the Cancer Research Institute (CRI) in 
Mumbai and continued for a Ph.D. degree at that Institute. In 1984, she 
resigned from the job of ‘Scientific Officer’ at CRI and joined the lab of 
Prof. Stefan Kaufmann at the Max Planck Institute for Immunobiology 
in Freiburg, Germany for postdoctoral offer. In 1984, T cell cloning 
was a hot field. With all zeal and determination she stepped into this 
field not realizing the frustration and disappointments she would be 
facing! Making T cell clone was not an easy task for a postdoc working 
within a limited time frame. After a year of hard work they finally got 
interesting results. Staying away from family for all those years was not 
easy, and in 1986, she returned home with a firm decision to work in 
immunology. At that time CRI was engaged in anti-leprosy vaccine 
trials and were looking for immunologists with experience in the field. 
Her training in mycobacterial immunology turned out to be an asset 
and she joined the institute as Scientific Officer in the Immunology 
department. Working on the leprosy vaccine project proved to be a 
multifaceted experience. In addition to doing basic research, this 
involved visits to leprosy hospitals, vaccine trial areas and helping in 
project administration. It was a challenge to handle projects on leprosy 
and cancer. She and her team were keen to discuss good science outside 
the ‘traditional disciplines’. In due course, they expanded their research 
interests to other areas of innate immunity, understanding reasons 
for immune dysfunction in patients with cancer and development of 
immunotherapeutics (monoclonal antibodies). Looking back upon the 
25 years she spent in research as a woman scientist, although she did not 
face major road blocks that could steer her away from the path, she did 
encounter obstacles which have made her emerge as a stronger person. 
Gender bias did not become a hindrance, although she feels it remains 
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a major issue which women scientists face even today. It is the inner 
believe in one’s ability and capacity to undertake challenging projects 
and to move ahead. (Believing in Myself : Shubhada Chiplunkar)

Deepti Deobagkar, Ph.D. (1984, IISc)

She has received the DAAD Fellowship, Inlaks Fellowship, UNESCO 
TWAS Fellowship and the INSA Medal for Young Scientist. She works 
on molecular genetics, epigenetics, biosensors and bionanotechnology. 
She is with the Molecular Biology Research Laboratory and Center 
for Advanced Studies, Department of Zoology, University of Pune, 
India. Being a very quiet and shy only child of her family, she spent 
hours on own, daydreaming and imagining things. Initially, because 
of her liking for reading, she even toyed with the idea of taking up 
arts and psychology. The living world and the amazing capabilities of 
microbes were her early interests. The development of a single cell into 
an embryo and then into an organism which has the potential to create 
artifacts was an interesting subject. Although it is the genome which 
seems to have the blueprint, the ability of the environment to influence 
through epigenetics, the phenotype, behaviour, physiology and even 
intelligence of an individual held great promise in her imagination. 
Support from her husband in every possible aspect and his trust and 
confidence in her ability to multitask had been the main factors that 
enabled her to continue research while making a home and looking 
after her daughters. (The pursuit of Science: my hobby and profession).

Anuradha Lohia, Ph.D. (1986, Calcutta), FASc.

She is a recipient of National Women Bioscientist Award 2001, the 
Stree Shakti Science Sanmaan, Zee Astitva Award and the Rockefeller 
Foundation Biotechnology career fellowship. She is a Senior Professor 
at the Bose Institute, Kolkata and currently the CEO of the Wellcome 
Trust DBT India Alliance. Her areas of interest are molecular and 
cellular biology. She was born into a business family of the Marwari 
community, where a career path for women was unheard of when 
she was young. Her mother, herself a pathbreaker, decided to study 
applied psychology and follow a career in educating special children 
with mental retardation. She was encouraged to pursue studies and 
fine arts with equal vigour. As a result, of her own interest and will, she 
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was equally engaged in studying human physiology and performing 
classical dance. When she stepped into a Ph.D. programme to study 
the biochemistry of the Vibrio cholerae cell surface, it began to dawn 
on me that it would not be easy to carry on both professions in tandem. 
However, she was unwilling to let go of either profession even after 
the birth of her daughter in 1981. Family and friends suggested that 
her success in classical dance should, for obvious reasons, result in 
her choosing it as a career. She was indecisive, because even though 
she was good at Kuchipudi and enjoyed performing, she felt she was 
not given the creative freedom to bring her own personality to dance. 
To add to this confusion, she was failing miserably in her research at 
(IICB) Kolkata. Experimental results were open-ended, funding was 
limited and more importantly, her ideas were very hazy. She thought 
she understood less than her colleagues and was constantly plagued 
by doubts of her own scientific ability. The less she understood, the 
greater the challenge and, consequently, the greater her desire to excel 
in research. Unable to give up either profession, she continued to dance 
and carry on her research (along with bringing up a little daughter) 
until she published two papers in international journals and finished 
her Ph.D. In the meantime she got an opportunity for postdoctoral 
research, and then she faced the most difficult time with her family. 
Additionally, she was torn between her daughter’s welfare and her 
desire to continue research. It was all finally resolved but her troubles 
did not end. Two years at New York University, spent almost entirely 
in the lab, just blew away when another group published her results 
before she could complete her paper. She had to return; she could not 
stay away from her daughter any longer, knowing that she faced failure 
as a scientist. However, she got a second chance with Prof. B.B. Biswas 
at Bose Institute to set up a lab studying the biology of Entamoeba 
histolytica. She started with isolating DNA replication origins from E. 
histolytica and published her first paper in record time and had never 
looked back. (No choice but to learn: Anuradha Lohia)

Meenakshi Banerjee, Ph.D., 1988 (Banaras)

A very determined child with a deep appreciation of and inquisitiveness 
regarding nature Dr. Meenakshi Banerjee was born in Asansol, West 
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Bengal. She specializes in cyano-bacteriology and obtained her Ph.D. 
in 1988 (Banaras). She is a Fellow of the Academy of Environmental 
Biology and the National Environmental Science Academy also a Life 
member of NASI. Her numerous awards include Albert Schweitzer 
International Gold Medal for Science, as well as UGC career award. 
She currently teaches at Barkatullah University, Bhopal. She believes 
that nothing in life is to be feared. If someone recognizes her potential, 
she must try to fly to understand the heights she can reach as the sky’s 
the limit.( Full faith in myself, Meenakshi Banerjee).

Qudsia Tahseen, Ph.D. (1989, Aligarh), FASc

She is a recipient of the INSA Young Scientist Medal. She is Reader, 
Department of Zoology, Aligarh Muslim University. Her areas of 
interest are nematode taxonomy, developmental biology and ecology. 
She was born In Azamgarh, Uttar Pradesh where girls were not 
expected to have careers. At most they were supposed to be educated 
up to BA, to be capable housewives. Fortunately she has enlightened 
parents who considered education of prime importance. Being the 
eldest child in the family, she enjoyed more attention from parents 
than two younger brothers. Her father treated her more like a son and 
many times she heard him arguing with her mother to let her study 
and not to pressurise to do household work. She was always among the 
top students in school. Science was her first love and she was fascinated 
by the working of the human body. In view of her calibre and interest 
in science her father sent her to the Government Girls’ College. She 
got a merit scholarship after passing high school: this was her first 
auspicious step towards a scientific career. In view of her enthusiasm 
and good performance and the limited opportunities at Azamgarh, 
parents decided to send her to Aligarh Muslim University where she 
could easily get admission on the basis of merit. She learnt a lot while 
in hostel and the experience gave her a lot of confidence and the 
ability to live harmoniously with others. Since she was away from her 
parents she tried to focus on her work and not get distracted. She chose 
zoology as a specialization because of her immense interest in it. The 
scholarships she got in BSc and MSc were of relief as she was conscious 
of spending her father’s hard-earned money. She decided to go for 
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research and opted Nematology as a specialization at the Master’s level. 
The NET examination was introduced that year and she qualified for 
a Junior Research Fellowship. She owe a great deal to her guide, Prof. 
M. Shamim Jairajpuri, who was an ideal teacher, very encouraging and 
supportive to her research endeavours. He prompted her to strive for 
excellence and advised her to start work on the developmental biology 
of nematodes and she did her doctoral thesis with dedication, finishing 
it in only three years. By this time she was married, and staying in 
a joint family. Her first appointment as a faculty was in 1989 in 
Women’s College, AMU even before she received the PhD degree. The 
appointment came as a reward in recognition to her academic skills 
but at the same time posed great challenges. Women’s College did not 
have any infrastructure for research and it was a difficult job to teach 
at college and then to carry out research work in the Department. 
However, it was during this period she bagged four young scientist 
awards including those of Indian Science Congress Assopciation (ISCA) 
and Indian National Science Academy (INSA), besides publishing a 
score of papers in journals of international repute. Her efforts paid 
off and she was transferred to the Department of Zoology, AMU, 
in 1997. Thereafter, She could devote more time to research and (in 
this regard) visited Rothamsted, CABI, University of Reading, British 
National History Museum (England), Scottish Crop Research Institute 
(Scotland), University of Ghent, Belgium and University of California, 
Riverside for collaborative research by availing Royal Society–INSA 
Bilateral Exchange Programme, Rothamsted International Fellowship 
and DBT Overseas Associateship. Encouraged by these collaborations, 
she submitted proposals for funding which then enabled her to 
procure some important equipment for research. For a long time after 
my appointment, she had to decline guiding many students since 
she did not have a laboratory to provide them work space. She got 
an independent laboratory only in 2003, about fourteen years after 
joining service. The new lab proved lucky for her. She published 
extensively and her work on nematode taxonomy got national and 
international recognition as she remain the first Asian to receive ONTA 
special award 2005 for sustained excellence in Nematology. (Journey to 
success: Qudsia Tahseen).
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 Renee M Borges, Ph.D. (1989, Miami)

She received the Sunderlal Baghai Gold Medal for Science. She works 
in the areas of chemical ecology, plant-animal interactions, behavioural 
ecology, and evolutionary biology. She was a strong believer in instinct. 
She realised that the only subject that could hold her attention was the 
natural world. Having been born into a family where medicine was an 
important vocation, this fascination with the natural world translated 
into an early desire to become a veterinarian (around the age of seven). 
Animal behaviour, plants, her surroundings, everything made her 
choose the profession of an ecologist. During her graduation, she spent 
evenings working with Humayun Abdulali at the Bombay National 
History Society, on the bird collections of the Andaman and Nicobar 
Islands. She wrote a series of popular articles on ecology and evolution 
while pursuing an MSc in Animal Physiology at the Institute of Science 
in Mumbai under the supervision of the great Bird Man Dr. Salim Ali. 
During her PhD days in University of Miami, Coral Gables, Florida, 
where she received a Maytag PhD Fellowship and got the opportunity 
to work in their extremely successful Tropical Biology Programme. The 
Miami experience taught her scientific independence because graduate 
students had to write their own grant proposals and obtain their own 
research funds. She developed a proposal to study the relationship 
between phytochemistry and food choices in the herbivorous Indian 
giant squirrel Ratufa indica. In that time, she spent two years in India, 
a year each in Magod, North Kanara, Karnataka and in Bhimashankar, 
Maharashtra, collecting data for the degree. In those years she lived alone 
in the forests, drove her own jeep through the forests, hired local field 
assistants, and made enduring friendships, both personal and scientific. 
Since giant squirrels are found only in dense forests, in remote areas, 
those two years also gave her first contact with true rural India. After 
Ph.D., She continued a five-year post-doctoral programme supported 
by grant through the Wildlife Institute of India (WII) in Dehradun. 
During this same period she joined the Bombay Natural History 
Society as Deputy Director (Research). Later, she accepted the faculty 
position in the Centre for Ecological Sciences (CES), Indian Institute 
of Science (IISc), where, she found the right scientific atmosphere, 
and most importantly, academic freedom that brings new excitement, 
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scientific friendships and collaborations. Together she discovered the 
world’s first truly nocturnal bee that can pollinate plants, arboreal 
earthworms that live within ant-plants, ant’s survival strategies, how 
male ant-mimicking spiders can find out whether a silken nest belongs 
to a virgin female just by chemical cues of the silk; her research team 
discovered how crab spiders can be successful at mimicking flowers; 
how plants produce scents to attract appropriate visitors and also scents 
to repel inappropriate ones. ( The excitement of colours and scents : 
Renee Borges).

Usha Vijayraghavan, Ph.D. (1989, Caltech), FASc, FNA

She is the faculty of the Department of Microbiology and Cell 
Biology, IISc, Bangalore. She has won the DBT-Bioscience award 
and International Senior Research Fellowship of The Wellcome Trust, 
UK and J.C. Bose Fellowship. Her research group uses genetics and 
functional genomics to decipher how gene expression is controlled 
using plants and yeasts as experimental models. She was born into a 
family with a surfeit of engineers and grew up in an environment that 
greatly valued education. She had excellent teachers who recognized 
her eagerness to go beyond the curriculum and above what mattered 
for excellent board results. She obtained a Bachelors degree from Delhi 
University where the faculty of Sri Venkateshwara College recognized 
from very early on her aptitude and commitment. She sat her first year 
University exams while suffering chicken pox in an “isolation room” 
created in the college. Such was their confidence in her potential. She 
went on to top the University bringing to her college one of its many 
“Firsts” in its early years as a South Campus college of Delhi University. 
Subsequently, she did a master’s degree in “interdisciplinary subject”: 
Biochemistry, which was not offered at Delhi University or Jawaharlal 
Nehru University. At Post Graduate Institute for Medical Education 
and Research, Chandigarh her interest in research was reaffirmed. 
In the meantime she got married, and they decided to go to Caltech 
for her husband’s post-doctoral work. She too work hard and with 
rigorous preparation and perseverance she was admitted to Caltech for 
her graduate research with Prof. John Ableson. He was among the few 
leading labs working intensively on the mechanism of mRNA splicing. 
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This is a process that contributes greatly to how eukaryotic cells generate 
a large repertoire of functional molecules from defined inherited 
genetic material. Towards the end of her graduate work came decision 
making time as her husband was returning to TIFR, Bombay. She had 
to identify her long-term objectives and decided on plant biology as an 
area for her post-doctoral research and began her tryst with plants in 
the laboratory of Prof. Elliot Meyerowitz at Caltech. After her post doc 
she returned to India as a Lecturer at the Indian Institute of Science. In 
general, Institutional support for women with families leaves much to 
be desired in most Indian establishments. But this is not an issue limited 
to career scientists. These issues plague most Indian establishments 
and require a combination of Institutional commitment to women’s 
issues and a changed perception in society that values women at the 
work place. On the balance, the inner drive to excel in ones chosen 
profession counters any of the downsides of being a career scientist. 
She believed that there are great opportunities, many professional and 
personal gratifying moments waiting to be discovered by a woman who 
takes to science as a career. (My journey into understanding how cells 
and organisms are made : Usha Vijayraghavan).

Sulabha Pathak, Ph.D. (1995, Rotterdam)

She was a recipient of Homi Bhabha Fellowship. In childhood she was 
aware of only two burning passions i.e. to teach and to see the world. She 
was pragmatic enough to know that while her first goal was achievable 
for a girl from a middle-class family in recently independent India, the 
second seemed destined to remain a dream. She enjoyed all the subjects, 
be they languages (she often fancied herself an author) mathematics 
or sciences. Microbiology, at that time a relatively new field, offered 
the chance of a college teaching position directly after a master’s. At 
the age of twenty-three, she was supposed to get married according to 
her mother’s and grandmother’s way of thinking. Though her father, 
on the other hand, thought it would be a mistake for her to marry 
before getting a Ph.D. She was ambivalent; marriage was not an option 
unless it was to the right guy. As fate would have it, after completion of 
Masters, she got the job of lecturing but she needed another challenge. 
Then she wrote her first book “Notes in Microbiology”. It kept her 
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occupied for a while, and then she started dabbling in research projects. 
In this meantime her husband was transferred to the Netherlands. 
However, for the gypsy in her, it was a chance to see the world. Giving 
up her dream job was an easy decision because she knew her potential 
well enough to realize that she would always find something to do. 
Within a week of their arrival, with three-year old daughter in tow, she 
approached Prof. Rob Benner at the Erasmus University’s immunology 
department for a voluntary job. She explained that she would work only 
the hours when her daughter was at school. Luckily, Rob appreciated 
her forthrightness and passion for research. Within a month, what 
had started as a voluntary job was converted to a salaried position. 
Strikingly her long march to a Ph.D. had begun. A couple of years 
after joining Erasmus, she started on a Ph.D. track. In the meantime 
her husband was transferred back to Mumbai. Also her supervisor 
accepted a two-year position at Stanford. She toyed with the idea of 
letting her husband return alone, but the emotional and economic toll 
was unacceptable. Her Guide was very supportive and understood her 
compulsions and suggested that to write a paper on her data while 
in India and then restart her research once her Co-Guide finished his 
stint at Stanford. While she waited to recommence doctoral work, she 
began to work as an industrial research consultant and dealt with a 
gamut of disparate projects from acne to herbal medicines to washing 
powders. When she revisited her doctoral track, she battled frustration 
as she worked in stretches of a few months at a time at Erasmus before 
returning home to analyze the data and think up new experiments. Her 
Ph.D. had morphed into a long-distance, part-time venture. She finally 
stood before thesis committee defending doctorate almost a decade. 
By this time, her daughter was soon to enter class ten, and she did not 
want any upheavals in her life. To use the time fruitfully, she teamed 
up with a friend and turned to a long-cherished dream of writing an 
immunology textbook priced for the Indian market. This was before 
the easy availability of information of the internet era. By the time she 
finished the book and her daughter passed class ten, fate intervened, 
once again in the person of her husband. He was offered a position 
in the U.S.. She jumped at the opportunities this presented for both 
travel and research. After years of self-imposed discipline, returning to 
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regular working hours as a post-doctoral fellow in immunology was 
a sheer joy. After the appointed three years, he was ready to return to 
India; but she was not. Her stint had been very fruitful and opened 
up the possibility of pursuing research at some of the most prestigious 
institutes in the U.S.. Her family knew that their lives had always taken 
precedence over her career; they told her now her dreams should come 
first. From a long-distance career to a long-distance marriage–for a year 
and a half, she lived the single life in Boston, indulging her passion for 
research at M.I.T. and Harvard. The year spent alone provided ample 
time for introspection. After the book, research projects, Ph.D., and 
postdoctoral stints, it was now time to do other things with her life. 
She was never been ambitious about her career, only about her work. 
When she returned to India, she worked on the second edition of the 
immunology book while searching for a position that would allow 
room for other pursuits. She is now a post-doctoral fellow at T.I.F.R., 
lucky to be with a boss who understands her perspective. She also teach 
underprivileged children, participate actively in causes she believe in, 
and travel extensively. The gypsy in her is now at peace it was a long, 
unconventional journey, but she would not change a thing. (The long 
way home...: Sulabha Pathak)

Chanda Nimbkar, Ph.D. (2006, Armidale)

She received the John Allwright Fellowship of the Australian Centre 
for International Agricultural Research. She works on farm animal 
genetics and breeding, at the Nimbkar Agricultural Research Institute 
at Phaltan, which is a recipient of the CSIR Award for S&T Innovations 
for Rural Development, Maharashtra. In Spite of getting a high score 
(third highest in Maharashtra) in the SSC exam in 1976 she opted for 
B.Com., Yet she is now immersed in the science and practice of Animal 
Breeding. She can live on her farm near a village, a comparatively 
pollution free and more or less peaceful life, have a career in a 
challenging and exciting field and help to improve productivity of local 
sheep and goats and incomes of the people who rear them. She had the 
courage to give up the prospect of a career as a chartered accountant, 
and embarked on a new path in farming although she did not know 
where the path would lead. Her field of Animal Breeding was based on 
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statistics, and that early background helped her a lot. Her knowledge 
of accountancy is also very useful for administrative duties which she 
had to carry out as the head of a division of their Institute. The one 
year Master’s degree in Animal Breeding at Edinburgh University, six 
years after her Bachelor’s degree in Commerce was really tough but 
she enjoyed the rigour and discipline of ‘quantitative’ or ‘statistical’ 
genetics. After the MSc, there was an offer of a PhD scholarship at 
Edinburgh University. Others might have found this tempting, but 
she refused it because she wanted to come back and work on farm 
animal breeding for a few years, and then select a relevant topic for 
her PhD. She wanted her PhD thesis to be practically useful; not just 
academically interesting. Therefore she came back in 1990 and worked 
in the Animal Husbandry Division (established that year) of their 
Nimbkar Agricultural Research Institute. Her father had established 
NARI in 1968 for research on improving the yield of irrigated crops 
such as sunflower, safflower and sweet sorghum. The work was novel 
and interesting; they were able to get some funding and worked with 
enthusiasm. The opportunity for another PhD scholarship did not 
come along until 2002. She got the John Allwright Fellowship offered 
by the Australian Centre for International Agricultural Research which 
was funding their project on developing ‘Prolific worm-resistant 
meat sheep for Maharashtra’. She did PhD at the University of New 
England in Armidale, Australia, which is one of the top universities in 
the world in the field of animal breeding. She became a scientist cum 
entrepreneur and works for rural development. (Off the beaten track: 
Chanda Nimbkar)

Conclusion

This article herein has discussed the achievements, struggles and 
challenges of life of quite a few Indian women scientists. Still there 
remains scope for recapitulation of other researchers, whose innovations 
have not got due prominence for several factors which can be a topic of 
further studies. There are much more fields where more inspirational 
lives can be explored. In this short span of words and space, all the 
stories can not be explained. This article tries to depicts the lives of 
some of the jewels of our country who have certainly achieved their 
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goals and also inspired a lot of other people. Still it is obviously depicted 
that women researchers needs to be more encouraged for which 
opportunities to them should be made through proper mentoring or 
encouraging collaboration. Less likely to have full time contracts and 
fewer opportunities to gain influential position than male colleagues, 
sexual harassment, gender biased attitude- all these anomalies needs 
to be redressed so as to inspire the women potential. However, it is 
surprising to know that the infrastructure and research facilities are not 
up to the mark in India. Strong family support and positive attitude 
towards women in workplace is much required aspects so that more 
girls who aspire to mark in the field of science can be more motivated.
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Contribution of Women Scientists in 
Biological Sciences in Global Perspective
Anisha Satpati, Sharmistha Pramanik & Poulami Ghosh 

INTRODUCTION

With the rapid progress of human civilization, head of the family 
started considering the potential of the women folk outside the home as 
well. We have numerous examples who proved their excellence equally 
lead the male dominated science fraction. The theme for International 
Women’s Day, 2020 commemorate the global day celebrating social, 
economical, cultural excellence of women making a call to action for 
tackling the persistent barrier against gender equality. To glorify their 
achievements, the theme of National Science Day has been selected as 
“Women in Science”. This article tries to highlight the achievements 
made by recognized and non-recognised aspirants of Bioscience field.

WOMEN SCIENTISTS IN 19TH CENTURY

	 •	 Nettie	Maria`	Stevens	(1861--1912) :
  She was one of the early American geneticists and was among 

the first researchers who described the chromosomal basis of sex 
first in insects and then in humans.Her early discoveries laid the 
basis for the Morgan’s mapping the first gene locations onto chro-
mosomes of fruit flies. She passed away just prior to accepting a 
faculty position.

	 •	 Beatrix	Potter	(1866-1943) :
  She is best known for her Peter Rabbit series of children’s books. 

She was interested in nature, but was rejected as a student at the 
Royal Botanical Garden, only for her gender. In spite of being 
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discriminated she could not stop her innovative research work. 
She was the first person to hypothesize that lichens were actually 
a symbiotic relationship between fungi and algae. She recorded 
her observations in exquisite painting and become respectfully 
reputed as mycologist. Her work on germination of spores was 
rejected due to her gender.

	 •	 Florence	Sabin	(1871--1953) :
  She has been called as the first lady of American Science who 

studied the lymphatic and immune system.She was the first fe-
male full Professor at Johns Hopkins School of Medicine. She was 
an advocate for women’s rights and higher education.In 1951 she 
achieved the Albert Lasker Public Service Award for her work.

	 •	 Margaret	Sanger	(1879--1966) :
  She was a nurse who promoted birth control as a means by which 

a woman could control her reproductive destiny. She opened the 
first birth control clinic in the United States. In 1929, she formed 
the National Committee on Fiederal Legislation for birth control. 
She is widely regarded as a founder of the modern birth control 
movement.

	 •	 Charlotte	Auerbach	(1899--1994) :
  Charlotte Auerbach, a German zoologist and geneticist discov-

ered the mutations that mustard gas could cause in fruit flies. Her 
approach was biological rather than chemical in that, while she 
acknowledged that mutation took place in the chemistry of the 
gene, she adhered to the idea that it was the biological interaction 
that gave the process its complexity. Her work formed the basis 
for the science of mutagenesis. She was awarded the Royal Society 
DarwinMedal in 1977.

WOMEN SCIENTISTS IN 20TH CENTURY

	 •	 Margaret	Mead	(1901--1978) :
  She was a curator of ethnology at the American Museum of Natu-

ral History from 1928 to her retirement in 1959. She is an influ-
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ential anthropologist who published her famous ‘Coming of Age’ 
in 1928. By this book the boys and girl in the Samon culture were 
taught to and allowed to value their sexuality.She died in 1978 
and was posthumously awarded the Presidential Medal of Free-
dom, the Union States’ highest civilization honour.

	 •	 Barbara	McClintock	(1902--1992) :
  She is considered as the one of the greatest biologists of the twen-

tieth century. Her research focused on colour mosaicism in maize 
during the 1940s. She is responsible for producing the first ge-
netic map for maize. She also discovered the transposons, mobile 
genetic elements that tend to move between locations in the ge-
nome. For her remarkable work she was awarded the Nobel Prize 
in 1983. 

	 •	 Rachel	Carson	(1907--1964) :
  She was an American marine biologist and a science writer, is 

best known for her book ‘Silent Spring’ where she explored the 
long term effects of synthetic pesticides. Carson initially started 
working as a biologist with the U.S Bureau of Fisheries and later 
she became a known figure and researcher in that field. She won 
several awards for ‘The sea around us including the National Book 
Award and the John Burroughs Medal. Rachel received many 
honorary degrees from universities. She was the second woman to 
be elected to the National Institute of Arts and Letters. 

	 •	 Virginia	Apgar	(1909--1974) :
  She was pioneer in anaesthesiology who developed the Apgar 

Newborn Scoring System, increasing infant survival rates. She 
warned that use of some anaesthetics during childbirth has nega-
tive effect. She was a leader in the field of anaesthesiology and 
teratology and introduced obstetrical considerations to the estab-
lished field of neonatology.

	 •	 Ruth	Dixon	Turner	(1914--2000) :
  Ruth Turner was a marine biologist, a curator of malacology at the 

Museum of Comparative Zoology and also a world-renowned ex-
pert on teredos, sharp-shelled mollusks that bore through wood. 
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For this reason she was called ‘Lady Wormwood.’ She was also the 
first woman scientist to use the deep ocean research submarine 
Alvin.Much of her work was done in co-operation with William 
J. Clench. They jointly described about 70 new mollusk species.
She had published more than 200 scientific articles and had a suc-
cessful career as a marine researcher.

	 •	 Gertrude	Bell	Elion	(1918--1999) :
  Gertrude Belle Elion was an American biochemist and also a 

pharmacologist. She could not find a research job after graduat-
ing because she was female; then she worked as a secretary and 
high school teacher. After saving enough money to attend New 
York University she obtained her M.Sc. in 1941. Her fifteen fi-
nancial aid applications for graduate school were not accepted 
due to gender bias. She had never obtained a formal Ph.D., but 
was later awarded an honorary Ph.D. from New York University 
Tandon School of Engineering in 1989 and an honorary S.D. 
degree from Harvard University in 1998.She had worked for the 
National Cancer Institute, American Association for Cancer Re-
search and World Health Organization. She played an important 
role in the development of AZT, one of the first drugs used to 
treat HIV and AIDS.For discoveries of “important new principles 
of drug treatment” Elion had received the Nobel Prize in Physiol-
ogy or Medicine, together with Hitchings and Sir James Black in 
1988.

	 •	 Rosalind	Franklin	(1920--1958) :
  She is called as ‘The Dark Lady of DNA’ as she was the pioneer of 

DNA double helix discovery but she was not in focus. Beside this 
she was an English chemist and X-ray crystallographer.There is 
very much controversy surrounding her life and work. Franklin is 
best known for her work on the X-ray diffraction images of DNA, 
particularly Photo 51, which led to the discovery of the DNA 
double helix for which James Watson, Francis Crick and Mau-
rice Wilkins shared the Nobel Prize in Physiology or Medicine in 
1962. Watson suggested that Franklin would have ideally been 
awarded a Nobel Prize in Chemistry, along with Wilkins. But she 
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had died in 1958 although there was not yet a rule against post-
humous awards, the Nobel Committee generally does not make 
posthumous nominations. After finishing her work on DNA, 
Franklin led pioneering work at Birkbeck on the molecular struc-
tures of viruses. Her team member Aaron Klug continued her re-
search, winning the Nobel Prize in Chemistry in 1982. This work 
was exactly what Franklin had started and which she introduced 
to Klug, and it is highly possible that, if she alive, she would have 
shared the Nobel Prize.

	 •	 Rosalyn	Yalow	(1921--2011) :
  She was an American medical physicist who had overcome many 

hurdles as a woman in her field as the powerful male figures 
controlled opportunities for training, promotion, and many as-
pects of development in the science field. When Yalow entered 
the University of Illinois in September 1941, she was the only 
woman among 400 professors and teaching assistants. At 1950, 
she had equipped a radioisotope laboratory at the Bronx VA Hos-
pital.There she joined with Berson to develop radioimmunoassay 
(RIA), a radioisotope tracing technique. In 1977, Yalow was the 
sixth individual woman and the first American-born woman, to 
win the Nobel Prize in a scientific fieldfor her role in devising 
the radioimmunoassay (RIA) technique. In 1988, she received 
the National Medal of Science, the highest honour for American 
individuals in science and technology.

	 •	 Martha	Cowles	Chase	(1927--2003) :
  She was an American geneticist. In 1952, she and Hershey (a 

bacteriologist & geneticist) performed the Hershey–Chase ex-
periment, which helped to confirm that genetic information is 
transmitted by DNA, but not by the protein. That experiment 
helped to resolve the controversy over the composition of heredi-
tary information. For that discovery Hershey won the Nobel Prize 
in Physiology or Medicine in 1969, but Chase was not included. 
A series of personal setbacks through the 1960s ended her career 
in science.
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	 •	 Anne	McLaren	(1927--2007) :
  She was a famous scientist in developmental biology. She was a 

member of the committee established to inquire into the tech-
nologies of in vitro fertilisation (IVF) and embryology, which 
later produced the Warnock Report. From the year 1991–2000, 
she was a member of the Nuffield Council on Bioethics. She had 
many contributions towards the development of new contracep-
tive methods for women. For her contribution in science she was 
made an officer of the Royal Society, the first female officer in the 
society’s 330-years history. For her pioneering work on fertility 
she was made a Fellow of the Royal College of Obstetricians and 
Gynaecologists in 1986.

	 •	 Dian	Fossey	(1932--1985) :
  She was an American primatologist, conservationist who was 

known for undertaking an extensive study of mountain gorilla 
groups. Fossey made discoveries about gorillas including gorilla 
vocalization, hierarchies and social relationships among groups, 
rare infanticide, gorilla diet, and how gorillas recycle nutrients. 
She had supported the active conservation through anti-poaching 
patrols and preservation of natural habitat. She was recognized as 
the world’s leading authority on the physiology and behaviour of 
mountain gorillas, defining gorillas as being ‘dignified, highly so-
cial, gentle giants, with individual personalities, and strong family 
relationships.’ After her death, Fossey’s Digit Fund in the US was 
renamed the Dian Fossey Gorilla Fund International. The Kari-
soke Research Centre is operated by this fund and it continues the 
daily gorilla monitoring and protection that she started.

	 •	 Jane	Goodall	(1934-Continued) :
  She is an English primatologist, who is considered to be the world’s 

famous expert on chimpanzees. She became the eighth person to 
be allowed to study for a PhD in the University of Cambridge 
without having a BA or BSc degree. Jane Goodall is well known for 
her studies of the chimpanzees at the Gombe Stream Game Reserve 
on Lake Tanzania. She discovered that they are omnivores. She 
also found that, ‘it isn’t only human beings who have personality, 
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who are capable of rational thought and emotions like joy and 
sorrow.’ She became the global leader of efforts to protect wild 
apes and their habitats. But her unconventional practices, such 
as giving names to the chimpanzees she studied, have brought 
criticism from some scientists. In April 2002, Secretary-General 
Kofi Annan named Goodall a United Nations Messenger of 
Peace. Her other honours include, the French Legion of Honor, 
Medal of Tanzania, the Benjamin Franklin Medal in Life Science, 
the Spanish Prince of Asturias Awards. In 2019 she had received 
Gold Medal of the Royal Canadian Geographical Society.

	 •	 Lynn	Margulis(1938--2011) :
  Lynn Margulis, an American evolutionary theorist & biologist 

was the primary modern proponent for the significance of sym-
biosis in evolution. Her first publication was on the genetics of 
Euglena which published in 1958 in the Journal of Protozoology. 
In 1966, as a young faculty member at Boston University, Mar-
gulis wrote a theoretical paper titled ‘On the Origin of Mitosing 
Cells’. This is considered today as a landmark in modern endo-
symbiotic theory. For the Advancement of Science she was elected 
as Fellow of the American Association in 1975.

	 •	 WangariMaathai	(1940--2011) :
  WangariMaathai, an environmentalist was the first African woman 

to win the Nobel Peace Prize. She had worked in veterinary medi-
cine research at the University of Nairobi. Despite the opposition 
of the male students and faculty, she was able to earn a Ph.D. there. 
She was the first woman who became the head of the veterinary 
medicine faculty at that university. In 1977 she founded the Green 
Belt movement in Kenya, which has planted more than 10 mil-
lion trees to prevent soil erosion. She had also served as national 
chairperson for the National Council of Women of Kenya.Her 
efforts in environmental act led to a Nobel Peace Prize.

	 •	 Lydia	Villa-Komaroff	(1947-continued) :
  Lydia Villa-Komaroff, a molecular & cellular biologist is known 

as a pioneer in the field of molecular cloning and DNA manipu-
lation. She was part of a team that discovered how bacterial cells 
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could be used to generate insulin. Villa-Komaroff’s laboratory 
made several important contributions following the insulin re-
search. Villa-Komaroff contributed to the discovery that a mol-
ecule known to be associated with Alzheimer’s disease (amyloid 
beta) causes degeneration of brain cells (neurons). This had pro-
vided the first direct evidence that a fragment of the amyloid 
precursor protein could kill neurons. At 1992 she had received 
Hispanic Engineer National Achievement Award. Now she is a 
Fellow of the Association for Women in Science.

Recent achievements of women scientists:

	 •	 Francoise	BarreSinoussi :
  The French virologist shared Nobel Prize in 2008 in physiology/

medicine with Luc Montagnier for discovery of HIV virus.

	 •	 Elizabeth	Blackburn	and	Carol	Greider	:
  Both of them shared Nobel Prize in 2009 for discovery of Telo-

mere and Telomerase which has wild application in research in 
health sector.

	 •	 Ada	E.	Youath	:
  She shared Nobel Prize in chemistry in 2009 with Venkatraman-

Ramakrishnan for demonstrating the structure and function of 
ribosomes at the atomic level. X-ray crystallography was used to 
map the position of each and every atom making the ribosome. 

	 •	 TuYouyou	:
  She won Nobel Prize for physiology/ medicine in 2015 shared with 

William C. Campbell and SantoshOmura. A new drug, Avernec-
tin, discovered by Campbell and Omura lower the incidence of 
RiverBlindness, Lymphatic Filariasis as well as other parasitic dis-
eases. Another drug discovered by Youyou was Artemisinin found 
to have a significant reduction in mortality rates of malaria patient.

	 •	 May	Britt	Moser	:
  A Nobel laureate in physiology/medicine in 2014- the awareness 

of one’s location and how to find the way to other places is crucial 
for both human and animals. She with her husband discovered 
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that nerve cells of a rat fire in the entorhimal cortex, a region 
near the hippocampus when the animal scuttled past particular 
location arranged in a hexagonal grid. These grid cells associated 
with other cells to form the brains positioning system. Similar 
grid arrangements were found in human brain. Their work 
paved the way for other neuroscientists working on diseases like 
Alzheimer’s.

	 •	 Barbara	Rosemary	Grant	:
  An evolutionary biologist shared Kyoto prize in 2009 with her 

husband Raymond Grant for demonstration of rapid evolution 
caused by natural selection in response to environmental changes. 
This award is for significant contribution to cultural and spiritual 
betterment of mankind.

	 •	 Francis	Arnold	:
  She was a Nobel laureate in chemistry in 2008 for her evolution 

of enzyme. She shared the prize with George P. Smith and Grego-
ry P. Winter who discovered the technique called Phage- Display 
to isolate genes for targeted proteins.

	 •	 Linda	J.	Saif	:
  She was a American microbiologist at Ohio state university. She 

was the first women scientists to win wolf prize agriculture award-
ed in 2015 for her contribution in the field of virology and im-
munology.

	 •	 XiaoweiZhuang	:
  She was a multitalented women scientist recipient of one of the 

most prestigious awards, Heineken prize (2018) in biochemistry. 
She was a Chinese -American biophysicist, professor of chemical 
biology as well as an investigator at the Howard Hughes medical 
institute. She is best known for her work in developing stochastic 
optical Reconstruction microscopy (STORM), a super resolution 
fluoroscence microscopy method and discovery of novel cellular 
structure using STORM.
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CONCLUSION

This article herein has discussed proficiency of quiet a few scientists. 
Still there remains scope for recapitulation of other researchers, whose 
innovations have not got due prominence for several factors which can 
be a topic of further studies. As of 1901-2019, it is noted that Nobel 
prizes had been awarded to 866 male scientists whereas 53 female 
scientists had been honoured. This figure evaluates that ratio of women 
scientists is not appreciable in global context. Still the representation 
to this discipline on the part of women researchers needs to be 
encouraged for which opportunities to them should be made through 
proper mentoring or encouraging collaboration. Less likely to have full 
time contracts and fewer opportunities to gain influential position than 
male colleagues, sexual harassment, gender biased attitude- all these 
anomalies needs to be redressed so as to inspire the women potential. 
However, it is surprising to know that till enthusiasm and inspiration 
among women researchers is not up to the mark in developed nations.
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Nature of Women-Centric Bengali 
Television Serials and Its Negative Impact 

Jhuma Hari

In modern era, television has played multiple roles in society. It plays 
the role of a teacher who gives an education, a parent who will be with 
us every moment to guide us and a special guru to its viewers. Indeed, 
television acts as an agent that transforms culture and tradition from 
one generation to another. It builds bonds in our relationship, with 
it and acts as a friend in loneliness, a device of empowerment, and a 
tool of learning. Amongst all the mass media today, Bengali Television 
serials attract the largest number of viewers. Its audience is greater 
in size than any of the other media audiences. This is because of the 
Bengali Television serials have capacity to attract the audiences of all 
age groups, literate and illiterate and of all the strata of the society.

Television serials, mainly Bengali Television serials, have become a 
major source of enlightenment, leisure and entertainment for women. 
The media planners at present scenario are particularly focusing on the 
requirements and needs of their women viewers, who are very large 
in number. It is very much prominently observed that the programs 
shown on television these days are largely women-centric. Serials 
can impart both positive and negative values on its viewers. Hence, 
the objectives of the present exercise are to highlight the nature of 
women-centric Bengali Television Serials and to examine the negative 
impact of women-centric Bengali Television Serials. Content Analysis, 
Comparative Analysis, and Internet Research have been employed to 
develop this paper. 
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NATURE OF WOMEN-CENTRIC BENGALI TV SERIALS

Kolkata based television serial production houses highly try to grab 
attention, particularly at the evening time, from a massive number of 
people belonging to Bengali society by producing women-centered 
television serials. Several overwhelming evidences can be produce in 
support of people’s Bengali TV serials Addiction. But it is very difficult 
to measure whether this people’s interest is inherent or it is newly 
developed attraction. 

It is perceived that, the people from various economic backgrounds 
are taking interest in Bengali Television Serials and spending a 
considerable amount of time experiencing multidimensional role of 
the women as projected through television channels like Zee Bangla 
and Star Jalsha especially. Widely projected themes are: a woman is a 
good daughter, a good wife, a good mother, a good life companion etc. 

Current Bengali Television Serials mostly highlight love and 
affection, marriage, divorce, remarriage, conspiracy, vengeance, extra-
marital affairs, deprivation, success and failure etc. centering round 
the life of women. People are watching these issues in dramatic forms 
and hence people are becoming more aware about the problems and 
challenges of contemporary society. 

Now-a-days, Bengali Television serials are significant sources of 
income for the women. It can easily be understood that the percentage 
of women artists is comparatively high than that of the men artists. 
Bengali Television serials are the platforms to project vibrant capabilities 
and fabulous performances by the women artists. Mimi Chakraborty, 
Manali Dey, Ritabhari Chakraborty are few popular personalities who 
came from the small screen. 

Wardrobes in contemporary Bengali TV serials are also very 
impressive. Make-up of the actresses are outstanding than that of 
the actors. The viewers express their desires to copy the actresses to 
whom people think popular identity and unique character. The serials 
addicted women viewers often insist to make their dresses with the 
help of the tailors in accordance with the wardrobes that their favorite 
characters wear in the Bengali Television serials. 
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NEGATIVE IMPACT OF BENGALI TELEVISION SERIALS

TV serials play very momentous role in society as well as in our day 
to day daily life. But, in recent days the TV serials have produced bad 
examples in many cases. Now-a-days Bengali TV Serials producers 
propagate maximum number of controversial issues in their serials 
which mostly influence their largest audience that is women. Good 
Bengali TV Serials is very scarce. TV Serials have immense negative 
influence on the mind and thought of the people.

Negative impact of Bengali TV Serials can be seen in the role of 
Bengali women in their domestic life. Women members are deeply 
interested in experiencing evening time Bengali TV Serials than that of 
rearing and caring their children. 

Cultures like divorce, remarriage, extra-marital affaires etc. were 
strictly blameful in Bengali society, particularly in rural areas. But 
due to the broadcast of Bengali TV serials highlighting on these Post-
Modernist issues, we witness, the people are getting opportunities to 
reconstruct their mind set-up. Ultimately, people are welcoming these 
cultures with serious troubles. Is this the erosion of traditional Bengali 
culture or modernization? 

Few important Issues of Post-Modern Feminism such as abortion, 
prostitution, pre-marriage motherhood etc. all these are either silent in 
Bengali TV Serials or lightly projected. 

Everyone would justify that evening time news is better than 
evening time TV serials. A considerable figure of Indian population is 
ignorant about the problems and emerging challenges of the country 
because of their eager interest in Television Serials. 

The language used in Bengali TV serials is usually potent enough to 
deteriorate the generally excepted social culture and norms. They talk 
like the Bengali TV Serials actress. 

TV serials addiction is a hindrance to practice good habits such as 
Library visit, social works, and constructive human action like writing 
poems, music practice, dancing and so on. 

TRP of serials is increasing day by day with the voting of public 
only, if everyone understands that these Bengali TV Serials are only 
for entertainment not a part of our life and sometimes spoils the 
environment of the family as few people also applied the conspiracies 
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in their personal life also. We should be conscious on what we are 
watching that might impact the next generation and this can only 
bring revolution in the serial industry which will help the industry to 
bring forth new and innovative things which will not only help the 
adult but the children to develop the mind. 

Bengali Television serials are an integral part of our everyday life 
and have become a kind of necessity. The picture of women portrayed 
in the Bengali Television serials is a blend of both reality and illusion. 
The daily serials are infact mirroring the India Society. All most all the 
aspects of Indian society and its culture are portrayed in the serials, so 
it’s very essential to properly understand what is reality and illusion in 
these serials. Some of the good informative Bengali Television serials 
also started new point of view serials like Prothoma Kadambini is based 
on Kadambini Ganguly who becomes one of the first female doctors 
in British India. However, besides being a woman, she has to battle 
superstition and the ignorance of the Bengal society from 16 March 
2020 at Star Jalsha same way one of very papoular Bengali Television 
serials is Karunamoyee Rani Rashmoni at Zee Bangla which started 
from 24 July 2017 today also very popular because of its historical 
importance.
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Position of Women in Modern Society
Pramanna Gurung

INTRODUCTION

We live in a world where goddesses are worshiped and women get 
tamed, harassed, abused, raped, and kidnapped every single day. So 
the question is how terrible is it to be born a girl in the world today? 
The almost daily headlines about cruel act of violence, exploitation 
and discrimination against women from the kidnapping of nearly 
276 school girls in Nigeria in April 2014 to the latest gang rape 
and murder of a 26 year old veterinary doctor in Shamshabad, near 
Hyderabad, India provide plenty of reasons to be pessimistic about 
women’s equality in today’s world. Religion and law tell us that we 
are all alike and equal, but society tends to prove us the contrary. 
Woman have found themselves interpreting many parts on the stage of 
life, from key characters to ones of very little importance, but always 
present in the spotlight. From Goddesses to slaves, from the symbol 
of sin to the image of holiness, women have had a difficult path in 
understanding their purpose, their limits, and most importantly, their 
freedom. Today’s society reveals a modern perspective of this issue, one 
that in earlier times would have been strongly disapproved. Today, the 
modern woman is totally different from what she used to be. She tries 
to constantly improve her position in society, she is preoccupied with 
her looks, and what is very important, she is trying to have a normal life 
without being constrained by anyone or anything. The modern women 
wants good education and a blooming professional life, a way of life 
that allows her to have a baby and she can do it alone if she does not 
find the right man to support her. Women are no longer the better half 
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of someone or something, they are their own shelves, they represent 
their own idea and beliefs, they can be leaders, mother, wives, and also 
the heads of companies, and in one word they are free. There was a 
time when only one woman succeeded in being a queen. Now, there is 
nothing holding us back from becoming queen in our own lives.

 WHAT DOES IT MEAN TO BE A WOMAN? 

First of all women is mother, a wife, a daughter, a friend. The woman 
is sensitive but also strong. She is independent but knows her 
responsibility very well. The woman exudes beauty, sensuality, love. 
Women are true heroes who fight for their purposes, who go through 
life with their heads up and who love to be respected and appreciated. 
Women are the smile, the finesse and the love in this world. They have 
enormous soul power. 

FACTORS LED TO THE DEVELOPMENT OF POSITION OF 
WOMEN IN MODERN SOCIETY: 

The enhancement of position of women in the society can be analysed 
in the light of the major changes that have taken place in areas such 
as legislation, education, economic and employment sector, political 
participation and awareness of right on the part of women etc. Following 
are some changes that have been taken place in modern society

WOMEN IN THE FIELD OF EDUCATION

“If you educate a man you educate an individual, however, if you educate 
a woman you educate a whole family. Women empowered means 
mother India empowered”.—Pt. Jawaharlal Nehru. The education of 
women is critical component in a country’s goal to close the gender gap 
and advance economic and social growth and development. Studies 
show that the investment in the education of women is effective in 
addressing poverty and extremism. Women’s education increases the 
income of women and leads to growth in GDP. Educated women 
can help in the reduction of infant mortality rate and growth of the 
population. They can guide their children in all fields of life. In last few 
years there has been considerable improvement in women education. 
Education for disabled women has also improved – In 2011; Giusi 
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Spagnolo became the first woman with Down syndrome to graduate 
college in Europe. More and more women are coming out of house and 
opt for education. That is the reason why we are seeing lot of women 
on top position in world. They have done considerable improvement 
in all areas. Some women who have done remarkable work in the field 
of education in the world are Savitribai Phule, Maria Montessori, Mary 
McLeod Bethune, Helen Keller, Clara Barton, Mary Ward etc.

WOMEN IN ECONOMIC AND EMPLOYMENT FIELDS:

Unlike in the earlier days women in the modern society and in the 
age of technology are not constrained in four walls of house they are 
going out of their boundaries and becoming self dependent. In the 
employment market they are giving tough competition to men folk. 
In some fields number of women workers is steadily increasing. For 
example women working as doctors, researchers, teachers, advocates, 
nurses, bank employ clerks, typist, receptionist, personal assistants, 
telephone operators and so on. Today some of them are the CEOs of 
top companies and they are running successful business. Since 1991, 
though in a smaller number, women are getting recruited into armed 
force, naval force and air force also. In order to give protection to the 
economic interests and rights of the womenfolk the government has 
undertaken various socio-economic legislation, which cover areas such 
as right to property or inheritance, equal wages, working conditions, 
maternity benefits and job security. Some countries like India, France, 
Germany Italy, The Netherland, and Norway have quotas for women 
on boards of public companies. But it is seen that women earnings still 
lags behind the man. Around the world, women perform two-thirds 
of the world’s work, especially in agriculture, for 10 percent of the 
income (Inter Action, 2009); own only 1 percent of the assets (www.
onlinewomeninpolitics.org); and constitute 70% of the world’s poor 
(International Labour Organisation). “Whatever women are working 
in industrialized nations or developing countries, in rural or urban 
settings, most women still carry the triple burden of raising children, 
performing household chores and earning an income for their family,” 
was the finding of the 2010 Soroptimist International white paper 
“Women at Work.”
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WOMEN IN POLITICAL FIELD

It is believed that equitable participation of women in politics and 
government is essential to build and sustain responsive and transparent 
democracy. The meaningful participation of women in national, local 
and community leadership roles has become an important focus on 
global development policy. Women’s participation in mainstream 
political activity has important implication for the broader arena of 
governance in any country. There is growing recognition of the untapped 
capacity and talents of women and women’s leadership. Over the last 
two decades, the rate of women’s representation in national parliaments 
globally has increased from 11.8% in 1998 to 17.8% in 2008 to 23.5% 
in 2018, as of April 1, 2019, the global average of women in national 
assemblies is 24.3%. A number of countries are exploring measures that 
may increase women’s participation in government at all levels, from 
the local to the national. However more and more women are pursuing 
leadership position in the present day. The number of women leaders 
around the world has grown, but they still represent a small group .At 
the executive levels of government, women become prime ministers 
more often than they become presidents. But no doubt today there is 
exception increase of women participation in politics than earlier.

WOMEN IN THE FIELD OF SPORTS

Women participation in sports rose dramatically in the twentieth 
century, especially in the last quarter, reflecting changes in modern 
societies that emphasized gender parity. Although the level of 
participation and performance still varies greatly by country and by 
sport, women’s sports have broad acceptance throughout the world, 
and in a few instance, such as figure skating, rival or exceed their male 
counterparts in popularity. Today there is more female participating in 
athletics than ever before. In October 2018, the Youth Olympic Games 
Buenos Aires 2018 was the first fully gender balance Olympic event 
ever. Most recently, changes to the event programme for Tokyo 2020 
will see female participation rise to a projected 48.4%, with double the 
number of mixed events compared to Rio 2016, while Beijing 2022 
will also see an increase number in women’s and mixed events to reach 
record 45.44% female representation at a Winter Games. “This is an 
excellent step forward. We have made history-to have equal numbers 
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of women and men competing for the first time at the Olympic 
games of Youth Olympic Games. As well as being another step in the 
implementation of Olympic agenda 2020, this is a great milestone for 
Women’s sport and for Olympic movement as a whole.” This statement 
was made by President Bach at the IOC (International Olympic 
Committee) Executive meeting 21 August 2015. In the present day 
the some name of the women who are pioneering in the field of sports 
are P V Sindhu (Badminton), Mary Kom (Boxing), Serena William ( 
Tennis), Katinka Hosszu (Swimming) and so on.

WOMEN GIVEN EQUAL RIGHT

Women’s rights are the rights and entitlements claimed for women 
worldwide, and which formed the basis for women’s right movement 
in the 19th century and feminist movement during 20th century. In 
some countries, these rights are institutionalized or supported by law, 
local custom and behaviour, whereas in others they are ignored and 
suppressed. Issues commonly associated with notions of women’s right 
include the right to bodily integrity and autonomy; to be free from sexual 
violence; to vote; to hold public office; to enter into legal contracts; to 
have equal right in family law; to work; to fair wages or equal pay; to 
have reproductive rights; to own property; to education. The Universal 
Deceleration of Human Right, adopted in 1948, enshrines “the equal 
right of men and women.”, and addressed both the equality and equity 
issues. In 1979, the United Nations General Assembly adopted the 
Convention on the Elimination of All Forms of Discrimination against 
Women for legal imprecation of the Declaration of elimination of 
discrimination against sex, described as an International bill of rights 
for women. It came into force on 5 September 1981. In 2013 Sexual 
Harassment of Women at Workplace Act was passed in India which 
provides protection to women from sexual harassment at all workplaces 
both in public and private sector. All these rights are passed for the 
benefits o of women.

CONCLUSION

Gandhi ji once said, “Women is the noblest of God’s creation, supreme 
in her own sphere of activity.” These words are blossoming now. The 
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woman of modern society has started caring for her social, emotional, 
cultural, religious and economic needs. She has now become tool for 
social change. She has fought a great deal so that the present times would 
treat the new female generation differently. It can be said that women 
have more freedom than earlier however not true in many respects 
because prejudice still remains in the society. Though the position of 
today’s modern women is high, the overall picture of women’s position 
in world is not satisfactory. Discrimination against women is still a 
pervasive phenomenon. Despite major initiative by the Government, 
to end discrimination through legal and policy instruments, to improve 
access of women to education, nutrition and health care services, the 
ground level situation still shows that much remains to be done, The 
greater empowerment of women and enhanced political participation at 
all levels of such activity can help to change the scene. Last but not the 
least, we should not forget that progress of a nation cannot be achieved 
until and unless there is active participation of its mother, wives, sister 
and daughter. So each and every man should thoughtfully decide to 
bring a revolutionary transformation in his attitude towards women and 
accept the women to be the equal participants in the country’s progress.
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Position of Women in Modern Society
Reeta Das

INTRODUCTION

William Shakespeare said about women: “The world would be 
imperfect without the presence of the woman. The woman came out of 
man’s rib, not from the feet to be trampled on, not from his head to be 
superior but from the side to be equal, under the arm to be protected, 
next to the heart to be loved.” Status of Indian Women began to change 
radically during the modern period. Historically the period after 1750 
A.D is known as the modern period. Though the quality of life of 
women during the British Rule remained more or less the same, some 
substantial progress was achieved in eliminating inequalities between 
men and women in education, employment, social right and so on. 
Some social evils such as child marriage, sati system, devadasi system, 
purdah system, prohibition of widow remarriage etc., which were a 
great hurdle in the path of women’s progress were either controlled or 
removed by suitable legislations. Social reformers with patriotic spirit 
on the one hand and the British Government on the other together 
took several measures to improve the status of women and to The status 
of Indian women has radically changed since independence. Both the 
structural and cultural changes provided equality of opportunities to 
women in education, employment and political participation. With 
the help of these changes, exploitation of women, to a great extent was 
reduced. More freedom and better orientation were provided to the 
women’s organisation to pursue their interest.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

The article is descriptive. An attempt has been made to analyse the 
conditions of position of women in modern India. Here I have 
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concentrated in the sphere of Science and Technology. From the 18th 
century onwards, Indian women contributed their works to the society. 
According to the need of the article the data utilised are secondary in 
nature, which are collected from books, journals, magazines, research 
articles. 

CONTRIBUTION OF WOMEN SCIENTISTS OF INDIA

In India the situation of women in science is similar to other Asian 
countries, with some notable differences. India is a land of contradictions: 
it has had a powerful woman prime minister, a woman president, it has 
a large number of very highly accomplished women and at the same 
time it rates extremely low in the treatment of the average woman. 
As an example, the percentage of women Nobel laureates (2.94%) 
in the fields of Science and Technology along with the Field’s medal 
(1.66%) in mathematics gives us a brief idea. Such glaring inequity can 
be explained by many social prejudices and stereotypes towards women 
counterpart, questioning their intellectual and leadership ability. Such 
as :

 l A stereotype of men being better at math and science is inculcated 
from childhood itself 1, 2. These preconceived notions might dis-
courage female students to pursue their career in science or tech-
nology.

 l There is also the longstanding belief that science and technology 
are masculine subjects, since they deal with the technical aspects 
of nature 3, 4. A recent study tried to explain the role of society 
and psychological impression over the masculinity of “physics” 
and thus highlighted the role of symbolic hegemony which per-
petuated this idea5.

 l Another stereotype that plagues female worker in every sphere of 
life is the expectation to be the primary caregiver of the family.

  During Vedic age, the highlight was that women enjoyed equal 
rights in education, politics and property. For example, Gargi 
Vachaknavi, 6,7 Lilavati 8, Maitreyi 9 were mentioned as the ex-
perts of their respective fields.
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The status of women in Indian society underwent many changes as 
a result of the social changes in the country. Among the various sub 
disciplines of science, medicine was the first to attract Indian women. 
Indian women have had a presence in the sciences for well over a century. 

The first Indian woman to receive her degree as a medical doctor 
did so in 1885. Kadambini Ganguly ,the extraordinary woman who 
broke the glass ceiling on women’s freedom. She was one of the first 
women graduates of India and to get admission to Calcutta Medical 
College in 1884. Incredibly confident, determined and multi-faceted, 
Kadambini Ganguly was the voice of women’s education and rights.

An early Indian woman doctorate in basic sciences was Janaki 
Ammal (in 1931) and the first woman to get her doctorate from an 
Indian university was Ashima Chatterjee, (in 1944). However, prior 
to Indian independence in 1947, the numbers had been very low, even 
as a fraction of those who studied science. Since then however, Indian 
women have come a long way in terms of science education. They 
are entering into all kinds of professions like engineering, medicine, 
research in different sphere of science.

In 1950, university enrolment in the sciences accounted for about 
20% of the total irrespective of gender. By 2000, women’s share in 
university enrolment increased to about 40% and appears to have 
plateaued at this level, as has the share within the sciences. 

A comparative analysis of Indian Institutes of Technology (IITs) 
and the most prominent engineering colleges in the country depicts 
the immense gap in gender equality with an average female faculty 
of 11.24%. The first group of IITs established between 1951-2001 
(7 IITs) shows an average of 10.74% women faculty in science and 
technology streams, followed by 11.6% in second set (2008-2009) (8 
IITs) and 11.33% in third set (2012-2016) (8 IITs)10.

Among the Universities, Indian Institute of Science, Bangalore( 
IISc) came out as the mostly male dominated (with 8.6% female 
faculty), while Amritha Vishwa Vidyapeetham (45.8%) and Savitribai 
Phule Pune University (40.53%) stands out with most balanced 
distribution of gender within India10. 

The National Institutes of Technologies (NITs) exhibit an average 
of 17.75% of women faculty with NIT Uttrakhand having the lowest 
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(6.67%) and NIT Manipur having the highest percentage (29.41%) of 
female faculty 10 . 

The Council of Scientific & Industrial Research (CSIR) is one of 
the largest research organization, with 38 national laboratories and 
approximately 4600 active scientists, distributed throughout India of 
which only 18.48% are women10 . 

The distribution of gender in Indian Institute of Science Education 
and Research (IISERs) throughout the India is 15.47% (female) and 
84.52% (male) 10. 

Different research institutes (mainly focused on biological sciences) 
such as The National Centre for Biological Sciences (NCBS), Institute 
of Life Sciences ( ILS), Indian Institute of Science, Bangalore (IICB) etc, 
exhibit the same profile of having 23.12% female scientists compared 
to 77.49% of male scientists10. 

The All Indian Institute of Medical Sciences (AIIMS) has had only 
one woman director in its 60-year history given the large number of 
women in medicine, and this is also true for the Indian Council for 
Medical Research (ICMR). The prestigious Indian Statistical Institute, 
founded in the year 1931, now has its first woman director only now. 
The first woman director of the Indian Institute of Geomagnetism was 
appointed in 2005, after its establishment as an autonomous institute 
in 1971. 

Other institutions that have been headed by women at some time 
include the National Institute of Immunology, the National Brain 
Research Centre, and the Institute of Advanced Study in Science and 
Technology.

The data shows that women directors of science institutes, whether 
in areas of Biological/Medical Sciences or in Physical Sciences are rare, 
and as heads of departments in universities and research institutes, they 
are not uncommon, but the fraction rarely exceeds 15% overall. In 
all, therefore, women’s participation in governance structures is fairly 
limited. With such low numbers, changes are difficult to bring about.

Interestingly enough, the Indian Academy of Science (IASc) and 
National Institute of Advanced Studies (NIAS) 11 undertook a survey 
which included women who could not continue in Science after a 
Ph.D., along with scientists of both genders who had continued in 
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science or related professions. In the survey all but the women who had 
had to leave, said that in their perception those who left had left due to 
family reasons whereas those who had actually left answered that it was 
because they did not find appropriate job or support.

The large drop in the number of women between the doctoral 
and professional stages appears to be, in part due to social pressure 
on women to have a family which is seen as incompatible with a 
professional career. There are patriarchal attitudes in hiring practices, 
so many women are discriminated against at this stage as well, with 
administrators deciding that women “should” be opting for family over 
a career .

For women holding positions in governmental institutions, there 
is presently a policy that entitles them to two years of support for 
“child-care leave”, which they can take at any point until their children 
are 18 years of age. This is intended to help balance the pressures of 
maintaining a family and a career.

 Department of Science and Technology (DST) and Department 
of Bio Technology (DBT) Schemes for women to come back to 
science after a break. DBT, Indian National Science Academy (INSA) 
and National Academy of Sciences, India (NASI) special awards for 
women. Establishment of the Task Force for Women in Science by 
the DST. Support of women entrepreneurs by DST, DBT and other 
organizations. The DST has also brought out a book containing detailed 
life and career stories of a few Indian women scientists 12; these also 
serve as inspirational material designed to attract young women to a 
career in science.

 The IASc Council formed a committee in 2001 to discuss issues 
of women in the sciences, and their deliberations led to the formation 
of the Women in Science (WiS) Panel in 2003. The webpage http://
www.ias.ac.in/womeninscience summarizes information of interest to 
women scientists and acts as a source for related material and research.

A large fraction of women scientists work in Institutes that come 
under Department of Space (DOS), Department of Atomic Energy 
(DAE), Defense Research and Development Organization (DRDO) 
or the Indian Space Research Organization (ISRO) where they do not 
need to make grant applications. The fraction of women as division and 
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project heads in the above (DRDO, ISRO and DOS) is substantial, 
about 30%, and in fact the current head of the Integrated Guided 
Missile Development Program (Agni-IV) is a woman. Muthayya 
Vanitha & Ritu Karidhal Senior Scientists at ISRO. Vanitha was 
project director, & Karidhal was mission director of Chandrayaan-2 
. These organizations follow the rule of transferring spouses together 
when both are employed in the same service. This certainly has helped 
women working in organizations. 

CONCLUSION

Women in India slowly started recognising her true potential. She has 
started questioning the rules laid down for her by the society. As a result, 
she has started breaking barriers and earned a respectable position in 
the world. Today Indian women have excelled in each and every field 
from social work to visiting space station. The Indian woman has to 
make her way through all the socialised prejudices against her, and the 
men yet have to allow and accept the women to be equal participants 
in the country’s way forward.
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Emergency of Open Educational Resources 
for Rural Women Empowerment in India: 
The Possible Roles of Public Libraries for 

Disseminating Knowledge

Tumpa Saha

INTRODUCTION

In today’s environment women empowerment is a pre requisite for a 
good nation. Women empowerment means the ability for women to 
enjoy their right to control and benefit from resources, assets, income 
and their own time as well as the ability to manage risk and improve 
their economic status and well being. But rural women are less literate 
than rural men because there was a negative attitude of the family 
towards education for girl child. And the dropout rate is high of girls 
from schools. Including above reasons some others factors inhibiting 
women’s growth in India. These areas are :

 l Lack of digital literacy.
 l Lack of access to necessary and sufficient information.
 l Being economically poor.
 l Mistreatment / violence.
 l Overwork.
 l Linguistic diversity.

In this paper I have tried to describe how rural women’s can be 
empowered through open educational resources with the help of public 
libraries in India.
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WOMEN EMPOWERMENT

Women’s empowerment is, basically, giving power to women in space 
of society where they didn’t have it. It is a process of making them part 
of the decision process in a certain area where they didn’t have it. 

OBJECTIVES OF THE STUDY

 l To give a brief description of open educational resources which 
are useful for rural women empowerment in India.

 l To explore the necessities for open educational resources for rural 
women empowerment in India.

 l To assess the possible roles of public libraries for disseminating 
knowledge.

OPEN EDUCATIONAL RESOURCES (OER)

According to UNESCO, Open Educational Resources (OER) are 
teaching, learning and research materials in any medium—digital 
or otherwise–that reside in the public domain or have been released 
under an open license that permits no-cost access, use, adaptation and 
redistribution by others with no or limited restrictions.

ADVANTAGES OF OPEN EDUCATIONAL RESOURCES FOR 
WOMEN EMPOWERMENT

 l Expanded access to learning: Students anywhere in the world 
can access OERs at any time, and they can access the material 
repeatedly and easy to distribute widely with little or no cost. 

 l Augmentation of class materials : OERs can supplement text-
books and lectures where deficiencies in information are evident. 

 l Quick circulation: Quick availability of material may increase 
the timeliness and/or relevance of the material being presented. 

 l Less expense for students : The use of OERs instead of tradi-
tional textbooks or course packs, etc. can substantially reduce the 
cost of course materials for students. 

 l Showcasing of innovation and talent : A wide audience may 
learn of faculty research interests and expertise. Potential students 
and donors may be impressed, and student and faculty recruit-
ment efforts may be enhanced.
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OPEN EDUCATIONAL RESOURCES IN INDIA:

Here open educational resources can be divided into two parts:

 I. Audio visual open educational resources
 II. Textual open educational resources

A list of some open educational resources is given below which are 
mostly useful for rural women empowerment in India. These are:

AUDIO VISUAL OPEN EDUCATIONAL RESOURCES

Open Educational Resources URL
SWAYAM PRAVA https://swayamprabha.gov.in/ 
Sugamya pustakalaya https://library.daisyindia.org/
NPTEL https://nptel.ac.in/ 
CLABIL https://clabil.org/ 
DIKSHA https://diksha.gov.in/ 

TEXTUAL OPEN EDUCATIONAL RESOURCES

Open Educational Resources URL
SWAY AM PORTAL https://swayam.gov.in/ 
epg pathshala http://epgp.inflibnet.sc.in/ 
OERu https://oeru.org
Khan Academy https://khanacademy.org
Freetech e book https://freetechbooks.com/ 
Book Boon https://bookboon.com

POSSIBLE ROLES OF PUBLIC LIBRARIES FOR DISSEMINATING 
KNOWLEDGE

Public libraries play an important role in women empowerment process. 
It attempts to meet various needs of readers, provide various information 
sources and services. Hence it has been established as a crucial place in the 
life of women, as it provides information that is essential for the women 
empowerment. According to UNESCO public library manifesto defines 
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public library as “the local gateway of knowledge” so; public library can 
be act as an intermediary centre for women’s to providing Teleworking 
facility, CAS service, Extension service, Awareness programme etc. And 
also aware rural women about their :

 l Human rights : Public library has to offer materials and services 
to the people to understand social phenomenon, human rights 
and thus live successful social life and social evils.

 l Gender equality : Women’s empowerment and achieving gender 
equality is essential for our society to ensure the sustainable devel-
opment of the country.

 l Increase awareness regarding health : Public libraries can help 
to increase the awareness of women about their problems and 
solutions about the major issues in women’s health through open 
educational resources.

 l Education, economic and Occupational empowerment : 
public libraries can empower rural women’s through education, 
economically and occupationally through disseminate information 
which can use for the employment, skill development or in 
generating self employment activity. 

 l Legal and Political information : the provision of an effective le-
gal structure which is supportive of women empowerment. Public 
library through information sources can address the gaps between 
what the law prescribes and what actually occurs.

 l Public library is very important in the life of any nation. It 
attempts to meet various

 l needs of readers, provide various information sources and 
services. Public library play

 l important role in women empowerment process. Hence it 
has been established as a crucial

 l place in the life of women, as it provides information that is 
essential for the women

 l empowerment. It will help for their own development, fam-
ily and community development.

 l From the analysis, it stated that library has to play a vital role 
for the improvement of women.
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 l Various information sources of the library are not sufficient 
to meet the needs of women users

 l and the infrastructure and facilities of the library has to be 
improved. Majority of the women

 l under study are not aware of the information technology ap-
plications. Hence there is an

 l urgent need for effective orientation programmes, work-
shops, seminars etc among women

 l that only they can exploit the maximum benefit from appli-
cation of information technology.

CONCLUSION

Information is a basic need of life, which is helps in the proper Role 
of Public Libraries on Women Empowerment. Public libraries are the 
local gateway to knowledge and should provide basic information for 
lifelong learning, decision making etc which overcome the poverty of 
information of rural women therefore they can use for skill development 
or in generating self employment activity. So, the conclusion of this 
study is that it is the high time for emergency of open educational 
resources for empowering rural women and it is the hour that public 
library should act as a facilitator to empower the women.
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Position of Women in Modern Society
Dr. Arpana Dhar Das

To speak about women in modern society it is imperative to refer to the 
statement of the great Hindu monk, Swami Vivekananda who stated, 
“The best thermometer to the progress of a nation is its treatment of 
its women. There is no chance for the welfare of the world unless the 
condition of women’s is improved.” This precious statement of the 
great Indian saint expresses the actual value of women in society. 

Both men and women make up the societal matrix and unlike men, 
women contribute equally to the welfare and progress of the nation. 
The status of women in society has been subjected to several changes in 
the history of mankind. The status of a woman refers to her position in 
society with respect to her privileges, rights, and duties. Here status is 
measured in the comparative amount of respect and prestige conferred 
to her with that of her male counterpart.

STATUS OF WOMEN IN VEDIC AND POST-VEDIC PERIOD 

Women of ancient India, especially during the Vedic period, some 
3000 years ago, enjoyed equal or even high intellectual and spiritual 
states as their male counterparts. The Rig-Vedic society was indeed 
liberal in nature. Both boys and girls had equal access to education. 
Women never stayed behind the pardah and were free to choose their 
mates. Wives were treated as ‘Ardhanginis’ who advised their husbands 
in all family and even financial matters. Unmarried women inherited 
their father’s property like men. Women took part in all religious 
ceremonies with their husbands. Lopamudra, Gargi, Maitreyee Khana 
were women of high intellect who composed hymns of Rig Veda. Such 
was the status of women in the Vedic period. 
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From the post-Vedic period onwards the position of women started 
declining and they were considered to be mere homemakers making 
happy and strong families for their men. In fact, patriarchy started 
creeping in since the post-Vedic period where men started holding 
primary power, predominating in the roles of political leadership, 
moral authority, economic power, and control of the property. The 
organization of the family or the household was fully under the control 
of man. The superior position of men in society resulted in dominance, 
subjugation, and exploitation of women in most cases. Women, 
therefore, become a victim of humiliation, torture, and immense 
exploitation. Patriarchy, or domination of men on women, is an unjust 
social system that is, in fact, harmful for the society at large. 

The traditional Indian society witnessed several social events which 
were clear reflections of patriarchy. The Muslim women, since time 
immemorial, were compelled to keep themselves within the four walls 
of their houses with a long veil or pardah on their faces. They were 
allowed to step out of their houses robed in long ‘Burkas’. They were, 
in fact, treated as saleable communities who tolerated their husband’s 
whims of marrying scores of women. The husband was allowed to 
discard a woman by uttering the simple word ‘talaq’.

The Hindu women were equally oppressed in the name of child 
marriage, ‘satidaha’, polygamy, dowry, and even pardah. Women were 
deprived of their right to education and to property. The rigidity of 
the caste system, the austerity of Hindu religion, the discrimination 
of men and women in all respects were the major causes behind the 
deterioration of women in society. 

ROLE OF SOCIAL REFORMERS AND LEGISLATIONS 

The realization about the importance of women in Indian society 
by some social reformers like Raja Rammohan Roy, Ishwar Chandra 
Vidyasagar, Mahatma Gandhi, Dayananda Saraswati, B. R. Ambedkar, 
and many others, the strong legislations in favour of women and 
the consciousness of women about themselves brought about drastic 
changes in the status of modern women.

The social reformers believed in the principle of individual liberty, 
freedom, and equality of all humans irrespective of caste, creed, sex, 
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colour, and religion. The aforesaid reformers stood against authoritarian, 
social, and religious strictures and dogmas to liberate women from the 
shackles of exploitation, torture, and humiliation. 

Raja Rammohan Roy, one of the greatest social reformers in India 
stood against the societal evils like ‘sati’ female infanticide, polygamy, 
infant marriages, pardah, absence of education among women, and the 
Devdasi system which degraded the status of women to its maximum. 
It was through his endeavour that the inhuman practice of ‘satidaha’ 
where the widow was forced to immolate herself on the funeral pyre of 
her deceased husband was halted. Rammohan Ray’s antisati activities 
prompted Lord William Bentinck to pass the ‘Prohibition of Sati Act’ 
in 1829.

The contribution of Iswar Chandra Vidyasagar for the upliftment 
of women in India is no less. He fought for the education of women 
and the legalization of widow remarriage. He realized that education 
was the most powerful instrument of social change and could bring 
back the lost prestige and respect of women in society. Other social 
reformers like Maharishi Karve also worked for the spread of education 
among women and widow remarriage. The contribution of Arya Samaj 
towards the spread of women’s education is worth mentioning. The 
chief architect of Arya Samaj was Swami Dayanand Saraswati, an 
eminent philosopher who contributed immensely in promoting equal 
rights for women, such as, the right to education and the reading of 
Indian scriptures.

Swami Vivekananda, the Nobel saint and the pride of India 
strived ceaselessly to reform the distressed Indian society during the 
19th century. He raised his voice against women’s subjugation and 
exploitation and declared boldly that the weakness of the Indian 
society was chiefly rooted in the negligence, deprivation, subjugation, 
exploitation, and torture of women. He strongly supported Manus’s 
statement. In this regard, Vivekananda remarks, “ Where women are 
respected, there the Gods delight, and where they are not, there all works 
and efforts come to naught.” He declared that it is women who occupy 
a central place in society. He believed and realized, “ That there is no 
hope for the rise of that family or nation where there is no estimation 
of women, where they live in sadness.” He worked relentlessly for the 
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emancipation of women without which the progress of the nation and 
society would come to a halt. He wanted the revival of Vedic women 
in modern society and stated that the women of India must grow and 
develop following the footprints of Sita. 

Vivekananda opined that changes in the position of women in the 
society can be bought about by themselves – the way they took upon 
themselves and the self-image they carry with them which, in fact, forms 
the basis of their existence in the society. Womenfolk must change the 
self-image and discard the belief that they are subordinate to men and 
have to depend on them, They have to start rethinking that they are 
not mere items of pleasure for men. They need to come out from such 
weakening deep-rooted beliefs to liberate themselves from the bondage 
of men. Only then can women exist in society as independent, pure, 
strong, holy, and heroic human beings. The modernization of women 
is not rooted in the scientific and technological advancement of the 
society but in the way men and women look upon and treat each 
other. Education can only make women acquire the power to liberate 
themselves from the shackles of their bondage and build a new and 
strong self-image. Vivekananda could foresee that such educated women 
could change the matrix of the society where men and women would 
hold equal status, i.e., true liberation of the society from patriarchy. 
Vivekananda boldly stated, “ We should not think that we are men 
and women, but only that we are human beings, born to cherish and 
to help one another.” Vivekananda believed that lack of education was 
the fundamental cause of the negligence and subordination of women 
in society. Education that would give strength and power and would 
also build their character is a must for the womenfolk of the country, 
as opined by Swami Vivekananda and this would eventually lead to 
women’s emancipation and empowerment. 

Rabindranath Tagore, one of the greatest exponents of women’s 
emancipation and empowerment, placed women at the forefront of his 
creations to convey the message of feminism and women empowerment. 
He used his pen as a weapon to fight against patriarchy and women’s 
exploitation. He boldly campaigned for women’s liberation, their 
rights, education, justice, and their true power and dignity through 
his short stories, novels, and poems. It is said that ‘Tagore through 
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his numerous novels and short stories emphasized women’s education 
which has paved the way for women’s emancipation’. His concept of 
New Women claimed the right to education, right to property, social 
position, political position, choice of marriage, participation in rituals, 
and decision making at least in family matters. Tagore strongly believed 
that education was the only path towards the liberation of women from 
the shackles of patriarchy and domination. 

He highlighted that education is a must for women to empower 
their status and realize their own self, their power, and their dignity. 
True education can make a woman realize the potentials and help her 
acquire a dignified position in the family as well as in society.

FEMINISM AND MODERN WOMEN

The feminist movement, which is a totalitarian mass movement 
undertaken by women of all sects to bring an end to all forms of feminist 
oppression is a strong factor that has led to women empowerment and 
upliftment of women at large. Feminism, in fact, first understands 
gender inequality and then focuses on gender politics, social relations, 
power relations, economic relations, and sexuality. Feminist writings 
and their activities encourage oppressed women to be aware of their 
rights in the world which guides them towards liberation within the 
patriarchal setup. Feminism provides a platform to address social and 
cultural factors and traditional issues that subjugate women. Political 
participation and more involvement of women in political decision 
making of the society and country is encouraged by feminists which 
equalize women with men. Women’s emancipation is closely connected 
to the assurance of women’s rights through law. Rights for women 
encompassing the right to bodily integrity and autonomy, right against 
sexual violence, right to vote, right to hold public office, property right, 
right to fair wages and equal pay, reproductive rights, right to education 
has been institutionalized or backed by law during the twentieth and 
twenty-first centuries to put women on a strong foothold in society. 
Law, in fact, ensures the equal existence of men and women in society.

The progress of any civilization can be judged by the status of 
women in society. The activities of the social reformers, the prominent 
role of education, and the legalization of women’s rights are the crucial 
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factors that have emancipated the status of women in society. Modern 
women have established themselves in all spheres of life and are working 
successfully as politicians, lawyers, teachers, doctors, administrators, 
and diplomates. They are known to work with the utmost sense of 
responsibility, honesty, and sincerity. It is women who efficiently 
handle the dual responsibility of maintaining their family and office. 

Women are intelligent enough to handle all types of work including 
administration. Many of the administrators at all levels by dint of their 
power, fall prey to bribery and dishonesty. But women administrators 
in most cases are honest and at the same time equally or sometimes 
more efficient than their male counterparts. 

Teaching is a noble profession and women have proved themselves 
as very good teachers. The supreme qualities of sincerity, dedication, 
love, and affection present in most women make them responsible and 
efficient teachers. The attitude of love and affection towards students 
makes women understand child psychology much better than the 
males which are very essential in teaching.

Women enjoy a monopoly in nursing due to their soft and tender 
nature. Their tenacity helps them to handle patients with great care. The 
service of Florence Nightingale during the crucial period of suffering 
is worth mentionable in this context. Women have excelled as good 
doctors too. 

A democracy can run steadily only with the equitable participation 
of men and women. Active participation of women in the political 
arena, parliament, and other areas of governance is a clear indication of 
women’s empowerment. The role of Indira Gandhi as a politician and 
Prime Minister of free India and her dedicated service to the nation for 
more than a decade is noteworthy.

In the field of social service too, women are serving for the cause 
of humanity at large. The selfless service of Mother Teresa for the poor, 
needy, and downtrodden made her win the Noble Prize for India. 
She was indeed a noble lady who dedicated her life to the service of 
mankind.

Female participation in sports rose dramatically since the 
twentieth century reflecting changes due to modernization bringing 
down gender disparity. Participation of more women in sports has 
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worldwide acceptance especially in certain events like figure skating 
and gymnastics. 

A phenomenal increase in the number of working women in the 
present century has added to the economic growth of the country. Today 
women are at par with men in all spheres. A high level of education has 
led to a high level of employment which means a strong economic 
foothold of womenfolk. The financial independence of women has 
decreased their dependence on their male counterparts and empowered 
them to acquire a respectable position in society.

CONCLUDING REMARKS

On the basis of the above observation, I would like to conclude by 
saying that although women have marched forward in all spheres, yet 
patriarchy in some form or the other exists in society. A lot of crime 
against women like molestation, rape, trafficking continues till date. 
Constitutional provisions and legislation alone cannot solve this issue. 
Change in the mindset of both men and women at large can only bring 
about true equality of men and women at large can only bring about 
true equality of men and women in society. It has to be realized that all 
women are parts of the same Infinite Divine Power as men and therefore 
have to be treated equally. True empowerment or amelioration in the 
status of women can be established in the society with the complete 
eradication of illiteracy, ignorance, and economic slavery.
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Education and Gender Gaps among 
All Communities in North-East India

Indira Sarma

INTRODUCTION

Education is a liberating force. It is always a democratizing force, 
cutting across the barriers of caste and class, smoothing out inequalities 
imposed by birth and other circumstances to the development of 
human society. It is the beginning not only the individual knowledge, 
information and awarness, but also a holistic strategy for development 
and change. The issue of class, race, ethnicity and caste have been the 
central to the educational discource. And major emphasis has been 
laid on promoting equality through educating different classes, race, 
ethnic groups and castes. Gradually gender added a new dimension to 
this education equality paradigm. Feminists vehemently criticize the 
differential attitude towards women because of which women have 
lagged behind in the field of education. The scenario is equally the 
same in case of NE India, as the latest Sencus Report 2011 indicated 
that women are far more lagging behind in education with respect to 
their counterparts. The paper presenter has emphasise some of the 
reasons and to find out the reasonable solution to reduce the gender 
gap in education with respect to men and women in NE India.

It is being argued that equality among human beings across and 
within society can be attained by providing sufficient opportunities for 
better health and education to the girl and women. Primary education 
is important for enabling women to breakthrough many traditional 
and social barriers, thus, promoting social development, while higher 
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education plays a significant role in the promotion of upward/vertical 
social and occupational mobility, personality development, intellectual 
development as well as economical development.

The modern economy of 219 century, certainly the knowledge 
economy, requires highly educated people for accelerating the process 
of economic development. Both the primary and higher education of 
a country plays a significant role in reducing gender disparity in the 
fastest developing countries like India. Today it appears to be one of the 
five most developed countries of the world by the year 2020 (Kalam 
2020) with the strength of its core competencies.

Women’s access to education has not been an easy one. Negative 
values that have posed several challenges on women’s development have 
been operating in our society far too long. In fact, our society has a 
history of denying opportunities for women to seek knowledge. This 
systematic denial of women’s access to education kept women in a state 
of perpetual ignorance and prevented them from seeking or utilizing 
opportunities for education and empowerment. For women the past 
has been dark, gloomy period of ignorance and illiteracy, the present 
is an era of meeting challenges and seeking equal opportunities, the 
future will be the women’s own rendering of writing her history.

With the lunch of the NPE 1986, a large number of initiatives 
have been undertaken to achieve the goals of “Education for All”. This 
goal of universalization of education has been pursued by successive 
developmental policies and plans for the last six decades. Nevertheless 
with a large and growing population of more than 121 crores today, it 
has been an uphill task to keep pace with the expanding demands for 
basic education. This challenges has been further compounded by the 
diverse socio-cultural and geographical conditions across the nation and 
rapidly changing scenario at global level in the name of liberalization, 
privatization and globalization. The efforts of government, NGOs and 
society have borne fruits as far as level of literacy in post independent 
India has risen from mere 18.33% to 74.04% in 2011 but all areas of 
the country have not been benefited equally.

The issue of women, their rights and awareness has been an 
ongoing topic of discussion since the down of 21” century and 2001 
was considered as the year of women empowerment. Many conferences 
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and seminars have been held in the country to make women aware 
about their role in the society. Many strategies, ways and means has 
been adopted to enhance the status of women world-wide and to 
make them aware of their rights and powers. In this regard an humble 
attempt has been made on the part paper presenter to study and find 
out the following objectives:

OBJECTIVES OF THE STUDY

 i) To study about the present scenario of women education in N.E 
India.

 ii) To study about the crucial problems of women awareness in 
North-East India

 iii) To find out the ways and means to develop women awareness 
through human right education.

METHODOLOGY

This study was based on primary data as well as secondary data. 
Primary data are collected from individual belonged to minority 
community(Muslim population). The Secondary data are collected 
from various government departments, various studies on women, 
books, journals, Statistical hand book of Assam, Economic survey of 
Assam and other available documents. Analysis and interpretation of 
the study were done on the basis of the data collected from the various 
sources. Statistical technique of percentage is applied in interpretation 
of the result.

PRESENT SCENARIO OF WOMEN EDUCATION IN N.E INDIA

Female literacy is considered to be a more sensitive index of social 
development compared to overall literacy rate. Female literacy is 
negatively related with fertility rate, population growth rates, infant 
and child mortality rates and shows a positive association with females 
age at marriage, life expectancy, participation in modern sectors of 
economy and above all, female enrolment. The male- female literacy 
gap has narrowed from 21.59% in 2001 census to 16.68% in 2011 
census. The rate is also narrowed in the NorthEast region remarkably.

Women constitute about 48.46% of population of India as per 
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census of 2011, but they are not well represented in social, political, 
economic and religious life as per their numerical strength. There is 
gender gap in education where women are lagging behind men. The 
literacy rate of women is lower than that of men. The real picture of 
this gender gap can be realized by having look on the Table 1.

Table: 1

Literacy Rate: 1951—2011

 Census year Persons Males Female’s Gender gap

 1951 18.33% 27.16% 18.86% 18.30%

 1961 28.30% 40.40% 15.35% 25.05%

 1971 34.45% 45.96% 21.97% 23.09%

 1981 43.57% 56.38% 29.76% 26.62%

 1991 52.21% 64.13% 39.29% 24.62%

 2001 64.84% 75.26% 53.76% 21.59%

 2011 74.04% 82.14% 65.46% 16.68%

(Source : Census report 2011)

Table 1 that reveals that there is a wide gap in literacy level of males 
and females. Though the literacy level of women has risen from a low 
level of 8.86% to 65.46%. But the gap in male literacy with female is 
not decreased remarkably. India’s effective literacy rate has recorded a 
9.2% rise to reach 74.04% in 2011 from 64.84% in 2001. Interestingly, 
literacy rate improved sharply among females as compared to males. 
While the effective literacy rate for males rose from 75.26% to 82.14% 
marking a rise of 6.9%, it increased by 11.8% for females to go from 
53.67% to 65.46%
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Table: 2

Literacy Rate in North-Eastern State: (Census report 2011)

 Rank State Persons Males Female’s Gender
     gap

 Mizoram 91.60% 93.70% 89.40% 4.30%

 Tipura 87.80% 92.20% 83.10% 9.10%

 Sikkim 82.70% 87.30% 76.40% 10.90%

 Nagaland 80.10% 83.30% 76.70% 6.60%

 Manipur 79.80% 86.50% 73.20% 13.30%

 Maghalaya 75.50% 77.20% 73.80% 3.40%

 Assam 73.20% 78.80% 67.30% 11.50%

 Arunachal Pradesh 67% 73.70% 59.60% 14.10%

Source:http://cyberjournalist.org.in/census/cenlito.html

Among the ten states and union territories, two North-Eastern 
state namely Tripura and Mizoram have attained the literacy rate of 
above 85% , the target set by the Planning Commission to be achieved 
by 2011-2012. The other N.E. states like Sikkim, Nagaland and 
Manipur have achieved almost 80% or above literacy rate. The states 
like Assam and Meghalaya have almost 70% or above literacy rate. 
In case of Arunachal Pradesh both the literacy rate is lowest and the 
gender gap is the highest among the N.E. States. The table also reveals 
that the gender gap is very narrow in case of Meghalaya, Mizoram and 
Nagaland, Though Tripura is the second in literacy rate in the table but 
the gender gap is 9.1% which indicates that the provision of female 
education is still below at per with other states. The gender gap is 
remarkably seen in the states like Arunachal Pradesh, Manipur, Assam 
and Sikkim.
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Table 3
Status of Gender Gap during the last decade (2001-2011)

 States Year Persons Males Females Gender
      gap
 Mizoram 2001 88.49% 90.69% 86.13% 4.56%

  2011 91.60% 93.70% 89.40% 4.30%

 Tripura 2001 73.66% 81.47% 65.41% 16.06%

  2011 87.80% 92.20% 83.10% 9.10%

 Sikkim 2001 69.68% 76.73% 61.46% 15.27%

  2011 82.20% 87.30% 76.40% 10.90%

 Nagaland 2001 67.11% 71.77% 61.92% 9.85%

  2011 80.10% 83.30% 76.70% 6.60%

 Manipur 2001 68.87% 77.87% 59.70% 18.17%

  2011 79.80% 86.50% 73.20% 9.30%

 Meghalaya 2001 63.31% 66.14% 60.41% 5.73%

  2011 75.50% 77.20% 73.80% 3.4%

 Assam 2001 64.28% 71.93% 56.03% 15.90%

  2011 73.20% 78.80% 67.30% 11.50%

 Arunachal 2001 54.74% 64.02% 44.24% 19.78%

 Pradesh 2011 67% 73.70% 59.60% 14.10%

Source: http://cyberjournalist.org.in/census/cenlito.html

Table 3 indicates that gender disparity has reduced remarkably 
in the state of Tripura by 6.96% during the decade, from 16.06% to 
9.10% and literacy rate has been increased by 14.14%. The gender 
gap is reduced by 5.68% though the sex ratio in Arunachal Pradesh 
has improved to 920 females per 1000 males, up from 893 a decade 
ago, as per the provisional Census report of 2011, stated by the Assam 
Tribune, dated 6th April 2011. In Manipur the gap is 4.87% and in 
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Assam it is 4.40% during the decade. In the state of Sikkim, Nagaland 
and Meghalaya the percentage is 4.37, 3.25 and 2.33 respectively. 
Mizoram shows only a decimal decrease of 0.26%during the decade.

The latest census report also reveals that the gender disparity is 
lowers in the N.E region of India with regards to other comparatively 
developed states in India, even in the highest literate state of Kerala the 
rate of disparity is almost 4% ion the last decade.

CRUCIAL PROBLEMS OF WOMEN 
AWARENESS IN NORTH-EAST INDIA

 a) Socio-political factors : Our society does not accord equal sta-
tus to women. Though we are living in the age of 21st century 
with tremendous scientifically developed society and consuming 
all fruits but we are backward in our thinking and attitude. So-
ciety turns a blue eye towards the capabilities of women. It is a 
custom to marry girl at an early age so that guardian can get rid 
of their responsibility of protecting their girl child from unso-
cial elements. The dowry system is also responsible for deplorable 
condition of women.

 b) Religious factors : Religion plays a very determinative role in life 
of every person in India .Some religions do not treat women equal 
to men. She is always dependent on men either on father, hus-
band or son. So, very little importance has always been given to 
education to women.

 c) Geographical factors : In the North-Eastern part of the country, 
some localities are very inaccessible and schools are very far away 
from the residence of people. Women being a weaker sex, girls are 
not being sent to attend schools stationed at a long distance.

 d) Deliberate Gender Discrimination:There is serious and deliber-
ate discrimination against the girl child due to age old deeply em-
bedded cultural resistance and attitude of parents that girls should 
learn household skills.

 e) Biological Factors : Girls are not physically strong by nature in 
comparison to boys. This distinction is biological .The school in 
India are not girl-friendly, so parents prefer to withdraw their 
daughter from school at adolescent age. Complaints of sexual ha-
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rassment are not properly addressed
 f ) Declining Sex Ratio: Gender inequality being before birth and 

the way right for the girl child to take birth, as preference for 
son is a mania for majority of the Indian population. Women are 
denied the right to be born, thanks to the pre-natal medical tests. 
The result: men have outnumbered women in every census of the 
last century, which is indicative of continuing female foeticide. 
The sex ratio has declined from 972 in 1901 to 914 in 2011.

 g) Discrimination in Health Care and Nutrition: It further cuts 
short the lives of unwanted girl children. Eighteen per cent more 
girls die before their fifth birthday according to a MHRD report 
(2002-03). So, there are higher mortality rates for girls compared 
to the boys.

 h) Gender Gap in Literacy rate : Almost every third women in In-
dia continues to be illiterate (According to Census report 2011). 
Girls are the first to be pulled out of school when needed in the 
family to supplement the family income or to help care for the 
siblings Without access to education, girls are denied to knowl-
edge and skills needed to advance their status.

 i) Priority to Boy’s Education: A boy’s education is viewed as a 
possibility of increasing the earning and status of the family. The 
value of a daughter’s education is gauged in terms of her marriage 
prospects and the benefits of her education in any case are seen 
as going to her husband’s family. Motivation or desire to send 
girls to school and ensure its completion is circumscribed by high 
economic costs, unfriendly school environments and social sanc-
tions.
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Table: 4

Sex Ratio in India 1901-2011

 Census Year Sex Ratio
  (Females per 1000 Males)

 1901 964

 1911 972

 1921 955

 1931 950

 1941 945

 1951 946

 1961 941

 1971 930

 1981 934

 1991 927

 2001 933

 2011 914

Source: Census of India 2011

 j) Violence against Girls and Women: Girls and women are sub-
jected to crudest forms of violence, rape, assault and sexual slavery 
both inside outside the house.

 k) Poverty: India is a poor country and 40% of people live below 
the poverty line. The condition of N. E. Region is also severe 
in this regard. To earn enough money for bread and butter, the 
first priority of two third of the women population work on the 
fields to earn money. In the tribal areas specially in the states of 
Mizoram, Meghalaya, Arunachal Pradesh, Nagaland and tribal 
areas of Assam and Tripura, majority of the women are engaged 
in economic activities to support their family. They bear dual du-
ties of household activities as well as earning of money. The same 
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is the case of Tea tribe of Assam where majority of the women 
population are engaged in economic activities.

 1) Lack of opportunities : The Human Development Report 1997 
observes that even income-poor-societies, women may enjoy op-
portunities to participate in economic and political activities. The 
low value of Gender Empowerment Measure make it clear that 
many countries like India have much further to travel in extend-
ing broad economic and political opportunities to women and 
higher level of female education can make appreciable contribu-
tion towards it.

 m Lack of Social Awareness : It has been observed over the years 
that the share of women in terms of enrolment in education is 
not increasing. Women continue to opt for the more traditional, 
less challenging and less rewarding areas. Domestic responsibili-
ties that continue to be seen as an exclusive female pressure, com-
pel many women to break their career graph, thus diluting even 
further, the abysmally low presence of women in these areas. The 
fact the matter is that women who are qualified and capable of 
contributing the national development as a valuable asset are end-
ing up becoming a labiality under social compulsions and family 
responsibilities. Lack of social consciousness and moribund social 
compulsions and one sided family responsibilities have become 
a hurdle in the path of professional and career advancement for 
women.

CONCLUSION

The National Policy on Education 1986 states that education will be 
used as a driving force of basic change in the status of women in society. 
Access and equity are the two most important components to aware 
women to facilitate the delivery of social justice to them. Human Right 
Education should be viewed as an investment in social transformation, 
human resources development and technology for the betterment of the 
quality of life of mankind as a whole. Women access to education is of 
great importance in order to aware them with a modern outlook, who 
are willing to change and to put in their best in all their endeavour with 
a sense of responsibility and with confidence. Participation of women 
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in social responsibility becomes more important when it concerns some 
special target groups, such as indigenous people cultural and linguistic 
minorities, disadvantaged groups or people living under occupation. 
Believing their education, experience, talent and active participation in 
social responsibilities, it can be of great value for the development of 
the society and the nation. Girls and women are not only housewives 
and mothers but they are also workers in the economic sense. They 
should be educated to perform an indispensable role in the home and 
in the household economy as well as for bringing enlightment and 
emancipation.

The efforts of governments, NGOs and public participation has 
resulted in rise in level of literacy among males and females both but 
gender disparity still persists. Though during the last decade the gender 
disparity at various levels of education in India has declined at 4.91% 
but it still needs to be further reduced. India being a dominant country 
of the knowledge era, can brighten its fortunes by increasing access 
of women at different levels of education. Though there are several 
obstacles associated with women. Education in the country in general 
and in the N.E. region in particular, female literacy rate has improved 
by 11.79% compared to 6.88% in case of males during the last decade. 
Some areas and some sections of society are more lagging behind in 
literacy campaign. So area specific approach and strategies can serve 
the purpose.

The need of the hour is to ensure better lives for the coming 
generations by creating an equitable social order. Education of girls 
is increasingly being seen as basic human right and a crucial input 
of national development. Yet gender disparities within the education 
sectors are far from having been overcome. It is believed that gender 
equality may be attained by guaranteed access to quality education for 
all.
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Education and the Changing Status of 
Women in North Bengal

Ankita Banik

“Education is the most powerful weapon which you can use 
to change the world.” —Nelson Mandela

INTRODUCTION

Education is one of the most powerful instruments of social change and 
social development. Education liberates the mind; it helps to break down 
all religious, cultural, political and gender barriers. Education helps to 
mobilize people and their status. Women are the most important part 
of our society and their education is very crucial to enhance their status 
and standard of living. Education brings empowerment in their life; 
women are capable to break the social barriers, traditional orthodox 
rules. It helps women to face the challenges, to change their lives and 
help them to think positively. It is very powerful tool for women to 
change her position in our society.

Women constitute almost 50 percent of the world’s population 
but in Indian scenario female’s population has been lower than males. 
They are not treated as equal to men in our patriarchal society. Even 
gender disabilities and discriminations are found in India. The status 
women in India have undergone many changes over the past centuries. 
Women in ancient India, particularly during the Vedic period, enjoyed 
a position which was on the whole much more satisfactory than in the 
later periods. Women underwent almost a kind of servitude during the 
medieval period their position went on improving during the British 
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period and after independence. Women under Indian society treated 
as subordinated and inferior than men. Women had low status in the 
beginning of the British period. But during British Raj many great 
social reformers like Raja Rammohan Roy, Iswarchandra Vidyasagar, 
Sri Ramakrishna Paramhansa, Swami Vivekananda, Swami Dayananda 
Saraswati, M.G. Ranade, D.K.Karve and Mahatma Gandhi were in 
the forefront, fighting against social atrocities toward women (Jha 
and Pujari, 1998). After independence government introduces many 
programmes, policies, democratic policies, development policies etc 
for their betterment. In 1951, India’s literacy rate was 27.16 percent 
where female literacy rate was just 8.86percen (Maitr and Sinha, 1993). 
But gradually it’s increasing and according to 2011 census literacy 
rate of India is 82.14 percent and female literacy rate 65.46 percent. 
The literacy rate of female in west Bengal gradually increased since 
independence. According to 2011 census total literacy rate in west 
Bengal is 76.26percent and women literacy rate is 71.16 percent. The 
present study based on village of Phansidewa CD Block, where literacy 
rate is 64.46 percent and female literacy is 56.06 percent (2011 census).

Today, Indian women are almost assigned an equal status with men. 
All their political, economic and educational and other disabilities have 
been removed legally. But study of the history of human society reveals 
that in no society of the world women enjoyed absolute equality on par 
with men. Everywhere they were subject to inequality, discrimination 
and exploitation. In some societies, their position has been 
comparatively better than their counterpart in some other societies. 
Even in the same society the status of women has never been the same 
all through. It has been changing in keeping with the changes in the 
general conditions of society. Earlier in rural India women did not get 
much respect which they deserved. They had to work hard inside their 
home and also suffer a lot. They completely depend on men. In such 
case education plays an important role. Education not only educates a 
woman but also enable her to take decisions and accept responsibilities 
at home and outer world for their empowerment. Empowerment of 
women is essentially the process of upliftment of economic, social and 
political status of women in the society. It involves the building up of 
a society where women can breathe without the fear of oppression, 
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exploitation, apprehension, discrimination and the general feeling of 
persecution which goes with being a woman in a traditionally male 
dominated structure.

Education is the key to gender equality. Education and employment 
are two basic tools that can change the economic and social status of 
women. The study area is kalujote village in Phansidewa. Heterogeneous 
population found in this village. Majority of the population are 
Rajbangsi and Namasudra. Muslim and tribal also found in sound 
number. Educational background of this village is now quite impressive. 
Women are now becoming independent, self reliant and take their 
own decision. Education brings to their life a new dimension. So, the 
present study is based on how education brings changes in the life of 
women. What are the role of education and empowerment to enhance 
their status in family and society? 

Objectives

 1. To find out the educational status of women in this village.
 2. To know about women work participation.
 3. To know about their socio-economic position in society.
 4. To know details about their participation in family decision 

making process.

METHODOLOGY

This paper is based on primary data. Data collected through the 
method of household survey, open ended questionnaire, interview 
schedule, observation and case studies. . Personal interviews were 
conducted to find out the importance of education in their life. I had 
personally visited 200 women from this village. The findings of the 
study are constituted from personal interviews with respondents, using 
a prepared questionnaire and case studies. Raw data pertaining to the 
200 women have been analysed and grouped. The respondents were 
chosen randomly from the entire village.

EARLIER STATUS OF WOMEN

During the study in Kalujote village I found certain extent of changes 
in the status of women in this village. Earlier most of them bounded 
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by their family’s traditional mentality; the status of women was not 
effectively recognized. They always experienced discriminatory 
treatment as compared to their male counterparts. They are deprived 
in certain rights and opportunities. Their mainly concentration was 
household responsibilities, child rearing and bearing, taking care of 
needs and requirements of elderly family members and so on. Most 
of the people thought that girls are liabilities to family. Their birth 
is not appreciated and more preference was given to male children. 
They thought girls should be trained in terms of implementation of 
household responsibilities and education is not meant for them. So we 
found certain number of women those are illiterate. Illiteracy mainly 
found in aged women.

EDUCATION AND EMPOWERMENT

Education is milestone of women empowerment because it enables 
them to responds to the challenges, to confront their traditional 
role and change their life. In this study I have chosen 200 sample or 
women (age under 18 -50) in this village, Rajbangsi 60, Namasudra 
86, General caste 14, Muslim 25 and tribal 15. In this village all 
castes and community people are aware about the importance of 
education. Women education plays a very significant role in the overall 
development of the society. It improves the quality of life of women at 
home and outside. Education empowers women and give them equal 
status, opportunity and freedom to develop their own selves. Education 
makes them self sufficient in every aspects of life.

In this village literacy rate of women are increasing day by day. 
In this study I have found 20 percent women studied only upper 
primary level, 30 percent studied secondary level, 20 percent are 
higher secondary qualified, and 7 percent are graduated and only 3 
percent are post graduated. Now women are aware about importance 
of education in developing their lives. 80 percent of women in 
Kalujote village are literate. Beside that I have found 20 percent 
women, those are illiterate. Illiteracy mainly found in aged women. 
They are illiterate but conscious about next generation’s education. 
They support, appreciate and encourage girl’s education in respect to 
enhance women’s life.
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Earlier the village was backward and most of the people involved in 
agricultural work. But due to modernisation and spread of education, 
people are aware about the advantages of education which leads 
to empowerment. Especially in rural areas two types of basic needs 
strategy found for women. One is to enable them to contribute more 
effectively to the satisfaction of their family’s basic needs along with 
traditional responsibilities and the other hand outside work. Under 
the study most of the women are wives and faithful companions to 
their husbands, mothers and educators of their children, managers of 
the household and supports family income. Along with performing all 
household duties now women are participating in economic activities. 
In this village women are engage in different types of job and work 
according to their skill, aptitude and qualification, which make 
them self reliant. This is mainly agriculture based village and sound 
numbers of women are engaged in agricultural production. Apart 
from agricultural production they are also involve in political work, 
doing job in both private and public sectors. Some of them are engage 
in small scale business, handicraft etc. In this study I have found 93 
percent women involve in income generated work and only 7 percent 
women are fully housewife. 27 percent women involve in agricultural 
production (as land owner, agricultural labour), 20 percent women 
engage in government sponsor various group works or self help group 
work, 10 percent women involve in political work, 13 percent perform 
small scale business ( grocery shop, handicraft work) from their home, 
6 percent doing job in public sector and 8 percent in private sector. 6 
percent works in school in mead day meal section and 3 percent are 
teachers in ICDS, primary and high schools. Now women contribute to 
their family income, which enhance their status within family. Women 
empowerment gives new dimension in their life. Women education 
leads to women empowerment, which brings equal status, opportunity 
and freedom to develop her. Now they are more independent and self 
reliant.

STATUS OF WOMEN IN FAMILY

Education used as an agent of basic change in the status of women. 
In order to neutralise the accumulated distortions of the past, there is 
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well conceived edge in favour of women. Education and empowerment 
enhance the status of women in their family. Now women are not only 
home makers but also earn money. In this study 93 percent women 
engage in different types of job and works. Women are contributor in 
family economy. This role has given a new status and position in their 
family. In family decision making process now they are participating, 
even 15 percent of them are taking their own decisions and families 
also. But 60 percent women said that, in family decision making process 
men and women are equal and together they take all the decisions. 
So women are now getting preferences from their male partners and 
share equal status within family. But I found also 25 percent women 
those are neglected. They are totally controlled by patriarchal family 
structure. Sometimes they also faced physical assault and their husbands 
taken away their income. But I found in most of the families, due to 
education and employment now women enjoyed a greater position and 
status than earlier. 

Now women are conscious about in particular areas:

 l 65 percent women are aware about families’ health and hygiene. 
Education increases a woman’s and her partner and the family’s 
level of health and hygiene.

 l 71 percent women are conscious about their children education. 
40percent of them give private tuitions to their children better 
learning from their income. 

 l Empowerment extent to which a woman decides where the in-
come she earns will be spent. Women are also participating in 
family savings and expanses. 39 percent of them are involving in 
various savings scheme. 20 percent involve in loan repayment for 
different purposes.

 l 61 percent women aware about family planning and they support 
the use of contraception. Now woman takes control of her repro-
ductive functions and decides about family size.

 l They have ability to prevent violence. They have strong sense of 
self worth, pride, satisfaction and control over life.
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CONCLUSION

The findings from the study show that education enhances the status 
of women in Phansidewa CD Block. Education and employment 
change the economic and social status of women. In this village women 
literacy rate is increasing day by day which brings new dimension in 
their life. The main findings is that women enjoying better quality life 
in family as well as in society. Education is to impart knowledge to 
people become responsible citizens and lead a better life. Education is 
important for each and every individual in a society. Women are the 
most important part of our society and their education is of utmost 
importance. Educated women will lead her entire family to better life 
and pass on her knowledge. Study shows that earlier women were only 
just part of the families. But now, at present, they are not only part of 
the family and neighbourhood but they are also becoming the bread 
earners of their family. In this village women perform both household 
work and outside work. They have proved themselves that they can also 
get independent and work their way out in this male dominated society. 
Women under this village continued their education and completed 
it satisfactorily. 40 percent women said that they always get support 
from their families. 32 percent women achieved to fulfil their dreams. 
7 percent women cited that they got help from their parents in law. The 
present study shows that parents and husbands have been the constant 
source of support for many women in completing their education, 
which is very positive sign in women development. Moreover, women 
position in this village is very much satisfactory. 
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Status of Rajbanshi Women in Modern 
Society : A Contemporary Historical Study

Sanchita Roy

“There is no chance for the welfare of the world unless the 
condition of women is improved. It is not possible for a bird 
to fly on only one wing” —Swami Vivekananda

The status of women in a society is measured in terms of education, 
employment, health , income , decision making right as well as the 
active participation in family, society and community. As per the 
Census report of India 2011, the literacy rate of women is 65.46 percent 
to that of men is 82.14 percent. Literacy rate represents a measure of 
educational status of any community.

Rajbanshis, an indigenous community of northern part of West 
Bengal, in the past they were the majority people of North Bengal, 
particularly in the district of Coochbehar, Alipurduar, Jalpaiguri, 
Dinajpur, and the plain areas of Darjeeling district. Rajbanshis had 
been living in the other parts of Bengal, Assam, Bihar, Bangladesh and 
south east Nepal.

They generally belong to the Scheduled Castes. They usually 
depend on agriculture for their livelihood. Though participation of 
Rajbanshi women in formal or traditional education is less, but they 
are skilled in agriculture, animal husbandry for their livelihood.
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Literacy Rate of the Rajbanshis of West Bengal(sc)

Total population Male Female
60.1 72.3 47.3

Source: Cultural Research Institute : Short Notes on the Scheduled Castes of West 
Bengal(Kolkata 2005).

According to the census report India 2001 literacy rate of Rajbanshi 
woman is percent to that of 72.3 percent literacy rate of her male 
counterpart.

According to 1911 census report of India only 51 out of 1000 
Rajbanshis were literate, where the male and female ratio was 97:2. 
Based on educational status of Rajbanshi women in various census 
reports, it can be stated that the Rajbanshi society of Northern part of 
West Bengal is lagging in terms of educational progress.

LITERACY RATE OF THE RAJBANSHI MEN AND WOMEN:

District Literacy Rate in Percentage
 1961 1971 1981
District Male Female Male Female Male Female
Coochbehar 28.71 5.23 24.7 9.28 37.50 13.57
Jalpaiguri 14.67 3.00 23.81 7.71 33.55 11.97
Dinajpur 22.44 2.21 19.44 3.20 32.14 8.03
Malda 20.06 2.10 21.23 4.49 30.98 7.31
Darjeeling 40.05 5.59 37.48 6.06 40.39 12.60

Source: Census report of India( West Bengal)

According to 1981 census report majority of Rajbanshi women 
were educated up to primary and middle level of school education. 
The participation of Rajbanshi women in technical and professional 
education streams was quite poor.

The literacy rate in India 2011 census report, 82.1 percent men 
and 65.5 percent are women.
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REASONS FOR BACKWARDNESS OF RAJBANSHI WOMEN IN 
EDUCATION

 1. The Rajbanshi people generally live in rural areas and their main 
occupation is based on agriculture. More initiatives are being tak-
en to expand modern education in urban areas but very little has 
been done to spread education in rural areas. Therefore women 
always have been alienated from exposure to modern educational 
benefits.

 2. Economic problem was one of the most vital issues of the Ra-
jbanshi women for backwardness in educational field. Majority 
of them were financially not able to send their girl children to 
school, after certain age often the young ones had to provide help-
ing hands to the family.

 3. Early marriage or Child marriage is one of the main barriers of 
women education.

 4. Lack of motivation and interest towards education was another 
reason of educational backwardness.

 5. Among them many are first generation learners and they hardly 
get any guidance from their parents.

 6. Being mainly from rural areas commutation has been always a 
major issue for the Rajbanshi girls.

The present scenario of twenty first century is hopeful and promising. 
The status of women has undergone lots of changes. And the Rajbanshi 
women’s participation in education is increasing day by day .It is also 
seen in many families that the boys of the house go to work outside so 
that their sisters can study which resulted into a large number of women 
graduates in Rajbanshi community. They are making themselves self 
dependent by taking different types of vocational training and by 
completing various professional courses.

The neo-literate women of this community are providing the much 
needed education which has been the main factor of backwardness of 
this indigenous community.
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Position of Women from
Ancient to Modern Period

Ankita Sen

Women is a very wonderful creation of God. In Hindu ideology the 
women represented duality form, some time she is fertile, benevolent 
just like mother goddess Laxmi and other time she is aggressive, 
malevolent the destroyer just like mother goddess Durga,and Kali.
Situation wise women always changes their position. From ancient to 
modern period men are standing in the same position in the society 
but the women were unable to continuing their position in the same 
manner.If we go back to the ancient period,we can see the women 
occupied the highly position beside man in the society but in the 
medieval Period their position were deteriorated.

During Vedic period women enjoyed their freedoms in the 
society. Along with the man they also had the opportunity to take 
proper education.Education mostly centered in the family where 
brothers, sisters probably studies together under the family elders. In 
the morning and evening they were also offered to take part in Vedic 
prayers and they also received Upanayana Samskara. Women Students 
were divided into two classes such as Brahmavadinis and Sayodvahas. 
A woman who cultured the Vedasthroughout their lives and never 
married are called Brahmavadinis and the women who studies Vedas 
till they married called Sayodvahas.Many educated women who choose 
the teaching profession were called Upadhyayas and they liked to use 
Sanskrit language for teaching.

Many women in Vedic period were considered to be highly 
advanced intellectuality.At that time Women like Gargi, Maitreyi, 
Apala, Visvavara,Ghosa,Lopamudra hold very important position 
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in the society. Educated women Gargi summoned by king Janaka to 
attained the conference convened by him, there she launched her attack 
on Yajnavalkya with an admirable coolness and confident. Women also 
revealed the Vedic Knowledge to others. The 126 hymn of the Rig veda 
was revealed by a Hindu women Romasha and 179 hymn were revealed 
by Lopamudra. Women not only had the knowledge in education but 
they also had the knowledge in music and dancing.

In the marriage system of Vedic period women had the chance to 
select their husband in an assembly called Svayamvara. Manusmiti and 
Arthasastra maintion eight kind of marriage system such as–Brahma, 
prajapatya, Arsa Daiva, Gandharva, Asura, Raksasa, Paisaca.

Brahma, prajapatya, Arsa, Daiva marriage form depended upon the 
girl’s father but other four forms are considered as unapproved form of 
marriage.In the caste based society marriage is a very sensitive matter. 
According to Manu if the husband belongs to the higher caste this 
kind of marriage known as Anulom Marriage and if women belongs 
to the higher caste is known as Pratilom Marriage.There were also few 
instances of widow remarriage.In Rig Veda some references to polygyny 
and polyandry are also found but there was no example found of child 
marriage and at that time age 16 to age 17 had been considered as the 
marriageable age for girls.

The Vedic family was not a matriarchate type, patriarchal being 
known to Vedic society. Girl child did not receive as welcome as the boy 
child received at that time.In sacrifices husband and wife participated 
jointly. womens were also participated in Sabha and Samati and all 
family ceremony.Womenz were engaged in many professions like 
embroiders,and busket makers. They also help her husband in 
agriculture field.

In the question of women property womens had some personal 
property like jewellary and clothes.Womens property rights were limited 
in inheritary property.The brotherless daughter were also succeeded 
in establishing her right of inheritance.The history of streedhana was 
undoubtely a proud and glorious chapter in the ancient period.This 
conncetion tells us that at that time period womens could get property 
in their marriage cenimony as gifts.In Arthasastra chankya maintion the 
concept of streedhana and he maintion six verities of streedhana such 
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as- gifts given by father, mother, brother, gifts given by her husband 
in subsequent to marriage and gifts given by anybody in her marriage 
cenemony.Three more category were added by Vishnu purana.

In post Vedic age , the position of women had started degenerating 
due to several reason.In this period womens were not able to gain high 
status,Upanayana ceremony was prohibited. The birth of the daughter 
was considered inauspicious. It was actually a shift from a matriarchal 
society to patriarchal society.

In the medieval period the position and the status of womens was 
not quite high because their position gradually deteriorated. Many 
foreign invaders enteired into india and as the spoil of the war womens 
were taken like a prize and they looked at their as an object of sexual 
enjoyment and exploitation .The Devadasi System was originated and 
developed during the early medieval period. Devadasi means a women 
who performed the service for deityes , and they spend their all the time 
in worship of god and by singing and dancing for God. The first known 
maintion of Devadasi is to a girl named Amrapali .Womens life was 
restricted in the medieval society. After birth, a women lived under the 
worship of her father as a daughter , under the tulelage of her husband 
as a wife and as a widow under her son.In this time Purdha,Jauhar, 
satidaho, child marriage ,Polygamy were introduced.

In Purdha system a muslim women is fully covered her body with 
cloths, as to cover their body from male and to avoide capture and 
consequent molestration by the enemies.And their face would not be 
seen by anyone except their husband. In the society it had acquired an 
almost rigid symbol of a womens subordinate and totally dependent 
place in her husband. 

In Jahure system the wives and the daughter of defeated warriors 
immolate themself,women would fling themeselves into a huge fire in 
order to preserved their honour.It was performed in the home of the 
fort.In this system women embraced death before their husband.This 
practice mainly followed by the wives of Rajput rulers.Many Queen of 
famous ruler immolate themeselves like Padmavati , Rani Karnavati etc.

At that time Polygamy ,Child marriage, sati pratha became a part 
of society.Polygamy was practices for some political reasons. In this 
system husband having more then one wives. And another system 
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is Sathidaho pratha in which hindu women throwing herself on her 
husband funeral pyre in the belief that the dead man would need the 
company of his wife in the nether world.Many famous queen brunt 
themeselves on the funeral pyre of their husband. When Raja Chatrasal 
died,his 64 queen embraced the sacred fair and 8 queen of Raja karan 
Singh also brunt themeselves after the death of Raja karan Singh.

 In the medieval period few women Succeded in education, 
politics,literature and religion. Razia Sultana daughter of Iltutmish 
was the first women ruler who have over ruled Delhi. Mughal 
made arrangements for education of harem women. Rajaram wife 
Tarabai,carried out the administration of the Maratha Kingdom in the 
name of her minor son. Moreover Women played an important role in 
maintaining the economic status of the family.

In the 19th century For the better future of women in the society 
some reformers fight like Raja Rammohan Roy, Ishwarchandra 
Vidyasagar, Keshab Chandra Sen, Joytirao Phule,M.G .Ranade 
, Dayananda Swraswati, Sister Nivedita etc fought against the 
stereotype rules. Raja Rammohon Roy, the father of the Indian 
Renaissance was a determined crusader against the practice of Sati. 
In 1818 he started his anti Sati struggle and he got his success in 
1829 when the government declared the practice of Sati is a crime. 
Ishwarchandra Vidyasagar an another Social reformer tried to 
sanctioned the widow remarriage act. He sent a 987 persons signed 
petition to the government of India for urging for legislative action 
and In 1856 he got Success to pass the widow Remarriage act. Besides 
widow Remarriage Ishwarchandra also fight for the education of girls.
He established 35 girls school in Bengal. A Significant change came 
in the society when women came out of their house to take part in 
the struggle for the freedom.Many women like Latika Ghosh, Sarojini 
Naidu,Pravabati Debi, Kasturba Gandhi,Ashalata Devi,Aruna Asaf 
Ali etc played a remarkable role in the Civil Disobedience Movement 
and Quite India Movement. Few womens also served as a Soldier of 
Jhansi Rani regiment in the Indian National Army which was created 
by Netaji Subhash Chandra Bose in 1943.

When nature has given her equal number on earth ,women in 
India still placed at second rates citizen.The main cause of her second 
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position in society is because of her dependency on man and because 
of this dependency, she has become a weaker section of society and 
because of this weakeness she is the victim of all evils.The position of 
women were coming strong from the Independence of India with the 
help of few human rights and women empowerment policies of Indian 
Government. Article 14 and 15 of Indian Construction guaranteed a 
complete equality of man and women.In 1988,National perspective 
plan for women was introduced which detailed plans for women 
health ,Education and political participation.Panchayati Raj Bill was 
also introduced in which one thired of the seats in the Panchayats to 
be reserved for women.Women have achieved high fame in the areas 
of Game, Education, Service, Music, Dance, Literature, Arts etc.
Some Indian women like P.T .Usha,Sania Mirza,Marry Com made a 
notable achievement in the field of game.In the 21st century we are all 
Introduced with a new word “Faminism”.It is a struggle for equality 
of women and Struggle against all forms of Patriarchal and sexiest 
aggression.In this time she has came to know about her right and had 
vast knowledge in every field. 

 As Compared with past,Women in modern times have became 
powerfull in various field and have achieved a lot but in reality the 
overall picture of women position in India is not satisfactory ,they have 
to still travel a long way.
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আধুলনক সমাচজ নারীচদর অিস্ান

 রত্া লিশ্াস

ভূমিকা

‘এ  লিচশ্  রা  লক�ু  মহান,  টেরকি্যানকর  অচধ্মক  িার  কলরয়াচ�  নারী,  অচধ্মক 
িার  নর’,  নারী  ও পুরুষ  হি সমাজ  নামক গাড়ীর  দুটি  োকা।  এচক অপচরর 
ওপর সমান ভাচি লনভ্তরশীি। একটিচক �াড়া অপরটিচক লনচয় সমাচজর সালি্মক 
উন্নয়ন কখচনাই সম্ি নয়। লকন্তু আমাচদর সমাচজ নারীরা দীে্মকাি ধচরই িলঞ্ি, 
অিচহলিি,  সশালষি,  লনচন্মালষি। অচনকচষেচরে নারীরা হয়  সভাগিাদী সমাচজর 
লশকার। আিার অচনক সময় হচি হয় পেপ্রোর িিী। আিার িা অচনকাংচশ 
সপচি হয় অ্যালসচডর �পক। আজ আমাচদর সমাচজর কন্যার  লপিারা দায়গ্রস্ 
হচয়ই োচকন। কখচনা কখচনা কন্যা সন্তান জন্ম  সদওয়ার অপরাচধ সচদ্যাজাি 
কন্যাসন্তানটিচক সমচর সফিা িা জন্মদারেী মাচক সমচর সফিার জ্বিন্ত দৃটিান্ত সদখা 
রায় আমাচদর সমাচজ। িহু সষেচরে নারীচদর ডাইলন অপিাদ  লদচয় ও অি্যাোর 
করা হয়। গ্রাচম গচঞ্ সমচয়রা আজও লিদ্যািয়মুখী হচি পাচর না। আর এচষেচরে 
পুরুষশালসি সমাজ িহুিাংচশ দায়ী। সলি্য কো িিচি কী, সমচয়চক সমচয় কচর 
সদওয়ািা শুরু  হয় পলরিার  সেচকই।  একটি পলরিাচরর  রখন  দুটি  লশশু, একটি 
স�চি সন্তান এিং অপরটি সমচয় সন্তান োচক, িখন সরখাচন স�চি সন্তানটিচক 
সদওয়া হয়  সখিনা  টহচসচি গাটড়, িন্ুক ও সলেন ইি্যালদ,  লিপরীি  লদচক কন্যা 
সন্তানটির  হাচি  িুচি  সদওয়া  হয়  রান্নািাটি,  পুিুি  ইি্যালদ,  উচদেশ্য  একিাই 
সমচয়চক আচরা সমচয় কচর সিাচিা। রাচি ভলিষ্যচি সসই লশশু কন্যাটি সুলনপুে 
ও সুদষে গৃটহেীও মা হচয় উঠচি পাচর। অে্মাৎ েরকন্না, স্বামী, সন্তান ও সংসার 
ইি্যালদচিই সরন নারীর অলস্ত্ব, এর িাইচর নারীর অিস্ান অকপেনীয়। লকন্তু এর 
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িাইচরও নারীর একিা লনজস্ব স্বিা রচয়চ�। আধুলনক রুগ হি মটহিা ষেমিায়চনর 
রুগ পলরিি্তচনর রুগ। এখন নারীচক আর আচগর মি িদ্ধ েচর পদ্মার আড়াচি 
িলন্ কচর রাখার কো ভািাই রায় না। নারী এখন সি সষেচরেই পুরুচষর সমকষে। 
লিদ্যাঙ্গন, টেলকৎসাচষেচরে, পাি্মাচমন্, ক্রীড়াচষেচরে, সসনািাটহনী সি সষেচরেই আজ 
কম  সিলশ  নারীচদর অিস্ান  িষে্য  করা  রায়।  নারী আজ  উচড়াজাহাজ  োিায়, 
মহাকাচশ পাড়ী সদয়, পাহাড় েূড়ায় আচরাহন কচর। িি্তমান আধুলনক রুচগ এসি 
ষেচরে নারীর আজ আর অদ্ভুি সদখায় না। এখন নারীচদর লিলভন্ন সুচরাগ সুলিধা 
সম্চক্ত সচেিন নাগলরক সমাজ দারুন ভাচি সচেিন। লিলভন্ন সরকারী পদচষেপ 
গুচিা সলি্যই নারীচক িার আপন ভাগ্য জয় করিার দুয়ার খুচি লদচয়চ�। এখন 
নারী আর সিািা নয়, িরং নারী হি সিািা সিািার হালিয়ার। 

মিমভন্নযুদ্ে নারীর অিস্ান

আমরা রলদ ঋক বিলদক রুচগ নারীর অিস্াচনর লদচক িাকাই িা দৃলটিপাি কলর, 
িাহচি সদখচিা সর সসখাচন নারীর অিস্ান ট�ি খুিই সন্মানজনক। সমাচজ নারী 
মর্মাদার আসচন অলধলটিিা ট�চিন। কন্যা সন্তানচক কখচনাই আিচহিা করা হচিা 
না। িাচদর উপরুতি লশষো সদওয়া হি। িারা সিদ পাঠ ও উপকরচনর অলধকারীলন 
ট�চিন। পদ্মা প্রো  সসরুচগ প্রেলিি হয়লন। নারীরা  সিৌলদক মন্ত্র রেনা করচিন, 
অধ্যাপনা করচিন, প্রকাশ্য সভায় িক্তরুচদ্ধ অিিীন্ম হচিন, সভাসলমলির অনুষ্াচন 
অংশ  লনচিন ও নৃি্য-গীচি পারদলশ্মনী  ট�চিন। রুদ্ধ  লিদ্যাচি ও অচনচক দষে 
ট�চিন। ঋচবেচদ একালধক  সরাদ্ধা নারীর উচলেখ আচ�। স্বামীর রোে্ম সহধলম্মনী 
রূচপ লিিাটহিা নারীরা রাগরচজ্ অংশ লনচিন। সোষা, অপািা, লিশ্িারা, মমিা, 
সিাপামুদ্রা সপামুখ নারী লশষোর উচ্ির স্াচন সপঁচ�ট�চিন। অচনক নারী আিার 
অলিিাটহি সেচক লিদ্যােে্তা ও শাস্তচিােনায় জীিন অলিিাটহি কচরন। সিীদাহ 
িা িাি্যলিিাহ সস রুচগ প্রেলিি ট�ি না। পলি লনি্মােচন সমচয়চদর স্বাধীনিা ট�ি। 
নারীচদর বনলিকিার মান ট�ি খুিই উঁেু। 

পরিিতীচি পাি ও সসনরুচগ নারীর মর্মাদা অচনকাংচশ ষেুন্ন ট�ি। একটি পলি 
সসরুচগর লনয়ম হচিও রাজপলরিার অলভজাি সপ্দায় ও ব্রাহ্মেচদর মচধ্য িহুলিিাহ 
প্রেলিি ট�ি। িাি্যলিিাচহর ফচি নারীরা উচ্লশষোর অলধকার সেচক িলঞ্ি হি। 
উচ্ িংচশর নারীরা  সিখাপড়া  লশখচিন এিং সংগীি,  টেরোকিন, িলিিকিা ও 
নৃি্যগীচি  লনপুেিা  অজ্মন  করচিন!  গৃচহর  অভ্যন্তচর  নারী  সচি্মসি্মা  ট�চিন। 
স্তীচক পলরি্যাগ করচি স্তীর ভরে সপাষচের দালয়ত্ব লনচি হি স্বামীচক। এরুচগ 
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সম্লত্তর ওপর নারীর অলধকার স্বীকৃি হয়। লিধিা নারী অপুরেক স্বামীর সম্লত্তর 
অলধকালরনী হচিন। সলিদাহ প্রো প্রেলিি ট�ি। মধ্যরুচগ নারীর সামালজক মর্মাদা 
দারুন ভাচি িুলষ্ি হচয়ট�ি। এসময় নারীর জন্য পদ্মাপ্রো োিু হি। নারী লশষোর 
ক্রমশ অিনলি েিি মাচয়চদর স্ুচি সরচি সদওয়া হি না। ক্রমশ এই লনয়ম আরও 
কটঠন ভাচি িিিৎ করা হয়। এরপর ভারচি প্রচিশ েিি প্রিি প্রিাপশািী 
লব্রিীশচদর। ভারিিষ্ম পলরলনি হি লব্রিীশচদর উপলনচিশ। লমশনারীগন এচদচশ 
আসার পর নারীলশষোর অগ্রগলির সুচরাগ েিি। এসময় সেচক শুরু হি নারীর 
সামালজক অিস্াচনরও পলরিি্তন। লমশনারীগন নারীচদর আত্মমজ্মাদা ও স্বলনভ্তরিা 
রষোচে্ম কাজ শুরু করচি োকচিন। লশষো, অে্মচনৌলিক স্বলনভ্তরিা ও আত্মমর্মাদা 
পরস্পর রুতি লিষয়। এসময় লব্রটিশচদর উচদ্যাচগ গটঠি হচয়ট�ি অচনক লমশনারী 
লিদ্যািয় সরখাচন সমাচজর নীেু িিার সমচয়রাই পড়চি আসচিা কারন উচ্িংশীয় 
রষেেশীি পলরিাচরর অলভভািচকরা িাচদর  সমচয়চদর  লরিস্ান স্ুচি পাঠাচিন 
না, িাচদর ধারো ট�ি সর সমচয়রা পরাশুনা করচি লিধিা হচি। 

নারীর ক্ষিতায়ন

আধুলনক  রুচগ  নারীর  অিস্ান  রচেটি  পলরমাচন  উন্নি  হচয়চ�।  আধুলনক  রুগ 
হি  নারীর  ষেমিায়চনর  রুগ।  নারীর  ষেমিায়ন  একলিংশ  শিালব্দচি  সিচেচয় 
আচিাটেি একটি লিষয়। িি্তমাচন নালরর সর মানচিির অিস্ান িা সেচক সকিি 
মুলতিই নয়, লিলভন্ন সামালজক ও রাটিীয় কাচজ সর সকাচনা সমস্যা সমাধাচনর সষেচরে 
ও নীলি লনধ্মারচন নারীর অংশগ্রহন সক অপলরহার্ম িচি লিচিেনা করা হচছে। 

‘ষেমিায়ন’ শব্দটি িুিনামূিক ভাচি নিুন। এই ষেমিায়চনর মূি উচদেশ্য 
হি  নারীর  স্বাধীনিা  ও সমাচজর সকি  সষেচরে অলধকার প্রলিষ্া  লিচশষ কচর 
ষেমিা প্রলিষ্া সক সিািায়। নারীর ষেমিায়চনর অন্য আরও উদেশ্য হি নারীচক 
স্বাধীন ও মর্মাদার অলধকারীলন কচর  সিািা।  িিা  িাহুি্য  নারীর এই ষেমিায়ন 
একলদচন বিলর হয়লন। সরকার ও সচেিন নাগলরকচদর দীে্ম প্রচেটিার ফিশ্রুলিরই 
অপর নাম হি নারীর ষেমিায়ন িা Women Empowerment.

অচনচক  নারীর  ষেমিায়ন  িিচি  সিাচি  পুরুচষর  লিরুচদ্ধ  নারীর  ষেমিা 
প্রলিষ্াচক, লকন্তু এটি একটি ভুি ধারনা। নারীর ষেমিায়ন হি লিদ্যমান সমাচজ 
পুরুচষর পাশাপালশ নারীর দালয়ত্ব প্রলিষ্া; পুরুচষর অলধকাচরর পাশাপালশ নারীর 
অলধকার প্রলিষ্া করা। ১৯৯৪ সাচি লমশচরর কায়চরাচি সর সচন্মিন হচয়ট�ি, 
সরখাচন  নারীর  ষেমিায়চনর  লিষয়টিচকই  প্রাধান্য  সদওয়া  হচয়ট�ি,  সসখাচন 
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১৮৯টি  পৃষ্ার  একটি  প্রস্ািনায়  সাম্য,  ন্যয়লিোর,  সন্তানধারচনর  প্রচশ্ন  নারীর 
ইছোর প্রাধান্য,  নারীর  সামালজক  রাজননলিক ও অে্মননলিক অলধকার প্রভৃলির 
ওপর গুরুত্ব আচরাপ করা হচয়ট�ি। 

১৯৭৫  সািচক  রাষ্ট্রসংে আন্তজ্মালিক  নারীিষ্ম  টহচসচি  সোষো  কচরট�ি। 
পরিিতীচি  নারী  দশচকর পূলি্ত  হচয়ট�ি  নাইচরালি  সচন্মিচনর  মধ্য  লদচয়।  এই 
সচম্িচন  লিলভন্ন  ধরচনর  দালি  ট�ি  এিং  এখাচন  নারীচদর অংশগ্রহচের  কো 
ও িিা হচয়ট�ি। ওই সনচদ অন্যান্য দচির ন্যায় ভারিিষ্ম ও স্বাষের িি্তমান 
আধুলনক সমাচজ  রাজনীলিচি ও নারীরা  সলক্রয়ভাচি অংশগ্রহে করচি পাচর, 
এচষেচরে অিশ্যই উচলেখচরাগ্য সর, ১৯৯৩ সাচি ৭৩িম সংলিধান সংচশাধচনর 
মধ্য লদচয় সকন্দীয় সরকার পঞ্াচয়ি ও সপৌরসভায় সমচয়চদর জন্য এক-িৃিীয়াংশ 
আসন সংরষেে আইন পাশ করান। এচষেচরে আরও একটি িচড়া পদচষেপ হি 
মটহিা  সংরষেে  লিি,  ২০১০।  এটি  সংসচদর  উচ্কচষে  অনুচমালদি  হচয়চ�। 
এই লিচির উচদেশ্য হি মটহিাচদর আরও সিলশ ষেমিা সদওয়া ও উন্নয়নমূিক 
প্রলক্রয়ায় িাচদর সলক্রয় অংশগ্রহে লনলশ্চি করা। 

নারীর উন্নমতকদ্পে ভারত সরকার কতৃক েৃহীত পদদ্ক্ষপ

‘নারীচক আপন ভাগ্য জয় কলরিাচর
  সকন নাটহ লদচি অলধকার?
    সহ লিধািা। 

নারীচক িার আপন ভাগ্য জয় করিার সুচরাগ কচর সদওয়ার জন্য ভারি সরকার 
নারীচদর  কি্যানাচে্ম  কিগুলি  পদচষেপ  গ্রহে  কচরচ�ন।  নীচে  খুি  সংচষেচপ 
সসগুলির লিিরে সদওয়া হি—
(ক) স্াস্্য : মটহিাচদর স্বাচস্্যর সালি্মক উন্নলিকচপে ভারি সরকার  লনন্মলিলখি 
পদচষেপসমূহ গ্রহে কচরচ�ন। 
(ক) ইলন্রা গালন্ মািৃ সহচরাগ সরাজনা। এখাচন প্রসুলি মটহিাচদর প্রসিকািীন 
অিস্া সেচক সন্তান প্রসচির পরিিতী স্র পর্মন্ত  লিনটি  লকলস্চি ৪০০০ িাকা 
সদওয়ার কো সোষো করা হচয়চ�। 
(১) সুসংহি লশশু লিকাশ প্রকপে,
(২) জননী সুরষো সরাজনা,
(৩) জননী ও লশশুর রোন কাড্ত ি্যিস্া,
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(৪) প্রসুলি মৃিু্য পর্মাচিােনা,
(৫) ২৬ সতিাহ মািৃত্বকািীন �ুটি। 

(খ)  লশষো :  লশষো  হি  জািীর  মূি  সমরুদন্।  মানি  সম্চদর  সালি্মক  উন্নয়ন 
সালধি  হয়  লশষোর  বিারা।  এই  সদচশর অচধ্মক জনসম্দ  হি  নারী,  স্বাধীনিার 
পর  সেচকই  নারী  লশষোর  লিষয়  লনচয়ই  সরকার  সচেিন।  নারী  লশষোচক  সুদৃঢ় 
লভলত্তর ওপর প্রলিষ্া করার জন্য লিলভন্ন কলমটি ও কলমশন নারী লশষো প্রলিষ্ার 
ওপর লিচশষ সজার লদচয়চ�ন এইসি কলমটির মচধ্য উচলেখচরাগ্য হি—সদশমুখ 
কলমটি, ভতিিৎসি কলমটি, হংসচমহিা কলমটি ইি্যালদ আর কলমশন গুচিার মচধ্য 
উচলেখচরাগ্য হি রাধাকৃষ্ান কলমশন, জািীয় লশষোনীলি। এ�াড়াও ট�ি জািীয় 
নারী লশষোর কলমশন, জািীয় নারী পষ্মদ ইি্যালদ। 

এইসি কলমটি কলমশন �াড়াও ভারি সরকার নারীচদর লশষোসংক্রান্ত ি্যাপাচর 
কিকগুলি পদচষেপ গ্রহন কচরচ�ন। এগুলি হি—

(১) প্রধানমন্ত্রী লিদ্যািষেী কার্মক্রম,
(২) সিটি িঁাোও, সিটি পড়াও,
(৩) কন্যাশ্রী প্রকপে (পলশ্চমিঙ্গ সরকার),
(৪) কস্তুরিা িালিকা লিদ্যািয় লনম্মাে

(গ) অথ্থননমতক মনরাপত্া : িষে িষে নারী রাচি অে্মননলিকভাচি স্বলনভ্তর 
হচি পাচর সস ি্যাপাচরও ভারি সরকার একগুছে প্রকপে গ্রহন কচরচ�ন। এগুলি 
হি—

(১) রাষ্ট্রীয় মটহিা সকাশ স্াপন,
(২) সুকন্যা সমৃলদ্ধ সরাজনা,
(৩) ইলন্রা আিাস সরাজনা,
(৪) নারী সমৃলদ্ধ সরাজনা,
(৫) ১০০লদচনর কাজ,
(৬) লিধিা ভািা ইি্যালদ

(ে) মনরাপত্া সংক্ান্ত প্রকপে :  ভারি  সরকার  ইলন্য়ান  সপনাি  সকাড  এ 
কিকগুলি দন্লিলধর ধারা সরচখচ�ন। সরমন—

(১) সরপ িা ধষ্মে (IPC-376) নং ধারা
(২) মানলসক ও বদটহক লনষ্ুরিা ও লনর্মািন (IPC-498 নং ধারা)
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(৩) িিাৎকার িা সরৌন লনর্মািন (IPC-354 নং ধারা )
(৪) ইভটিলজং (IPC-509 নং ধারা )

এ�াড়াও কম্মচষেচরে রলদ সকাচনা নারীচক সরৌন সহনস্া করা হয়, িার জন্য সরকার 
কটঠন পদচষেপ গ্রহন কচরচ�ন। এগুলি িাচদ ভারি সরকার ২০০৬ সাচি িাি্য 
লিিাহ  লনলষদ্ধ আইন  প্রেয়ন  কচরচ�ন  নারীর  সুরষোচে্ম।  িা�াড়া  োিু  হচয়চ� 
লনভ্তয়া িহলিচির অধীন (one stop centre, women helpline ইি্যালদ)। এখাচন 
একটি সিাি লরি নম্র ১৮১ রা সিসময় মটহিাচদর সুরষো প্রদাচন অগ্রনী ভূলমকা 
পািন কচর েচিচ�। 

(ে) অন্যান্য প্রকপে : অন্যান্য প্রকচপের মচধ্য রচয়চ�
(১) মটহিা-ই-হাি
(২) কম্মরি মটহিাচদর োকার জন্য আিাসন
(৩) নারী শলতি পুরষ্ার ইি্যালদ। 

উপসংহার

আধুলনক সমাচজ নারীরা হি পুরুচষর সমকষে। এখন আর নারীচক শুধু রান্নাের 
ও  সংসাচরর  োর  সদওয়াচি  িন্ী  োকচি  হয়না।  নারী  এখন  সি্মরেই  লনচজচক 
প্রকাশ করচি পাচর। সমাজ নামক আকাচশ নারীরা এখন উড়চি পাচর স্বাধীন 
ভাচি। িাইচিা আমরা এখন সখিার মাচঠ সরমন নারীচক অংশগ্রহে করচি সদলখ 
আকাচশ উচড়াজাহাজ োিাচি সদলখ। সিমলন বসলনচকর সপাশাচক সীমাচন্ত প্রহরীর 
ভূলমকাচি  নারী  আজ  সপ্রলিভ  আিার  রাজনীলির  অঙ্গচনও  নারীর  পদধ্বলন 
শুনচি পাওয়া রায়। ভারচি মটহিাচদর সংখ্যা অচনক সদচশর সমাি জনসংখ্যাচক 
�াটড়চয়  রায়।  ২০১১  সাচির আদমসুমারীচি  নারী  ও  পুরুচষর  অনুপাি  হি 
৯৩০ : ১০০০ জন। িাইচিা কলির ভাষায় রলদ িলি িিচি হচি ‘সমচয়চদর জন্য 
অচধ্মক আকাশ’। লকন্তু প্রশ্ন জাচগ অচধ্মক আকাচশর অলধকার সলি্যই লক নারীরা 
সপচয়চ�? জন্ম সেচকই িারা বিষচম্যর  লশকার। এচদচশ অিাচধ েচি কন্যাভ্রূে 
হি্যা,  লশশুকন্যা  হি্যা।  এখচনা  অচনক  সমচয়চক  রিীন্দনাচের  লনরুপমার  মি 
পচের িিী হচি হয়। অচনক শহচর প্রায় প্রি্যহই েচি লনভ্তয়া কাচন্র পুনরািৃলত্ত 
রা লিলভন্ন সসাশ্যাি লমটডয়ার মাধ্যচম আমাচদর নজচর ধরা পচড়। 

িচি  রাইচহাক  নারীর সুরষোচে্ম ভারিিচষ্মর  সরকার  সর প্রকপেগুলি গ্রহন 
কচরচ�ন,  িা  রোে্মভাচিই  নারীর  সুরষোর  রষোকিেসম।  এিং  এই প্রকপেগুলি 
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খুিই  প্রশংশনীয়  আর  এগুলির  মধ্য  লদচয়  নারী  সপচয়চ�  অচধ্মক  আকাচশর 
অলধকার এিং এচকর পর এক জয় কচর েচিচ� আপন ভাগ্যচক। 

সহায়ক গ্রন্থপমজি

 (ক)  লশষোচষেচরে লিঙ্গ লিদ্যািয় ও সমাজ—ড. প্রেি মুচখাপাধ্যায়
 (খ)  স্বচদশ পলরেয়— জীিন মুচখাপাধ্যায়
 (গ)  স্বাস্্য ও শারীরলশষো (লশষোেতীচদর জন্য অটিম সশ্লে) প: ি: মধ্যলশষো পষ্মদ
 (ে)  Gender school and Society— Dr. Piku Chowdhury



লিঙ্গ সংক্রান্ত ভািনার ঐলিহালসক ক্রমলিকাশ এিং 
আধুলনক সমাচজ এর প্রভাি

সমালতি হািদার ও শ্ািস্ী হািদার

ভূমিকা

িি্তমান সময়কাচির ক্রমিধ্মমান লিঙ্গনিষম্যমূিক অপরাধপ্রিেিার উৎস সন্ান 
করচি  লগচয় আজচকর  সমাচজর  নারীপুরুচষর  মচনর  গভীর অন্তঃস্চির  লক�ু 
িদ্ধমূি ধারো ও দৃলটিভলঙ্গর উপর আচিাকপাি করা হচয়চ�। রুগান্তচরর ধারায় 
প্রিাটহি হচয় লিলভন্ন কাচি লিঙ্গনিষচম্যর লিষয়টি িহুরূচপ ভালিি ও প্রকালশি 
হচয়  লকভাচি িি্তমাচনর পে অলিক্রম করচি করচি পরিিতী প্রজচন্মর ধারক 
ও  িাহক  টহসাচি  ভলিষ্যচির  লদচক  ধালিি  হচছে—সস  কোই  এখাচন  উচলেখ 
করা  হচয়চ�। আচিােনা  প্রসচঙ্গ  সদখা  লগচয়চ�  সর আজচকর  সমাচজ  বশশি-
বকচশার এিং লশষোজীিচনর ি্যিহালরক সষেচরে লিঙ্গনিষম্যমূিক ভািনা লকভাচি 
পূি্মিিতী সেচক পরিিতী প্রজচন্ম প্রিাটহি হচছে। খাদ্যাভ্যাস োিেিন সপশালনি্মােন, 
লিিাহ এিং লিিাচহাত্তর জীিন সকি সষেচরেই িহু শিাব্দী প্রােীন লিঙ্গনিষম্যমূিক 
ভািনা রূপিদি কচর িি্তমান ও ভলিষ্যচির মানিজীিন অলধকার কচর লনচছে। 
আধুলনক  রুলতিিাদী  লশষোসংস্ৃলির  কাচি  ও  নারীস্বাধীনিার  জয়গান  গাওয়ার 
রুচগও  ফল্গুধারার  মচিা  প্রিহমান  লিঙ্গনিষম্যমূিক  প্রােীন  ভািনা  লিলভন্ন 
পলরলস্লিচি  প্রায়শই  প্রকালশি  হচয়  পড়চ�।  িাই  মানি  সমাচজর  কি্যানাচে্ম 
িি্তমান সমচয়র রুলতিিাদী ও মানিিািাদী  লশষোর আচিাচক সমাজ সংস্ার ও 
নিজাগরে (সরচনসাঁ) েিাচনার আহ্ান জালনচয় এই লনিন্টি রটেি হচয়চ�। 

ম�ঙ্গসংক্ান্ত ভািনার ঐমতহামসক ক্িমিকাশ

প্রানগলিহালসক রুচগ সভ্যিার সূেনািগ্ন সেচক পর্মাচিােনা করচি স্পটি হচয় ওচঠ 
সর জীিজগচির অন্যান্য জীিকূচির মিই মানি প্রজালি ক্রমলিিি্তচনর ধারায় 
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িাটহি  হচয়  এপ  সেচক  িি্তমান  সমচয়  এলগচয়  এচসচ�  (সহাচমাস্যালপচয়সি)। 
মানলসক ও শারীরিৃত্তীয়  লক্রয়াকিাচপর  লনলরচখ প্রধান  লবিলিঙ্গলভলত্তক  লিভাজচন 
(স্তীলিঙ্গ  ও  পুংলিঙ্গ)  লিপুি  পাে্মচক্যর  বিলশটি্য  লনচয়  িারা  স্বমটহমায়  লিরাজ 
কচরচ�। দুই লিপরীি লিচঙ্গর মানি মানিীর ভলিষ্যি প্রজচন্মর সৃলটির প্রলক্রয়া ও 
প্রলিপািন সংক্রান্ত প্রাকৃলিক লক্রয়াকিাচপর মচধ্য সর সকি পাে্মক্য প্রকি হচয় 
উচঠচ� িা িাচদর আলদম সমাচজ স্তী ও পুরুষ সিাচধ লিভালজি কচরচ�। 

আলদম  পৃলেিীচি  আলদম  মানচির  খাদ্যসংগ্রাহক  সেচক  খাদ্য  উৎপাদচক 
পলরেি  হওয়ার  ধারািাটহক  প্রলক্রয়াচি।  মানিসমাচজর  লিলভন্ন  সগাষ্ীর  নারী 
পুরুষ অনুরায়ী শ্ম লিভাজন ইলিহাচসর পৃষ্ায় প্রকি হচয় উচঠচ�। পরিিতীকাচি 
সভ্যিার  অগ্রগলি  েিচি  োকচি  মানিসমাচজর  এই  শ্মলিভাজন  অি্যাহি 
োকচি সদখা লগচয়চ� এিং কঁাচধ কঁাধ লমলিচয় নারীপুরুষচক অলস্চত্বর সংগ্রাচম 
টিচক সেচক পরস্পর সহািস্ান করচি সদখা লগচয়চ�। 

অিঃপর  সভ্যিার  ক্রম  অগ্রগলির  লদচক  িষে্য  করচি  দৃশ্যমান  হয়  সর 
সভ্যিার সূেনািচগ্নর দুই  লিপরীি  লিচঙ্গর বিলশচটি্যর পাে্মক্যগুলিচক সিশ  লক�ু 
ষেমিা ও সুলিধাচিাভী প্রিৃলত্তিাটড়ি মানুষ লনচজচদর স্বাচে্ম ি্যিহার করচি শুরু 
কচর।  লিচশষ  লিচঙ্গর  অলধকারী  (পুংলিঙ্গ)  হওয়ার  ফচি  লিচশষ  লক�ু  সুলিধা 
সভাগ করিার প্রলি িারা আসতি হচয় অপর  লিপরীি  লিচঙ্গর  (স্তীলিঙ্গ) প্রলি 
িাচদর  আেরে  প্রায়  অি্যাোচরর  পর্মাচয়  লনচয়  রায়।  (আলদম  সমাচজ  পুরুষ 
কিৃ্তক  িিপূি্মক  িহুনারী সঙ্গ করা  নারীচদর একচেটিয়াভাচি সন্তানপ্রলিপািচন 
ি্যস্ রাখা ইি্যালদ)। এ প্রসচঙ্গ মহলষ্ম উদোিকপূরে সশ্িচকিুর অলভজ্িার কো 
উচলেখ করা সরচি পাচর। 

সশ্িকিু রখন িঁার লপিামািার সচঙ্গ সময় কািাটছেচিন িখন এক ব্রাহ্মে 
সশ্িচকিুর  মািাচক িঁার  লপিার  (মহলষ্ম  উদোিক)  সামচনই  িিপূি্মক  (‘িিৎ 
ইি’)  লনচয়  রায়।  এই  েিনা  পর্মচিষেে  কচর  সশ্িচকিু  অি্যন্ত  ক্রুদ্ধ  হন  ও 
িঁার মচন গভীর প্রলিলক্রয়া সৃলটি হয়। পুচরের অিস্া িষে্য কচর মহলষ্ম উদোিক 
িচিন—‘িৎস সক্রাধ কলরওনা, ইহা লনি্য ধম্ম। এ ভূমন্ি মচধ্য সমস্ রমনীরাই 
অিালরিা। সগাগে সর রকম ি্যিহার কচর, প্রজাগে ও স্ব স্ব িচে্ম সস রকম আেরে 
কলরয়া োচক।’—লপিার িাক্য শ্িে কচর ঋলষপুরে পূি্মাচপষো আচরা রুটি হচয় 
ওচঠন ও পরিিতী সমচয় এই লনয়ম স্াপন কচরন—‘সর স্তী পলিলভন্ন পুরুষান্তর 
সংসগ্ম কলরচি এিং সর পুরুষ পলিব্রিা স্তীচক পলরি্যাগ কলরয়া অন্য স্তীচি আসতি 
হইচি, ইহাচদর উভয়চকই ভ্রুেহি্যাসদৃশ সোরির পাপপচকি লিতি হইচি হইচি।’
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উপচরাতি মচনাভাি সেচকই িৎকািীন সমচয় লিিাহ প্রোর উদ্ি হচয়ট�ি 
িচি অচনক পলন্ি ি্যলতি মচন কচর োচকন। সসই সপৌরালনক রুগ সেচক সিশলক�ু 
টেন্তাশীি  মানুষ  লিিাহ  িন্চন আিদ্ধ  স্তীচদর অচপষোকৃি  সুরলষেি  িচি  মচন 
কচরট�চিন  কারে  িারা  সভচিট�চিন  সর  লিিাহিন্চন আিদ্ধ  না  হচি  প্রিৃলত্ত 
িাটড়ি  পুরুষচদর  কাচ�  নারীরা  সহজিভ্য  হচয়  উঠচি  এিং  পুরুষরা  অিাচধ 
‘িীরদ্ভাে্যা িসুন্ধরা’ নীলি প্রচয়াগ করার সুচরাগ পাচি। আপািদৃলটিচি লিিাহপ্রোর 
মাধ্যচম সমাচজ নারীচদর মর্মাদাসূেক অিস্ান সূটেি হচয়চ� িচি মচন হচিও 
লপিৃিালন্ত্রক সমাজি্যিস্ায় সি্মরুচগই নারীচদর মর্মাদা ভূিুলঠিি হচি সদখা সগচ�। 

ঋচবেলদক  রুচগর  নারীরা  অধ্যালপকা,আোর্মা  িা  সিলখকা  টহসাচি  আজীিন 
জ্ানেে্তা করার সুচরাগ (‘ব্রহ্মিালদনী’) সপচয় সৃজনশীিিা ও কৃলিচত্বর অলধকালরনী 
হচিও  িা  গাহ্মস্্য  জীিন  সিচ�  সনওয়ার  স্বাধীনিা  সভাগ  করচিও  সচি্মাপলর 
পুরুষচদর  বিারা  লনধ্মালরি  অনুশাসন  সমচনই  িাচদর  েিচি  হচিা।  সামালজক 
অনুশাসন  বিরীচি  নারীচদর  ভূলমকা  ট�ি আনুিীষেলনক।  পরিিতী  বিলদক  রুচগ 
পুরুষচদর  িুিনায়  নারীচদর  লশষোগ্রহে  ও  জ্ানেে্তার  পলরলধ  এিং  স্বাধীনিা 
সকিুটেি হচয় আচস। পুরুষচদর বিারা লনধ্মালরি গাহ্মস্্য জীিচনর কচঠার অনুশাসন 
ও কি্তি্যকচম্ম সিশীরভাগ । সষেচরেই িাচদর অন্তপুরোলরনী কচর সিািা হয়। 

মনু  সংটহিায়  িিা  হচয়চ�—‘মিৃলিশাস্ত  ও  সিদ  প্রভৃলি  ধম্মশাচস্তর  উপর 
স্তীজালির  সকান  অলধকার  সনই’  (১/১৮) আচরা  িিা  হচয়চ�  সর  ‘স্তীচিাচকর 
স্বামী  লভন্ন  পৃেক  রজ্  সনই।  স্বামীর  অনুমলি  �াড়া  সকান  ব্রি  এিং  উপিাস 
সনই। সকিিমারে স্বামীর সসিা করচিই স্তীচিাক স্বচগ্ম সরচি পাচরন।’(৫/১৫৫) 
ভগিান মনুর মচি—পুরুষ দশ্মন মাচরেই স্তীজালির মচন িার সচঙ্গ  লমিচনছো 
জাচগ,িাই নারীচদর বশশচি লপিার অধীন, সরৌিচন স্বামীর অধীন এিং িাধ্মচক্য 
পুচরের অধীন োকা িাধ্যিামূিক িচি লিলন মচন কচরচ�ন। নারীচদর িচশ রাখার 
জন্য অিশ্য পািনীয় কি্তি্য টহচসচি লিলন সিচখন সর পত্ীর সচঙ্গ স্ািক ব্রাহ্মে 
একপাচি  সভাজন  করচিন  না।  স্তী,  পুরে,  দাস,লশষ্য  এিং  সচহাদর  কলনষ্  ভাই 
অপরাধ করচি সূষে রঞ্জু লদচয় অেিা সিনুদি িা িঁাচশর িাখালর লদচয় শাসচনর 
জন্য আোি করচি। এ প্রসচঙ্গ উচলেখ করার মি  লিষয় সর স্বামীর অপরাচধর 
সষেচরে স্তীর কি্তি্য  লিষচয়  লক�ু উচলেখ সনই। এইভাচি নারীরা সমাচজ দীে্মকাি 
মহচত্বর আিরচে একপ্রকার পরাধীনিা িািন করচি শুরু কচর। 

মহাকাচি্যর  রুচগ এই অভ্যস্ পরাধীনিার  লশকার  নারীচদর  ইছোর  লিরুচদ্ধ 
অপছেচন্র মানুচষর ঔরচস একপ্রকার  লিিাচহাত্তর স্বীকৃি ধষ্মচনর  লশকার হচয় 
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সষেরেজ সন্তাচনর জন্ম লদচি হয়। (মহাভারচি ি্যসচদচির ঔরসজাি অলম্কা ও 
অম্ালিকার গভ্তজাি  সষেরেজ সন্তান  ধৃিরাষ্ট্র এিং পান্ু) এখাচন উচলেখ করার 
মি  লিষয়  সর  মধ্যরুগ  ও  িি্তমান আধুলনক  রুচগও  সকান  সকান  সষেচরে  সন্তান 
উৎপাদচন অষেম স্বামীর সষেচরে বিজ্ালনক পদচষেপ সনওয়ার পলরিচি্ত লিিাটহিা 
স্তীচদর গুলেনচদর িুকিাক ও ি্যালভোচরর সংস্পচশ্ম এচন একপ্রকার লিিাচহাত্তর 
স্বীকৃি ধষ্মচের মাধ্যচমই সন্তান উৎপাদচন িাধ্য করা হয়। অন্য লদচক পালরিালরক 
পছেচন্র  িাইচর  লভন্ন  জালি  িা  ধচম্মর  িাইচর  লিিাহ  করচি  িা  সম্ক্ত  বিরী 
করচি কন্যা িা স্তীচদর  লিভৎস শালস্ (পুটড়চয় মারা,  লিভৎসভাচি হি্যা করা, 
েলররেহীনা অপিাদ সদওয়া)ধার্ম করা হয়। 

োহ্থস্্য িা পামরিামরক অপরাধ (domestic violence) মিিাদ্হাত্র স্ীকৃত ধর্থণ, খুন 
(marital rape, murder)

পরিিতী বিলদক রুচগর নারী স্বাধীনিা লনয়ন্ত্রে’ প্রিাটহি হচয় মধ্যরুচগর ভারিিচষ্ম 
ভয়কির রূপ ধারে কচর এিং পরিিতীকাচি িা আধুলনক রুচগও সংক্রালমি হয়। 
মধ্যরুচগর  ভারিিচষ্ম  নারীচদর  (ি্যলিক্রম-ধনীপলরিাচরর  িা  রাজপলরিাচরর 
কন্যা) লশষোগ্রহচনর অলধকার সকচড় সনওয়া হয় এিং লশষোগ্রহে করচি নারীরা 
লিধিা  হয়  ইি্যালদ  নানাপ্রকার  ভীলি  প্রদশ্মন  কচর  িাচদর  কচঠার  অনুশাসচন 
পদ্মানসীন  ও  গৃহিন্ী  কচর  সফিা  হয়।  অিঃপর  লশষোর  আচিাক  িলঞ্িা 
নারীচদর খুি সহচজই ধচম্মর সদাহাই লদচয় সমাচজ পুরুষ স্বাে্ম সংরষেেকারী লক�ু 
েরম  লিঙ্গনিষম্যমূিক অমানলিক প্রো মানচি িাধ্য করা হয়। নারীচদর  লশষোর 
অলধকার হরে সেচক শুরু কচর কন্যা সন্তাচনর জন্মদান, লিিাহ ও গাহ্মস্্য জীিন 
পািন, সন্তানচদর প্রলিপািন, নারীচদর পালরিালরক ও সামালজক লনরাপত্তাহীনিা 
ও  সচি্মাপলর  নারীচদর  মর্মাদার  অিমূি্যায়ন  শিাব্দীর  পর  শিাব্দী  সমাচজর 
একাংশচক অজ্ানিার। অন্কাচর লনমলজ্ি করচি োচক। 

ধমতীয় অনুশাসচনর আিরচে কন্যাচদর অসম  লিিাচহ িা িাি্যলিিাচহ িাধ্য 
করার  মধ্যরুগীয়  ধারা  িি্তমান  সমচয়ও  প্রিাটহি  হচি  সদখা  রায়।  বিলদক  মন্ত্র 
উচ্ারে কচর  লিিাচহর মধ্য  লদচয় িা সর সকান প্রকার  লিিাচহর মধ্য  লদচয় স্তীর 
ওপর  স্বামীর  লনরকিুশ  অলধকার  প্রালতির  িহুরূপী  িটহপ্রকাচশর  লশকার  অসহায় 
নারীরা  িি্তমান সচেিনিার  রুচগও একপ্রকার অভ্যস্ পরাধীনিায়  লিিাচহাত্তর 
স্বীকৃি ধষ্মে এর লশকার হয়। সামালজক িজ্া িা অে্মননলিক পরাধীনিার কারচে 
এই লিষয়টির লিরুচদ্ধ অলভচরাগ আজচকর লদচনও (লিচশষ কচর ভারচি) রচেটি 
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সংখ্যায়  নলেভুতি  হয়  না  লকন্তু এ  লিষচয় অন্যান্য  সদচশর পলরসংখ্যান উচপষো 
করার মি নয় ইউনাইচিড সস্িস্ এ প্রলি সাি িা আিজন স্তীর মচধ্য একজন 
স্তী স্বামীর বিারা  ধলষ্মিা  হন  (S Box. S. Power, Crime and My stification, 
London Tavistok Publication, 1983, p.122)। আচরকটি পলরসংখ্যাচন সদখা 
রায় সর ১০%--১৪% লিিাটহিা নারী স্বামী কিৃ্তক ধষ্মচের সম্ুখীন হন রা একজন 
স্তীর স্বামীর প্রলি  লিশ্াস এিং ভাচিািাসাচক ফলসচি পলরেি কচর। রাইচহাক 
প্রিৃলত্তিাটড়ি স্বামীরা  লিিাহচক স্তীচক অিাচধ ধষ্মে করার �াড়পরে  (িাইচসসি) 
মচন না করচি এিং স্তীরা ভািিাসার আিরচে অভ্যস্ পরাধীনিার  লশকার না 
হচয় লিিাচহাত্তর স্বীকৃি ধষ্মচের লিরুচদ্ধ। সচেিন হচয় উঠচি মানিিা, লিজ্ান 
ও  রুলতির  আচিাচক  িহু  শিাব্দীর  এই  লনপীড়ন  িন্  করা  সম্ি  হচি।  শুভ 
িুলদ্ধসম্ন্ন  সমাচজর  প্রকৃি  কি্যােকামী  নরনারীর  জাগরচের  ফচিই  শালররীক 
লনগ্রহ ও খুচনর মিই উপচরাতি মনুষ্যসৃটি পাশলিকিার লিরুচদ্ধও কচঠার আইন 
প্রেয়ন করা সম্ি হচি। 

ঔপমনদ্িমশক ভারতিদ্র্থ ও তার পরিততী সিদ্য় নারীদ্দর িয্থাদাসূচক অিস্ান
(Status and Position of women in colonial India)

ঊনলিংশ শিাব্দীর ভারিিচষ্ম পাশ্চাি্য জ্ানলিজ্ান েে্তার সচঙ্গ সচঙ্গ নারীলশষোর 
প্রসার সমাচজ আচিাড়ন সৃলটি কচর। এই নি পলরিলি্তি পলরচিচশ প্রেচম জ্ানী 
ও মহৎ হৃদয় পুরুষচদর (মনীলষ—ঈশ্রেন্দ  লিদ্যাসাগর, রামচমাহন রায় প্রমুখ) 
সহায়িায় পলরিার ও সমাচজর ভয়কির প্রলিকূিিার মচধ্য স্তী ও কন্যারা লশলষেি 
হচয়  উঠচি  োচক।  সিলশরভাগ  সষেচরেই  লিিাচহর  পর  শ্শুর  গৃচহর  শ্মসাধ্য 
গৃহকম্ম সম্ন্ন কচর, পলরিাচর নারীলশষো গ্রহচনর প্রলি  লিরূপ মচনাভািাসম্ন্ন 
মানুষচদর  েচষের আড়াচি  লগচয় শুধু  স্বামীর পৃষ্চপাষকিা সম্ি কচর স্তীচদর 
লিদ্যােে্তা সস রুচগ অি্যাহি োচক। 

সাহহদ্ত্য প্রমতফ�ন (Gender issue in literature)

বিলদক  সাটহি্য  সেচক  সরমন  প্রােীন  ভারচি  নারীচদর  স্ান  সম্চক্ত  সম্যক 
ধারনা  করা  রায়  সিমনই  েরম  প্রলিকূিিার  সচঙ্গ  সংগ্রাম  কচর  লশলষেি  হচয় 
ওঠা নারীচদর জিন্ত সিখলন বিারা সৃটি আত্মজীিনী ও সাটহি্য কম্মগুলি িি্তমান 
সমচয় িদানীন্তন কাচির প্রলিকূি  লিঙ্গনিষম্যমূিক সমাচজর প্রলিফিন েিায় 
(সরসীিািা িসু,সিগম সরাচকয়া,আশাপূে্মা সদিী প্রমুখ)। ঔপলনচিলশক ভারিিচষ্মর 
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িামাচিালধনী পলরেকায় গাহ্মচস্র প্রচয়াজচন নারীলশষোর কো িিা হচিও নারীচদর 
কচম্মর সষেরে িটহ্মজগচির পলরিচি্ত গৃচহ সীমািদ্ধ করা হচয়চ�। ঐ সমচয় সমাচজ 
মািৃচদিীর আরাধনার অন্তরাচি নারীচদর নানাপ্রকার ি্যালভোচর িাধ্য করা হয় 
(শরলদন্ু িচন্াপাধ্যায়—‘েুয়ােন্ন’)। 

ঊনলিংশ  শিাব্দীর  ঔপলনচিলশক  ভারিিচষ্ম  লিিাচহাত্তর  স্বীকৃি  ধষ্মচের 
লশকার হচয় অলনয়লন্ত্রি গভ্তধারচনর কারচন নারীচদর করুে ও দুলি্মসহ জীিনরাপন 
কচর  েিচি  হি। জননকা  সিলখকার  িে্মনা অনুরায়ী  উচলেখ করা  সরচি পাচর 
সর সকান একটি গৃহস্ পলরিাচর স্তী িার স্বামীচক পলঞ্কা হাচি িসচি সদখচিই 
সকান  শুভষেচে  পুনি্মার  গভ্তধারে  করার আশকিায়  িার  (স্তীর)  ঠকঠলক  সিচগ 
সরি।  উপচরাতি  সামালজক  টেচরের  প্রলিফিন  আমরা  আশাপূে্মা  সদিী  রটেি 
সুিে্মিিা-সিও  সদলখ।  িি্তমান  সমচয়  লিিাচহাত্তর  শারীলরক  সম্চক্তর  সষেচরে 
সিশীর ভাগ সমচয়ই অসুসস্িা সচত্বও স্তীচদরই গভ্তলনচরাধক সসিন িা ি্যিহার 
করচি সচেিন োকচি হয় নাহচি গভ্তপাচির রন্ত্রনা ও শারীলরক ষেলি স্বীকার 
কচর লনচি হয়। 

উনলিংশ  শিাব্দীর  সমাজ  সংস্াচরর  সস্রািধারায়  প্রিাটহি  হচয়  সামালজক 
কুসংস্ারগুলির অিিুলতি েিাচনার জন্য কুসংস্ারগুলির  লিপচষের রুলতি  টহসাচি 
শাস্তীয় িেন ও অনুশাসচনর সাহার্য সনওয়া হচয়ট�ি। এচষেচরে মহাপ্রাে মনীলষগে 
রলদ  কুসংস্ারগুলির  অিিুলতির  লিপচষে  সকান  রুলতি  শাচস্ত  খুঁচজ  না  সপচিন 
িাহচি লক িি্তমান সমচয়ও সিীদাহ প্রো িিিৎ োকি? শুধুমারে রুলতি মানিিা 
ও সাচম্যর মাপকাটঠচি  লক মনীলষচদর পচষে িদানীন্তন সমচয়র ওই প্রো িন্ 
করা সম্ি হচিা? িৃহত্তর সমাজ লিলেচির সষেরে প্রস্তুি করচি সাটহচি্যর ভূলমকা 
অনস্বীকার্ম। িাই সাটহচি্য ও িাস্চি নারীরা উচ্পদালধকারী টডগ্রীধারী পুরুষচদর 
সপ্ররোদারেী,  সহকালরনী  িা  আহার্ম্য  প্রস্তুিকালরনী  না  হচয়  সমান  অংশীদালরনী 
টহসাচি প্রলিভাি হচি নরনারীর সামালজক সেিনা িৃলদ্ধ পাচি। 

শশশি ও শকদ্শাদ্রর অপরাধ ও মপতািাতার ভূমিকা
(Juvenile Crime and role of parents)

অপরাধ  প্রিেিার  উৎস  সন্ান  করচি  সগচি  পলরিাচর  ও  সমাচজর  পলরেি 
িয়চসর অপরাধীচদর অিীচির লদচক দৃলটি লনচষেপ করা প্রচয়াজন। ি্যলতির বশশি 
ও বকচশাচরর সিচড় ওঠার পলরচিশ, অলজ্মি অলভজ্িা ও  লপিামািার ভূলমকা 
পর্মাচিােনা করচি সদখা রায় সর সমাচজ সর সকি পলরিারগুলি লিঙ্গনিষচম্যর 
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এক একটি সকন্দস্ি সসই সকি পলরিাচরর পুরে ও কন্যা-সন্তানরা লিলভন্ন প্রকার 
লিতি অলভজ্িার সম্ুখীন হয় রা িাচদর পরিিতী পালরিালরক জীিচন ও সমাচজর 
িৃহত্তর সষেচরে ভয়কির প্রভাি লিস্ার করচি পাচর। মািার ওপর লপিার শারীলরক 
লনগ্রহ পর্মচিষেে কচর কন্যা সন্তানরা আজীিন পুরুষ জালির প্রলি লিচবিষমূিক 
মচনাভাি সপাষে কচর লনরাপত্তাহীনিায় ভুগচি পাচর। িারা কখচনা আগ্রাসীও 
হচয় উঠচি পাচর। অন্যলদচক পুরে সন্তানরা লপিার অি্যাোচরর অনুকরচে স্তী িা 
সমাচজর অন্যান্য নারীচদর উপর অি্যাোরীর ভূলমকা গ্রহে করচি পাচর। 

বশশচি  ও  বকচশাচর  পুরে  ও  কন্যাচদর  মচধ্য  বদনলন্ন  জীিচনর  খাদ্য,িস্ত
,লশষো,িাসস্ান(ঠাচরচঠাচর  িুলিচয়  সদওয়া  সর  পূরে  ও  কন্যার  মচধ্য  সম্লত্তর 
সমানালধকাচরর লিষয়টি আইনসঙ্গি হচিও কার্মষেচরে পুরেচদরই লপিার সম্লত্তর 
উত্তরালধকারী  করা  হয়  ও  কন্যাচদর  শ্শুরগৃচহ  েচি  সরচিই  হয়।)  ইি্যালদ 
লিষয়গুলিচি  বিষম্য  প্রকি  হচয়  উঠচি  কন্যারা আজীিন  পরাধীনিায় অভ্যস্ 
হচয়  উঠচি  পাচর  ও  পুরেরা  একপ্রকার  লিপজ্নক  স্বাধীনিা  সভাচগ  অভ্যস্ 
হচয়  সরচি পাচর।  পুরুচষর  লিপজ্নক স্বাধীনিা  (পলরিাচর  পুরুষচদর  সি্মাচগ্র 
আহারগ্রহে, পালরিালরক দালয়ত্বহীনিা ও িধূলনর্মািন, মাদক সসিন, পলিিািচয় 
গমন)  লিগিলদচনর  মচিা  িি্তমাচনর  সমাজচকও  নানা  ভাচি  কিুলষি  করচি 
পাচর।  লিপজ্নক স্বাধীনিার ফি  টহসাচি  লিিাচহর সময় সসৌহাদ্ম্যমূিক সম্ক্ত 
নটি  হচয়  রাওয়ার আশকিায়  রতি ও স্বাস্্য পরীষো  না কচর  লিিাহিন্চন আিদ্ধ 
নিিধূ িার নিলিিাটহি উৎশৃখিি স্বামীর কা� সেচক ফুিশর্যার রাচরে লসলফলিস 
এইডস ইি্যালদ অসুচখর জীিােু উপহার  টহসাচি িাভ কচর  । এচষেচরে অিশ্য 
পুরুষিালন্ত্রক সমাচজর। সশাষচনর লশকার সদওয়াচি লপঠ সঠচক রাওয়া সকান নারী 
ও পুরুষজালিচক কম্মফি টহসাচি এই ধরচের উপহার (গচোলরয়া িা এইডস্ এর 
জীিােু) লদচি পাচর। 

আধুলনক গচিষোয় সদখা সগচ� সর পালরিালরক বিন্দ্ব, অরাজকিা, পরকীয়ার 
কারচে সন্তানরা অলধকমারোয় অিচহলিি হয় ও সরৌন হয়রালনর  লশকার হয় রা 
শালন্তপূে্ম  পলরিাচর  সদখা  রায়  না  (CNSPCC, UK, 2011)।  সদখা  সগচ�  সর 
সিশীরভাগ সষেচরে জন্মদািা লপিার সেচয় সৎ লপিারা সৎ সন্তানচদর লনরাপত্তার 
(লিচশষ কচর সরৌন লনরাপত্তার) সষেচরে উদাসীন োচক৷ (Rothman et.al. 2007) 
বশশচি নানা প্রকার বিষম্যমূিক অি্যাোর প্রি্যষেে (লিঙ্গনিষম্যমূিক), পালরিালরক 
অরাজকিা,িঞ্না ও অলিমারোয় পালরিালরক দমননীলি সন্তানচদর মচধ্য Emo-
tional Block িা ট্মা সৃলটি করচি পাচর,িাচদর জ্ানমূিক  লিকাচশও  (cogni-
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tive development) িাধা হচয় দাড়াচি পাচর। পাঠগ্রহনে অমচনাচরাগীিা,অরো 
লনচজর প্রলি দৃলটি আকষ্মে করার  সেটিা করা, সমাচজর  লনলষদ্ধ কাজকচম্ম  (সনশা 
করা,  একই  সচঙ্গ  িহু  নারী  সঙ্গ  করা,  টহংসাত্মক  খুন)  লিতি  হওয়া,  সচি্মাপলর 
আত্মহনচনর মচিা পেও িারা সিচ� লনচি পাচর। বশশি ও বকচশাচর িালিি এই 
সকি অপরাধপ্রিেিা িাচদর পলরেি িয়চস সমাচজর লিলভন্ন সষেচরে লিলভন্নভাচি 
প্রলিফলিি হচি পাচর। 

জীিদ্নর মিমভন্ন ক্ক্ষদ্ত্র ম�ঙ্গেত অিস্াদ্নর ভূমিকা
(Role of Gender in different sphere of life)

পালরিালরক  অরাজকিা,  অিচহিা  িা  েরমদমননীলি,  সন্তানচদর  এক  কাপেলনক 
সুচখর জগচি আিদ্ধ কচর সরখাচন িাচদর িাস্ি জীিচন েিা সকি অমীমাংলসি 
অলিোচরর সুলিোর কচরন সকান এক অদৃশ্য লিোরক। িাচদর বশশি ও বকচশাচরর 
মচনাজগচির  অদৃশ্য  লিোরক  প্রেলিি  আইন  ি্যিস্ার  উপর  আস্া  হালরচয় 
ি্যলতির  পলরেি  িয়চসও  িাচদর  লিগি  জীিচনর  অলভজ্িার  লনলরচখ  িাচদর 
ি্যালিক্রমী  পচে পলরোলিি কচর।  বশশচি ও  বকচশাচর পালরিালরক  টহংসাত্মক 
কার্মকিাপ  (লিঙ্গনিষম্যমূিক  অি্যাোর,  খুন,ধষ্মে,পলিিািয়  গমন,লিপজ্নক 
সনশায় আসলতি) পলরেি িয়চস িাচদর একই েিনা  েিাচি প্রচরাটেি করচি 
পাচর। অিীচির অমীমাংলসি বিষম্যমূিক টহংসার প্রিু্যত্তর টহসাচি সকান ি্যলতি 
লসলরয়াি লকিার িা ধষ্মচকর ভূলমকা গ্রহে করচি পাচর।  লিপজ্নক স্বাধীনিার 
প্রচয়াগ স্বরূপ দুঃসাহসী সপ্রচম প্রি্যাখ্যাি রুিক অ্যালসড অ্যািাচকর মি েিনাও 
েিাচি  পাচর।  এ�াড়া  িি্তমান  প্রলিচরালগিামূিক  লশষোি্যিস্া  ও  পালরিালরক 
োচপর মুচখ পচড় জীিচনর নানা প্রলিচরালগিামূিক পরীষোয় উিীে্ম হচি লিলভন্ন 
িয়চসর লশষোেতীরা অপর সশ্ষ্ির প্রলিচরালগচদর অপহরে,হুমলক এমনলক খুচনর 
মি অপরাচধর লশকার হচি িাধ্য কচর। এ সকি সষেচরে প্রলিচরালগিার পলরিচি্ত 
মানুচষর  মঙ্গিসাধনকারী  মানিিািাদী  কচম্মর  িটহঃপ্রকাশ  ও  মানি  কি্যানাচে্ম 
জ্ানাজ্মনই রলদ পৃলেিীর সকি মানুচষর সরাগ্যিার মাপকাটঠ হচয় ওচঠ িাহচিই 
হয়ি মানি প্রজালি লনচজচদর পৃলেিী সেচক লনলশ্চহ্ হচয় রাওয়া সেচক িঁাোচি 
পারচি। পৃলেিীর সকি লপিামািারা িাচদর সন্তানচদর এক একজন প্রলিচরাগী 
নয়,রলদ জ্ানচরাগী ও কম্মচরাগী টহসাচি বিলর করচি সষেম হন িাহচি সমাজ 
সংসার অটেচরই অপরাধ ও অপরাধীশূন্য হচয় উঠচি। 
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উপসংহার

উপচরাতি  আচিােনা  সেচক  আমরা  স্পটি  ধারো  করচি  পালর  সর  সভ্যিার 
সূেনাকাি  সেচক  মানিজালির  মচনাজগচি  লিঙ্গনিষম্যমূিক  অনুভূলির  এক 
ধারািাটহক  পলরিি্তন  লিলভন্ন  সময়কাচি  মানিসমাচজ  প্রলিফলিি  হচয়চ�। 
সমাচজর  পুরুষচদর  লিঙ্গনিষম্যমূিক  অনুভূলির  ধারািাটহক  পলরিি্তচনর  ধারা 
লিলভন্ন সময়কাচি রূপ িদি কচর নারীচদর ভািনার জগৎ, িাচদর আে্মসামালজক 
অিস্ান ও স্বাধীনিাচক ধমতীয় মহচত্বর আিরচে সূটেি কচর কচঠার অনুশাসচন 
সিঁচধ লদচয়চ�। িহু শিাব্দীর অভ্যস্ পরাধীনিায় আিদ্ধ নারী সমাচজর ি্যলিক্রমী 
অলগ্নকন্যাচদর  জীিন  সংগ্রাম  সমাজ  সংসাচর  দৃটিান্ত  স্াপন  করচিও  নারীচদর 
সেিনা জাগ্রি করচি,অনাচিালকি অধ্মাকাশচক আচিালকি করচি এক িৃহত্তর 
সমাজ লিলেচির প্রচয়াজচন এই লনিন্টি এক ষেুদ্র প্রচেটিা। 
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Pumping and Leaks in the Pink Balloon: 
Issues of Feminist Development in India

Dr. Avijit Sutradhar

Feminist movements emerged, throughout the world, as a response 
to the male domination in society and age-old injustice done to the 
women. Feminism is considered as new social movement in which 
political values such as liberty, equality, justice and democratization are 
closely engaged. In the age of globalization and ideological plurality, 
feminist movements mostly arrange radicalism particularly in matters 
of anti-rape movement, movement for sexual rights, movement for 
political equality etc. as we have observed in most popular movements 
on feminist issues. The paper is a modest attempt to highlight some 
successes of Indian feminist movements,simultaneously, we can also 
explore that the consequences of these movements were not always in 
favour of the women of contemporary India. Highlighting different 
backgrounds, the Paper has been developed with the methodology of 
social movement research such as online journalism, historical analysis, 
and comparative analysis.

SEX CRIMES AND ‘INDIA’S DAUGHTER’

‘India’s Daughter’, a documentary short film directed by Leslee 
Widwin, faced serious controversy projecting flagrant misogyny raised 
by an interviewee who was convicted for committing sex crime on 
December 16, 2012. We all know that the film was based on Nirbhaya 
Gang Rape incident in India’s Capital. Many famous personalities of 
Bollywood have argued for broadcasting the movie from the viewpoint 
that the movie would make people aware about the threats that the 
Indian women are facing today. But the Government of India was 
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in favour of censorship and banned the movie in 2015 arguing that 
Government of India will not tolerate commercial benefit and India’s 
insult centring round this movie in international context. On the 
Contrary, ‘Daughters of Mother India’ which was released in 2014, 
directed by Vibha Bakshi, has received National Film Award for best 
film on social issues revealing aftermath of Nirbhaya Gang Rape. 

After a long court proceeding, on 20th March, 2020, death 
sentence was executed against Nirbhayas’s rapists to deliver justice to 
‘India’s Daughter’. Movement against Nirbhaya’s gang rape took the 
shape of popular movement throughout the country and got the name 
of “Nirbhaya Movement” in media politics. Anti-rape movements 
under different socio-political structure, after Nirbhaya’s gang rape 
pose a serious challenge to law enforcement agencies. Many self-
appointed leaders have shouted the slogans and tried to convince 
people about the demand of the movement and started several smaller 
sub-movements under the umbrella of bigger movement. But we find 
a lack of solidarity in the feminist movements to resolve protracted 
court proceedings on rape cases or sex crimes. Still the reports on gang 
rape are coming and the rate of such crime against women is increasing 
day-by-day even after death sentence of Nirbhaya’s rapists. According 
to National Crime Records Bureau report on ‘Crime in India’, 2019, 
out of many crimes against women, a total of 7.9% is of ‘rape’. In this 
report, 32,260 rape cases have been reported till 2018. Hathras Gang 
Rape caseof 14th September, 2020 was a most reactionary incident in 
Uttar Pradesh where the role of police administration was controversial 
since the police persons took the steps of cremation of the dead body 
of rape victim 19 years old Dalit girl without the consent of her family 
members. The reports on socio-political protests have been broadcasted 
nationwide with 24 hours media coverage. This Dalit girl was another 
‘India’s Daughter’as we find no revolutionary impact of anti-rape laws 
on society to control the human behaviour so as to save the ‘Daughters 
of Mother India’. 

GENDER DISPARITY IN LEGISLATURE 

A total of 78 women have got their seats in Lok Sabha by 17th 
parliamentary election. It is 14% of the total seat and this is the highest 
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since independence. By this, we cannot assume that what would be the 
time limit in future to be equal to men members in the Parliament. 
Surprisingly, Women’s Reservation Bill (108th Amendment Bill), 
which proposes 33% reservation for women in the Parliament and State 
Legislative Bodies to strengthen better representation, is still pending 
in Lok Sabha since many years, but notably, Rajya Sabha has passed 
the bill on 9th March 2010. The following data highlights the rate of 
huge difference in terms of gender representation in the legislature in 
SAARC countries.

Proportion of Seats held by Women in National Parliaments 
(in percentage) in SAARC Countries

 Sl. Name of the Most Recent Most Recent
 No. Country Year Value

 1. Afghanistan 2020 27%
 2. Bangladesh 2020 21%
 3. Bhutan 2020 15%
 4. India 2020 14%
 5. Maldives 2020 05%
 6. Nepal 2020 33%
 7. Pakistan 2020 20%
 8. Sri Lanka 2020 05%
Source : https ://data.worldbank.org/indicator/SG.GEN.PARL.ZS, Proportion of seats 
held by women in national parliaments (%) Data (worldbank.org), accessed on 30th 
November, 2020 at 15:56 pm

Opposition to the Women’s Reservation Bill was characterized by 
anti-woman and patriarchal. Arguments against the bill came from two 
different sides–one is from opposition to reservation in general and 
another from a belief the reservation for women should be extended 
to other disempowered groups, in other words, the quotas within the 
quotas position. The Bill was vehemently opposed by OBC faction 
of the parliament with a claim that only the creamy layer of upper 
caste women will benefit from reservation for women. In 2014, during 
winter session of the parliament, actress Jayaprada raised the issue of 
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women’s reservation and she was supported by members of Left parties, 
BJD, Trinamool Congress and even from Congress. 

WOMEN AS ARMY COMMANDER

According to a Supreme Court’s verdict came on February, 2020, the 
women are now allowed to serve Indian Army as Commander. Women 
will have permanent commission and command roles in Indian 
Military Unitsexcluding few combat units like infantry or artillery 
corps. Legal battle for permanent commission was started with a Public 
Interest Litigation (PIL). A PIL was filed in 2003 before the Delhi 
High Court for grant of permanent commission (PC) to women Shot-
Service Commission (SSC) officers in the Army. Another writ petition 
was filed by Major Leena Gurav on October 16, 2006 to challenge the 
terms and conditions of service imposed by circulars earlier and to seek 
PC for women officers. The Defence Ministry of Defence passed an 
order in September 2008 saying PC would be granted prospectively to 
SSC women officers in the Judge Advocate General (JAG) department 
and the Army Education Corps (AEC). But this circular was challenged 
before the Delhi High Court by Major Sandhya Yadav and others on 
the ground that it granted PC only prospectively, and only in certain 
specified streams.The High Court heard the 2003, 2006, and 2008 
challenges together, and passed its judgment in 2010. It was ruled that, 
women officers of the Air Force and Army on SSC who had sought 
permanent commission but were not granted that status, would be 
entitled to PC at par with male SSC officers. But this benefit was only 
available to women officers in service who had instituted proceedings 
before the High Court, and had retired during the pendency of the 
writ petitions. Consequently, it was observed that the government 
challenged the High Court’s order in the Supreme Court and the 
Ministry of Defence did not implement those directions. While the 
proceedings were on, the government passed an order in February 
2019 for the grant of PC to SSC women officers in eight streams of the 
Army, in addition to the JAG and AEC which had been opened up in 
2008. But they would not be offered any command appointmentsand 
would serve only in staff posts.During the hearing, the government 
came up with a proposal whereby women officers of up to 14 years 
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of service would be granted permanent commission in line with the 
letter of February 2019 and, on the contrary,women officers with 
more than 14 years of service would be permitted to serve for up to 20 
years without being considered for PC, but would retire with pension, 
and those with more than 20 years of service would be released with 
pensionary benefits immediately.

It is important to note that, Flight Lieutenant Shivangi Singh is 
going to be the first Indian woman fighter pilot to fly Rafale Combat 
Aircraft. She is undergoing training for fly the aircraft. Dr. Madhuri 
Kanitkar has been promoted to Lieutenant General rank, which is the 
second highest rank in Indian army and this is Another remarkable 
incident in this context. These are the evidences that India is going to 
witness the equal opportunities for women in most important segments 
like Indian military. 

LESBIANISM UNRESOLVED!

On September, 2018, Indian Supreme Court decriminalized 
homosexuality and also considered Section 377 of Indian Penal Code 
as unconstitutional. This section is considered as a weapon to harass 
the LGBT people. Supreme Court said that the consensual gay sex is 
not a crime and sexual orientation is natural in which people have no 
control. Section 377 of IPC of 1861 was first challenged by NGO Naz 
Foundation and BedhbhabBirodhAndolan in Delhi High Court in 2001. 
In July 2009, Delhi High Court decriminalized sex between consenting 
same sex adult persons upholding constitutional rights to equality and 
freedom. High Court’s judgement was overturned by Supreme Court 
in 2013 and considered ‘legally unsustainable’. In 2014, the Supreme 
Court has directed the Government to declare transgender people as 
‘third gender’ and include them in OBC category. In 2015, several 
petitions have been filed by the LGBTQ activists in support of ‘right to 
sexuality’, ‘sexual autonomy’, ‘choice of sexual partner’ etc. In August, 
2017 Supreme Court considered right to privacy as fundamental rights. 
After all these court proceedings, Supreme Court decriminalized gay 
sex but lesbianism didn’t receive prime focus. Therefore, it is observed 
that the political lesbianism has failed to convince the state institution 
to legalize the same-sex marriage among the women.
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WOMEN FOR TRP?

Through TV serials and Indian Cinemas, many of the Indian Actresses 
have gained popularity and public support astonishingly. To uphold 
the Indian culture and tradition, outstanding performances of the 
Indian Actresses have been projected. But, in the age of globalization, 
from Marxist point of view, it can be said that women are also the 
commodity as the body of a woman is now a medium to increase 
Television Rating Point (TRP) with erotic gesture.Scenes concerning 
full frontal nudity, particularly in magazines based on Bollywood 
gossips, length of kissing scenes and all other intimate scenes in the 
Indian cinema are increasing with a disclaimer like ‘few events have 
been fictionalized only for cinematic reasons and entertainment’. UN 
sponsored global study report reveals that 35% of female characters in 
Indian movies shown with nudity. However, Indian Television Serials 
and Cinemas also projected several positive roles of women in life of 
men. Sex-positive feminism is most popular in Indian Bollywood, 
for instance, Lust Stories (2018), Veere Di Wedding (2018), Lipstick 
Under my Burkha (2016) etc. have portrayed sexually empowered 
women. 

A total of Five sceneries have been highlighted in this paper. 
Now just assume that, Feminism is a balloon which is pink in colour 
and some people are supplying air by sufficient pumping for its 
sustenance but in reality, air leaks are also appearing that would make 
a balloon empty. Similarly, in present day society, we can measure 
some developments in social and political structures that indicate the 
success of feminist movements and, at the opposite, inability of the 
socio-political machineries was also overwhelming that exhibit the 
limitations of Indian Feminist Movements.
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Domestic Violence and its Connotations : 
with Reference to India

Barnali Chakraborty

INTRODUCTION

The foundations of domestic violence are imbedded deep in evolutionary 
history of mankind in India. The history of mankind is history of repeated 
injuries and usurpations towards women, with an objective to establish 
tyranny over her. Women were always considered vulnerable and in a 
position to be exploited. Violence has long been accepted as something 
that happened to women. Family which was perceived as an arena of 
love, affection, gentleness and center of solidarity and warmth has now 
become a center of exploitation, and violence ranging from slapping, 
hitting, homicidal assault by one member of the family on the other, the 
husband and in-laws harassment for dowry or for another reason, dowry 
deaths, wife bettering, female child abuse and abuse of elderly female in 
a family are also included in domestic violence. Domestic Violence is 
not person specific; its victim can be children, woman, aged, disabled or 
any other vulnerable group. However, due to the traditional patriarchal 
system, emotional and economic dependence and inherent biological 
weakness term out to be the most potent and it is one of the most vicious 
circles. It takes place behind the closed doors, the very door which are 
meant to protect women from the hazards of the outside world. It is 
nothing short of a form of a custodial violence and must be so recognized. 
Domestic violence must come out of the closet and be addressed.

Domestic violence is an extremely complex and vicious form of 
abuse, committed most often within the four walls of the family house 
and/or within a particular deep-rooted power dynamic and socio-
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economic structure, which do not allow even the acknowledgement or 
recognition of this abuse. Meaning and detection of domestic violence 
itself is the most demanding task. Violence against women in any 
form is a violation of the right of equality. State inaction in the field of 
preventing violence would itself be a violation of fundamental right to 
equality.

Domestic violence is a social problem that, although well recognized, 
is still associated with uncertainty and taboos. Many women, in their 
intimate relationships or immediate social environment, experience 
psychological and/or physical violence, which becomes a serious health 
problem for them. 

DEFINITION

There is no universally accepted definition of violence against women. 
Some human rights activists prefer a broad-based definition that 
includes “structural violence” such as poverty, and unequal access to 
health and education. Others have argued for a more limited definition 
in order not to lose the actual descriptive power of the term. The 
United Nations Declaration on the Elimination of Violence against 
Women (1993) defines violence against women as “any act of gender-
based violence that results in, or is likely to result in, physical, sexual 
or psychological harm or suffering to women, including threats of such 
acts, coercion or arbitrary deprivation of liberty, whether occurring in 
public or in private life.” 

Domestic violence is defined as the threat or exercise of physical, 
psychological, and/or motional violence; i.e., any type of force against 
another person with the intent of inflicting harm or exercising power 
and control over them. The perpetrator belongs to the victim’s “domestic 
environment”: an intimate partner, husband, former intimate partner, 
family member, friend or acquaintance. Included among friends 
or acquaintances of the family, are those who maintain a friendly 
relationship to the victim and encounter her in a domestic setting. 
Whether or not the victim actually lives in the same household as the 
perpetrator is not crucial for the definition of domestic violence; the 
term is defined by the closeness of the relationship between perpetrator 
and abused victim.
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Domestic violence is the willful intimidation, physical assault, 
battery, sexual assault, and/or other abusive behavior as part of a 
systematic pattern of power and control perpetrated by one intimate 
partner against another. It includes physical violence, sexual violence, 
threats, and emotional/psychological abuse. The frequency and severity 
of domestic violence varies dramatically. 

Domestic violence is not physical violence alone. Domestic violence 
is any behavior the purpose of which is to gain power and control over 
a spouse, partner, girl/boyfriend or intimate family member. Abuse is a 
learned behavior; it is not caused by anger, mental problems, drugs or 
alcohol, or other common excuses.

The term “domestic violence” includes felony or misdemeanor 
crimes of violence committed by a current or former spouse or intimate 
partner of the victim, by a person with whom the victim shares a child 
in common, by a person who is cohabitating with or has cohabitated 
with the victim as a spouse or intimate partner, by a person similarly 
situated to a spouse of the victim under the domestic or family violence 
laws of the jurisdiction receiving grant monies, or by any other person 
against an adult or youth victim who is protected from that person’s 
acts under the domestic or family violence laws of the jurisdiction.[ 
United Nations, Department of justice]

Domestic violence can be defined to include any threatening, 
abusive, or violent behavior in the home, including between adult 
children and other adult family members. However, most people use 
the term to mean that this behavior is used by one intimate partner to 
establish power and control over the other partner through fear and 
intimidation. Dating or relationship violence means that this behavior 
is directed by one person towards another in a dating relationship.

The U.S. Department of Justice defines domestic violence as “A 
pattern of abusive behavior in any relationship that is used by one partner 
to gain or maintain power and control over another intimate partner. 
Domestic violence can be physical, sexual, emotional, economic, 
or psychological actions or threats of actions that influence another 
person. This includes any behaviors that intimidate, manipulate, 
humiliate, isolate, frighten, terrorize, coerce, threaten, blame, hurt, 
injure, or wound someone. 
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According to Black’s Law Dictionary, “domestic violence means 
violence between members of a household, usually spouses, an assault 
or other violent act committed by one member of a household against 
another”

Domestic violence is a pattern of assaultive and coercive behaviors, 
including physical, sexual, and psychological attacks, as well as 
economic coercion, that adults or adolescents use against their intimate 
partners. 

The current definition of domestic violence is : “Any incident of 
threatening behavior, violence or abuse [psychological, physical, sexual, 
financial or emotional] between adults who are or have been intimate 
partners or family members, regardless of gender or sexuality”. 

TYPES OF VIOLENCE

Physical Abuse, Sexual Abuse, Emotional Abuse & Intimidation, 
Isolation, Verbal Abuse, Reproductive Coercion, Threats, & Blame, 
Using Male Privilege, Economic Abuse/Financial Abuse, Psychological 
Abuse, Social Abuse, Stalking, Spiritual Abuse, Elderly Abuse, Dowry 
Abuse, Intellectual abuse, Cyber stalking refers to online action or 
repeated emailing that inflicts substantial emotional distress in the 
recipient.

a) Physical Abuse

While defining Domestic Violence under the Protection of Women 
from Domestic Violence Act, 2005, in section 3 of the act Physical 
Abuse is explained as any act or conduct which is of such nature as 
to cause bodily pain, harm or danger to life, limb, or health or impair 
the health or development of the aggrieved person and include assault 
criminal intimidation and criminal force. Physical abuse is the most 
pervasive and ancient method of subordinating of women in a family, 
it is the most common control mechanism applied against a woman 
within the domestic sphere.

Physical abuse is abuse involving contact intended to cause feelings 
of intimidation, pain, injury, or other physical suffering or bodily 
harm. It includes hitting, slapping, punching, choking, pushing, 
burning and other types of contact that result in physical injury to 
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the victim. Physical abuse can also include behaviors such as denying 
the victim of medical care when needed, depriving the victim of sleep 
or other functions necessary to live, or forcing the victim to engage 
in drug/alcohol use against his/her will. If a person is suffering from 
any physical harm then they are experiencing physical abuse. This pain 
can be experienced on any level. It can also include inflicting physical 
injury onto other targets, such as children or pets, in order to cause 
psychological harm to the victim.

The most common and frequently used forms of physical violence 
used against women are: (i)Slaps (ii) beating (iii) pulsing (iv) Kicking 
(v) throwing objects (vi) beating with cane (vii) Burning with rod (viii) 
holding with rope (ix) Sexual coercion or assault.

b) Psychological Abuse

Causing of abuse to a woman in the domestic sphere is multidimensional. 
Under the Protection of Women from Domestic Violence Act, 2005 
emotional or psychological abuse which has been categorized as verbal, 
is explained as to include—insults, ridicule, humiliation, name calling 
and insults especially with regard to not having a child or a male child 
and repeated there as to cause physical pain to any person in whom 
the aggrieved person is interested. Psychological abuses are one of the 
major forms of abuses faced by women. The report by the United 
Nations World Population Fund (UNFPA) and the Washington-based 
International Center for Research on Women—polled 9,205 men, 
aged 18 to 49, across the states of Uttar Pradesh, Rajasthan, Punjab, 
Haryana, Odisha, Madhya Pradesh and Maharashtra found that 
men who had experienced discrimination as children were four times 
more likely to be violent towards their partners. The highest reports 
of violence came from Odisha and Uttar Pradesh, with more than 70 
percent of men in these regions admitting to being abusive towards 
their wives and partners.

c) Sexual Abuse

International law in the context of violence against women has 
recognized sexual abuse against women as one of the forms of violence 
inflicted by both public and private sector. The Protection of women 
from Domestic Violence Act, 2005 explains sexual abuse includes any 
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conduct of a sexual nature that abuses humiliates degrades or otherwise 
violates the dignity of women. This form of abuse is specific to the 
interpersonal relation between a man and a woman most often in a 
marital relationship. Of the many duties that a wife has towards her 
husband, performance of sexual duties is one of them. In present 
times men use sexual violence to assert and maintain their superior 
masculinity. This form of abuse is more common in households where 
men are literate and affluent. In a survey it was found that 79% of men 
used sexual violence to control their wives’ fidelity and 57% of them 
had more than 6 years of formal education.

Sexual abuse is any situation in which force or threat is used to 
obtain participation in unwanted sexual activity. Coercing a person 
to engage in sexual activity against their will, even if that person is a 
spouse or intimate partner with whom consensual sex has occurred, is 
an act of aggression and violence.

d) Economic Abuse

Economic abuse is a deprivation of the basic need of a person to sustain 
him in a social set up. It is a form of abuse when one intimate partner 
has control over the other partner’s access to economic resources. 
Economic abuse may involve preventing a spouse from resource 
acquisition, limiting the amount of resources to use by the victim, or 
by exploiting economic resources of the victim. The motive behind 
preventing a spouse from acquiring resources is to diminish victim’s 
capacity to support him/her, thus forcing him/her to depend on the 
perpetrator financially, which includes preventing the victim from 
obtaining education, finding employment maintaining or advancing 
their careers, and acquiring assets.

Economic abuse is a form of abuse when one intimate partner 
has control over the other partner’s access to economic resources. 
Economic abuse may involve preventing a spouse from resource 
acquisition, limiting the amount of resources to use by the victim, or 
by exploiting economic resources of the victim. The motive behind 
preventing a spouse from acquiring resources is to diminish victim’s 
capacity to support him/her, thus forcing him/her to depend on the 
perpetrator financially, which includes preventing the victim from 
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obtaining education, finding employment, maintaining or advancing 
their careers, and acquiring assets.

Following are the most frequently used forms of economic abuse 
against women: (i) Preventing her from taking a job (ii) Forcing her to 
leave present job (iii) Not allowing her to purchase things of her liking 
and choice (iv) Stopping her from access to resources or money (v) 
Pressurizing her to bring money from her parents and so on.

e) Intellectual Abuse

Of all the abuses in Domestic Violence previously discussed, intellectual 
abuse has been missing from all the definitions of Domestic Violence. 
This is perhaps because in India a marital relationship or any other 
man-woman relationship is about the acceptance of inequality, where 
men dominate and injure and women get dominated and endure. The 
entire socialization process has an inherent isolation for both men and 
women, which inhibits effective communication between the two. Even 
where domestic harmony exists, there is a sense of isolation in thought 
whereby both men and women experience alienation from each other 
and at a certain level they come out to be strangers. Different educational 
levels add to the isolation as the mental levels are different and both 
find difficulties in relating to each other at the intellect level. In most of 
instances it is seen that Indian marriages are clouded with words such as 
adjustments and compromises. There is no mention of companionship 
or friendship as John Stuart Mill would describe it. In this scenario 
women come to be perceived as intellectually inferior, hysterical and

 predominantly by patriarchal authorities at home and outside The 
Domestic Violence Act, 2005 has failed to address this form of abuse as 
it has been clubbed with other abuses such as psychological emotional 
and economic there by missing its import.

f ) Emotional Abuse

Emotional abuse (also called psychological abuse or mental abuse) 
can include humiliating the victim privately or publicly, controlling 
what the victim can and cannot do, withholding information from the 
victim, deliberately doing something to make the victim feel diminished 
or embarrassed, isolating the victim from friends and family, implicitly 
blackmailing the victim by harming others when the victim expresses 
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independence or happiness, or denying the victim access to money or 
other basic resources and necessities. Degradation in any form can be 
considered psychological abuse.

Emotional abuse includes conflicting actions or statements which 
are designed to confuse and create insecurity in the victim. These 
behaviors also lead the victims to question themselves, causing them 
to believe that they are making up the abuse or that the abuse is 
their fault. Women or men undergoing emotional abuse often suffer 
from depression, which puts them at increased risk for suicide, eating 
disorders, and drug and alcohol abuse. The mental or emotional abuse 
of a woman may take the following forms:

(i) Using abusive language (ii) Insulting her in the presence of 
children, other member of the family and relatives (iii) Blaming her for 
everything that goes wrong in the family (iv) Charging her frequently on 
small and negligible issues (v) Making her feel guilty for no fault of her 
(vi) Calling her names (vii) Giving her threat of divorce (viii) Treating 
her like a servant (ix) Keeping a strict watch on her movements (x) 
Prohibiting her from meeting her friends and relatives (xi) Prohibiting 
her from expression of her view on family matters (xii) Suspecting her 
for extramarital relations (xiv) Using ugly and insulting language for 
her parents (xv) Insulting her for house-keeping (xvi) Demeaning her 
family background (xvii) Criticizing her for lacking intelligence (xviii) 
Threatening her to commit suicide (xviv) Giving her verbal threats to 
use physical force (xvv) Threats to kill or burn.

g) Social Abuse 

Social abuse is used to isolate the victim from others in the community. 
The fewer people the victim is connected with, the more control the 
abuser has over the victim. Examples of social abuse include:

 l Insisting that the couple spend all time together 
 l Discouraging the victim from seeing friends or family 
 l Forbidding the victim to see friends or family 
 l Monitoring the victim’s mail or phone calls 
 l Checking the odometer 
 l Restricting access to the car or car keys 
 l Telling others the victim is crazy or abusive 
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CAUSES OF DOMESTIC VIOLENCE

There are a number of causes of domestic violence against women. 
These causes range from the trivial to bizarre and include mainly the 
following:

 l Not doing house-work properly
 l Dressing fashionably
 l Jealousy of husband
 l Husband’s alcoholism
 l Dowry Demands
 l Husband’s mistress
 l Laughing without reason
 l Combing hairs a number of times during day
 l High tone during dialogue
 l Free and Social nature
 l Close relations with friends
 l Boy friends
 l Disrespectful behavior with elders in the family
 l Refusal to bring money from parent’s house
 l Partial fulfillment or non-fulfillment of promises made at the 

time of marriage.
 l Doubt of love affairs before marriage.
 l Doubt of extra-marital relations
 l Resistance for abnormal sexual behavior of the husband
 l No child bearing capability
 l Birth of girl child repeatedly
 l Husband economically dependent on parents
 l Husband has problems at work place.
 l Sexual difficulties
 l Low job satisfaction
 l Single personality factor
 l Antisocial personality disorders

DOMESTIC VIOLENCE AGAINST WOMEN IN INDIA

The most common type of violence against women worldwide is 
domestic violence. So, this problem is not specific to India. It is a 
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universal scourge that tears at the fabric of communities and threatens 
the life, health, and happiness of the affected women. As the domestic 
violence is a pervasive problem in India, it cuts across age, education, 
social class and religion. From the richest classes and highest castes to 
the poorest slum dwellers, domestic violence is a problem. 

Although women today have proven themselves in almost every 
field of life, affirming that they are no less than men, the reports of 
violence against women are much higher in number than those against 
men. Reasons for it being so prevalent are the mindset of the society 
that women are physically and emotionally weaker than the males and 
the economical dependence of the females. Women suffering from 
violence have more chances of suffering from physical, emotional, 
and mental problems such as anxiety, depression, post-traumatic stress 
disorder and suicide. 

Domestic violence in India includes any form of violence suffered 
by a person from a biological relative, but typically is the violence 
suffered by a woman by male members of her family or relatives.

A 2015 journal article on domestic violence in India, by Claire 
Snell-Rood, a medical anthropologist at the Department of Behavioral 
Science with the University of Kentucky, notes that 75-86 percent of 
women do not disclose that they are victims of abuse by their families. 
In 2015 an article by IPS reports that, according to “the most recent 
government household survey,” 40 percent of women have been abused 
in their homes; while, according to an independent survey supported by 
the Planning Commission of India, the number is closer to 84 percent. 
The Hindu reports that, according to household surveys conducted in 
India by the United Nations Office on Drugs and Crime (UNODC), 
10 percent of women in India reported that they have experienced 
sexual violence by their husbands in their lifetime (The Hindu 19 Dec. 
2014). Reuters reported in June 2012 that, according to the Health 
and Program Development Adviser at Save the Children UK, an 
international NGO that works in 120 countries to “save children’s lives” 
(Save the Children), despite India’s domestic violence Act, “women and 
girls continue to be sold as chattels, married off as young as 10, burned 
alive as a result of dowry-related disputes and young girls [are] exploited 
and abused as domestic slave labor.” (Reuters 13 June 2012).
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STRATEGIES:

Strategies to prevent domestic violence has two challenges:

 l Finding ways to stop the violence that is occurring
 l Preventing violence from happing

Prevention strategies must first protect the safety, security and well-
being of victims and those at risk. Prevention strategies need to operate 
at various levels addressing the many layers of the problem. Any serious 
prevention strategy requires a long-term commitment to individual 
and social change. In short-term victim needs immediate effective 
services and assistances. A comprehensive domestic violence strategy 
requires both reactive measures including protection, treatment, and 
law enforcement measures and proactive measures, education and 
public information program. Intervention strategies that can be used 
when violence has been occurred and includes specific measures, but 
preventive strategies can also include more general measures intended 
to improve the position of women in the society. These measures might 
include :

 l Reforming the law to foster equality
 l Promoting equal opportunities and human rights
 l Offering economic opportunities to ensure economic indepen-

dence
 l Providing affordable child supporting
 l Providing affordable housing
 l Improving social policies
 l To raise public awareness
 l Changing Public attitudes
 l Public education campaigns

CONCLUSION

Domestic violence is a complex problem requiring the combined and 
coordinated efforts of people from different professional backgrounds 
and the community. In all countries domestic violence is deeply woven 
into the social fabric. Although resources are important, they are not 
the entire solution. In the developed world, the existence of large social 
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services and law enforcement systems does not guarantee an adequate 
response to domestic violence. In the developing world, the scarcity of 
resources further underscores the need to work together.
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Domestic Sufferings and 
Harassment in Passive Mode

Dr. Ratna Nandi

INTRODUCTION

Domestic violence is a serious and most highlighted crisis in our country. 
Patriarchy exists in India since the middle age. Women are being 
dominated and ill-treated by men since then. In many cases women 
were considered as a property or slave of men. After independence, 
though the situation slightly improved but till now, the mindset of both 
men and women have been programmed with various wrong concepts 
that leads to the misbehaviour and violence against women by men or 
women as a representative of the men. Women has to face violence from 
the early age even they can understand the meaning of it or even before 
their birth irrespective of caste, status, religion, age, conduct, look-up, 
or else. The violence against women may be in different forms also. A 
girl does not assume when she will be attacked and by whom. They may 
be attacked in any place- school, college, universities, workplaces, road, 
bus, train or even at their home. Domestic violence refers to those cases 
mainly women face at their home more specifically after their marriage. 
That does not mean that before marriage domestic violence does not 
occur. Nowadays ‘domestic violence’ includes all types of violence in 
a family irrespective of gender. But in this study the violence against 
women will be discussed and focused. There are several laws to protect 
women from the violence against them those are identified in terms of 
physical or mental. But there are also some hidden types of harassment 
that women have to suffer in a family. These stories are either unnoticed 
or ignored consciously. This study aims to focus on these sufferings of 
women that faced by them.
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The data have been collected from social media with the help of 
survey method for the study. Several social groups of women where 
they talk to each other frankly, discuss their problems, seek & provide 
suggestions have been followed during few months. Information 
is collected from their posts and comments and analyzed then. The 
personal experience and observation of the author also have been used 
to analyze the cases and come to the conclusion. 

DOMESTIC VIOLENCE

According to the ‘United States Department of Justice Office on 
Violence Against Women’, the definition of domestic violence is a 
pattern of abusive behaviour in any relationship that is used by one 
partner to gain or maintain control over another intimate partner. 
Many types of abuse are included in the definition of domestic violence :

 l Physical abuse means any type of physical torture upon the vic-
tim including denying someone medical treatment and forcing 
drug/alcohol use on someone.

 l Sexual abuse occurs when the abuser forces the victim into hav-
ing sexual contact or sexual behaviour without the victim’s con-
sent. 

 l Emotional abuse involves degrading the victim’s sense of self-
worth and/or self-esteem. Emotional abuse often takes the form 
of constant criticism, name-calling, injuring the victim’s relation-
ship with his/her children, or interfering with the victim’s abili-
ties.

 l Economic abuse takes place when the abuser tries to maintain 
total control over financial resources, or prohibit the victim from 
going to school or work.

 l Psychological abuse involves the abuser to make afraid the vic-
tim by threatening to physically hurt himself/herself, the victim, 
children, the victim’s family or friends, or the pets; destruction of 
property; injuring the pets; isolating the victim from loved ones; 
and prohibiting the victim from going to school or work.

Definitions of domestic violence recognize that victims can include 
anyone, regardless of socioeconomic background, education level, race, 
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age, sexual orientation, religion, or gender. Domestic violence was 
formerly referred to as wife abuse. However, this term was abandoned 
when the definition of domestic violence was changed to reflect that 
wives are not the only ones who can fall victim to domestic violence. 
The definition of domestic violence now recognizes that victims can be :

 l Spouses
 l Sexual/Dating/Intimate partners
 l Family members
 l Children
 l Cohabitants

Thus the definition of violence not only includes physical forms of 
violence but also emotional, mental, financial, and other forms of 
cruelty. The term domestic violence refers to the acts which harm or 
endangers the health, safety, life, limb, or wellbeing (mental or physical) 
of the victim, or tends to do so, done by any person who is or was in a 
domestic relationship with the victim.

LAWS

Before the enactment of the ‘Protection of Women from Domestic 
Violence Act, 2005’ , the victim could approach the court under Section 
498-A of the Penal Code, 1860 which considers only for ‘husband 
or relative of husband of a woman subjecting her to cruelty’ excludes 
many instances of domestic violence within the household.

Protection of Women from Domestic Violence Act, 2005 (DV ACT) : 
Meaning, Intent, and Objective:

The Protection of Women from Domestic Violence Act, 2005 was 
enacted to protect the women from acts of domestic violence. The 
legislative intent was further emphasized by the Supreme Court of India 
in the case of Indra Sarma v. V.K.V Sarma, (2013) 15 SCC 755 wherein 
it was stated that the DV Act is enacted to provide a remedy in civil law 
for the protection of women, from being victims of such relationship, 
and to prevent the occurrence of domestic violence in the society. Other 
legislations like CrPC, IPC, etc., where reliefs have been provided to 
women who are placed in vulnerable situations were also discussed.
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The objective of the Act lays down “An Act to provide for more 
effective protection of the rights of women guaranteed under the 
Constitution who are victims of violence of any kind occurring within 
the family and for matters connected therewith or incidental thereto.” 
The Act provides for security and protection of a wife irrespective of her 
proprietary rights in her residence. It aims at protecting the wife against 
violence and at the prevention of recurrence of acts of violence. 

The introduction of special police cells to facilitate women 
reporting violence has been an important response to violence by the 
Indian government.

OBSERVATION

In a recent survey of “The Hindu” the following facts has been 
highlighted:

About 86% women who experienced violence never sought 
help, and 77% of the victims did not even mention the incident(s) 
to anyone.

During the first four phases of the COVID-19-related lockdown, 
Indian women filed more domestic violence complaints than recorded 
in a similar period in the last 10 years. But even this unusual spurt is 
only the tip of the iceberg as 86% women who experience domestic 
violence do not seek help in India.

In 2020, between March 25 and May 31, 1,477 complaints of 
domestic violence were made by women. This 68-day period recorded 
more complaints than those received between March and May in the 
previous 10 years. The cause may be that as in this period men spent 
maximum time at home and spouses were in close contact so the 
instances of violence increased. 

It is mentioned earlier that 86% of victim women do not complain 
in India that is also in clear identified cases, It is the fact that most of 
the women cannot even understand that they are victim of domestic 
violence. The societal norms maintained for so many days make both 
the men and women to consider these cases as normal. When even 
understood by women, they don’t have courage to move against system 
and break family peace or simply don’t want to disturb their child’s life. 
So, they make compromises those are often termed as adjustment. These 
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compromises change a lovely girl to a rude or depressed dull woman. 
The other members of the family do not notice at all about this change. 

Now a few examples of many forms of this kind of underlying 
violence or harassment will be focused and discussed. Before that I 
like to confess that the examples are not applicable to all families. Of 
course, exceptions are there.

i) Physical abuse: It is very common scene in Indian families that 
women are responsible for all household activities at home. We find 
that when both husband and wife go out for their job or any other 
work then also the wife does all the household activities –cooking, 
arranging launch boxes of everyone, serving, washing clothes, cleaning 
homes, rearing children, guiding children in study, caring every family 
member while sick and so on. To manage these loads of work day by 
day the women go beyond her capacity and soon grow deteriorated 
physical condition. The women don’t take rest until they become 
unable to get up from bed. They continue their responsibilities in their 
minor or sometimes major illness also. Sometimes, the cause may be 
their own negligence rooted again in societal norm and often it is the 
negligence of husband and other family members. They are not willing 
at all to think about the capacity of the woman or look after them in 
their illness or give them proper treatment in time. All in the family are 
ignorant that these treatment to the women falls under the definition 
of physical abuse of domestic violence. 

ii) Sexual abuse : In many cases, husband and wife have no mental 
bond as the husband doesn’t have the intention to satisfy his wife’s 
mental want. He does not give attention or know the likes and dislikes 
of the wife, if he knows then also he ignores them. Many times, the wife 
is forced to leave her habit or likings for the sake of family tradition, 
conservative attitude or simply to carry on her duties properly. This 
happens both in case of arranged or love marriage, as the tradition is 
thinking that the adjustment part is the duty of the wife. That leads 
to unwillingness in bed. Again, after managing so many duties inside 
and outside home, the wife gets tired. Till she is bound to satisfy her 
husband’s sexual need to retain her position often. So, there remains 
force intentionally or unintentionally that is ignored.

iii) Emotional Abuse: The maximum case of unnoticed abuse in 
Indian family is ‘emotional abuse’. This is often done comparing the 
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women with the Goddess or treating them as good for nothing, or 
considering the women have no intelligence, no right to take decisions 
in family or no need to go and work outside or even stopping them to 
study after marriage. In most times, they have to leave their passion, 
their food habit, dress habit, likes, dislikes, rituals, hobbies, childhood 
friends, house, families, surname, looks, etc. They have to adjust with 
their husband and his family and their likes, dislikes, rituals, food habits, 
and so on. In this process, often the girl loses herself, her identity and 
changes herself to a play item or robot. If failed to satisfy the husband 
and his family’s expectation anytime, the wife has to be humiliated 
directly or indirectly that can’t be proved always as in these cases we 
found overall the husband and his family claim and think also to love 
and take care of the girl. Actually the family also can’t understand that 
the woman needs something else and she should not be suppressed to 
resist her mental craving. It is not rare to find that an economically 
independent woman or woman of high society also has to sacrifice many 
of the above to get only the happiness of married life. And at the end of 
the life she found that she achieved a big zero. In economically backward 
families, emotional abuses are very common and they (both husband 
and wife) are not bothered at all with the emotional needs of wife. 

iv) Economic abuse: When the husband is the only earning 
member, then the wife has to be dependent on his husband and after 
doing all household activities, she has to remember her dependency 
on her husband as household activities have no acknowledgement or 
wages. So the husband remains always the decision-maker and reminds 
his wife this fact of dependency in a minor issue too. 

We found that in so-called educated and high-status family also, 
the women are restricted to go outside for any purpose. In many cases, 
the wife is forced to leave her job or study after marriage by emotionally 
blackmailing them saying that there is no need of their earned money 
in the family. In cases where husband and wife are working in two 
different locations the wife has to sacrifice their jobs always. 

CONCLUSION

This is found that even in a highly educated family there exist different 
kinds of restrictions and mental suppression on women members. 
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Somewhere openly they are stopped to continue their study or passion 
or even any other hobby. Many women are not allowed to read story 
books even in their leisure time. Where the family allows women to 
continue their study after marriage with proud and announcement but 
not as a right of them, there also in maximum cases women have to 
carry on their study or passion after managing all household activities, 
child rearing, etc. They are not supported by other members by sharing 
their loads of work. In many families, women take very little food or 
the rest amount of food after satisfying the other members willingly 
or by force. But the other members do not notice at all what are they 
taking as their food. There is always some kind of mental pressure on 
women in passive mode if not directly to suppress them.

There are no such law also to support the women in this matter as 
these incidents are not identified in maximum cases.

To overcome the situation, it is most important to change the mental 
status of men and women first. We have to remove the old mental stigma 
about the status, role and right of women in the society. Above all, the 
women have to come forward with courage to break the pattern of the 
family life and fight for their right without any guilt feeling.
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Stridharma: A Contemporary Perspective
Pratap Kumar Ghorai & Shreya Dutta

INTRODUCTION

With the changing phases of the Indian Society, from Ancient to Modern 
times, Status of Women had witnessed a steady shift. Newspapers 
have always written about the poor helpless women and the wicked 
things they do. But it’s hard to imagine the bitter despair how all these 
hundreds and thousands of women suffer and many disasters come out 
of it because Stridharma hasn’t ever been saved just by making people 
sit at home and control their thoughts. There is a wide gap between the 
legislative provisions of H.M.A. and societal value system and attitudes 
towards marriage in Indian society. Societal norms are powerful and 
often override the legal provisions. This is a reflection of social stigma 
for patriarchal attitude towards women.

CONCEPT OF FEMINISM IN EAST AN DWEST

Geraldine Forbes in her article Caged Tigers ‘First Wave Feminism 
in India’, stated the statement expressed by Miriam Schneir from her 
book entitled Feminism: The Essential Historical Writings that ‘No 
feminists works emerge from behind the Hindu Purdahor out of the 
Moslem Harems; centuries of Slavery do not provide a fertile soil for 
the intellectual development or expression’. Where Schneir has justified 
the publication of a collection of articles solely by Western women 
and denied (other Asian and Middle Eastern) women their Feminist 
Heritage. According to Forbes, Schneir was wrong on a number of 
counts if we agree on a definition of Feminism as a set of doctrine 
‘on the place of women on society and . . . on the extent to which 
women should have equal rights, opportunities and responsibilities of 
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those of men then Feminism existed in India. Indian Women wrote 
and spoke about women; condition, formed organizations to secure 
desired change and eventually had an impact on the institution of their 
society but they were not carbon copies of the Western Feminists in 
either ideology or goals. Under the colonial rule Indian Economy was 
subordinated to British needs, and its social system hardly resembled 
to that of Western Nations. Apart from these differences, Feminism did 
emerge from behind the Purdah.

THE ERA OF WOMEN ASSOCIATION AND DEMAND FOR WOM-
EN RIGHT

The earliest association of women were ‘ladies’ gatherings’, attached 
to larger social reform organizations. An early example of this type 
of association was the Bharata Mohila Parishad (Indian Women 
Conference) inaugurated in 1904 as a part of National Social Conference 
(NSC) began in 1887. Speakers focused on the need for education being 
the foremost followed by child marriage, and the problems of widows 
and dowry. the most important Women Organization formed in this 
period was All India Women’s Conference (AWIC) which first meet in 
January of 1927. These Women rejected the English label “feminists” 
because it implied that they put Women’s Right before those of the 
Nation and viewed Men as the Enemy. They defined their enemy as 
“custom” which they saw as the result of wars, invention, imperialism.

EARLY TRADITIONAL CONCEPT OF ‘STRIDHARMA’

Now the question is from what kind of tradition and customary 
laws did these women wanted freedom from? The answer to this is 
that of “Stridharma” that they were expected to follow which was 
nothing but an illusionary form of blind devotion and love for the 
marriage which resulted in nothing but pain and suffering. In fact, 
what does Stridharma really mean? Best example can be cited out 
from the works of Tarabai Shinde’s article on “Stripurush Tulna”* 
where she raises question on what does Stridharma really mean, does 
it always mean, always obeying orders from your husband and doing 
everything he wants? He can kick you and swear at you, keep his 
whores, get drunk, gamble with dice and bawl, he’s lost all his money, 
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steal, compete murder, be treachous and slander people, rob people’s 
money or squeeze them for bribe. He can do all this but when he 
comes home, Stridharma means women are meant to think—Oh! 
Who is this coming now but our little lord Krishna, who’s just stolen 
the milk maids curd and milk and tried to blame Chandravali for 
it?” And then smile at him and offer their devotion, stand ready at 
his service as if he was Paramatma himself, but how can people go 
on believing this idea of Stridharma once they began to think about 
what’s good and bad? They had changed their ideas straight, away 
wouldn’t they? A man can run off with someone else’s wife, but 
that’s not against the rule of Pativrata. In fact, there are thousands 
of reasons for breaking the rule. You are supposed to worship your 
husband as if he were a god. Who on earth really follows the Shastras 
to the letter or expects anyone else to? If the Husband is really to be 
like a god to the wife then shouldn’t he behave like one? And wives 
are to worship them like true devotees, shouldn’t husbands, have a 
tender love for them in return and care about their joys and pains like 
a real God would?

DAWN OF NEW ERA: LEGALIZATION OF WOMEN RIGHTS IN 
PRE AND POST-COLONIAL ERA

 A historic landmark in the social legislation of the 19th century 
British India was the Age of Consent Act (1891), the culmination 
of long-drawn debates on restitution of congeal rights, Divorce and 
Child Marriage of the 1880s. Prior of the Judicature Act of 1873 
there were 4 separate systems of Courts. Each applying its own 
form of law, made English judges in India agree with India Legal 
and Nationalist opinion that customs usage and precedence were 
far more valid sources of law then legislation. They were 2 equally 
strong compulsions and possibilities in the construction of Hindu 
Womanhood-love and pain – which produced deep anxieties within 
early Nationalism. Pandit Sasadhar Tarkachuramani, argued that a 
highest form of love distinguished Western form of Hindu Marriages. 
While the former seeks the social stability and order through control 
over sexual morality the latter apparently aspires only towards the “the 
unification of two souls.” 
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Rukhmabai Case

Rukhmabai Episode of 1887 made it imperative at last to rewrite this 
narrative of love and pleasure in the language of force. Rukhmabai’s 
action violently foregrounded the sexual double standards and make a 
mockery of the notion of the loving heart of the Hindu Conjugality. 
Interestingly, the episode had shown up another fault in the image of the 
Hindu Community. Rukhmabai belonged to a carpenter caste where 
Divorce had been customary. Now the question was whose custom must 
the colonial law recognize now? Was Hinduism a heterogenous, indeed, 
self-divided, self-contradictory or was it a unified monolithic one? The 
debate prised open the imagined community along lines of caste and 
gender and delineated the specific contours of the revivalist nationalist 
agenda. Its rationality was based on forced absolute domination 
of upper caste male standards, not universal reason leading towards 
freedom and self-determination for the dispossessed. The controversy 
over the right age of consent continued to hinge on eugenics, morality, 
child-rearing and family interest.

Phulmoneecase

In 1890, Phulmonee a girl of 10 or 11 was raped to death by husband 
Hari Maithi, a man of 35, under existing penal code provision, however 
he was not guilty of rape since Phulmonee had been well within the 
statutory age limit of 10, the event however, added enormous weight 
and urgency to Malabari’s Campaign for raising the age of consent from 
10 to 12. 44 women doctors brought out long list of cases where child 
wives had been maimed or killed because of rape. From the possible 
effects of child marriage on the health of future generations, the debate 
shifted to life and safety of Hindu Wives.

REVIVIFYING NATIONALISM

The New Legislation was conceived after the reformist agitation had 
conceived the authority that the “Great Majority” was ready for change. 
By 1934, the AIWC had passed a resolution demanding a Hindu Code 
that would modify the laws. In Jan 1944, the AIWC supported the 
reconstitution of the Rau Committee, to prepare a Hindu Code. In the 
final analysis, the Hindu Code did not become law until after Indian 
Independence after 1947. Between 1955 and 1956 the Code passed 
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piecemeal through Parliament, owing as much to the preservance of 
PM Nehru as to the lobbying efforts of the Women’s Organisations. 
The decision of women’s rights advocates to support the committee’s 
effort in 1944 had not caused Congress to abandon social reform.

The Indian Constitution promised women complete equality. The 
new legal codes abolished social restrictions and the new bureaucratic 
structure included institution designed to improve women’s status. 
Many have credited these gains to women’s participation in the 
nationalist movement, arguing these were their “rewards” for marching 
demonstrating, and picketing on behalf of nationalist objectives. A 
more careful reading of documents makes it clear that made leaders 
were not united in support of women’s right. Some of the most 
important leaders, were committed to improving women’s position. 
Other disagreed that social legislation and civil right were that social 
legislation and civil right were the appropriate means for attaining this 
aim. However, they understood that women wanted rights and would 
organise to obtain them. Women’s willingness to fight for political and 
legal rights, often in defiance of make authority, is one of the significant 
accomplishments of First-wave Feminism.

CONCLUSION

Forbes in her words, further stated that—Indian women were unlike 
Western Feminist is true. They shield away from the very term 
“Feminist” and from discussion of sexual issues. Indian men were not 
to be blame, they re-instated, “custom” was the enemy and custom 
were the result of wars and imperialism. During the “Golden- Age”. 
Indian women had been accorded equality, the aims were to recreate 
the past rather than develop and totally new relationship between the 
sexes. The Indian social system was bases in sex-segregation but this did 
not have to result in inequality. Men and Women, they believed, had 
different natures and different talents. this did not justify excluding 
women from certain profession or occupation, instead society should 
appreciate the special talents women had because they were nurturers 
and housekeepers.

Now, did these women succeed in improving conditions for Indian 
women generally? This question must be answered in the negative. 
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Laws were made but they were rarely enforced, rights were granted but 
woman had neither the education nor the necessary access to the legal 
system to take advantage of them. That child marriage still exists, only a 
few women fight Legal battles to secure their inheritance, dowry prevails 
and widows are stigmatized is not the fault of these early feminists who 
work to change the system. It simply indicates that legal changes do not 
result in a changed social system. Forbes, further pointed out that–“If 
Schneir and other Western writers should have looked more closely, 
they would have seen that behind the curtain there were “caged tigers” 
not slaves, and they became feminists.” Concerted efforts are needed 
to bridge the gap between the legislative provisions of H.M.A. and 
societal value systems and attitudes towards marriage. Improvement 
in moral and religious values will overcome to the extent the negative 
attitude and patriarchal mindset towards married women.
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Domestic Violence in Tea Garden Areas
and its Adverse Impact

Sujata Pradhan

According to Encyclopedia Britannica, Domestic violence, “social and 
legal concept that, in the broadest sense, refers to any abuse-including 
physical, emotional, sexual or financial-between intimate partners, 
often living in the same household. The term is often used specifically 
to designate physical assaults upon women by their male partners, but 
though rarer, the victim may be a male abused by his female partners, 
and the term may also be used regarding abuse of both women and men 
by same-sex partners”. “Domestic violence also named domestic abuse 
or family violence is violence or other abuse in a domestic setting, such 
as in marriage or cohabitation. In the broadest sense, domestic violence 
can also involve violence against children, parents, or the elderly.” 
(Wikepedia). Gordon described domestic violence as “generally 
understood to apply to any assault committed by a person who either 
shares a living arrangement with or is involved in an intimate relation 
with the victim of the assault”. 

It is therefore clear that domestic violence results in dire 
consequences which not only affects the victim but the whole family 
especially the children. It takes place when the abuser believes that 
it is an entitlement, acceptable, justified or unlikely to be reported. 
According to National Family Health Survey (NHFS-4 ) released by 
Union Health Ministry every third woman, since the age of 15, has 
faced domestic violence of various forms in the country. Most of the 
times the perpetrators of the violence have been the husbands.

Tea plantaion workers are mostly Adivasi and Tribal communities 
who have been recruited by the colonial planters 150 years ago. The 
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women folk make up about 70% of the work force but they are 
mostly employed as casual labourers and are not given any clerical 
post or their views are not taken into account while making major 
changes in the company.

The women folk of the tea garden areas in north Bengal are 
prone to violence of different kinds and the dominant one being 
domestic violence. Though it is still a matter of shame to talk about 
it in public, the effect of such violence is evident on their scared faces. 
As in most of the work areas, the tea garden women are paid low 
wages even though their presence is more than the men folk. This is 
basically to maximise the profit of the stakeholders of the tea estates. 
The women are mostly engaged as casual labour and are hardly given 
permanent jobs. In order to safeguard their rights the Companies 
Act came into force but there still exist disparity in their income. The 
working conditions of the tea workers deteriorated from the British 
times to the present day. During interactions with the elderly women 
workers, it was found that “life in the tea gardens and the working 
conditions during the time of gora sahibs were much better than the 
kala sahibs. They had job guarantee, their working hours were less and 
their burden of work was minimal. They even got spare time to work 
in their own paddy fields. Even with fewer wage, they could manage 
their house-hold due to the good quality ration and other amenities 
provided by the colonial management. However in the post-colonial 
times, even when the wage structure improved, the ration and 
other amenities provided to them are not sufficient enough to run a 
household. One of the main reasons for this is that the present day tea 
companies have indulged in cost cutting and maximizing profit with 
the available resources.” 

In such a scenario, the women who has to work at home and 
in the tea garden in order to earn their living has to succumb to 
domestic violence as well. This not only has an adverse impact on 
their physical, mental and social health of the women but also on 
their children who quietly witness everything before their innocent 
eyes. Undoubtedly it has long term effect on the children and their 
future.
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REASONS OF DOMESTIC VIOLENCE IN TEA GARDEN AREAS

The condition of the poverty stricken lives of the tea garden workers 
have not changed much even after the end of the colonial rule. It appears 
as though the lives of the people living in the tea garden are far from 
the development and change that most of the country men experience. 
Poverty could be a significant reason of domestic violence in this 
region. Poor living conditions causes stress and pressure in the family. 
Illiteracy is prevalent for many generations. Though Anganwadis, 
primary schools and high schools have been established near the tea 
estates the attendance is poor. This area too is male dominated even 
though women form a large part of the workforce. Drug abuse and 
alcoholism is rampant here. Drunkard parents create poor relationship 
with their children which in turn results in domestic violence in the 
long run. Due to financial crisis, the children of the tea garden areas 
become bread earners at an early age. Financial independence at an 
early age lead to development of independence from the parents. 
Hence the children misbehave with their parents as they no longer need 
financial support of their parent. Misbehaviour of children is another 
reason for domestic violence. People in these region are also believers 
of superstitions. Though they are simple minded people, some evil 
minded people are all around to pollute the environment with gossips 
which in turn leads to misunderstanding, jealousy and finally end up in 
violence at home. The power play at home between the parents and the 
children is also another cause. Children suffer because they are children 
and have no say in the family in most of the cases. 

EFFECTS OF DOMESTIC VIOLENCE ON WOMEN AND 
CHILDREN

The poor health condition of the malnutritioned women in the tea 
garden area is further worsened due to domestic violence. Women are 
mostly anaemic and due to addiction of tobacco and alcohol they suffer 
from various diseases like tuberculosis, gastro-diseases, arthiritis, lung 
diseases are some of them. Unable to go for proper treatment apart 
from the local health services, they succumb to pain and ultimately 
death at an early age. Violence at home also takes a toll on their mental 
and psychological health.
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At no age are the children unaffected by what is happening even 
when they are unborn, that is in the mother’s womb. The effect of 
domestic violence on children can effect their wholelife. It can leave 
them with a sense of vulnerability and hopelessness. It often results in 
psychological disorders and emotional instability. Children could be 
either silent watchers of the violence at home or they themselves could 
be victims of it. Young children are often unaware of it and could think 
it to be a norm in the family. Boys and girls have different repercussion 
of the violence in their daily and future life depending on their age and 
gender. Most of the times , boys could exhibit aggressive behaviour and 
in future adopt similar behaviour. While girls could act more venerable 
and introvert. In future the girls would think that it is normal to have 
an abusive husband and learn to live a submissive life. Many a times 
children end up choosing abusive partner for themselves. However, 
children could deal with it positively in later life. They could realise 
that such violence should not be a part of life and move towards leading 
a healthier and productive life.

Young girls and boys in the tea garden areas have a tendency to 
marry at an early age, perhaps to escape from such violence and poverty 
at home. They might be doing so in search of happiness. There are 
many cases of drop outs in the school for this reason. However, things 
do not always meet their expectations, the girls become mothers very 
early which is dangerous for their health as well as the new born. When 
the young couple are unable to bear the financial pressure of family they 
are left with no other option but to get involved in domestic violence 
themselves. The victim, that is, mothers of the children also migrate to 
other states mostly Delhi, Mumbai, Bengaluru, Kerala and Sikkim to 
work as domestic help or cheap labour either to earn better or to escape 
from violence at home. There have been many cases of missing women 
but no one reports such cases. Many are either sold as sex workers, 
forced to marry or their organs are sold. While in some cases, the man 
or the woman as the case may be get remarried and the child is left to 
stay either with their grand parents or cousin uncle or aunty. These 
guardian are but little aware of the child needs and expectations. What 
is evident is that the child with or without his abusive parent is left to 
suffer in this world. There a few children who are able to complete their 
schooling and lead a normal life.
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The effect of domestic violence on children could be broadly 
divided into three types that is , behavioural or emotional, cognitive 
and long term. Behavioural or emotional section is the one wherein 
lies the most problem. At which ever age the child is subjected to 
domestic violence, it is seen in his changed or unnatural behaviour 
when compared to children who have not experienced such violence 
at home. Aggressive or submissive behaviour of the child is not only 
seen at home but outside as well especially in school. Jaffe, Wilson and 
Wolf suggest that “children’s exposure to adult violence may generate 
attitudes justifying their own use of violence”. Carlson found that 
“boys who witnessed domestic abuse were significantly more likely to 
approve to violence than were girls who witnessed it.” There are long 
term effects of domestic violence on children as well. Silveren’s et al 
study of 550 undergraduate students found that witnessing violence 
result in “depression, trauma related symptoms and low self esteem 
among men and women”.

The learning process of the child is greatly hampered due to the 
rough relation between parents at home. It is a fact that emotional 
security is the foundation of healthy relationships in life but it is 
damaged by domestic violence. Children perform poorly, they lack 
concentration, they remain absent from school or become cases of drop 
outs. They have low self esteem and think negatively about themselves 
and people around them. Such children grow up to become a menace 
to the society in later life. Hence it calls for an urgent solution in order 
to form a harmonious society in the future.

Children hardly talk about violence at home with others. Due 
to lack of awareness of their rights and the law or are too scared to 
share about such shameful deeds of their parents with others. Even if 
they do share their problems they get little or no help from the elders 
around them. Injuries and broken homes have a deep impact on their 
future.

Cases of women and children trafficking have been on a rise in the 
tea garden area. The so-called agents who lure the innocent people of 
a better life either sell them as domestic help or as sex worker. The tea 
garden women are susceptible to such agents who are trying to get away 
from pressure of domestic violence at home. For few months they are 
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in touch with their family and also send money but soon lose contact 
with their homes. No one knows what happens to them. However 
there are cases in which they return home and are able to provide a 
better life for their family. 

TYPES OF DOMESTIC VIOLENCE

Though at the surface level it may seem that domestic violence is 
of single nature if we delve deep inside we can analyse its different 
types. According to Phillip G. Kanchiputu and M.Marisen Mawale 
there are various types of domestic violence. First is the emotional 
violence which can be in the form of verbal abuses and ‘insults, 
shouts, repeated criticism, frequent blames, threatening, denying of 
love and affection, and ignoring.’ It reflects that the children in such 
homes are habituated to hear such abusive words which make them 
feel ‘useless or worthless’. When adults use abusive language in order 
to make children obey their commands it harms children’s feelings 
and thinking. Second, is physical violence not only on the victim but 
also the children who are mere silent audience to all that is happening 
before them. The examples given are : beating (slapping or kicking), 
pushing and assault with an object or weapon. Violence leads loss 
of mental balance and children become the victim of the anger and 
wrath of the parents. Parents during domestic violence express their 
rage by burning the books of their children or at times it could be 
used as a form of punishment. They are also denied food. Third is 
financial or economical violence. Abusive parent often threaten 
their children of not paying their school fee. They are also made to 
work as child labours in the tea factory. At the tea factory young 
children sometimes work for the whole night during the flush time 
and are also giving double wages for it. This has an adverse effect 
on their health. Young girls and boys become prey to a host of life 
threatening diseases. Intake of drugs, chewing tobacco and alcoholism 
is rampant in these areas. Even though many awareness programmes 
are organised in schools and public places, it has been of little help to 
eradicate this problem, since there is no control over the sale of these 
items in the local market 
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PERSONAL COMMUNICATION WITH LOCAL RESIDENTS OF 
TEA GARDEN AREAS

Pratima Oraon of Belgachi Tea Garden had been a victim of domestic 
violence since early days of her marriage. Her husband would not go 
to work in the tea garden and instead demand for meat and ask for 
money to drink alcohol everyday. On denying she would be beaten with 
whatever came handy to him, like wood stick, rod, etc. It would leave 
her with a swollen face and injuries in her body. The result of which she 
has to pay even today when he lives no more with her. Pratima’s body 
has become prone to many diseases due to the physical abuse of her 
husband, whatever she earns is mostly spend on procuring medicines 
for herself. She presently suffers from kidney stone problem and has to 
visit the medical hospital quite often. She remarked that she was never 
beaten when she was in her home and cursed her fate for having married 
an alcoholic husband. Her two sons, too are happy now without their 
father as they too remember how he use to ill their mother and bring 
disgrace to the family. Pratima said “it was very hard for me to manage 
the expenses at home as my husband did not go to work and I had to 
miss work as I could not go to work with a swollen face” . New dresses 
were a distant dream for her and she felt sad as she could not fulfil her 
children needs in those days. Things are better now without him, she 
said with sadness in her voice.

Another women, Birjunia Xalxo, of Belgachi tea garden who was the 
member of the first Self Help Group established there is a active member 
in the community. She said earlier there was a group which looked into 
the cases of domestic violence in the area but it no longer exists. She said 
that cases of domestic violence have lessened since the past but it is still 
prevalent. The major cause being alcoholism and the other being jealousy 
and doubt among the couple. Gossip in these villages is common. Men 
and women back bite and create doubt in the minds of the husband. 
“We have solved many such cases through mutual understanding and 
few get reported,” she said. On being asked if step for stopping the sale 
of alcohol has been started, she said, “Some women themselves sell 
alcohol and they abstain from cooperating.” Few other do not want to 
get into bad books by reporting it to the police. She said women also 
go to Ojhas, the local exorcist to get their husbands out of the drinking 
habit, but it is of little help.
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Maksudan Sah a civic police staff in Naxalbari said that cases of 
domestic violence is rampant in the area but does not get reported 
at the police station. Most of the cases are resolved through mutual 
understanding or through the panchayat. He said if the people do not 
report about it then the police is helpless. Many a time the police also 
campaign for awareness and have proved of much help he said. The 
people of the area should be made aware and should be conscious of 
the ill effect of alcohol he suggested. He said that it is sad to see that 
even young children and teenagers take ganja, alcohol and drugs since 
their parents are not aware of it. He agreed that change in faith has 
brought about positive change in the lives of the tea garden workers. 
Their standard of living too has improved after becoming Christians. 

Amrita Oraon of Marapur Tea garden, a third semester student said 
that there are few cases of domestic violence in her area. The spread of 
education and Christianity has paved way for such a positive change in 
her area. The nature worshipping Adivasis have turned into God fearing 
people, perhaps for a better life.

It is therefore time to find proper solution to this issue of domestic 
violence in the tea garden areas. Even though they are marginalised 
from among the rest of our society, we cannot pretend to over look this 
serious problem. The teachers of the local schools should try to sensitize 
the people about it and create an awareness among the guardians and 
the students about ways to deal with such problem whenever their are 
parent-teacher meetings held in schools. Counselling should be provided 
to those who need assistance of any kind. Children in schools should 
be given guidance in order to overcome the trauma at home. Women 
should be made aware of their rights. Strict laws should be imposed on 
the abusers so that such cases can be controlled. As a party to CEDAW, 
India has a duty to ensure women’s equal enjoyment of the right to work; 
however, unlike men who dominate better paid clerical and management 
positions in the plantations, women who work almost exclusively are 
barred from promotional opportunities. To end this viscous cycle the 
government needs to work hand in hand with the local administration, 
schools and NGOs to provide better standard of living, job opportunities 
to pave a way for a better and brighter future for them and for us as well. 
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Legal Intervention in Conjugal Life : 
How Society is Influencing Law to 

Interfere in a Person’s Conjugal Life.
Shruti Bhakat

INTRODUCTION

Conjugal life is a legal recognized social contract between two 
people, traditionally based on a sexual relationship and implying a 
permanent union. Marriage is one of the universal social institutions. 
It is established by the human society to control and regulate the sex 
life of man.  According to Robert H Lowie “  Marriage is a relatively  
permanent bond between permissible mates.” Thought marriage is a 
foundation in  it self , but it works accordingly under societal pressure 
and control. In this paper we have tried to uplift the envolment  and 
interference of law and society in a Conjugal life. 

DIVORCE

Divorce usually entails the canceling or reorganizing of the legal 
duties and responsibilities of marriage, thus dissolving the bonds of 
matrimony between a married couple under the rule of law of the 
particular country or state. Detachment usually brings a whole level of 
physical and mental intimidation to the couple and people associated 
with them

While getting married there is mandatory law that the newly 
married couple has to get registered as a legal married couple In the 
book of law to legitimatize there relationship while this being the 
perk there are some downside as the couple goes through a lot of 
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uncertainty through their new life they approach the only way to get 
of this is separation or divorce which leads to an extreme outcome or 
destruction of there conjugal life let’s take a glance of such life, when 
things dosen’t work out between the two they approach the court 
for a legal counselling or intervention they usually get 3-6 months of 
counselling from a marriage counselor but if the things doesn’t works 
out they can go ahead and file for a divorce and then the grueling 
process of divorce starts it can take months or years to grant the court 
a bipartisan solution while the procedure the couple has to go through 
the division of assets, properties, single authority of the whole or the 
sole custody of there children. 

Marriage’s sacretetism brings in all sort of justification to hold a 
marriage even if it is against one self respect.  Quoted by Jack Kingston 
“Marriage cannot be severed from its cultural, religious and natural 
roots without weakening the good influence of society.” 

Society plays a vital role in this situations as being ambivalent in a 
relationship they try to give there upmost advice and go deep in there 
life to know all the unknown facts. The taunting nature of society 
influence the pair to rethink, fester or to disturb there nuptial life. And 
it also affects there present as well as future life

Living relationship and LGBTQ+(Lesbian, Gay, Bisexual, 
Transgender, Queer/

In other name it’s called cohabitation. Cohabitation is an 
arrangement where two people are not married but live together. They 
are often involved in a romantic or sexually intimate relationship on 
a long-term or permanent basis. Marriage is a big commitment that 
last for a lifetime therefore before tieng the knot people prefer living 
relationship. This is mostly found in love marriage’s. Though the living 
relationship is accepted in the book of law, still society has not accepted 
it with open arm. Living relationship is considered as a social stigma 
in the society. In Indian society the concept of marriage is do deeply 
engrossed that if two people engaged themselves in a sexual relationship 
without getting marriage it is seen as a taboo and they have to face 
exasperation of the society.  With the help of law communities put a 
lot of obstructions for mingle couples like disrespect, dishonored, I’ll 
cultured, judge Their upbringing , socializing  and culture.  This couples 
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character is often assinated in the society. If the couple gives birth to 
a child without getting marriage the society levels these children’s as 
illegitimate. Even though the law has ensured a few certain provisions 
in favor of these children’s but the society still doesn’t provides them 
with the equal respect, for which the life of the living  couple turns 
miserable.  Under the article 21 supreme court has considered the living 
relationship as legitimate and has given a few provision and freedom 
to these couple’s.  Although law has accepted living relationship but 
the society couldn’t accept it to be legitimate. Marriage is deep down 
rooted in the Indian culture due to which any other form of sexual 
relationship is objectified in the society. It also includes LGBTQ+ 
(LESBIAN, GAY, BISEXUAL, TRANSGENDER , QUEER, +) . The 
Indian culture believes a relationship can only take place in between 
two opposite sex and not accepting asexuality. Due to which LGBTQ+ 
are not encouraged enough in the community. They are often slammed 
for their preferences. In context to this many suppress their choices and 
gets fearful to reveal about their proclivity. They get often traumatized 
from suppressing their preference and opening up in fear of being 
judge. Even so now a days many have come up with their choices and 
has also turned the law in favor of them, still facing the wrath of people 
and is often being bullied for their fondness.

CONCLUSION

 To conclude in my paper I have tried to prove how society directly or 
indirectly with the help of law tries to intervene or influence others life 
by giving their judgmental opinion to influence others life and we also 
see new law are being enacted  in the constitution to help and protect 
our passed and future value but it has been seen therefore  many people 
have not yet been able to adapt to the changes. 
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Eradicate Dowry to 
Annihilate Domestic Violence

Dona Datta

INTRODUCTION

‘Any young man, who makes dowry a condition to 
marriage, discredits his education and his country and 
dishonours womanhood’—Mahatma Gandhi.

The practice of Dowry is deeply rooted in India which refers to “the 
property, money, ornaments or any other form of wealth which a 
man or his family receives from his wife or her family at the time of 
marriage. Dowry is both a practice and a problem with Indian marriage 
(Haveripeth, 2013)”. Dowry is a praxis in Indian society which results 
in numerous happenings like physical torture, harassment, even  burn 
the bride if  the dowry amount is not sufficient. Many studies have 
shown a link between domestic violence and dowry demands. Demand 
of dowry is the root cause of domestic violence.

When husband and/or his family believes that dowry payments 
are inadequate, wife abuse has been found higher (Banerjee, 1999; 
Bloch and Rao 2002), Dowry related violence has been regarded as a 
universal phenomenon, cutting across all sorts of boundaries and it is 
continuous increase in India (Singh, 2005). “When the dowry amount 
is not considered sufficient or the expected demands are not met easily, 
the bride is often harassed, abused and tortured (Singh, 2005)”.

According to The Dowry Prohibition Act, 1961, “dowry” means 
any property or valuable security given or agreed to be given either 
directly or indirectly :
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  a) By one party to a marriage to the other party to the marriage; or
 b) By the persons of either party to a marriage or by any other per-

son, to either party to the marriage or to any other person.

Reasons for increasing dowry: The reasons behind increasing dowry 
are as follows:

 i. Social status : Those who practice dowry take it as a status 
symbol. Increasing demands of higher status groom among 
women seeking “upward mobility” in status depicts that for most 
women this upward mobility comes through men, rather than 
their own efforts. Since, most families have a belief that marrying 
their daughter to a groom of higher status will make it easier for 
their daughters to adjust in such a family rather than the one with 
a low status. 

 ii. Tradition or custom :  Most of the people practice dowry as they 
have seen from their ancestor to do it.

 iii. Avidity: Avidity  is an another cause behind increasing dowry, 
as people want to be more rich by getting wealth and gifts from 
bride’s  parents and want to spent their life without  any trouble 
demand dowry.

 iv. Lack of values and self- esteem: People those who have no moral 
values and shameless demand for dowry .This type of people nei-
ther respects others nor have self-esteem. They never think from 
where and how the bride’s parents will arrange all the demands, 
they only want to fulfil their rein less desires which is devoid of 
ethical values. 

Apart from this reasons, dowry death is increasing in our country 
due to greed of the groom and/or his family.

DOWRY  DEATHS

Dowry is a social problem for which dowry deaths are increasing at 
the matrimonial homes of the brides in India. Husband and/or in-
laws use(s) dowry as an instrument of torture and it begins when they 
demand more cash, jewellery, household items from the new wed bride 
as well as from her parents (kelkar, 1992). When cruelty, torture, is at 
the higher level for demanding dowry and cannot bearable by the bride 
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they commit suicide after dowry 
pressure called as “Dowry Death”.  
Due to extreme mental and 
physical torture one out of four 
dowry victims commit suicide 
(kumari,1989). Apart from this, 
once the daughter get married and 
due to dowry torture she return 
from her matrimonial house, 
parents do not want to except 
their daughter due to traditional 
thoughts and perception of society. 
As a result, they make suicide. This 
is the main reason behind many 
dowry deaths. Dowry related domestic violence is increasing day by day 
in India, is the matter of deep thought about the death of females due 
to dowry (Singh, 2005). “Dowry death is one of the typical problems 
of Indian society (Singh, 2005: 199-220)”. Apart from this, “Bride 
Burning” has come in vogue. “In India an average of five women a day 
are burned in dowry related disputes and many cases are never reported 
(Ghansham, 2002)”.  Newly married women are remorselessly killed 
by their husband and/or in-laws for dowry. According to National 
Crime Records Bureau 7634 dowry deaths are reported in 2015. In 
nutshell, we must not lose our precious daughters life because of some 
uncultured uncivilised morons. 

To stop this hateful crime and inferior work Dowry Prohibition 
Act has been enacted by Government of India in 1961.

Dowry Prohibition Act, 1961: Dowry system is one of the social 
ills that is prevalent in the Indian society since ages back. In simple words, 
dowry can be defined as the payment in the form of property, cash and 
valuable goods made by the bride’s family to the bridegroom’s party in 
a marriage. It is regarded as an indispensable condition in a marriage. 
Failing to satisfy the demands put forward by the bridegroom’s family 
often results to the ill-treatment of the new wed bride by her husband 
and/or in-laws afterwards and sometimes may cost her life too. So, in 
order to break off this practice, an act named the “Dowry Prohibition 
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Act” was passed in 1961.The Act “Dowry Prohibition” entails that the 
giving and taking of dowry is a punishable crime.

Reasons for ineffective of anti dowry law: The Government of 
India had enact the Dowry Prohibition Act in 1961 which was further 
amended in 1986 to deterrence dowry practice. As a social being we 
are not conscious enough about legislation and do not bother about 
ill social problems, which is very necessary to take prompt action. 
The main reason behind the ineffectiveness of anti dowry law is 
unacquaintedness of masses. Any kind of laws works when people really 
wanted to modify the situation. Only campaigning cannot “eradicate” 
this “social evil” rather laws must be more potential that people “be 
afraid of” giving and taking dowry.

SUGGESTIONS:

1. Legislative measures : Late Pandit Jawaharlal Nehru rightly said 
that, “Legislation cannot by itself normally solve deep-rooted social 
problems. One has to approach them in other ways too, but legislation 
is necessary and essential, so that it may give that push and have that 
educative factor as well as the legal sanctions behind it which help 
public opinion to be given a certain shape”.

i.  Dowry Prohibition Act (1961): In order to break off dowry 
practice, Government of India has enacted Dowry Prohibition Act 
in 1961 and it is amended in 1984 and in 1986 which is applies to 
all (Hindus, Muslims, Christians, Parsis, Jews). This act prohibits 
the practice of giving and taking dowry is a punishable crime. The 
punishment of this offence included imprisonment which shall not be 
less than six months but may be extending to two years and with fine.

a. Penalty for giving or taking dowry: Section 3 of the Dowry 
Prohibition Act provides punishment of imprisonment extending to 
six months or fine of rupees up to five thousand or both for giving or 
taking dowry.

The 1984 Amendment further enhanced of imprisonment shall 
not be less than six months b and fine of rupees ten thousand.

According to the 1986 Amendment the imprisonment shall not be 
less than five years and fine has been increased from ten thousand to 
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fifteen thousand or the amount of the value of such dowry, whichever 
is more.

b. Penalty for demanding dowry: Section 3 of The Dowry 
Prohibition Act provides punishment of imprisonment not less 
than two years and with fine may extend to ten thousand rupees for 
demanding dowry.

In the 1984 Amendment has increased the amount of rupees fifteen 
thousand instead of ten thousand.

 ii. New provisions in Criminal Law- IPC Section 304B and IPC 
498A were inserted to stringent Dowry Prohibition Act.

a. INDIAN PENAL CODE Section (304B): IPC 304B is 
related to dowry death. It is an offensive crime. If death of a women is 
caused by any burns or bodily injuries or under normal circumstances 
within 7 years of her marriage and it is shown that soon before her 
death she was subjected to cruelty or harassed by her husband and/
or any relative of her husband for/or in connection with any demand 
for dowry, such death shall be called “dowry death” and her husband  
or relative shall be deemed to have caused  for her death. The offender 
shall be punished with imprisonment not less than seven years but may 
extend to lifetime.

b. INDIAN PENAL CODE section (498-A) : IPC 498A related 
to husband or relative of husband of a woman subjecting her to cruelty.  
Harassment of the women and the women should be married. The cruelty 
should be done by the husband or by husband’s relative only. Whoever, 
being the husband subjects such harassment to woman shall be punished 
with imprisonment extend to three years and also is liable to fine.

iii. New provisions in Indian Evidence Act : IPC 113A and IPC 
113B was enacted in 15th March 1872 and it commenced from 1st 
September 1872 to stringent Dowry Prohibition Act.

 a. INDIAN PENAL CODE Section (113A):  IPC 113A is 
related to presumption as to abetment of suicide by a married woman. 
When a married woman commit suicide within 7years of the date of 
her marriage abetted by her husband or any relative of her husband and 
her husband or relative of husband had subjected to her cruelty, then 
the Court may presume, that suicide had been abetted by her husband 
or by relatives of husband.
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 b. INDIAN PENAL CODE Section (113B): IPC 113B is related 
to presumption as to dowry death. If a married woman faces dowry 
related violence by her husband just after her marriage and is murdered, 
then the Court presumes, her husband has committed the crime.

IV. PUNISHMENT ACT: 

a. INDIAN PENAL CODE Section (302): IPC 302 deals 
with intentional death of women (bride burning). If a person causes 
woman death then he or she must be punishable under this section, 
imprisonment for life and also be liable to fine.

 b. INDIAN PENAL CODE Section (306): IPC 306 deals with 
abetment of suicide of woman. If husband and his relatives create such 
a situation which leads to suicide of the woman within seven years of 
marriage punishable under this section, imprisonment extended to ten 
years and also be liable to fine. This section is non-bailable, cognizable 
and non-compoundable.

2. NON-LEGISLATIVE MEASURES:

i. Education: “Education is the most powerful weapon which you 
can use to change the world”—NELSON MANDELA.

Through education women can aware about their rights, can 
overcome social taboos, reduce hesitation to lodge report against 
offences and through education we can make our girls strong enough 
to fight against evils.

ii. Education and Economic empowerment: Every woman must 
be highly educated and economically strong that husband and or in 
–laws think twice before harming the new wed bride.

iii. Role of parents : Parents must change their mindset that 
daughters are “PARAYA DHAN” and they must stand as a pillar by 
their daughters and support them.

iv. Modified culture: For many people those who practice dowry 
,they think it like a part and parcel of marriage as their ancestors used 
to do it , must change their view as it is not ethical and must change 
the culture of giving and taking dowry.

v. Compulsory marriage registration and marriage registration 
certificate : National Commission on Women recommended about 
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compulsory registration of marriage. So, every state must make it 
compulsory as well as marriage registration certificate, because without 
certificate women could not get success in dowry related cases in the 
court. 

vi. Compulsory online marriage registration: Registration of 
marriage should be compulsory through online mode in each and every 
state of India. This will help the investigating personnel to deal with the 
cases more effectively.

vii. Preparation of list of gifts and Compulsory registration of 
gifts with signature: A list of presentations must be prepared with its 
approximate value by both parties with the signatures of bride, groom 
and parents of the bride and groom must affix at the time of registration 
of marriage.

viii. Role of Dowry Prohibition Officer: Dowry prohibition 
officer can play a key role to prevent or abetting of taking or demanding 
dowry.  Every state must be appointed full time Dowry Prohibition 
Officer and DPOs must be given wide power. Section 8-B of Dowry 
Prohibition Act; also state that, “The State Government may appoint 
as many Dowry Prohibition Officers as it thinks fit”.

ix. Family court : Family court can be empowered to dissolve 
dowry related cases and must be merged with NGO”s and various 
woman’s organisations those who work for dowry victims.

x. Punishment: Terrible punishment must be given to offending 
husbands and /or in-laws/or ,relatives, so that others can take a lesson 
from it and afraid to do so in future. Furthermore, punishment 
for cruelty to women, persuade women to commit suicide must be 
increased.

xi. NGO-NGO’s   can play a vital role in abolishing dowry related 
violence as social welfare workers have better communication skills 
and they act as a mediator in resolving the problem as well as women 
workers must be in a team. Like All Bengal Women’s Union, Village 
welfare society, etc are some of the NGO”S which work in the field of 
dowry in west Bengal.

 xii. Moral values : Parents as well as teachers can inculcate good 
moral values in children from childhood that they can broaden their 
minds  and widen their outlook and can taken ethical decisions.
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xiii. Gender sensitization: Gender sensitization must be taught 
by teachers and parents.

xiv. Awareness programmes: Various kinds of awareness 
programmes can be conducted time to time to spread legal information, 
rights of women, welfare of the women etc.

xv. Role of mass media: We can use different Medias for launching 
various anti dowry programmes to arouse awareness among people that 
the practice of dowry is illegal as well as unethical. Through media we 
can arouse social consciousness also.

xvi. Anti dowry cell : Anti-dowry cells must be constituted in every 
district of each state (or any place where dowry related harassment is 
found more anti dowry cells can be constituted in sub-divisions also) 
that they can work as a local vigilant body to find out dowry related 
cases and extend their hand to the victim woman and her family to get 
legal aid. 

xvii. Women’s organisations: Women those who ill-treated, 
harassed by their husband and /or in-laws for dowry, for them women’s 
organisations can play a vital role. These types of organisations help to 
make a woman independent. Moreover, they may provide guidance 
and counselling to the dowry victim.

xviii. Women police officer: Women police officers must be given 
preference for investigation in dowry cases.

xix. Campaigning: Anti dowry campaigning can be conducted in 
the towns, villages with the help of legal aid workers, law student and 
teachers to aware masses about legal literacy.

xx. National Commission for Women: Commission works for 
dowry victims. 

xxi. Women court : it established for justice to women who deal 
with domestic violence related cases, cruelty by husband or in-laws etc.

xxii. Role of the youth: To eradicate dowry system youths are the 
light of the hope in the darkness. At the time of marriage youth can take 
an oath to “dowry free marriage” to eradicate “dowry” in true meaning.

CONCLUSION

It is the high time to stop dowry practice as it is unethical. Though 
different acts, laws have been made to curb dowry but it continues even 
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after marriage. Physical torture, mental harassment, bride burning, 
dowry deaths are still happening for inadequate amount of dowry. So, 
it can be said that, husband as well as the in-laws of the bride must 
change their mind set not to take dowry at the time of marriage or after 
marriage. Furthermore, change of oneself can alleviate this social evil as 
well as create a healthier society for all.  Let us all say, “No” to “Dowry” 
and “No” to “Violence”.
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THEME : 

Impact of Gender in Work Place





 School as A Workplace : A Peep into 
Gender Issues with Adolescents

Dr. Nita Mitra

INTRODUCTION

The World Health Organization in a report of 2009 has indicated that 
schools are very important places where the value of gender equality 
can be nourished that can prevent gender violence in adult life.

One of the most important places were gender inequality may crop 
up is the work place. With the intention of inculcating the appropriate 
attitude at the school the authors examined whether the students can 
be offered an environment of work places in the school itself. 

In that endeavor two academic contributions helped, the first one 
is due to Dewy, who said, ‘school is miniature society’. 

Another idea comes from a publication of Newman (1995) which 
categorically spoke the importance of making the school environment 
compatible with the environment of a workplace. Actually, the great 
educators in India have always insisted on work experience from the 
school level itself. 

Unifying all these ideas, we concentrate upon a proposition which 
may be stated as: Students have a chance to be aware of the issues of 
gender discrimination at the school level itself and the rational ways of 
overcoming those in their adult life. 

In this paper adolescents of the middle age group of 14-16 have 
been chosen as the students under study. The rationale behind doing 
so is the observation of Jean Piaget (1936). This states that the formal 
operational thinking starts roughly from the age of adolescence. It is 
expected that the students of this age group involve efficiently in peer-
interaction and debates.

In this study 4 objectives have been chosen.
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OBJECTIVES:

 i) To check whether there is a difference in the level of peer interac-
tion motivation between Girls and Boys.

 ii) To check whether there is a difference in Anxiety level (STAI-I) 
between Girls and Boys.

 iii) To check whether there is a difference in Anxiety level (STAI-II) 
between Girls and Boys.

 iv) To check whether there is a difference in Depression level between 
Girls and Boys.

SAMPLE

The sampling used in this paper is a purposive one.
The distribution is like this: Total 240 adolescent students have 

been selected from the schools of West Bengal. Among them 30 girls 
and 30 boys are from each of the urban and rural areas of South Bengal. 
Again 30 girls and 30 boys are from each of the urban and rural areas 
of North Bengal.

METHODOLOGY

The method followed in this study is Quantitative Survey Method.

	 •	 We	have	checked	the	level	of	peer	interaction	motivation	among	
the students with respect to sharing of work load. For doing this 
Likert scale has been used.

	 •	 We	have	also	observed	the	anxiety	level	(STAI-	I	and	STAI-	II)	for	
both boys and girls with the State Anxiety Inventory developed by 
Spielberger and others (1970).

	 •	 We	have	also	observed	depression	level	(based	upon	Beck	Depres-
sion Inventory developed by Beck and others (1961) for boys and 
girls under study. 

DATA ANALYSIS AND RESULTS

For the analysis of data, t-test has been used. From the analysis we 
have arrived at the following results. In this section the results have 
been presented in tabular form. On the basis of the results for the four 
objectives the interpretations have been made in the section-6.
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With respect to the objective-1 the results are presented in the 
Table-I given below.

Table I: Results obtained in relation to objective 1

Objec-
tive

Observa-
tions

Level 
of

signi-
ficance

General
Observa-

tion

No.1 Result 1a: Adolescent 
Boys from Bengali medium 
school of North Bengal differ 
from Adolescent Girls from 
Bengali medium school of 
North Bengal with respect to 
Peer Interaction.

0.01 Girls seem to 
have better peer 
interaction. They 
indicate higher 
Mean values in 
two cases and equal 
value in two other 
cases.Result 1b : Adolescent Boys 

from English medium school 
of North Bengal do not differ 
from Adolescent Girls from 
English medium school of 
North Bengal with respect to 
Peer Interaction.

N.S.

Result 1c: Adolescent Boys 
from Bengali medium school 
of South Bengal differ from 
Adolescent Girls from 
Bengali medium school of 
South Bengal with respect to 
Peer Interaction.

 0.05 

Result 1d: Adolescent Boys 
from English medium school 
of South Bengal do not differ 
from Adolescent Girls from 
English medium school of 
South Bengal with respect to 
Peer Interaction.

N.S.
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With respect to the objective-2 the results are presented 
in the Table-II given below.

Table II: Results obtained in relation to objective 2 (STAI-I)

Objective Observations Level
of

signi-
ficance

General
Observa-

tion

No.2
(STAI-I)

Result 2a: Adolescent Boys 
from Bengali medium school 
of North Bengal differ 
from Adolescent Girls from 
Bengali medium school of 
North Bengal with respect to 

Anxiety (STAI-I)

0.05 Boys and 
girls seem 
not to differ 
significantly 
with State 
Anxiety(STAI-I)

 Result 2b: Adolescent Boys 
from English medium school 
of North Bengal do not differ 
from Adolescent Girls from 
English medium school of 
North Bengal with respect to 
Anxiety (STAI-I)

N.S.

Result 2c: Adolescent Boys 
from Bengali medium school 
of South Bengal do not differ 
from Adolescent Girls from 
Bengali medium school of 
South Bengal with respect to 
Anxiety (STAI-I)

N.S.

Result 2d: Adolescent 
Boys from English medium 
school(South Bengal)do 
not differ from Adolescent 
Girls from English medium 
school(South Bengal) with 
respect to Anxiety (STAI-I)

N.S.
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With respect to the objective-3 the results are presented 
in the Table-III given below.

Table III: Results obtained in relation to objective 3 (STAI-II)

Objective Observations Level
of

signi-
ficance

General
Observa-

tion

No.3
(STAI-II)

Result 3a:  Adolescent Boys 
from Bengali medium school 
of North Bengal do not differ 
from Adolescent Girls from 
Bengali medium school of 
North Bengal with respect to 
Anxiety (STAI-II)

N.S.

Result 3b: Adolescent Boys 
from English medium school 
of North Bengal do not differ 
from Adolescent Girls from 
English medium school of 
North Bengal with respect to 
Anxiety (STAI-II)

N.S. Boys and 
girls seem 
not to differ 
significantly 
with Trait 
Anxiety 
(STAI-II)

Result 3c: Adolescent Boys 
from Bengali medium school 
of South Bengal do not differ 
from Adolescent Girls from 
Bengali medium school of 
South Bengal with respect to 
Anxiety (STAI-II)

N.S.

Result 3d: Adolescent Boys 
from English medium school 
of South Bengal do not differ 
from Adolescent Girls from 
English medium school of 
South Bengal with respect to 
Anxiety (STAI-II)

N.S.
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With respect to the objective-4 the results are presented 
in the Table-IV given below.

Table IV: Results obtained in relation to objective 4

Objec-
tive

Observations Level
of

signi-
ficance

General
Observa-

tion

No. 4 Result 4a: Adolescent 
Boys from Bengali medium 
school of North Bengal do 
not differ from Adolescent 
Girls from Bengali medium 
school of North Bengal with 
respect to Depression.

N.S. With respect 
to Depression, 
Boys and Girls 
do not differ 
much. Only 
in one case 
Boys of Bengali 
Medium 
indicated 
higher 
Depression 
Mean.

Result 4b: Adolescent 
Boys from English medium 
school of North Bengal do 
not differ from Adolescent 
Girls from English medium 
school of North Bengal with 
respect to Depression. 

N.S.

Result 4c: Adolescent 
Boys from Bengali medium 
school of South Bengal differ 
from Adolescent Girls from 
Bengali medium school of 
South Bengal with respect to 
Depression.

0.01
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Result 4d: Adolescent 
Boys from English medium 
school of South Bengal do 
not differ from Adolescent 
Girls from English medium 
school of South Bengal with 
respect to Depression.

N.S.

INTERPRETATION

Here for convenience, the general observations with respect to the four 
objectives have been summarized in the Table-V given below.

Table V: General observations with respect to the four objectives I to IV

OBJECTIVES GENERAL OBSERVATIONS

 Objective-1 Girls and boys differ significantly with respect to 
the level of peer interaction motivation. Girls have 
better peer interaction.

Objective-2 Girls and boys do not differ significantly with 
respect to State Anxiety level (STAI-I)

Objective-3 Girls and boys do not differ significantly with 
respect to Trait Anxiety level (STAI-II)

Objective-4 Girls and boys do not differ significantly with 
respect to Depression level.

 l It appears that girls have higher peer-interaction motivation in 
comparison with boys.

  In this context we can note the observation of Melero (2011) 
which opined that women may be better in the execution of tasks 
that requires sincere effort and collaboration. 

 l However, differences in the psychological parameters i.e. anxiety 
and depression with respect to the participating boys and girls are 
remaining insignificant.

CONCLUSION AND SCOPE FOR FURTHER WORK

Thus, from this study one can arrive at a tentative conclusion that girls 
are having better peer-interaction motivation that helps them to excel 
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in the execution of tasks that requires sincere effort and collaboration. 
However, the study is not an exhaustive one and there remains the 
room for repeating it with larger and representative sample.

The results of the study give scope for further researches as well. 
Two of those may be as follows:

 l whether the inculcation of gender equality at schools is achievable 
with the help of improvements in peer interactions?

 l whether a higher level of work environment in schools increases 
the differences in peer-interaction motivation.

Teachers have to take steps accordingly to motivate the young ones for 
having appropriate respect to gender equality. The author is continuing 
research in this area.
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Gender Related Issues in 
Agricultural Sector : Special Reference 

to Bangalore Urban District
Dr. Kavitha G. N

INTRODUCTION

In India, more than 70% of the population are involved in this sector.
Basically, Villages are the backbone of our country, it’s main artisan is 
agriculture. Majorities of women employed in Agricultural sector, it 
creates many jobs for women . but women are more than ever finally 
employed, differences in wages, access in resources, work segregation. 
History shows that, men dominate in this sector from past to till. Here 
women work has considered as service, unproductive background. 
More than, 80% of work done by women, but credit goes to men. This 
study find out, why women always subjugated by patriarchy? Why not 
considered her status, work as par with men? These are primarily arise 
factors in my mind. 

OBJECTIVES OF THE STUDY

The main objectives of the present study are as follows:

 l To find out the role of women in agricultural sector.
 l To analyze the gender differences in roles& activities in agricul-

ture sector.

LITERATURE REVIEW

 l BrohiSikandar (2005), has find out in his study argued that 
despite uncasing participation in socio-economic field, women 
role has been discarded, considered as unproductive work.
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 l ZarQuresh (2005), has mentioned in his paper role of rural wom-
en in agriculture sector is as important as men, therefore, women 
should educate themselves in agricultural. He also highlights the 
importance of education to rural female& proposed to educate 
women in floriculture & food preservation.

RESEARCH METHOD

It is a pilot study. The data were collected through qualitative research 
methods, following a simple random sample, which interviewed 50 
rural women in a selected villages of TavarekereHobali, in Bangalore 
Urban District.

The Role of Women in Agriculture sector :

  Rural women performs numerous labour intensive jobs such as-
 l Weeding
 l Hoeing
 l Grass cutting
 l Picking
 l Cotton stick collection
 l Separation of seeds from fiber
 l Cleaning of animals& etc…

  With these activities women can do the household works such as- 
 l Bringing drinking water from the remote areas
 l Collection of wood 
 l Milk processing
 l Preparing food & etc…..

The study also noted that majority of the rural women are uneducated, 
unskilled & tradition bounded, therefore their productive capacities 
are also low, & counted as unskilled labor. Though rural women also 
help to produce the staple crops like, Raagi, rice, maize & different 
kind ofgrains, but her contribution is secondary in staple crop 
production, however, in legumes & vegetables, her role is instrumental 
& unproductive. 
 l Gender differences in roles & activities:
  Analysis of the gender division of labour has revealed that women 
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typically take on three types of roles in terms of the paid & un-
paid labour they undertake, those are;

 l Productive roles: this refers to market production & home/ sub-
sistence production undertaken by women which generates an 
income.

 l Reproductive roles :
  Child- bearing, child- rearing responsibilities borne by women.

 l Morework, lesspay:
  Employment in agriculture is available for fewer days per year. It 

is therefore becoming essential for men to migrate in search of 
better paid work. Women are forced to accept work in agriculture 
in their own village under very bad conditions, because they can-
not migrate as easily as men. The dependence of women’s labour 
on family, especially during the peak periods of sowing& harvest-
ing has become very common. Women can do same hours, same 
work with men in the field, but they get less pay compare to men. 
Men takes per day Rs450/-, but women get Rs 350/-. It is univer-
sal pay for agriculture sector.

 l Unequal distribution of work:
  In agriculture, women often do planting, weeding, sowing, seed 

sowing, digging, and so on. Men only work some time in the 
midst of work as supervisors. Women also work with livestock 
and some women take care of their young children. They collect 
leftovers, vegetables, and baking in their spare time.Majority of 
the women were doing same work.

 l Gender-based discrimination:
  In agriculture, more than 78% of women are of Scheduled Caste, 

and 5% of Scheduled Tribes and 17% of other backward classes 
are women. He said caste based discrimination in food matters. 
There is inequality in the workplace and in the sharing. Landlords 
say such work should be done by women of such species.

 l Gender based violence:
  About 78% of women are physically harassed, seek restrictions, 

put off restrictions, cut short breaks, carry 5% heavy loads, and 
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sometimes work overtime. 15% of women are facing a sexual ha-
rassment like,Exposing various amnesties to sex, touching them 
necessarily, not consenting to sex, making exceptions, exposing 
threats, Said to be inside. He said such harassment of women 
happens by landlords and men working with them. Men are also 
bullied here. But the harassment of women is different and more 
frequent.

 l Inequal distribution of resources & necessities : 
  The distribution of tools, money, essentials and resources in the 

workplace is not properly distributed to women. There is also dis-
parity in infrastructure, drinking water, toiletries and food shar-
ing.

 l Technology-related issues :
  Technology has played an important role in the field of agri-

culture today, and if there is one thing that makes it easier for 
workers to work and save their labor, there is the fear of rising 
unemployment. So many women have lost their jobs today. As 
such it is reducing women’s work participation.Women’s labor 
power is considered inferior because of employers predetermined 
notion of women’s primary role as homemakers. As a result of 
discrimination against female labor, women are concentrated in 
the secondary sector of labor market. Their work is low paid, low 
status, casual, lack of potential upward mobility, she has engaged 
home based work, outside of the work at the same time. Women’s 
occupational choices are less than compare to men& also limited 
due to social, cultural constraints, gender bias in work, & lack of 
supportive facilities.

SUGGESTIONS

 l The Government should encourage and encourage students to 
learn skills and skills related to agricultural activities. 

 l To Raise awareness of gender discrimination and bring about 
equality. 

 l To encourage women’s participation in agriculture. 
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 l To Enforcement of the government’s separate functions and regu-
lations for women. 

 l To Empowering rural agricultural women.
 l Women must be involved in decision making bodies that have the 

potential to introduce structural changes. This action will bring 
some changes in the gender relations in the society.

 l Women must be aware regarding their existing rights, access to 
judicial relief &redress, removing discrimination through legal 
reforms, & providing legal aid, assistance &counselling.

CONCLUSION

The agrarian sector alone needs to change in the attitude of ‘patriarchy’. 
Also giving equal effort to participating women, who work harder 
than men. They should be honoured for their strengths and skills. The 
empowerment of women today can only be achieved by improving the 
social and economic status of rural women as well as agriculture-related 
work.Despite such as huge involment, her role & dignity has yet not 
been recognized. Women’s status is low by socio-economic & political 
indicators.

Finally, it is concluded that the rural women are exploited by 
landlords for their personal good & enrichment. Women are treated 
as sub servant or personal property. In this regard Government must 
formulate policies to enhance their skills & their work should be 
counted in economic indicators.
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The Gender Pay Gap: Unequal
Pay for Equal Work

Sruthi. S

INTRODUCTION

Gender Wage Gap is characterized as the distinction between the middle 
profits of people, i.e., it considers all people who fall under the ambit 
of paid work. As per the Gender Gap Index in 2020, India has slipped 
to the 112th situation from the past 108th in 2018. As indicated by 
the report, it will take India near 100 years to overcome any issues in 
territories of legislative issues, economy, wellbeing and instruction. It 
positions 149th in monetary investment and opportunity, and 117th 
in wage equity for comparative work. While from the start, Gender 
Wage Gap just resembles the normal contrast between the profit of 
people (and in this manner an issue that needs to do dominatingly with 
pay). In any case, there are a few layers that should be dissected inside 
this issue. Since it considers the profit of ALL utilized ladies, there are 
a few reasons why there is a wide compensation hole between the work 
of the two sexual orientations inferable from segregation regarding 
opportunity, instruction, and so on.

OBJECTIVES OF THE STUDY

 l To study about the Problems faced by the Women in the Work-
place

 l To analyze how to tackle the problems faced by Women
 l To study about the concept of Gender Wage Gap
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RESEARCH METHODOLOGY

The data for this study is collected from various secondary sources such 
as articles, newspapers, magazines, and websites.

PROBLEMS FACED BY WOMEN IN THE WORKPLACE

1. Inappropriate behavior

Inappropriate behavior at the work environment is one of the most 
far reaching issues that ladies face.Sexual provocation is an unwanted 
sexual conduct, be it verbal or physical, and profoundly affects ladies. 
Inappropriate behavior doesn’t really mean contacting the private pieces 
of any lady, it ranges from hostile remarks, demonstrating disgusting 
pictures or recordings, dangers to rape to undesirable sexual kindness. 
Consequently of advancement, compensation climb there are a couple 
of bosses who attempt to exploit or favors from female specialists. With 
regards to female specialists in low-wage employments, the negative 
outcomes of lewd behavior are the worse.

2. Pay imbalance

It is one of the most significant issues that ladies representatives need 
to look at their work environment. More often than not in spite of 
being more capable and qualified than individual male representatives, 
ladies laborers are paid not as much as guys for a similar measure of 
work. Ladies are practically 50% of the workforce still they procure not 
as much as men laborers in pretty much each and every occupation.
According to analysts, word related isolation because of sexual 
orientation and hardly any different variables, assume the significant 
job in pay value at working environment. 

3. Lesser women in the workforce

This is a tireless work issue in various created countries of the world and 
furthermore has gotten a matter of worry for the examiners. Studies 
have demonstrated that in the majority of the global organizations the 
proportion among men and female representatives are lopsided. Ladies 
are exceptionally separated and men consistently get an upper-edge 
contrasted with ladies during enrollment. 
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4. Cold working environment condition and absence of family support 

Expanding work pressure joined with crisp working environment 
condition is by all accounts another primary factor that inconveniences 
ladies at work environment. The significance of working in a strong 
and sound office air with a gathering of understanding associates can’t 
be exaggerated. A specifically satisfying activity and an attractive pay 
can’t make a lady worker fulfilled on the off chance that she needs 
to go through her day at working environment with a gathering of 
unsupportive men associates. 

5. Lack of security

Helpless security at the working environment is another critical 
worry that ladies need to manage. Ladies working in night shifts fall 
survivor of a few wrongdoings because of deficient security game plan 
by the higher administration. Occurrences of driver or another male 
representative attacking a lady laborer in office transport has been 
accounted for consistently day. Because of absence of legitimate security 
game plans by the organization, ladies uncommonly working in night 
shifts have become survivors of assaults and sexual maltreatment.

6. The absence of role model at working environment

We learn by following the strides of others. Indeed, even at working 
environment youthful experts admire senior partners to gain proficiency 
with the stunts and exchanges of business. In these male-commanded 
society ladies representatives regularly don’t locate a female good 
example to follow, so they need to look for help from male partners for 
direction. Be that as it may, the subtleties in the correspondence style 
of men to a lady and absence of mentorship block the development of 
ladies at working environment.

STEPS TO RESOLVE THE PROBLEMS FACED BY WOMEN

Despite the size of the organization or the assignment of the lady at the 
work environment, it is the duty of managers to give protected, cordial 
and helpful work environment to all the ladies representatives. So as 
to accomplish this, there are a few associations who make scarcely any 
successful strides and approaches. 
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1. Framing a complaint cell or objections advisory group

The board of trustees will tune in to the objections of ladies representative 
and explore autonomously, keeping the personality of the worker 
under wrap. The handiness of this sort of advisory group is common 
in inappropriate behavior cases. With this sort of examination board of 
trustees, ladies representatives feel more secure at work environments. 
Also, the board ought to sort out training efforts for ladies workers to 
assist them with realizing their privileges issue.

2. Proper work condition

Businesses should attempt to give appropriate work circumstance 
to ladies to ensure that there is no unpleasant climate for the female 
specialists. The businesses should cause the ladies representatives to feel 
simple, to come to them to share their work environment issues.

3. Ensuring Appropriate security

This is one of the most significant variables which are should have been 
dealt with well by the businesses. In addition, giving a protected taxi 
office they need to guarantee that ladies representatives don’t work late 
hours. On the off chance that she needs to remain back to finish work, 
the workplace authority should take additional consideration of her 
security and wellbeing. Giving adequate maternity leaves and childcare 
comforts for working mothers is something that businesses ought to do 
to make a superior workplace for ladies.

CONCEPT OF GENDER WAGE GAP

The Gender pay gap or Gender wage gap is the normal contrast between 
the compensation for people who are working. Ladies are commonly 
viewed as paid not as much as men. There are two unmistakable 
numbers with respect to the compensation hole: non-balanced versus 
balanced compensation hole. The last ordinarily considers contrasts 
in occupations picked, training and employment experience. In the 
United States, for instance, the non-balanced normal female’s yearly 
pay is 80% of the normal male pay, contrasted with 95% for the 
balanced normal compensation. 
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The reasons connect to legitimate, social and financial factors, and 
reach out past the ‘equivalent compensation for equivalent work’. (The 
two terms, sexual orientation pay hole, and equivalent compensation 
are not the equivalent.) The sexual orientation pay hole can be an issue 
from an open strategy point of view in any event, when the purpose 
behind the hole is completely intentional, on the grounds that it lessens 
monetary yield and implies that ladies are bound to be needy upon 
government assistance installments, particularly in mature age.

GENDER NORMS

Another social factor, which is identified with the previously mentioned 
one, is the socialization of people to embrace explicit sexual orientation 
jobs. Employment decisions affected by socialization are regularly 
opened in to “request side” choices in systems of compensation 
segregation, instead of an aftereffect of surviving work showcase 
separation impacting work decision. Men that are in non-conventional 
employment jobs or occupations that are basically observed as a ladies 
centered occupations, for example, nursing, have sufficiently high 
occupation fulfillment that inspires the men to proceed in these activity 
fields in spite of analysis they may get. 

As per a recent report, according to certain representatives, ladies 
in center administration are seen to do not have the mental fortitude, 
authority, and drive that male supervisors seem to have, regardless of 
female center chiefs accomplishing results comparable to their male 
partners as far as effective activities and accomplishing results for their 
utilizing organizations. These recognitions, alongside the components 
recently depicted in the article, add to the trouble of ladies to climb 
to the official positions when contrasted with men in comparative 
positions. Cultural thoughts of sexual orientation jobs stem to some 
degree from media impacts

SUGGESTIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

In spite of the Equal Pay Act, the wage gap perseveres. So as to 
accomplish equivalent compensation, we must reinforce our equivalent 
compensation laws with the goal that ladies can retaliate against pay 
separation. What’s more, we should hold meeting and show ladies and 
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men over the word about the sexual orientation wage issue. I think 
settling this issue will require everybody input and less inclination 
individuals in the workforce. A few arrangements that will help decline 
the sex wage hole are : Fabricate stepping stools to better paying 
occupations for ladies by evacuating obstructions to section into male-
ruled fields.

 l Lift up the wages of ladies in low-wage occupations by raising 
the lowest pay permitted by law what’s more, guaranteeing that 
tipped specialists get at any rate the normal the lowest pay permit-
ted by law before tips. 

 l Increase the accessibility of high-caliber, moderate youngster care.
 l Help forestall and cure guardian and pregnancy victimization la-

dies laborers. 
 l Provide reasonable work routines, paid family leave, and paid 

days off so that laborers with providing care obligations are not 
unreasonably hindered. 

 l Ensure ladies’ entrance to the reasonable regenerative social insur-
ance they need. 

CONCLUSION

The gender wage gap is deserving of insightful investigation because 
of its noteworthy associations with regions, for example, social equity 
and decency, fairness and financial portability, what’s more, ability 
obtaining, improvement and maintenance. The current investigation 
looked to recognize the causes and results of the sexual orientation wage 
hole, inspect individuals’ impression of the sex wage hole, and propose 
a lot of conceivable arrangements that administrations and associations 
can consider to additionally decrease the distinction in remuneration 
between women and men.To tight the compensation hole, a scope of 
lawful (for example raising the lowest pay permitted by law), open 
strategy (for example making moderate and high-caliber youngster 
care progressively accessible), and Human Resources (for example more 
pleasant and progressively adaptable work plans) approaches should be 
given cautious thought.
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Gender Role in Workplace :
An Effective Study to Bring Out Gender 

Inequality in Indian Society
Ipsita Chakraborty & Seonti Sengupta

INTRODUCTION

In the view of Indian society, the work of women is limited to giving 
birth to children, cooking for the family, taking care of her in laws and 
husband. Preciously, the position of women in a patriarchal society 
is subordinate to men. They are largely excluded from holding larger 
position in the social sphere or holding lavish titles and responsibilities 
outside the domestic locus. It is clear in that women are biologically 
different from men. It is the view of some Sociologists and Social 
Anthropologist that this stems out to the division of labour in all 
societies. In the view of Anthropologist Lion Tiger and Robin Fox, 
it is their belief that human beings exhibit oral patterns as a result of 
induced cultural traits. They clearly ignored, the reference to human 
‘biogrammar’. The biogrammar is a genetically based programme 
which predisposes man kind to behave in a certain way. Tiger and fox 
is of the opinion that men tend to monopolize positions of power. It is 
their view that the characteristics of aggression has been plunged into 
the future men from their private ancestors. Women are programmed 
by their ‘biogrammars’ to give birth to children and take care of them. 
Tiger and Fox argued that the basic family unit comprise of a mother 
and child. Earnestine Friedl defines male dominance as a situation in 
which men have highly preferential access, although not always exclusive 
rights to those activities to which society accords the greatest value and 
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the exercise of which permits a measure of control over others. She also 
observes that in some societies, activities like weaving, pottery making, 
and tailoring are chiefly considered as tasks that are naturally hold by 
men. However it has been found that the societies in which women 
carries out the same task, it is not regarded equal.

STRUGGLE FACED BY WOMEN TO BRING GENDER EQUALITY

The initial years of providing employment to women were distinctively 
tough. The period of 1841 to the advent of First World war in 1914 works 
a combination of pressure from the male workers and philanthropic 
reformers. They saw the employment of women in factories as a threat. 
In 1841, a committee comprising male factory workers were found.

They called for the ‘gradual withdrawal of all female labour from 
the factory’. In 1842, the Mines Act banned the employment of women 
in mining sites as miners. In 1851, one in four married women were 
employed. During 1911, this figure went down by one in ten. Helen 
Hacker was of the opinion that with the employment of women, men 
looked upon them as their rival group. Therefore, they made use of 
Economic, legal and ideological weapons to reduce their competition. 
Meanwhile, a set of steps were being taken by them which includes, 
exclusion of women from the trade unions, preventing the process 
of hiring women, passed laws restricting the employment of married 
women etc. The period of 1914 to 1950, brought forward a tendency 
towards the growth of women employment coupled with a retention of 
house wifery, as the primary role expected out of women. During these 
years women received legal and political rights. In 1928, they were 
allowed to cast their vote. In the works of Ann Oakley, industrialization 
has had the following effects on the role of women, these include:

 i) ‘Separation of men from the daily routines of domestic life’,
 ii) ‘Economic dependence of women & children on men’,
 iii) ‘Isolation of housework and child care from other work’.

Engels was of the opinion that the primary cause of subordination 
of women is due to the private ownership of property entitled to men. 
Monogamous marriage protects the institution of private property. It 
was a joint opinion of Marx and Engels that the 19th century capitalist 
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society would provide base for women liberation. It shall pave the way for 
women employment and their economic independence. In due course 
of time, many feminist writers advocated the eradication of gender 
roles. Ann Oakley demanded for the abolition of the role of housewife, 
the very concept of family which is solely dependent an women for 
domestic work with little exposure to the outside world, Abolition of 
sexual division of labour in all areas of social life. Meanwhile, the women’s 
liberation movement emerged during the 1960’s. The headquarter was 
in America. The movement primarily focussed on the right to equality 
for all adults as citizens, regardless of sex. The battle for the legal rights 
of women has largely been won. In Britain, the Equal Pay Act was 
passed in 1970, the Sex Discrimination Act in 1975. Simultaneously, 
the black power movement also began in the late 1960’s after the 
legalisation of civil rights. Contrary to this, the blacks were far from 
being equal and free. On the other hand the declaration of civil rights 
did not bring forth women’s liberation. Juliet Mitchell argues that, the 
Women’ Liberations Movement was partially triggered by the radical 
movements of the middle and late 1960’s. Several other movements 
line the Youth Movement represented by organizations such as students 
for a Democratic Society and the Peace Movement which coordinated 
protest against the war in Vietnam and later in Cambodia. These 
movements, emphasized freedom, questioned the established truths 
and attacked the ideas and practices of oppression and exploitation. 
These movements, in the word of Juliet Mitchell, provided part of the 
Impetus and philosophy for the Women’s Liberation Movement.

CONTEMPORARY SITUATION WITH RESPECT TO GENDER IN-
EQUALITY IN INDIA

The current scenario in India, hasn’t changed so far. The Gender pay 
gaps and inequality are unfortunately still issues that surround female 
in the workplace. 21st Century still witnesses the quaint practices 
of Gender Discrimination. 8th of march is celebrated world-wide as 
the ‘International women’s day’. The day commemorates the socio- 
cultural, Economic and political achievements of women. In India, 
this day holds a special significance as it brings forth the reminiscence 
of struggle and collective movements carried forward by women. The 
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World Bank reported that there has been a sharp decline of female 
workers of India in the last 25 years. This remains a striking societal 
challenge with respect to the rapid growth of economy. The world in 
21st century is still not equal for men and women. A certain issues can 
be put forward in order to form a basis in favour of such a claim.

 1) Women are still not taken seriously in the professional spheres. 
The backwardness of a civilized society still believes that the pri-
mary work of a women is to raise a child and perform household 
activities.

 2) According to the 2015 report by BBC, the member of women in 
positions of power, be it heads of state, senior managers or CEO s, 
are a fraction of what it should be. Females made up only 11.2% 
of board members in Indian firms.

 3) In 2016, and article was published in ‘The Hindu’ which stated 
that the gap in India was as high as 27%, which means we use 
being equal, a woman colleague would earn only three quarters of 
her male counterpart.

The international monetary fund (IMF) estimates that an equal 
participation of women in workforce shall initiate a sharp spike in India’s 
GDP. A study conducted by Mc Kinsey Global institute calculated the 
economic input of achieving gender Equality in India to be US $ 700 
billion of added GDP by the year 2025. Participation of Indian women 
in workforce has been atrocious. At present, it stands at 28%.

According to the Global Gender Gap report released by the world 
Economic Forum (WEF) in 2017, ranks countries on the basis of 
gender equality in spheres of health, education, economics and politics. 
India finished 139 out of 144 countries on economic participation 
and opportunity. Notwithstanding the trial made to bridge the gap in 
primary and territory education, India ranked 112 on the education 
attainment metric. Overall, India ranked 108 out of 144 countries.

EXISTING GENDER DISCRIMINATION IN DIFFERENT 
WORKING SECTORS

In India, the concept of ‘same job, different pay’, is much prevalent. A 
group of researchers aimed at understanding this concept pinpointing 
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the excitement of strong gender stereotypes. After the condition of 
research work, it has been found that women with higher grades are 
less likely to get placed in wage–employment compared to men with 
lower grader.

A set of observation was held later on this. Such discrimination 
is not always intentional. It is often carried on as a counterpart of 
preconceived notion about ‘Masculine Occupation’ and ‘Feminine 
Stereotype’. It has been also found that women earned 3% lesser than 
men for the same job role. Zinnov, a global management consulting 
firm, in collaboration with Intel India, conducted a research. In 
depth research was based on “Zinnov-intel India Gender Diversity 
Benchmark”. It was found that 30% representation of women in 
corporate India, with 31% and 26% representation within non-
technical and technical roles, respectively. Only 11% of senior women 
leaders are in the ecosystem, the junior and mid-levels fare slightly 
better at 38% and 20% respectively. Further, the number of women 
and company boards has increased from 5% in 2012 to 13% in 2018. 
The study also found that location is of utmost importance when it 
comes to gender diversity. Bengaluru has the highest gender diversity in 
workplaces with 34% of women employees, followed by Mumbai with 
33%, and Pune with 32%. Global MNCs comprise of 25% women 
employees, while the domestic MNCs employ 30% women and non 
MNCs 31%. The study has put forward that even though women make 
up 48.2% of India’s population, a huge gender disparity still continue 
to exist in Indian workplaces.

 1. AGRICULTURAL SECTORS : In 1976, the equal Remuneration 
Act was adopted for equal pay both of male and female agricultural 
labourers for the “same work or work of a similar nature” in 
order to protect the rights of the female labourers against unjust 
wage practices. Yet, it has been observed that there exists certain 
inequality with respect to male wage rates. Such unjust trend is 
widely observed in the Indian Agricultural labour markets. As per 
the reports published by the census 2011, among the total rural 
workforce, the classification of female labourers as farm compared 
to the 28.8% male agricultural labourers. It has been found by 
conducting a researches that the female labourers, contribute 
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more than half of the total family income. In some cases, they 
happen to be the sole breadwinner.

   Despite performing similar work under the same working 
condition, the female labourers are mostly sloppy and ignorant of 
their constitutional rights. As a result more than 90% of the rural 
females are treated as a cheap and secondary source of labourers. 
Since the period between 1964-65 and 1999-2000, an analysis 
has been drawn based on the long term trends of real agricultural 
wages of male and female based on secondary data from agricul-
tural wages of India ( AWI ) and Rural labour Enquiry (RLE) 
across 17 major Indian States. The results of the study found treat 
the real wages of male labourers have been expanding compared 
to that of the female labourers.

   A research work has been conducted in order to bring out the 
gender wise wage gap in agricultural sectors between ( 2010--11 
to 2015- -6) in 18 major states of India. The states being Andhra 
Pradesh, Assam, Bihar, Chhattisgarh, Gujrat, Haryana, Himachal 
Pradesh, Jharkhand, Karnataka, Kerala, Madhya Pradesh, Maha-
rashtra, Orissa, Rajasthan, Tamil Nadu, Tripura, Uttar Pradesh, 
and West Bengal. The data obtained from the survey denotes a 
gradual enhancement of male-female wage gap among the agri-
cultural labourers in states like Kerala, Tamil Nadu, and Andhra 
Pradesh. In Jharkhand, Gujrat, Bihar, and Uttar Pradesh the ab-
solute gender gap has been observed quite low over the years. 
Bihar, Himachal Pradesh, and Rajasthan, has revealed a declining 
trend over 2010-11 to 2015-16 with respect to the absolute gen-
der gap.

 2. MINING SITES / SECTORS: Mineral resources form the back-
bone of Indian economy. A substantial growth of Indian economy 
has been generated from the mineral wealth and its exploitation. 
The mining industry has been the parapet of male exclusivity in 
employment. Women’s participation was restricted at a position 
above ground staff. The participation of women in mining in-
dustries has been sedate. It has been a patriarchal and orthodox 
industry since long time. Although women have been working 
above ground yet the number of women employed under and 
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above ground was traditionally been low. The Indian society has 
always been prejudiced. Myths and Superstitions has been an in-
extricable part of it. It was heard that the presence of women in the 
mine pits might lead to the collapse of mines and death of miners. 
Besides myth dresses of women in India did not suit the so called 
‘masculine’ work in mines. Most of their work in the mining sites 
were confined to sweeping, cleaning or as attendants. In the coal 
and Iron ore mines in Maharashtra, Andhra Pradesh, Jharkhand 
and Orissa, women are employed as head loaders, stone breakers, 
cleaners and other forms of daily wage labour. In those areas, they 
are entirely at the mercy of petty contractors and have absolutely 
no work security or safety. In the gold mines of Kolar,they work 
with mercury and cyanide with bare hands and are much prone 
to accidents. Difference in Gender has made them vulnerable to 
exploitation.

   They are forced to work beyond the authorised work hour, No 
maternity or child care leave is provided to them. They are always 
under the threat of being ostracized. In some of the quarries of 
Orissa, women are exposed to sexual exploitation. They are forced 
to work at night. Young girls from these region are branded as 
‘spoilt’ and not respectable for marriage as a result of sexual abuse. 
‘NALCO’, a large public sector mining company established in 
Orissa provided 80% of the displaced families with work of which 
there were only 8 women inheritor. The reports published by the 
statistical profile of Women and labour of the Ministry of labour 
in its Fifth issue (1998) has ‘shown a decline in the employment 
of women in open cast mines and above ground works from the 
period of 1961-93. The overall employment in these areas during 
this time has increased. Certainly, this is indicative of the fact that 
women has been exploited on grounds of employment.

According to the second national labour commission Report (1999), 
there was hardly 1.6 of female labour force in the organised sector where 
they have been the first to cut break after the introduction to machines. 
The large scale mines which shifted to a technological base, have no 
scope for women’s participation as they are illiterate, lack technical skills 
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and face cultural prejudices. From 30-40% participation of women in 
mining sectors, it has been reduced to less than 7% and in Coal Sector 
alone, to 4%. The Voluntary Retirement from Service (VRS) scheme 
has proved to be a death knell for women.

 4) MANUFACTURING INDUSTRIES : The growth of manufac-
turing industries in India has been vast. It contributes to 100% of 
man power utilization globally. Over the past ten years, it has risen 
to great heights and contributed alone 16.1% of India’s GDP in 
2009-2010. The industry majorly seeks to cheap labours. Female 
labourers easily fall under this category. The quality of employ-
ment in such sectors are quite exploitative. Tripura and Tamil 
Nadu, is considered as the largest manufacturing unit of garment 
in India. The workplace is largely dominated by men. Women on 
the other hand are insecured and unemployed. Presence of women 
in manufacturing sectors is mostly negligent or on decline. There-
fore their opportunities in manufacturing sectors is bleak. From 
the 1920’s and 30’s till 90’s, the manufacturing sectors have con-
sciously eliminated women from their workplace. A recent report 
from the International Trade Union Confederation has claimed 
that women are paid 18% less than men for the same work. It has 
also been recorded as the 4TH largest gender pay gap of any in-
dustry. According to UNIDO Report, the share of women in the 
total employment in the Indian Manufacturing Sector remained 
stagnant at 10.9% between 2000 and 2007. The major employers 
of women in manufacturing include food and beverages, leather 
and leather products, paper and paper products, chemical prod-
ucts, communication equipments and furniture maker.

 I. A much higher participation of women in manufacturing sector 
has been observed in South India than North India. Countries 
like Sri Lanka and Vietnam provides more employment to wom-
en than men in the manufacturing industries. Despite that India 
is lagging behind in providing equal roles. At a seminar on Poli-
cies and Strategies for working women in the context of Industrial 
Restructuring, ( New Delhi, 1997), Gita Sen emphasized that the 
new economic regime of the 1990’s creates two disadvantages for 
poor women in India.
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These include the following :

 i) Pressure to earn from petty self-employment, in the informal sec-
tor and in production for larger industries.

 ii) The crumbling society security systems force women to revert to 
being primary care givers and responsible for the well-being of 
their society and communities. Sometimes, they are expected to 
work along side nurturing the family.

BRIEF STUDY ON THE CONDITION OF GENDER INEQUALITY 
IN EDUCATIONAL/ACADEMIC SECTORS AND ENTERPREVEN-
SHIP:

In India, both enrolment and drop outs from education are crucial to 
analyse. The number of enrolments have not seen significant increase 
in the past year. The rate of dropout is rather very high throughout. 
After 1980, the National Government has shown serious interest in the 
education of women. Policies like New National Policy of Education 
(1986) and Programme of Action (1992) were designed for six to 
fourteen year olds. Later in 2006, the Government of India took up 
policies of providing free textbooks and uniforms, scholarships and 
mid-day meal. ‘The mid-day meal programme was successful in raising 
enrolment rates in the rural parts of India. Yet, the rate of dropouts 
still remain the same as most of them are confined to indoors or make 
for employment activities like agriculture. Shifting the focus from 
educational or academic sectors to Entrepreneurship, the pattern of 
gender equality shows uncanny resemblances. Since 1975, there is an 
awakening about women entrepreneurs. Yet women’s contribution 
to development is underestimated and thus the social recognition is 
limited.

CONCLUSION

In order to eradicate sexual harassment of women at workplace, the 
POSH Act was passed by the upper house of the Parliament Rajya 
Sabha) in 2013. In the year 1976, ‘Equal Remuneration Act’ was passed 
in order to prevent discrimination against women. It is of utmost 
importance to raise awareness among employees to create a gender 
sensitive workplace. A clear set of grounds should be maintained to select 
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candidates based on the job requirements. The historic movements that 
were led in order to protect the rights of women and channelize their 
inner potential into the mainstreams of the world should be kept in 
mind,made into action and stir fight when necessary.

‘One is not born, but rather becomes, a woman’
—Simon De Beauvoir.
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The Effects of Gender 
Discrimination in Workplace

Bisakha Shome

INTRODUCTION

Gender discrimination in organizations is a multifaceted phenomenon 
that can be seen in HR practices that affects the signing, training, pay 
and promotion of women. Organizational decision creators also play 
an important part in gender discrimination. We suggest that gender 
discrimination in organizational constructions processes and practices 
affect organizational decision makers, sexism through attraction, selection, 
socialization and abrasion processes. So, a focus on organizational 
structure processes and practices is critical. Life style partialities could 
contribute to gender differences in the workplace.Though, it is important 
to reflect how women’s activity in choosing professions and managing 
work-life stresses is controlled. Workplace discrimination contributes to 
women’s lower socio-economic status. Importantly, such discrimination 
against women largely can be attributed to human resources (HR) 
policies and HR related decision-making (Cailin S. Stanarski& Leanne 
S. Son Hing. 2015).Women’s decisions to interrupt their careers were 
difficult and were based on factors, such as workplace inflexibility and 
their husbands’ lack of domestic responsibilities, rather than a preference 
to stay at home with their children (Stone and Lovejoy, 2004). In 
adding, notwithstanding of the gender configuration of the workplace, 
main are privileged, compared with women in positions of earnings 
and remuneration growth if organizational leaders respond to such 
demands for change by changing for merly gender cruel organizational 
structures, processes and practices, this can, in people’s mind, open the 
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door for other changes.While in most cases women have on average less 
education than men, women workers tend to have more education than 
male workers and, if they are employed predominantly in the public 
sector, the gender wage gap tends to be narrower (ZafirisTzannatos. 
2016). The gender discrimination may exist in various dimensions 
which include hiring discrimination, differences in salary and wages, 
discrimination/ differences in promotion and inequity related to different 
goods and facilities provided to different gender. (Qaisar Abbas, Abdul 
Hameed, AamerWaheed, 2011). This study exposed about the despite 
many advances and development gender discrimination still persists at 
workplaces, and it continues to be experienced by working women in 
the professional workplace. Workplace gender equality is accomplished 
when people are able to access and enjoy the same rewards, assets and 
chances regardless of gender.

Objective of the Study

To find out the underlying factors responsible for gender based 
discriminatory problems faced by working females. To gain an effective 
understanding of all those females who work in professional institutions 
are being discriminated and to find it or to analyze it on the ground of 
relativism is taken seriously into consideration. 

Methodology 

This study is an exploratory research in nature where working female 
related gender discriminatory factors are identified. Having work 
experience as a college teacher in the academic profession the researcher 
was easily got an opportunity to approach the respondents for data 
collection. Moreover, as a self-experience holder also got a chance to 
eliminate the biases which could cause hurdles while analyzing the 
data. Researchers acted as the instrument of the investigation as their 
presence in the lived experiences of respondents are vital. The purpose 
of this paper is to study gender issues like gender discrimination and 
gender typecast in the context of Indian environment.

Finding of the study

This study focuses only on the experiences and perspective of working 
female’s only. As this study contributed significantly to the absence of 
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participation on the part of working female respondents in revealing the 
actual issues faced by them at the workplace, there are few limitations. 
To achieve moral and ethical stands on which how working female 
experience discrimination on and how they differently face this issue at 
their respective workplace due to various factors as every female relate 
to the different factor.

Types of gender discrimination

Gender discrimination, is a method of discrimination in which a 
person is preserved differently or unethically on the basis of a person’s 
sex or gender. There are many types of gender discrimination in the 
workplace which are as follows:

 l Different treatment based on sex generally mentions to the differ-
ent or unfair treatment of an employee on the basic of their sex. 
Employees may experience this by way of discriminatory signing 
or firing practices, pay differences, or restriction of benefits or 
promotions because of their sex. 

 l Sexual assault is atreacherous form of sex discrimination that in-
volves any unwanted conduct (oral or physical) of a sexual nature 
that affects with work performance, affects a person’s employ-
ment, or creates aaggressive work environment. Many factors can 
affect the types of discrimination a woman may experience in the 
workplace, depending on her place of work, location and other 
identifying characteristics of herself and colleagues.

Causes of gender discrimination

Gender discrimination in the workplace usually stalks from women 
being in the sectional in certain types of industries. Men are not 
always very accessible toward their female workmates and may even be 
aggressive toward them, which results in a poor working environment. 
Gender inequality can be defined as allowing people different 
opportunities due to alleged differences based merely on issues of 
gender. It is the injuries treatment of an individual or group on the 
basis of gender. Gender inequality and discrimination are generally 
conferred as concerning to women, but anyone can experience gender-
based inequality or discrimination (ShankySethi. 2018).The overt 
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social and economic inequalities more commonly experienced by 
women, such as lower rates of schooling and employment, less pay 
for similar jobs, under representation in leadership positions and the 
higher level of psychosocial stressors and problems, from care giving 
burden to intimate partner violence, all contribute to these disparities 
(Simone N. Vigod. Paula A. Rochon. March 2020).

How to guide gender discrimination

Discrimination is related with depressing symptoms and other negative 
health effects, but little is known about the mental health risk of 
workplace gender discrimination.Contradicting people the freedom 
to choose their route in life because of their gender averts them from 
satisfying their full probable. There are lots we can do to help build 
a more gender-equal world. Understanding the deep roots of gender 
inequality and challenging discrimination when we see it are the first 
steps. Just changing how we narrate with others and demanding that 
others do the same, will not end gender inequality. Lasting change will 
only occur if the institutions that effect our lives also change.Women 
have been disadvantaged as workers by the fact that central features 
of the workplace have been constructed by men, according to norms 
that exclude and devalue experiences and perceptions characteristic 
of women (Kathryn Abrams. 1989). The human resources executive 
should provide facilities and trial of goods according to the proportion 
of men & women. Top management must avoid discriminatory applies 
in hiring, promotion and facilities to the employees regardless of what 
is his/her gender. Therefore, positive and reliable culture will build in 
the organization which will raise the productivity and success of the 
organization. 

Make a sustainable change

Gender stability in the workplace and exactly in leadership roles, it’s 
not a part you want to spread. Only when we’ve all recognized why 
equity in the workplace is important and when we are all loyal to fight 
discrimination, we’ll be able to truly make work environments where 
every employee has equal rights in leading and flourishing. It is clear 
a combination of personal, social, community, organizational and 
political change will be needed to address the various ways in which 
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gender discrimination impacts the health and wellness of individuals 
and communities (Kelly L. Hazel & Kerry S. Kleyman. 2019). When 
we think about gender equality, we incline to think about equal 
treatment and equal opportunities. We struggle to spark conversations 
about bias, educating others and ourselves through open and honest 
dialogue. In doing so, we produce a communal awareness of our biases 
so that we can work to overwhelmed them.

CONCLUSION

Moreover, distinct women can work to avoid stigmatization. Women 
in the workplace are not simply unreceptive targets of typecasting 
process. An organizations culture will provide its members with a 
collectivefantasy for how to behave. At an individual level, people 
engaged in policies to fight being discriminated against but these 
strategies are likely more forced for those who are most branded. So, 
changes to moderate gender discrimination within any organizational, 
structure, policy or practice could start a torrent of transformations 
leading to a more equal organization for men and women. We spend 
most of our waking lives in organizations, which are main to the 
distribution of material, social and emotional resources in society. 
The goal is to inspire researchers to develop schemes and visions 
into what works to increase equality and to endorse evidence based 
solutions to influence employers and policy makers. Instead, we need 
to develop sociology of the remediation of inequality focused on how 
to bring about change effectively. In line with this outline, this section 
highlights research particular and findings on change in gender 
inequalities at work.The aim of gender equality in the workplace is 
to achievegenerally equal opportunities and outcomes for women 
and men. Workplace gender equality is related with improved in 
national productivity and economic growth, increased organizational 
performance and heightened organizational reputation. Gender is a 
socio-cultural portent and organizations are a main aspect of a given 
culture.
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Gender Inequalities in Work Place :
A Sociological Study in Calcutta

Dyuti Chatterjee

INTRODUCTION

Gender inequalities manifest itself in the most naked and abhorrent 
forms even in the 21st century. With mostly men at the helm, women 
and queers are left behind and often feel excluded and/or deprived. 
This not only demotivates them personally, the rippling effects of these 
dissatisfied employees resound in the productivity of the organisation 
too. This paper deals with the experiences of working women in Calcutta. 
Through various sections, the paper will elucidate the problem that 
gender inequality is, its various causes and what a potential solution of 
this problem could be. 

SECTION A : WHY DOES GENDER INEQUALITY EXIST IN THE 
WOEKPLACE?

There are many causes for the existence of gender inequality in the 
work place. 

  Psychosocial causes
  Women have always occupied a lower position in the family and 

their consistent subordinate position in the family is what engen-
ders their marginalisation in the work place too by the same men 
who act as active perpetrators and stymies to women progress in 
the intimate family spaces. One of the most stringent ways of 
dominating women is caging them within motherhood myths. 
Women seem to be caught up in a vicious cycle. With society 
forcing women into roles of a mother and thrusting the entire 
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responsibility of a child onto its mother, women are caught up 
in the family circles. And these family roles deny women their 
aspired positions in the corporate job market. When asked about 
the impact of motherhood on their work life one of my respon-
dents, Sugata Marjit replied, “Its always the mother who is sup-
posed to take a leave for her child’s first day at school, illness, 
parties, exams, tuitions. This paints women as prioritizing family 
and thus not competent enough for a stellar job profile.” Another 
respondent said “Its just how it is, work for women is still con-
sidered optional, while motherhood a necessity.” There have been 
studies which suggest that a “motherhood penalty” exists that can 
negatively affect wages and performance evaluations. Moreover, 
attaching motherhood as a quotient sees all women as “potential 
mothers”and hence not as committed as their male counterparts.

   Another psychosocial way of limiting women is by associating 
unhealthy, baseless stereotypes with them. These stereotypes breed 
and perpetuate inequality. So for instance, men are just ‘better 
at’ technical jobs while women are more ‘creative’ pushes back 
women and reduces their status to trophies in the job spectrum. 
Women often experience a “double bind”. Consequently , if they 
conform to their gender stereotypes that endorse passive feminity, 
they are not taken seriously and if they try to break the gender 
stereotypes, they are still looked down upon as bossy and ‘dan-
gerous’. These stereotypes have additionally led to stringent job 
segregation. Certain jobs like nurses and primary school teachers 
are supposed to be women’s arena while doctors, professors and 
engineers are thought to comprise mostly of males. Statistically it 
has been seen that these “men’s jobs” are better paying than the 
jobs which are considered to be a woman’s. 

  Educational and socio economic causes :
  Even today education is considered a luxury for women. In devel-

oping countries especially parents are willing to forego the edu-
cation of the girl child and spend more on their marriage. One 
of my respondents, Riya Tripathi said “I always wanted to be a 
doctor but my parents could afford such costly education only 
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for one of their children and they opted for my brother.” Riya 
who works as a receptionist said that her parents wanted her to 
study only till graduation after which she should go for marriage. 
Similar thoughts have been reiterated by another respondent Ta-
bassum. She said “Because I could not do my graduation, there 
were no jobs that were quite willing to take mein. Degree matters 
and in absence of that women do not get equal opportunities like 
males.” Another important point is the educational segregation 
where women are supposed to study humanities whereas science 
is an area exclusively for men. These segregations and their vary-
ing job prospects also breed inequality. My respondent Sugata-
Marjit who is a cancer researcher at a reputed laboratory in Kol-
kata, recounts “People were shocked when I told them that I want 
to be a scientist. They behaved as if women cannot be scientists.”

  Institutional and organisational causes: 
  The most insidious and the most harmful form of gender inequal-

ity is embedded within the rank and file of the institutions, most 
manifest in the HR. In areas of pay, promotion, performance and 
termination, women face severe inequalities due to HR policies 
that happen to privilege men. Because of the previous two factors, 
the position of women in the workplace already dwindle much 
behind than mens’. On top of that, the glaring under representa-
tion of women in positions of power and authority make them 
more at the mercy of men and reinstates the myth of women as 
incapable in face of greater challenges. Women receive fewer op-
portunities at work, and managers (the direct spokesperson of the 
HR policy) do not consider women to be equipped enough to 
deal with high level responsibilities and challenges that are neces-
sary precursors to a promotion. 

   With regards to the institutional cause of gender inequality, 
there are a set of theories called the human capital theories and 
the pollution theory. According to these, jobs which are consid-
ered a women’s arena, is considered deskilled and men begin to 
drop out because they do not want to be associated with women. 
Consequently the women dominated jobs become the hub of 
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gender inequality. The institutional practices of discrimination 
have been encapsulated in the glass ceiling effect, coined by many 
leading feminists to describe the invisible barriers that hinders 
the progress of women as they rise up in the job ladders. These 
barriers prevent women from rising to the top positions in jobs. 
The institutional practices get reflected in the personal practices 
of men in power too. From keeping women opinions unheard or 
assigning them petty jobs to something as severe as sexual harass-
ment, they too ensure the perpetuation of gender inequalities.

   How these inequalities manifest themselves in the work place 
scenario and what are their impacts on the women is the area of 
discussion of the second section. 

SECTION B : DISCRIMINATORY AND HAUNTING WORK EXPE-
RIENCES, THEIR IMPACTS.

The most significant way in which the gender inequality manifests itself 
is the gender wage gap. Because of the very many causes highlighted 
above, women are considered secondary in job positions compared to 
men. And hence women are also paid less. The Institute for Women’s 
Policy Research suggests that women earn 49 cents compared to every 
1$ a man earns. The wage gap is evident even in cases of equal work 
by men and women, and shockingly even in cases where women are 
much more experienced and qualified than their male counterparts are. 
Almost all of my respondents working in the private sector are vocal 
about the unfair salary differences that are in place owing only due to 
gender.

Another horrible yet common place way through which gender 
inequality proclaims its glaring presence is through sexual harassment. 
One of my respondents, Tabassum says “Almost all my female colleagues 
are harassed by our boss on a regular basis. But even after excessive 
complaining, the HR rules its decisions in favour of our boss.Sukanya 
Sikdar had to say the same thing. “Men in power know that they will 
never be held accountable for what they do, especially to women.” A 
survey conducted in January 2018 found 38 percent of the women have 
experienced sexual harassment in the work place. Other surveys also 
point out similar such alarming percentages. 79% of sexual harassment 
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victims are women in US. 12% of the victims received threats of 
termination if they did not comply with their predator’s request. 

Gender inequalities are also evident in the much lesser promotions 
of women and in the underrepresentation of women in positions 
of power. Despite higher qualifications and experience, women are 
not promoted as often as their male counterparts are. One of my 
respondents Megha says “I was shocked when my male colleague who 
is much younger to me and joined only 2 months ago got promoted 
and I didn’t.” Due to the lack of women in positions of authority, there 
is an acute paucity of female role models and even if women find their 
way up, they still are not bestowed with the same dignity and respect 
that males there enjoy. One of my respondents who shares the position 
of manager with a male says “Its always my male colleague who is asked 
to deal with clients, it is he who deals with correspondences, while I 
am there for whatever remains and that at best is tokenistic.” Women 
indeed make up less than 5 percent of CEOs and less than 10 percent 
of women are top earners in the S&P 500.

While the ones discussed above were hostile manifestations of 
sexism, there are benevolent versions too. Cracking facile jokes, making 
hints to a woman’s personal lives or just assuming that something is “too 
stressful for a woman to handle” are ways through which benevolent 
sexism is expressed. Benevolent sexism also indulges in excessive 
mansplaining with men speaking on behalf of women regarding the 
latters’concerns. 

Due to all these discriminations, women’s personal and professional 
lives are excessively hampered. Women often experience issues of 
extreme stress,depression and demotivation. They develop health 
conditions such as chronic anxiety disorder and heart problems from 
excessive worrying. Their personal lives and intimate relationships 
also get disorganised due to these. One of my respondents is a newly 
married woman. She in one of her responses recounts how all her pent 
up frustration would be invariably directed to her husband which 
caused rifts between them. 

Apart from personal lives, studies have suggested that gender 
discrimination also leads to decreased organisational performance and 
productivity. With one half of the workforce always discontented, it 
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gives rise to increased work conflict and decelerates the morale of the 
employees. Productivity of the organisation is thus bound to fall.

SECTION C: WHAT ARE THE SOLUTIONS OF THE PROBLEM OF 
GENDER INEQUALITY? 

Through the above sections, gender inequality has been established as 
a raging problem. This section suggests various steps to mitigate the 
problem.

First, the composition of the workforce should be more diverse 
that includes policies to recruit, retain and develop employees from 
underrepresented groups. There should be incentives advanced to the 
managers indulging in diversity. Attention is to be paid to the fact 
that the diversity does not get confined to mere tokenism and that 
it does not compromise talent and merit. Thus policies for diversity 
need to be supplemented by other facets of the structure and process of 
organisations like leadership and climate.

Second, It is vitally important for the organisational leaders to 
support and endorse such policies. The leaders play a significant role 
in instilling diversity. Additionally, its vital to promote a climate that 
engenders diversity. Women should be pushed to higher positions of 
power. This accentuates diversity.

Third, It is important to assist women in role conflicts of an 
employee and mother that they often face. Galinsky points out policies 
such as flexible schedules, telecommuting, compressed work weeks and 
part time jobs to reduce such conflict. Such family friendly policies 
destigmatize working mothers and is more equal. 

Fourth, Apart from organisational bias, it is necessary to reduce 
personal biases too. Thus HR officials should be made to undergo 
sensitisation programmes to remove unconscious stereotypes. HR 
policies should also be reliant on objective criteria to evaluate 
performances so that bias does not creep in.

Fifth, There should be initiatives taken to neutralise salaries. Parity 
should be ensured in the salaries between the sexes by rooting out bias 
and basing salary on amount of work done. 
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RESEARCH METHODOLOGY

The research has been based on primary data collected through 
interviewing 20 working women who are spread across caste, class and 
religion from different parts of Calcutta.

CONCLUSION

The paper has intended to show the problem of gender inequality as it 
manifests in the current scenario. Delienating the causes and focusing 
on its impacts, the paper has suggested certain solutions for the problem 
of gender inequality. For a more productive organisation, it is utmost 
necessary to properly implement these solutions.
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কম্মচষেচরে লিঙ্গ বিষম্য :
একটি সমাজিাল্বিক পর্মাচিােনা

অলকিিা েক্রিিতী, পূজা মালি ও রালমনী মণ্ডি

ভুমিকা

লিঙ্গ  িা  সজন্ার  প্রি্যয়টির  মাধ্যচম  আমরা  আমাচদর  সমাচজ  নারী–পুরুচষর 
জীিনধারার  একটি  পলরেয়  পাই।  রা  লকনা  সমাচজ  লনধ্মারে  কচর  সদয়  নারী-
পুরুচষর সপাশাক পলরছেদ, ভাষা, োি-োিন, আনন্-দুঃখ, কম্ম এই সকি লক�ুরই 
িটহঃপ্রকাশ  েচি  ‘সজন্ার’  িা  ‘লিঙ্গ’  শব্দটির  বিারা। আলিঙ্গ  লিভাজচনর  �াপ 
সুস্পটি সমাচজর সি্মচষেচরে, সি্মস্চর আর িৃলত্তর সষেচরে, সপশা লনি্মােচনর সষেচরেও 
এর ি্যালিক্রম েচিলন। আজও অচনক নারীর একিা িড় অংশই কম্ম  লিমুখ নয়। 
আজও অচনক নারীর লনজ ইছোমচিা সপশা লনি্মােচনর সুচরাগ সেচক িলছিি করা 
হয়  িার জন্য আমাচদর  পুরুষিালন্ত্রক  সমাজ  দায়ী।  পুরুষ-নারী  ি্যািীি িৃিীয় 
লিচঙ্গর অলস্ত্ব সমাচজ  লিদ্যমান োকচিও িাচদর গুরুত্ব সদওয়া হয়না। আজও 
মানুষ  টহচসচি িাচদর প্রাপ্য  মর্মাদা–সম্ান িারা  পায়না  িাই  িৃলত্ত  িা  সপশার 
সষেচরে সমাজ এখনও িাচদর সহচজ  সমচন  লনচি পাচরনা। এই সমাজকাঠাচমা 
একলদচক িাচদর এচগাচি িিচিও, এই সমাচজরই মানুষ িাচদর !îo*þ› করচি, 
িাচদর মচনািি সভচঙ্গ লদচি লবিধা সিাধ কচর না । িাই পুরুষ নারী িা িৃিীয় 
লিঙ্গ িচি সভদাচভদ নয় ‘সিার উপচর মানুষ সি্য’—এই কোয়  লিশ্াস কচর 
এলগচয় রাি এিং দৃঢ়প্রলিজ্ হি আর মানলিক দৃলটিভলঙ্গ লদচয় লিোর করি সকি 
মানুষচক রাচি প্রচি্যকটি মানুষ স্বলনভ্তর হচি পাচর । 

কম্ম জগচি লিঙ্গ বিষম্য এই লিষয়টি জানার পুচি্ম লিঙ্গ বিষম্য সম্চক্ত সম্ক 
ধারো োকা িাছিনীয়। 
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ম�ঙ্গ শিরি্য

নারী ও পুরুচষর মচধ্য প্রচভদ মুিি শারীলরক, লকন্তু উভচয় উভচয়র পলরপুরক। 
ভারিিচষ্মর  সমাজি্যিস্া  প্রধানি  লপিৃিালন্ত্রক।  আর  এই  পুরুষিালন্ত্রক 
সমাজি্যািস্ায় পুরুষ সি্মদায় নারীচক লনলদ্মটি গলণ্ডর মচধ্য সিচধ রাখচি সেচয়চ�। 
িাই  নারীচক  নানান  লনয়মকানুন  এ  িাধা  হচয়চ�  এিং  নানান  অলধকার  সেচক 
িলছিি কচর রাখা হচয়চ�। পুরুষ  লনচজচক নারীর প্রভু িচি প্রলিলষ্ি কচরচ�, 
িার পলরেয় সরন নারী পলরেয়। ভারিীয় সংলিধাচন নারী–পুরুচষর সমান অলধকার 
ও  সুচরাগ  সুলিধার  কো  িিা  হচিও  এিং  সমাজি্যািস্াচি  ও  নারীর  সমান 
অলধকার প্রদান ও অিস্ার উন্নলি েিাচনার ওপর অলধক গুরুত্ব সদওয়া সচ্বিও 
এখনও পর্মন্ত  নারীরা  িাচদর  সুচরাগ–সুলিধা  ও  নানান অলধকার  সেচক  িলঞ্ি 
হচছেন। পলরিাচর, কম্মচষেচরে, লশষোপ্রলিষ্াচন প্রভৃলি নানান অঙ্গচন প্রায় সি্মরেই 
রচয়চ�  পুরুষচদর  অলধক  গুরুত্ব।  পুরুষিালন্ত্রক  সমাজি্যািস্ায়  নারী–পুরুচষর 
সমানালধকার সাংলিধালনক স্বীকৃলি সপচয়চ� কাগচজ কিচম। িাস্চি িার অভাি 
অলি প্রকি। কলি কলিিা  লসংহ িাই িচিচ�ন—‘লিংশ শিাব্দীর সশষ সীমানায় 
এচস দাটড়চয়ও এই পুরুষ-শালসি সমাজ িুলদ্ধমিীচদর জন্য অ-প্রস্তুি।’

লিঙ্গ  বিষম্য–এর  অঁািুড়ের  হি  পলরিার।  আর  ভারিিচষ্মর  অলধকাংশ 
পলরিাচরর  কিৃ্তত্ব  োচক  পুরুষচদর  উপর।  পুরুষ  মাচনই  সিি,  কচঠার  হৃদয় 
সম্ন্ন েছিি িাই িারা িাটড়র িাইচর কাজকম্ম কচর অে্ম উপাজ্মন করচি অেে 
গৃহ িা পলরিাচরর সনিৃত্ব প্রদাচনর অলধকার োকচি িার হাচি, অন্যলদচক নারী 
মাচরেই  দুি্মি,  সকামি হৃদয় সম্ন্না, শান্ত ও নম্র প্রকৃলির িাই িাচদর  দালয়ত্ব 
সংসার  ধম্ম পািন করা ও সন্তানচদর প্রলিপািন করা। পূচি্ম  নারীচদর  লশষোর 
আচিা সেচক িলঞ্ি করা হি রলদও িা ধীচর ধীচর িদিাচছে িা সচ্বিও সম্ূে্ম 
িদি েচিলন সকিিমারে লশষোময়, রাজনীলি, অে্মনীলি সি্মচষেচরে আজ ও বিষম্য 
লিদ্যমান। প্রেলিি গিানুগলিক মূি্যচিাধ, স্বাষেরিার লনম্নহার, গৃহকচম্ম অলিলরতি 
দায়দালয়ত্ব,  সচেিনিার  অভাি,  সটঠক  পলরোিচকর,  অপর্মাতিিা,  সেিিার 
লনম্নহার, আত্ম লনভ্তরিার অভাি, পালরিালরক অনুৎসাহ প্রভৃলি আমাচদর সমাচজ 
লিঙ্গ  বিষম্য  সৃলটি  করার  মূচি  কাজ  কচর।  িহু  সমাজিাল্বিকরা  লিঙ্গ  বিষম্য–
এর  গচিষো  কচর  সদলখচয়চ�ন  সর,  লিদ্যমান  প্রো–রাজনীলি,  সনািন  লিলধ–
ি্যািস্া, পুরুষচদর সামালজক মচনাভাি প্রভৃলির পলরচপ্রলষেচি মটহিাচদর লিরুচদ্ধ 
অসাম্য– বিষম্য রচয়চ�। 
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এক কোয় িিা রায় বিষম্যমূিক সামালজক কাঠাচমায় অিলস্ি সকাচনা একটি 
পচষের ি্যলতিিগ্মচক অিমূি্যায়চনর বিারা পষেপািমূিক দৃলটিভলঙ্গচি গ্রহে করাই 
হি  লিঙ্গ  বিষম্য,  পুরুষিালন্ত্রক সমাজি্যিস্াচক  লিঙ্গ  বিষচম্যর  লশকার প্রধানি 
নারীরাই। 

কি্থদ্ক্ষদ্ত্র ম�ঙ্গ শিরি্য

কম্মজগি  হি  িৃহত্তর  উন্মুতি  পলরচিশ—রা  মানুষচক  স্বলনভ্তর  হচি  সশখায়, 
আত্মলনভ্তর  হচি  সশখায়,  লকন্তু  স্বইছোয়  িৃলত্ত  লনি্মােন  কচর  কম্মজগচি  লিতি 
হচি ক’জন—সিাই হয়চিা পাচর না—আিার অচনচকই পাচর—এই সিার না 
পারার  কারেগুলির  মচধ্য  অন্যিম  হি আমাচদর  পুরুষিালন্ত্রক  সমাজকাঠাচমা। 
ভারিিচষ্মর ন্যায় িৃিীয় লিচশ্র সদশগুলিচি সরখাচন কচম্মর সুচরাগ সংকুটেি— 
সসখাচন নারীচদর কম্ম লনরুলতির হার কম হচি হচি একো আর িিার অচপষো 
রাচখ না। ভারিিচষ্মর লিলভন্ন কাজকম্ম লনচয়াচগর সষেচরে ও নারী–পুরুচষর প্রলি 
বিষম্যমূিক আেরে পলরিলষেি হয়।  লপিৃিালন্ত্রক সমাজি্যিস্ার একটি সাধারে 
ধারো হি, নারী মাচরেই গৃহিধূ অে্মাৎ েচরর অভ্যন্তচরই িার স্ান—সংসাচরর 
রািিীয় দায়দালয়ত্ব, গৃহস্ালির কাজকম্ম, সন্তান প্রলিপািন, সকচির রত্ সনওয়া 
প্রভৃলি পলরিাচরর অভ্যন্তচরর সি্মলিধ কাজকম্ম মটহিাচদর সম্াদন করচি হয় 
অেে সসই পলরিাচরর পালরিালরক লসদ্ধান্ত ও গুরুত্বপূে্ম পদচষেপ সনওয়ার সময় 
সসই মটহিাচদরই সকাচনা কদর সনই কারে িারা রিই গৃহকচম্ম লনপুো সহাক না 
সকন িার জন্য িারা সিা সকাচনা মূি্য পায়না িাই লপিৃিালন্ত্রক পলরিাচর ‘কি্তার 
ইচছেচিই  কম্ম’  েচি।  পুরুষ  মাচনই  উপাজ্মনশীি  আর  নারী  মাচনই  পুরুচষর 
পলরেয়  পলরটেি।  িাই  পুরুষিালন্ত্রক  পলরিাচর  নারীচক  সিািা  টহচসচি  সদখচি 
অভ্যস্। সিখাপড়া সশখার দষেিা অজ্মচনর সষেচরে সরচহিু নারীরা পশ্চাদপদগামী 
িাই  অে্মননলিক  উপাজ্মচনর  লদকটি  োচক  িাচদর  সষেচরে  অিচহলিি।  লকন্তু 
উপাজ্মনশীিা নারী  লক�ুিা হচিও পলরিাচর মর্মাদা ও সম্ান আদায় কচর লনচি 
সমে্ম হন। গচিষোর মাধ্যচম সনাচিিজয়ী অে্মনীলিলিদ অমি্ত্য সসন সদলখচয়চ�ন 
সর, িাইচর কাজকম্ম সজাগাড় কচর অে্ম উপাজ্মন করচি পারচি সংসাচর নারীচদর 
প্রলি লিরতি ও অশ্দ্ধার ভাি লক�ুিা হচিও কম হয়। িঁার ধারো, লিচশ্র িহু স্াচন 
নারীচদর লিচশষ িছিনার সমাকালিিচয় অে্মননলিক কম্মকাচণ্ড নারীচদর অংশগ্রহে 
একটি গুরত্বপূে্ম লদক। লকন্তু ভারিিচষ্মর ন্যায় লপিৃিালন্ত্রক সদচশ সরখাচন নারীচদর 
উপাজ্মন করচি  সগচিও পালরিালরক নানান অশালন্তর সম্ুখীন  হচি হয় কারে 
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আজও অচনক পলরিাচর মটহিাচদর িাটড়র িাইচর কাজকম্ম করা প�ন্ কচরন না 
—রলদও নারীরা কম্মচষেচরে লিতি হচছেন লকন্তু িাটড় লফচর পালরিালরক দায়দালয়ত্ব ও 
কাজকম্মও সামিাচি হচছে । লনম্নিচগ্মর সশ্লের মটহিাচদর উপর কাজকচম্মর োপ 
ও সংসালরক দায়-দালয়ত্ব িহুিাংচশ িহন করচি হয়। োষ–আিাচদর কাচজ িারা 
পলরিাচরর পুরুষ সদস্যচদর সচঙ্গ সলক্রয়ভাচি অংশগ্রহে কচর। আিার কামার, 
কুচমার,  িঁালি  প্রভৃলি  কালরগর  পলরিাচরর  মটহিারাও  পালরিালরক  সপশাগি 
কাজকচম্ম  সুলনলদ্মটি ভূলমকা পািন কচর োচক। সুিরাং, পলরিাচর  সমাি আচয়র 
একিা উচলেখচরাগ্য অংশ পলরিাচরর মটহিা সদস্যচদর অিদাচনর ফি। 

পুরুষচকলন্দক  কম্মচষেরে  িো  শ্মকজাচর  নারীর  প্রচিশ  অলধকার  সীলমি। 
লশষোগি সরাগ্যিার অভাি, পালরিালরক কাচজর ি্যাস্িা, লশশুসন্তাচনর পলরের্মা 
ও প্রলিপািচনর কারচে একলদচক নারী সরমন কম্মচষেচরে অে্মননলিক উপাজ্মচনর 
সুচরাগ সেচক িলছিি হচছেন সিমলন সর সমস্ কম্মচষেচরে নারী রৎসামান্য সুচরাগ 
পাচছেন  সসখাচনও  িার  না  আচ�  অে্মননলিক  সমান  অলধকার  (সিিন),  না 
আচ�  সপশাগি  লনরাপত্তা, এমনলক কম্মচষেচরে নানান ভাচি হচি হচছে িালছিি 
ও অসম্ালনি । কম্মচষেচরে সদখা রাচছে সর মটহিারা অসংগটঠি ও লিলধিটহভূ্তি 
সষেচরে,  লনজস্ব  মালিকানাধীন  ও  পালরিালরক  সপশায়  লনরুলতি  হওয়ার  প্রিেিা 
সিলশ।  শ্মচষেচরে অসংগটঠি  সষেচরে  নারীর  প্রচিশ  েচিচ�  মারে  ১৪  শিাংশ। 
১৯৮৭--১৯৮৮  সাচি  অস্ায়ী  কম্মলনরুলতিচি  নারীর  হার  ট�ি  ৩৮.৬  শিাংশ। 
১৯৯৩-–১৯৯৪  সাচি  লক�ুিা  িৃলদ্ধ  সপচয়  হয়  ৪২.৯  শিাংশ।  স্ব–লনরুলতির 
সষেচরেও নারীর অিস্ান সচন্তাষজনক নয়।  ১৯৮৭-–১৯৮৮ সাচি  ট�ি ৫৩.১ 
শিাংশ, ১৯৯৩-–১৯৯৪ সাচি রা এচস দঁাড়ায় ২৮.৮ শিাংশ। লিশ্ি্যাংক কিৃ্তক 
সাপ্লিক  কাচি  সম্ালদি  একটি  প্রাতি  পলরসংখ্যান  অনুরায়ী  ভারচির  নারী 
শ্লমক হি সমাি শ্লমচকর এক-িৃিীয়াংশ। 

কম্মচষেচরে নারীচদর শারীলরক ও মানলসক লদক সেচক বিষচম্যর লশকার হচি 
হয় িা লনচম্ন সংলষেতি আকাচর করা হি—

শজমিক মদক ক্থদ্ক কি্থদ্ক্ষদ্ত্র শিরি্য

পুরুষ ও নারী  বজলিক  লদক সেচক  লভন্ন িাই িাচদর আোর–আেরে, সপাশাক– 
পলরছেদ সিলক�ুই  লভন্ন  হচি  হচি িা সি্মদাই সমাজ  লনধ্মারে কচর  সদয়। আর 
কম্মপ্রলিস্ান সরচহিু সমাজ িটহভূ্তি নয় িাই সসখাচন সি্মরেই বিষচম্যর �াপ স্পটি। 
ভারচির িি্তমান সংলিধাচন রাষ্ট্র পলরোিনার সষেচরে লনচদ্মশমূিক নীলি সম্লক্তি 
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েিুে্ম অধ্যাচয় ৩৯ ধারায় একই কাচজর জন্য নারী–পুরুষ লনলি্মচশচষ সমমজুরীর 
কো  িিা  হচয়চ�,  সমমজুরী  সম্লক্তি  আইনও  প্রেীি  হচয়চ�।  এিদসচ্বিও 
পলরলস্লির সমৌলিক সকাচনা পলরিি্তন েচিলন। কম্মচষেচরে পুরুষ শ্লমকচদর প্রাধান্য 
সিলশ  সদওয়া  হয় এিং অলধকাংশ  সষেচরে িুিনামূিক  লিোচর  নারী শ্লমক কম 
পালরশ্লমক পায়। অচনক  সষেচরে  সদখা  রায়  নারীরা  পালরশ্লমক পায়  না  রলদও 
পায় িা রোরে নয়। এ�াড়া কম্মচষেচরে সমচয়চদর সরৌনচহনস্া, লনর্মািন, িাছিনা 
ও  নানান অপমাচনর  লশকার  হচি  হয়।  ২০১৩ সাচি কম্মস্াচন  সরৌন  হয়রালন 
সেচক  মটহিাচদর  রষো  করিার  জন্য  (সরাগ,  লনচষধ  ও  প্রলিলিধান)  POSH 
ACT (Prevention, Prohibition, Redressal)—এই  আইন  জালর  হচি  ও 
কম্মচষেচরে সমচয়চদর সরৌনচহনস্া, িাছিনা, গঞ্না ও অপমাচনর লশকার হচি হয়। 
নারীচদর জীলিকা প্রসচঙ্গ সাধারেি  লশষেকিা, অলফচসর করলেক,  নাস্ম  লিলভন্ন 
স্চরর ি্যলতিগি সটেি  লরচসপশলনস্ প্রভৃলি িৃলওগুলি ভািা হয়, আিার  লনলদ্মটি 
কিকগুলি সপশায় সম্ূে্মভাচি নারীচকই লিচিেনা করা হয় সরমন—পলরোলরকা, 
আয়া, নাস্ম ইি্যালদ। কম্মজগচি আরও একটি লিচশষ লদক িষেেীয় সরখাচন নারীর 
নারীসুিভ বিলশটি্যচক কাচজ িাগাচনা হয়, সরমন—‘সিলিফন অপাচরির’ লকংিা 
‘সরচির  সোষক’–এর  সষেচরে  নারীর  স্বরিালিি্যচক  কাচজ  িাগাচনা  হয়।  মচন 
করা  হয়,  নারীর কঠি স্বচরর আচিদন এখাচন অচনক  সিলশ  ।  লরচসপশলনচস্র 
সষেচরে  নারীর  সসৌন্র্মচক  কাচজ  িাগাচনার  প্রিেিা  িি্তমান।  সপশাদালরর  িৃলত্ত 
সরমন—ডাতিার, উলকি, ইলঞ্লনয়ার এই সমস্ সপশায় সমচয়চদর স্ান ধীচর ধীচর 
িাড়চিও সংখ্যা অচনক কম। এ�াড়াও পুচরাটহি, ড্াইভার  সসই সমস্  সপশায় 
সমচয়চদর সরন প্রায় ভািাই হয়না এইভাচি কম্ম জগচি লিঙ্গ লিভাজন সৃলটি হচয় 
েচিচ� এিং হচছে। 

িনস্াম্বিক মদক ক্থদ্ক ম�ঙ্গেত শিরি্য

কম্মচষেচরে  সকিিমারে  শারীলরক  লদক  সেচক  নয়  মানলসক  লদক  সেচক  ও  নানা 
ধরচের  বিষচম্যর  লশকার  হচি  হয়।  নারীচদর  পালরিালরক  কাজকম্ম  দায়দালয়ত্ব 
পািন কচর কম্মচষেচরে লনরুতি হচি হয় লকন্তু কম্মচষেচরে িাচদর নানাভাচি গঞ্না 
অপমাচনর  লশকার হচি হয়।  সিসরকালর  সষেচরে পুরুষ কমতীচদর  সষেচরেও  টহংসা 
সদখা রায়। িচি িা একিু  লভন্ন প্রকৃলির। নারীচদর সষেচরে িারা রলদ কম্মচষেচরে 
সরৌনচহনস্ার  লশকার  হন  পুরুষকমতীচদর  বিারা  িচি  িারা  রাচি  িার  প্রলিিাদ 
করচি না পাচরন সসই সষেচরে িাচদর ভীলি প্রদশ্মন কচর, লনচজচদর স্বাচে্ম িাচদর 
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দলমচয় রাখচি োয় পুরুষসহ কমতী িা উচ্পদস্ পদালধকারী ি্যলতিিগ্মরা। এ�াড়াও 
িাচদর কম্মচষেচরে সহয় প্রলিপন্ন করা হয় শুধুমারে িারা সমচয় িচি িারা দুি্মি 
সি কাজ িাচদর জন্য িাচদর স্ান পুরুচষর পচর । 

এইভাচি মটহিারা কম্মচষেচরে প্রলিলনয়ি বজলিক ও মনস্াল্বিক  লদক সেচক 
লিলভন্নভাচি লিলভন্ন ধরচের বিষচম্যর ও অমর্মাদার লশকার হন। পুরুষচদর সষেচরে 
কম্মজগচির পে প্রশস্ হচিও একিু ভাচিাভাচি পর্মচিষেে করচি সদখা রায়, 
পুরুষ মাচরেই উপাজ্মনশীি, এইভাচি সদখচিই সমাজ অভ্যস্ সাধারে মধ্যলিত্ত 
পলরিাচর  পুরুষচদর  লনলদ্মটি  লশষো  সমাতি  কচরই  িাচদর  কম্মজগচি  লিতি  হচি 
সদখচি  োয়  সমাজ।  িারা  রলদ  গান,  নাে  িা  লেচয়িার  লনচজর  সপশা  টহচসচি 
গ্রহে কচর িাহচিও নানান ি্যঙ্গ  !îo*öìþ›îû লশকার হয় িাচদর ওপর পালরিালরক 
দালয়ত্ব োকচি আর িা করচি লগচয় অচনক রুিচকরই স্বপ্ন সভচঙ্গ রায়। এ�াড়া 
কম্মচষেচরের সুচরাচগর  লদক রুিকচদর একিা িৃহৎ অংশ প্রলি ি�র  সিকারচত্বর 
লশকার হয় রা সমাচজর সোচখ খুিই দৃলটিকিু সদখায় । 

তৃতীয় ম�ঙ্গ

সাধারে  লিঙ্গ  িা  ‘Gender’  শব্দটি  উচ্ারে  করচি  আমরা  অে্মাৎ  আমাচদর 
সমাজি্যািস্া পুরুষ ও নারী এই দুই লিচঙ্গর মানুষচদর মচন কচরন লকন্তু পুরুষ, 
নারী  �াড়াও আরও এক  সশ্লেভুতি  লিচঙ্গর  মানুষ আচ�ন িারা  হচিন িৃিীয় 
লিঙ্গ। ‘রুপান্তরকামী’সদর ২০১৪ সাচি ভারচির িড় আদািি সুলপ্রমচকাি্ত িৃিীয় 
লিঙ্গ  টহচসচি  স্বীকৃলি  লদচয়চ�ন।  এ�াড়াও  রুপান্তরকামীচদর  স্বীকৃলি  সদওয়ার 
িচষে্য ও অলধকারচক সুরলষেি করার জন্য ট্াসিচজন্ার পারসসি (সপ্রাচিকশনস 
অফ রায়িস) লিি, ২০১৬ সাচি সপশ করা হচয়চ�। সংলিধাচন স্পটি িিা হচয়চ� 
লিঙ্গ, িে্ম, ধচম্মর লভলত্তচি কারও প্রলি সকাচনা বিষম্য করা রাচি না এিং সসই 
অনুসাচর রুপান্তরকামীচদর লিরুচদ্ধ বিষম্য দূর করচি এই উচদ্যাগ গ্রহে । আইন 
ও কচয়কটি প্রশাসলনক উচদ্যাগ গ্রহে হচিও িাস্চি িার সুষ্ িাস্িায়ন এখনও 
সিমনভাচি  হয়লন।  রারা  সমান  স্বীকৃলি ও  মর্মাদা  পানলন িারা  লশষোচষেচরে ও 
কম্মচষেচরে ও সর অিচহলিি হচি একো িিাই িাহুি্য। িৃিীয় লিচঙ্গর মানুষচদর 
জন্য কম্মচষেচরে আজও সিমন স্ান োচকনা কম্মচষেচরে প্রচিচশর পূচি্ম সর সকি 
কম্ম পূরে করচি হয় সসখাচন িহু স্াচন আজ ও নারী, পুরুচষর  লনলদ্মটি জায়গা 
োকচিও  িৃিীয়  লিচঙ্গর অলস্ত্ব  োচক  না,  োকচিও  িারা  কম্মচষেচরে  প্রচিশ 
করচিও িাচদর  নানান  ি্যাঙ্গ  লিদ্রুচপর  লশকার  হচি  হয়।  মানিী  িচন্্যাপাধ্যায় 
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লরলন  প্রেম  রুপান্তরকামী  অধ্যষে  ও  সি্যাশ্রী  শলম্মিা  লরলন  প্রেম  রুপান্তরকামী 
উলকি—গচি্মর  লিষয় এরা উভয়ই ভারিীয়। এমনই িহু িৃিীয়  লিচঙ্গর এলগচয় 
আসার সুচরাগ কচর আমাচদর সিাইচক। 

অন্যান্য সািামজক প্রমতষ্াদ্ন ম�ঙ্গ শিরি্য

কম্মচষেরে �াড়াও অন্যান্য সামালজক প্রলিষ্ান সরমন—পলরিার, লশষো প্রলিষ্ানসহ 
একালধক সামালজক প্রলিষ্াচন লিঙ্গ লিদ্যমান এিং অলিমারোয় প্রকি। 

পামরিামরক ক্ক্ষদ্ত্র ম�ঙ্গনিরি্য

সিসরকালর সষেচরে পুরুষ কমতীচদর সষেচরেও টহংসা সদখা রায়। িচি িা একিু লভন্ন 
প্রকৃলির সামালজক দৃলটিভলঙ্গচি পলরিার হি েলনষ্ির আত্মীয়চগাষ্ী । প্রকৃিপচষে 
পলরিার হি মানুচষর লনরাপদ আশ্য়স্ি ও ভরসার জায়গা। অেে পলরিার সেচক 
সৃলটি হচছে লিঙ্গ বিষচম্যর। িহু পলরিাচর আজও কন্যাসন্তানচক সহজভাচি সমচন 
সনয় না,  সমচয়চদর  সিািাস্বরাপমচন করা  হয় িাই কন্যাভ্রুেহি্যার মচিা  লনষ্ুর 
ইি্যালদ আর স�াচিা স�চিচদর সখিনা  টহচসচি িন্ুক, গাটড় ইি্যালদ সদওয়া হয় 
সসই  স�াচিা  স�াচিা  লশশুচক  িুলিচয়  সদওয়া  হয় িুলম  সমচয়  সিামার  সমচয়চদর 
সখিনাই ি্যািহার করা উটেি। এ�াড়াও  সমচয়চদর রি শীঘ্র সম্ি  লিিাহ  লদচয় 
সদওয়ার প্রিেিা সদখা রায়। পেপ্রো, িাি্যলিিাহ ও নানা কুপ্রোয় আচ� রলদও 
ইি্যালদ নানান প্রোর লিচরালধিা কচর আমাচদর সদচশর আইন ও সমাজ ি্যািস্া 
িা সচ্বিও এপ্রোগুলির লশকার হচছেন নারীরা, পুরুষরা নন। পলরিারই সরখাচন 
মানুচষর  সামালজকীকরচের  প্রেম  মাধ্যম  অে্মাৎ  প্রােলমক  সামালজক  সংগঠন 
সসখাচনই নানান  লদক হচছে বিষম্য প্রলিলনয়ি। প্রকৃিপচষে পুরুষিালন্ত্রক সমাজ 
আজ ও নারীচদর ি্যাপাচর উদার, সমদশতী ও লনরচপষে দৃলটিভলঙ্গ গ্রহচে অপারগ। 

মশক্ষাদ্ক্ষদ্ত্র ম�ঙ্গ শিরি্য

লশষো আমাচদর  সমাজজীিচনরই  একটি  লিচশষ  লদক  িোলপ  লশষো  হি  এমন 
একটি অলধকার  রা  লদচয়  মানুষ  িার জীিচনর প্রায় প্রলিটি  সষেরেচক প্রভালিি 
করচি পাচরন, জীিচনর মান উন্নয়ন েিাচি সষেম হয়। জীিনচক আচিালকি 
কচর সর  লশষো ি্যািস্া সসই আচিার উৎসস্চিই লিঙ্গ বিষচম্যর ন্যায় অন্কার 
�টড়চয় রচয়চ�। লিদ্যািয় লশষোয় জািীয় স্চর নলেভুলতির লনলরচখ �ারেীচদর সংখ্যা 
�ারেচদর  িুিনায় অচনক কম।  প্রােলমক  লশষোয় স্ুি�ুি  সমচয়চদর  হার  ৪৯.৭ 
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শিাংশ  এিং  উচ্ির  লশষোয়  ৬৮.৩  শিাংশ।  ১৯৯১--১৯৯৭  সাচির  নারী 
লশষোর  হার  একিু  িৃলদ্ধ  সপচি  ও  এিং  িি্তমাচন  সমচয়চদর  সমান  ও  সুচরাগ 
লশষোচষেচরে অলধক  হচিও  িহু  নারী আজও  লনরষের।  িি্তমাচন আজও  একটি 
লিচশষ  লদক  িষেেীয়  লশষোচষেচরেও  নারীরা  সুরলষেি  নন,  িারা  সরৌনচহনস্ার 
লশকার হচছেন। িাই িিা রায় নারীলশষো িোলপ লশষো ি্যািস্া প্রসঙ্গটি একলদচক 
সরমন পালরিালরক লসদ্ধাচন্তর লিষয় সিমলন িৃহত্তর সমাজ ও রাচষ্ট্রর সমান দালয়ত্ব। 

উপসংহার

দালরদ্র্য, অে্মননলিক  লিকাশ এিং  লিঙ্গ  বিষচম্যর  মচধ্য  েলনষ্ সম্ক্ত  লিদ্যমান। 
পলরিার ও রাচষ্ট্র দালরদ্র্য দূরীকরে করচি হচি োই অে্মননলিক উন্নয়ন ও সমৃলদ্ধ 
আয়  এই  দুইচয়র  জন্য  প্রচয়াজন  লিঙ্গ  বিষম্য  দূরীকরে।  এই  লিঙ্গ  বিষম্য  দূর 
করচি হচি নারী ষেমিায়ন অিীি প্রচয়াজনীয় একটি লিষয়। শুধু পলরিার নয়, 
কম্মচষেচরে  নয়  সমাজজীিন  ও  িৃহত্তর  রাষ্ট্রীয়  সষেচরে  নারীর  ষেমিায়ন  কিিা 
দরকালর িা স্পটি  হচয় ওচঠ স্বামী  লিচিকানচন্র এই মন্তি্যটিচি  ‘পালখ  সরমন 
এক  ডানায়  ভর  কচর  উড়চি পাচর  না,  সিমনই  নারী  জালির অিস্ার  উন্নলি 
না  হচি জগচির  উন্নলি  সম্ি  নয়।  িাই  সামালজক–অে্মননলিক  সকি  বিষম্য 
দূচর সলরচয় লদচয় পলরিার ও রাষ্ট্রচক লিঙ্গসমিা প্রলিলষ্ি করচি হচি, মানলিক 
দৃলটিভলঙ্গ  লদচয় আমাচদর  লিোর  করচি  হচি  রাচি  সিাই  স্বলনভ্তর  হচি  পাচর 
কারে—‘সিার  ওপর  মানুষ  সি্য’—িা আমাচদরচক  মচন  রাখচি  হচি,  এিং 
কম্মচষেচরে সচি্মাপলর আমাচদর সমাজ সেচক লিঙ্গ বিষচম্যর ন্যায় অলভশাপ দূর 
করচি হচি। 
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INTRODUCTION 

The sense of feminity or masculinity introduces a person as woman 
or a man. This gender sensation of a person is subjective. Sex is the 
biological sexual nature of a person by birth and gender is a social 
and cultural concept (Ahmad & Shah. 2019. p.3). From this point 
of view gender is primary controlled by sex; it may not be compatible 
with it. The development of gender identity depends on personality 
and social development. However, the origin of all the characteristics 
related to the gender of men and women is the family. The role of 
gender inequality is determined on the authority of the family. The 
patriarchal society is the society entrusted to men. In many ancient 
societies the matriarchal social system was prevalent but now it has 
come down. In fact, the fear of patriarchy has been strengthened by the 
desire women to prove them weak, helpless and incapable. However, 
it is good to remember that gender bias is predominant in both sexes. 
After the family, the school is the most powerful institution for the 
socialization of the student. School education is conducted entirely 
on the prescribed curriculum. Textbooks are used as a comprehensive 
form of curriculum. As the textbooks are the most important tool for 
learning and teaching, those are also the source of gender inequality. 
United Nations Educational, Scientific and Cultural Organization 
(UNESCO, 2015, p.30) identifies three areas of gender inequality 
in textbooks- those are, gender inequality is due to predominance 
of masculine experience in content selection. Again, the traditional 
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feminist role of females in the selection of pictures also creates gender 
inequality. On the other side, this inequality is observed in the case of 
language.

So, in order to get deeper into gender issues, the textbook should 
not be narrowed down to the concept of gender. Present students are 
the good citizens of the future. It will depend on them which way 
the country will go in the future. But the question is why tried to 
find gender issues through textbooks. The reason is that the textbook 
is one of the tools to change student’s behavior (UNESCO, p.16). 
It is very important to discuss whether the issue of gender equality 
has been properly addressed in the textbook. However, the role of the 
teacher here is undeniable because the teachers portrayed the sense of 
the journey from word to world in the minds of the students.

2. METHODOLOGY

The study was conducted to evaluate the kind of gender role the 
Bengali textbook promotes. The qualitative research approach was 
used by the researchers as it was the most appropriate design for this 
research. Qualitative Content analysis approach was employed by the 
researchers to collect the data from texts

2.1 Source of the Data

The content for this study has been taken from the book of Bengali 
language Textbook taught to the students of Grade-8 for the academic 
year 2020-21. This book is prepared by Bengal Textbooks Board 
conducted by Expert Committee and published under the supervision 
of West Bengal Board of Secondary Education (W.B.B.S.E) , Govt. of 
West Bengal.

2.2 Tools

Gender representations are conveyed by the characters only. In the 
present study the researcher has employed some grids to record the 
data from textbooks which was recommended by UNESCO (pp. 
52-54, 2009) such as Sex, age, designations, and actions only. Here 
the researcher has used the grids as checklist to compile the details 
characteristic of the gender. 
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2.3 Data Analysis Procedure

Qualitative data analysis procedures were followed here in the following 
ways :

 Step 1: The researcher has been selected the textbook purposively. 
The textbook has been also examined and studied thoroughly the 
contents regarding gender representations. 

Step-2: a systematic data compilation of the characters as depicted 
in the books has been done by using content analysis approach such 
as appearance of male and female, of their age and occupational role 
or designations, domestic role of male and female, other activity of the 
men , women, boys and girls.

Step-3 : Then numeric representations of the data have been 
prepared and the compiled data base has been disassembled for analysis 
and interpretation.

3. MAJOR FINDINGS 

Some important findings have been revealed in Bengali Language 
Textbook taught to the students of class- VIII for academic year 2019-
20 in public schools in West Bengal as follow:

3.1 Less Representation of Women in Writing Textbook

The textbook has been prepared by the experts committee. There have 
nine numbers of experts in the committee. But there have only two 
females as experts in the committee only. The textbook ‘Sahitya Mela’ 
(সাটহি্য সমিা) has been enriched with the noble works of various writers 
and poets. There have thirty seven (37) numbers of authors in the 
‘Sahitya Mela’. women have less partcipation in writng textbook. There 
has only one (2%) glaring presence of female author in the textbook 
. Gender insensitivity and gender biases have been appeared in the 
textbook in selecting female authors.
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3.2: REPRESENTATION OF THE FREQUENCY OF MALES AND FE-
MALES

 Table No. 1: Lesson wise representation of male and female in the text-
book.

 Sl.No. Page No. Name of The Content Male Female
    Men Boys Women Girls

 1 6 Strange Hospitality 2
 2 12 Chandragupta 2  1
 3 21 Picnic  4
 4 31 All Bengal Poem Association  2 5 3
 5 40 Green Shirt  1
 6 42 Letter 4
 7 47 Conversation 2
 8 52 On The Way 1
 9 64 Society Of Village 4 1 1 
 10 81 Bride of The Village   1 
 11 92 How To Understand  2 3
 12 107 The Story of Natore 9
 13 114 Indigenousism 1 1
 14 119 Letter From The jail  2
 15 128 Manner 2      
 16 139 No Fear To Die 1  
 17 143 Haricharan Bandyapadhyaya   1
 18 150 Is The Love In Vain 3 2
 19 155 Subha 1 1 1 3
 20 164 Defeat 4 1
 21 176 Aunty 2
 22 177 Album Of Ticket 3 1
 23 186 The Man Never Know 1
    Total 39 18 15 7
   Percentage 49% 23% 19% 9%
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From the Table and Figure no.1, it has been cleared that only seventy 
nine (79) numbers of characters have been appeared in the written 
part of the textbook. But male characters appeared more often (57 
instances) than female characters (22). It is also shows that the highest 
numbers of male boy characters have been appeared than female girls 
across all the lessons in the books. So it has been cleared that male 
characters dominate the females in terms of appearance in written part 
of the text. About three-quarters of male characters (72%) have been 
appeared in the whole textbook. But only 28% female characters have 
been presented in the text which is one-quarter of the total proportion. 
So an unequal representation is found in favor of male in terms of the 
appearances of characters.

 Figure No.1: Percentage of the Representation of Male and Female.

3.3: Representation of Designations depicting in textbook

It has been cleared (from table no: 2) that though the male characters 
have been substantially overrepresented in the textbook ‘Sahitya Mela’, 
it could be assumed that male characters occupied the maximum 
designated roles. There have thirty one (31) numbers of designations 
depicted in the textbook. Within those designations, sixteen (16) 
numbers occupational roles have been identified only. such as solder, 
teachers, author, deputy magistrate, head master, musician, film director, 
landlord, farmer, body guard, yarn labor, layer, footballer, football 
coach, football secretary, vendor. It has been seen that males are more 
frequently portrayed in thirteen (13) numbers of occupational roles out 
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of sixteen(16). But only three occupational fields, females have been 
appeared. It has only in teaching profession that females appeared more 
than male and there have no males except one head master. There have 
only fifteen (22) numbers of females who have portrayed as teachers 
(5), landlord (1), vendor (2), freedom fighter (1), wife (2), mother 
(2), aunt (2), student (4) and daughter (3). So where male characters 
engaged in various field of occupational role, females have very few. 
All males have been identified with stereotypical role in respect of job 
such as solders, layers, authors, football players, body guard, yarn labor, 
film director, musician, and administrative sectors etc. but none of the 
image which have been portrayed for females, breaks the stereotype 
trend except freedom fighter, landlord and vendors. The results have 
been indicated that men’s scope of occupations is wider than females. 
So in the textbook give the impression that all types of occupational 
role have male oriented and portraying a gender bias scenario.

Table No. 2: Identified Designations of Male and Female in the Textook.

 Sl.No. Designation/occupational role Male Female

    Men Boys Women Girls

1 Chief of army 4      

2 Wife   2  

3 Friend 1 5

4 Students  9  4

5 Teachers   5

6 Author/writer 2

7 Social reformer 1

8 Deputy magistrate 1

9 Head master 1

10 Musician 1

11 Film director 1

12 Traveler 8

13 Landlord 2 1 1
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14 Farmer 2

15 Bodyguard 1

16 Mother   2

17 Aunt   2

18 President 2

19 Speaker 1 1

20 Brother  1

21 Freedom fighter 1  1

22 Yard labor 1

23 Educationist 2

24 Layer 1

25 Father 1

26 Daughter    3

27 Footballer 1 1

28 Foot ball coach 1

29 Football secretary 2

30 Vendor   2

31 Hunger 1      
Total 39(49%) 18(23%) 15(19%) 7(9%)

3.4: Domestic Activities Identified in the Textbook

It has been cleared (Table no.3) that very few numbers of males 
and females engaged in domestic activities. Serving have the highest 
appearance in the textbook. Male characters have assigned the role of 
serving dinner to the Chief of Army and Guest respectively. On the 
other hand, female character served tea to the relatives only. So despite 
of the participation of male and female in serving food or else, the role 
of women in domestic activates is predominant. Because there have 

 Sl.No. Designation/occupational role Male Female

    Men Boys Women Girls
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some stereotypes roles which have been performed by the females only 
such as lighting lamp under the basil tree, playing conch, feeding the 
cow. So in term of domestic role biasness to the male characters have 
been showed also in the textbook.

Table No. 3: Identified Domestic Activities in the Textbook

Sl.No Name of The Content Domestic 
Activities of Males

Domestic Activities of 
Females

1 Strange hospitality Serving dinner to 
Chief of Army

2 Society of Village Lighting a Lamp Under 
Basil Tree

3 Lady of The Village  Playing Conch

4 How to understand Serving Tea To Relatives

5 The Story of Natore Serving Dinner to 
Guest

6 Subha Feeding The Cow

3.5 Other activities of males and females engaged in

It has cleared (Table No. 4) that male has engaged in the football as 
a sporting activity. Females have engaged in outdoor activity with 
dancing and selling only. The indoor activity has limited by writing 
poems. Indore activities of male have been identified through various 
activities such as speaking with solder, planning for picnic, writing 
letters, discussing on culture, checking accounts, eating, participating 
meeting, composing dictionary and watching ticket. And the outdoor 
activities of males have been appeared in the textbook through travelling 
train and going to school. Men have been depicted in a wide variety of 
activities. 
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Table No. 4: Identified Other Activities of Male and Female in the Text-
book

Sl. Name of the Male

No. Contents
1 Chandragupta
2 Picnic
3 All Bengal Poem 

Association
4 Green Shirt
5 Letter
6 Conversation
7 On The Way
8 Society Of Village
9 The Story of Natore
10 Indigenousism
11 Letter From The jail
12 Manner
13 No Fear To Die
14 Haricharan 

Bandyapadhyaya
15 Is The Love In Vain Establishing 

schools
16 Defeat Playing football
17 Aunty elling
18 Album Of Ticket Watching 

ticket
19 The Man Never 

Know
Eating

3.6 Gender Representation through Images

The study concentrated at picture or image representations within 
the textbook. This is because there have some relations between the 
written contents and the images of the text. The important concepts 
of the text have been illustrated more effectively through the 
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textbook. The illustrations have been presented in pictorial form of 
the texts which have been contained in a word form. So illustrations 
are very powerful to the students in shaping ideas and concepts and 
also making attitudes and values which depicting in the written 
parts of the lessons. The Study has been used those pictures where 
the human beings have been depicted. It has been cleared (table no. 
5) that there have fifty nine (59) numbers gender related pictures. 
Through those pictures, only ninety five (95) numbers of male (83%) 
and nineteen females (17 %) characters have been represented. 
Thirteen numbers of Nobel characters have been represented in 
the image .Again twelve numbers of famous personalities have 
been represented through the Postal Tickets. Within those twelve 
personalities, there has one female character (8%) and eleven male 
characters (92%). 

Table No.5: Male and Females depicting in the Images.

Particulars Frequency
Pictures Depicting Gender 59 pictures
Female Characters in Pictures 19 females
Male Characters in Pictures 95 males
Nobel Characters in Picture 13(all are males)
Nobel Characters in Postal Ticket Image (no. of 
ticket: 10)

12(11 males +1 female)

In the images of the textbook, women have been portrayed as some 
so called feminine and stereotypical roles like village bride (in the 
Bride of the Village) , Loving sister (in the Society of village), animal 
lover (in Subha), vendors (in Aunt) and teaching in profession (in 
all Bengal poem association). They are not any challenging role. 
On the other hand men have been portrayed in the pictures as 
in many dignified as well as challenging role such as chief of army 
(In Chandragupta, Strange hospitality), writer (in Haricharan 
Bandapadhyay), traveler (in Traveler), footballer (in defeat), 
accountants (in the village society) etc. It has been cleared (figure 
no.1) that male characters have been portrayed more active and 
challengers than females. 
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Figure No.1: Gender Representation through Images.

4. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION

The study examined how the males and females have been represented 
in Government- approved Bengali Textbook using written content and 
images. The outcomes of the study point out an existence of gender 
biasness in favor of males. It is clear from the findings that the picture 
of gender inequality towards women is clearly visible in the textbooks. 
The presence of female writers in textbook writing is negligible and also 
the identity of women in the textbook is limited to the circle of wife, 
housewife, teacher, and daughter. In terms of serving food, the men are 
serving dinner to the army chief but the women are limited to serving 
tea to relatives there. Again, in the case of a variety of activities, the role 
of women is limited to writing poetry, dancing and selling where men 
are employed in school, train driver, planner, accountant, dictionary 
writing etc. Discrimination against women is also evident in the case 
of visual images. In the picture, men are playing football and women 
are playing the role of wives. Thus, equality between men and women 
was not maintained in textbook writing. The presence of men is more 
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in the textbooks than the presence of men in the professional world. 
Bengali language textbook taught to the students of Grade-8 in public 
in West Bengal is gender biased. There is an unequal representation of 
both genders in the said textbook. In this textbook, Male characters 
are shown in dominant and influential positions but females have 
been shown in comparatively dependent and inferior positions. So, the 
content of the eight-grade textbook seems to be manipulated in favour 
of males. This practice is not good sign and principle of both genders. 
Therefore, special actions should be taken to reduce gender bias and 
unfairness from the textbooks so that we might have a sound society 
where both genders be treated equally.
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Looking for ‘Escapes’ within the ‘Trap’ 
through Language and Behaviour

Nishantika Kundu

Swami Vivekananda was indeed true when he thought that the society 
cannot progress depending on men alone. Women comprise of the 
other pillar, apart from men, which serves as the backbone of the society 
as whole. In such a situation of equality, can only the world function 
smoothly, as one solid community. However, such a social condition 
has hardly been possible to achieve, owing completely to the fact that 
gender discrimination exists; from time immemorial, to this day. Since 
the patriarchal form of society has practiced and controlled power 
over every minute sphere of life, it was men’s to dictate how a woman 
should live, or behave. This prevalence of gender based inequality has 
compelled many a genius, scholar and thinker to choke their dreams in 
their minds in the fear of being branded as a ‘fallen woman’, a ‘witch’ 
or a ‘simpleton’. Literary texts across the world serve as evidences to 
these condescending ways of treating women, irrespective of their 
social status. A remedy therefore was necessary and it was provided 
by ‘feminism’, a way of thought that ardently demanded equal rights 
for women and equal access to the resources provided by the society 
to guard their choices and preferences; which had been ‘supervised’ 
for them so long. Virginia Woolf is considered to be the pioneer for 
inspiring feminism, through her writings. In her essay A Room of 
One’s Own(1929), she shed light on the fact how the literary tradition 
have been dominated for a long time, by male writers, whereas women 
were refused higher education at universities. She argued for a ‘literal 
and figurative’ space for the female writers, most of whom lived their 
lives in anonymity. Not only writers, women as a community needed 
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emancipation from this subjugation, which was curbing their basic 
rights to live a happy and healthy life; mentally and physically. The 
post-structuralist French feminist Hélène Cixous’s pathbreaking essay, 
‘The laugh of the Medusa’ (1975), is a commentary on how women 
have been repeatedly alienated from their bodies which in turn has 
impacted their creative genius, massively. Cixous has distinctly talked 
about a break from the normative, methodical and linear, therefore 
a ‘masculine’ narrative, to create a literary way for solely the female 
gender; also known as ècriture feminine. This way of narrative, she 
argues should be ‘excess’, shaped in the plenitude of feelings; thus 
sharply contrasting the male ideal of laying emphasis on reasoning over 
emotions, by alienating the physical body and its certain ‘experiences’ 
and ‘arousals’. So, keeping all these pieces of evidences in mind, the 
paper will focus on the topic of resistance put up by women and show 
that no act towards emancipation is ever small. For this purpose, the 
paper will course its way through Iranian graphic novelist, Marjane 
Satrapi’s remarkable book, Embroideries(2003). 

LOOKING AT THE SOCIETY THROUGH 
THE EYES OF THE NOVEL

Embroideries is the story of a group of women who have gathered in a late 
afternoon discussion about their psychological and sexual experiences 
encountered in everyday lives and how even after being educated 
and belonging from fairly privileged households, were exposed to the 
unpleasant feeling of being dominated, objectified and abandoned 
by their male partners or husbands. Satrapi’s hilarious narrative style, 
veils the morose truth of the lives of these women and yet successfully 
brings forth their plight. The story is in much similarity to Cixous’s 
arguments as well, because this group of women unapologetically 
discuss the otherwise ‘repulsive’ details of their conjugal lives, fulfilling 
the former’s wish to craft a narrative style of the women alone. These 
‘extra’ details and moments of laughter regarding the misadventures in 
the lives of these women, therefore becomes ‘the ventilator of the heart’, 
as mentioned by Satrapi’s grandmother in the text. The lives which are 
otherwise in a constant state of mercy, at the hands of fathers, husbands 
and sons, find themselves comforted in similar situations as experienced 
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by the others. Momentarily though, the ‘gossip’ liberates them from 
their constricted experiences and unites them as a whole, in love and 
laughter. The alienation of the body that Cixous talks about becomes a 
focal point of their discussion through their arguments about keeping 
away from exploring it and also about keeping one’s virginity intact 
before marriage, as prescribed by the society. Although they lack in 
freedom of choices practically, they choose to feel the liberation, in the 
company of fellow sisters, without being judged on the ground of so 
called morality. Another important aspect of this text is the treatment 
of the female body by the male counterparts. This aspect sheds light 
on women’s constant struggle to stay ‘young’ (mainly through surgeries 
and medication), primarily to serve as the sexual pleasure for the males 
and then to serve as a ‘trophy’ in order to be shown around to raise 
envy among the other men. These imposed acts often become stifling 
for women, who ultimately lack control over their minds and bodies to 
put up any resistance at all, thus succumbing to the dominance.

UNDERSTANDING FEMININITY AND 
ITS MODES OF RESISTANCE

The factor of resistance does not always require to be something what 
one understands as being ‘powerful’. Resistance may find its place in 
the most simple acts and gestures and that is enough to accelerate 
change. For long has the society dictated what should be constituted as 
right and wrong and has completely failed to perceive the importance 
of multiple narratives and experiences and although women have 
protested vigorously against these impositions to safeguard their choices, 
everything presumably doesn’t require to be a spectacle for masses. A 
simple act of discussion might connect two or more people on a much 
personal level and they have the entire liberty to choose whichever way, 
to feel emancipated. Satrapi herself, denied the conventional way of 
illustrating within panels, as one finds common in comics and graphic 
novels, to set the background for the ‘excess’, ‘eccentric’, ‘inconsistent’ 
and ‘incomprehensible’ and demonstrates the obvious disruption of 
a prescribed method. The content of the discussion of these women, 
traditionally might not be considered as intellectual but however ‘light 
hearted’ it might seem on the surface, is actually crucial to the debate of 
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what liberty means. The narrative tone provides enough evidence for the 
forceful altercations that women brought upon themselves, unwillingly 
often, desperate to save the family where they are financially dependent 
on a husband, with children and not living up to his expectations might 
leave them homeless and alone. Therefore, they are alienated even more 
from their bodies, their originalities, through artificial treatments, to 
transform radically into someone the husbands desires and the women 
cannot identify with. This ‘ventilation of the heart’ thus gave them the 
opportunity to be their true selves, speak the language they prefer, sit 
the way they want and laugh ‘loudly’ on specific incidents like the one 
where one of Satrapi’s aunts points out that her husband is completely 
clueless about how she ‘removed fat’ from her buttocks and implanted 
them on her natural but ‘small’ breasts to achieve the stereotypical 
‘hour-glass’ body. Yet, this amusement somewhere is connected to a 
melancholy feeling of negating personal choices to serve as the ‘choice’ 
of the male counterpart. These women are very well aware of their 
situation, being mostly influenced by the staunch ways of religion and 
also the state. They reali that escape isn’t easy and the utopian equal 
world they dream of, will not arrive anytime soon and they therefore 
have happily discovered their own space for themselves in the female 
friendships that Simone De Beauvoir describes as: ‘women, confine 
within the generality as their destiny as women, are united by a kind of 
immanent complicity. And what they seek first of all from each other 
is the affirmation of their common universe.’ (Beauvoir, 1949, p. 663); 
in her book The Second Sex. The women, clearly decline any form 
of male intrusion, precisely Satrapi’s grandfather, in this discussion, to 
which he reacts in a derogatory way, calling the women a ‘frog’ who 
were only successful in excluding him because the ‘snake’ is old now. 
This episode, clearly hints at the superior and almost predator like 
dominance of patriarchy which consider women inferior. 

CONCLUSION

This brings the reader back to the memory of the recent phenomenon 
called #metoo, when myriads of women took to social media, to serve 
as a platform for their narratives of trauma, turbulence and oppression. 
Many more joined, trending the #metoo to show the world that none 
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of them are alone and they have suffered similarly. #metoo entails 
immense power as it comforts; in the sense, that there are many who 
have suffered, not one, and this has brought women as a community 
closer, to be able to actually make spaces for open and ‘informal’ 
discussions about the experiences of oppression. Resistance, thus will 
continue coming in ripples and waves because its still a long way to 
the ideal equality, given the diversity of communities across the world. 
Freedom thus, will lie in laughing, like the monstrous Medusa, indoors 
or outdoors; on the face of supremacy. It also lies in the multiplicity 
of narratives and their acceptance. It will not bother itself essentially, 
with methods and rules that have tried to tailor them and will not keep 
quiet.
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The Position of Women in Urban Society as 
Presented in the Works of Chetan Bhagat

 Sourav Dey

INTRODUCTION

Subjugation and abnegation are always the fate of women long back from 
the past. Actually, they suffer as dependent species. They are essentially 
tortured and downtrodden in the name of protection. Women confront 
oppression, aggression, inequality and discrimination in every walks 
of lives, be it family, society or the workstations. This phenomenon is 
not restricted to rural realm; rather, the same configuration is holding 
a prominence in social hierarchy of urban life. Many literary figures 
have depicted the oppression of women, but now this phenomenon has 
slightly changed, since education has, eventually, empowered women 
and provided them the impetus to have faith in them and help them 
consolidate their feet on the strong ground of their own identity, equal 
mentality and determination. Chetan Bhagat is a surging face who 
portrays the woman protagonists in a firm temperament. He depicts 
that females are not in any way beneath the males; instead, they are 
complementary to each other. However, he has brought up the family 
hierarchical system where senior male member, by tradition, has been 
endowed with the power of holding purse-string of the family. The 
mother figure, by the old age configuration of patriarchal society, 
demeans herself to the status of inferior member in a family, in terms of 
intellectuality, efficiency, eloquence and aptitude. The present paper will 
investigate and assess the efficacy and the perspicacity of women in the 
urban society and show their vigor and aggression and assert women’s 
final victorious emergence as presented in the works of Chetan Bhagat.
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MAIN DISCUSSION

Domestic violence has been a frequent occurrence and females are 
always at peril. In 2 States Kavita, Krish’s mother, is a female character 
who suffered a lot. She was a stoic character and she was beaten very 
often. Nevertheless, she never shirked her responsibility. She continued 
her daily chores. She confronted violence every now and then by her 
husband. She invited her sister Shirpa to her home for the discussion of 
Krish’s wedding. Krish’s father arrived in the meantime, out of courtesy, 
she said “… hello jijaji’… and smile (85).” His father brusquely replied 
“I like your goodbye more than hello (85).” Here the father figure 
didn’t like his wife’s relatives visited his house. He wanted to severe 
every relationship with them. 

Forgetting all her humiliation and the fear of upcoming aggression 
from her husband, she turned up to be very anxious about her son 
Krish, that is evident, when she said,“Don’t walk barefoot, my mother 
called out. She bent to pick up the splintered shards. (p.86)?” Krish was 
gobsmacked to see the patience of her own mother. Patience, relentless 
and stoic characteristics, automatically, is born in the female. 

Domestic violence in physical level is rampart in many families. 
Here Chetan Bhagat has depicted it very fervently. Father figure is the 
true manifestation of the personality who accused his wife for a very 
trivial incident, “You are responsible for bringing him up like this; 
my father screamed at my mother.” (p.196) Women are very helpless 
and hopeless. They lived at the mercy of their opposite sex. Kavita is 
the representative of the entire women hood of her generation who 
face this blatant cruelty only because being weak in muscle power and 
the inborn mentality imposed on them since their birth. They bear 
excruciating, profound psychological pain and they have to swallow 
their own agony.

The next generation is not so meek that they accept orthodox 
without incurring any question. In the present novel, the female 
protagonist Ananya, is very smart, courageous and spunky to take 
her own decision and has the mental firmness to persuade people and 
protest against the wrong deeds. When all the elders apparently failed 
to save the wedding between Duke and Minti, Ananya turned up as 
savior. She persuaded Duke that the car as dowry, his parent demanded 
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was unjust. She said, “Do you know what Minti’s parents had to go 
through to do this wedding for you? That car cost two and half years of 
your salary, Mr. Duke! These two parties have thrown him into debt.” 
(p.253).Duke realized and stood straightforward and convinced his 
parents. Finally, marriage took place.

In Goa, there is a second meeting of Ananya’s parents with the 
parents of Krish. Quarrel broke out on trivial matter. Ananya’s father 
suddenly got heart attack. Under such condition, Ananya redefines her 
position and denying all limitation imposed by Krish, makes a direct 
dialogue to defend the welfare of her parents, “Aunty, I think you 
should apologise to my parents”. Her mental strength is very vividly 
reflected through these words. Therefore, when the critical junction 
appears, she chooses standing with her parents and protests against the 
unjust behavior of Krish’s mother.

In Revolution 2020, Aarti, female protagonist, was not good at 
studies. She aimed to be an air hostess, but even in the era of 20th 
century, society, despite being educated, does not allow girls to pursue 
their dreams. Girls are preys to the mental fabric of this patriarchal 
society. When Raghav stated, “You will make great air hostess”(p.25). 
Aarti retorted back “ …like dad is going to let me leave Varanasi. There 
are no airlines here.” (p.25) She said everything humorously, but she 
had the apprehension that her father, D.M by profession would not 
allow her to do such job for which she had to leave Vanarasi. However 
she retained a tinge sense of silver lining for her aspiration being 
materialized.

She strove for this very much. She knew very well that one must 
physically fit for this profession. In a restaurant, they preferred to soup 
and salad. She essentially, did not indulge into laying bare her heart 
about her career before others. Actually our society to some extend 
compelled her to shape that mentality. When Raghav asked her, “So, 
you aren’t becoming an engineer. What will you do in life?”(p.24) she 
replied though humorously, “Do I have to do something? I am Indian 
women. Can’t I get married, stay home and cook? Or ask the servant 
to cook?”(p.24). Here she has taken the assistance of humour and 
very cleverly made the sarcastic comment on the thought process of 
the chauvinistic society where girls are just the puppet to perform the 
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household activities. Her father Mr. Pradhan had no respect and regard 
for Aarti’s dream. The casual referring to “of this air hostess business” 
vindicates his casual attitude towards the desire of his daughter. If we 
pay an analytical look at the perspicacity of Aarti’s statement, “Dad 
insists” it shows that she had an argument with her father and ultimately 
she succumbed to his father decision. 

Compassion is inherent to her. She always preferred her 
friendship to any other relation. In a weak moment Gopal hugged 
her and tried to kiss her, but she sternly asseverated “You will spoil 
our friendship”. (p.44) She remains to be the loyal friend in every 
spare of her life. She knows the financial hardship of Gopal and 
she acknowledged the necessity of certain commodities that one 
must take for survival in a new set up place. She herself deliberately, 
accompanied Gopal for procuring all the basic items. She genuinely 
wished that Gopal would crack the entrance exam and fulfill his 
dream. As in Indian culture, one prayed for something by floating 
diya on the water. She also performed that ritual for his success. She 
was always hopeful and had high regard for Gopal. She said, “You 
have a big heart” ( p.138).

 She is equally compassionate towards Raghav. She fell in 
love with Raghav and was entirely devoted to him. Essentially, 
she possessed immense adjusting power. This adjusting power she 
garnered through her comprehensive ability. She felt the importance 
of one’s passion. She perceived that Raghav abandoned everything in 
his life to pursue his passion. She liked most about Raghav that he 
was honest and did not compromise his integrity at any cost. When 
Gopal inquisitively asked Aarti about his parents’ acceptance of his 
decision of joining the media house, she protested “He does not care. 
He feels the revolution begins at home. Society changes only when 
individual family norms are challenged”(p.149).

Raghav’s article exposed the dishonest politician Shukla embezzling 
money allotted for GAP. She asked Gopal over phone whether he read 
the news. Gopal was upset as it indirectly harmed his reputation. Gopal 
in a cautious tone stated “He is taking on big people. He should be 
careful”(p.236). Aarti, instantly retorted, “But he is only speaking the 
truth. Someone has to stand up for truth”(p. 236). Aarti is a strong and 
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genuinely honest character. She has the power to discern the prevailing 
situation. She was with Gopal, but still retained her integrity intact. She 
was scrupulous of disclosing her relation with Gopal to Raghav. She 
was apprehensive that it might cause him a severe bolt. She proposed, 
“Shouldn’t we wait to tell Raghav till he settles down? (p.245). Aarti and 
Gopal had sex in hotel room with mutual consent in a weak moment 
of their life. But, when normalcy restored back to her, she repented, 
‘Guilt’, she (Aarti) said. (p.224). She told Gopal, “My parents are 
pressuring me to get married. I can’t fight them forever”(p.226).Chetan 
has shown that it was the general mental fabric of our society to put 
pressure on girl child for marriage.

She finished her course in hospitality and she eventually, received 
a chance to do job in guest relations trainee in a newly set up hotel 
Ramada Hotel. But she did not incline to join the job and resorted to 
the mechanism of sitting sulk to make them realise her strong passion 
to become an air hostess. Nevertheless, she did not achieve what she 
wished, and subsequently she was bound to join Ramada Hotel. 
Finally, she decided to be with Gopal but fate had stored another plan 
for her precedently. An untoward incident just drove her far away 
from him forever and she tied herself in wedlock with Raghav.

Chetan Bhagat has very carefully delineated both the female 
characters Ananya and Aarti. Ananya is depicted in the light of strong 
character. She did not compromise with anything which is not in 
compliance with her consciousness. She went against her parents and 
made them realize that her choice for life partner is not worthless. 
Eventually, her parents agreed with her. But she also protested when 
she realized that her parents’ honour was at stake. Aarti on the other 
hand was strong and determined, but circumstances made her do 
certain things which give us the impression that she is fickle minded 
and she is gullible in nature. Nevertheless, she cannot be judged as 
a caricature in the hands of the chauvinistic society; rather she is 
the girl who “aspired to be her own in the midst of the traditional 
ties with her inner strength of womanhood. Chetan has shown 
Aarti as an educated, determined and bright woman who is dutiful 
to her family’s demands and has proven her identity in the society.” 
(Livingston,1113). 
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CONCLUSION

Chetan Bhagat has shown his proficiency in treating the inequality of 
women characters. He has delineated her minor characters with less 
fervency; yet, he has foregrounded the character of Kavita to show 
the cruel inhuman torture inflicted on women in the society and the 
dominance and supremacy of men. In contrast of this, he has depicted 
his female protagonists in more strong and determined portrayal. 
They speak their mind and they have confidence, clear vision and 
noble freedom. He has suggested implicitly that it was education that 
inculcates freedom of speech, independent sensibility and clear vision 
to their mind and heart and all of these in return, ignite in them the fire 
not to follow the age-old traditional concepts and thinking percolated 
down to the young generations through ages, but to adjust between 
traditional value and modern life. 
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Gender Issues in Selected Novels of Shashi 
Deshpande and Shobha De: 

A Comparative Study
Mohitosh Das

INTRODUCTION

Monopolization and abuse of power has been a tradition for long run, 
especially in Indian middle class society. Patriarchy, being the leading 
force, Indian middle class society has been in its claws and grip which 
adversely affects the lives of women. This in harmonious power structure 
results in women oppression of every kind. In spite of being in the 21st 
century, women of our country are compelled to face discrimination in 
various forms. Women are often considered as emotional, inconsistent, 
intuitive, subjective, and lacking self-confidence. Patriarchy has been a 
widespread and accepted norm of our society as patriarchal hegemony 
is being exercised in all ages. Consequently, most of the women are 
not aware of their own rights and freedom. It can also be referred as 
“to be male domination, to the power relationships by which men 
dominate women, and to characterize a system whereby women are 
kept subordinate in a number of ways”(Bhasin 3).

THE THEME IN DETAIL

Shashi Deshpande, an eminent Indian novelist and prolific writer, pays 
a sincere visit to the women psyche and unveils truly in her fictions. In 
her novel That Long Silence, Deshpande vividly represents the inner 
conflict and the real life experience through her protagonist Jaya, who 
had to suffer a lot from the beginning to the end only for the quest for 
the self and identity. She had to undergo frustration, alienation and 
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over all emotional traumas as her adolescent dreams had been shattered. 
After her marriage, she managed to lead a satisfactory conjugal life for 
some time butgradually she appeared to be a docile, meek, passive, 
nervous and dependent upon her husband for sustenance and existence. 
Mohan, her husband, was an orthodox and did not allow much 
freedom to Jaya. She could not come closer to her husband mentally 
and emotionally. Consequently, in spite of being married to Mohan 
and being a mother of two children, she had to suffer from isolation. 
In the novel The Dark Holds No Terror, Sarita, the protagonist, had to 
undergo a trauma when her professional success cast a shadow on her 
married life and she courageously faces the situation and audaciously 
accepted the challenges. Deshpande portrays in her novel that woman, 
irrespective of her class and character, has no room of her own. Sarita 
was engulfed with a feeling of shame when at her age of sixteen, it 
was told to her that she was a woman and belonged to the class of 
her mother. In another novel namely Roots and Shadows, Deshpande 
deals with the predicament of contemporary Indian women through 
the character of Indu.

Thus Deshpande paints the grass-root picture of the patriarchal 
domination in the middle class Indian society. She treats the silent, 
sobbing women, mothers, grand-mothers, aunts, sisters, grand-aunts, 
daughters and above all the entire women world. She carefully deals 
with the predicament of such Indian women who are trying to discover 
themselves and to uphold their identity not only as a wife or mother 
but also as a human being.

Equally gender issues are recurring theme in Shobha De’s fictions. 
She is very much concerned with the social challenges faced by the 
upper- middle class Indian women. She emerges as a spokesperson for 
the suppressed women of the upper- middle class society. De’s novels 
incite the realistic presentation of life, the world of fascination in the 
Indian upper-middle class society. She highlights the true condition 
of the human being throwing light on the life-style of Mumbai High 
Society. Her novels offer a chance to the readers to peep through the 
artificial Mumbai elite life where the rich ladies live a life in the loveless 
marriages and portray the image of marital relationship affected with 
its stress, trials, and tribulations by varied causes like the big city, 
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fashionable life, modern life-style, capitalistic attitude and how women 
are compelled to go for extra-marital affairs.

De is greatly troubled by the sufferings of women in Indian urban 
world. She paints vivid picture of those women who are imposed on 
insignificant social pressure in the name of tradition and culture. In 
her novels, the city is presented as an overpowering and punishing 
force to her characters. In spite of all these adversities, she presents 
her women as innovative, courageous, advanced and the New Indian 
Women always ready to challenge definitly against the moral customs 
of the male dominated society. She says, “The women in my books are 
definitely not doormats. They are not willing to be kicked around” (De 
49).

De has made a thoughtful study of man-woman relationship. In her 
first novel Socialite Evenings, De highlights the sufferings of women 
in Indian urban world, through the portrayal of Karuna. After her 
marriage, she is troubled because of the uncaring and unsympathetic 
nature of her husband who takes her simply as an object subjected to 
his desires. Soon she realizes that she is imprisoned in an insignificant 
marriage without any happiness. She is wedded to the wrong man 
for the wrong causes at the wrong time. He has never understood the 
emotions and aspirations of Karuna. He is busy with his own progress 
in the business world. There is no personal bonding between the 
husband and wife. Even her extra-marital emotional involvement with 
Krish, her husband’s friend, does not succeed. Finally, being unable to 
adjust with him, she gets separated and begins to search for her own 
identity and settles herself in the advertising world.

In her another novel Second Thoughts a young middle class Bengali 
girl, Maya, born and brought up in Calcutta, is married to Mumbai-
based foreign returned Bengali boy Ranjan. Maya is quite innocent by 
her nature and has a great attraction and love for the city. Thus after her 
marriage, Maya with the dreams in her heart arrives in Mumbai. She 
wishes both, as to be a part of Mumbai and a part of her husband’s life. 
She made every possible attempt to please her husband, but Ranjan 
was of a different nature. He was aggressive and doubtful by nature. 
He began to find faults in Maya’s works. He did not care for his wife’s 
aspirations, desires, or feelings. She felt utmost isolation as of being an 
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alien in the suburban Mumbai, which is full of hollow relationship. 
Even she is involved in an extra-marital affair with Nikhil which ends 
up in utter frustration as she comes to know that he is married. She 
keeps on thriving for her own identity, her own voice and her own 
place in the world.

CONCLUSION

Deshpande’s female protagonists, though search for their social identity, 
finally accept their lot and submit to the dominancy of patriarchy. She 
provides us a critique of the contemporary middle class society where 
women are the victims of social milieu. No strong female voice against 
patriarchy is found in her novels, only psychological conflicts have been 
reflected. On the contrary, almost all the novels of Shobha De are women-
oriented, showcasing the life of a female in family and society. The entire 
fictional world of Shobha De is governed by her women characters. To 
obtain a new individuality, they think of treating the world on their own 
expressions. They make every attempt to free themselves from the chains 
of unfair restrictions and customs forced on them by the Patriarchal 
society. They are aware of their own rights and carry on battling against 
the human essentials like greed, ego, aspirations, and self-centredness. 
De delineates a significant change in the status of her women. They 
neither depend on their fathers nor their husbands. Rather they are 
capable of handling life with all its rise and fall.

To conclude, both the two novelists have applied their painstaking 
effort to paint the realistic picture of the life of women in the middle 
class society. Deshpande’s females are destined to be traditionally 
submissive and remain in an insignificant existence provided by the 
marriage. On the contrary, De’s women keep on struggle and end up 
settling themselves in the society.
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Sword and a Tiara : Stereotyping Gender 
Roles through Toys and Fairy Tales

Tania Majumder

INTRODUCTION

Gender Roles specify the type and kind of characteristics that are to be 
exhibited by men and women in the diverse areas of their lives. These 
are indoctrinated through the use of various agents, that though seem 
innocent, have the ability to get rooted in oneself, so deep, to the extent 
of stereotyping humans into behaving in a certain fixed manner. These 
agents are numerous that begin to operate since birth, and the very 
first examples of such agents are toys and fairytales. The toys segregated 
for the two genders, associate themselves with some typical features as 
strong and aggressive(masculine) or weak and meek (feminine). More 
over the toys also limit or widen the field of exploration for the male 
and female child, solely according to the age-old norms. The fairy tales 
also point out mannerisms that manifest men to be active and goal-
oriented, and women to be passive and nurturing. They deem to restrict 
young minds from imagining beyond the conventional structure.

GENDER ROLES THROUGH TOYS

I’m a Barbie girl in a Barbie world
Life in plastic, it’s fantastic
You can brush my hair, undress me everywhere
Imagination, life is your creation
Come on Barbie, let’s go party ...

A very popular song sung and known by almost every child today and 
in the yesteryears showcases a doll, specifically for girls, all decked up 
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with beautiful makeup and shining accessories. It probably seems to 
be a very innocent song, that had been widely used as a promotion 
for the so-called dolls. However what one ignores is the fact that this 
song, very subtly portrays the qualities essential for a girl in order 
to grow up as the socially acceptable female. Just like the barbie 
doll, a girl in this world needs to know or learn nothing more than 
“brushing her hair” or literally beautifying herself, as that is what is 
deemed to be her only purpose in life. This is similar to what political 
activist SusanStern (1998) notes, “Barbie is described in terms of her 
sexuality”.She is a “creation” that must only go “party” as her only 
aim in life is to entertain herself and others, without any productive 
output.

Another example of a popular toy song is,
“He’ll fight for freedom wherever there is trouble,
G.I. Joe is there!
…Fighting to save the day,
He never gives up, he’s always there…”

The above jingle composed for the toy G.I. Joe has one striking 
element in it- the only pronoun“He”. It’s use makes it extremely clear 
that it is meant for the male children. Quite ironically and strikingly 
distinct from the earlier Barbie lyrics, this song has words such as 
“fight”, “freedom” and “save” in it, transparently symbolising the 
qualities of a boy in this society. A boy is one who can never give up 
and always has to fight or struggle or use aggressive force to achieve 
their goal. Interestingly, unlike girls, boys do have a goal, however 
productive or destructive it may be in reality.

The two lyrics mentioned here inevitably reflects the supposed 
roles that girls and boys or men and women have to play, for 
validation in their environment. These gender roles compress 
characteristic behaviours of the two genders to promote a list of do’s 
and don’ts of each gender, stereotyping them in every field of life. This 
is outrightly harmful as both the genders might lose out if the kids are 
on one track and can’t explore.
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GENDER ROLES THROUGH FAIRY TALES

Cinderella

This world-renowned fairy tale is a favourite work among parents and 
children all around. This story of a young girl, submitted to regular 
abuse from her step mother and step sisters, encounters a life changing 
transformation, after getting an opportunity to attend the Royal Ball. 
Not even halfway into the story, Cinderella is twice called out as, “What 
a mess!” and justified with a stronger affirmative saying, “You do look 
a bit of a mess, child”. This unwanted and repetitive stress on the word 
“mess” denotes a woman’s place or worth without a man- a disaster, a 
mess. The next emphasis is customary in all of fairy tales- appearance. 
Cinderella is worried as she cannot visit the Ball without a “beautiful 
dress”. Women, since beginning have always been judged on the basis of 
their outer selves, their beauty. It is still today considered to be the most 
essential part of a woman’s body, perhaps much more significant than 
all of her organs. It is this stereotypical beauty, an asset of her gender, 
that has to bring her to the fancy of a man, who will ultimately be her 
saviour; “The what of gender can be learned from physical appearance 
and from the tangible artefacts of social organization.” (Gergen, K., 
etc, 2009). This is exactly what happens in the end of the story as they 
live “happily ever after”. This “ever after” is highly questionable as it 
is based on superficial and conservative notions that objectify women 
to be mere decorations, that have to be domesticated and kept pretty, 
similar to that of a showpiece. 

Sleeping Beauty

A marriage to unite kingdoms occupies a decent space in this story. There 
after this marriage of convenience between Princess Aurora and Prince 
Philip reeks of conventional roles to be played by men and women as 
responsible off springs of the royal family. As if this was not enough, the 
character of Maleficent, an evil fairy is introduced, whose rage of being 
uninvited looms so large on the royal family that Aurora is cursed to go 
to a deep slumber. The underlying meaning here portrays the female 
gender as shallow and wicked who easily gets annoyed by petty things 
as invitations. The most twisted part of the tale is that the cure to the 
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curse is a true love’s kiss. Interestingly, this “true love” is none other 
than the prince, Philip; a man. This whole idea thereby professes the 
ultimate role of a male and a female. Women are always the “damsel 
in distress”, who have to be saved by the protective and strong men. A 
role reversal is a definite No from the society. This tendency is termed 
as Cinderella Complex, “which assumes that women depend on men 
in the pursuit of a happy, fulfilling life.”(Xu H, Zhang Z, Wu L, Wang 
C-J, 2019)

Snow White

“Mirror, mirror, on the wall…Who is the fairest of them all?” is the line 
that basically wraps up the entire tale. The term “fair” here is to be noted 
as the central source of conflict in the story. Narrating the exact same 
idea as in the earlier fairy tales; the female is the villain, stereotyped as an 
evil stepmother who cannot withstand the beauty of her step daughter. 
That the women are only bothered about their external attributes is 
nailed firmly here. Another traditional role attached to a woman is 
also enhanced- women plot and conspire against one another, only for 
the sake of attracting a man. A woman has no aim or objective, except 
wooing the man; an idea that is still held and practised even in the 21st 
century, earning the term “gold diggers” for womankind. A powerful 
woman is always described as “evil”, as power can only lie in the hands 
of a man, while submission is for women. This is in tune with the 
notion that women are “consistently placed in situations where looks 
count more than brains and helpless and incompetent behaviours are 
expected”. (Towbin et al., 2008:21)

CONCLUSION

The elaborate discussions assert strong gender prejudices reflected in 
the kind of toys and fairy tales, made mandatory for kids from an 
initial stage. These need to be curbed altogether in order to banish the 
differences that they are responsible of producing and disseminating all 
around;instead those toys and stories that promote gender neutrality 
should be introduced. As for toys, Duplo blocks or Toy Phones should 
be favoured, as they spark imagination within a child and help in their 
language development and encourages representational thinking. For 
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tales, ungendered examples are, “Allie’s Basketball Dream” by Barbara E 
Barber (1996) that narrates the story of the female protagonist’s dream 
of becoming a basketball player, and “William’s Doll” by Charlotte 
Zolotow (1972), that recounts a young boy’s wish for a doll to care for. 
A popular and current example of promoting gender sensitisation is the 
theatrical spinoff of the story Snow White into the movie “Maleficent.”. 
This movie is relevant as it overturns conservative gender roles to show 
a woman become the protector and rescuer of another woman and thus 
beautifully breaks standardized patriarchal ideology. These instances 
and alterations can be supportive enough to help build a society that 
learns to treat men and women as humans, who possess strength and 
fragility within the same flesh and blood, and not any gender that has 
to always bow down to specific norms and regulations.
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Gender Issues in Literature : 
The Portrayal of Women in Literature 
Based on the Views of Rabindranath 

Tagore and Ashapurna Devi
Pujita Roy, Priyambada Chakraborty & 

Shireen Agnes Toppo

INTRODUCTION

Literature has witnessed several biased demolitions and ulterior 
abolishment of women’s , evolving through times. Women were always 
treated as physically weak nothing less than a household commodities. 
Literature has always been ambivalent in its representation of women. 
A good women is always expected to follow the social norms and abide 
to it. Medieval culture had played a very essential role in portraying 
women’s positions in the society. There are many poets, novelist who 
conveyed about women’s emancipation, glorification and female 
sexuality. It has been very cleared from the ancient times that male’s 
authority is constant. In those times educations was limited to only 
men’s due to which broadening of female’s was ceased. Though there 
is an uninterrupted discrimination of gender, brings in a very little 
enlightenment through the revolution brought in by the society. The 
paper depicts a concrete similarities in between the literature and the 
current situation. To develop our thesis we have chosen Rabindranath 
Tagore’s “ Choker Bali”, “Yogayog”. As well as Ashapurna Devi’s famous 
triological novel “Prothom protishruti, Subarnalata, Bokul Katha. 
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THE PORTRAYAL OF WOMEN IN THE VIEWS OF 
RABINDRANATH TAGORE

Tagore’s writings brings out the erase portion of women’s experience 
and show tremendous sympathy towards the plight of women. Rabin-
dranath Tagore is an important figure in the world of Bengali literature. 
He is known for his emphasis on social reformation including uphold-
ing the values of gender equality. He has made a notable contribution 
towards literature and highlighted the depiction of women in the so-
ciety. In his famous novel “choker Bali” written in 1903 and was also 
casted in television on 2 October 2003 by Shrikant Mohta and Mahen-
dra Soni. “choker Bali” is the first novel which highlighted the issues of 
women’s education, child marriage , and treatment of widows in 19th 
and 20th century in Bengal. The story conveys societies negligence, 
rejection ,envies between uneducated Asha and educated Binodini. It 
also brings in Binodini’s increasing mental and sexual frustration that 
led her on a path of revenge and manipulation. Tagore presents the 
complexity and fragility through the relationship of the avatars drawn 
in novel. Binodini clearly denies to accept her faith and attempt to seek 
what she feels she deserve. She is smart, educated and tries to be more 
than just an inauspicious widow though she was a lonely widow, she 
did not want to supress her sexual desire. The main character Binodini 
is not an idealist women but a women with shades of grey and human 
flaws. Towards the end Tagore tries to bring much change to improve 
the condition of women through Binodini’s character. She highlights 
the importance of education “ if I had been uneducated, like others, 
I would have been able to easily endure negligence.” Rabindranath 
Tagore in his novel represent a new female subjectivity through Bino-
dini’s character and transform her into a women with her own heart 
and mind and who is not abide to traditional customs. He quotes, “ 
if education is a tool for human development and if education is the 
birth right of a human being, I do not understand how we can deprive 
the women from education.” Through the story of Binodini Tagore 
questions the societal norms, taboos, unjust and customs which de-
prive women of their rightful freedom and autonomy confines to live 
a mournful colourless life. However Tagore’s efforts to voice against 
social unjust , brings not much revolution in the society. In the present 
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scenario we see an incline change in the procedure of widow remarriage 
though it is accepted lawfully but there are still stereotypical views, 
emotions attached to it. Yet widow remarriage is objectified and inter-
rogated by the society and even many women’s are blamed for an un-
successful marriage. Next we come up to his another novel “Yogayog” 
which was published in 1929 and opens up with the rivalry between 
the two families Chatterjees and Ghosals. Kumudini plays the central 
character in the story. She has been brought up in a traditional way of 
life and has observed all the ways of religious rituals like all the other 
folk women in the family. Kumudini was married to Madhusudan 
who holds all the qualities of the male dominated societies. Kumudini 
looked up to him as a god who embodies all the qualities of Superior-
ity. Later in the novel it shows kumudini was unaware of the dark side 
of Madhusudan. She was rudely shaken by the crude display of wealth 
and power by Madhusudan. She was often forced to share the conjugal 
bed. The novel highlights the marital rape, oppression towards wealth 
and power. Tagore depicts how marriage itself is a license to the hus-
band to force his wife to impart sexual desires forcefully. It also shows 
kumudini’s brother Bipro Das who is a vociferous supporter of equal 
dignity and right for women, was unable to bring much help to his sis-
ter under societal pressure. Till now in many cases we see marital rape 
to bethe right of a husband in contrast to the society. Till now sexual 
abuse is very much prevalent in society . It has also rise in numbers. 
In this 21st century where men and women holds the power to have 
equal right, respect and power but still we see women are being crushed 
on a day to day basis on this men dominating world. A girl no matter 
what’s her age often gets sexually harassed whether it’s in professional, 
private or public sphere. The women’s are being forced to silence there 
voice in marital Rape on the common basis of societal thought that 
men’s have the right on their women to conduct conjugal bed without 
their concern. In many cases women’s are subjected to physical and 
mental torture by their in-laws. We see now a days many male activist 
fighting for the right of women but as soon as the mater comes up to 
their personal life they take a step back. Basically a women who has 
went through this situation can understand what the victims are going 
through rather then men who has not faced any of this.
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THE PROTRAYAL OF WOMEN IN THE VIEWS OF 
ASHAPURNA DEVI

Contradictory Asapurna Devi, she was an prominent Bengali women 
novelist. She focussed on women enlightenment, gender bias, sexist 
mind set of men. We have focussed on her triology novel. The novel 
deals with the life of three generation of women in the early 19th 
century, namely Prothom pratishruti, subernalata and last is Bokul 
kotha. Prothom protishruti is a story of Satyabati who got married 
at the age of 8. She had to maintain the norms and was kept in strict 
Brahmanical regulation. It basically shows the struggle of her fighting 
against the patriarchal society and not wanting her girl Subernalata to 
get married at early age. Subernalata mainly revolt around the pathetic 
circumstances and oppression women of that era who was subjected 
to an orthodox family who has no voices of their own thought. 
Subarnalata was strong and courageous but also kind and geneorous 
women. Her husband Feroz was an orthodox man who always looked 
upon her novel intentions with a suspicious thought. Later in the novel 
it presents Subarnalata realization is bringing about a change in the 
orthodox society. It also shows her daily struggle and turmoil’s to win 
the little victory and hardship that she went through. Subernalata’s 
daughter was Bokul kotha. Here they showed the struggle of Bokul 
kotha even though she was educated. She wasn’t given the equal status 
as men. It has been relevant from the past that women has no shelter 
of her own. If both parents earn wages still women does twice as 
much household and childcare as men because its their duty. Still in 
the 21st century Female infanticide and girl’s marriage’s takes place 
illegally. Because in many places girls are seen as burden. India is one 
of the country where prenatal sex was banned ( in 1994) to protect the 
females. Even though there are strict law but one’s mentality has not 
changed yet. In recent case which happened in the year 2020 we see 
that a man rips open pregnant wife’s stomach to find out the gender 
of baby in uttar Pradesh. Hence this situation proves how women’s are 
unsafe in the society. 

The novels of Rabindranath Tagore and Ashapurna Devi uplifts the 
similarities between the portrayed character and our real life. Though 
this novel brought up revolution still negativities exist in the society. 
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Candle march cannot help the society. Education to all and better law 
is a must. We see a lot of changes in society than in the previous time, 
but there is still peculiar mentally present in the society. 

CONCLUSION

 To conclude from the above paper we can say that Our hindu culture 
is very rich in itself. But it also holds back few orthodox mentalities 
due to which women are often deprived of their rights. Since medival 
times it is very evident that Male dominated society has ceased the 
growth of women for years. In the present scenario though change has 
occured but there are still biased judgments for the genders. Although 
the women’s are proving themselves in the grounds still there same old 
ideologies and objectification of women.
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 Ascriptions of ‘Masculinity’, ‘Modernity’ 
and ‘New Woman’ in Hardy’s Jude the 

Obscure: An Evaluative Study
Santadip Chatterjee  & Eshita Das

The trend of the novel is the emergence of new woman and to idealize 
the passionate love in Jude and Sue without being sexual. Before actually 
meeting Sue Bridehead in this novel, we are made to see a photograph 
of her. It shows a pretty girlish face, and having seen it, Jude later refers 
to Sue as his ‘sweet-faced cousin’. Later we are told that Sue has a light, 
slight elegant figure. Sue is highly intelligent and well educated woman. 
Jude calls her ‘a creature of civilization’; through she herself asserts 
that she is a ‘negation of civilization’. In Sue’s character, we can find 
some unconventional and unorthodox views. Her unconventionality 
is seen her going with Jude for a outing for a sight of seeing exertion 
when she spends a night with him in the countryside at a shepherds 
cottage. Her unorthodox cal manners are like that Sue does not believe 
in prayer. Because of her attitude and views Jude several times calls her 
a ‘Voltairean’. Now the question is how the concept of ‘New woman’ 
is related with Sue? In the early 1890’s, the ‘New woman’ appeared in 
plays by Shaw (particularly Mrs. Warren’s profession) and in numerous 
novels and tales, notably Sarah Grand’s ‘The Heavenly Twins’, Grant 
Allen’s ‘The Woman who did’ etc. Repeatedly, the fictional new 
woman in portrayed as ‘intelligent’, ‘lively’, ‘capable of pursuing her 
own career’, ‘sexually daring’, and ‘resistant to the conventional claims 
of wedlock’. In the mentioned opuses and particularly in Shaw’s play, 
‘Mrs. Warren’s Profession’, we find all the qualities of a ‘New woman’. 
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Hardy’s heropines often display a lively degree of independencies, 
cytheria, fancy day, sthelberta, Bathsheba and Tess all earn their own 
livings. Through they are sexually attractive and they are pursued and 
sometimes harassed by their impatient or reproachful suitors. The 
pattern is maintained in Sue Bridehead, who offers a clear instance of 
new enlightenment linked to educational opportunity. 

Sue was naturally intelligent and interested in ideas. Kathleen Blake 
observes that, “Sue’s model of freedom comes from her childhood’ 
Sue Bridehead, “The woman of Feminist movement”. After leaving 
school, she had been further educated by the contact with the student 
at London with when she (to his frustration) lived in a calibrated 
companionship. Before meeting Jude, she had taught two years in the 
city and after meeting Phillotson, she won a queen’s scholarship to 
attend the training college at Manchester and qualified fully for a career 
as a teacher. While Jude’s advance towards the university was inexorably 
checked, her more modest educational ambition gained, at first, easy 
fulfillment. But the social stigma of her elopement with Jude ended her 
career. After that she initially married to Phillotson but she made clear 
her revolution from sexual union with him. Even when Phillotson had 
divorced her, she recoiled from the prospect of marriage to Jude. Sue 
thought that it might be blight their life and maintained her long time 
celibate state. 

Sue thus remained ‘riddle’ and a ‘conundrum’ to Jude; to Phillotson 
‘puzzling’ and ‘unstable ‘and the narrator too is baffled by the state of 
that mystery, her heart Defending sue, Hardy clarifies that, ‘there is 
nothing perverted or depraved in Sue’s nature’. When the book Jude 
appeared in 1985, George Bernard Shaw claimed that the discussion 
of the ‘New woman’ was at its height in 1893. The ambivalence of the 
treatment of Sue’s revolt, which though sympathetically depicted, is 
also shown to meet its nemesis was certainly a common ambivalence in 
literature of the time. 

In Jude the obscure, we find Sue as a narcissistic Victorian woman 
and similar to those women who need not, ‘lie in the direction of loving 
but of being loved’. In the letter to Edmund Groose in 1895, Hardy 
wrote that Sue was always an attractive woman to him but it was difficult 
for him to draw the type of her. Shanta Dutta in his ‘Ambivalence in 
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Hardy’ states that Hardy gives us a compelling sense of Su’s uniqueness 
and Sue herself contributes to this view of her specialness. After her 
wedlock to Phillotson, her experience teaches her what is the actual 
meaning of wedlock is and she confesses to Jude. 

Character results in her indifference or detestation to the opposite 
sex and helps to develop the character of the psychological elusiveness 
of her double nature. 

Sue is a combination of two representative types of emancipated 
woman in the late nineteenth century-one that gravitated towards men 
because masculine contact means light, freedom and instruction and 
other that rejects men because of their reduction of women to merely 
sexual beings. The novel is as much a tragedy of Sue as of Jude. Though, 
her tragedy is partly of her own making. Sue Bridrehead is a radical 
skeptic and it is her habit to ponder and question the arrangements 
and the tyrannies of the society. More or less self educated, she has 
encountered the avant-garde ideas about religion, art, and Biblical 
interpretation. When we first met her in the novel, she was reading the 
chapter in Gibbon on Juliah the Apostale. 

Sue appeared to our mind as a figure of Shelleyan idealism. 
Phillotson compared Jude and Sue to Laon and Cythna, the idealized 
pair of liberators and martyrs in Shelley’s The Revolt of Islam. Finally 
when Jude is compared with other novels of that time which depict the 
new woman, Hardy’s novel is generally more vivid, intense and moving 
them they are. Hardy’s shifts between general and the particular, 
between theoretical debate and the concretely realized details of life, 
and his strongly dialectical imagination which repeatedly generates 
ironic contrasts and juxtapositions: all of these give Sue a stronger 
reality than the fictional new woman customarily acquires. In Keatsian 
term, “Sue is La Bella Dame sans Merci”.

Masculinity and modernity are two colossal points in Hardy’s 
Jude the Obscure. Masculinity relates to the gender relationship 
and modernity signifies the intellectual trauma of the modern man. 
The contemporary society in Jude is Victorian society, a symbol 
of Christian manliness. In Christianity, male sexual desire was not 
considered as prudent and postpondence of the catchwords. The 
ideology of masculinity was enthusiastically erected. The main features 
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of Victorian masculinity are competitiveness, personal ambition, social 
responsibility and emotional restrain. According to Penny Boumelha, 
“In Jude, the two are constantly juxtaposed, the dominance of his 
intellectual ambitions and vice-versa in a continuing series.” Jude was 
slender boy who had craziness for the books. He always wanted to be a 
child forever because being grown up is a kind of responsibility. He is 
very kind hearted and tender that are the weakest point of his character. 
David Cecil points out, “Hardy’s heroes are larger than life.” Jude had 
the tendency to be bishop or to be an established person but he had 
an extreme weakness for the female. Jude remarked that, “it is better 
to love a woman than to be a graduate or a parson or a pope”. A lot 
of u-turns are found in his character that though makes him epic hero 
but he fails.

We know that Sue Bridehead who is considered as a New woman 
for her certain qualities like, ‘intelligent’, ‘lively’, capable of pursing her 
own career, sexually daring and resistant to the conventional claims of 
marriage. She is a female anticounterpart of Jude. While in Victorian 
society, a man should have a patriarchal structure always and a man 
must show his dominance over women though his masculine force. But 
here, Jude is heroically unaggressive and indulgence with Sue. It is like 
Sue’s duty to hold a balance in the contemporary society. New woman 
Sue creates a corresponding new man Jude who would understand, 
reciprocate and adjust to the demands of the new woman. To fulfill Sue’s 
all wishes, Jude became weaken and all his patriarchal structure and 
ideas were gone. An unmanned manner is found in Jude. Though Allen 
Swelter points out that, ‘unmanned manner’ makes a man a likeable 
highlighted character. There is no stage in the novel to doubt Jude’s 
integrity. He is not cunning, very much honest and truthful, the most 
self-doubting and passive man whom Arabella calls, “a tender hearted 
fool”. There is a continuous confusion and complex, civilizations 
are found in Jude. His modernity is identified with woman and he 
is appropriately seen nervous, vein, sexually abnormal and hysterical: 
nature, simplicity, rationality and sanity are masculine attributes. Jude’s 
modernity is accepted how he negotiates a new woman. 

We find that Jude did not stop himself to meet with Sue. In the 
course of one meeting their hands touched and they clasped each 
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other’s fingers. But Sue did not seem to attach much importance to this 
contact. Jude seized an opportunity to kiss Sue passionately, holding 
her in a close embrace and she fully gave responds to his action. This 
kiss became a turning point in Jude’s career. Once again his attention 
was diverted from his ecclesiastical studies. In fact, he burnt all the 
theological and ethical books. While Sue has the ethereality and 
incorporiality to retain hold Jude. Like other Victorian man Jude should 
be emotionally disenfranchised. Victorian men were like that because 
of their virility, the trap of an essentially male-created, gender-defined 
personality. It is Jude who privately oppressed by the females because 
of his weakness. While in Victorian society female should be restless, 
alienated and sexually manipulative, Arabella is a ‘female animal’. The 
Victorian masculinity is meant to balance feminine panic. But here 
Jude is engaging himself in sexual relationship with Arabella, Jude 
did not violated her, rather Arabella violated Jude. The relationship 
between them reminds us of Milton’s Samson Agonistes, While in 
Samson Agonistes; it is Delilah like Arabella violates the life of Samson 
means Jude. But in that closet… Samson later became ‘agon’ for his 
philistine society but here Jude did not become ‘agon’ for the Victorian 
society. Annette Federico in his book ‘Masculine Identity in Hardy and 
Gissing’ points out that the male’s subjective experience of being an 
alien in a feminine domesticated space of somehow polluting that space 
and yet being invited to participate in it. Sexual intimidation provokes 
retreat and suddenly Jude’s folly as a strong desire to run away from 
the’ nasty’ sensuality of Arabella and the disturbing presence of New 
woman. New man Jude was forcefully created for the emancipation of 
the new woman Sue, while the new woman was not willing to be the 
victim of masculine greed. Declan Kibard points out the concept of 
‘self doubting new man’ which is similar with Jude. 

There is no place in Jude the Obscure for the great heroic or poetic 
scenes, such as Sergeant Troy’s sword play, Gabriel Oak’s fight to cover 
the wheat ricks during the furious storm in Far From the Madding 
Crowd, the remarkable episode of Widdeve in The Return of the 
Native or the wonderful Opening of The Mayor of Caster bridge. 
Rather the position of Jude is apollonian, moves towards culture and 
knowledge and there is the conception of ideal beauty for truth and for 
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higher perfection, which is pointed out by Neitzsche. Here new man 
Jude is threatened by the new women. He is considered as marginalized 
man of 1890’s. Ann Simson points out that Sue’s challenge about the 
transparency and coherence of the feminine causes the terrible suffering 
to Jude. For Jude, ‘Sue is more than intellectual mentor and sexual 
tease’, is according to Marjorie Garson.

In the novel, Arabella and Sue are representing two different types 
of female sexuality, the scheming seductress and fascinating tantalizing 
prune that collude to destroy the protagonist Jude. We find a 
Misogynistic description of Jude by Hardy. His problem of masculinity 
if of Hardy’s modern man, the protagonist here is idealistic, intellectual 
and introspective. In Rabindranath Tagore’s ‘Ghore Baire’, Sandeep 
and Nikhilesh show us different kind of masculinity. Here Jude tried 
to form a new construct of masculinity to negotiate the feminine by 
this process he got intellectual anonymy sexual ambivalence of woman. 
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লিভূলিভূষচের ‘পচের পঁাোিী’র নারী েলররে

সােী মুলদ

লিভূলিভূষে িচন্্যাপাধ্যায় িাংিা সাটহচি্যর লিন িচন্্যাপাধ্যায় (মালনক, িারাশকির, 
লিভূলিভূষে)-এর অন্যিম।  সর  সকান মহৎ কাজ সময়চক �ালপচয় সরমন অমর 
হচয়  রায়,  লিভূলিভূষচের  সাটহি্যসৃলটি  আজও  অমর  হচয়  আচ�।  পলেীজীিন, 
পলেীগ্রাচমর মানুষই িঁার  সিখার প্রধান উপজীি্য। প্রকৃলি িঁার  সিখার অন্যিম 
প্রধান  উপাদান।  মানুচষর  মচনর  সচঙ্গ  প্রকৃলির  সরাগসাধচন  লিলন  অসাধারে। 
িঁার উপন্যাস ও  স�ািগপেগুলিচি প্রকৃলি ও মানুষ  িারিার  লমচশ  সগচ�। িার 
মচধ্য অন্যিম িঁার লিখ্যাি উপন্যাস ‘পচের পঁাোিী’। ইংচরলজচি একটি প্রিাদ 
আচ�—“Our sweetest songs are those that tale of saddest thoughts” 
অে্মাৎ অশ্রুলসতি কাটহনীই আমাচদর জীিন ইলিহাচসর সশ্ষ্ িো মধুর সংগীি। 
আমরা রখন সীিার িনিাস পাঠ কলর িখন আমাচদর অজাচন্তই আমাচদর সোখ 
অশ্রুসজি হচয় ওচঠ। সীিার সিদনা িখন আর একা সীিার োচক না,িখন সসই 
সিদনালিধুর অনুভূলিিা হচয় রায় সকচির। জীিচনর এই সূক্ষালিসূক্ষ অনুভূলিগুলি 
প্রি্যষেভাচি সাটহচি্য ফুটিচয় সিািাই ট�ি লিভূলিভূষচের সাটহি্যািকিার। ম্যােু 
আন্মল্-এর  ভাষায়,  “Literature is the criticism of life”  অে্মাৎ  সাটহি্যই 
জীিচনর প্রলিফিন। সর সাটহচি্য জীিনচিাধ সনই, সসই সাটহি্য সাে্মক সাটহি্য নয়। 
লিভূলিভূষচের সাটহচি্যর সি্মরেই এই জীিন আর জীিনচিাচধর সূক্ষ প্রলিফিন 
আমরা সদখচি পাই। রার সাে্মক রূপায়ে েচিচ� িার নারীেলররেগুলিচি। “In a 
novel there is always a clock”—ফন্চরর এই িতিি্য অনুরায়ী লিভূলিভূষচের 
‘পচের  পঁাোিী’  উপন্যাচস আমরা  কািপ্রিাচহর  একটি  ধারািাটহকিা  সদখচি 
পাই। ঔপন্যালসক উপন্যাচস িৎকািীন রুচগর একটি সমাজটেরে, জীিনভািনার 
কািপ্রিাচহচক স্পটি কচর িুচি ধচরচ�ন অপুর মাধ্যচম। লিভূলিভূষচের সিখায় 
লনষ্ুরিা, ক্রুরিা প্রায় না| োকচিও গ্রাম্য কুটিিিা লকন্তু আচ�। িঁার সিখায় পুরুষ 
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েলররেগুলি  একিু  অলিমারোয়  ভাচিা  হচিও  িুিনামূিকভাচি  নারী  েলররেগুলি 
অচনক সিলশ স্বাভালিক, জীিন্ত। সদাষ-গুচে লমলশ্ি িে্মময় সাধারে মানুষ। িিা 
সরচিই পাচর, এটি নারীচকলন্দক উপন্যাস।  ইলন্র ঠাকরুে,  দুগ্মা, সি্মজয়াই এর 
প্রধান েলররে—অপু সকিি এক দ্রটিা, ভাষ্যকার। অপুর মচধ্য লদচয় সিখক ‘পচের 
পঁাোিী’ রেনার পলরকপেনা  লনচয়ট�চিন। অপুচক উপন্যাচস লনচয় আসার আচগ 
অপুর অলস্চত্বর সচঙ্গ ওিচপ্রািভাচি জটড়চয় লদচয়ট�চিন লনলশ্চলন্পুর গ্রাম িো 
িৎকািীন সমাজজীিনচক। আর  সসই কারচেই িৎকািীন সমাজজীিচনর সচঙ্গ 
পলরেয় করাচি সিখক ‘িলোিী িািাই’ পাচঠর অিিারো করচিন। আমরা সদখচি 
পাই অিীি সেচক িি্তমাচনর কািপ্রিাচহ জীিচনর পলরকাঠাচমার ধারািাটহকভাচি 
লিিি্তন হচিও প্রলিিাচরই স্পটিরূচপ প্রলিভাি হচয়চ� নারীর আত্মসম্ানচিাধ। 
উপন্যাচসর  প্রেম  পি্ম  ‘িলোিী  িািাই’—এই  পচি্ম  ইলন্র  ঠাকরুেচক  সকন্দ 
কচরই হলরহর রাচয়র পলরিাচর একটি েলররে আমরা সদখচি পাই লরলন, হলরহচরর 
সংসাচর  ‘আপদ  িািাই’  স্বরূপ  প্রলিভাি  হচয়চ�ন।  িৎকািীন  ঔপলনচিলশক 
সমাচজ  সকৌলিন্য  প্রোর  রূপকাচষ্  ইলন্র  ঠাকরুচের  মি  অসংখ্য  নারীরা  ট�ি 
সসই নরিলির উপকরে। পুরুষিালন্ত্রক সমাচজর লনয়মকানুচনর কাচ� আত্মসমলপ্মি 
নারীচদর  দুঃসহ  সিদনার  দৃটিান্তস্বরূপ  ইলন্র  ঠাকরুেচক  আমরা  সদখচি  পাই। 
‘িলোিী িািাই পচি্ম ৭০ ি�র িয়স্া এক িৃদ্ধা ইলন্র ঠাকরুচের সচঙ্গ আমাচদর 
পলরেয় হয়। জীিচনর  সশষ পর্মাচয় উপনীি এই িৃদ্ধাচক ঔপন্যালসক আমাচদর 
সামচন িুচি  ধচরচ�ন অি্যন্ত  দষেিার  সাচে।  িয়চসর ভাচর  নু্যজ এই  িৃদ্ধার 
সিদনাময় ও অসহায় জীিন-ইলিহাস সরন অিীচির কািপ্রিাচহর দলিি। ইলন্র 
ঠাকরুে হলরহচরর সংসাচরর ট�চিন অিালছিিা, আলশ্িা। িার লনজস্ব সম্ি িিচি, 
সমগ্র জীিচন িার লিচনক স্বামীর দশ্মন এিং অকািমৃি কন্যা লিচশ্শ্রীর সিদনািুর 
মিৃলি। ইলন্র ঠাকরুচের মি সকৌলিন্য প্রোর িলি কুিীন নারীরা শুধুমারে সামালজক 
স্চরই নয়, সাংসালরক জীিচনও ট�চিন অিালছিি। এই কারচেই ইলন্র ঠাকরুচের 
এই লনদারুে পেহারা, লদশাহারা গ্ালনময় জীিন এক িৃহত্তর নারীিচগ্মর সামালজক 
অিস্ানচক ি্যলঞ্ি কচর িুচিচ�। ‘দু-সিিা কোয় কোয় িুটড়চক সময় োলকচি 
পে সদখাইয়া সদিার উপচদশ ইলঙ্গচি জানাইয়া সদয়। সসই পে সকানলদচক জ্ান 
হওয়া অিলধ আজ পর্মন্ত সত্তর িৎসচরর মচধ্য িুটড়চক িাহার সন্ান পায় নাই, 
এিকাি পর সকাোয় িাহা লমলিচি ভালিয়াই ঠাহর পায় না।’১

জ্ানািলধ ইলন্র ঠাকরুচের এই পচের সন্ানটি  ট�ি মূিি ঔপলনচিলশকৃি 
সমাজ সেচক সিলরচয় লনজস্ব স্ান িো িাসস্াচনর সন্ান। িৎকািীন পুরুষশালসি 
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সমাচজ িলন্নী নারীরা মুলতি িাচভর আশায় লনজস্ব পে সন্াচনর সাহস করচি 
পাচরলন।  িার  কারে  হচিা,  িাচদর  জন্মািলধ  সশখাচনা  হচয়ট�ি  নারীর  সকি 
সেিনা-অনুভূলি-উপিলব্ধ  পুরুচষর  কাচ�  সমলপ্মি।  সকৌলিন্য  প্রোর  িলিপ্রদত্ত 
ইলন্র  ঠাকরুচের  মচিা  লিধিা  নারীরা  টেরকািই  লদশাহারা,  গ্ালনময়  জীিচনর 
লদশারী। িাই এরা সাংসালরক জীিচন অিালছিি। িৎকািীন ঔপলনচিলশক গ্রামীে 
সমাচজর  রীলিনীলি-সিাকলিশ্াসচক  ধারািাটহকভাচিই  িহন  কচর  আসট�চিন 
িারা। অসহায়,  লনঃসম্ি এই িৃদ্ধা  দুগ্মার মচধ্য স্াপন কচর  লদচি  সেচয়ট�চিন 
লনচজর উত্তরসূলর প্রলিকপে সত্তাচক। ইলন্র ঠাকরুে কখচনা ‘মা’ ডাক সশাচননলন। 
আচগই িার সমচয় লিচশ্শ্রী পৃলেিী স�চড় অপর পাচড় েচি লগচয়চ�। লকন্তু ইলন্র 
ঠাকুরুচের মািৃহৃদয়িা আজও শুলকচয় রায়লন। “হলরহচরর সমচয়র মচধ্য লিচশ্শ্রী 
মৃিু্যপাচরর সদশ হইচি েললেশ ি�র পচর িাহার অনাো মাচয়র সকাচি আিার 
লফলরয়া আলসয়াচ�।  েললেশ  ি�চর  লনলভয়া-রাওয়া  েুমন্ত  মািৃত্ব  সমচয়িার  মুচখর 
লিপন্ন অপ্রলিভ ভলঙ্গচি, অচিাধ সোচখর হালসচি—এক মুহূচি্ত সেলকি আগ্রচহ, 
সশষ হইচি েিা জীিচনর ি্যাকুি ষেুধায় জালগয়া উচঠ।”২

উপন্যাচস ইলন্র ঠাকরুে েলররেটির মাধ্যচম ঔপন্যালসক অিীচির ঐলিচহ্যর 
ধারাটিচক িহন কচর িি্তমাচনর পিভূলমচি সংচরাগ স্াপন কচরচ�ন। আর সসই 
কারচেই ‘িলোিী িািাই পচি্ম পাঠচকর হৃদচয় লনচজর প্রলি সহানুভূলি আকষ্মচের 
আশ্চর্ম প্রদীপটি অি্যন্ত সিক্তিার সাচে দুগ্মার হাচি সমপ্মে কচর িৃদ্ধা উপন্যাস 
সেচক  নীরচি  লিদায়  লনচিন।  লনচজর  অন্তচরর  অপ্রালতির  সক্রাধালগ্নটি  সন্তপ্মচে 
দুগ্মার মচধ্য জ্বালিচয়  লদচয়  সগচিন িৃদ্ধা ইলন্র ঠাকরুে।  ‘দুগ্মা’ নামিা শুনচিই 
মচন পচড় এক পা ধূচিা, মাোর েুি রুষে, উচস্াখুচস্া সিচির অভাচি একটি 
সমচয়।  সচম্াটহচির  মচিা|  সমচয়টি  েুচড়  সিড়ায়  ওড়কিলম  িিার  িচন।  িচি 
সস পে েচি সিক্তিার সাচে, িার  দৃলটি সি্মদাই পচের পাচশ  সিাচপর মচধ্য 
িুলকচয় োকা কঁােচপাকার প্রলি। িার সমিয়সীরা সরখাচন িাচদর সমিয়সীচদর 
সাচে  সখিায় মত্ত,  সসখাচন  সস িনিাদাচড়জঙ্গচি েুচর  সিড়ায়। মাচয়র শাসচন 
পীটড়ি দুগ্মা িার দুঃখ ভাগ কচর সনয় প্রকৃলির সাচে। এখাচন িাচক প্রকৃলিচপ্রমী 
না িচি প্রকৃলির অনুষঙ্গী িিচি  সিলশ ভাচিা হয়। দুগ্মার  বশশচির  লসংহভাগ 
দখি কচর আচ� িার  লপলসমা ইলন্র ঠাকরুে। দুগ্মার সকি আশার-ভািিাসার 
সঙ্গী  ট�ি  ইলন্র  ঠাকরুে।  িাচক  সরমন  ইলন্র  ঠাকরুে  সকি  অন্যাচয়  প্রশ্য় 
লদচয়চ�, সিমলন কখচনা  লিদ্যািচয় না রাওয়া দুগ্মাচক নানা| রূপকোর গপে-�ড়া 
সশানাচিন। দুগ্মাও িাগান সেচক িার জন্য নানা স্বাদু ফি িুচি আনি। হয়চিা 
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গপে সশানাচনার পলরিচি্ত সামান্য ঋেচশাধ। কোয় আচ�, রাচক ভািিাসা রায় 
িার  সাচে  রািিীয়  মান-অলভমান-আিদারও  করা  রায়।  দুগ্মাও  ি্যলিক্রম  নয়। 
লপলসর প্রলি িার অপলরসীম ভািিাসা সেচক জন্ম সনয় রািিীয় মান-অলভমান-
আিদার। িাই লপলস িাটড় স�চড় েচি সগচি দুগ্মা িার অভাি সিাধ কচর। রাচি 
লি�ানায় শুচয় লপলসমার জন্য কঁাচদ। িািা-মার অপ�ন্ সজচনও লপলসচক লফলরচয় 
আনার জন্য সস কাির অনুচরাধ জানায়। ইলন্র ঠাকরুচের প্রলি দুগ্মার ভািিাসা 
সি্মজয়াচক  ক্রমশ  ঈষ্মালবিি  কচর  সিাচি।  সিখচকর  িে্মনায়—“ইলন্র  ঠাকরুে 
লফলরয়া আলসয়াচ� �য়-সাি মাস হইি, সি্মজয়া লকন্তু ইহার মচধ্য একলদনও িুটড়র 
সচঙ্গ ভাচিা কলরয়া কো কচহ নাই। আজকাি িাহার আরও মচন হয়  সর, ঐ 
িুটড় ডাইনী সািকুিখাগীিাচক িাহার সমচয় সরন িাহার সেচয়ও সিলশ ভািিাচস। 
টহংসা সিা হয়ই, রাগও হয়। সপচির সমচয়চক পর কলরয়া লদচিচ�।”৩ উপন্যাচসর 
সকন্দীয়  েলররে অপুচক  দুগ্মাই  হাি  ধচর পলরেয় কলরচয়  সদয় প্রকৃলির  বনসলগ্মক 
সশাভার সাচে। সি্মজয়ার সকি শাসন উচপষো কচর দুগ্মার অফুরন্ত দুরন্তপনা, 
িচন-জঙ্গচি কঁাো-পাকা ফচির সন্াচন েুচর সিড়াচনা, অপুর প্রলি সস্চহর শাসন 
—এই সকি িে্মনাই দুগ্মাচক সাধারে গ্রাম্যিালিকা সেচক প্রকৃলিিালিকা’য় উত্তীে্ম 
কচরচ�  । অপুর িে্মনাচিও আমরা  সসই ইলঙ্গিই পাই—“লদলদর  সকহ নাই,  সস 
সরন  একা  সকাো  হইচি আলসয়াচ�,  উহার  সােী  এখাচন  সকহ  নাই।”৪  ‘আম 
অঁাটির  সভঁপু’  অংচশ  রখন  সদলখ  িখন  িার  িয়স  দশ-এগাচরা  ি�র,  “গড়ন 
পািিা-পািিা, রে অপুর মি অিিা ফরসা নয়, একিু োপা। হাচি কঁাচের েুটড়, 
পরচন  ময়িা কাপড়,  মাোর  েুি রুষে—িািাচস উটড়চিচ�,  মুচখর গড়ন  মন্ 
নয়, অপুর মচিা সোখগুচিা সিশ ডাগর ডাগর!”৫ লকচশারী দুগ্মা সভাজনলপ্রয়া । 
আচমর কুলশ জালরচয় খাওয়ার মচধ্য  লকংিা সখিার সরঞ্াম, ফিমূচির সন্াচন 
সারালদন একা একা  সস িনজঙ্গচি েুচর  সিড়াচনার মচধ্য এক অনন্য আনচন্র 
আস্বাদ সপি। এসচিরই মাচি িার জীিচন একটি  লিচশষ রং িাচগ, নীচরচনর 
সচঙ্গ লিচয়র প্রসচঙ্গ। সগাকুচির িউ এই প্রসচঙ্গর উেস্াপন করচি দুগ্মা আনচন্ 
আত্মহারা হচয় পচড়। িজ্া নারীর অিকিার,  ‘পচের পঁাোিী’ উপন্যাচস দুগ্মার 
দুরন্তপনার পাশাপালশ এক িজ্াশীিা  দুগ্মার  নারী  স্বভাচির এক খণ্ড  টেরোকিন 
কচরচ�ন ঔপন্যালসক। দুগ্মার মি েঞ্ি সমচয়ও নীচরচনর প্রলি আসতি হয়, িার 
সাচে ের িঁাধার স্বপ্ন সদচখ। মধু সংক্রালন্তর ব্রচির  লদন  সস িার মচনর িাসনা 
জানায় নীচরন িািু  সরন ভাচিা োচক। িার  লিচয়  সরন নীচরচনর সাচেই হয়। 
রানুর  লদলদর  মিই  সরন  িালজ-িাজনা  হয়  িার  লিচয়চি।  দুগ্মার  একাকীত্ব  এই 
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উপন্যাচসর অন্যিম লদক। লসচনমাচি আমরা সদলখ রখন রােু লদলদ লিিাহমণ্ডচপ 
আসীন; িার সিজ্ সনরে পলির দৃলটি এটড়চয় েচিচ�, িার রূচপ-রচে সিচগচ� 
িসচন্তর আভা,  দুগ্মার  সোচখ িখন  সিদনাশ্রু।  এই  সিদনাশ্রু  রােু  লদলদর  মচিা 
সঙ্গীচক হারািার, দুগ্মার মচনর গহন সকাচে িুক্ালয়ি েরেী হওয়ার ি্যে্ম স্বচপ্নর, 
সােীহারা হচয় োকার কচটির। সি্যলজৎ রায় এখাচন দুগ্মার একাকীচত্বর রন্ত্রোচক 
লনপুেভাচি ফুটিচয় িুচিচ�ন। সন্তাচনর সুচখর জন্য মাচয়রা সি্মদাই ি্যাগ করচি 
িৎপর োচক। দুগ্মা মা নয়, লকন্তু দুগ্মার মচধ্যও আমরা এক মািৃহৃদচয়র পলরেয় 
পাই।  দুগ্মা  অপুচক  সিচড়  উঠচি  সাহার্য  কচরচ�।  দুগ্মা  লনচজ  িনজঙ্গচি  েুচর 
সিড়াি,  এিং  অপুচকও  সসই  সচঙ্গ  প্রকৃলির  সচঙ্গ  পলরেয়  কলরচয়ট�ি।  অপুর 
সমস্ দুরন্তপনা, মান-অলভমান দুগ্মা িুিচি পারি এিং অপুর সকি আিদার ও 
োটহদা সস পূরচের সেটিা করি। অপুচক িরািরই সস মাচয়র মচিা আগচি রাচখ, 
েুলর করা ফি লদচয় আোর িালনচয় খাওয়াচনা, িৃলটির মচধ্য িুচক সিচন সনওয়া—
এসিই সরন িার মািৃত্বচিাচধর প্রকাশ। অপুও িার  লদলদচক ভীষে ভািিাচস। 
িাইচিা লদলদর মৃিু্যর পর সসানার সকৌিাটি রান্নােচরর িাক সেচক আলিষ্ার করার 
পর সস লিন্ুমারে লিিম্ না কচর সসটিচক িঁাশিচন �ুঁচড় সফচি সদয়। সরন আর 
কখচনা সকউ িার লদলদচক ‘সোর’ অপিাদ না লদচি পাচর। মৃিু্যর পরও লদলদচক 
সরন সকউ েৃোর সোচখ না সদচখ।

গ্রাচমর  একপাচশ  প্রকৃলির  লনস্ব্ধিা  সভদ  কচর  সরিিাইচনর  ওপর  �ুচি 
রাওয়া িাপেীয় ইলঞ্ন পলরোলিি সরিগাটড় | রার লিলকলিলক শচব্দ দু’ ভাইচিান 
লমচি নদীর পাচর কাশিন দু’ হাচি সলরচয় সরি সদখার আনন্ সরন এক অজানা 
রহচস্যর সন্ান সদয়। সি্যলজৎ রাচয়র এই অনুপম দৃশ্যটির লশপেরূপ েিটচ্রেটিচি 
এক অনন্য মারো এচন সদয়। 

লনলশ্চলন্পুর স�চড় েচি রাওয়ার সময় অপুর মচন হচয়চ� দুগ্মা মারা সগচিও 
দুইজচনর  সখিার  পচে-োচি,  িঁাশিচন,  আমিিায়,  লনলশ্চলন্পুচরর  ভাো 
সকাঠািাটড়র প্রলিটি  গৃহচকাে,  সরখাচন  সস িার  লদলদচক এিলদন কাচ� কাচ�ই 
সপচয়চ�—এিার প্রকৃিই িার  লদলদর সাচে িার  সরন  লিচছেদ হচয়  সগি। িার 
মচন হয় গ্রাচমর সশচষ িুচড়া জামিিািায় িার লদলদ সরন ম্ানমুচখ দঁাটড়চয় িার 
লদচক  সেচয় আচ�। অপুর  মচন  হয়  িািা-মা  লদলদচক অপ�ন্ করি িাই  সিা 
অলিিচম্ িাচক লনচয় লদলদচক সসখাচন একা সরচখ িারা েচি রাচছে। হঠাৎ মচন 
সাহস সঞ্য় কচর সোখ ভরা জি লনচয় সস সরন লদলদচক জানাচি োয়—“আলম 
রাইলন লদলদ, আলম সিাচক ভুলিলন,...”৬
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ইলন্র  ঠাকরুচের  মৃিু্যর  সাচে  সাচে  গ্রাচম  প্রােীনচত্বর  অিসান  হচয়ট�ি 
লকন্তু  দুগ্মার  মৃিু্যচি  অচনকগুচিা  স্বচপ্নর  মৃিু্য  েচি|  সগচিা।  মৃিু্য  হি  লনজ্মন 
িঁাশিাগাচনর হীরকখণ্ডর, দুই পয়সার  লমঠাই ও মুড়লক খাওয়ার, িাচয়াচস্াচপর 
সভিচরর  অিাক  কচর  সদওয়া  সসই  অভূিপূি্ম  দৃশ্য  লকংিা  কাশিচনর  ওপাচর 
না  সদখা  সরিগাটড়র  স্বচপ্নর।  রােুচদর  িাটড়র  িাগাচনর  মানুষ  সমান  উঁেু|  েন 
আগা�ার িচন শুকচনা পািার সাচে সসইসি মৃি স্বপ্নচদর গুনগুন শব্দ আজও 
সশানা রায়“হিুদ িচন িচন নাক �লিটি হালরচয় সগচ�,—সুখ সনইচকা মচন। ”৭ 
সি্মজয়া দালয়ত্বজ্ান সম্ন্ন আদশ্ম গৃটহেী ও সস্হময়ী জননী। হলরহচরর সংসাচর 
সি্মজয়া সরলদন প্রচিশ করি, সসলদন সেচক সংসাচরর সমস্ দালয়ত্ব সস লনচজই 
িহন কচর  েচিচ�। অভাচির সংসাচরর অকপেনীয়  দালরচদ্র্যর সমস্ রন্ত্রো কটি 
সহ্য কচর  সগচ�  সস। সি্মজয়া শান্ত-সুশীিা  নয়,  সস মুখরা-স্বাে্মপর।  সস  ইলন্র 
ঠাকরুচের  উপর  অি্যাোর  কচর।  লিধিা  অসহায়  ইলন্র  ঠাকরুন-এর  জীিচনর 
সশষ আশ্য়িুকুও  সস  সকচড়  লনচয়ট�ি  লনদ্ময়ভাচি,  স্বাে্মপচরর  ন্যায়।  লকন্তু পুরে 
অপুচক  সস  সোচখ হারায়।  লশশু অপুচক কাজি পলরচয় েুম পাড়াচি  লগচয়  সস 
গান গাইচি োচক—

‘আয়চর পালখ - ই- ই সিজচিািা,—
আমার সখাকনচক লনচয়-এ-এ গাচ� সিািা”৮

সি্মজয়া লনচজর সন্তান িো দুগ্মা ও অপুর সুচখর জীিচনর কামনা কচর। িাইচিা 
দুগ্মা ও অপুর কুটড়চয় পাওয়া কঁাচের িুকচরাচক মূি্যিান হীচর সভচি স্বপ্ন সদখচি 
োচক সস—

‘রঁালধচি  রঁালধচি  সি্মজয়া  িারিার  মচন  মচন  িলিচি  িালগি—সদাহাই 
ঠাকুর, কি  সিাক  সিা কি  লক কুটড়চয় পায়। এই কটি  রাচছে সংসাচরর 
—িা�াচদর লদচক মুখ িুচি িালকও—সদাহাই ঠাকুর।’৯

িচি উপন্যাচস দুগ্মার িুিনায় অপুর প্রলি সি্মজয়ার সস্হ অলধকমারোয় সদখা রায়। 
লকন্তু িার কারচে দুগ্মার প্রলি িার সপ্রম লকংিা সস্চহর কাপ্মে্যিা েচিলন। দুগ্মাচক 
সস  সরমন  সস্হ কচরচ�, দুগ্মা অিাধ্য ও উদ্ধধৃখিি হওয়ায় সি্মজয়া িাচক শাসন 
কচরচ�। সসজ ঠাকুচরর অপমান রখন িার সচহ্যর িঁাধ অলিক্রম কচরচ�, িখন 
সস দুগ্মাচক অমানলিক প্রহার কচরচ�।  লনচজর দালরচদ্র্যর রন্ত্রোয়  লনচজ অনুিতি 
হচয়চ� এই সভচি সর, দুগ্মার মচধ্য আজ সর সেৌর্মিৃলত্ত এচসচ� িা িাচদরই কারচে, 
দু-সিিা সন্তানচদর দু’মুচঠা অচন্নর সজাগান লদচি না পারার ফচি। এই অষেমিা 
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িাচক অন্তচর অন্তচর লনপীটড়ি কচর। লকন্তু অপরলদচক এই সি্মজয়ার আর এক 
মািৃরূপ আমরা  সদখচি পাই, রখন  সদলখ এক িড় িৃলটির রাচি অসুস্ দুগ্মাচক 
প্রাকৃলিক দুচর্মাচগর  হাি  সেচক রষো করার জন্য সি্মজয়ার অদম্য প্রচেটিা,  সস 
সরন প্রকৃলির সাচে িড়াই কচর িার সমচয় দুগ্মাচক লফলরচয় আনচিই। লকন্তু সসই 
প্রচেটিার ি্যে্মিা িাচক প্রেমিার িার অষেমিার সম্ুখীন করায়। দুগ্মার মৃিু্যর পর 
রখন হলরহর িাটড় লফচর আচস িখন সি্মজয়ার মািৃহৃদচয়র সিদনা সরানালি্তরূচপ 
ফুঁলপচয় সিলরচয় আচস। “উছোলসি কচঠি ফুকালরয়া কঁালদয়া| উটঠি—ওচগা দুগগা 
লক আর আচ� সগা—মা সর আমাচদর ফাঁলক লদচয় েচি লগচয়চ� সগা—”

সি্মজয়া মািৃ হৃদয় মািৃচস্হ পূে্মরূচপ লিকাশ পায় অপুর প্রলি। ‘অপরালজি’ 
উপন্যাস মিৃলিোরচের মাধ্যচম আমরা সি্মজয়ার মচধ্য পুরে অপুর প্রলি ি্যাকুিিা 
সদখচি পাই।  সস োয় না অপু  লশষোিাভ কচর িড়  সহাক,  সস োয় অপু গ্রাচম 
সেচক সপৌচরাটহি্য কচর জীিন অলিিাটহি করুক। সি্মজয়ার কাচ�ই োকুক সস। 
ভাচিা-মন্ রাই সহাক, সি্মজয়া িুলকচয় স�চির জন্য িুচি সরচখ সদয়। কুন্ুচদর 
িাটড়র  লিচয়র িচ্বির সচন্শ সি্মজয়া  লনচজ না  সখচয় অপুর জন্য িুচি রাচখ। 
সি্মজয়ার কাচ� অপু এখচনা সসই লশশুটি। সি্মজয়ার প্রায়ই মচন হয় সস ি্যিীি 
আর সকউ অপুচক আদর কচর, সস্হ ভচর সখচি লদচি পাচর না। সস লজজ্াসা 
কচর—“দুচিিাই মা�  সদয়?  সপি ভলরয়া ভাি  সদয়  সিা?  লক খািার খায়  সস 
বিকাচি?  কাপড়  লনচজ  কাটেচি  হয়?”১০  অপুর  জন্য  এি  ভািনা  আর  সক 
ভািচি!

হলরহচরর  সাচে  সি্মজয়া  লিচয়র  পর  প্রায়  দশ  িৎসর  রািৎ  হলরহর  ট�ি 
লনরুচদেশ। স্বামীর এই লনরুচদেশকাচি সি্মজয়া পাড়াপ্রলিচিশীর কাচ� সহানুভূলির 
পারেী হচয় উচঠট�ি। লকন্তু িারপর রখন হলরহর লফচর আচস িখন প্রিি আকা্ষিা 
সচ্বিও সস হলরহচরর কাচ� িার সাচে েচি রাওয়ার ইছো প্রকাশ করচি পাচরলন। 
—“সকন  লিচদ্রাহ  সোষো  কলরয়া  িলিি  না  লনচয়  রাক  সগ—আিার  িা  লনচয় 
িিা, সকন এি স�াি হচি রাওয়া।”১১ সি্মজয়ার এই আত্মসম্ানচিাধ পাঠকচক 
েমৎকৃি কচর। দালরদ্র পীটড়ি সংসাচর সি্মজয়া সকিি স্বছেিিার স্বপ্ন সদখচিা। 
স্বছেিিার  সসই স্বপ্নভঙ্গ হচয়ট�ি,  রখন  সস  হলরহচরর সাচে িঁাশিচনর  সভির 
ভাঙ্গা  সকাঠািাটড়চি এচস উচঠট�ি।  লকন্তু এচিও| সি্মজয়া হচিাদ্যম হয়লন।  সস 
নিুন কচর স্বপ্ন সদচখচ�—

‘অপু সকাচি উটঠয়া িড় মাটির ভঁাচড়  সদায়া একমারে সচফন কাি গাই 
এর দুচধর সচঙ্গ গরম মুটড়র ফিার খাইয়া পটড়চি িচস। দুগ্মা ম্যাচিলরয়ায় 
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সভাচগ না। সকচিই জাচন, সকচিই খালির কচর, আলসয়া পাচয়র ধূিা 
িয়। গরীি িলিয়া িুছে িাটছেি্য কচর না—শুধুই স্বপ্ন  সদচখ,  লদন নাই, 
রাি নাই, সি্মজয়া শুধুই স্বপ্ন সদচখ।”১২

রায়চেৌধুরীচদর  িাটড়চি  রাধুনী  োকাকািীন  সি্মজয়ার  স্বাধীনচেিা  মন  সসই 
পরাধীন জীিনচক সমচন লনচি পাচরলন,—

“এ সরন সি্মদা জুজু হইয়া োকা, সি্মদা মন সরাগাইয়া েিা, আর একজচনর 
মুচখর লদচক োটহয়া পে হঁািা, পান সেচক েুন না| খচস। স�াির স�াি, িস্য 
স�াি . . . িাহার অসহ্য হচয় উচঠট�ি।”১৩

লনলশ্চলন্পুচরর  অভাচির  সংসার  হচিও  সি্মজয়া  সসখাচনই  ট�ি  সচি্মসি্মা। 
রায়চেৌধুরীর িাটড়চি োকাকািীন িার  লনলশ্চলন্পুচরর সংসারচকই অচনক সিলশ 
গ্রহেচরাগ্য  মচন  হচয়ট�ি।  লকন্তু  রায়চেৌধুরী  িাটড়র  অসম্াচনর  আশ্য়  স�চড় 
এচস  লনলশ্চলন্পুচরর  লফচর আসচি  পাচরলন  কারে  িার  মচন  হচয়ট�ি  পাড়া-
প্রলিচিশীচদর কাচ�  সস কী জিাি  সদচি!  স�াি হচয় রাওয়ার ভচয় সস কাশীর 
অলনলশ্চি জীিনচকও  সশ্য়ির মচন  হচয়ট�ি।  রায়চেৌধুরীর  িাটড়চি অপু  রখন 
গ্রাচম  লফচর  রাওয়ার  কো  িচি,  িখন  সি্মজয়া  িচিচ�—“েি  িরং,—আছো 
কাশী রালি?”

‘অক্রুর  সংিাদ’-এ  কাশী  প্রিাস।  সসখাচন  খুিই অপে  লদন  স্বাছেচন্  োকার 
পর হলরহচরর হঠাৎ মৃিু্য সি্মজয়াচক িীব্র অসহায়িার সম্ুখীন কচর। প্রলিচিশী 
িম্ি নন্িািুর উপদ্রি সি্মজয়ার সামচন নানা সমস্যার সৃলটি কচর। ধনী পলরিাচরর 
রঁাধুলনর কাচজ লনরুতি হচি সস িাধ্য হয়। গৃটহেী সেচক পলরোলরকায় পলরেি হয়। 
দালরদ্র্য  িার  টেরকািীন  সঙ্গী।  লকন্তু এইরূপ আত্মসম্ানহীন পরাধীনিা  সস  মন 
সেচক সমচন লনচি পাচরনলন। ধনীগৃচহর অনুষ্াচন এক সম্ালনিা িৃদ্ধা রাজরানীচক 
সদচখ  সি্মজয়ার  আপন  কৃি  অপরাধ  সোচখর  সামচন  সভচস  ওচঠ।  সস  এই 
সন্মানীয়া  িৃদ্ধার মচধ্য  সদখচি পায় অপমালনিা  ইলন্র ঠাকরুেচক।  সজচগ ওচঠ 
িার মচধ্য অনুচশােনাচিাধ, অন্তদ্মহন-এর অনচি প্রজজ্বলিি সি্মজয়ার অশ্রু িঁাধ 
মাচন না। সি্মজয়া িার পূি্মকৃি অপরাচধর ষেমা োয়। সি্মজয়ার মচন হয় িার 
লনচজর  িীব্র  অিমাননাকর  কৃিকচম্মর  কারচেই আজ  িার  এই  পলরেলি।  মৃি 
ইলন্র ঠকরুচের প্রলি সমচিদনা সজচগ ওচঠ িার মচন। এককাচি সর আলশ্িা 
অসহায় ইলন্র ঠাকরুেচক সস লনরাশ্য় কচর লদচয়ট�ি, িারই ফিস্বরূপ আজ সস 
লনচজ জাগলিক ভাচি আলশ্িা হচয়ও মানলসক ভাচি লনরাশয়। 
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িােী িসুর স�াচিাগচপে সপৌরালেক ও মহাকালি্যক 
আখ্যাচনর নিভাচষ্য নারীিাদী ভািনা

ইন্দােী গাঙ্গুলি

পৃলেিীর ইলিহাচসর অন্যিম রুগান্তকারী সংেিন ফরালস লিলেচির মূি িােী ‘সাম্য, 
বমরেী এিং স্বাধীনিা’র সরশ ধচর লব্রটিশ সিখক সমলর ওিচস্ানক্র্যাফি সমাচজ 
নারীর সমলশষো এিং সমমর্মাদার অলধকাচরর পচষে িলিষ্ সওয়াি কচরট�চিন 
(১৭৯২)।  লপিৃিালন্ত্রক সভ্যিার অন্যিম দান  লিঙ্গনিষচম্যর  লিরুচদ্ধ সমিা ও 
অলধকার অজ্মচনর িচষে্য উলনশ ও লিশ শিচক পাশ্চাচি্য নারীিাদী আচন্ািচনর 
প্রেম ও লবিিীয় িরঙ্গ উচঠট�ি। নারীিাদী িচ্বি এিং আচন্ািচন অি্যন্ত গুরুত্ব 
সপচয়চ�  আিহমান  লিঙ্গনিষচম্যর  লিচরালধিা  এিং  নারীর  সমঅলধকার  ও 
মর্মাদািাচভর পে অচবিষে।  লিঙ্গনিষম্য এক সামালজক সমস্যা,  রার  লনরসচনর 
পচে অগ্রসর হচি সগচি জানা প্রচয়াজন লিিি্তমান সামালজক ইলিহাচসর ধারা, 
রার সাষে্য িহন কচর েচি সাটহি্য। প্রাগাধুলনক ধম্মচকলন্দক সাটহি্য িৎকাচির 
সামালজক  ইলিহাচসর  দলিি।  অলধকার  অজ্মচনর  সংগ্রাচম  নারীর  জয়-পরাজয়, 
অিমাননার লিিি্তমান আচিখ্য সন্াচন আধুলনক সাটহি্যকাচররা িারিার মহাকাি্য 
ও পুরাচের নিভাষ্য রেনায় ব্রিী হচয়চ�ন। িি্তমান প্রিচন্র আচিাে্য লিষয় িােী 
িসুর স�াচিাগচপে সপৌরালেক ও মহাকালি্যক আখ্যাচনর নিভাচষ্য নারীিাদী ভািনা। 

পুরাে  এিং  মহাকাচি্যর  নানা  আখ্যাচন  ষেমিা  কাচয়ম  রাখার  প্রচশ্ন, 
উত্তরালধকারীিাচভর  প্রচয়াজচন  এিং  রাজননলিক  িো  সামালজক  েুলতির  শি্ত 
টহচসচি নারীচক িারিার ি্যিহার কচরচ� লপিৃিন্ত্র। এই লিষচয় প্রােীন রাজিচন্ত্রর 
সচঙ্গ িি্তমান লিশ্ায়চনর শলরক আধুলনক গেিচন্ত্রর পাে্মক্য নগে্যই। লনচজর জীিন, 
রাপন, শরীর সম্চক্ত রারা লনচজরা কখচনাই লসদ্ধান্ত লনচি পাচরলন, লপিৃিচন্ত্রর 
ক্রীড়ানক হচয়চ� িারিার,  সিমন  সপৌরালেক এিং মহাকালি্যক নারীচদর কাটহলন 
লনচয়  গপে  লিচখ  িােী  িসু  িাচদর  লনরুচ্ার  রন্ত্রোচক  নিভাষ্য  দান  কচরচ�ন। 
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প্রেলিি  কাটহলনগুলির  সকাচনা  লিকপে  ভাষ্য  লনম্মাে  না  কচর  মূি  কাটহলনক্রম 
অপলরিলি্তি  সরচখ  নারীর  অলধকারহীনিা,  ি্যিহৃি  হওয়া  এিং  লিঙ্গনিষচম্যর 
িীব্রিা কাটহলনগুলিচি স্পটি কচর িুচিচ�ন। 

ইলিহাস  িচি,  সগাষ্ী  িা  সকৌমলভলত্তক  সমাজি্যিস্ায়  পরিিতী  ধাচপ  িৃহৎ 
সরৌে পলরিাচরর উৎপলত্ত  হচি সম্লত্তর উপর  ি্যলতিগি মালিকানার অলধকার 
স্বীকৃি হয় এিং পুরুচষর কাচ� উত্তরালধকারীর প্রচয়াজন লনরকিুশ হচয় ওচঠ। একই 
সচঙ্গ সমাচজ উৎপাদন ি্যিস্া সেচক লিেু্যি হচয় নারীর স্ান হয় গৃচহ, দাসীরূচপ। 
গ্রাসাছোদচনর জন্য নারী লনভ্তর হচয় পচড় পুরুচষর উপর। স্বভািিই এই লনভ্তরিা 
লনপীড়চের সহায়ক হচয় ওচঠ। লরিটিপূি্ম সতিম শিক সেচক প্রায় সদড় হাজার ি�র 
ধচর রটেি সি শাচস্ত (িিািাহুি্য, শাস্ত গ্রন্থসমূহ লসলভি ি িা সামালজক ন্যাচয়র 
প্রলিলনলধ টহচসচিই লিচিটেি হচিা) নারীচক িার সদহ ও সম্চদর উপর সমস্ 
অলধকার সেচক িলঞ্ি করা হচয়চ�। শাস্তচিত্তা িচিচ�ন, ‘ন স্তী স্বািন্ত্রমহলি’। 
অন্যলদচক শাস্তিেন িচিচ�, ‘পুরোচে্ম লক্রয়চি ভার্মা’। িাই সমাচজর কাচ� নারীর 
জন্ম  ও  জীিচনর  একমারে  মূি্য  ও  সাে্মকিা  ট�ি  প্রজননাচে্মই।  এচদচশ  িাই 
নারীমন আনশশি পুরুচষর প্রলি িশ্যিাস্বীকাচরর লশষোয় িালিি হয়। লিিাচহর 
পর  নারীর  সরৌনজীিচনর  লনয়ন্তা  হয় িার  স্বামী।  সুপ্রােীন কাি  সেচকই  মািৃত্ব 
লনরচপষে সরৌনিা ভারিীয় দাম্চি্য স্বীকৃি নয় এিং সমাজ ও পলরিাচর সি্মরেই 
রািিীয় উৎপাদনমূিক লসদ্ধান্ত গ্রহচের অলধকারী সরচহিু পুরুষ, সসকারচে সহিাস 
ও গভ্তাধাচন সাধারেি নারীর সম্লির অচপষো  ট�ি না। আিার মািৃত্ব নারীর 
জন্য  সগৌরচির হচিও ভারিীয় ঐলিচহ্য  লশশুপািন ও পলরের্মা  �াড়া সন্তাচনর 
লিষচয় পলরিাচরর মুখ্য টহচসচি লসদ্ধান্তগ্রহচের অলধকারী ট�চিন মূিি লপিাই। 
সাটহি্য  সমাচজরই কেকিা কচর  েচি।  মহাকালি্যক ও  সপৌরালেক কাটহলনসমুহ 
সসকাচির  সমাজিাস্িিা  িো  সমাজমানচসর  কোকার  উত্তরাধুলনক  কািপচি্ম 
দঁাটড়চয়  িােী  িসু  িঁার  গচপে  পুরােপ্রলিমার  নিলনম্মাে  েটিচয়চ�ন।  সুপলরটেি 
কাটহলনলিন্যাচস পলরিি্তন না েটিচয় আধুলনক  সেিনায়  েলররেসমূচহর মনস্াল্বিক 
ি্যাখ্যায় নিুন আচিাকপাি কচরচ�ন লিলন। িঁার রেনায় দাম্ি্য সম্চক্তর লিটেরে 
লিন্যাচসর  সপ্রলষেচি এই জািীয়  গপেগুচিার আচিােনা অি্যন্ত গুরুত্বপূে্ম  হচয় 
ওচঠ।  সূর্মসংজ্া’  গচপে  সদিলশপেী  লিশ্কম্মানলন্নী  সংজ্ার  সসৌন্চর্ম্য আকৃটি  হচয় 
মাি্তণ্ডচদি িার  পালেপ্রােতী  হন।  মাি্তণ্ডচদচির  গৃটহেীহীন  গৃচহ অনুভূি  হচয়চ� 
গৃটহেীর আিশ্যকিা। এিলদন িার কপেনায় ট�ি এক িীরাঙ্গনা সিজলস্বনী দীলতিময়ী 
জীিনসলঙ্গনী, সংজ্াচক সদখার পর পলরিলি্তি হি িার মিামি। সিচজ অগ্রগে্য 
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লদিাকর লনলশ্চি হচিন, িঁার সরাগ্য সহধলম্মেী হচি পাচর মধুরিায় অগ্রগে্য এই 
নারী। অন্যলদচক সংজ্ার কাচ� িড় আকলমিক, িড় অিলক্তি এ প্রেয়, এ লিিাহ। 
. . .প্রস্তুলিরও প্রচয়াজন  লক  ট�ি  না?”১  বিলদক সভ্যিা  লিিাচহ  নারীর ঐটছেক 
অনুচমাদন প্রচয়াজনীয় িচি মচন কচরলন। এক উদ্রান্ত নিিধূ রখন স্বামীর প্রিি 
সিজ  সহ্য  করচি  অপারগ,  িখন  হিাশ  ও  অপমালনি  সূর্মচদচির  অলভশাপ 
সনচম আচস িঁারই অনাগি সন্তানচদর উপর।  লনচজর  �ায়া  সেচক  লনজকায়ার 
প্রলিরূপ লনম্মাে কচর সংজ্া েচি রায় িপস্যা করচি।  লপিৃগৃচহও স্ান হয় না 
িার, কারে, টেরন্তন গাহ্মস্্য লনয়ম হি, “পলিগৃহ স�চড় অন্য সকাোও সিলশলদন 
োকা  সিা  রশস্র  নয়!  সস  লপিৃগৃহ  হচিও  না।”২  িাহচি  “এিার  সকাোয় 
রায়  সংজ্া?  সকাোয়  িার  অি্যাহলি?”৩  না,  অি্যাহলি  সনই।  িাই  নারীচকই 
(সংজ্াচকই) িপস্যায় লসলদ্ধিাভ কচর স্বামীচসৌভাচগ্য গরলিনী হচি লফরচিই হয় 
গাচস্্য। অে্মাৎ নারীচক হচয় উঠচি হচি িার স্বামীর সরাগ্য। অেে শাস্তকার মনু 
িচিচ�ন, সি্মগুেহীন পুরুষও সি্মগুেরুতিা নারীর পূজ্য। িাই স্বামীর সরাগ্য হচয় 
ওঠার পরীষোয়  সফি  হচি উমা,  সংজ্া,  সদিহৃলিচদরই কটঠন িপস্যা  করচি 
হয়। সপৌরালেক কাটহলন অনুসাচর পুচরের প্রচয়াজচন লিিাহ কচরট�চিন কদম ঋলষ 
এিং িঁার সুচরাগ্য িধূ হচয় ওঠার জন্য রাজনলন্নী সদিহৃলিচক লনরন্তর কৃছেসাধনা 
করচি  হচয়ট�ি।  িােী  িসু  কলপি’  গচপে  কৃছেসাধনরিা  সদিহূলিচক  শ্রীকান্ত’ 
উপন্যাচসর অন্নদা  লদলদর  মচিা  ‘ভমিাছোলদি  িটহ্’  িচিচ�ন। সৃলটির আলদিচগ্ন 
প্রজাসৃলটিচি ব্রিী কদ্মম ঋলষর োটহদা “রূপিিী িঁার ভার্মাচক হচিই হচি, লকন্তু 
রূপিিী  হচি  গুেহীনা  হচি  সিা  েিচি  না!”৪  অেে  এই  সন্তাচনাৎপাদচনর 
রন্ত্রসম ভার্মাচক ি্যাগ করচি হচি িার  লিদ্যালভমান, রলদও িার  টেত্ত-লিচিক-
িুলদ্ধ-সম-দম-বেিন্য োকা আিলশ্যক। কৃছেসাধচনর পরীষোয় উত্তীে্ম হচয় সদিহূলি 
িিু  িিচি  সপচরট�চিন,  “আলম  আপনার  সভাচগর  সরাগ্য  হচিও,  আপলন 
এখনও  আমার  সভাচগর  সরাগ্য  হনলন।”৫  একো  ‘সরেুকা’  গচপের  রাজনলন্নী 
সেচক  ঋলষপত্ী  হচয়  রাওয়া  সি্যিিী  িা  সরেুকা  সকউই  িিচি  পাচরনলন। 
সি্যিিীর  জীিন  সকচিচ�  “এক  সকাপন  িৃচদ্ধর  িিস্  সসিায়।”৬  লপরোিচয়র 
সুখমিৃলি  সরন  িার  পূি্মজচন্মর  মিৃলি,  িাধ্যিািদ্ধ  দাম্ি্য  রাচক  মুহূচি্ত  লমে্যা 
মায়া ও স্বপ্নকূহচক পলরেি কচরচ�। িধূ  সরেুকার মুচখ  লনচজর অিীচির �ায়া 
সদখচি পান সি্যিিী। িচপািচনর আিচহ িাি্য সপলরচয় বকচশাচর পদাপ্মে কচর 
সরেুকার সন্তানরাও মাচয়র সচঙ্গ েলনষ্িা প্রায় মুচ� সফচি লপিার সচঙ্গ লনলিড় 
সম্চক্ত জুচড় রায়। স্বভািিই প্রােিন্ত  সরেুকার জীিন রালন্ত্রক হচয় পচড়, িিু 
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িার  োলরলরেক প্রােময়িা,  স্বিঃস্ূি্তিা, আচিগ সম্ূে্ম  লনঃচশষ  হচয়  রায়  না। 
অপটেি দাম্ি্য একলদন সডচক আচন ভয়ািহ লিপর্ময়। একলদন সরেুকা সুপুরুষ 
টেরেরচের জিচকলি সদখার পর “গচণ্ড অরুলেমা, সোখ দুটি িজ্া আর স্বপ্নরাো, 
িনুচদহটি  িাসনায়  েরের  কচর  কঁাপচ�।  এইভাচিই  িাচক আলিষ্ার  করচিন 
জমদলগ্ন। এই ‘িল্কিিসনা িবিী’সক এি সুন্র ও অভীটি আচগ কখচনা সদচখনলন 
জমদলগ্ন। লকন্তু িার পত্ীর এই মুগ্ধিা িার জন্য নয়, একজন পরপুরুচষর জন্য। 
একো  িুিচি  পারার  পচরই  শলমি  সক্রাধালগ্নর  উগার  হি  লিধ্বংসীরূচপ  এিং 
কলনষ্  পুচরের  হাচি  স্বামীর আচদচশ  “মুহূচি্ত  ট�ন্ন  হচয়  সগি  সদহকাণ্ড  সেচক 
অপমালনি লশর।”৮ সসকাচির সমাজ একো ভাচিলন সর, লিিাচহর সষেচরে পুরুচষর 
সন্তান উৎপাদচনর ষেমিা োকচিই হি? কন্যার রুটে-অরুটের প্রশ্ন সনই?” লকন্তু 
প্রশ্ন  হি আজচকর  সমাচজ  লিিাচহর  স্বরূপ  কিখালন  পলরিলি্তি?  রুগান্তচরর 
পে  সপলরচয়  সমাচজ  েচি  সগচ�  রাষ্ট্রননলিক  ও  অে্মননলিক  পিপলরিি্তন  রা, 
সম্ক্ত-পালরিালরক  লিন্যাস-সংস্ৃলিচক  প্রভুি  প্রভালিি  কচরচ�।  িােী  িসুর 
সাটহি্য  রেনার  সূরেপাি  উত্তর  ঔপলনচিলশক  পচি্ম।  আধুলনক  ও  উত্তরাধুলনক 
সময় অিশ্যম্ািী ভাচি প্রভালিি কচরচ� িঁার সিখনীচক। রখনই লিলন লিচখচ�ন 
অপটেি ও নটি দাম্চি্যর আখ্যান,  সসগুচিা আমাচদর সুপলরটেি সমসামলয়ক 
সহাক  লকংিা  মহাকাি্য,  পুরাচের  কাটহলন,  গপেকেচনর  মাধ্যচম  পলরস্ুি  হচয়চ� 
ভারিীয় জীিচনর টেরকািীন সমাজসি্য। 

আচগই  িিা  হচয়চ�,  গভ্তাধান  নারীর  আিলশ্যক  পলিরেিম  সামালজক 
দালয়ত্ব—এমন ভািনা আিহমানকাি ধচরই ভারিীয় সমাজমানচস দৃঢ় সপ্রালেি। 
প্রােীন ভারচি সন্তান প্রলিপািচনর সষেচরে পলরের্মা �াড়া অন্যান্য লিষচয় মাচয়র 
পলরিচি্ত িািার কিৃ্তত্বই সালি্মক স্বীকৃলি  সপচয়ট�ি। সন্তাচনর মঙ্গিকামনায় ব্রি 
উপিাস পািচনর দালয়ত্ব মাচয়র হচিও, লশশুর লিকাশপচি্ম িার লশষো, শাসন, 
সপশাগি লিদ্যািাভ সিই লপিার ি্বিািধান ও লপিার লসদ্ধাচন্তর উপর লনভ্তরশীি 
ট�ি। কলপি’ গচপে পূি্মশি্ত অনুরায়ী পুরেসন্তান কলপচির জচন্মর পর লপিা কদ্মম 
প্রিজ্যা গ্রহে কচরন। কলপি আিাি্য িঁার লপিার কাচ� শুচনচ�ন লিলনই লিষ্ণু। 
লিষ্ণুত্ব  িাচভর  জন্য  হঠাৎই  একলদন  িপস্যা  করচি  মাচয়র  কাচ�  লিদায়  োন 
কলপি। িখন “জননী লস্র অকম্ দৃলটিচি সসই পুচরের লদচক িাকাচিন, সর পুরে 
অেে পুরে নয়, . . . সারাজীিন এভাচিই  সকচিচ� িঁার। সংসার  ট�ি, অেে  সস 
সংসার নয়। স্বামী ট�চিন, অেে ট�চিন না। কন্যাগুলি ট�ি, এখন লিলভন্ন ঋলষর 
পত্ী হচয় ‘সনই’ হচয় সগচ�। এই পুরেও...। এ সিা লিলন জানচিনই!”১০ সদিহূলি 
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জানচিন  এই  অিশ্যম্ািী  লিচছেচদর  কো  লকন্তু  গুোষেচরও  লনম্মম  লিপর্মচয়র 
অঁাে পানলন পরশুরাচমর জননী  সরেুকা। গচপে স্বামীর আচদচশ সন্তাচনর হাচি 
সরেুকার লশচরাচছেচদর মাচয়র প্রােলভষোর জন্য পুচরের শি অনুচরাচধও লনলি্মকার 
এিং  অলিেলিি  োকচিন।  লপিা।  িােী  িসু  লিখচিন,  “পুরাে  িচি  জমদলগ্ন 
সরেুকাচক পুনজতীলিি কচরট�চিন। স্বামীর আচদচশ আপন পুচরের হাচি নৃশংস 
মৃিু্যর সকানও মিৃলিই িঁার োচকলন। সিাই সি ভুচি  লগচয়ট�ি। আমরা  লিশ্াস 
কলর না স্বভািিই।১১

মহাভারচির অনুষচঙ্গ  লিলখি িােী িসুর  ‘পাঞ্জন্য’ গচপে  সদখা রায় পাঁে 
িান্িীর লনখাদ সমপ্রাে সচখ্যর টেরে। ‘পাঞ্ািী’ নাচম পলরটেি পাঁে িন্ু গাহ্মস্্য 
জীিচন প্রচিশ কচর লিটছেন্ন হচয় রায় পরস্পচরর সেচক। গপেকেক কৃষ্া একসময় 
অনুভি কচর কুচম্মর মচিা গুটিচয় কিকগুচিা সৃলটি�াড়া ি�র কাটিচয় অপটেি হি 
িার জীিন। িাই সস নিুন কচর পাঞ্ািীচদর খুঁচজ সনওয়ার রারো শুরু কচর। কৃষ্ার 
নপুংসক স্বামী সোরািাজাচরর কাচজ িাচক সিাচপর মচিা ি্যিহার কচরচ� িারিার। 
নটি দাম্চি্যর লনগড় ট�চড় অিচশচষ সস সিলরচয় আসচি সপচরচ�। সীিার স্বামীর 
কারখানায় িকআউি েিচ� এিং িার সািটির মচধ্য োরটি সন্তাচনর অপুলটিজলনি 
অকািমৃিু্য েচিচ�। অলিিাটহিা অধ্যালপকা সিাপামুদ্রা একজন লিিাটহি পুরুচষর 
কাচ� সপ্রচম প্রিালরি হচয় অ্যািচকাহলিক হচয় উচঠচ�। সি্মস্ব লিলক্র কচর মুলতিপে 
সজাগাড় কচরও অপহৃি লশশুপুচরের নৃশংস মৃিু্য আিকাচি পাচরলন ভদ্রা। টেরোর 
স্বামীর িাগাম�াড়া িাম্ি্য িার সুখী গৃহচকাচের স্বপ্ন সশষ কচর লদচয়চ�। েরম 
লিপন্নিা ও লিপর্মস্িা পাঁেজন নারীচক আত্মহনচনর পচে এলগচয় সদয়, “সমচিচি 
আগুন রচের কাচপ্মি। পাঁেজচন সসখাচন সগাি হচয় িসিাম। পরস্পচরর গাচয় 
গা িালগচয়। েন হচয়। দরজায়  লক শত্রুনসন্য? আমরা  লক জহর-ব্রি করি?. . . 
পরস্পচরর মুচখর লদচক সেচয় সদখিাম গড়গড় কচর উচঠ রাচছে সসই রাদু-সদয়াি। 
এিলদন রা আমাচদর আিাদা কচর সরচখট�ি। একই অন্কূচপ িন্ী পাঁেজন।”১২ 
সমাজলনধ্মালরি সম্ক্ত রখন নারীর আশ্য় লকংিা ভরসাস্ি ও রষেক হচয় উঠচি 
পাচর না, িখন সস্বছোলনলম্মি হৃদচয়র সম্ক্ত জীিচনর রোিা হচয় ওচঠ। রামায়চে 
অচশাকিচন সরমার সহমলম্মিা সপচিও অলগ্নপরীষোর অিমাননার মুহূচি্ত সীিার 
িান্ি সহায় সজাচিলন। কুরুসভায় িালছিিা সদ্রৌপদী িিু কৃষ্চক পাচশ সপচয়ট�চিন। 
মহারেী  অজু্মচনর  স্তী  হচয়ও  অলভমনু্যচক  িঁাোচি  পাচরনলন  সুভদ্রা।  লকন্তু  এই 
গচপের পাঞ্ািীরা ভাগ্য ও লপিৃিালন্ত্রক সমাচজর রূপকাচষ্ লনম্মমভাচি িলিপ্রদত্ত 
হচয়ও আত্মহনচনর লসদ্ধান্ত সেচক লফচর আচস সীিার িিকুশচদর গচড় সিািার 
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িচষে্য। আজচকর পাঞ্ািীরা  লনচজরা  লনচজচদর  রষো  করচি  সরৌেশপে  সনয়। 
অিঃপর সদখিাম লিশ্জুচড় সভাস্ লনলি্মলতি। টেরোলপ্মিিৎ। মুখ লফলরচয় লনচয়চ� 
িয়স্ লিোর। একিার পর একিা িস্ত খুচি রাচছে—সপ্রম, আশা, আশ্য়, সম্ান . . . 
লনষ্ুর হাওয়ায় হুহু কচর উড়চ� হৃি িচস্তর রতিাতি জাঙ্গাি। িিু আমরা িীিিস্ত 
হইলন।  জুচড়  সগচ�  ধরেীর  িুচক  গভীর ফািি।  ভুিন ভচর  িাজচ� পাঞ্জন্য। 
আমাচদর জন্য। . . . আমরা সর পাঞ্ািী।১৩

সপৌরালেক  ও  মহাকালি্যক  আখ্যাচনর  নিলনলম্মলির  সষেচরে  সমাচিােচকরা 
পরশুরাম  অে্মাৎ  রাজচশখর  িসুর  সচঙ্গ  নিনীিা  সদিচসচনর  সারুজ্য  খুঁচজ 
সপচয়চ�ন।  িি্তমান  প্রিচন্ আমরা আচিাে্য  েরানায়  িােী  িসু  এিং  নিনীিা 
সদি  সসচনর  িুিনামূিক  আচিােনা  করচি  ইছেুক।  িােী  িসুর  ‘িুিসীপুরাে’ 
গচপে  অনালমচকর  িুিসীপুরাে  রেনার  ইলিিৃত্ত  লিিৃি  হচয়চ�।  প্রকৃলিিগ্ন 
রুিক িার আখ্যান রেনার সূরে  সপচয়ট�ি প্রকৃলির সাহেচর্ম এিং অনুভচি  সস 
শুনচি সপচয়ট�ি িুিসীর আত্মকেন। লিষ্ণুর প্রলি অনুরতিা িুিসী িচি, “এই 
সগাচিাকরাজ রিই রূপিান গুেিান হন না, শি িপস্যাচিও এঁর মন গচি না, 
এমনলক অনুরতিজচনর  রষোর  ি্যিস্া  পর্মন্ত  ইলন কচরন  না।”১৪  এরপর িুিসী 
এিং শখিেূচড়র গান্ি্ম-লিিাহ েচি। লকন্তু দুি্মভ, অপ্রাপনীচয়র প্রলি িীব্র আসলতি 
এিং প্রকৃি সপ্রলমচকর প্রলি লিশ্স্িা, অনুরাগ ও সমপ্মচের টেরন্তন বিন্দ্ব সেচক 
মুলতি  সনই  নারীর।  সর  িুিসী  হলরর আরালধকা,  িাচকই  হলর  শখিেূচড়র  সিচশ 
�িনা করচিন। হলরর উপলস্লি িুিচি সপচরও আত্মসম্রে কচরলন িুিসী ফচি 
িুিসীর সিীত্বহরে হয় এিং মৃিু্য েচি শখিেূচড়র। রখন নারী লনচিদনরিা িখনই 
সমলপ্মিার  উপর  লিশ্াসভচঙ্গর  আোি  সনচম  এচসচ�।  নিনীিা  সদি  সসচনর 
‘সীিা সেচক শুরু’ শীষ্মক গপেগ্রচন্থর ‘রাজকুমারী কামিলেী’ গচপের সংেিন িােী 
িসুর ‘িুিসীপুরাে’ গচপের মচিাই। ‘শূপ্মেখা’ িঁার িপস্যািব্ধ বদিিচির ফচিই 
অচজয়া  ট�চিন।  বদিিচির  লনয়ম  সস্বছোয়  দুি্মি না  হচি িঁার  িি  সকউ হরে 
করচি পাচর। লকন্তু লিলন িক্ষচের সপ্রচম দুি্মি হচয় সস্বছোয় রাষেসী শরীর ি্যাগ 
কচর সামান্য নারীচদহ ধারে কচরট�চিন।”১৫ এই দুি্মভ সুচরাচগই িার নালসকা 
স�দন  কচরন  িক্ষে।  িােী  িসুর  ‘সরেুকা’  গচপে  জমদলগ্ন  িঁার  মা  সি্যিিীচক 
িচিট�চিন,  “নারী,  নারীর  কাজ  কচরা  মা।”১৬  নিনীিা  সদি  সসচনর  ‘সীিার 
পািািপ্রচিশ’ গচপে রাজমািা সকৌশি্যার প্রলি রামেচন্দর উলতি জমদলগ্নর কোর 
প্রলিধ্বলনসম।  “মািা, আপলন  অন্তঃপুচর  রান।  রা  সিাচিন  না  িা  লনচয়  িৃো 
িাক্যি্যয় করচিন না। ”১৭ িােী িসু িঁার সিখায় রখন সপৌরালেক ও মহাকালি্যক 
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কাটহলনর  নিলনলম্মলি  েটিচয়চ�ন,  সসখাচন  সকৌিুক  িা  হাস্যরচসর  স্পশ্ম  সনই। 
নিনীিা  সদিচসচনর  সিখায় আচ�  শালেি  ি্যঙ্গ  ও  সকৌিুচকর  সমাহার।  অেে 
আশ্চর্মভাচি দুজচনর সিখাচিই সদখা রায়, প্রলিিাৎসচি্যর সষেচরে মাচয়র প্রলি 
পুরেসন্তাচনর  অিজ্া  এিং  দাম্চি্য  ও  সপ্রচম  নারীর  অিমাননা  এিং  নারীচক 
�িনার ইলিিৃত্ত। িােী িসু িঁার সিখায় ধচম্মর সমাড়ক সলরচয় সমাজিাস্িিাচক 
লনরীষেে  কচরচ�ন।  অচিৌলককিার  জাি  সভদ  কচর  প্রােীন  কাটহলনর  েলরচরের 
মনস্াল্বিক স্বরূপ অচবিষে কচরচ�ন রুলতিগ্রাহ্য পন্থায়।  লিঙ্গনিষম্যচক প্রােীনিম 
সশ্লেবিন্দ্ব  টহচসচি  টেটহ্ি  কচর  নারীিাদ  লিঙ্গসমিা  অজ্মচনর  উচদেচশ্য  রারো 
কচরচ�, রার িষে্য নারীর ষেমিায়চনর প্রচশ্ন অগ্রালধকার নয়, সমানালধকার িাভ। 
সাম্যচেিনার  প্রচয়াজনীয়িা  অনুভি  কচরই  প্রােীন  সাটহচি্য  পুরুচষর  কিচম 
টেলরেি নারীর নানা কাটহলনর আধুলনকভাষ্য কািান্তচর নারীর কিচম রটেি হচয়চ�। 
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সশৌনক গুতি

‘নিরুগ’ প্রিচন্ রিীন্দনাে ঠাকুর (১৩৩৯/১৪১৭, পৃষ্া ৬৭৬) িচিন, মানুষচক 
মানুষ িচি সদখচি না পারার মচিা এিিচড়া সি্মচনচশ অন্িা আর সনই। এই 
িন্ন এই অন্িা  লনচয়  সকাচনা মুলতিই আমরা পাি না।  সর-সমাচহ আিৃি হচয় 
মানুচষর সি্য রূপ সদখচি সপিুম না  সসই অচপ্রচমর অিজ্ার িন্ন  ট�ন্ন হচয় 
রাক, রা রোে্মভাচি পলিরে িাচক সরন সি্য কচর গ্রহে করচি পালর। 

মানুচষর  ি্যলতিসত্তার  অস্বীকারই  সমাচজ  বিষচম্যর  অন্যিম  কারে—িষে 
কচরট�চিন রিীন্দনাে। নারীর ি্যলতিকিার প্রলি সমাচজর অনাগ্রহই রুগ রুগ ধচর 
নারীচক িাধ্য কচরচ� সমাজ-টেটহ্ি কচয়কটিমারে  লিচশষ পলরেচয়র সীমায় িদ্ধ 
হচি। পুরুষশালসি সমাজলিলধর আলধপি্য সর নারীচক আপন ি্যলতিত্ব অনুসন্ান 
ও  প্রলিষ্ার  প্রলি  উদাসীন  কচর  িুচিচ�,  এিং  এই  উদাসীনিাই  কখনও  িা 
আত্ম-প্রিঞ্চনর  লদচক  ধালিি কচরচ�  নারীচক িাও  রিীন্দনাচের িষে এটড়চয় 
রায়লন।  এমনই  এক  সমাজি্যিস্ার  সপ্রষোপচি,  মহাভারচির  আলদপি্মান্তগ্মি 
অজু্মনিনিাসপচি্ম িলে্মি টেরোঙ্গদা ও অজু্মচনর কাটহলন অিিম্চন, ১২৯৮ িঙ্গাচব্দ 
রিীন্দনাে  রেনা  কচরন  কাি্যনাি্য  ‘টেরোঙ্গদা’।  কাি্যনাি্য  ‘টেরোঙ্গদা’  নৃি্যনাচি্য 
রূপান্তলরি  হয়  ১৩৪৩  সচন।  িচি  মহাভারচির  মূি  কাটহলন  রিীন্দরেনাদুটির 
কাঠাচমামারে। কাি্যনাি্য ও নৃি্যনাচি্যর প্রােচকচন্দ রচয়চ� রিীন্দচেিনায় উদ্ালসি 
টেরোঙ্গদার  সত্তার  লিস্ুরে  ও  উত্তরে।  মহাভারচির  অজু্মন-টেরোঙ্গদা  কাটহলনর 
সকচন্দ অজু্মন োকচিও, রিীন্দনাচি্যর কাটহলন গচড় উচঠচ� টেরোঙ্গদার লিকাশচক 
সকন্দ কচর।  টেরোঙ্গদার আচত্মাপিলব্ধর মধ্য  লদচয়  রিীন্দনাে গণ্ডীিদ্ধ পলরেচয়র 
কুহক সভদ কচর মুতি ি্যলতিপলরেচয় উন্নীি হওয়ার সর ইলঙ্গিটি সদন, িার মধ্য 
লদচয়ই  লিলন আঁচকন  বিষম্যহীন সম্চক্তর অপূি্ম এক  টেরে—ি্যলতির ি্যলতিকিা 
সরখাচন লনলশ্চহ্ হচয় রায়লন, হচয়চ� সসম্াচন সোলষি, সাদচর স্বীকৃি। 
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সিদি্যাচসর  মহাভারচি  [কুম্চকান  সংস্রে]  অজু্মনিনিাসপচি্মর  ‘অজু্মনস্য 
মেিুরগ্রামগমনম্। পুলরেকাপুরেকধচম্মে টেরোঙ্গদাপলরগ্রহঃ।।’ শীষ্মক অধ্যাচয়র িে্মনা 
অনুরায়ী  মচহন্দপি্মি  দশ্মন  কচর;  সগাদািিী,  কাচিরী,  সাগরসঙ্গচম  স্ান  এিং 
সদিিা, লপিৃপুরুষ ও মুনীচদর পূজা কচর ধীচর ধীচর মহািাহু অজু্মন সমুদ্রিিস্ 
মেিুচর আচসন। সসখাচন মেিুর-অলধপলি রাজধম্মজ্ টেরেিাহচনর কন্যা অপরূপা 
টেরোঙ্গদাচক রাজপুচর  সস্বছোয়  লিেরে করচি  সদচখ িঁার পালেপ্রােতী হন অজু্মন৷ 
টেরেিাহন পলরেয় লজজ্াসা করায় কুন্তীপুরে পলরেয়জ্াপন করচি টেরেিাহন িচিন, 
িঁার পূি্মসূলর অপুরেক রাজা প্রভঞ্ন পুরেিাচভর জন্য িপস্যা করচি লপনাকধৃক 
উমাপলি ির সদন সর িঁার িংচশ প্রলি পুরুচষরই একটি কচর সন্তান জন্ম সনচি। 
প্রভঞ্ন  সেচক  টেরেিাহন  পর্মন্ত  সি  রাজারই  পুরেসন্তান  হওয়ার  পর  টেরেিাহন 
রখন  টেরোঙ্গদার  লপিা  হন,  িখন  লিলন  রাজকন্যাচক  পুরেরূচপই  গে্য  কচরন। 
এরপর টেরেিাহন িচিন, টেরোঙ্গদার গভ্তজাি পুরেচক রলদ অজু্মন শুল্কস্বরূপ িঁাচক 
অপ্মন করচিন িচি প্রলিজ্া কচরন, িচি  লিলন  টেরোঙ্গদা ও অজু্মচনর  লিিাচহ 
সম্ি  হচিন। অজু্মন  সসই  মি প্রলিজ্ািদ্ধ  হচি  লিিাচহর ষেে  লস্র করা  হয়। 
লিিাচহর পচর মেিুর নগচর লরেশ মাস টেরোঙ্গদার সচঙ্গ িাস কচর অজু্মন পঞ্িীে্ম 
অগস্্য, সসৌভদ্র, সপৌিম, কারন্ম ও ভরবিাজ ভ্মচের জন্য গমন কচরন। ি্যাসীয় 
মহাভারচি  পুরে  িব্রুিাহনসহ  টেরোঙ্গদার  প্রসঙ্গ আিার আচস  অশ্চমলধকপচি্ম। 
সসখাচন রুলধলষ্র সপ্রলরি রজ্াচশ্র পেরুদ্ধ কচর লিমািা উিুপীর আচদচশ লপিা 
অজু্মচনর সচঙ্গ রুদ্ধ কচর, অজু্মনচক শরলিদ্ধ কচরন িব্রুিাহন। পচর  লপিৃহি্যার 
সশাচক লনচজও হন মূটছে্মি। মৃি পলিচক দশ্মন কচর এই সমচয় জীিনি্যাগ করার 
সকিপে  কচরন  টেরোঙ্গদা।  ইলিমচধ্য  িব্রুিাহনও  সংজ্া  লফচর  সপচয়  লপিৃচশাচক 
প্রাচয়াপলিটি হন। িখন পন্নগনলন্নী উিুপী সঞ্ীিনী মলের টেন্তা করচি নাগচিাক 
সেচক মলে আগি হচয় অজু্মনচক সংজ্াপ্রাতি কচর, এিং অজু্মন পুরে িভ্রুিাহনচক 
আলিঙ্গন কচরন। 

কাি্যনাি্য ‘টেরোঙ্গদা’-য় রিীন্দনাে অজু্মনিনিাসপচি্মর কাটহলনসূরেটি অিিম্ন 
কচর  লনজস্ব  কাটহলন  লনম্মাে  কচরন।  িঁার  রেনায়  টেরেিাহন  েলররে  অনুপলস্ি। 
অিি্তমান, টেরেিাহন সমীচপ অজু্মচনর প্রলিজ্ার প্রসঙ্গ। টেরেিাহচনর িয়াচন নয়, 
নািচক টেরোঙ্গদার লনজস্ব িয়াচনই ফুচি ওচঠ লশচির িচরর প্রসঙ্গ ও িঁার জচন্মর 
কো। অশ্চমলধকপচি্মর েিনা  রিীন্দনাচের নািচক না োকচিও নািচকর  সশষ 
অংচশ টেরোঙ্গদা সন্তানসম্িা এিং পুরেসন্তাচনর জননী হচি, লিলন পুরেচক লবিিীয় 
অজু্মন কচর িুিচি প্রলিজ্ািদ্ধা। ি্যাসীয় মহাভারচির অন্তগ্মি টেরোঙ্গদার কাটহলনর 
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পুনরািৃলত্ত রিীন্দনাচের  ‘টেরোঙ্গদা’ রেনার িষে্য নয়। িাই কাটহলনসূরে অিিম্ন 
করচিও টেরোঙ্গদার েলররেচক পুনগ্মটঠি কচরন  লিলন। ি্যাসীয়  টেরোঙ্গদা পুরেরূচপ 
গে্য  হচিও  োরুদশ্মনা।  রিীন্দনািচক  টেরোঙ্গদা  পুরেরূচপই  শুধু  গে্য  নন,  লিলন 
ধনুলি্মদ্যাপরায়ো,  মলেপুচরর  [কুম্চকান  সংস্রচে  রাজ্যটির  নাম  মেিুর  হচিও, 
অন্যান্য  সংস্রচের  মি  রিীন্দনাচের  নািচক  টেরোঙ্গদার  রাচজ্যর  নাম  মলেপুর] 
রুিরাজ এিং টেরােলরি দৃলটিচি সুদশ্মনা নন৷ এ সহন টেরোঙ্গদার, অজু্মনচক িাভ 
করার  িাসনায়  সর  সাধনা,  ও  সস সাধনার  রা  পলরেলি, িা  িে্মনার  মধ্য  লদচয় 
নারীপুরুচষর টেরােলরি সম্ক্ত ও িার শাশ্ি সমস্যার টেরেই আঁচকন রিীন্দনাে, 
আচিাে্য নািচক। 

ি্যাসীয়  অজু্মন  োরুদশ্মনা  টেরোঙ্গদার  প্রলি  সহচজই  আকৃটি  হন।  লকন্তু 
রিীন্দনাচের অজু্মন টেরোঙ্গদার িািকমূলি্ত দশ্মন কচর হন সকৌিুকপ্রাতি। অজু্মচনর 
িাটছেচি্যর উত্তচর টেরোঙ্গদা পরলদন পুরুষচিশ ি্যাগ কচর রতিাম্র, ককিে, কালঞ্র 
অনভ্যস্ সাচজ, লশিািচয় শালয়ি অজু্মনচক প্রেয় লনচিদন করচি অজু্মন জানান 
লিলন ব্রহ্মোরীব্রিধারী। এ সমচয় টেরোঙ্গদার অন্তচর সর টেরায়ি ভািনাটি জাচগ িা 
হি, লিলন সুদশ্মনা নন িচিই লনশ্চয়ই ি্যে্ম হচয়চ�ন অজু্মচনর ব্রহ্মের্মভঙ্গ করচি। 
িঁার মচন সর আত্মমর্মাদা ষেুন্ন হওয়ার সিাধ জন্মায়, িার সূরে, পুরুচষর দৃলটিভলঙ্গচি 
িার  সদহগি  সসৌন্চর্মর  অভািচিাধ।  মদচনর  সচঙ্গ  কচোপকেচন  ফুচি  ওচঠ 
টেরোঙ্গদার অন্তচি্মদনা। অজু্মনচক জয় করাই  টেরোঙ্গদার একমারে িষে্য। মদন  সস 
িচষে্য িঁাচক  সপঁচ�  সদওয়ায় সহায় হচয় একিচষ্মর জন্য িসচন্তর পুপেচশাভায় 
পূে্ম কচরন টেরোঙ্গদার সদহ। 

সর িািকচিলশনী িীর টেরোঙ্গদা অজু্মনচক আকৃটি করার সেটিায় ি্যে্ম হচয়ট�চিন, 
সস  টেরোঙ্গদাই নিিব্ধ অপরূপ সদচহ অজু্মচনর সোচখ হচয় ওচঠন কামনার ধন। 
অজু্মন  কচরন  ব্রহ্মের্মভঙ্গ।  এই  িোকলেি  প্রালতির  িচগ্নই  রিীন্দনাে  আরম্ 
েিান বিচন্দ্বর। টেরোঙ্গদা িীরচত্বই সপচয়চ�ন আপন পলরেয়। লনচজচক িীরচিচশই 
সদচখ  এচসচ�ন  লিলন৷  িাই  িীরচত্বর  মািাচিই  িরে  কচর  লনচি  সেচয়ট�চিন 
অজু্মনচক।  সস  িরেমািা  িীর  অজু্মন  অিজ্ায়  ি্যাগ  কচর,  িীর  টেরোঙ্গদাচক 
কচরচ�ন  অসম্ালনি।  অেে  টেরোঙ্গদার  সামলয়ক  রূপিািচে্য  অজু্মন  হচয়চ�ন 
আকৃটি।  সসই  িািে্যময়  সদচহর  সমীচপ  সমপ্মন  কচরচ�ন  সমস্  সশৌর্ম,  িীর্ম। 
সর  টেরোঙ্গদা  অজু্মচনর  এই  সমপ্মনই  কামনা  কচরট�চিন,  সস  টেরোঙ্গদার  কাচ� 
এ সমপ্মনই হচয় উচঠচ� েূড়ান্ত পরাজয়।  সর অজু্মচনর কাচ�  লিলন সেচয়ট�চিন 
িীচরর  সম্ান,  সশৌচর্মর  স্বীকৃলি,  সস  অজু্মনই  হচয়চ�ন  িঁার  রূচপর  সমাহগ্রস্। 
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অসম্ালনি  হচয়চ�  টেরোঙ্গদার  অন্তচরর  পলরেয়।  েূে্ম  হচয়চ�  িঁার  ি্যলতিত্ব৷  এ 
অিস্ায় টেরোঙ্গদা আত্মসত্তা ও আচরালপি সদহচসৌন্র্মচক পৃেক করচি সপচরচ�ন 
পচি পচি। রূপিািে্য পলরনি  হচয়চ� অঙ্গসহেরী  মহারাষেসীচি,  সর  রাষেসী 
গ্রাস কচর অন্তচরর পলরেয়চক, রার  সমাহ গ্রাস কচর ি্যলতির ি্যলতিত্ব৷  টেরোঙ্গদা 
িুচিচ�ন িঁার �দ্মরূচপর সেচয় লিলন শিগুচে সশ্ষ্। 

এখাচনই রিীন্দনাচের হাি ধচর উত্তলরি হন টেরোঙ্গদা। িঁার প্রকৃি পলরেয় 
সপচয় রলদ অজু্মন েৃোভচরও েচি রান, িিু লনচজর ‘আলম’-সক িরে কচর লনচি 
প্রস্তুি লিলন৷ টেরোঙ্গদার এই উত্তরচের িীজ িঁার েলরচরের মচধ্যই লনটহি রচয়চ�। 
িীচরর  িীরচত্বর  মূচি  সর  অিি  সি্যলনষ্া  োচক  প্রছেন্নভাচি,  সস  সি্যলনষ্াই 
টেরোঙ্গদাচক �িনাময়ী প্রেলয়েীচি পলরেি করচি পাচরলন। প্রেমািলধ লিলন লনজ 
সত্তার িচি সেচকচ�ন িীরাঙ্গনা হচয়। অপচরর সমপ্মনিাচভর জন্য সস সত্তাচক 
অসম্ান কচর, লমে্যার আড়াচি িাচক গুতি রাখা টেরোঙ্গদার পচষে অসম্ি ট�ি। 
আপন ি্যলতিচত্ব উজ্জ্বি টেরোঙ্গদার প্রচয়াজন শুধু ট�ি সসই ি্যলতিচত্বর প্রলি অিি 
আস্া প্রলিষ্ার একটি পরীষোমারে। এ পরীষো রিীন্দপলরকলপেি।  টেরোঙ্গদার মচন 
বিচন্দ্বর  সর  িীজ  িপন  কচরন  রিীন্দনাে,  িার  উচদেশ্য  পুরুষিচন্ত্রর  িাস্িচক 
িুচি ধরা। সর সমাজ লিশ্াস কচর “লপিা রষেলি সকৌমাচর ভি্তা রষেলি সরৌিচন। 
রষেলন্ত স্লিচর পুরো  ন স্তী স্বািন্ত্র্যসমহ্মলি।।”  (মনু-সংটহিা, ৯.৩)  সস সমাচজর 
িাস্িিাচক অস্বীকার করচি পাচরন  লন  লিলন। িাই  টেরোঙ্গদার আচত্মাপিলব্ধচক 
স্বীকৃলি লদচিই রিীন্দনাে প্রস্তুি কচরন অজু্মচনর সমাহমুলতির সুচরাগ। 

অজু্মনচকও মটহমাহীন কচর সিাচিন লন রিীন্দনাে। অজু্মচনর সমাহমুলতিচিই 
কচরচ�ন  টেরোঙ্গদার  ি্যলতিচত্বর  পুনঃপ্রলিষ্া।  উত্তর  পি্মি  সেচক  রখন  সধচয় 
আচস দসু্যদি, ভীি িনেচরচদর মুচখ অজু্মন সশাচনন সসই রাজকন্যা টেরোঙ্গদার 
কো,  লরলন  সস্চহ  রাজমািা,  িীচর্ম  রুিরাজ।  নিরূপধারী  টেরোঙ্গদার  কাচ�  সসই 
লিমিয়কন্যার কো  রখন িে্মনা কচরন অজু্মন,  সসই সুিে্মসুচরাচগ  টেরোঙ্গদা িঁার 
অন্তচরর  সষোভটি  প্রকাশ  কচরন  অজু্মনসমীচপ—“সক  িাচর  সদলখচি  পায়, 
হৃদচয়র প্রলিলিম্ সদচহর সশাভায় প্রকাশ না পায় রলদ।” (ঠাকুর, ১৪১৭/১২৯৮, 
পৃষ্া  ২৩৬)  কপেনায়  অজু্মন  �লি  আঁচকন  অশ্াচরাহী,  ধনুি্মােধারী  রাজকন্যা 
টেরোঙ্গদার।  নািচকর  এই  পচি্ম,  সমাহমুতিপ্রায়  িীর  অজু্মন  অনুভি  করার  সেটিা 
কচরন  িীরাঙ্গনা  টেরোঙ্গদাচক।  অজু্মচনর  অন্তচর  স্বীকৃি  হয়  টেরোঙ্গদার  অন্তর৷ 
এমনই  সময়  রিীন্দনাে  মদচনর  িচরর  কার্মকালরিার  সময়কািচক  সদন  সশষ 
কচর। সদহিািচে্য অপরূপা টেরোঙ্গদার লমে্যাচক সভদ কচর ফুচি ওচঠন অন্তচরর 
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রূচপ অপরূপা, প্রকৃি টেরোঙ্গদা। পূচি্মর সমস্ ইলিহাস অজু্মনচক পুনি্মার মিরে 
কলরচয় সোষো কচরন—“আলম টেরোঙ্গদা। সদিী নটহ, নটহ আলম সামান্যা রমেী।” 
(ঠাকুর, ১৪১৭/১২৯৮, পৃষ্া ২৪১) নািচকর অলন্তচম সসই ‘সি্য টেরোঙ্গদা’-সক 
স্বীকৃলি লদচয় ধন্য হন অজু্মন। 

‘টেরোঙ্গদা’-র  কাটহলন  নারীর  আত্মসত্তা  প্রলিষ্ার  রারো  হচিও,  আচিাে্য 
নািচক  নারীর  সসই  প্রলিষ্া  পুরুষ অনচপষে  নয়  এিং  কাি্যনাি্য  ‘টেরোঙ্গদা’  ও 
নৃি্যনাি্য  ‘টেরোঙ্গদা’-য়  টেরোঙ্গদার  অলন্তম  উপিলব্ধচি,  সমাচজ  নারীর  পুরুষ-
আচপলষেক পলরেচয়র সূরেচক সকন্দ কচর লভন্নিা িষে্য করা রায়। ১২৯৮ সাচি 
সর  টেরোঙ্গদাচক গচড়ন  রিীন্দনাে কাি্যনাচি্য,  সস  টেরোঙ্গদা পূে্মিা িাভ করচি 
োন  স্বামীর  েরোশ্চয়  ও  জননী  হওয়ার  সাে্মকিায়।  এখাচন  সসই  টেরােলরি 
ভািধারার  প্রলিফিনই  সরন  িিক  লদচয়  ওচঠ—“প্রজনাে্মং  মহাভাগাঃ  পূজাহ্মা 
গৃহদীতিয়ঃ। লস্তয়ঃ লশ্য়শ্চ সগচহষু ন লিচশচষাঽলস্ কশ্চন।।” (মনু-সংটহিা, ৯.২৬) 
এ টেরোঙ্গদা আচত্মাপিলব্ধচি সমাহমুতি হচিও গৃচহর ধম্মচিাচধ আিদ্ধা। প্রেচয়ই 
িাই িঁার কাটহলন সশষ হয়না। সস কাটহলন সাে্মকভাচি পূে্মিা িাভ করচি োয় 
িঁার ‘অজু্মনভার্মা’ পলরেয়প্রালতিচি, সন্তানসম্িা হওয়ায়। এই টেরোঙ্গদা িীর সন্তান 
গচড় সিািার স্বচপ্ন কপেনা কচরন পুরেসন্তাচনরই - কন্যার নয়। পুচরের জন্ম হচি 
িাচক ‘লবিিীয় অজু্মন’ কচর সিািার স্বপ্ন সদচখন  লিলন,  লকন্তু কন্যা হচি িাচক 
‘লবিিীয় টেরোঙ্গদা’-য় পলরেি করার ভািনায় ভালিি হন না, স্বয়ং িীরাঙ্গনা হচয়ও। 

োরটি দশক সপলরচয়, ১৩৪৩ সচন নৃি্যনাচি্যর  টেরোঙ্গদার অলন্তম উপিলব্ধ 
লভন্ন। এই  টেরোঙ্গদা  টেরােলরি, সমাজলসদ্ধ ভািনায়, পুরুচষর জীিনসলঙ্গনী  হচয় 
নারীত্ব  রাপচনর সাে্মকিাচিই পূে্মিার অনুসন্ান কচরন না।  লিলন গৃটহেী  নন, 
জননী  নন,  িীরপুরে  গচড়  সিািার  অলভিাষীও  নন।  লিলন  ি্যলতি  টেরোঙ্গদা—
িঁার ি্যলতিকিাই িঁার পলরেয়। সসই ি্যলতিকিার স্বীকৃলিচিই িাই িঁার কাটহলনর 
পলরসমালতি। নৃি্যনাচি্যর টেরোঙ্গদার আচত্মাপিলব্ধ স্পটিিই কাি্যনাচি্যর টেরোঙ্গদার 
িুিনায় গভীরির। িষেনীয় এই সর, ১৩৪৩ সন, অে্মাৎ নৃি্যনাি্য ‘টেরোঙ্গদা’-র 
প্রকাচশর  সমসমচয়ই,  রিীন্দনাে  িঁার  ‘নারী’  প্রিচন্  সিচখন,  “আমার  মচন 
হয়, পৃলেিীচি নূিন রুগ এচসচ�। অলিদীে্মকাি মানিসভ্যিার ি্যিস্াভার  ট�ি 
পুরুচষর হাচি। এই সভ্যিার রাষ্ট্রিন্ত্র অে্মনীলি সমাজশাসনিন্ত্র গচড়ট�ি পুরুষ। 
সমচয়রা িার  লপ�চন প্রকাশহীন অন্তরাচি সেচক সকিি কচরট�ি েচরর কাজ। 
এই সভ্যিা হচয়  ট�ি একচিঁাকা।”  (১৩৪৩/১৪১৭, পৃষ্া ৬২৪)  ‘ের’-নামক 
এই  প্রলিষ্ানটি  সর  পুরুষিালন্ত্রক  সমাচজ  পুরুষশালসি  হচি  িাধ্য,  এিং  িার 
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মচধ্য  নারীর  স্ান  স্তী,  জননী,  প্রভৃলি  পলরেচয়র  দীলতিচি আপািভাচি  উজ্জ্বি 
হচিও,  প্রকৃিপচষে  িা  পুরুচষর  সমান  হওয়া  প্রায়  অসম্ি,  িা  অনুভি 
কচরট�চিন রিীন্দনাে। টেরোঙ্গদা অজু্মনগৃটহনী হচি, স্বয়ং িীরাঙ্গনা হচয়ও সর িীর 
পুরেসন্তাচনরই কপেনা করচিন স্বামীর সরাগ্য উত্তরসূরী কচর গচড় সিািার জন্য, 
কন্যার নয় - িা স্বাভালিক। হয়ি িাই ‘নূিন রুগ’-এ টেরোঙ্গদার ি্যলতিত্বচক নূিন 
রূচপ সলজ্ি কচরট�চিন রিীন্দনাে, নৃি্যনাচি্য। িঁারই কোয়, “আজ পৃলেিীর 
সি্মরেই সমচয়রা েচরর সেৌকাঠ সপলরচয় লিচশ্র উন্মুতি প্রাঙ্গচে এচস দঁাটড়চয়চ�। ” 
(ঠাকুর, ১৩৪৩/১৪১৭, পৃষ্া ৬২৪)

‘টেরোঙ্গদা’  নািক,  আত্মসত্তা  অনুসন্াচনর  মধ্য  লদচয়  নারীর  ি্যলতিকিার 
পুনরালিষ্ার, ও সসই ি্যলতিকিায় িার পলরেচয়র অিি প্রলিষ্ার �লিই িুচি ধচর। 
নািচকর  কাটহলনচি,  টেরোঙ্গদার  রারোর  মধ্য  লদচয়,  পুরুষিালন্ত্রক  সমাজি্যিস্ার 
লনলদ্মটি কচর সদওয়া লিঙ্গপলরেয় সেচক নারীর ি্যলতিপলরেয়, অে্মাৎ, প্রকৃি পলরেচয় 
উত্তরচের  এক  উজ্জ্বি  ইলঙ্গি  লদচয়  রান  রিীন্দনাে।  এই  উত্তরে  নারীর  কাচ� 
সরমন িার আত্মসচি্যর পূে্ম প্রকাশ েিাচি সষেম, সিমনই সষেম পুরুষচক সসই 
সচি্যর মটহমা উপিলব্ধর সুচরাগ কচর  লদচি। এই উপিলব্ধর মধ্য  লদচয়ই নারী-
পুরুষ  লনলি্মচশচষ,  মুলতির সি্যাচিাচক সাে্মকভাচি সহািস্ান করচি সষেম হয় 
প্রলিটি মানুষ—রিীন্দনাি্য ‘টেরোঙ্গদা’ এই ইলঙ্গিই িহন কচর। 

তথ্যসূত্র

১.  ঠাকুর, র. (১৪১৭), টেরোঙ্গদা, রিীন্দ-রেনািিী (লবিিীয় খণ্ড). কিকািা : লিশ্ভারিী (মূি 
রেনা ১২৯৮ সচন প্রকালশি)

২.  ঠাকুর, র.  (১৪১৭), নিরুগ, রিীন্দ-রেনািিী  (বিাদশ খণ্ড). কিকািা :  লিশ্ভারিী  (মূি 
রেনা ১৩৩৯ সচন প্রকালশি)

৩.  ঠাকুর, র. (১৪১৭), নারী, রিীন্দ-রেনািিী (বিাদশ খণ্ড), কিকািা : লিশ্ভারিী. (মূি রেনা 
১৩৪৩ সচন প্রকালশি)



সাটহচি্য নারী সমাচজর প্রলিকৃলি :
প্রসঙ্গ রিীন্দনাচের ‘সোচখর িালি’ উপন্যাচসর 

প্রধান দুই নারী েলররে

অলপ্মিা রায় 

সাটহি্য  হি  সমাচজর  প্রলিলিম্ন,  অে্মাৎ  সমাচজর  রা  লক�ু  আচিাটেি  লিষয় 
িার সিলক�ুই প্রলিফলিি হয় সাটহচি্য।  িাংিার সাটহচি্য ও সমাচজ  সরভাচি 
পুরুচষর প্রসঙ্গ িার িার এচসচ�; টঠক সিমলন এই নারীসমাচজর প্রসঙ্গও িার িার 
উত্ালপি হচয়চ�। একসমচয় সমাচজ নারীচদর অিস্ান ট�ি অিদলমি,লনপীটড়ি 
ও পদদলিি। লকন্তু নারীচদর ওপর পুরুচষর এই আলধপি্য সিলশলদন স্ায়ী হচি 
পাচরলন। সম্দ ও িংশরষোর িাহক টহচসচি নারীরা পুরুষিালন্ত্রক সমাচজর কাচ� 
অিগি হচিও নারীরা িাচদর এই লনপীড়নচক মুখ িুচজ সহ্য কচর সনয়লন। নারীরা 
লনচজই িার অিস্া ও অিস্ান লনচয় সজাগ হচয়চ�,রুচখ দঁাটড়চয়চ�। 

সাটহচি্য  নারীর  অিস্ান  সকাোয়?—এই  প্রশ্ন  সরন  সি্মকাচির  একটি 
আচিাটেি  লিষয়।  সমাজজীিনচক  সকন্দ  কচরই  সাটহচি্যর  মূি  রস  আস্বালদি 
হয়। আর এই সমাচজর একটি লিশাি অংশ জুচড় আচ� এই নারীসমাজ। সাটহি্য 
প্রলিফলিি কচর সমাচজর এই নারী সমাচজর জীিনরাপন,িাচদর সপ্রষোপি,সিঁচে 
োকার সামালজক অে্মননলিক আোর আেরে এিং প্রলিফলিি কচর জীিনরাপচনর 
প্রো লনধ্মারচের জন্য সাংস্ৃলিক লিন্যাস এিং শুভ অশুচভর সভদচক। 

সাটহচি্য একাচির নারীসমাচজর জীিনিৃিান্ত সর সিখচকর হাি ধচর অগ্রসর 
হচয়চ�,সসই উচলেখচরাগ্য সিখক হচিন রিীন্দনাে। রিীন্দসাটহচি্য নারীর অিস্ান 
হি একটি লিচশষ েটে্তি লিষয়। সমাচজর নারীচদর মনন,টেন্তন সরন রিীন্দনাচের 
সিখনীর বিারা সাটহচি্য প্রকাশ সপচয় োচক। নারী সম্চন্ রিীন্দনাচের  লিখ্যাি 
উলতি ধরা পচড়চ� ‘বেিালি’ কাচি্যর ‘মানসী’ কলিিায়—
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শুধু লিধািার সৃলটি নহ িুলম নারী!
পুরুষ গচড়চ� সিামা সসৌন্র্ম সঞ্ারী 
আপন অন্তর হচি। িলস কলিগন
সসানার উপমা সূচরে িুলনচ� িসন। . . .

সস কারচন কলির মচন হচয়চ�-

পচড়চ� সিামার’ পচর প্রদীতি িাসনা,
অচধ্মক মানিী িুলম, অচধ্মক কপেনা। 

নারীর  সসৌন্র্ম  ও  কপেনাচিাচকর  সর  লিচশ্ষে  কলি  কচরচ�ন  িার  প্রলিফিন 
পচড়চ� িাঁর উপন্যাচসও। সমাচজর নারীচদর আন্তর স্বভাচির মান অলভমান োি-
প্রি্যাোি,  লিচরাধ-লমিচনর সংলমশ্চে রিীন্দনাে রেনা কচরচ�ন িাঁর ‘সোচখর 
িালি’ উপন্যাস;রা ট�ি সাটহচি্য নারীসমাচজর জীিনটেচরের একটি উৎকৃটি ফসি। 

রিীন্দনাে  পলরপূে্ম  সপ্রচমর  প্রলি  টেরকাি  িাঁর  অন্তচরর  পষেপালিত্ব 
সদলখচয়চ�ন। সর সপ্রম খলণ্ডি, আত্মচকলন্দকিায় সংকীে্ম, পালরিালরক কি্তি্যকচম্মর 
মচধ্য সর সপ্রম লিকলশি নয় িাচক শ্রীহীন অসম্ূে্ম সপ্রম িচি সিখক-কলি মচন 
কচরচ�ন। আর িাঁর এই ভািনা সেচক সৃলটি ‘সোচখর িালি’ উপন্যাচসর আশািিা 
েলররে। সর আশািিা লনচজর অসম্ূে্মিায় পলরিাচরর ও লনচজর কি্যাে সাধচন 
ি্যে্ম হচয়চ�। উপন্যাচসর প্রধান দুই নারী েলরচরের মচধ্য আশািিার েলররে সরন 
লক�ু নীরি ও লনল্রিয়। সকিি সরিিা সেচকই সর জীিচন পলরপূে্মিা অজ্মন করা 
রায় না,িার দৃটিান্ত উদাহরে এই আশািিা েলররে। উপন্যাচস আশািিা সরন এক 
ভীি সন্ত্রস্া  নারী  টহচসচিই উপন্যাচস স্ান  সপচয়চ�।  রিীন্দনাচের  ‘নারী িুলম 
ধন্যা’ কলিিায় কলি নারী সম্চক্ত লিচখচ�ন—

উন্মুতি কলরচি োচকা আচরাচগ্যর পে
নিীন কলরচি োচকা জীে্ম সর জগৎ
শ্রীহারা সর িার’পচর সিামার বধচর্মর সীমা নাই,
আপন অসাধ্য লদচয় দয়া িি িালনচ� িারাই। 
িুলদ্ধভ্টি অসটহষ্ণু অপমান কচর িার িার 
েষেু মুচ� ষেমা কচরা িাচর

নারী  েলরচরের  এমন  করুনা,  মায়া-মমিাময়ী  মচনর  প্রলিফিন  সরন  পচড়চ� 
আশািিা েলরচরেও। িাই িার িার লনচজর স্বামীর কাচ� প্রচিালভি হচয়ও লনচজর 
সোচখর জি মুচ� স্বামীচক ষেমা কচরচ� এিং স্বামীর প্রলি লনচজর হৃদচয়র সপ্রম 
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ি্যতি কচরচ� িার িার। ভাচিািাগা আর ভচিািাসার মচধ্য সর অন্তর আচ� সসই 
ধারনা উপিলব্ধ করার ষেমিা সরমন মচহন্দর ট�িনা  টঠক আশািিারও ট�িনা। 
মচহন্দ আশার দাম্ি্যজীিন  ট�ি  সরন  লন�ক একটি ি্যঞ্নায়  সেরা।  রিীন্দনাে 
সরন  িাচদর  এই  লিিাহিন্চনর  আড়াচিই  িাঁর  উপন্যাচসর  কাটহনীর  িৃত্তচক 
উপস্াপন  করচি  সেচয়চ�ন।  দাম্ি্য  জীিন  সম্চক্ত  অনলভজ্  ও  অসচেিন 
আশাচক  িাই  পরিিতীচি  লিলভন্ন  সমস্যার  সম্ুখীন  হচি  হচয়চ�।  উপন্যাচস 
আমরা আশািিা েলরচরের সকাচনা নারীসুিভ লিোর ষেমিার অনুসন্ান পাইনা। 
মচহচন্দর  ইছোর  বিারাই আশািিা  লনয়লন্ত্রি।  মচহন্দ  সরন  িার  জীিচনর  োিক 
শলতি।  রাজিক্ষী  সদচশর  িাটড় ও অন্নপূে্মা  কাশীচি  েচি  সগচিও িাই আমরা 
আশাচক িাচদর আিকািার জন্য  সকান প্রয়াস সদলখনা;আসচি িৎকািীন রুচগ 
স্তীরা স্বামীর লিরুচদ্ধ লগচয় সকান কম্ম করচি এমন কাজ ট�ি প্রায় দূরহ। স্বামীর 
ইছো অলনছোই ট�ি সচি্মসি্মা। আর সসখাচন আশািিার মচিা সরি,ি্যলতিত্বহীনা 
নারীর পচষে এই কাজ ট�ি আরও অসম্ি। আিার কাটহনীর অন্য অংচশ সদখা 
রায়,রখন মচহন্দ লিচনালদনীর সচঙ্গ ের স�চড় রাচছে িখনও এই আশার হৃদচয়ও 
মচন  ি্যলতিচত্বর  সকাচনা  স্ুরন  েচিলন।  নারীধচম্মর  সকাচনা  স্বাভালিক  সেিনার 
ইলঙ্গিই  উপন্যাচসর  প্রেম  পচি্ম  আশািিা  েলরচরে  পলরিলষেি  হয়লন।  আশার 
জীিচন সাংসালরক সিাচধর পূে্মিা িষে্য করা রায় রখন উপন্যাচসর সশচষ মচহন্দ 
আিার  সংসাচর  লফচর  এচসচ�।  উপন্যাচসর  সশষ  পচি্ম  রখন  রাজিক্ষী অসুস্ 
সসই সময় আশািিা রাজিক্ষীর একলনষ্ সসিায় রুতি সেচক কি্যােময়ী মূলি্তরূচপ 
লনজ  েলরচরের  সসৌন্র্মিাচক  িৃলদ্ধ  কচরচ�।  মচহন্দ  লিচনালদনীর  সেচক  সর  েরম 
আোি আশা  সপচয়চ�  সসই  লশষো আশািিাচক পরিিতীচি নারীসত্তা জগরচে 
সহায়িা কচরচ�। আশািিা েলররে সৃজচনর বিারা রিীন্দনাে সরন িিচি োইচিন 
সংসাচরর মঙ্গিকালরেী মূলি্ত  হি এই নারী;  সর নারী পলরিাচরর এিং সমাচজর 
শ্রী ও সসৌন্চর্মর প্রলিমূলি্ত। 

  অন্যলদচক,আশািিা  েলরচরের  টঠক  লিপরীচি  রিীন্দনাে  সৃলটি  কচরট�চিন 
লিচনালদনী  েলররেচক।  উপন্যাচসর  সি্মালধক  টেত্তাকষ্মক  ও  গুরুত্বপূে্ম  েলররে  হি 
এই  লিচনালদনী  েলররে।  আশািিার  ধীর,  শান্ত,  সরি  েলরচরের  লিপরীচি  এই 
লিচনালদনী েলরচরের মচধ্য আমরা রুলতিিাদী, িুলদ্ধমত্তা, সজাগদৃলটি-র পলরেয় পাই। 
মচহন্দ-আশার সুখী দাম্ি্যজীিন; িার অপূে্ম সংসারজীিচনর সষোচভ,  টহংসায় 
ভয়কিন পলরেলি িাভ কচর। িার অকাি বিধি্য জীিচনর দুঃখ-রন্ত্রো আশািিার 
সুখী  দাম্ি্য  জীিচনও  লনদারুে অলভশাচপর  মচিা  �াপ  সরচখ  সগচ�।  সম্াি্য 
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জীিনপ্রীলিচি দীে্মলনঃশ্াস সফচি প্রিৃলত্তর উন্মাদনায় সস মচহন্দ আশার সংসারচক 
ট�ন্নলভন্ন কচর লদচয়ট�ি। লকন্তু লিচনালদনীর এই প্রিয়কিরী েলররে সশষ পর্মন্ত লনচজর 
সপ্রচমর আত্মলনচিদনও কচরচ� লিহারীর কাচ�।

মচহন্দ-আশার জীিচন এিং এই উপন্যাচসর ট্্যালজক রচসর সঞ্াচরর জন্য 
লিচনালদনী  েলরচরের  আলিভ্তাি।  রাজিক্ষীর  হাি  ধচর  মচহন্দ-আশার  সংসাচর 
লিচনালদনীর অনুপ্রচিশ। লিচনালদনী আশাচক সখীচত্বর উপহার টহচসচি ‘সোচখর 
িালি’ নাচম ডাকার সপ�চন সর আসচি িার অিৃতি সরৌিনাকাখিাচক পূে্ম করার 
িাসনা  লনচয়  ট�ি,সস  লিষচয়  আশা  অনলভজ্  হচিও  লিচনালদনী  ট�ি  সি্মদাই 
সজাগ। আশার  সূচরে  মচহন্দর  সচঙ্গ  লিচনালদনীর  পলরেয়  হয়  ও  পচর আশার 
অনুপলস্চি সস পলরেয় লনলিড় হচয় ওচঠ। লিচনালদনী প্রেচম মচহচন্দর হাি ধচর 
গৃহি্যাগ করচিও আসচি লনচজর মচনর অজাচন্তই ভাচিাচিচসট�ি লিহারীচক। 
লিহারীর কাচ� আপন অন্তচরর শ্দ্ধাপূে্ম  ভাচিািাসার কো জালনচয়  লিচনালদনী 
িচি সর—

িুলম আমচক ভািিালসচি না  সকন। আমার  সপাড়া কপাি। িুলমও  লকনা 
আশার ভাচিািাসায় মলজচি।

লিহারীও কখচনাই লিচনালদনী সপ্রম প্রি্যাখ্যান কচরলন। লিহারীর ভাচিািাসা সপচয় 
সস ধন্য লকন্তু সপ্রচমর প্রিি িাসনায় সস দালয়ত্বচক সমাজ সংসাচর স�াি করচি 
রাজী নয়; রোে্ম সপ্রচমর জন্যই িার এই আত্মি্যাগ। লিহারীর সপ্রম লনচিদন ও 
ভাচিািাসায় মন্ত্রমুগ্ধ হচয়ও িাই লিচনালদনীর িতিি্য—“এই আমার সশষ পুরস্ার 
হইয়াচ�।”  লকন্তু  লিধিা নারীচক  লিিাহ কলরচি সমাচজর কাচ� িার  লপ্রয়িমচক 
িালছিি িলজ্ি হচি হচি িা লিচনালদনী কখচনাই স্বীকার কচর লনচি পাচরনলন। 
িাই সস সকানলদনই লিহারীর এই সপ্রচম সম্লি প্রদান কচরলন। অি্যন্ত কািরকচঠি 
সস লিহারীচক জালনচয়চ�—“সিামার ঔদাচর্ম সি সম্ি হইচি পাচর, লকন্তু আলম 
রলদ একাজ কলর,  সিামাচক সমাজ নটি কলর, িচি ইহজীিচন আলম আর মাো 
িুলিচি পালরি না।”—রোে্ম সপ্রচমর জন্যই লিচনালদনীর ট�ি এই আত্মি্যাগ।

সুিরাং  লনঃসচন্চহ  িিা  রায়,এই  দুই  নারী  েলররে  লভন্ন  দৃলটিভলঙ্গর আচিায় 
উপন্যাচস  স্ান  সপচয়চ�।  এই  দুই  নারী  েলরচরের  মাধ্যচম  রিীন্দনাে  সমাচজ 
নারী ভািনার একটি প্র�ন্ন আভাসচক িুচি ধচরচ�। উনলিংশ শিচকর নারীরা 
সরখাচন  লনচজর  ি্যলতিসত্তা  লনচয়  অিগুলঠিি  ও  সমাজ  সংস্াচরর  অেিায়িচন 
িলন্  টঠক  সসসময়ই-প্রেলিি  সমাচজর  সমস্  লনয়মনীলি,  প্রোগি  সংস্ারচক 
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িুচড়া আঙ্গুি  সদলখচয় রিীন্দনাে িাঁর এই উপন্যাচসর দুই নারী েলররেচক অকিন 
কচরচ�ন। সপ্রচমর পলরপূে্মিায় অলভলষতি কচর এই দুই নারীর নারীসত্তার উচন্মােন 
েটিচয়চ�ন রিীন্দনাে সমাচজর লভন্ন লভন্ন পলরলস্লির কলটিপােচর রাোই কচর। 

তথ্যসূত্র

১. ‘সোচখর িালি’, রিীন্দনাে ঠাকুর

২. ‘সোচখর িালি’ উপন্যাচসর লশপেরূপ, অধ্যাপক িরুেকুমার সোষ 

৩. ‘সমাজ ও সাটহচি্য নারী’, সিিা দাস 

৪. ‘সাটহচি্যর সমাজ’, অশ্রুকুমার লসকদার

৫. ‘নারীচেিনাঃ মনচন ও সাটহচি্য’, িচপাধীর ভট্টাোর্ম



শরলদন্ুর সাটহি্য-মানচস লিঙ্গ ি্যলিচরচক 
মানিিািাদ : লিষয় সি্যামচকশ

ইনাশ্রী মণ্ডি

সমাজ গঠচনর মূি উপাদান হি মানুষ। মানুষই ঐক্যিদ্ধ সভ্যিা গড়ার িালগচদ 
গচড়  িুচিচ�  সমাজ।  নারী  ও  পুরুষ  উভয়  প্রজালির  সমবিচয়  গটঠি  হচয়চ� 
সমাজ ও সভ্যিা। িচি এ সমাচজ ি্যালিক্রমী ধারা টহচসচি উভলিঙ্গ মানুচষরাও 
রচয়চ�ন রলদও িাচদর সংখ্যা মূি দুই ধারার অনুপাচি সনহাি নগন্যই িিা েচি। 
িিু িারা এ সমাচজর অন্যিম অংশীদার িা অনস্বীকার্ম।

সমাচজ নারী পুরুচষর সকানও এক পষে আচরক পষেচক অস্বীকার কচর অন্য 
পচষের অলস্ত্ব  রষো  করা অসম্ি কারন  এরা  এচক অচন্যর  পলরপূরক।  উভয় 
প্রজালি অি্যন্ত প্রচয়াজনীয় সৃলটির গলি অি্যাহি রাখচি এিং মনুষ্য প্রজালির 
অলস্ত্ব জগচি টিলকচয় রাখার জন্য।

এচহন দুই পচষের বিন্দ্বও িাই অলনিার্ম, এই বিচন্দ্বর মাচি কখচনা কখচনা 
সকানও  পচষের  অলস্ত্ব  সংকি  সদখা  সদয়।  ষেমিা  দখচির  িড়াইচি  পুরুচষর 
এখনও সিলশ এলগচয় োকার নলজর রচয়চ� ফচি নারীচক িার অলস্ত্ব রষো করার 
জন্য  বদনলন্ন জীিচন প্রলিলনয়ি সংগ্রাম কচর  েিচি  হয় পুরুষিালন্ত্রক সমাজ 
ি্যািস্ায়  নারীর  সম্ান  সেচক অলস্ত্ব সিিাই পুরুচষর  ি্যলতিগি  ইছোধীন  হচয় 
রচয়চ� আিহমান কাি ধচর।

িচি পূচি্মর পলরলস্লি এি জটিি ট�িনা। সভ্যিার সূেনা িচগ্ন নারীিালন্ত্রক 
ি্যিস্াই কাচয়ম ট�ি লকন্তু িার স্ালয়ত্ব লনয়ন্ত্রে করার িাসনা প্রকি হচিই নারীর 
অলধকার খি্ম কচর শুরু হয় রুগান্তরি্যাপী নারীচক অিদলমি করার প্রয়াস।

সভ্যিা নারীিালন্ত্রক না পুরুষিালন্ত্রক হয়া উটেি  সস আচিােনা  লভন্ন প্রসঙ্গ 
ও সমাজলিদ্যার অন্তভু্ততি, িিু সাটহি্য সরচহিু সমাচজরই দপ্মে িাই সামালজক 
সমস্যা সাটহচি্যও প্রলিফলিি হয় িাই এ প্রসচঙ্গর উত্াপন সনহাি অপ্রাসলঙ্গক 
িিা রায়না ।
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িাংিা  সাটহচি্য  সমস্  স্চর  সি  রকম  সিখচকর  সিখনীচিই  নারী  পুরুষ 
েলরচরের  লিলভন্ন  লদক উচঠ এচসচ�। এচককজন সাটহলি্যক এচকক্রকম দৃলটিচকাে 
সেচক  িাচদর  িতিি্য  িুচি  ধচরচ�ন।  এই  সষেচরে  শরলদন্ু  িচন্্যাপাধ্যায়  িাঁর 
সি্যামচকশ  সমচগ্রর  লিলভন্ন  কাটহনীগুলিচি  এইসি  সম্ক্ত  গুচিাচক  লকভাচি 
টেলরেি কচরচ�ন িা আমার আচিাে্য লিষয়।

সি্যামচকশ  আপাি  দৃলটিচি  সি্যাচবিষচের  ধারািাটহক  সগাচয়ন্া  কাটহনীর 
সংকিন হচিও এর লিলভন্ন কাটহনীর মচধ্য েলররেগুচিার সর অিুিনীয় রংিাহার 
িা সেচক টেরন্তন িাস্ি লিলভন্ন সম্চক্তর আচিগ, অনুচরাগ, সসৌন্র্ম, িীভৎসিা 
প্রি্যষে করা রায় খুি কা� সেচক।

সিখক িৎকািীন আধুলনক জীিনরারোর সপ্রলষেিগুলিচকই সিচ�চ�ন লকন্তু এই 
কাটহনীর আভ্যন্তরীে সর বিন্দ্ব ও আকষ্মেগুচিা িা রুগান্তরি্যাপী েচি েিা সি্য। 
জীিনরারোর ধরন িদিাচিও সম্চক্তর সমীকরচের কাঠাচমা একই সেচক রায়। 
এই লিষয়টিচকই সিখক লিচশষভাচি িাঁর কাটহনীগুলির মচধ্য িুচি ধচরচ�ন।

সি্যামচকশ লসলরচজর প্রচি্যকটি কাটহলনচিই অসংখ্য নারী ও পুরুষ েলরচরের 
সদখা  পাওয়া  রায়।  সিখক  মনস্তুাল্বিক,  সামালজক  ও  সমসামলয়ক  সপ্রষোপচির 
লভলত্তচি নানালদক সেচক নরনারীর ভািনাটেন্তা,  লক্রয়াকিাপ, অিস্ান প্রভৃলিচক 
িুচি  ধচরচ�ন। আিার  সসসি  েলরচরের  সমান্তরাচি  এই  লসলরচজর  মুখ্য  েলররে 
সি্যামচকশ, সি্যিিীর দাম্ি্য সম্ক্ত এিং অলজচির েলররেচকও সিখক এখাচন 
প্রচি্যকিা গচপে সমানভাচি পলরস্ুি কচরচ�ন।

‘প্রেম খচণ্ডর’ অন্তগ্মি োরটি কাটহনীর পর পঞ্ম কাটহনী অে্মম অনরেম 
গপেটি সেচক সি্যামচকশ আর সি্যিিীর সম্চক্তর সূেনা। পঞ্ম কাটহনী সেচক 
নারী েলরচরের প্রচিশ েচিচ�। সি্যামচকশ সি্যিিীর মধুর দাম্চি্যর মাচি িহু 
লিষচয়র মিলিচরাধ সদখা সগচিও কখচনা আিার সি্যিিীর উপর রাগ কচরও 
িার পরামশ্ম মি কাজ করার মচধ্য  লদচয় সম্চক্তর শতি িুলনয়াদটি স্পটি হচয় 
ওচঠ। সরখাচন মিলিচরাধ পারস্পলরক মর্মাদা ও সম্ান প্রদাচনর সষেচরে িাধা সৃলটি 
কচরলন। সি্যামচকশ পুরুষিালন্ত্রক সমাচজর প্রলিলনলধ হচয় ওচঠলন। সস সি্যিিীচক 
রোরে মর্মাদা  লদচয়চ� এিং িার মিামিচক সম্ান জালনচয়চ� আিার  লনচজর 
ি্যলতিস্বািচন্ত্রর অিস্ানচক স্পটি কচরচ�। অলজি-রুপী সিখক লনরচপষেভাচি পুচরা 
েিনার সাষেী সেচকচ�ন।

সি্যামচকশ  লসলরচজর  প্রচি্যকিা  গচপের  অপরাধী  েলররে  পুরুষ  নয়,  নারী 
েলররেও রচয়চ�। প্রচি্যক  সষেচরেই অপরাধ প্রিেিার কারেিা  সিখক অসামান্য 
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মনস্াল্বিক দৃলটিচকাে  সেচক িুচি ধচরচ�ন।  লকন্তু  সকানও  সষেচরে িা একচপচশ 
লিোচর  পলরেি  হয়লন।  অপরাধীও  মানুষ  িাই  মানলিক  মনভলঙ্গমায় অপরাধীর 
অপরাধপ্রিন হচয় ওঠার সনপচে্যর কার্মকারেগুচিাচক সিখক সি্যামচকচশর সি্য 
অচবিষচের  মাধ্যচম  িুচি  ধচরচ�ন।  নারী  েলররে  পুরুষ  েলরচরের  সরাগ্য  সহায়ক 
হচয়  উচঠচ�  প্রায়  গচপে আিার  সকানও  সষেচরে  হচয়  উচেচ�  সরাগ্য  প্রলিপষে। 
প্রলিপষে  সহাক  িা  পলরপূরক  সকউ  সকানও  সষেচরে  লনচজর  পাশাপালশ  অচন্যর 
মর্মাদা নটি কচরলন।

‘অলগ্নিান’ কাটহনীচি প্রচরােক নারী েলররেটি সুন্র ভাচি ফুটিচয় িুচিচ�ন। 
এখাচন অপরাধী েলররে একজন লিজ্ানী।  লকন্তু অে্মকচটি জজ্মলরি জীিচন একটি 
কুটিি  নারীর  সংস্পচশ্ম আরও  লিষময়  পলরেলি  েচি  েলররেটি  ষেুরধার  লিজ্ানী 
সেচক  আসামী  হচয়  অসহায়ভাচি  ভাচগ্যর  হাচি  আত্মসমপ্মচে  িাধ্য  হচয়চ�। 
এখাচন  লবিিীয়  স্তীর  অসহচরালগিা,  কিহলপ্রয়িা,  সস্হহীন  প্রকৃলি  সংসারটিচক 
�ন্ন�াড়া  কচর িুচিচ�। অদ্ভুিভাচি  এখাচন অপরাধী  পুরুষ  েলররেটি  মমিাময়, 
ি্যলতিত্বপূে্ম অেে সম্ূে্ম লিরূপ পচে োলিি হচয়চ� উপায়ান্তর না সপচয়। এখাচন 
সদিকুমার  নামক  লিজ্ানী  েলররেটি  সাংসালরক  জীিচন  পলরপূে্মিা  সপচি,  শালন্ত 
সপচি পারচিা রলদ িার লবিিীয় পত্ীর মানলিকিা, সস্হ, মমত্ব, সকামিিার মি 
োলরলরেক গুনািলি সটঠক মারোয় োকি। দুই েলরচরের োলরলরেক গুনািলির মারোয় 
সামঞ্স্য না োকার ফচি এচদর দাম্ি্য ভারসাম্য ষেুন্ন হচয়চ�।

‘টেরেচোর’  গচপে  দাম্চি্যর  সমিার  লিষয়টি  �চরে  �চরে  ফুচি  উচঠচ�। 
সি্যামচকশ—সি্যিিী জুটির পাশাপালশ কাটহনীর অন্যান্য প্রচি্যকিা জুটির সষেচরেই 
এই  সমিার  মারো  সরখাচন  ষেুন্ন  হচয়চ�  সসখাচনই  সম্চক্তর  অিনলি  সিখক 
সুোরুরূচপ িুচি ধচরচ�ন। প্রেচমই ধরা রাক ডঃ সসাম আর িার পত্ী মািিী 
সদিীর দাম্চি্যর কো। উভচয়র দাম্ি্য সজার কচর টিলকচয় রাখা এক সম্ক্ত 
সরখাচন না আচ� পারস্পলরক সম্ান না ভািিাসা না রচয়চ� এচক অপচরর প্রলি 
লিন্ুমারে লিশ্াস। লিশ্াসহীনিার কমলি ক্রমাগি আরও সম্চক্তর লভলত্তহীন সমস্যার 
সৃলটি কচরচ�, আিার সকানও সকানও সময় সলি্যই  লিশ্াস ভঙ্গ কচরচ� আচরক 
পষে। ড. সসাম পত্ীর কা� সেচক ভরসা, সপ্রম, ভািিাসা না সপচয় অপেিয়লস, 
িুিনায় অচনক সকামি স্বভািা রজনীর প্রলি অনুরতি হচয়চ�ন আর এচি মািিী 
সদিীর সাচে িার লিিাদ আরও সিচড়চ�| এই কাটহনীচি সদখা রায় ড. সসাম আর 
মািিী সদিীর লিিাচদর সরশ সি্যামচকশ-সি্যিিীর সম্চক্তর অন্চরও অসচন্তাষ 
সঞ্ালরি কচরচ�। অিচশচষ এই কাটহনীর অচন্ত ডা. েিচকর সচঙ্গ রজনীর লিিাহ, 
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ড.  সসাচমর  সচঙ্গ  মািিী  সদিীর  লিচছেচদর  পচি্ম  খালনকিা  লস্লিশীিিা  এচন 
লদচয়চ�। িচি সসই সম্চক্তর লভি েুেধরা  ট�ি িচিই িার পলরেলি সকানলদন 
ভাচিা হওয়া সম্ি ট�িনা। লকন্তু সি্যামচকশ—সি্যিিীর সম্চক্তর লভলত্ত মজিুি 
িাই িাচদর দাম্ি্য সমস্যা  সকসটি সমাধাচনর সাচে সাচেই প্রায়  লমচি রায়। 
এচষেচরে সম্চক্তর পারস্পলরক সিািাপড়াই হচয় ওচঠ সমাধান সূরে।

‘দুগ্মরহস্য’ কাটহনীচি রহস্য জটিি, িার সাচে নর-নারী েলরচরের পারস্পলরক 
সম্চক্তর জটিিিা রচেটি  ট�ি। সমাধাচনর সাচে সাচে সসই সম্ক্তগুলির জি 
সকচি  লগচয়চ�। এই গচপে নারী-পুরুচষর সম্চক্তর সমিা  সিশ  লক�ু  সষেচরে নটি 
হওয়ার ফচিই সমস্যা শুরু হচয়চ�। অপরাধী েলররে মলেিাচির সচঙ্গ হলরলপ্রয়ার 
দাম্ি্য মজিুি ট�িনা িচিই হলরলপ্রয়াচক খুন করচি িাধ্য হচয়ট�ি মলেিাি। 
আিার িুিসীর সাচে রমাপলির সম্চক্ত পারস্পলরক ভািিাসা  ট�ি িচিই িা 
সশচষ  লগচয়  িহু  িাধালিপর্ময়  সচ্বিও  একটি শুভ পলরেলির  পচে  এলগচয়ট�ি। 
সি্যামচকচশর  সচঙ্গ  সি্যিিীর  দাম্চি্যর  সাফি্য  সূটেি  হচয়চ�  গচপের  সশচষ 
িাচদর সন্তাচনর জচন্মর সুসংিাদ িাচভর মধ্য লদচয়।

‘টেটড়য়াখানা’  গচপের  সষেচরে  নর-নারীর  সম্চক্তর  সামঞ্স্য  সরমন  একটি 
লনলি্মঘ্ন হি্যািীিা সম্াদন কচরচ� আিার সিমন কচরই ধরা পচড়ও ফাঁলক লদচয় 
লনচজচদর মলজ্ম  মি আত্মহি্যার পচেও একই সাচে এলগচয়  সগচ�।  সসখাচনও 
িাচদর  পারস্পলরক  সম্চক্তর  সূরে  দৃঢ়  হওয়ায়  সংচরাগ  লিটছেন্ন  করার  সকানও 
সুচরাগই পায়লন পলরলস্লি। আসি লিষয়টি হি সরচকাচনা সম্চক্তর এই আদান-
প্রদান এিং সমিার মারোর  সরাগ্য সঙ্গি হচিই িা ভাচিা খারাপ সি ধরচনর 
কচম্মই সাফচি্যর সচঙ্গ উত্তীে্ম হয়। িার প্রকৃটি উদাহরে এই গপেটি।

‘আলদম  লরপু’ গচপে  লমস ননীিািা অলিিাটহিা  োকুলররিা এক নারী,  লরলন 
আজচকর  ভাষায়  ‘লসচঙ্গি  মাদাচরর  দালয়ত্ব  লনচজর  কঁাচধ  িুচি  লনচয়ট�চিন। 
একটি অনাে লশশুচক মািৃচস্চহ িািন পািন কচরচ�ন লকন্তু লশশুর প্রকৃি লপিা 
দালয়ত্বজ্ানহীন, িম্ি এিং অসচ্লররে ি্যলতি। িার োলরলরেক দুি্মিিাই গচপের শুরু 
সেচক সশষ পর্মন্ত পলরনলির জন্য দায়ী। লমস ননীিািার একার সামচে্ম্য কুচিায়লন 
লশশুর রচতির সেচক লপিার পলরেয়চক মুচ� নিুন মানুষ গচড় সদিার স্বপ্ন সাে্মক 
করার।  িাই অনালদ  হািদাচরর  স্বভাচিাটেি িাম্ি্য আর  নৃশংসিা  ননীিািার 
সস্চহ বিলর হওয়া ভাচিামানুষ প্রভািচকও খুলন কচর িুচিচ� িার রচতির সুতি 
পলরেয় জালগচয়। সংসাচরর একটি সর সকানও কাচজই নারী ও পুরুচষর লিপরীি 
সমরুর ভািনা সস কাজ পণ্ড করার পচষে রচেটি এর সেচকই সিািা রায়।
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‘িটহ্পিঙ্গ’ কাটহনীচি রিলদন শকুন্তিার সচঙ্গ রলিকান্তর সম্চক্তর সমিা 
টঠক ট�ি িিষেন পর্মন্ত িারা অধরা ট�ি। সর মুহুচি্ত রলিকান্ত ধরা পড়ার ভচয় 
শকুন্তিাচক সমচর সফিার সেটিা কচরচ� িখলন সস লনচজও মারা পচড়চ�। সমাচজর 
ভ্রুকুটি উচপষো কচর িারা লনচজচদর সপ্রম সাে্মক করার উপায় করচি পাচরলন 
িচিই এি জটিিিার আিি্ত সৃলটি হচয়চ�। এই সকস সমাধান করার সষেচরে দুই 
ডাতিার  লমস মান্না আর ডা. পালিি সরাগ্য সঙ্গি কচরট�চিন িচি এই  লিচশষ 
সকসটির  সমাধান  সহজ  হয়। অন্যলদচক  িিা  রায়  শকুন্তিার  সচঙ্গ  দীপনারায়ে 
িািুর  সকানও  সখ্যিা  িা  স্বাভালিক  দাম্ি্য  সপ্রম  গচড়  ওচঠলন  িচিই  হয়ি 
শকুন্তিা লিিাচহর পরও ি্যালভোচর লিতি হচয় পচরচ�। এখাচন সম্চক্তর সমিা 
নটি হচয়চ� িচি অনে্ম েচিচ�। নইচি শকুন্তিার মি সুন্রী, লশলষেিা, রুটেশীি, 
আধুলনকা মটহিা দীপনারায়ে িািুর সংসাচর উজ্জ্বি হচয় োকচি পারি।

‘রচতির দাগ’ গচপে সি্যকাম খুচনর  লকনারা করচি লগচয় সি্যামচকশ খুঁচজ 
সপচয়ট�ি িার  মূচি িার  মাচয়র  লিিাহ পূি্মিিতী জীিচনর  সকছো  সকচিকিালরর 
হলদস, িার মাচয়র সচঙ্গ িি্তমান সমাজ স্বীকৃি লপিার সম্চক্তর শীিিিা এিং 
আসি  লপিার  িাম্চি্যর  লনদশ্মন।  একটি  লশশুর জীিন  নটি  কচর  সদিার জন্য 
সংসাচর সংসাচর নারী পুরুচষর সম্চক্তর লিতিিাই রচেটি িা িিা সরচি পাচর 
নারী  ও পুরুচষর  মচধ্য  রলদ  সকউ  দালয়ত্ব  সিচড়  সফচি অমানলিক  হচি পাচর 
িচি সংসাচরর কাঠাচমািাই  লিনটি হয়। রা এই খুচনর সনপচে্যর কারন। সিখক 
এই লিষয়টিচক সিখার মাচি এমন কচর লমলশচয় লদচয়চ�ন আিাদা কচর সোচখ 
পচড়না লকন্তু পচদ পচদ উপিলব্ধ করা রায়। আিার এর সমান্তরাচি সি্যামচকশ- 
সি্যিিীর  মধুর  দাম্ি্য  টেরে  উচঠ  এচসচ�  রা  আদশ্ম  সংসার-টেরে  িিা  রায় 
ঊষাপলি-সুটেরোর দাম্চি্যর সাচপচষে।

‘কচহন কলি কালিদাস’ গচপে এই সম্চক্তর সমীকরচের মজিুি লদকিা উচঠ 
এচসচ�। সসিা ফেীচশর সচঙ্গ িার স্তী ইলন্রা সহাক িা ভুিচনর সচঙ্গ সমাটহনীর 
সম্চক্তর রসায়ে। দুচিা সম্চক্তর দুরকম পলরেলি হচিও িাচদর সম্চক্তর িন্ন 
দু’সষেচরেই সপাতি ট�ি। এক দম্লি লমচে্য অলভচরাচগর মুচখ সিরকম পলরলস্লির 
সামচন দঁাটড়চয় িড়াই কচর  লনচজচদর সম্ক্তচক  টিলকচয় রাখচি সমে্ম হচয়চ� 
এখাচন দুই দম্লিই লনচজর লনচজর পলরলস্লি এিং সষেচরে সফি। সফিিার মূচি 
এচক অচন্যর পলরপূরক হওয়া এচক অচন্যর প্রলি লিশ্াস ও ভাচিািাসা িজায় 
রাখা। খুচনর অলভচরাগ সচ্বিও ইলন্রার লিশ্াস িার স্বামী লনচদ্মাষ আর সমাটহনী 
ভুিনচক খুলন জানা সচ্বিও সস জানচিা খুনিা িার সম্ান রষোচে্ম করা িাই সস 
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সি্মচিাভাচি স্বামীচক  লনচদ্মাষ প্রলিপন্ন করার সমস্ রাস্া  বিলর কচর সরচখচ�। 
ভুিন  সরখাচন  সরখাচন  ভুি  কচরচ�  সমাটহনী  টঠক  সসখাচন  সসখাচন  লনচজর 
িুলদ্ধিচি পূরে কচর লদচয়চ� এি লনপুন ভাচি সর িারা ধরা পড়চি পড়চি সিঁচে 
পালিচয় সরচি সপচরচ�। এখাচন িাচদর সম্চক্তর পলিরেিা প্রােহলর সপাদোচরর 
মি অে্মলপশাে ি্যলতির সনাংরা মানলসকিার সাচপচষে সি্যামচকশ িাচদর খুচনর 
আসামী সাি্যস্ করা সচ্বিও রাচি িারা ধরা না পচড় সসই প্রাে্মনা কচরচ�।

নারী-পুরুচষর বিন্দ্ব উচঠ এচসচ�  ‘অলবিিীয় গচপে। এক মটহিা জালিয়াচির 
নারী-পুরুষ উভয় ভূলমকায় অলভনয় কচর সজাচ্ুলর করা, খুন করার েিনায় রীলিমি 
িাক িালগচয় সদিার গপে এটি। এখাচন সমচয়রা খারাপ কাচজ অগ্রেী হয়না এই 
লিষচয়র স্বপচষে সি্যিিী আর  লিপচষে সি্যামচকশ-অলজি দু’জচন  লিিক্ত শুরু 
কচর। এই গচপে সশষ পর্মন্ত সদখা রায় আসামী মটহিা এিং সজি সফরি দাগী 
আসামী সস। প্রমালেি হয় সমচয়রা ভাচিা মন্ সি কাচজ সমানভাচি অংশগ্রহে 
কচর। লিঙ্গ পলরেয় কখচনা অপরাধমূিক কাচজর সষেচরে িড় হচয় ওচঠনা। নারী 
সহাক িা পুরুষ সষেরে ও পলরলস্লি লিচশচষ অপরাধ সর সকউ করচি পাচর। সিখক 
সস লিষয়টি সদলখচয়চ�ন এই গচপের সষেচরে।

সি লমলিচয় সদখা রায় প্রায় প্রচি্যকটি সষেচরেই নারী পুরুচষর সরৌে প্রয়াস 
গুলি সফি আর সরখাচনই সম্চক্তর জটিিিায় সমস্যা সদখা লদচয়চ� সসখাচনই 
সম্চক্তর  লভলত্ত  সহাক  িা  সকানও  গুরুত্বপূে্ম  কাজ  সসিাই  পণ্ড  হচয়চ�।  িাই 
নারী পুরুচষর সম্চক্তর সমিা অলি গুরুত্বপূে্ম সমাজ সেচক জীিন সি সষেচরে। 
সিখক  সস  কো  মাোয়  সরচখ  িাঁর  রেনায়  নারীিাদ  পুরুষিাচদর  ঊচধ্ব্ম  উচঠ 
মানিিািাদচক  স্ান  লদচয়চ�ন।  সকাোও  নারী  পুরুষচক  �ালপচয়  রায়লন আিার 
পুরুষরাও  নারীচদর  অিদলমি  কচরলন।  মানিস্ব্বিাচক  সি্মালধক  গুরুত্ব  লদচয়চ�ন 
সিখক লিঙ্গ ভািনাচক লপ�চন সরচখ। সসলদক সেচক িিা রায় সিখক মানিিার 
আদচশ্ম সলজ্ি কচরচ�ন িাঁর সাটহি্য ভািনাচক, নারী পুরুষ লিচভদ ভািনাচক 
সলরচয়  সরচখ।  এলদক  সেচক  িাঁর  রেনা  অন্য  এক  নলজর  সৃলটি  কচরচ�  িাংিা 
সাটহচি্য।
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সহায়ক গ্রন্থপমজি

আকর গ্রন্থ ;

১.  শরলদন্ু  অমলনিাস,  প্রেম  খণ্ড,  সি্যামচকশ,  প্রেম  সংস্রে,  শ্ািে  ১৩৭৭,  একলরেংশ 
সংস্রে, ফাল্গুন ১৪১৭, আনন্ পািলিশাস্ম প্রাইচভি  লিলমচিড, ৪৫ সিলনয়াচিািা সিন, 
কিকািা-৭০০০০৯।

২.  শরলদন্ু  অমলনিাস,  লবিিীয়  খণ্ড,  সি্যামচকশ,  প্রেম  সংস্রে  শ্ািে,  ১৩৭৮,  ঊনলরেংশ 
সংস্রে, শ্ািে, ১৪১৭, আনন্ পািলিশাস্ম প্রাইচভি  লিলমচিড, ৪৫ সিলনয়াচিািা  সিন 
কিকািা ৭০০০০৯।

সহায়ক গ্রন্থ

১.  িাোিী জীিচন রমেী, সেৌধুরী নীরদ েন্দ, প্রেম প্রকাশ, বেরে ১৩৭৪, পঞ্লিংশ মুদ্রে, বিশাখ 
১৪২৫, লমরে ও সোষ পািলিশাস্ম প্রাঃ লিঃ শ্যামােরন সদ ্রিীি, কিকািা ৭০০০৭৩



সাটহচি্য লিঙ্গগি সমস্যা : 
িৎকািীন সমচয় নারী লশষোয় লিদ্যাসাগর

সদিলমিিা দাস ও প্রীলি শাহ

ভূমিকা

ঈশ্রেন্দ  লিদ্যাসাগর  (২৬  সসচপ্টম্র  ১৮২০–-২৯  জুিাই  ১৮৯১)  উনলিংশ 
শিচকর একজন  লিলশটি  িাোলি  লশষোলিদ,  সমাজ সংস্ারক ও গদ্যকার। িঁার 
প্রকৃি নাম ঈশ্রেন্দ িচন্্যাপাধ্যায়। সংস্ৃি ভাষায় ও সাটহ্যচি্য অগাধ পালণ্ডচি্যর 
জন্য লিলন লিদ্যাসাগর উপালধ িাভ কচরন। িাংিা গচদ্যর প্রেম সাে্মক রূপকার 
লিলনই।  িঁাচক  িাংিা  গচদ্যর  প্রেম  লশপেী  িচি  অলভটহি  কচরচ�ন  রিীন্দনাে 
ঠাকুর।  লিলন  রেনা  কচরচ�ন  রুগান্তকারী  লশশুপাঠ্য  িে্মপলরেয়  সহ  একালধক 
পাঠ্যপুস্ক, সংস্ৃি ি্যাকরে গ্রন্থ। নারীমুলতির ও লশষোর আচন্ািচনও িঁার অিদান 
উচলেখচরাগ্য।অন্যলদচক  লিদ্যাসাগর  মহাশয়  ট�চিন  একজন  সমাজ  সংস্ারকও। 
লিধিা লিিাহ ও স্তীলশষোর প্রেিন, িহুলিিাহ ও িাি্য লিিাচহর মচিা সামালজক 
অলভশাপ  দূরীকরচে  িঁার  অক্ান্ত  সংগ্রাম আজও মিলরি  হয়  রচোটেি  শ্দ্ধার 
সচঙ্গ িাংিার নিজাগরচের এই পুচরাধা ি্যলতিত্ব সদচশর আপামর জনসাধারচের 
কাচ� পলরটেি ট�চিন ‘দয়ার সাগর’ নাচম।দলরদ্র, আি্ত ও পীটড়ি কখনওই িঁার 
বিার সেচক শূন্য হাচি লফচর সরি না। এমনলক লনচজর েরম অে্মসকিচির সময়ও 
লিলন ঋে লনচয় পচরাপকার কচরচ�ন।িাোলি সমাচজ লিদ্যাসাগর মহাশয় আজও 
এক প্রািঃমিরেীয়  ি্যলতিত্ব  । পলশ্চমিচঙ্গর পলশ্চম  সমলদনীপুচর িঁার মিৃলিরষোয় 
স্ালপি হচয়চ� লিদ্যাসাগর লিশ্লিদ্যািয়। রাজধানী কিকািার আধুলনক স্াপচি্যর 
অন্যিম সশ্ষ্ লনদশ্মন লিদ্যাসাগর সসিু িঁারই নাচম উৎসলগ্মি।
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ক্প্রক্ষাপট

এক  লিচশষ  সপ্রষোপচি  লিদ্যাসাগচরর  আলিভ্তাি।  ঔপলনচিলশক  পলরকাঠাচমায় 
লিচদলশচদর বিারা অিদলমি, লনয়লন্ত্রি ও লনপীটড়ি ভারিীয় িো িাোলি জালিরই 
প্রলিলনলধ  ট�চিন  ইশ্রেন্দ,  স্বভািিই  প্রলি-পদচষেচপই  িাচক  িইচি  হচয়চ� 
পরাধীনিার  গ্ালন।  সসখাচন  লনজস্ব ভাষা  ও  সংস্ৃলিচক  েে্তা  ও  রষোর  লিষয়টি 
আরও  কটিকর  হচয়  উচঠট�ি।  ঔপলনচিলশক  সশাষে  ও  সংলশ্টি  নানা  কারচে 
সমাচজর অলধকাংশই  ট�ি দলরদ্র পীটড়ি ও  লশষোর আচিায় িলঞ্ি। স্বভািিই 
নানা  কুসংস্াচরর  মায়াজাি  িাচদর  আিদ্ধ  সরচখট�ি।  মধ্যরুগীয়  পুরুষিালন্ত্রক 
সমাচজ  নারীচদর  না  ট�ি  সকান  অলধকার  লকংিা  সকাচনা  স্বাধীনিা।  পুরুষচদর 
িহুলিিাহ,  সকৌলিন্য প্রো,  পেপ্রো  ও  লিধিাচদর ওপর  নানালিধ  লনপীড়ন  ট�ি 
স্বাভালিক  টেরে।  প্রি্যন্ত  অঞ্চি  িসিাসকারী  জনজালির  এক  িৃহৎ  অংশ  ট�ি 
লশষোর অলধকার িলঞ্ি। লশষোর সর সংকীে্ম সুচরাগিুকু ট�ি িাও সীমািদ্ধ ট�ি 
উচ্লিচত্তর মচধ্য। সাধারচের মচধ্য ট�ি না সকান লশষো সিমলন সকানও সচেিনিা 
ও  ট�ি না, এই  সপ্রষোপচি  লিদ্যাসাগচরর প্রাসলঙ্গকিা। মানুচষর সালি্মক কি্যাে 
প্রলিষ্া  করাই  লিদ্যাসাগচরর  রািিীয়  কচম্মর  সপ্ররো  ট�ি।ভারিীয়  সমাচজর 
টেরােলরি  রীলিনীলি,  িার  পালরপালশ্্মক  ও আিহ  ইি্যালদ  ও িঁার  মানিিািালদ 
দৃলটিভলঙ্গ  গচড়  সিািার  লপ�চন  সলক্রয়  ট�ি।  সমাচজর  সিচেচয় অিচহলিি  ও 
উৎপীটড়ি নারীচদর সি্মাঙ্গীে উন্নলি, সমানালধকাচরর জন্য িহুলিিাহ ও িাি্যলিিাহ 
রদ, লিধিা লিিাহ প্রেিন, স্তী লশষো িো নারী-পুরুষ লনলি্মচশচষ সকচির লশষোর 
উন্নয়চনর জন্য িঁার লনরিস প্রয়াস অিুিনীয়।

িাং�া সাহহদ্ত্য মিদ্যাসােদ্রর ভূমিকা

ঈশ্রেন্দ  লিদ্যাসাগরচক িাংিা সাটহচি্যর প্রেম সাে্মক গদ্যকার মচন করা হয়। 
রলদও  ি্বিগি  ভাচি  িাংিা  গচদ্যর  জনক  লিলন  নন।  কারে  িাংিা  সাটহচি্যর 
আলেনায় িার আগমচনর িহুপূচি্মই গদ্যরেনার সূরেপাি েচিট�ি। লকন্তু সসইসি 
গদ্য  ট�ি  লশপেগুেলিিলজ্মি  নীরস  এিং  অচনক  সষেচরেই  অসংিগ্ন  িাক্যসমলটি। 
লিদ্যাসাগর  সি্মপ্রেম  িাংিা  সাধু  গচদ্যর  একটি  মান্য  ধ্রুিক  লনচদ্মশনা  কচরন। 
প্রচয়াজনচিাচধ  সসই গচদ্য  েলিি ভাষার  গলিশীিিাও  রুতি কচরন। কপেনা ও 
স্বকীয়  পালণ্ডচি্যর  সংলমশ্চে  সর  গদ্যভাষার  জন্ম  লিলন  সদন,  িা  ট�ি  সরস, 
সুমধুর, সুশ্াি্য, �চন্াময় ও গলিশীি। এই অচে্ম লিলন ট�চিন িাংিা গচদ্যর নি 
জন্মদািা। লিলন িাংিা আধুলনক গচদ্যর জনক। সাধু িাংিা গচদ্যর লশপেরূপটি টঠক 
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লকরকম হচি পাচর, িার প্রেম আভাস পাওয়া লগচয়ট�ি, সংস্ৃি সাটহি্য সেচক 
অনূলদি  লিদ্যাসাগচরর িাংিা রেনাগুলিচি। ১৮৫৪ সাচি শকুন্তিা ও ১৮৬০ 
সাচি সীিার িনিাস গ্রচন্থ িার সসই লিলশটি গদ্যনশিীর পলরেয় পাওয়া রাচি :

“শকুন্তিার অধচর নিপলেিচশাভার সম্ূে্ম আলিভ্তাি ; িাহুরুগি সকামি 
লিিচপর লিটেরে সশাভায় লিভূলষি ; আর, নি সরৌিন, লিকলশি কুসুমরালশর 
ন্যায়, সি্মাঙ্গ ি্যাপীয়া রটহয়াচ�। (শকুন্তিা, প্রেম পলরচছেদ)”

িক্ষে  িলিচিন,  আর্ম্য!  এই  সসই  জনস্ানমধ্যিিতী  প্রস্রিে  লগলর।  এই 
লগলরর  লশখরচদশ  আকাশপচে  সিি  সঞ্রমান  জিধরমণ্ডিীর  সরাচগ 
লনরন্তর  লনলিড়  নীলিমায়  অিংকৃি;  অলধি্যকা  প্রচদশ  েনসলন্নলিটি  লিলিধ 
িনপাদপসমূচহ আছেন্ন োকাচি, সিি লস্গ্ধ, শীিি ও রমেীয়; পাদচদচশ 
প্রসন্নসলিিা  সগাদািরী  িরঙ্গলিস্ার কলরয়া প্রিিচিচগ  গমন কলরচিচ�। 
(সীিার িনিাস, প্রেম পলরচছেদ, আচিখ্যদশ্মন)

সংস্ৃি  কাি্যসাটহচি্য  লিদ্যাসাগচরর  অসামান্য  দখি  ট�ি। আিার  লনজ  সেটিায় 
ইংচরলজ লশচখ সসই ভাষার সাটহচি্যর সচঙ্গও সম্যক পলরটেি হচয়ট�চিন লিলন। 
সংস্ৃি শব্দ ও পদলিন্যাচসর শ্রুলিমাধুর্ম ও গাম্ীর্মচকই  লিলন স্ান  লদচয়ট�চিন 
িাংিা  গচদ্য;  দুচি্মাধ্যিা  িা  দুরুহিাচক।  গ্রহে-িজ্মচনর  সর  অসামান্য  ষেমিা 
িার  মচধ্য  ট�ি,  িার  মাধ্যচম  সফাি্ত  উইলিয়াম  কচিচজর  পাঠ্যপুস্ক  গচদ্যর 
অসামঞ্স্যপূে্ম ি্যিহালরক গদ্য ও সমকািীন সংিাদপরেগুলির লনকৃটি গদ্যনমুনা সি 
সেচকই  স�ঁচক  লনচয়ট�চিন প্রচয়াজনীয় সাটহি্যগুে। আিার  ইংচরলজ সাটহচি্যর 
আদচশ্ম  রলিটেচহ্র  ি্যিহার  কচর  িাংিা  সাটহচি্য  কািান্তর  সূেনা  করচিও 
লপ�নপা  হনলন  লিলন।  লন�ক  ি্যিহালরক  িাংিা  গদ্যচক  লিলন  উৎকৃটি  সাটহলি্যক 
গচদ্য লিিলি্তি করচি িার প্রয়াস ি্যে্ম হয়লন। িাই রিীন্দনাে রোে্মই িচিচ�ন, 
“লিদ্যাসাগর িাংিা গদ্যভাষার উছেৃখিি জনিাচক সুলিভতি, সুলিন্যস্, সুপলরছেন্ন 
ও সুসংহি কলরয়া িাহাচক সহজ গলি ও কম্মকুশিিা দান কলরয়াট�চিন।”

স্তী মশক্ষা মিস্ার

লিদ্যাসাগর নারী জালিচক  লশলষেি কচর িুিচি অক্ান্ত পলরশ্ম কচরন।  সিেুন 
সাচহি  রখন  স্তী  লশষো  প্রসাচরর  জন্য  নানা  উচদেশ্য  গ্রহে  কচরট�চিন  লকন্তু 
কুসংস্ারছেন্ন  ভারিীয়  সমাজ  িাচক  লিলভন্নভাচি  িঁাধা  লদটছেি,  টঠক  িখনই 
লিদ্যাসাগর  ও  িঁার  অন্তরঙ্গ  িন্ু  ও  সহকমতী  মদনচমাহন  িক্তািকিার  িঁাচক 
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আন্তলরক  সহচরালগিা  কচরট�চিন।  লিদ্যাসাগর  মচন  করচিন  কচটি  লনমলজ্ি 
নারীসমাচজর মুলতির একমারে উপায় ট�ি লশষো। িাই সিেুন সাচহচির অনুচরাচধ 
স্ুি পলরোিনার জন্য অনিিলনক সম্াদচকর দালয়ত্ব গ্রহচে কুন্াচিাধ কচরনলন। 
এই িালিকা  লিদ্যািয় োিু হওয়ার প্রেম লদনই মদনচমাহন িক্তািকিার িার দুই 
কন্যা  ভুিনমািা  ও  কুন্মািাচক  ভলি্ত  কচরট�চিন  ও  লনচজ  লক�ুলদন  পাঠদান 
কচরট�চিন  লিনা  সিিচন  ও  িাচদর  জন্য  িইও  লিচখট�চিন।  এই  কারচে 
মদনচমাহনচক  গ্রামেু্যি  হচি  হচয়ট�ি  িৎকািীন  সগঁাড়া  ব্রাহ্মে  ও  পলণ্ডিচদর 
জন্য  লকন্তু  লিদ্যাসাগর  কটঠন  পলরলস্লিচিও  লনরুৎসাটহি  হচয়  পচড়নলন।  িঁার 
মচন এই  লিশ্াস  ট�ি  সর িঁাচদর নারী জালি  লশষোর জন্য  সর কচঠার পলরশ্ম 
িা কখচনা ি্যে্ম হচি না।

লিদ্যাসাগর আদশ্মিাদী  হচিও  লিলন  ট�চিন অি্যন্ত  িাস্ি  দৃলটিভলঙ্গ সম্ন্ন 
মানুষ। সরমন-সর সময় �ারেীচদর িাটড় সেচক লিদ্যািয় লনচয় আসার জন্য সোড়ার 
গাটড় ি্যিস্া ট�ি। িার পরামচশ্ম পািলক গাটড়র পাচশ “মহালনি্মােিচন্ত্রর” একটি 
সশ্াক—“কন্যাচপ্যিং  পািনীয়া  লশষোনীয়ালি  রত্িঃ”—সখাদাই  কচর  সদওয়া 
হচয়ট�ি। রার অে্ম—‘পুচরের মি কন্যাচকও রত্ কচর পািন করচি ও  লশষো 
লদচি হচি’। লিলন লিিষেে জানচিন সর শাচস্তর সদাহাই না লদচি এচদচশ ধম্মভীরু 
মানুষচক  লক�ুই  সিািাচনা রাচি না। রলদও  লিলন জানচিন শাচস্তর  সেচয় মানুষ 
অচনক িড়। স্ুি ইনচস্পক্টর োকাকািীন  লিদ্যাসাগর নদীয়া, হুগলি, িধ্মমান ও 
সমলদনীপুর এই কচয়কটি  সজিায় িািকচদর জন্য  লিদ্যািয় স্াপচনর পাশাপালশ 
লিলন িালিকা লিদ্যািয় স্াপচনর উচদ্যাগ গ্রহে কচরট�চিন।

স্তী  লশষোর  সিচেচয়  িড় অন্তরায়  ট�ি  লশষো  সচেিনিার  অভাি।  প্রিাদ 
ট�ি সর সমচয়রা সিখাপড়া করচি িা  লিদ্যািয় সগচি অপে িয়চস  লিধিা হচি। 
রা সিিাই লমে্যা। টঠক এই সি কুসংস্ারাছেন্নিা ও অলশষোর জন্যই সমাচজ এক 
সময় োিু ট�ি সহমরে িা সিীদাহ প্রো। স্তীচিাক হচয় জন্মগ্রহে করািাই ট�ি 
লিষময়,  রামচমাহন  রায়  রুলতি  ও  কচঠার  সংগ্রাম  বিারা  ১৮২৯  লরিস্াচব্দ  লনষ্ুর 
সিীদাহ  প্রো  রদ  কচরন  ইংচরজ  সরকাচরর  সহচরালগিায়।  লকন্তু  পরিিতীচি 
লিধিাচদর  সংখ্যা  সিচড়  রায়-সকৌলিন্য  প্রোর  জন্য।  প্রাে্য  ও  পাশ্চাি্য  লশষোয় 
লশলষেি লিদ্যাসাগর খুি দুঃলখি টেলন্তি হচয় পচড়ট�চিন এইসি িাি্য লিধিাচদর 
জন্য। শাস্ত লসদ্ধান্তই একমারে এই কটি ও টেন্তা সেচক মুতি করচি পারি সগািা 
নারী  সমাজচক।  িাই  লিদ্যাসাগর  সমস্  টহন্ু  শাস্ত  লনখুঁিভাচি  পড়চিন  এিং 
পরাশর সংটহিার একটি সশ্াক সক লিচশষভাচি উচলেখ করচিন :
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 “নচটি মৃচি প্রব্রলজচি ক্ীচি ে পলিচি পচিৌ
 পঞ্স্বাৎসু নারীনাং পলিরচন্যা লিধীয়চি”।

১৮৫৬  লরিস্াচব্দ  ইংচরজ  সরকাচরর  প্রলিলনলধ  িড্ত  ক্যালনং  এর  সহচরালগিায় 
লিধিা লিিাহ আইনলসদ্ধ হি।স্তী লশষোর অন্তরায় লিষয়ক একটি প্রিন্ প্রকালশি 
হয় ১৮৬৫ সাচির ‘সসামপ্রকাশ’ পলরেকার সম্াদকীয়চি। পাঁেটি লিচশষ অন্তরায় 
এর কো উচলেখ করা হয়।

  ১.  এচদচশ পুরুষরাই আজ পর্মন্ত ভাচিা পড়াচশানা লশখচি পাচরলন, সুিরাং িারা স্তী লশষো 
সম্চন্ সচেিন হচি লক কচর?

  ২.  িাি্য লিিাহ প্রেলিি োকার ফচি সমচয়রা সিলশ লদন স্ুচি সিখাপড়া করচি পাচর না।
  ৩.  অপে সিিচনর সিাক লদচয় লশষোর কাজ োিাচনা রায় না।
  ৪.  স�চিচিিায় স্ুচি সরিুকু সিখাপড়া লশচখ, লিিাচহর পর শ্শুর িাটড় লগচয় সমচয়রা িা 

ভুচি রায়। এচদচশর জালিচভদ প্রোর জন্য সাধারেি উপরুতি পারেী সমচয়চদর লিিাহ 
হয়না এিং সসইজন্য লিিাচহর আচগ িাচদর সর রৎলকলঞ্ৎ লশষো হয় িা িৃো হচয় রায়।

  ৫.  ইউচরাচপর সমচয়রা  লনচজরা  লিচশষ রান্নািান্না কচর না, সহাচিচি খায়। সুিরাং িাচদর 
সিখাপড়া করার অিসর আচ� লকন্তু এচদচশর সমচয়চদর সরচহিু গৃহকম্ম রান্নািান্না করচি 
হয় সসই কারচে িারা সিখাপড়ায় মন সদওয়ার সুচরাগ পায় না।এিসি প্রলিিন্কিা োকা 
সচ্বিও লিদ্যাসাগর অলজ্মি অে্ম ি্যয় কচর িাংিার প্রি্যন্ত গ্রাচম লগচয় িালিকা লিদ্যািয় 
প্রলিষ্া করচি িাগচিন।রলদও  লিলন এই কাচজ  ‘উচডর  সডসপ্যাে’ অনুরায়ী  সরকালর 
সহচরালগিা িাভ কচরন।

িধ্মমান  সজিার  সজৌগ্রাচম  একটি  িালিকা  লিদ্যািয়  প্রলিষ্ার  পর  ১৮৫৭ 
সাচির  ৩০  সম  একটি  টেটঠচি  লিলন  লদচরক্টর  অফ  পািলিক  ইসিট্াকশনচক 
লিচখচ�ন :

 ‘it is with great pleasure I have the honour to report that the 
inhabitants of jowgong in in Bardhaman have at the sugges-
tion of the the headmaster of the model school at that village 
established a female school there…

Having however I visited it during this week, I have been 
led to hope that there is the every chances of it flourishing 
within a short time. Not only do the the inhabitants take the 
liveliest interested in youth success, but the girls themselves 
appear to prosecute their studies with great delight and atten-
tion…’
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  স্তী  লশষোর  সষেচরে  আচরকটি  িড়  অন্তরায়  ট�ি—এ  সদশীয়  লশলষেকার 
অভাি।  লশষো অনুরাগী  লমস. সমরী কাচপ্মন্ার এচদচশ স্তী  লশষো লিস্াচরর জন্য 
রোসাধ্য সাহার্য করার জন্য কিকািায় আচসন। লিদ্যাসাগচরর সচঙ্গ কিকািার 
কা�াকাট� কচয়কটি িালিকা লিদ্যািয় পলরদশ্মন কচরন। লিদ্যাসাগচরর সচঙ্গ িার 
একটি লিচশষ মি পাে্মক্য িষে্য করা রায়। লমস.কাচপ্মন্ার এচদশীয় লশলষেকা গচড় 
সিািার জন্য  সিেুন স্ুচি একটি নম্মাি স্ুি স্াপচনর  সেটিা করচি িাগচিন। 
িখন একটি পরে লিদ্যাসাগর িৎকািীন স�ািিাি উইলিয়াম সগ্র-সক লিচখচ�ন—

 “. . .আমাচদর  সদচশ  টহন্ু  সমাচজ গ্রহেচরাগ্য এক দি  সদশী়য়  লশষেলয়রেী 
গটড়য়া িুলিিার জন্য লমস. কাচপ্মন্ার লক পে অিিম্ন করচি োন িাহা কাচর্ম 
পলরেি করা কটঠন। . . .এচদচশর ভদ্র পলরিাচরর টহন্ুরা রখন অিচরাধ প্রি্যাহার 
করার জন্য ১০, ১১ ি�চরর লিিাটহি িালিকালদগচকই গৃচহর িাইচর সরচি সদয় 
না িখন িাহারা সর িয়স্ মটহিালদগচক লশষোেতীর গ্রহে করচি সম্লি সদচি, এ 
আশা দুরাশা মারে। িালক োচক ও অসহায়িা, অনাো, লিধিারা এিং িাচদরচক 
একাচজ পাওয়া  সরচি পাচর।  লশষেকিার কাজ  সর িারা কিদূর উপরুতি  হচি 
সস  প্রশ্ন আপািি  িাদ  লদচয়  আলম  লনঃসচন্চহ  িিচি  পালর  সর  লিধিা  রলদ 
অন্তঃপুচরর  িাইচর  এচস  সাধারে  লশষোলয়রেীর  কচর  সরাগ  সদয়  িাহচি  সিাক 
সোচখ িারা অলিশ্াচসর প্রােতী  হচয় উঠচি, িা  হচয় োচক িচি এই প্রলিষ্ান 
সমস্ মহৎ উচদেশ্য ি্যে্ম হচি।”

লিদ্যাসাগচরর  এই  অলভমি  ট�ি  অি্যন্ত  িাস্চিাটেি  ও  দূরদৃলটি  সম্ন্ন। 
১৮৫৮ লরিস্াচব্দ সম মাচসর মচধ্য নদীয়া, িধ্মমান, হুগিী ও সমলদনীপুর সজিায় 
৩৫টি  িালিকা  লিদ্যািয়  প্রলিষ্া  কচরন।  প্রায়  ১৩০০  �ারেী  এই  স্ুিগুলিচি 
পড়াচশানা  করি।  ১৮৬৪  লরিস্াচব্দ  িাংিায়  িালিকা  লিদ্যািচয়র  সংখ্যা  দঁাড়ায় 
২৮৮টি।  এরপর  কিকািায়  ১৮৭২  লরিস্াচব্দ  সমচট্াপলিিন  ইনলস্টিউশন  (রা 
িি্তমাচন লিদ্যাসাগর কচিজ নাচম পলরটেি) এিং লনচজর মাচয়র মিৃলির উচদেচশ্য 
লনজ গ্রাম িীরলসংচহ ভগিিী লিদ্যািয় প্রলিষ্া কচরন।

লিলন িঁার উলন্ি পর্মন্ত নারী  লশষোর অগ্রগলি ভীষেভাচি  োইচিন। িাই 
রলদ  সকান  মটহিা  উচ্লশলষেি  হচিন  লিলন  অি্যন্ত  খুলশ  হচিন।  িার  প্রমাে 
পাওয়া  রায়  রখন শ্রীমলি  েন্দমুখী  িসু  ১৮৮৬  সাচি  কলিকািা  লিশ্লিদ্যািয় 
এম. এ পরীষোয় পাশ করচিন িখন লিদ্যাসাগর শ্রীমলি েন্দমুলখ িসু সক সটেরে 
সশক্সলপয়ার  গ্রন্থািিীর একখণ্ড উপহারসহ একটি অলভনন্ন পরে পাঠান।  লিলন 
এই  গ্রচন্থ  স্বহচস্  লিচখচ�ন :  “To shrimati Chandramukhi Basu,the first 
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Bengali lady who has obtained the degree of masters of arts of the Cal-
cutta University from her science well-wisher Iswar Chandra Sharma.”

মিধিা মিিাহ আইন প্রচ�ন

সংস্ৃি  শাচস্তর  লিরাি  পলণ্ডি  হচয়ও  পাশ্চাি্য  লশষো  ও  সংস্ৃলি  গ্রহচে  লবিধা 
কচরনলন ঈশ্রেন্দ লিদ্যাসাগর। নারীমুলতি আচন্ািচনর প্রিি সমে্মক ট�চিন লিলন। 
টহন্ু  লিধিাচদর  অসহনীয়  দুঃখ,  িাচদর  প্রলি  পলরিারিচগ্মর  অন্যায়,  অলিোর, 
অি্যাোর গভীরভাচি ি্যলেি কচরট�ি িাচক। এই লিধিাচদর মুলতির জন্য লিলন 
আজীিন সি্মস্ব পে কচর সংগ্রাম কচরচ�ন। টহন্ুশাস্ত উদ্ধধৃি কচর প্রমাে কচরচ�ন, 
সর  সিাকাোর ধচম্মর নাচম সমাচজ প্রেলিি, আসচি িা ধম্মিটহভূ্তি স্লিরিার 
আোরমারে। ১৮৫৬ সাচি সরকার লিধিা লিিাহ আইনলসদ্ধ সোষো কচরন।িচি 
শুধু আইন প্রেয়চনই ষোন্ত োচকনলন লিদ্যাসাগর মহাশয়। িার উচদ্যাচগ একালধক 
লিধিা লিিাচহর অনুষ্ান আচয়ালজি হয়। িার পুরেও( নারায়েেন্দ) এক ভাগ্যহীনা 
লিধিাচক  লিিাহ  কচরন।  এজন্য  সসরুচগর  রষেেশীি  সমাজ  ও  সমাজপলিচদর 
কচঠার লিদ্রুপ ও অপমানও সহ্য করচি হয় িাচক। লিধিা লিিাহ প্রিি্তচনর সচঙ্গ 
সচঙ্গ িহুলিিাচহর মচিা একটি কুপ্রোচক লনমূ্মি করচিও আজীিন সংগ্রাম কচরন 
লিদ্যাসাগর মহাশয়। প্রোর কচরন িাি্যলিিাহ সরাচধর সপচষেও। এর সচঙ্গ সচঙ্গ 
নারীলশষোর প্রোচরও রোরে গুরুত্ব আচরাপ কচরন লিলন। শুধু কিকািায় নয়, 
নারীমুলতির িাি্তা িাংিার গ্রাচম গ্রাচম েচর েচর সপঁচ� লদচি, লিলভন্ন সজিাচিও 
িালিকা লিদ্যািয় স্াপন কচর নারীলশষোর সপচষে সজার প্রোর োিান লিলন। রলদও 
িার  এই উচদ্যাগও সমাচজর অচনক গে্যমান্য  ি্যলতিত্ব  বিারা  লনলন্ি  হয়।  কলি 
ঈশ্রেন্দ গুতি পর্মন্ত অি্যন্ত হীন িাক্যিাচে নারীমুলতি আচন্ািচনর ি্যঙ্গ কচরন। 
িিু িার জীিদেশাচিই নারীলশষো আচন্ািন ি্যাপক জনলপ্রয়িা অজ্মন কচরট�ি।

গ্রন্থ রচনা

কুসংস্াররুতি  ও  অলশলষেি  মানুষচক  লশলষেি  কচর  কুসংস্ারমুতি  করার  জন্য 
লিলন অচনক গ্রন্থ রেনা কচরন, লক�ু  লক�ু অনুিাদ ও কচরট�চিন। িঁার সাটহি্য 
রেনা শুরু হয় টহলন্ সিিাি পঞ্-লিংশলি অনুিাদ লদচয়। লিলন শকুন্তিা, সীিার 
িনিাস ও ভ্ালন্তলিিাস রেনা কচরন, সরগুলি ট�ি রোক্রচম কালিদাচসর অলভজ্ান 
শকুন্তিম, ভিভূলির উৎএ রামেলরি সচঙ্গ রামায়ে উত্তরকান্ এিং সশক্সলপয়াচরর 
‘কচমটড অফ এিরস’ নািক অনুসরচে লিলন মাশ্মম্যান সাচহচির রটেি ইংচরলজ 
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গ্রন্থ— ‘History of Bengal’-এর অনুসরচে লিখচিন িাংিার ইলিহাস ‘িাঙ্গািার 
ইলিহাস’,  ‘লিধিা  লিিাহ’—সর  শ্াস্তসম্ি  সর  লিষচয়  জনসচেিনিা  গচড় 
সিািিার  জচন্য  লিলন  লিখচিন—‘লিধিা  লিিাহ  প্রেলিি  হওয়া  উটেি  লক  না 
এিলবিষয়ক  প্রস্াি’  (১৮৫৫  লরি.)  জাফি  কািীন  লশলষেি  ও  পলন্ি  সমাচজ 
আচিাড়ন িুচিট�ি। লিলন ি্যঙ্গাত্মক মুিক রেনাচিও ট�চিন লসদ্ধ হস্।‘কস্যাটেৎ 
উপরুতি  ভাইচপাস্য’  �দ্মনাচম  সিচখন—‘অলি  অপে  হইি,  আিার  অলি  অপে 
হইি’,  ‘ব্রজলিিাস’।  এই  গ্রন্থ  গুলিচি  লিলন  সশ্ষাত্মক  িাক্য  পলণ্ডচির  মূখ্মালম 
অমূচখ্মর পলন্ি্যচক িীব্র কষাোচি জজ্মলরি কচরচ�ন।

লশশুচদর জন্য গ্রন্থ রেনা লিদ্যাসাগচরর মহান ও অিুিনীয় কাজ রা টেরমিরেীয় 
হচয়  রচয়চ�  ।  ১৯৫১ সাচি  লিলন  সুকুমারমলি  িািক  িালিকাচদর জন্য  নানা 
ইংচরলজ  পুস্ক  সেচক  সংকিন  কচর  রেনা  করচিন  ‘সিাচধাদয়’।  সটঠকভাচি 
সংস্ৃি লশষোর জন্য রেনা করচিন—‘সংস্ৃি ি্যাকরচের উপক্রমলেকা’। ১৮৫৩ 
সাচি  লিলন রেনা কচরন  ‘ি্যাকরে সকৌমুদী’। ১৮৬৪ ও সাচি িাংিা অলভধান 
শব্দ-মঞ্জুরী  রেনা  কচরন।  এ�াড়া  লিদ্যাসাগর  মহাশয়  সর  সমস্  েিনার  জন্য 
টেরলদচনর  প্রািঃমিরেীয়  িা  হি—িে্মপলরেয়  ১ম  ভাগ,  িে্মপলরেয়  ২য়  ভাগ, 
নীলি-সিাধ, কোমািা,েলরিািিী এিং আখ্যান-মঞ্জুরী।

মসদ্ান্ত/উপসংহার

মানিিািাদী  লিদ্যাসাগর,  লিলন  িঁার  আদশ্ম  টেন্তাভািনাচক  প্রকাশ  কচরচ�ন 
লশষোদশ্মচনর মচধ্য লদচয়। লশষোর ি্যাপাচর িার দৃলটিভলঙ্গ ট�ি অি্যন্ত িাস্িমুখী। 
লনচজ সংস্ৃি পলণ্ডি ও শাস্তজ্ানী হচয়ও  লশষোচক  লিলন আধ্যালত্মকিার প্রভাি 
সেচক মুতি করচি সেচয়ট�চিন, রা িঁার ‘সসকুিার’ েলরচরের পলরেয় সদয়। সংস্ৃি 
কচিচজ িার কম্মকাণ্ড সেচক প্রকাশ পায়—লশষোর অলধকার সিার -সকান একটি 
সশ্েীর মচধ্য কুলষেগি কচর রাখার  টঠক নয়। আিার প্রাে্য ও পাশ্চাি্য  লশষোর 
সমিিন্ন  লশষোর প্রসার—িঁার উদারিার পলরেয় সদয়। কুসংস্ারাছেন্ন মানুষচক 
লশষোর আচিায় আচিালকি করার জন্য লনচজর অে্ম ি্যয় কচর লিদ্যািয় স্াপন 
ও  লিধিা  লিিাহ  োিু  করা—সিাই  িঁার  মহানুভিিার  পলরেয়  সদয়।  সমাচজর 
প্রালন্তক  সশ্েী  সাঁওিািচদর  অলধকাচরর  কো  সভচিট�চিন  রা আজ  সংলিধান 
স্বীকৃি। সচি্মাপলর িঁার রটেি লিলভন্ন লিখ্যাি গ্রচন্থর মচধ্য—িে্মপলরেয় এর জন্য 
লিলন টেরলদন অমর হচয় োকচিন।
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তথ্যসূত্র

সোষ, লিনয়, (২০১১), লিদ্যাসাগর ও িাোিী সমাজ, সকািকািা, সিঙ্গি পািলিশাস্ম প্রাইচভি 
লিলমচিড।

লমরে, ইন্দ, (২০১৬), করুোসাগর লিদ্যাসাগর, সকািকািা আনন্ পািলিশাস্ম প্রাইচভি।

সচন্তাষকুমার  অলধকারী;  আধুলনক  মানলসকিা  ও  লিদ্যাসাগর,  কিকািা,  ১৯৮৪,  লিদ্যাসাগর 
লরসাে্ত সসন্ার।

শলশভূষে  লিদ্যািকিার;  ঈশ্রেন্দ  লিদ্যাসাগর :  জীিনীচকাষ,  ভারিীয়  ঐলিহালসক,  কিকািা, 
১৯৩৬।

মজুমদার,  রচমশেন্দ;  লিদ্যাসাগর :  িাংিা  গচদ্যর  সূেনা  ও  ভারচির  নারী  প্রগলি,  কিকািা, 
১৩৭৬ িঙ্গাব্দ, সজনাচরি লপ্রন্াস্ম অ্যান্ পািলিশাস্ম।
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A General Study on Empowerment of 
Third Gender through Education

Kamal Mahanta & Dipankar Paul

INTRODUCTION

The “Third Gender” is a contemporary concept. The third gender is 
those peoples who are classified by themselves or society as they do 
not belong to the two category men and women. They are classified 
as transgender or third gender or third sex. It is a social category that 
presents in societies that identify three or more genders. Biology defines 
whether a human’s chromosomal and anatomical sex is male, female, 
or one of the extraordinary variations on this sexual dimorphism that 
can create a degree of ambiguity known as intersex. Historically the 
third genders (Hijras) are facing problems for their identity and rights 
in our society. They are also part of social order and have equal right 
in everything and every resource that is available to all over the world.

Education is important in everyone’s life. Education is a human 
right and a major tool for achieving equality. Only education can help 
them to empower themselves.

PRESENT STATUS OF THE THIRD GENDER

The third gender signifies those individuals who are different in their 
biological construction. The third genders are an integral part of our 
community but the most neglected one also. This community is living 
on the edge of society. They are socially, educationally, economically, 
psycho-socially, and psycho-sexually backward class. Hijras are living 
on the fringes of society. In India, the total population of transgender 
is around 4.88 lakh as per the 2011 census department and the literacy 
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rate is 56.07%. They typically earn money for their survival by asking 
for volunteers in exchange for their blessings, performing at wedding 
and stag parties, begging, and engaging in sex work.

In October 2014 Ministry of Human Resource Development 
(MHRD) now the Ministry of Education and University Grant 
Commission (UGC) decides and to include a column for the 
transgender community in all colleges and universities application 
forms for their inclusion in higher education. Therefore, they can apply 
along with another gender.

PROBLEM FACING BY THE THIRD GENDER

They belong to a marginalized group of society. The major problems that 
facing by the transgender community are avoidance, unemployment, 
absence of educational facilities, homelessness, and lack of medical 
facilities, etc.

 1. The major problem facing by transgender is discrimination. They 
are discriminated in terms of education, unemployment, justice, 
etc.

 2. Family and society avoid these people.
 3. Transgender people have difficulty in exercising their basic civil 

rights.
 4. Sexual activity between two persons of the same gender is crimi-

nalized and is a punishable offense.
 5. Transgender have very limited employment opportunities.
 6. Transgender people have difficulty in exercising their basic civil 

rights.
 7. These people are treated badly and they face struggle for social 

justice because they are transgender.
 8. When they are identified as transgender then they are forced to 

leave their parental home by the society, as they cannot be a part 
of normal community and class.

 9. Like normal people, they are not entitled to take education in 
school and colleges. In everywhere they are treated differently.
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CONSTITUTIONAL PROVISION FOR THE THIRD GENDER

India is a country where we have a well-established framework of 
Fundamental Rights joined in the constitution. April 15, 2014, in 
the National Legal Services Authority and Union of India stress, in 
which it asked the government to take necessary steps for the welfare of 
transgender persons and to treat them as a third gender for the purpose 
of protecting their fundamental rights. Just like the other two genders, 
Transgender is entitled to various important provisions of Fundamental 
Rights. Their Fundamental Rights are :

 1. Article 14 stated that the State shall not deny any person equality 
before the law or the equal protection of laws within the territo-
ries of the State.

 2. Article 15 stated that the State should not discriminate against 
any citizen on the grounds of race, caste, religion, sex, place of 
birth, or any of them.

 3. Article 19 stated that All citizens shall have rights of Freedom 
of speech and expression, Freedom of assembling peaceably and 
without arms, Freedom to reside and settle in any part of the ter-
ritory of India, Freedom to practice any profession or to carry on 
any occupation, trade or business.

 4. Article 21 guarantees the right to privacy and personal dignity to 
all citizens.

 5. Article 23 prohibits trafficking in human beings as beggars and 
other comparable kinds of pressured hard work and any contra-
vention of those provisions will be an offense punishable accord-
ing to law.

THE SOLUTION TO PROBLEM FACING BY THE THIRD GENDER

The transgender community is facing various problems therefore the 
problems have to be solved immediately. India is a democratic country 
every people of the country have an equal right in everything to live their 
life. Therefore, the government should take necessary steps and ensure 
them that they can able to live their life like the other two genders. 
Flowing are some suggestions for the development and inclusion of the 
third gender :
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 1. Everyone must have the right to choose their gender expression 
and identity including Transgender, Third gender, hijras.

 2. The government of India must plan and include an inclusive ap-
proach for the transgender.

 3. Sex-Education programs and sex education awareness should be 
included in a school curriculum.

 4. Vocational training centres should be established for the transgen-
der that they can learn new knowledge and can self-sufficient.

 5. Focused approach should be there to provide a protective shield 
to their problems.

 6. Policies established for the welfare of the transgender must be 
implemented effectively.

 7. Strict action must be taken against the people who commit vio-
lence against Transgender people.

 8. Appropriate steps must be taken against families who ignore, 
abuse, or leave their children because of their biological differ-
ence.

 9. Law and regulation of free legal aid must be ensured for the Trans-
gender community at the grassroots level.

 10. All educational institutions have to play a supportive and incen-
tive role in providing education and value-system to Transgender.

 11. Different policies related to health care must be framed and com-
municated in all private and public hospitals and clinics.

 12. To change the negative attitude towards the third gender there-
fore awareness programs must be organized at the mass level.

CONCLUSION

The evidence we have seen that third gender people are socially, 
educationally, psycho-socially, economically back warded and they 
don’t have sufficient opportunity to improve themself in society. We 
know that education is an important tool for improving everyone 
and society. Government of India provide different type educational 
opportunity like Rights to chose their gender expression, include 
inclusive approaches, sex education, vocational training, and different 
type of educational program and opportunity to include and provide 
equal status in everywhere. We have to change the negative attitude 
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towards the third gender community and give them the respect that 
they can live freely.
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সপৌরুষ : এক িৃহন্নিার আত্মি্যাচগর কাটহলন

ড. সসৌরভ দাস

িন্ুমহচি  ‘ভালজ্মলনয়া  উিফ’  নাচম  পলরটেি,  কলিিা  লসংহ  (১৯৩১–-১৯৯৮), 
িাংিার নারীমুলতি আচন্ািচনর অন্যিম পলেকৃৎ। লিশ শিচকর পাঁচের দশচকর 
কলিিা আচন্ািচনর সচঙ্গ লিলন রুতি ট�চিন। একই সচঙ্গ অমৃিিাজার পলরেকা, 
আকাশিােীচি  কাজ  কচরচ�ন,  কচরচ�ন  স্ুি  লশষেকিা-গৃহলশষেকিার  মি 
কাজও।  সাটহি্যচষেচরে  িঁার  অলভনি  লিষয়িস্তু  পলরচিশন  ও  স্বছে  দৃলটিভলঙ্গর 
কারচে  লিলন মিরেীয়  হচয় োকচিন। িঁার  সিখা  ‘সপৌরুষ’  (১৯৮৪) উপন্যাস 
সরন  লকম্ুরুচষর জীিনদপ্মে, প্রকৃি সপৌরুষভাি সর সকিি পুরুষ  লকংিা নারীর 
করায়ত্ত নয়, িা সর সি লক�ুর ঊচধ্ব্ম, একজন লকম্ুরুষও পাচর িা লনজ কম্ম-
কীলি্তচি অজ্মন কচর লনচি, সসই িাৎপর্মই সরন এই উপন্যাচস পর্মিলসি হচয়চ�। 
আর সসই অনুষচঙ্গ স্পটিিা সপচয়চ� টহজচড় জীিন ও সমাচজর প্রলিছেলি। ষাি/ 
সত্তচরর  দশচকর  সদশলপ্রয়  পাচক্তর  উচ্ালদচক  ‘িা-কাচফ’  সরচস্ারাঁয়  প্রলি 
রলিিার সকাচি সিখক-লশপেী, সাটহি্য সপ্রমীচদর আসর িসচিা। সসখাচন সকানও 
একলদন কলিিা লসংহ একটি দুঃসাহলসক সোষো কচরন—

ওঁর আকাষো  হচয়চ�  োড্ত  সসক্স  ওরচফ  লকম্ুরুষ  ওরচফ  টহজচড়চদর  লনচয় 
একিা  উপন্যাস  সিখার।  সময়িা  টঠক  মচন  পড়চ�  না,  িচি  ১৯৮৪-সি 
‘সপৌরুষ’ উপন্যাসিা সিচরাচনার কচয়ক ি�র আচগর কো অিশ্যই। ৭০-এর 
দশচকর সশষ লদচক। (সসনগুতি; ২০১৩, পৃ. ১৩১)।

লিনজন প্রধান েলররেচক  লনচয় কলিিা গচড় সিাচিন িঁার উপন্যাচসর আখ্যান। 
অলিিাটহি লশিনাে, লিধিা সরিা এিং টহজচড় সখীচসানার জীিচনর বিটেরে্যময় 
িানাচপাচড়ন এই কাটহলনর মূি রসদ। রলদও সিলক�ুর ঊচধ্ব্ম টহজচড় সখীচসানাই 
হচয় উচঠচ� কাটহলনর সিচেচয় গভীর ও হৃদয়স্পশতী েলররে। অলিিাটহি লশিনাে 
ডািাউলসর এক  সিসরকালর  িড় অলফচসর,  স�াি  সকরালন।  লিিাটহি ইন্দনাে ও 
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েন্দনাে, দুই ভাইচয়র সংসাচর সস িাটছেচি্যর পারে। একইসচঙ্গ অলফচসও সকচি 
িাচক অিজ্া ভচরই সদচখ। ি�র দচশক আচগ সদনাপাওনার িারিচম্যর লফলকচর 
িার লিচয় সভচে রায়। মা-িািার আচদচশ প�ন্ করা পারেী সরিার িাটড়চি িাচকই 
লিচয় সভচঙ্গ সদওয়ার টেটঠিা সপাস্ করচি হয়। িািা-মার মারা রািার পর লিচয় 
কচর ওঠািাও িার পচষে আর সম্ি হয়লন। হঠাৎ ি�র দচশক পর আেমকাই 
এক  লিচকচি  সরিার  সচঙ্গ  সদখা  হয়  লশিনাচের।  সিলিচফান  ভিচনর  পাচশ 
সুমলি পানওয়ালির কাচ� পান ও অদূচর সখীচসানার আখমাড়াই কচির বিলর 
রস সখচি সখচি িাচদর এচক অপচরর প্রলি আকষ্মে ও েলনষ্িা িাড়চি োচক।

অলফচসর  ইউলনয়চনর  ভাগাভালগচি  লশিনাে  নিাগি  টহমালদ্র  সচঙ্গ  মচন 
মচন  োকচিও  প্রকাচশ্য  পুরচনা  ইউলনয়চনর  অসাধুিার  প্রলিিাদ  করচি  ভয় 
পায়। এচহন লশিনাে এক সন্্যায় ময়দাচন সরিার সচঙ্গ েলনষ্ মুহূচি্ত পুলিচশর 
হাচি  ধরা পড়চি, কাপুরুচষর মচিা  লশিনাে সরিাচক  সফচি  সরচখ পালিচয় 
রায়। লকন্তু িার মানলসক রন্ত্রো আরও িীব্র হচয় ওচঠ, ভাই ইন্দনাচের রলষেিা, 
সপশাদার সিশ্যা সসানামলের কাচ� সস �ুচি রায়। সসখাচন প্রলিটহংসার দঁাি-নখ 
িার কচর টহংস্র লশিনাে সসানামলেচক খুন করচি উদ্যি হয়। সময়মচিা ইন্দনাে 
এচস পড়ায়  সস  ি্যে্ম  হয়।  ইচন্দর িাটঠর আোচি িার  মাো  সফচি  রায়।  এই 
েিনার  টঠক পচরর  লদনই  লশিনাচের  সরন  নিজন্ম  েচি।  পুচরাচনা  ইউলনয়চনর 
গুণ্ডারা িাচদর দুষ্চম্মর নলেপরে সিাপাি করচি সি্যলনষ্  টহমালদ্রর উপর েড়াও 
হয় ও িাচক হি্যার সেটিা কচর। ভীিু লশিনাে স্বভািলসদ্ধভাচিই লনলি্মকার টেচত্ত 
েিনাটি  সদচখ সরচি োচক। এই সময়  টহজচড় সখীচসানা িার মচধ্য মানিিার 
িীজমন্ত্র িপন কচর িাচক লধক্ার জালনচয়,

িা িুলম উখাচন দঁাড়ায়  লক কর� িািু?—সদখ� ? শুধু  সদখ�?—রাও �ুচি 
রাও িন্ুচক িঁাোও। (লসংহ, ১৯৯৯, পৃ. ১৯৭)।

লশিনাে  এলগচয়  রায়  টহমালদ্রচক  িঁাোচি,  আহি  হয়।  এরপর  হাসপািাচি 
টেলকৎসার  পর  একলদন  িাটড়  সফচর  ভাইচদর  সচঙ্গ  সরিাচক  পাচশ  লনচয়ই। 
সরিাচক সকচির সামচন স্বীকার করার মি িালছিি ও সঙ্গি সপৌরুষ িখন িার 
মচধ্য জাগ্রি হচয়চ�। কারে  সস িুচিচ�  সপৌরুচষর প্রকৃি অে্ম,  সস  সপৌরুচষর 
অনুভূলি সর িড় আনচন্র,

দু’হাচি  টহমালদ্রচক  ধচর,  টহমালদ্রচক আড়াি  কচর  দঁাটড়চয়ট�ি  লশিনাে!  সস 
দঁাড়াচনািা অপেষেচের, লকন্তু িড় আনচন্র। সস আনন্ সরিার িুচকর উপচরর 
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সসই  কচয়ক  মুহূচি্তর  স্বগ্মসুচখর  সেচয়ও  অচনক  সিলশ।  অচনক  খালন।  সসই 
আধখানা সসচকচন্র মচধ্যই লশিনাে িুচিট�ি এসি কো সস িহুিার শুচনচ�। 
লকন্তু সিাচিলন। শুচন শুচন লক�ু সিািা রায় না। লনচজ কচর সদখচি হয়। (লসংহ, 
১৯৯৯, পৃ. ২০২)

কাপুরুষ লশিনাচের সপৌরুষচত্ব উত্তরচের সচঙ্গ জটড়ি সরিার জীিনও। লশিনাচের 
সচঙ্গ  লিচয়  সভচে  রািার  পর,  িার  লিচয়  হয়  লিজচয়র  সাচে।  লকন্তু  লিচয়র 
ক’ি�চর  মচধ্য  িার  মৃিু্য  হয়।  স্বামীর অলফচসর  সামান্য  একিা  োকলর  সপচয়, 
লনচজর পাচয়র িিার মাটিিুকু খুঁচজ পায় সরিা। েিনাক্রচম প্রিীে িড় সাচহি 
লমঃ সেৌধুরী সরিাচক লক�ুিা সস্চহর সোচখই সদখচিন, লকন্তু সরিার মন টহসাি 
কচর লনচি োচক এই সুচরাচগ কি িাকা মাইচন িাটড়চয় সনওয়া রায়। লশিনাচের 
সচঙ্গ ময়দাচনর েিনাটি েিার পচরর লদন লমঃ সেৌধুরীর ওল্ আলিপুচর সদািিার 
িাংচিায় সস রায় িড় সাচহচির সাচে সদখা করচি। সসখাচন সরিা মচন মচন 
িাচক  সদহদাচনর জন্য প্রস্তুি হয়,  লকন্তু  সশষপর্মন্ত  সিাচি  সেৌধুরীসাচহি িাচক 
কন্যাচস্চহ সদচখন, এিং লনচজর পালিচয় রাওয়া সমচয়র জন্মলদচন সমচয়র অভাি 
পূরচের জন্য লিলন সরিাচক আমন্ত্রে কচরট�চিন। সমচয়র সশাচক সেৌধুরীসাচহি 
আত্মহি্যা করচি সরিা মরচম মচর রায়। িাই  লনচজর মধ্যকার কাপুরুষিাচক 
জানচি  সপচর  লশিনাচের কাপুরুষিাচক  সস ষেমা কচর  সদয়।  সস  লফচর আচস 
লশিনাচের জীিচন, টহমালদ্রচক িঁাোচি লগচয় সর সপৌরুষ লশিনাচের মচধ্য উদেীতি 
হচয়ট�ি, িাচক সঞ্ীলিি কচর রাখার দালয়ত্ব সরন অজাচন্ত সরিা িার  লনচজর 
কঁাচধ িুচি সনয়।

উপন্যাসটির মচধ্য সি সেচক আকষ্মেীয় ও হৃদয়গ্রাহী হি টহজচড় সখীচসানার 
েলররেটি। একজীিচনই সরন সস দুই জচন্মর গপে সশানায়। কপেগ্রাচম বশশচির িাচরা 
ি�র কািাচনা দুগ্ীর জীিন সরন িার পূি্মজন্ম। আর পরিিতী জন্ম সস কাটিচয়চ� 
টহজচড়র দচির সচঙ্গ এিং সসখান সেচক সস পালিচয় এচসচ� সংসার জীিচনর 
আশায়। ট্াম সকাম্ালনর িাইসিম্যান রামধালরয়ার কোয় ‘ডািাউলস কা রালন’ এই 
সখীচসানা জন্ম টহজচড় হচিও িার মা িাচক আড়াি কচর রাখচিই সেচয়ট�ি।

সখীচসানাচক স�চি িিাই উটেি মচন হ’ি মাচয়র। লকন্তু সস েুরি সমচয়চদরই 
সচঙ্গ। সমিয়সী সমচয়গুচিা সরই টহিটহচি দীেি হচয় উঠি অমলন সখীচসানা 
িাচদর সচঙ্গ িগড়া কচর অচপষোকৃি  স�ািচদর  দচি  সরি। পুকুচর  ন্যাংচিা 
হচয় িাচক স্ান করচি লদি না মা। (লসংহ, ১৯৯৯, পৃ. ৮৬)
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সিলখকা স্পটিিা  লদচয়চ�ন  জন্মগিভাচি  ত্রুটিপূে্ম  লিঙ্গটেহ্  লনচয়ও  সখীচসানার 
পালো  লক�ুিা হচিও পুরুচষর  লদচকই ভালর। একলদন িাচদর গঁাচয় েুরচি আসা 
টহজচড় দচির কাচ� ধরা পচড় রায় দুগ্ী, সিচখয়াচিই িাচদর মি কচর অদ্ভুি 
কায়দায়  হািিালি  লদচি  লগচয়।  গ্রামশুদ্ধ  সিাচকর  টহংস্র উলোচসর  মচধ্য  িাচরা 
ি�চরর দুগ্ীচক িার মাচয়র কা� সেচক সিচন টহেচড় লনচয় রায় টহজচড়রা িাচদর 
আস্ানায়।  টহজচড় সমাচজর গুরুমার সামচন  নগ্ন করা  হয় িাচক।  মাি  সেচক 
জননক  টহজচড়  িচি  ওচঠ,—‘হঁগ  মা,  ইিা  জন্ম  টহজড়া  গ  মা।’  হয়চিা  সসই 
কারচেই িার মা িাচক  সকানলদন সকচির সামচন  সপাশাক িদিাচি  লদি না। 
এরপর টহজচড়রা িাচক গুজরাচি লনচয় রায় িহুোরা সদিীর মলন্চর,—

মলন্চর �ুকচিা সস। মলন্চরর পলশ্চচমর সদওয়াচি একিা গভীর কুিঙ্গী। প্রদীচপর 
আচধা আচিায় সদখা রাচছে। সসখাচন সকান মূলি্ত সনই সকিি একটি রন্ত্র। মা 
িহুেরার  রন্ত্র।  রন্ত্রিা অদ্ভুি  দশ্মন।  সখীচসানা  এখনও  রন্ত্রিা  সোখিুচজ  ইচছে 
করচিই সদখচি পায়। িখন সিাচিলন। পচর িুচিট�ি িহুোরা মািার রন্ত্রটি টঠক 
সরালনবিাচরর মি সদখচি। ভারী সেহারার, ভারী গিার টহজড়া সখীচসানার োড় 
ধচর সহঁি কলরচয় লদচয় িচিট�ি, সপন্নাম কর, সপন্নাম কর। সখীচসানা সপন্নাম 
কচর িচিট�ি, মাচগা, িুলম রলদ ভগিান, িচি আমাচক আমার গঁাচয়, আমার 
মাচয়র কাচ� লফরাচয় লনচয় রাও গ মা! এরা আমায় রন্তন্না সদয় গ, িড় রন্তনা 
সদয়- িচি লিয়া হচি না আমার। আমাচর সিি্যাট�িারা িউ এর মি রাখচি্য 
না, িউ-এর শলতি সনই আমার। িউচক িুচক সুজা সুলজ পায়, আমাচক উ্া 
করÄy লনচি্য—মা িহুেরা সখীচসানার কো সশাচনলন। (লসংহ, ১৯৯৯, পৃ. ৮৮)

রলদও  সখীচসানা  জন্মগিভাচি  ভিরালশ  পর্মায়ভুতি  টহজড়া,  লকন্তু  িার 
অপলরপক্ পুংলিঙ্গটিচকও কি্তন করা হয় ভয়ািহ প্রোয়। জিরদলস্ িাচক ট�িটড় 
করা হয়। লিঙ্গকি্তচনর রন্ত্রো সহ্য করচি না সপচর অলিলরতি রতিপাি হচয় িহু 
মানুষ মারা রায়, সখীচসানা অিশ্য সিঁচে লফচরট�ি। সস সেচয়ট�ি নারীর শরীর। 
পুরুষচক লনচয় সংসার িঁাধার স্বচপ্ন লিচভার সখীচসানা টহজচড় সপশা স�চড়ট�ি। 
লিচি লিচি জমাচনা িাকা লদচয় সস আখমাড়াই-এর কি সকচন। শতিসমে্ম পুরুষ 
িক্ষেচক লনচয় সজাড় িঁাচধ সস, মচন মচন িক্ষেচকই লনচজর মরদ িচি জাচন। 
িুপটড়র েুপটেচি িার সাচধর সংসার গচড় সিাচি। িক্ষেচক গরম রুটি সসঁচক 
সদয়। িক্ষেচক সস প্রাোলধক ভািিাচস। এচহন িক্ষেচকও একলদন সস খুঁচজ পায় 
অন্য এক নারীর িাসায়। িার নাম সুমলি। সুমলির সচঙ্গ সজাড় সিঁচধচ� িক্ষে। সর 
সুমলি একদা সখীচসানার সচঙ্গ িক্ষচের সম্ক্ত োকায় িাচক লধক্ার লদচয়ট�ি।
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ধন্য  সমচয়মানুষ।  সখীচসানা  সুমলির  সসই  সভচে  আসা  সফাি্যা  সপিিার 
লদচক  সোখ  সরচখ  সপ�ু  হিচি  িাগচিা।  িার  মচন  সনই  সস  ভুচি  সগচ�  । 
লপ�ন  লফচর পাগচির  মি  �ুিচি িাগি সখীচসানা।  সস  সমচয়চ�চির কা� 
সেচক  পািাচছে।  গভ্তিিী  মাচয়র  কা�  সেচক  পািাচছে—সস  স্বভাচির  কা� 
সেচক পািাচছে-সস মানুচষর সংসার  সেচক পািাচছে—িার  হার  হচয়  সগি। 
(লসংহ; ১৯৯৯, পৃ. ১৮১)

সুমলির সপায়ালি শরীর ও সকাচির িাচ্াচক সদচখ সখীচসানা একিা কো স্পটি 
িুচিট�ি, িার নারীমন রিই পুরুচষর ভািিাসা খুঁচজ লফরুক না সকন, পুরুষচক 
সস  িার  শরীচরর  িাচন  িন্ী  করচি পারচি  না।  জন্মগি  নারী  সুমলির  মচিা 
শরীচরর িৃলতি  সস  সকাচনালদনই িক্ষেচক  লদচি পারচি না। িাই  সস ডািাউলস 
স�চড় িরািচরর মচিা েচি রািার সময় সরিাচক িচি রায়,—

লদলদমলে িুমাচক মাচয়র কাচ� সহচর সরচি হচি্যই গ। মা িড়, খুি িড় লজলনস! 
—মা সক?—সুমলি। সুমলিিা মা ি্য িচি! (লসংহ, ১৯৯৯, পৃ. ২০৭)

ি্যে্ম জীিনরন্ত্রো লনচয় সখীচসানা লফচর রায় টহজচড়চদর সমাচজ। লনঃস্বাচে্ম ‘এি 
কচটির আচখর কি’, ‘নিুন িাসা’—সি লক�ুর স্বত্ব লদচয় রায় িক্ষে ও সুমলিচক। 
সসখান সেচক িার উদার মানলসকিার টেরেটিও ফুচি ওচঠ।

সিলখকা  উপন্যাসটিচি  একলদচক  সরমন  লশিনাে  ও  সরিা  েলরচরের  মচধ্য 
কাপুরুষিা  সেচক  সপৌরুষত্ব উত্তরচের ক্রমপর্মায়চক িুচি  ধচরচ�ন, পাশাপালশ 
দুই েলরচরের মধ্যিিতী েলররে সখীচসানা, সর ক্রমাগিভাচি মধ্যিিতী লিচঙ্গর, িার 
মচধ্যকার জন্মগি সপৌরুষত্ব ও ঔদার্মচক সদলখচয়চ�ন। স্পটিিই সমান্তরাি সরৌনিা 
লিষয়ক ধারো উপন্যাসটিচি প্রি্যষেভাচি ফুচি উচঠচ�। টহজচড় সমাচজ িাচদর 
জীিন, প্রো, আশা-আকা্ষিা  সিদনার কো ঔপন্যালসচকর িে্মনায় জীিন্ত  হচয় 
উচঠচ�।  সর সখীচসানা িষেে ও সুমলির সম্চক্তর সি্যচক সজচন প্রলিটহংসায় 
সমচি না উচঠ ি্যাচগর আগুচন  লনচজচক আচরা পলিরে ও শুদ্ধ কচর িুচিচ�। 
আর িার মধ্যকার নারীমচনর আশা-আকা্ষিা সি লক�ুরই ঊচধ্ব্ম লগচয় পলরপূে্মিা 
সপচি সমচয়লি শরীচরর কামনা কচরচ�, সরিাচক জালনচয়চ�,

অচনক অচনক ভাচগ্য সমচয় শরীর সপচয়� গ। সপচির লভির মাটির েি আচ� 
িুমার। গরম রতি, গরম জি ভরা েি৷ পানমুেলক ধচর িুমার ফুি আসচি। 
িীজ েুচর সিড়াচছে। জন্ম িীজ। িীজ খুঁচজ সিড়াচ� পরা হচি িচি গ লদলদমলে। 
এ সদহিা সিরো লদও না লদলদমলে। িুমার লনচজর ভাচিা সেচয়ই মা হও। আলম 
অচনক মা  সদচখট�। মা  হওয়া  লস অন্য  লজলনস গ  লদলদমলে। িুমার শরীচির 
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অচনকিা ঠাকুর সদিিা হচয় রাচি গ লদলদমলে। আলম িিট�- সরিার সোখ দুটি 
লিস্ালরি হচয় উঠচিা। (লসংহ, ১৯৯৯, পৃ. ২০৭)।

কোগুচিার অন্তঃলস্ি সিদনা  সরন  লকম্ুরুচষর  টেরকািীন শাশ্ি সিদনার রূপ 
পলরগ্রহ কচরচ�।

তথ্যসূত্র

সসনগুতি, পলেি. (২০১৩) সপৌরুষ : সমচয়র সেচক এলগচয় োকা এক উপন্যাস, দাস, সমচরন্দ 
(সম্া.), আত্মপ্রকাশ, কলিিা লসংহ মিরে সংখ্যা।

লসংহ, কলিিা, (১৯৯৯), সপৌরুষ, সদজ পািলিলশং।



আইলন সেরাচিাপ সেচক সমকালমিার উত্তরে

আলির মণ্ডি

ভূমিকা

আমার আশা আমার ভাষা
জালন শুধু আলম
জালন না সিা জাচনন লকনা
স্বয়ং অন্তর্মামী।
মা সিাচি না, সকউ সিাচি না
সকাোয় আমার আলম।
ি্যাঙ্গ কচর িিচি পাচরা।
িুইচিা সমকামী।
  হিচদ সগািাপ, ২০১৫

এই িাছিনা সমকামী িা সমকাচমর নয়; এই িাছিনা সমাচজর লিপ্রগলি মানলসকিার। 
সিখক স্বপ্নময়  েক্রিিতীর  কিম  সসই  মানলসকিাচকই প্রচশ্নর  সম্ুখীন  কচরচ�। 
িৃিীয়  লিঙ্গ  লনচয়  আচিােনা-সমাচিােনা  িহুলদচনর।লকন্তু  দুভ্তাগ্যিশি  সমাজ 
আজও এই লিষচয় একমি হচয় সকান ইলিিােক লসদ্ধাচন্ত উপনীি হচি পাচরলন। 
শুধু আইলন স্বীকৃলি কখনও সমকামীচদর লনরাপত্তা, স্বাধীনিা ও মানিালধকার লদচি 
পাচর না; এর জন্য প্রচয়াজন এক লিরাি মানলসক পলরিি্তচনর। স্বপ্নময় েক্রিিতী 
লিচখচ�ন, “স�ািচিিা সেচকই িোকলেি ‘সমচয়লি স�চিচদর’ অপমালনি হচি 
সদচখট�  সমাচজর  নানা  সষেচরে।  ওচদর  কটি  পাওয়া  উপিলব্ধ  কচরট�।  মানুচষর 
লিঙ্গ পলরেয় এিং  বিলঙ্গক আেরচের আচিা�ায়া িুিচি  সেটিা কচরট�’  (হিচদ 
সগািাপ, ২০১৫)। সিখচকর এই সংচিদনশীি মচনাভাি সমাচজর জন্য কালখিি।

Sexologist  John Money প্রেম ১৯৫৫ সাচি  বজলিক  লিঙ্গ ও সামালজক 
লিচঙ্গর মচধ্য পলরভাষাগি পাে্মক্যটি  ি্যাখ্যা কচরন।  রলদও ১৯৭০ সাি পর্মন্ত 
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Moneyর  ি্বিচক  গুরুত্ব  সদওয়া  হয়লন।  প্রেম  Feminist  Theory(নারীিাদ)-সি 
িাঁর ি্বিটি গৃহীি হয়। সামালজক  লিঙ্গ িুিচি আমাচদর LGBT শব্দটির মম্মাে্ম 
িুিচি হচি। LGBT শব্দটি মানুচষর সরৌন আগ্রচহর লদচকই লনচদ্মশ কচর। LGBT 
পূে্মরূপ হি—
L=Lesbian (নারী সমকামী)
G=Gay (পুরুষ সমকামী)
B=Bisexual (উভকামী)
T=Transgender (রূপান্তরকামী)।
পরিিতীচি এর পলরিলধ্মি রূপ হি LGBTTQIAP রার অে্ম
T=Transsexual (রূপান্তলরি লিঙ্গ)
Q=Queer (উদ্ি)
I=Intersex (মধ্যিিতী লিঙ্গ)
A=Ally  (িন্তু্ব-এচষেচরে  LGBT-র  প্রলি  সহানভুলূিশীি  মানষুচদর  সিািাচনা 
হচয়চ�)
A=Asexual (লনষ্ামী)
P=Pansexual (সি্মকামী)

অে্মাৎ  LGBTTQIAP  শচব্দর  মচধ্য  সি  ধরচনর  সরৌন  মানলসকিাচক অন্তভু্ততি 
করা  হচয়চ�  (লিপরীিকামী  ি্যলিি)।  একসময়  এচদর  সামালজক  স্বীকৃলি  ট�ি 
না।  িি্তমাচন আইনানুগ  ি্যিস্ার  মাধ্যচম  স্বীকৃলি  এচসচ�।  লনচন্ম  সসই  লিষচয় 
আচিাকপাি করা হি।

সূচনাপদ্ি্থর আইন

৬ই  অচক্টাির,  ১৮৬০| Indian Law Commission ও Thomas Babington 
Macaulay-র  ি্বিািধাচন ভারিীয়  দণ্ডলিলধর  ৩৭৭  ধারার  সূেনা  হয়।  সরখাচন 
িিা হয়  “Whoever voluntarily has carnal intercourse against the order 
of nature with any man, woman or animal shall be punished with im-
prisonment for life, or with imprisonment of either description for a 
term which may extend to ten years or with a death penalty, and shall 
also be liable to fine” (Criminal Love, 2017)

এই  ধারার  মূি  িতিি্যটি  হি  সরৌনলমিচন সঙ্গম আিলশ্যক এিং পায়ুকাম, 
পাশলিককাম  দণ্ডনীয়  অপরাধ।  প্রকৃলিলিরুদ্ধ  সরচকাচনা  সরৌন  সঙ্গম  রা  পুরুষ-
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পুরুষ, পুরুষ-নারী(পায়ুকাম),  নারী-নারী ও মানুষ-পশুর মচধ্য  হয় িা অপরাধ 
িচি  গে্য।  এই  ধারা  শুধু  লিষমকালমিা  িা  লিপরীিকালমিাচক  বিধ  িিচ� 
(লিপরীিকামী  সঙ্গচম  সন্তান  উৎপন্ন  না  হচি  িাও  অনিধ)।  অে্মাৎ  মানুচষর 
সরৌনজীিনচক লনয়ন্ত্রে করচি োইট�ি রাষ্ট্র।

এমিমভএ

১৯৯১র  নচভম্র-টডচসম্চর  H.I.V.  িা  AIDS আক্রান্তচদর  উপর  বিষম্যমূিক 
আেরচের লিরুচদ্ধ সসাচ্ার সংস্া- এইডস সভদভাি লিচরাধী আচন্ািন (এলিলভএ) 
ভারচি সমকামীচদর অলভজ্িা সম্লক্তি একটি নলে প্রকাশ কচরট�ি সরখাচন 
সমকামীচদর  উপর  ব্্যাকচমি,  লনর্মািন  এিং  টহংস্রিার  িহু  িে্য  প্রকাশ  করা 
হচয়ট�ি। এই প্রলিচিদচন প্রেম ৩৭৭ ধারা িালিি করার কো হয় কারে ধারাটি 
LGBTQ সপ্দাচয়র সাচে বিষম্যমূিক আেরেচক প্রশ্য় সদয়।

১৯৯৪  সাচির  সম  মাচস  লদললের  লিহার  কারাগাচরর  মহাপলরদশ্মক  লকরে 
সিলদ কারািলন্চদর জন্য কচন্াম  লদচি অস্বীকার করচি  লিিক্ত শুরু হয়। িাঁর 
িতিি্য ট�ি এটি সমকালমিাচক উৎসাটহি করচি। লিলন স্বীকার কচরন সর িলন্রা 
সমকামী সরৌনসঙ্গচম লিতি রচয়চ�। জিাচি, এলিলভএ লদললে হাইচকাচি্ত একটি Writ 
লপটিশন দাচয়র কচর, রাচি লিনামূচি্য কচন্াম সরিরাহ করা ও ৩৭৭ ধারাচক 
অসাংলিধালনক সোষো করার দালি করা হয়। এই আচিদনটি সশষ পর্মন্ত ২০০১ 
সাচি খালরজ হয়।

নাজ ফাউদ্ডেশন

টডচসম্র  ২০০১-এ  সমকামীচদর  সরৌন  স্বাস্্য  সংস্া  এনলজও  নাজ  ফাউচন্শন 
লদললে হাইচকাচি্ত একটি জনস্বাে্ম মামিা (লপআইএি) দাচয়র কচর, সরখাচন ৩৭৭ 
ধারার সাংলিধালনকিাচক  ে্যাচিঞ্ এিং সমকালমিা  বিধকরচের কো  িিা  হয়। 
সসচপ্টম্র ২০০৪-এ  লদললে হাইচকাি্ত এই মামিাটি খালরজ কচর  লদচয়ট�ি। নাজ 
ফাউচন্শচনর দাচয়র করা একটি লরলভউ লপটিশনও কচয়ক মাস পচর খালরজ হয়।

সফব্রুয়ালর  ২০০৬-এ  নাজ  ফাউচন্শন  এই  মামিার  জন্য  লিচশষ  লিভ 
লপটিশন করার পচর সুলপ্রম সকাি্ত জনস্বাচে্মর লিষয় উচলেখ কচর লদললে হাইচকাচি্ত 
এটি পুনস্াপন কচর। পচর এনলজওগুলির একচজাি হচয় Voices Against 377 
গঠন  কচর  প্রলিিাচদ  সরাগ  সদয়।  িখন  স্বরাষ্ট্র  মন্ত্রক  সমকালমিার  লনচষধাজ্ার 
লিরুচদ্ধ একটি হিফনামা দালখি কচর।
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জুিাই ২০০৯-সি লদললে হাইচকাচি্তর দুই লিোরপলির (অলজি প্রকাশ শাহ ও 
এস. মুরিীধর) সিঞ্ প্রেম রায় সদয়, ৩৭৭ ধারা ১৮ ি�চরর ঊচধ্ব্ম LGBTQর 
সম্লিসূেক সরৌনলমিচনর সষেচরে প্রচরাজ্য নয়। লিোরকবিয় এই রাচয়র লপ�চন রুলতি 
সদখান প্রাতিিয়স্চদর সমকামী  সরৌনসম্ক্ত  রলদ সম্িভাচি  হয় িাহচি িাচক 
অপরাধ গে্য করচি িা ভারিীয় সংলিধাচনর সমৌলিক অলধকারচক িঙ্ঘন কচর। 
এই ঐলিহালসক রাচয়র পচষে-লিপচষে সদশজুচড় িড় ওচঠ। সুচরশ কুমার সকৌশি 
নামক জননক সজ্যালিষী এই রায়চক ে্যাচিঞ্ কচর সুলপ্রম সকাচি্ত আচিদন কচর।

সুদ্রশ কুিার ক্কৌশ� িনাি নাজ ফাউদ্ডেশন িাি�া

টডচসম্র ২০১৩, সুলপ্রম সকাচি্তর লবি-লিোরক লজ.এস. লসঙ্ঘলভ ও সুধাংশু সজ্যালি 
মুচখাপাধ্যায়  লদললে  হাইচকাচি্তর  রায়চক  খালরজ  কচর  সদন।  অে্মাৎ  সমকালমিা 
পুনরায়  দণ্ডনীয়  অপরাধ।  সদশজুচড়  িুমুি  সমাচিােনা  হয়।  িহু  সংিাদমাধ্যম 
সমকামী কমতী ও আইনজীিীচদর লনচয় আচিােনা সপ্োর কচর। িখন সরকাচরর 
উপর দালয়ত্ব এচস পচড়ট�ি প্রেলিি আইনধারার সংচশাধন সরকারচকই করচি 
হচি। এটি  লনভ্তর করচ� সকান সরকার ষেমিায় আচ� িার উপর।  লকন্তু সুলপ্রম 
সকাচি্তর  রাচয়  সংখ্যািেু’(Minority)-রা  গুরুত্বহীন—“While reading down 
Section 377, the High Court overlooked that a miniscule fraction of 
the country’s population constitutes lesbians, gays, bisexuals or trans-
genders, and in the more than 150 years past, less than 200 persons 
have been prosecuted for committing offence under Section 377”(The 
Hindu, 2013)। মচন হটছেি  লিোরকগে সংখ্যািেু সমকামীচদর অশুভ কিকি 
সেচক সদশচক মুতি কচরট�ি।

িাি�া-পরিততী প্রমতিাদ

উতি রাচয়র লিরুচদ্ধ লদললের প্রলিিাদসভায় িহু সমকামী ও িৃিীয় লিচঙ্গর মানুষ 
সমচিি হয়। িে্যটেরে লনম্মািা শ্রীধর রঙ্গায়ন, সমাজকমতী িক্ষীনারায়ে লরেপাঠী ও 
জািীয় মানিালধকার কলমশচনর সেয়ারম্যান সক লজ িািাকৃষ্ান এই সভায় িতিি্য 
রাচখন।  িািাকৃষ্ান  িচিন,  “Human rights of the LGBT Community 
need protection and they should not be classified as criminal”(Criminal 
Love, 2017)

Visible Evidence নামক িে্যটেরে সচম্িচনর লিষয় ট�ি ‘LGBTQ Docu-
mentary  in  India After 377:Where  are We Coming  from; Where  are 
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We going’ (Criminal Love, 2017)। সসখাচন নানলস লনচকাচির িে্যটেরে ‘No 
Easy Walk  to Freedom’-এ  লিোরক এ.লপ. শাহ  ‘সাংলিধালনক  বনলিকিা’ ও 
‘সাধারে  বনলিকিা’র পাে্মক্য  ি্যাখ্যা কচর িচিন সমকামীরা সংখ্যািেু  হচিও 
ভারিীয় সংলিধাচন উললেলখি সমৌলিক অলধকার খি্ম কচর সমকামীচদর সিআইলন 
সোষো করা অননলিক।

SPACE(Society for People’s Awareness, Care and Empowerment) 
নামক NGOর লনরীষোয় োঞ্ি্যকর িে্য উচঠ আচস। সুলপ্রম সকাচি্তর রাচয়র লিন 
মাচসর মচধ্য একজন সমকামী ও লিনজন রূপান্তরকামীচক নৃশংসভাচি হি্যা করা 
হয়। লিলভন্ন সষেচরে সমকামীরা অি্যাোচরর লশকার হটছেি। পুলিশচক জানাচনাও 
সম্িকর ট�ি না কারে সসচষেচরে পুলিশ সমকামীচদরচকই সগ্রফিার করচি কারে 
আইচন  সমকামীরাই  ‘Criminal’।  অচনক  সমকামী  ভাড়ািাটড়  সেচক  লিিাটড়ি 
হটছেি।  অচনচক  দালি  কচর  আচগর  মি  কচন্াম  সহজিভ্য  ট�ি  না।  অে্মাৎ 
সমকামীচদর লনরাপদ সরৌনসঙ্গচমর অলধকারও সনই। AIDS-আক্রান্ত সমকামীচদর 
সরকারী হাসপািাি Antiviral Therapy(ART) লদচি অস্বীকার করট�ি।

এিদসচ্বিও  িড়াই  অি্যাহি  ট�ি।  অঞ্লি  সগাপািান,  আনন্  সগ্রাভার 
ও  সগৌিম  ভাচনর  মচিা  Lawyer’s  Collective-র  লিলশটি  ি্যলতিিগ্ম  লপটিশন 
দালখি  কচর  সকাি্তচক  মামিাটি  পুনলি্মচিেনার  আলজ্ম  জানায়।  অচনক  সমকামী 
ি্যলতি এলগচয় আচসন। সরমন—Humsafar Trust-র অচশাক কলি, Sangam-র 
মচনাহর, ‘Because I Have Voice’ িইচয়র সহসম্াদক অরলিন্ নালরন।

স্বাস্্যমন্ত্রক  প্রেম  এই  লপটিশনচক  গুরুত্ব  সদয়।  অন্যলদচক  স্বরাষ্ট্রমন্ত্রক 
সমকালমিাচক ভারিীয় সংস্ৃলির পলরপন্থী িচি। Queer ি্বিলিষয়ক ঐলিহালসক 
সালিম  লকদলির  িই  ‘Same Sex Love in India’-সি  িচিন  প্রােীন  ভারচি 
সমকালমিার প্রেিন  ট�ি। িাই সমকালমিা ভারিীয় সংস্ৃলির পলরপন্থী একো 
সম্ূে্ম ভ্ান্ত। লকদলির িতিচি্যর সি্যিা েিুে্ম শিাব্দীর োচন্ি রাজাচদর লনলম্মি 
খাজুরাচহা  মলন্চরর সমকামী  সরৌনসঙ্গচমর ভাস্র্মচি ও িাৎস্যায়চনর কামসূচরে 
উললেলখি িৃিীয় লিঙ্গ সেচক স্পটি। গীিা, রামায়ে, মহাভারি, উপলনষচদও িৃিীয় 
লিঙ্গ  িা  সমকালমিার  উচলেখ আচ�।  মহাভারচি  ভীমে  লশখলণ্ডচক  ‘কন্যা  ভূত্বা 
পুমান জািঃ’ (স্তী  সেচক পুরুষ হচয়চ�) িা  ‘স্তীপুমান দ্রুপদাত্মজঃ’ (নারীপুরুষ 
সলম্লিি) িচি সচম্াধন কচরচ� রা িৃিীয় লিচঙ্গর ইলঙ্গি কচর। (মহাভারচির 
�য় প্রিীে, ২০০২)।
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িৎকািীন সমচয় কংচগ্রস সনরেী সসালনয়া গান্ী ও রাহুি গান্ী এর লিরালধিা কচর 
িচিন এই আইন মানুচষর ি্যলতিগি ইছোর পলরপন্থী।  লদললের মুখ্যমন্ত্রী অরলিন্ 
সকজলরওয়াচির  আম  আদলম  পাটি্ত  (AAP)  সমকামীচদর  সমৌলিক  অলধকার 
রষোচে্ম সাহার্য করচি প্রলিশ্রুি হচয়ট�ি। লকন্তু ভারিীয় জনিা পাটি্ত (BJP)-র 
উদাসীনিায়  স্পটি  ট�ি  িারা  ৩৭৭  ধারা  িালিচির  জন্য  সকান  সাংলিধালনক 
সংচশাধন করচি না। একটি টহন্ু জািীয়িািাদী দি টহসাচি িাচদর লিশ্াস ট�ি 
সমকালমিা ভারিীয় সংস্ৃলির পলরপন্থী। BJP-র মিানুসাচর, সমকালমিা পাশ্চাি্য 
ভািধারা। ভারিীয় উচ্লিত্ত সমাচজর মচধ্য িা সীমািদ্ধ। লিপুি সংখ্যক মধ্যলিত্ত 
ভারিীয়র কাচ� এসি গুরুত্বহীন। অলধকাংশ ভারিীয়র কাচ�  লিচয়,  সন্তান ও 
পলরিাচরর  মচধ্যই  জীিন  সীমািদ্ধ।  সরকাচরর  কাচ�  সমকামীরা  সংখ্যািেু  ও 
একপ্রকার অলস্ত্বহীন। লকন্তু ২০১৫র নচভম্চর িৎকািীন অে্মমন্ত্রী অরুে সজিলি 
প্রেম  ৩৭৭  ধারা  রচদর  কো  িচিন  কারে  এটি  “adversely affected mil-
lions of Indian citizens and their right to live a life of dignity and 
equality”(Criminal Love, 2017)।  লকন্তু িাঁর  দি িা করচি িাচদর  সদাসর 
রাষ্ট্রীয় স্বয়ংচসিক সংে(RSS), লশিচসনা, মহারাষ্ট্র নভলনরামে সসনা(MNS), লিশ্ 
টহন্ু পলরষদ, টহন্ু মহাসভা, িজরং দচির সরাচষর মুচখ পরচি হচি।

২০১৫র টডচসম্চর ও ২০১৬র মাচে্ত শশী োরুর সংসচদ ৩৭৭ ধারার লিপচষে 
প্রাইচভি সমম্ার  লিি সপশ কচরন। দুটি  লিিই সংসচদ খালরজ হচয় রায়।  লিলন 
িচিন, “As far as I am concerned, this is not just one particular[sexual] 
practice, as the enemy is portraying. Instead, it is about freedom guar-
anteed by the constitution of India” (Criminal Love. 2017) লিলন সদখান 
২০১৩-র টডচসম্চর ৫৭৮ জন সমকামীচক ৩৭৭ ধারায় সগ্রফিার করা হচয়চ�। 
RSSর সজনাচরি সসচক্রিালর দত্তাচরেয়া সহাসাচিি সমকালমিা বিধকরচের সপচষে 
িচিন  “no criminalisation, but no glorification either”(The Economic 
Times, 2017)।

৩৭৭ধারা সম্পমককিত সিসািময়ক িাি�া

  l  ২০১৪-র এলপ্রচি সুলপ্রম সকাি্ত রূপান্তরকামীচদর িৃিীয় লিচঙ্গর আওিাভুতি কচরট�ি। 
সকাচি্তর  সুপালরশ  ট�ি  লশষোমূিক  প্রলিষ্ান  ও  সরকারী  োকলরচি  িৃিীয়  লিচঙ্গর 
সংরষেে োকচি। এই রায় ২০১৩-র রাচয়র পরস্পরলিচরাধী  ট�ি কারে রলদ একজন 
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সমকামী  একজন  রূপান্তরকামীর  সাচে  সরৌনসঙ্গচম  লিতি  হয়  িাহচি  শুধু  সমকামী 
ি্যলতিটি  ‘Criminal’।  সকাি্ত  রূপান্তরকামীচদর  অলধকাচরর  কো  িিচ�  আিার  িারাই 
রূপান্তরকামীচদর সরৌনসঙ্গচমর অলধকারচকও খি্ম করচ�। রলদও National Commission 
for Backward Classes(NCBC)-র সম্লি ি্যলিি সরকারী োকলরচি রূপান্তরকামীচদর 
সংরষেে সম্ি নয়।

      অচনচকর রুলতি  ট�ি সমকামী পুরুষ ও Cross-desser-রা অচনকাংচশ সমচয়লি হয় 
ফচি আইচনর সুলিধার জন্য  লনচজচদর রূপান্তরকামী  দালি করচি পাচর। সমকামী ও 
লিপরীিকামী  পুরুষ শারীলরকভাচি এক ফচি িারা  রূপান্তরকামী  দালি  কচর  সরকারী 
োকলরর সুলিধা লনচি পাচর। রূপান্তরকালমিা আসচি মনস্াল্বিক িাই টেলকৎসালিজ্াচনর 
ভাষায় প্রমাে করা কটঠন।

  l  লদললের জননক আইনজীিী নগরদায়রা আদািচি মামিা কচরন সর রলদ ৩৭৭ ধারা অপরাধ 
হয় িাহচি Sex-toy ভারচি  লনলষদ্ধ করা উটেি কারে এটিও ‘অস্বাভালিক সরৌনলক্রয়া। 
পুলিশচক িদন্তভার সদওয়া হয় সকাোয়-লকভাচি এগুলি লিলক্র হয় সদখা। প্রশ্ন ওচঠ রলদ 
এগুলি সরৌনোটহদাচক উদেীলপি কচর িাহচি পায়ুকামচক উদেীলপি কচর এমন ফচির 
লিলক্র (কিা, শশা, সপঁয়াজ) লকভাচি লনলষদ্ধ করা সম্ি? অে্মাৎ এই হাস্যকর মামিাটি 
নাকে হচয় রায়।

২০১৬-১৮ ধারািাহহক আইমন পয্থাদ্�াচনা

  l  ২রা সফব্রুয়ালর, ২০১৬র নাজ ফাউচন্শন জমা সদওয়া আচিদচনর েূড়ান্ত শুনালনর লদন 
লনধ্মালরি  হয়। প্রধান  লিোরপলি  সক.এস. পুট্টস্বামী  সনিৃচত্ব  লিন  লিোরচকর  সিঞ্ ৮টি 
Curative petition পাঁে সদচস্যর সিঞ্চক পর্মাচিােনা করচি িচি।

  l  ২৪সশ আগস্ ২০১৭। সুলপ্রম সকাি্ত অিচশচষ একটি ইলিিােক রায় লদি। সকাচি্তর িতিি্য 
ট�ি সগাপনীয়িার অলধকার ভারিীয় সংলিধাচনর িৃিীয় অংচশর ২১ অনুচছেচদ সুরলষেি 
একটি সমৌলিক অলধকার। লিোরক সক. এস. পুট্টস্বামীর সনিৃচত্ব রাচয় িচি, “discordant 
note which directly bears upon the evolution of the constitutional jurisprudence 
on the right to privacy” (Criminal Love, 2017)  নয়  লিোরচকর  সিচঞ্র  অন্যিম 
লিোরক েন্দেূড় িচিন ২০১৩-র রাচয়র লপ�চন রুলতি ভুি। লিোরক সঞ্য় সকৌি েন্দেূচড়র 
সাচে সহমি সপাষে কচর িচিন সংখ্যািেু সগাপনীয়িার অলধকারচক অস্বীকার করা রায় 
না এিং সাংলিধালনক অলধকাচর সংখ্যাগলরষ্ ধারো অগ্রহেচরাগ্য। সরৌন আগ্রচহর লভলত্তচি 
একজন ি্যলতির লিরুচদ্ধ বিষম্যমূিক আেরে আপলত্তজনক। সংলিধাচনর ১৪, ১৫ এিং 
২১ অনুচছেচদর বিারা সগাপনীয়িার অলধকার এিং সরৌন োটহদা সুরষোর অলধকাচর সমৌলিক 
অলধকাচরর অন্তভু্ততি।

  l  সমকাচমর সম্ূে্ম  বিধকরে িখনও হয়লন। ২০১৮সি প্রধান  লিোরপলি দীপক লমচশ্র 
সনিৃচত্ব ধনঞ্য় েন্দেূড়, অজয় মালনকরাও খাচন্িকর, ইন্ু মািচহারো ও সরাটহিন ফালি 
নরম্যাচনর পাঁে লিোরচকর সিঞ্ ৩৭৭ ধারার সাংলিধালনকিার উপর শুনালন শুরু কচর। 
আচিদনকারীরা সরৌন সগাপনীয়িা, বিষচম্যর লিরুচদ্ধ অলধকার, মিপ্রকাচশর অলধকারচক 
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৩৭৭ ধারার লিপচষে সমৌলিক অলধকার টহসাচি সদলখচয়চ�ন। োরলদচনর শুনালনর সশচষ 
আদািি ১৭ই জুিাই, ২০১৮সি রায় সদওয়ার  লদন  লনধ্মারে করচিও সশষ পর্মন্ত ৬ই 
সসচপ্টম্র, ২০১৮ লদনটি লনধ্মালরি হয়।

  l  ৬ই  সসচপ্টম্র,  ২০১৮।  িহুকালখিি  লদন।  রাচয়  িৃিীয়  লিচঙ্গর  সাংলিধালনক  বিধিাচক 
স্বীকৃলি  লদচয়  ৩৭৭  ধারাচক  “irrational, arbitrary and incomprehensible” (Namit 
Hans, 2017) আখ্যালয়ি কচর। সুলপ্রম সকাচি্তর স্পটি জালনচয় সদয়, “Consensual sex be-
tween adults in private space, which is not harmful to women or children, cannot 
be denied as it is a matter of individual choice. Section 377 results in discrimina-
tion and is violative of constitutional principles”(The Statesman, 2018)। এই রাচয়র 
লপ�চন িাচদর রুলতি ট�ি, “Sexual orientation is natural. Discrimination on the basis 
of sexual orientation is violation of freedom of speech and expression” (The States-
man, 2018)

িন্তি্য

অিচশচষ  সমকামীরা  স্বাধীনিার  স্বাদ  সপি।  িচি  প্রাতিিয়স্চদর  সরৌনসঙ্গম 
বিধকরে হচিও অন্যান্য অলধকার এখনও অধরা। সরমন সমকামী লিিাহ আইনগি 
বিধ নয়। শুধুমারে সরৌনলমিচনর �াড়পরে সপচয়চ� িারা। এচষেচরে উচলেখ্য, সপ্লি 
LGBTQ সপ্দাচয়র সদস্যরা  লদলেী হাইচকাচি্তর কাচ� আলজ্ম কচর  টহন্ু  লিিাহ 
আইচনর আওিায় সমকামী লিিাহচক আইনলসদ্ধ করার জন্য। িাচদর িতিি্য ট�ি 
টহন্ু  লিিাহ আইন, ১৯৫৬-র ৫ অনুচছেচদ িিা  হচয়চ�  সকানও  টহন্ু উভচয়র 
মচধ্য লিিাহ িন্চন আিদ্ধ হচি পাচর এিং িাই LGTBQ সপ্দাচয়র দুই টহন্ুর 
মচধ্য সমকামী লিিাহ সম্চক্ত সকানও আপলত্ত োকচি পাচর না। রলদও সরকার 
এই িে্য নাকে কচর িচি সমকামী লিিাহ সিশ কচয়কটি সফৌজদালর ও নাগলরক 
আইচনর লিচরালধিা কচর। িাই সি সপচয়ট�র মচিা টেন্তার অিকাশ সনই। এখনও 
সমকাচমর িড়াই িালক। অন্যলদচক আইন িদচির পাশাপালশ সামালজক দৃলটিভলঙ্গ 
িদচির প্রচয়াজন। কারে সমাজ রলদ সমকামীচদর সাদচর গ্রহে না কচর সসচষেচরে 
আইচনর হাি িঁাধা। িচি আশার  লিষয় হি মানুচষর দৃলটিভলঙ্গ িদিাচ�; মানুষ 
এখন Starley-র গাচনর সুচর সুর লমলিচয় িিচ� ‘Love is love’।
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